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CHAPTER XV 

ALEXANDER THE GREAT 

IN the fourth century B.C. there is a Budden rift in the mists 
~hich envelop the ancient history of India. The regions di[,!closed 
are the Kabul Valley, the foothills through which the Five Rivers 
~ome down into the plain>; of the Punjab, the plains themselves, 
'and the lower course of the Indus. The country, as we see it, is 
held partly by a number of independent tribes, governed by theit 
own headmen and owning the authority of no king. But this 
primitive aristocratic type of community is holding its own with 
difficulty against another type of government, the monarchic. In 
parts of thc country principalities have been formed under des
potic rajas, and between the different elements a struggle with 
varying vicissitudes is going on. The rajas are fighting to extend 
their authority over the free tribes and the free tribes are fighting 
to reI,vl the rajas. The riijas are also fighting amongst themselves, 
ano. mutual jealollRie:> If!ad to politic alliances according to the 
necessities of the moment; we divine in this little world a conflict 
and shifting of antagonistic groups such as we can follow Oil a 
larger scale in the history of Europe. It is into this world that the 
Western invader plunges in 326 B.C. 

About ten milefl north-west from where &'iwalpindi now stands 
stood, in the fourth century B.C., the city of Taksha~i1a (Taxila), 
long eminent among the cities of India as a great seat of learn
ing. In the year 327 it was the capital of a raja, whose principality 
lay hetween the IndUl~ and its tributary the Jhelum (the ancient 
Vitasta, the Hyda~pes of the Greeks)]. Like Rawalpindi to-day, 

1 Althougb the courses of tbe great rivers of the Punjab bave greatly cbanged in 
historical times and are still changing, their names may be traced with certainty from 
the Age of the Rigveda down to tbe present day. Those whiob are ohiefly impOt"tant 
in tbe history of Alexander'. Inuian campaign are: 

Andent Indian. 
Bindbu, 
Kubhii. 
Suva.tn. 
Vitasta. 
A.ikni. later Cbandrabhagii. 
ParushJ:li. later Iravati. 
Vjp~, later Vipaya. 
9utndri. 

Greek and Latin. lIfodern. 
'bail" Indus. Indus. 
Kw1>>\v. Coph"n. Kabul. 
~O&.!7TOS't Soastus. Swat. 
'TMO"".~,. Hydaspes. Jhelum. 
• AK<O"lv'1', Acesines. Chenab. 
·Tlipawr~'. Hydra.6les. Ravi. 
"Tq,aO"tS, Hypbasis. Beas. 
Zapdlipo" Zaradrus, Hesydrus. Sutlej: 
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Taksha~ila guarded the chief gate of India from the north-wei'!· 
it. was the first great Indian city at which merchants who had conw 
down the Kabul Valley and cl'o~sed the Inclus about Attock arrived, 
three days' journey beyond the river. It!; ruler was the first amoll!: 
the kings of the Punjab to hear any tidings which might com. 
down from the highlands of Afghanistan of eventl'! happenill~ 
behind those tremendous monntain walls. For mall)' generatioll' 
now the Punjab must have hall SOlIle knowledge of what weut 011 

in the domiuions of the King of Kings. For the Per8ian Empire 
founded two centuries before by Cyrus had been 1\ huger realill 
than had ever, so far as we know, existed in the world under till' 
hand of one man, and the power and glory of the man who rule. i 
it, the splendour of Ecbatana allli Persepolis, must have heen 
carried by fame over the neighbouring landtl. 

The rajas of Taksha~ila must therefore have long lent all l'ur 

to the !'umbliug of wars anll rebellions which came acr08>; the 
western mountains. They lIlay indeed have known next to nothinl! 
of what weut ou at the further extremities of the Pertlian Empire· 
for the same realm which at its utmost extension eastward touched 
the Indus reached at its other end the Aegean and Black Sea~ 
and the great monarchic Empires of the east are conglomeratioll· 
too loosely organised for the tron hIe;; of one province to be neco,.; 
sarily felt ill the mol';'; Ji"td,llt ones. The Indian princes lIla.' 
therefore have been ignorant of the fact that the Persian kiug al 
the other end of his realm had come into contact with a ~ingular 
people settled in a quantity of little republics over the southern 
part of the Balkan Pellin8ula, along the coasts of A~ia Minor, awl 
in the intermediate islands, the people whom the Persians called 
collectively Yavanas (Ionians). We do not know whether it even 
produced any considerable shock on the banks of the Indus, when 
a century and a half before 334 B.C. the Persian king had led his 
armies to disaster in the land of the Yavauas, although those 
armies included Indian tribesmen torn by Persian officers from the 
frontier hills, whose bones were destined to find their last resting
place 011 the field of Plataea thousands of miles away. Of the long 
~truggle which went on for generations after that between the 
Yavana republics, especially the one called Athens, and the western 
satraps of the Great King perhaps no I'Umour was brought down 
the Kabul valley to Takshac;:ila. 

But in 334 B.C. and the following years the struggle between 
Persia and the Yavanas took a turn which must have made talk 
even in the palaces and bazaars of the Punjab. The Indian 
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princes learnt that a Yavana king had arisen in the utmost West 
strong enough to drive the Great King from his throne. It may 
Ue that the western provinces, Asia Minor and Egypt, were torn 
away in 334, 333 and 332 B.C. by the invader without yet bringing 
the Indian princes to realise that 80 huge a fact in the world as the 
Persian Empire was about to vanish. But there can have been no 
mistaking the ma!,'1litude of the catastrophe, when Darius III was 
flying northward for his life, when Alexander had occupied the 
central seats of government and set Persepolis 011 fire (330 B.C.). 

If this mall t"!om the West was going to claim the whole heritage 
of the Achaemenian kings, that would make him the neighbour of 
the princes of India. It must have been a concerTI to the raja of 
Taksha~ila and his fellow-kings to learn in what direction the 
victorious Yavana host would move next. And in fact the tidings 
came before long that it was moving nearer. '''llell the win tel' of 
330 fell, it was cllcamped in Seistan, and with the spring moved to 
the uplands which to-day constitute the southern part of Afghani
stan. Here the awe-struck inhabitants, Pashtus probably, ancestors 
of the modern Afghans, saw the European strangers set about a 
work which indicated a resolve to make themselves at home for all 
time in these lands won by their spear. They saw them begin to 
construct a city after the manner of the Yavauas at a point com
manding the roads; and when the rest of the host had gone onward, 
there a body of J<Juropeans remained, established behind the fresh
built walls. If we may judge by analogies, some thousands of the 
native people were induced by force or persuasion to settie side by 
side with them in the new city. It was only one of the chain of 
cities which marked the track of conquering Hellenism. Like 
many of the others, this too was given the name of the conqueror. 
In the speech of the GreekR it was known as Alexalldria-amollg
the-Arachosians. To-day we call it Kandahar. 

A mountain barrier still separated the Yavana hOOlt at Kandahar 
in the summer of :329 from the Kabul valley,' that is to say, from the 
river system of the Indus. And it would seem that, when the passes 
filled with the first willter snows, the Yavanas had not yet crossed it. 
But the army led by Alexander was one which defied ordinary 
obstacle8~ In winter!, under cil"cul1lstances that made regular pro
visioning impossible, by extraordinary enclurance 2 it pushed through 
the hills and descended into the Kabul valley. The princes of the 
Punjab might feel that the outlandish host stood indeed at the door. 

1 'T .. cl TIX«Ho, 001 .. ,", Strabo, xv, C. 725 . 
• Diod. XVII, 82; Curt. VII, B, 12. 
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But Alexander, having reached the Kubul mIley in the winter 
of 329-11, did not make an immediate advance upon India. Beyond 
the mountain range which forms the northern sirle of the valley, 
the Hiqdu Knsh, lay the extl'eme provinces of the old Persian 
Empire towards the nOl'th-east-Bactria (whose name still survives 
in the city of Balkh) and the country now called Bukhura. Not 
only were these provinces still unsubdued, but the Persian cause 
was upheld there by a prince of the old blood royal. Alexander 
must beat down that opposition, before he could think of in
vading India. He waited therefore for the rest of the winter in 
the Kabul valley, till the spring should unblock the passes of the 
Hindu Kush. And again here the inhabitants saw the Europeans 
make preparations for permanent settlement. At thc foot of the 
Hindu Kush, whence three roads to Bactria radiate\ 011 the site 
probably of the still existing village of Charikar, rose another 
Alexandria, Alexandria-nnder-the-Caucasus. In support of the 
Yavana colony to be left in this town, other little settlements were 
established at points a day's journey off in what were henceforth to 
be Greek towns; Cartana, noted for the rectangular precision 
with which its walls were traced out (modern BegTam, according 
to Cunilingham) and Cadrusi (Koratas ?) are names given us. In 
this case we have an express statement that 7000 of the people of 
the land were to be incorporated as citizens of the new towns with 
those of Alexander's mercenaries who cared to settle in this 
region 2800 miles away from their old homez• Another new 
city, or old city transformed with a new Greek name, Nicaea, 
occupied apparently some site between Alexandria and the Kabul 
river'. 

As soon a8 the snow was melted enough to make the Khawak 
Pas!; practicable, thc Yavana army trailed up the Panjshir valley', 
leaving little bodie8 of European8 behind it to hold the Kabul 
valley under a Persian satrap and a Macedonian episkopos. The 
main body of the army once more contcnded with the hardships of 

1 Cunningham, A ncient Geography, p. 24. 
2 Diod. XVII, 83; Curt. VII, 3, 23, according to the MSS. ha.s (vii millibus seniorum 

M~donum.' Redicke in the Teubner text amends this, perbaps too boldly, as ' vii 
nnlbbuB Bubacta.rum na.tionum.' 

3 Tbe diBcussiolls of Dr Vincent Smitb and of Sir Thomas Roldich as to tbe site 
o! Nicaea-the. former puts it at Jaliiliihiid and tbe latter at Kabul-are invalidated by 
the fact that Nlcaco., If we follow ArTia", WaB not on tbe river Kabul at an. Alemnder 
from Nicaea advance. towards the Kabul; ci¢'KOIJ.~"or is NLKClla.v., .rpov,Xwpu Wi brt T~HI 
K~.p~va, IV, 22, 6. Mr M'Crindle curiously omits the words in bis tranBI;'tion. Not 
NUJ&ea, but BOIDe place on the way to tbe river Kabul, was where the army was divided. 

• Roldlcb, Gates of India, p. H8. 
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a passage over the high ridges and disappeared to the northwards. 
During the following twelve months (May 328 to May 327) such 
news of it as reached India showed that the Yavana king still pre
vailed against all enemies. As far as the Syr Daria (.Jaxartes) the 
peoples of Eastern Iran were broken before him. In the early 
spring of 327 he was again moviug to the south. 

The raja of Taksha«ila must have realised at this juncture that 
a momentous choice lay before him. It Illay be that the idea of a 
common Indian nationality, in whose cause he and his brother 
kings might stand together against the stranger, did not even 
occur to him: India was too large and too disunited for the mind 
to emlwace it as a unity. But he mig'ht well tremble for his own 
power, if this new resistless deluge came bursting into the land. 
On the other hand it might perhaps be turned to his account. His 
policy was largely governed by his antagonism to the rival prince 
of the Paurava 1 house (Porus), who ruled on the other side of the 
Hydaspes (Jhelum). The Paura,Ta was indeed a neighbour to be 
dreaded. He is described to us as a mall of gigantic and powerful 
build, a warrim'-chief, such as in an unsettled world extends his 
power by aggressive ambition and proud courage. He had con
ceived the idea of building up for himself a great kingdom, and he 
was the man to realise it. He had already made an attempt to 
crush the free tribes to the east, pu»hing his advance even beyond 
the Hydraotes (Ravi), in alliance with the raja of the Abhisiira 
country (corresponding roughly with the Punch and Naoshera 
districts in Kashmir) and with many of the free tribes whom he 
had drawn into vassalage swelling his arlJly, although the resist
ance he there encountered from the Kshatriyas 2 had made him 
temporarily give back". His haJ\d had perhaps also reached west
ward across the Hydaspes into the country which the raja of 
TakshaC(ila considered his own'. It might well seem to the raja of 
Taksha«ila that, threatene<l on the one side by the Paurava and on 
the other side by the European invader, his safest course lay in 
allying himself with the European, riding on the crest of the wave 
that would sweep his riml to destruction. 

And yet the European host which had emerged out of the 
unknown West to shatter the l'ersiall Empire may have appeared 
too unfamiliar and incalculable a power to make the decision easy. 

1 Paurava i. a title denoting thtl chief of the Purus, a tribe known in Vedic times 
(v. sup. Chapter IV, pp. 82 f.). 

, In Greek Kathaioi, see Lassen, vol. II, p. 167. The general designation of the 
warrior enste seems to be applied in this case to a partieular people. 

, Al'rian v, 22. • See Anspach, note 125. 
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But, if the riija hesitated, his son Ambhi (Omphis)l had a clear 
opinion as to what the situation reqnired. He pressed his fathel' 
to place his principality at the Yavana king's disposal. While 
Alexander was still in Bukhara, l\.mbhi began to negotiate on his 
own account. EnvoYR from Taksha<;ila made their way over the 
ridges of the Hindu Kush. They were charged with the message 
that Ambhi was ready to march by Alexander'~ tlide against any 
Indians who might refuse to submit. Thus the t<;uropean, at hi" 
first arrival at the Gates of India, found India divided against 
itself. It was the hand of an Indian 'prince, which unbarred the 
door to the invader. ..... .. _.-.".- . 

. The summer 'or327 Re. was almost come 2 before the hillmen of 
the Hindu Kush saw the Yavana army re-appear on the ridges, 
cross probably by the Kushan Pass a, and stream down to the new 
Alexandria. The satrap who had been left hel'e was found to 
have done badly, and Alexander appointed another in his place, 
Tyriespes, a Persian like his predecessor. The population of the 
city was enlarged by drawing in more of the people of the land 
and settling down there more war-worn European ,·cteranB. Thc 
work of making a city of Greek type had really only been begun, 
and a Macedonian of high rank, Nicanor 4

, was now appointed tu 
see it carried through. 

'fhe army moved on from Alexandria to Nicaea, where Alex
ander sacrificed to the Grcek goddess Athena. From Nicaea he 
sent on a herald to the rftja of TakHha<;il:l and the native prince~ 
west of the Indus to meet him in the Kabul Yalley. We know of 
one Indian chief, ya<;igupta (SiRikottos), already in the conqueror's 
train. His had been probably some little hill-state un the slopes 
of the Hindu Kush, whence he had gone two years since, to help 
the Iranians ill Bactria against Alexander. When theil' cause was 
lost, he had gone over to the European. Messengers now summoned 
the other chieftains of the lower Kabul Valley to meet their over
lord. At. Taksha~ila too messengers appeared with the SUllHIlons. 
And the raja, acting on the policy which his son had espoused 
so decisively, rose up to obey. 

Encamped ill the Kabul Valley at some place not named the 
raja of Tak8ha~ila saw the host destined for the invasion of his 
mother-land. It numbered, at the lowest estimate, from twenty-

J See Sylvain Levi in Journal A,iatique, 8"" Serie xv (1890), p. 234 f. 
2 'Efl1KOPTOS 1j6"1 TOU 1jpo~, Arr. IV, 22, 3. 
3 Strabo xv, C. 697; Cunningham, .Ancient Geof}'J'aphy, p. 25. 
• Dr Vincent Smith (Early History of India, 3rd edition, p. 49) seems to be in error 

in identifying tbis Nic9.nor with the son of Parlllenio. 
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five to thirty thousand men 1_a strangely compounded army, which 
can only be called European with qualification. Its strength 
indeed consisted in the Macedonian regiments, stout yeomen and 
peasants carrying the long spear of the heavy-armed foot-soldier, 
and troops of splendidly disciplined cavalry drawn from the aris
tocracy of the conntry, the 'Companions' of the national King. 
European too were the thousands of soldiers from the Greek cities, 
serving as mercenaries, on foot or mounted, and the contingents of 
semi-barbarous hillmen from the Balkans, Agrianes and Thracians, 
serving as light troops-slingers, javelineers, and bowmen-invalu
able for mountain warfare. But mingled with the Europeans 
wcre men of many nations. Here were troops of horsemen, repre
senting the chivalry of Iran, which had followed Alexander from 
Bactria and beyond 2, Pashtus and men of the Hindu Kush with 
their highland-bl'ed horses 3, Central-Asiatics who could ride and 
shoot at the same time'; and among the camp-followers olle could 
find groups representing the older civilisations of the world, 
Phoenicians inheriting an immemorial tradition of ship-craft and 
trade, bronzed Egyptians able to confront the Indians with an 
antiquity still longer than their own. 

There was nothing to arrest this army between the point. they 
had now reached and the Indus. The local chieftains had indi
cated their submission. All along the north side of thc Kabnl 
however lay the hills, whose inhabitants in their rock citadels, in 
the valleys of the Kunar, the Panjkora, and the Swat, were nn
schooled to recognise an overlord, and as prepared to give trouble 
to anyone who tried to incorporate them in an imperial system as 
their Pathan snccessors of a later day. But it was not Alexander's 
way to leave unsubdued regions beside his road. Hill army there
fore broke up into two dh·isions. One, commanded by Hephaestion, 
the king's friend, and l'crdiccas, the proudest of the Macedonian 
nobles, moved to the Indus by the most direct route. This would 
probably mean a route along the south bank of the Kabul, whether 

1 The numberA in the ancient texts are oHen untrnstwol·thy. The estimate in the 
text is Delbriick'., Geschichte der Kril'ysk1tmt (1900), vol. I, p. 184. Anspach (note 20), 
combining Anian, Ind. 19, 5 with Diod. XVII, 95, reckons the army in the Kabul Valley 
at 9.bout 85,000. Delbriick denies that so large an army with the necessary camp· 
followers conld have got across the Hindu Kush. This is a point for practical strategists. 
Whether Plutarch's number (Alex. 56) is correct or not, he does not say. as 
Dr Vincent Smith, p. 49, inadvertently quotes him, that Alexander entered India 
with 120,000 foot and 15,000 horse, but that Alexander left India with that number. 
Reinforcemeuts had been arriving from the West in the meantime. 

, ATr. IV, 17, 3. ' lb. Y, 11,3. • lb. IV, 21, 1, 
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through the aetual Khyber Pass or not l
; the other, Jed by the king 

himself, turned up into the hills. The two divisions were to rejoin 
each other upon the Indus; Hephaestion and Perdiccas, arriving 
there first, it was calculated, would have made all preparations for 
the passage of the great river. 

The Europeans who had followed Alexander so far into Asia 
now entered the region in which the armies of the English operate 
to-day. At that season of the year 2 the hill-country must have 
been bitterly cold, and probably to some extent under snow. It 
was the same hill-cuuntry whose contours and tl'acks and points of 
vantage are Rtudied now by British commanders; the tough high
lander of the Balkans or of Crete climbed and skirmished with 
bow and javelin in :327 B.C. where the Scottish highlander was to 
climb and skirmish with rifle and bayonet two thousallfl two 
hundred years later. And yet it is impossible to follow the track 
of Alexander over these hills with any precision. We hear of little 
mountain towns stormed, of others abandoned by their inhabitants. 
But their sites cannot be identified. One must however note that 
at this point Alexander, in an ethnographical sense, entered India; 
for these hills, whose population at the present day is either 
Afghan or Kafir, seem then to have been possessed by Indian 
tribes. The A~vakas, as their name appal'ently was in their native 
speech, were the first Indian people to receive the brunt of the 
invasion'. The fighting seems to have been of exceptional ferocity. 
At one place, where Alexander was wounded, the whole popula
tion was put to the swurd. At another place we hear of a huge 
massacre, and 40,000 men taken captive. At a third place a body 
of Indian!:! from the Punjab had come to help the local chieftain 
fol' hire. When the town capitulated, it was agreed that these 

1 Dr Vincent Smith says that he did not go by the Khyber and cites Sir Thomas 
Holdich in Bupport of the assertion. Sir Thomas in his more recent book, Gates 
of India (p. 94), says that he' undoubtedly followed the main route which ... is sufficiently 
well indicated in these days a. the" Kbaib.r ".' 

• MET~ ~""!'<l.' TIX"dowv, Aristobulu •• p. Strabo xv, C. 691. 
• In the Greek accounts a people called Aspasioi are found in the Choes (either the 

Ali,hang or Kiinar) Valley and a people called Assakenoi in the Swat Valley. Both 
names are supposed to represent the sa.me Indian name A~vaka., connected with w;va 
t horse.' If 80, the two Greek names may be due to local varieties of pronunciation, 
and it may be noted that the form Aspasioi would then approximate to Iranian speech, 
in which "spa i. the equivalent of l1fVa. Strabo, according to the M8S. (xv, C. 691, 
C. 6~8). calls the As!,asioi Hypasioi; this is often emended in modern texts to 
Hippalioi, on the supposition that the Greek. knew their hippos to be the etymological 
eqwvalent 01 <upa and attempted a translation. This i. extremely unlike the Greek 
way in these matters. The confusion is made wor.e by another people called Astakenoi 
appearing in the PushkaHivati region, whORe name is 8upposed not to be connected 
etymologically with that of their neighbonrs, tho Assakenoi. 
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mercenaries should transfer their services to Alexander. They 
encamped on a little hill apart. There, as they talked together, it 
seemed to them a horrible thing that they should march with the 
Yavanas against their own people. They determined to Blip away, 
when night fell, and make across the hills for home. But when 
night fell, they found the hill beset on all sides with the soldiers 
of Alexander; for some one had betrayed their design. The 
Macedonians suffered none of them to live till morning 1• 

The town with which this incident is connected the Greeks call 
Massaga. We know only that it was situated east of the Guraeus 
river and apparently not far from the stream. The resistance 
which the easternmost branch of the hill-people, those called by 
the Greeks Assakenoi, offered to the invader seems to have been 
concentrated at this place. All these tribes, as far as the Indus, 
recognised as overlord a chief whom the Greeks call Assakenos. 
His organisation for defence included an alliance with the king of 
the Ahhisara country beyond the Indus, who sent contingents to 
his support2. Assakenos had himself taken command at Massaga, 
and fell there, struck by a missile from one of the European siege
machincs 3• His mother and daughter were left in the enemies' 
hands'; but it was not among Alexander's faults to fail in chivalry 
to the women whom war put at his mercy'. 

The loot in cattle in these regions was enormous, and we are 
told that a herd of the finest animals was actually given by Alex
ander into the charge of drovers who were to drive them all the 
way from the Hindu Kush to Macedonia. A town called by the 
Greeks Arigaeon, which apparently commanded the road between 
the Kunar and the Panjkora Valleys, was selected for recolonisa
tion-a number of war-worn Europeans and a number of the native 
people were to form the population, as in similar cases before. 

One curious incident relieves the story of blood-shed. Some
where among these hills'-probably on the lower "pur;! of the 

1 Arr. IV, 27; Diod. XVII, 84; Plut. Alix. 59; Polyaen. Strateg. IV, 3, 20. 
2 Arr. IV, 27, 7. • Arr. IV, 27, 2. 4 Arr. IV, 27,4. 
, A strange story is given by Justin, XII, 7, 10, that it was the Wife of Assakenos who 

feU into Alexander's hands and that he had a son by her, who afterwards became king 
of the Indians (I) (ef. Curtius, VIII, 10, 35). It may be that the story WaS concocted in 
later times in the interests of Borne petty king of this region, who wished to establish 
a claim to be descended from Alexander. That is a claim which is 8till common in 
the Indian frontier hills. 

• Holdich in discussing the site of Nysa (Gates of India, p. 122) gives a mis
translation of Arrian. Arrian does not say that Alexander' then entered' that part 
of the country, but that somewhere in the country which Alexander had already 
traversed there waS a place called Nysa. 

C. H.!. I. 23 
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li"," 1'''''1.".\ Koh-i-Mor-dwclt 1\ people who tui,l the Yavaua!l,. 
or I!O tbe inY&den undel'Mtood them, that they were desccndant.8 01 
the western people who haol come into tho~e parts with their god 
l>iou,..-; for DionY!!lIl1, the Grech hclie\'ed, had gone conquering 
aCI'OI8 Alia, "t the head of hi!! revellers, in the old heroic days. 
The Greek!! always experienced a kecn joy of rccognition, when 
they oould connect foreign things with the figures of their own 
I~nda, and they were delighted with the suggestion. The asSOIl

ance of namcs lent itself immediately to confirm the thcory as 
usefuUy lUI it doee to confinn the adventmous speculations of 
modern archaeologists. In the legend the name Xysa was specially 
connected with Dionysus-it WIIi! the namc of hi~ nurse or of the 
place where he Was born or of hip! holy hill-and the name of this 
little town in the Hindu Kush, as it War! pronouuterl to Alexa[uler, 
had a similar BOund Again the legend said that Dionysus had 
been bom from the thigh (meros) of Zeus, and a neighbouring 
snmmit, the. (treekB discovered, was called ~[eru. What could be 
clearer, And when they saw the sacred plants of the god, the 
vine and ivy, running wild over the mountain, as they knew them 
at homel, no dOUbt could be left. Modern travellers have tome 
upon oertain fair Kii.fir tribes in thi!! region, whose religiouR pro
CCl!8iona with music and dancing have a Bacchanalian look, and 
the NYMae8n!! dillCovered by Alexander, they suggellt, may have 
been the ancestors of these Kafirs; their proccRsions may have led 
the Greeks to connect them with Dionysus. This is possible, but 
in the Greek books we hear nothing of the N ysaeall8 going ill 
proceMion. It is the 1\laeedonian soldieflol themselveR, who wreatlll' 
their heade with ivy and range the hills in ecstasy, callillg on the 
""I by hia eaered names, WI their people had done from old tim, 
. the woody IIpUrs of the Balkans. Hostilities, at allY rat •. 

. I! h the&e intert'8tillg killlllDeD conld not be thought of, and tIll' 
.. ' ... 1111' were theml!(·lvcR prept\red to act ill character; thff."" 
, .. tired of them Oil their mountaiu horses joined the army' of th, 
'\'~ Iring and followed him to battle in the plaillH of the Punja h, 

\\1l\L!t :\ lexandcr W8.l! fighting ill the valleys to the north of 
" Kauul. the other division of the Macedonian arnlY under 

: "~tion and PerdiCCM, accompanied by the rflja of Taksh~ila, 
.de ItA way_ alung the Kabul to the Indus. It illay ha\'e bcCII 

dough the Khyber P8811 that, one day in tile cold weather MeMOlI 

, tlM! md of :i:!i or ~nning of 326 B.C., the glitter of stranl!' 
. "IN, 1 .. :1: I"",. of mailed men, were seen elllerging into th, 

Holilieh, U,,'u oj 1n4iAa, p, 183. 
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plain about Peshawar-the advancc guard of the European in
vasion of India. A few days' march farther, and they came to the 
Indus. Arrived there, the Europeans set about collecting material 
for t.he bridge which was to transport their fellows into the interior 
of the land. But their hold on t.he country west of the Indus was 
not yet secure. The region in which thc division of Hephaestion 
and Perdiccas was now encamped formed part of the I'ealm of a 
raja, named by the Grceks Astes\ whose capital was the town 
of Pushkalavati (Chiirsadda) to the north of the Kabul river. 
The raja at this moment declared himself an enemy of the for
eigners. He was not strong enough to hold the open field against 
Hephacstion and Perdiccas, and shut himself desperately in some 
wq)led town. For a month he held it against the besiegers, and 
then the greater strength of the Europeans beat him down, and 
destroyed him. The principality was given to one who had been 
his enemy and become a hanger-on of the raja of Taksha~ila, a 
certain Sangaya. He was a man upon whose loyalty the Yavanas 
could count. 

In the hills to the north, after a few months' fighting, the tribes 
generally had snbmitted to Alexander and the strong places were 
in his possession. He constituted the lower Kabnl Valley and 
the recently conquered hills a special satrapy, distinct from the 
satrapy of the Paropanisadae, which Tyriespes nrled from Alex
andria-under-the-Caucasus. The new satrapy, whose official name 
we do not know, but which can be most convcniently described as 
India-west-of-the-Indus, got for its governor a Nicanor, probably 
the same man who had been left a few months before to superintend 
the building of Alexandria. The king himself came down to Push
kalavati at the lower end of the Guraeus (now nsually called the 
Swat) valley, which was not ill a position, after the defeat of its raja, 
to offer any resistance. He set a Macedonian garrison in the town 
under an officer named Philip. 

But the effective occupation of the lower Kabul valley by the 
Yavanas required still more to be done. The division of Hephaes
tion had meantime fortified and garrisoned a place the Greeks call 
Orobatis, and Alexander, accompanied by two Indian chieftains, 
'Cophaeus' and' Assagetes '2, moved about to take possession of 
varions small towns between Pushkalavatl and the Indus. But 

lOne guess i. that this represents the Sanskrit proper name Hasti; a more 
probable one iB that it is short for Asb\akariija, king of the ABh\akaB. 

2 Anspach suggeBt., p. 65, Dote 200, that CophneuB=raja of the region about 
Pushkala near tbe Cophen, and ABBagetes= the raja of the As.akenoi (successor of the 
raja killed in MaBBaga). 

23-2 
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one great lahour remained. The reduction of a certain mountain 
citadel, which crowned Alexandel.'s work during that winter, 
always seemed to the Greeks the great glory of the campaign. 
The Greek books described the siege and storming at greater 
length than any other episode in this region. The story was 
started that Heracles had attempted to storm that very rock and 
failed. Unfortunately, it has so far been impossible to fit the 
Greek description of Aornus to any rocky height noted in the 
country to-day 1. 

Aornus, we are told, was not far from the modern Amb; it was 
a I,rreat isolated mass of rock, 6670 feet high, fiat on the top with 
precipitous sides, which 011 the south went down straight to the 
river Indus. On the summit were woods and watersprings and 
fields whose cultivation could keep a thousand men employed. 
It seems plain that an object of this kind can hardly have escaped 
modern geographers in search of it. The inference is that some 
particulars in the Greek account are due to imagination. . But 
when once we begin to trim it so as to suit the actual topo
graphy, it depends on a more or less arbitrary selection which 
particulars we eliminate and which we retain. There is at any 
rate no reason to doubt that the final conquest of this mountain 
region did involve the reduction of some exceptionally strong 
rock-citadel, in which fugitives of the defeated tribes made a last 
stand. The' citadel, when taken, was held for Alexander by a 
garrison under the Indian ~<a«igupta. The capture of AornuB had 
to be followed by another 8hort expedition further up into the 
hills, in pursuit of the fiying defenders of the fortress. They were 
led by the brother of the Assakenian chief killed in Massaga2 and 
had with them a herd of fifteen war-elephants. To the Greeks the 
idea of getting hold of these animals, so strange and wonderful to 
them, of whose valne in battle they had probably formed an even 
exaggerated notion, made their pursuit the more eager. The hills 
were deserted before them, and Alexander pushed on as far as a 
town which the Greek books call Dyrta. It was found empty of in
habitantR. Alexander lcarnt that the fugitive prince was dead by 
the evidence of his severed head, brought by some hillmen one day 
into camp. He had fallen a victim to some hostile tribe or to his 
own followers. Two bodies of light troops were detached to scour 
the hills yet further, and Alexander himself turned back with the 

, 880 tbe note in Vincent Smith, pp. 56,57. 
J An. IV, 30, 5; Diod. STIl, 86; Curt. VIII, 12, 1. His name is variously given as 

Apbrikee. Apbioes. Erica. in dillerenl text •. 
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rest of his division to the Indus. Some natives of the \'egion were 
caught by thc Macedonians on their way. They reported that the 
fugitivcs from Aornuil and the people of the hills had escaped into 
the country of Abhisara, whose r.1ja was watching the progress of 
the Yavanas with a doubtful minel. As for the elephants, they 
had turned them lool:le in the country bordering the Indus, more 
swampy in those day,; than it ill now'. An elephant hunt accord
ingly followed; Alexander had already, with his quick interest in 
new things and his Macedonian sporting propensities, collected 
about him Iudians whose special business was elephant-hunting, 
and by their means the Ilcattered herd WII-'i drh'ell in, and attached 
to the Macedoniall army 2, The point at which Alexander'Oj divilSion 
struck the IndulS on itlS descent from the hills Wall some way above 
the point where Hephacstion and Perdiccas had by this time con
structed the bridge. Between the two, the right bank of the river 
was largcly overgrown with forest, which, if in one way it impeded 
the advance of Alexander's di\'ision, in another way helped the 
tmnsport by furnishing timbel' for boats. Part of Alexander's 
force floated down the river, and when he arrived at Hephaestion'll 
bridge the number of new boats was swelled by those brought 
down from up-stream. The two divisions of the Yavana host now 
re-uuited for passage into the hcart of India. The place at which 
the bridge had been made has been fixed by the most recent 
opinion at Ohind, about 16 miles above Attock. The Greeks 
felt that they were crossing the threshold of a new world. Sacri
fices to the (;reek gods, games and horse-races iu their honour 011 

the river bank at Ohind, marked their sense that they were about 
to begin a new enterprise of formidable Illagnitude, Alexander 
was approaching the bourne of the old Persian Empire, alld it was 
evident that he meant to press still onward towards the sunrise. 
The Greek diviners announced that the omens were favourable. 
In the early dawn one day in the spring of 326 B.c.', the host began 
to clefile over the bridge, the mingled line of mauy races streaming 
all day into the Indian world. And the composition of the army 
became now more Ilingularly mixed by the contingents of native 
Indian troops sent by the rftja of Taksha((ila, ~qlladrons of Indian 
hor~e and thirty elephants, endles!! train~ moreover of oxen and 
sheep for sacrifice and food, and silver brought in masses from his 
treasuries. 

The raja of l'akshar;ila was now none other than Ambhi himself; 

1 Holdicb, Gate. of India, p. 122. 2 Cf. Diod. XVII, 86, 
, Strabo xv, C. 691, Cf. Vincent Smith, p. 61, note 1. 
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for the old raja had not lived to see the Yavanas enter his city. 
The first act of the new raja had been to send a message of homage 
to Alexander; he would not assume his ancestral kingdom except 
pending the Great King's pleasure. He would take his kingdom 
only from Alexander's hand. As Alexander moved on Taksha~ila 
from the bridge, Ambhi went out to meet him in state at the head 
of the forces of his principality. For a moment, when the Greeks !law 
an Indian army deployed across their path, they suspected treachery. 
The f'dja saw that there was trouble in the ranks and galloped 
forward with a few attendants. He assured Alexander through an 
interpreter that everything he had was his overlord's. Alexander 
on his part ratified his assumption of the princedom'. 

The gates of Taksh~ihi were thrown open to the Europeans 
and the Indian crowd watched, no doubt with a crowd's curiosity, 
the strange figures and dresses which thronged their strcets. But 
in one quarter the Greeks met with an indifference which took 
them aback. At Takshal{ila, so far as we know, the Greek:; first 
noticed Indian ascetics. The report reached Alexander himself of 
a strange set of men who were to be seen naked somewhere near 
the city, 'practising endurance,' men commanding a great rever
ence among the pcople. It was no use his sending for them, since 
they would certainly refuse to come: those who wished to learn 
their sccret must go to them. Alexander, however, on his side, 
felt he could not go to them consistently with his dignity; so he 
chose an envoy, a Greek officer named Onesicritus, who had been 
a disciple of the Cynic philosopher Diogenes, a figure obviously 
akin to the Indian ascetics. Oncsicritus, in the book he aftcrwards 
wrote, gave an account of his interesting mission, and we may still 
read it in Strabo's version 2. He found fifteen ascetics some ten 
miles from the city, sitting naked and motionless in a sun so burn
ing that one could not even walk over the stones with bare feet. 
Onesicritu8 could only communicate with them through a series of 
three interpreters, but he made them understand that the Yavana 
king would like to learn their wisdom. The ascetic to whom he 
first addressed himself answered bQ..tly that no one coming in the 
bravery of European clothes---caval",,- ,!Oak and broad-brimmed 
hat and top-boots, such as the Macedonians wore-could learn 
their wisdom. To do that, he must strip naked and learn to sit on 
the hot stones beside them. Another answered more mildly that 
it was really very creditable for such a man as Alexander to desire 
to kllOW something of the deeper wisdom, but one must remember 

1 Diod. XVll, 86; CUl't. VIII, 12. 2 XV, C, 715. 
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that to attempt to convey their teaching through three interpre
ters, common men incapable of understanding more than the mere 
words, would be like trying to make water flow clear through 
mud. They seem however to have made an attempt, and then 
they asked Onesicritus whether among the Yavanas there was any 
teaching of this kind, and he told them about Pythagoras and 
Socrates and his old. master Diogenes. The ascetics seemed 
pleased, but expressed regret that the wise men of the Greeks 
had clung to such superfluities all clothes'. One of these ascetics 
was ultimately persuaded by the rfLja of Taksha~ila to accompany 
Alexander allli return to clothes allli a worldly life. His com
panions considered it an apostasy, and followed him with reproaches. 
The name of this Indian, who remained a notable figure in Alex
ander's entountge, was one which Plutarch reproduce!> as 'Sphiues,' 
but the Greeks, catching among the Indian word>! of greeting 
which he exchanged with his fellow-countrymen, the word kalyii·~u.t, 
'lucky,' came to call him Kalallos 2

• 

At Taksh~ila Alexander held what would be called in modern 
India a durbar. There were more Greek sacrifices aud games. 
Ambhi and a crowd of smaller chiefs from the countl'y already 
dominated by the Macedonian al:ms brought presents, and were 
granted extensions of territory at the expense of such of their 
neighbours as had not submitted to the Buropean King of Kings. 
And Alexander bcstowed prcsents also with a large hand. In the 
train of the European army, waggons had come over the mountains 
Lringing from the stol'ehouses of the old Persian kings vessels of 
gold and silver, Babylonian and Pcrtlian embroideries, and many 
of these now found a home ill the palace of 'faksha~ila. The 
Macedonian captains were inclined to grum LIe at the IlIuuificence 
with which Alexander treated hi" Indian vassal kings. But Alex
ander had come to feel himself, one gather!>, a IIlan raised above 
distinctiolltl of race, an Emperor of the world, beneath whom all 
mankind was to be levelled awl made one. 

East of the Hydaspes (Jhelum) the Paurava king had been 
watching the immense peril come near. He learnt of the alliance 
betwecn his old enemy of Takshac;ila and the Yavana conqueror. 
Hc learnt that other princes of the lal\d were tcndering submission 
to the new power-hilS own kinsman, for instance, another PaUl'ava, 
whose territory lay still further to the east, beyond the Acesines 
(Chenab)s. In that moment of fear, the spirit of the great Paurava 

I Stra.bo xv, C. 714 f. 
:J Arr. v, 21, 3. 

, Arr. VII, 2, 4; Plut. Alex. 65; Strabo xv, C. 714 f. 
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rose unshaken in the resolve to settle his relatiolls with the ill
vader by the arbitrament of arms. It would be a mistake to 
regard him as one who fought in the natiollalist cause. The 
Paurava does not seem to have been moved by any thought of 
Indian solidarity against the European any more than the l'l'ija of 
'l'aksha((ila. It was not India that he was going to fight for; it 
was his own honour and his own kingdom. Hi!:! honour would not 
allow him to surrender anything without a fair fight, and all hiH 
old ambitions of constructing a great kingdom at the expense of 
neighbouring chiefs and the free tribes would vaui"h into air, if he 
gave way to a power which had made agreement with hi" rivalH. 
And yet, if the Paurava was not a champion of nationalisIll, India 
may well reckon the proud and brave prince among her national 
heroes. Unhappily India has long forgotten hit; name. We know 
of him only through the Greek books which call him Porus. It 
would have seemed a strange fate to him, had any astrologer been 
able to predict it-to pass quickly out of the memory of his own 
people, and to be a familiar Ilame for centuries in lands of which 
he had no conception, away to the West! 

To meet the Europeans, th~ Paurava could draw upon the 
resources of his own principality lying between the Hydaspes and 
the Acesines, full of populous villages l . And if his immediate 
neighbours to east and west were hostile, the raja of Abhisara 
was inclined to make common cause with him. That prince had 
already, as we have seen, given shelter to the fugitives fWIll the 
Swat Valley, and now messengers went to and fro between him 
and the Paurava. He thought it politic howevCl' to playa double 
game, and sent his brother to the durbar at Taksha((ila to convey 
presents to Alexander and the announcement of his submission. 
And meanwhile he prepared to Bend forces to join the Indian 
army mustering on the Hydaspes. 

It was probably some wind of these intrigues which accelerated 
Alexander's attack 2. The Paurava, for his part, had sent the 
Yavana conqueror an open defiance. To the envoys who sum
moned him to meet Alexander at Taksha~ila he had answered that 
he wolild meet Alexander on his own frontiers, in arms'. He soon 
learnt that in spite of the heats of summer which now lay on the 
land, in spite of the near approach of the rains, the European 
army had Lrokcn up from Taksha((ila and was in full march for 
the passage of the Hydaspes. Alexander had left a Macedonian 
garrison in Taksha~i1a, aud a Macedonian satrap, Philip the SOIl of 

I Strabo xv, C. 698. , D' d 87 'C t IS 2 10 • XVI1, • ur . VIII, , . 
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Machatas, in the realm of A.mbhi 1, Probably somewhere near the 
place where is now the town of Jhelum 2 the army of the Paurava 
gathered on the banks of the Hydaspes in the spring of 326. Its 
numbers are variously given 3

• They were perhaps not very far, 
more or less, from those of Alexander's army, though all our 
accouuts agree in one point-that Alexander had a numerical 
superiority in cavalry. 

The first body of Yavanas to appear on the river was, one 
gathers, the advance guard sent on by Alexander, bringing in 
sections the boats which had been used on the Indus. These were 
fitt.ed together again on the lIydaspes, and a little fleet could soon 
be descried in moorings across the river. The king with the main 
army was on the road The PaUl'ava seems to have thrown one 
body of troops into the country opposite under his nephew 
'Spitaces,' to contest Alexander's advance in some narrow place of 
the hills 4, through which the road from Taksha<,;ila runs. It was, 
of course, a mere preliminary skirmish, and a manceuvre of the 
Macedonian horse threw back the Indians in some confusion'. 
Presently the great host of the Yavanas was seen drawn up on the 
other side. The eyes watching from the left Lank could make out 
the royal tent and the uniform of the body-guards and even the 
figure of the marvellous man himself moving to and fro among 
his captains. They could see too a body of 5000 Indians, their 
countI'ymen, sent by A.mbhi to fight by the side of the Mace
donians. Nothing divided the Indian army from the conquerors 
of the world but the breadth of the Hydaspes. That however was 
a serious obstacle. The river at this season" was rising as the 

1 This may have been the same Philip whom we heard of as commandant of the 
garrison in PU8hkaliivati. Anspach thinks it was not, note ~OO. 

, Dr Vincent Smith in an appendix (p. 78) defends the Jhelum site against the 
Jalalpur site, preferred by Cunningham. A point in favour of Jhelum is that it is 
higher up and Alexander seems to have kept close to the hills. One does not see 
however that it can ever be possible to decide the queslion with our defective docn· 
ments. Most of the argument on the subject takes it for granted that the place where 
Alexander crossed was above the camp of Porus. But our gources do not tell U8 

whether it was above or below. Gral Yurek von Wartenburg and Delbriick prefer the 
hypothesis that it was below. With this point uncertain, as it must remain, it seems 
idle 10 try to be precise. 

I The numbers in the final battle, according to Arrian v, 15,4, were 30,000 foot 
(' all that was any good, that is to say'), 4000 horses, 300 chariots, and 200 elephants. 
See Delbriick, p. 184. 

4 The exact route of Alexander from 'faksha9ila to the Hydaspes is unknown. See 
Vincent Smith, p. 63, note. ' Polyaen. IV, 3, 21. 

• Dr Vincent Smith's disquisition on the date of the battle (p. 85 f.) suffers from 
one important datum having been left out-Strabo's statement, on the authority of 
Nearehus, that the Macedonian .... my w .. s on Ihe Aeesines at the time of the summer 
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snows began to melt in the Himalayas. Along the left bank the 
Paurava kept a sharp watch on all possible landing-places. His 
elephants especially would deter the Europeans, by their terror as 
well as by their solid bulk, from landing. To land in the face of 
such opposition might well seem an impossibility, even for Yavanas. 
But for the Paurava it meant the necessity of unremitting vigil
ance; it meant the continuous minute sC\'lltiny of every movement 
on the opposite bank. He was now to show whether he had the 
general's genius for divining the purposes of the enemy from 
chance indications. 

The difficulty was that movement in the opposite camp seemed 
perpetual. Over and over again there were concentrations at this 
point or that, as if an immediate attack were to be made, and 
then, when the nerves of the defenders were strung up to the 
highest pitch of expectancy, nothing happened. Was the dreadful 
foe really brought to a standstill by an obstacle such as he had 
never yet encountered? Or were these abortive movements purposed 
feints to throw the defenders off their guard? For the foreigners 
at any rate it must make things worse when rain storms came on 1_ 

tropical deluges such as they could never have experienced before, 
with oIlly such shelter as a camp allows-and the swollen river 
swelled yet higher. Some indications seemed to show that this 
state of suspense might be protracted for months, that the Yavallas 
had given up the thought of attempting to cross in the present 
state of the river, and were going to wait for the winter when it 
would become fordable. It was certain from the I'eports of spies 
that great stores of provisions were being brought up, as if for a 
long halt 2. Then alarms at night began. In the intervals of the 
rain the noise of cavalry mustering could be heard on the further 
bank, the shoutings of words of command, the songs which the 
Yavallas sang in battle, to their own gods; and at the sound of it, 
on the left bank the great elephants would swing through the 
darkness to their stations, and the lines of Indians stand ready 
with sword and bow. And still nothing happened. The night 
alarm became almost a piece of routine. 
Bolstice (xv, C. 692). ThiB would support Arrian's statement that the battle was in 
the month of Munychion, i.e. probably about the middle of May, not in JUly as 
Dr Vincent Smith computes. (S ... Anspach, note 124.) 

1 According to Mr Pearson (Bee Bibliography) the regular rains do not begin in this 
part till July. 

• Schubert points out tbat if Alexander was trying to keep the Indians in expecta
tion of an immediate attack he can hardly have tried at the Bame time to persuade 
tbem that be was going to remain stationa.ry for .. long time. If tbey got tbis 
impreBaion from tbe arrival of provision., it was not therefore due to design on bi. part. 
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One daybreak, after a night of storm and violent rain, outposts 
came galloping in with the tidings that boats crowded with horses 
and armed mcn had been sighted rounding the end of a wooded 
i8land some twenty miles away from the Indian camp. A body of 
Yavanas had succeeded in reaching an undefended part of the left 
bank! The first outposts who reported sighting the boatA were 
soon followed by others who had seen the enemy getting firm foot 
upon the land. 

From the Greek books we know more than the Paurava could 
know of the movements which had taken place in the European 
army on that terrific night. 'Vhile the rain poured in torrents 
and the lightnings struck men down here and there in the EUl'Opean 
columns, the king with a strong division1-Macedonian horse and 
foot, horsemen from Balkh and Bukhara, light-armed Balkan 
mountaineers and archers-moved to a point about seventeen 
miles frolll the European camp, where the fleet of river-boats was 
in readiness. As it drew near day, the storm abated, and in the 
first light the laden boats pushed off. In any circumstances, 
to embark upon an unknown river, swollen in flood, would have 
been sufficiently venturesome. A single bark carried the king and 
several of his great captains, men who in after day!! were destined 
themselves to rule great tracts of the earth and to plot against 
each other's lives-Perdiccas, the future Regent, ptolemy, one day --to be king of Egypt, Lytlimachus, to be king of Thrace and carry 
the Macedonian arms into what is now Roumania, Seleucus, who 
would inherit Alexander's Asiatic empire. With so much history 
was one boat big, which in the early light of that gray morning 
!!wayed upon the blind eddies of an Indian river. It was one of 
the moments when Alexander threw himself upon luck, as repre
sented by the chance play of natural forces. The point from 
which the boats put out had the advantage-it was chosen for 
that reason-of being hidden from the watchers on the opposite 
bank by a wooded itlland in mid-stream. It was not till the boats 
approached land that they came in sight, and sent the outposts 
galloping back to the Paurava. It was instantly clear that every
thing was a question of time: could the Indians reach the place 
where the Europeans had landed before the Europeans were ready 
to receive them? And here the luck of natural accidents came in.! 
The Europeans soon discovered that the recent rain had cut off; 

l 
I Some 31,000 men, if Arrian's figures are accepted. Of course, if Delbriick's 

estimate of 30,000 for the whole of Alexander's army is right, Arria.n's numbers must 
be very much exaggerated. 
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the place where they were from the proper shore by a swollen 
channel; they had landed on what was now practically an island. 
All depended on whether the channel was fordable. If it was not, 
the Europeans were caught in a trap. The question remained 
doubtful, as at point after point attempts were made, and the 
water proved too deep. Then a point was found where it was just 
possible for a man to cross, going into the strong current above 
his breast, and thel'e men and horses struggled through. Onesi
critus recorded words which, he said, burst from the king in the 
stress of that moment. They show a curious point of contact 
between the European then and the European now. For to-day 
India secs in the European some one living and moving and acting 
in its midst, whilst the public opinion which governs him, for which 
he rcallY cares, is the opinion of a society thousands of miles away. 
At that moment, Onesicritus said, Alexander suddenly exclaimed, 
as the thought struck him that he was going through all this for 
the sake of a fame, which meant that people would talk and write 
about him at Athens' ! 

When the Paurava received tidings of the landing of the 
Yavanas, he could not yet tell from which direction the main 
attack would come. For the enemy's camp could be descried as 
usual just oppo!:!ite-the royal tent, bodies of European soldiery, of 
horsemen from the Kandahar highlands and the Hindu Kush, and 
the Indian troops of the hostile rajas. The Paurava must not relax 
his guard on the adjacent landing-places, whatever force he might 
detach to deal with the body of Yavanas who had got across. As 
a matter of fact, Alexander had left a force, including two Mace
donian phalanxes, in the camp under Craterus, with orders to 
attempt the passage as soon as they should see the Indians thrown 
into confusion by his own attack, and another body of troops with 
Melesger at a point half way between the camp and the place of 
embarkation 2. The division which crossed the river with Alexander 
numbered about 11,000 men. The Paurava remained Htationary 
with the bulk of his army, but in order to meet with all possible 
speed the Europeans who had landed, he deta,ched a force of 2000 
mounted men and 120 chariots undel' the command of his son. 
Thc young prince found a body of Europeans already drawn up on 

, Plutarch, AI"". 60. 
• U Arri&n'. figures are right, the force left in camp would have nnmbered about 

17.000 foot &lid 1800 horse, anti. the division with Mel.ager about 30,000 foot and 2000 
hone. Delhrtlo& oon.ideTO that the nnmber given for Alexander'. division, 11,000, is 
correct aDd maJr. •• it the basi. of hi. calculation. 
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the shore. As he came nearer, detachments of horse broke frory 
the enemy's lines and swept towards him. But instead of the 
shock of the encounter, a hail of arrows descended upon the 
Indian cavalry; for the men who came against them carried bows 
and could shoot in full career. They were not Yavanas, but the 
men from the steppes of Central Asia, who by custom fought in 
this elusive fashion. Behind them, however, Alexander was keep
ing his European squadrons in reserve, till he knew whether he 
had the main force of the Paurava before him or only a detach
ment. Then the Indians received the charge of the Macedonian 
horse, squadron after squadron, and at their head flashed the 
person of the terrible king. The Indian horsemen were over
powered, and could only throw their lives away in the unequal 
battle. Four hundred are said to have fallen; the young prince 
was among the slain. All the 120 chariots, running headlong into 
the mud, were captured '. 

The return of the shattered squadrons to camp told the Paurava 
that no river separated Alexander and himself any more, that the 
hour of supreme crisis was come. He determined to move practi
cally the whole of his force against the division with the king. 
Only a small body of troops (four or five hundred foot soldiers 
and thirty-five elephants) were left to hold the river-hank 
against the division with Craterus. 'The Indian army arrived 
in time to draw up in battle order before the Europeans engaged 
them. 

Some of the pictorial features of the battle which followed we 
can gather from our Greek texts. But their account is too con
fused, in part perhaps through the mistakes of copyists, to allow 
us to reconstruct it as a military operation. Not knowing whether 
it was above or below the Indian camp that Alexander had landed, 
we do not know whether the right or the left of the Indian line 
rested upon the rivel'; and yet that would be an essential point in 
understanding what happened, We know at any rate that the 
strength of the Indians was in the two hundred elephants-an arm 
to which the Europeans had no parallel and which was apt to 
terrify the foreign horses-whilst the superiority of the Europeans 
was in cavalry. 

1 Auspach supposes that the son of Porus was already near the spot with 60 chariots 
and 1000 horse when Alexander lauded, and that, finding a larger body bad crosscd 
tbau he could cope with, he sent for help to hiB couBin Spitaces, who was holding 
a post lower down opposite Meleager; Spitaces brought up 60 more chariots and 
another 1000 horse. 
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A picture of the Indian line of battle is given lIil. The elephants 
were drawn up along the front like bastions in a wall. The enemy 
would be obliged, either to attack the unfamiliar monster!:! directly, 
or go in between them to get at the masses of Indian foot behind. 
The line of foot projected on each side beyond the elephants, and, 
beyond the foot, cavalry was stationed to guard either flank, with 
chariots ill front of them. An image of some god, KriRhl.la or 
lndra, was held aloft before the ranks'. In the midst of his army 
the Indian prince had his seat upon an elephant of exceptional 
size, his own magnificent frame encased in a hauberk of' cunning 
workmanship, which left nothing but his right shoulder bare
visible to all and surveying all. The Indian army waited, a great 
stationary mass, whil!:!t the monotonous yet exciting rhythm of 
the drums and the trumpeting of the elephants filled the air, to 
see how the more mobile European force opposed to it would 
develop the attack. As in the former fight that morning, it was a 
cloud of 1000 mounted archers from Central Asia, which first rolled 
out upon the Indian left and covered the cavalry there with flights 
of arrows. Their arrows might have been answered more effectu
ally from the Indian ranks, were it not that the rain-rotten slush 
underfoot made it impossible for the Indian archers to get a firm 
rest ful' their long bows. To repel this attack the Indian cavah-y 
on the left wing began to execute some wheeling movement, but 
while it was still incomplete the Maeedonian horse-guards, led by 
Alexander himself, bore down upon them. ::~J?~tJ~!!lJl.ch 
we can say, was decided by the cavalry. Alexander's onset was 
supported by atl&MleT' body of European horse uuder the l\Iace
donian CoenU8. What exactly the mallceuvre of Coenus was is 
obscure; the phrases in our authorities are of doubtful interpreta
tion, Rnd what is offered in printed texts is sometimes the con
jectural emendation of a modern editor2. The Indian cavalry was 
urll\ble to hold its own against the Macedonian horse, practised in 
a hundred fights over half Asia. The irretrievable defeat of the 
I ndill.n cavalry threw the infantry into confusion, and the crush in 
the centre made the elephants a terror to their Own side. When 
the European infantry came into action, all resistance had become 
hopelC8/!, and what followed was not fighting, but butchery. Be
tween the broken ",quad ron!! of horse plunging amongst them and 
the rushtll! of the maddened elephants, the Indian army was reduced 

I Curt. vrn, 14, 11. 

o ~:og. in the Teubner tnt 01 Curtiuo by Redicke 'Cocnu. ingenti vi in j&evum 
, tDvehitur,' nu, 14, 17 r ia emendijd into I a laevo curnu invehitur.' 
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to a bewildered mob'. A part of the mob surged backwards in a 
wild attempt to regain the camp from which they had set out, and 
a certain number succeeded in getting through the cruel ring of 
the enemis cavait·y. But by now the division of Craterus had 
cl"Ossed the river, and these exhausted fugitives therefore only 
found new bodies of Macedonians, fresh and unbreathed, barring 
their way. They were mown down without a possibility of escape 
or resistance. Among the thousands who, th" Greek books affirm, 
perished on that day-' were the two sons of Porus, Spitaces the 
"nomarch" of that district, all the great captains of Porus.' 

The prince himself from the back of his huge elephant had 
seen his army turned to confusion around him. 'fhe Greek 
historians, to whom India must owe it, if she knows anything 
to-day about this her heroic son, observe that, unlike the Perl'lian 
monarch in a similar case, he did not turn to flight. So long as 
any body of men in that seething mass preserved any appearance 
of order, the Paurava kept his elephant where the darts were 
flying. One gashed his bare right shoulder. When all hope was 
over, the royal elephant turned and made its way from the place 
of carnage. The Paurava had not gone far when a man carne 
galloping after him. Coming within earshot, he shouted to the 
prince to have his elephant halted: he brought a message from 
the Yavana king. The Paurava recognised the hated face of the 
raja of Taksha~ilii.. Then he turned round in his seat, and, with 
what strength his wounded arm could gather, threw a javelin 2• 

Ambhi evaded it and galloped back to his overlord. Presently the 
Paurava was overtaken again by other horsemen, calling to him to 
stop and receive Alexander's message. Among them he saw a 
certain 'Meroes,' whom he believed to be still his friend. Loss of 
blood had brought on intolerable thirst. It came to the Paurava 
that he had done all that honour required, that he might yield to 
destiny. The elephant was halted and he alighted. The envoys of 
Alexander gave him to drink. Then he bade them conduct him to 
the king. 

, For the battle see especially Schubert, Die PoT1t8-Schlacht iu RI1ein. Mus., Neue 
Folge, LVI (1901), p. 543 f. He attempts to diseutangle tbe parts of Ptolemy and 
Aristobulus in Arrian's account. One critical question bearing on .. reconstruction of 
the battle is the valu~ to be attached to the' Letter of Alexander' cited by Plutarch. 
Schubert holds it to be a later fabrication based on Clitarchus. Delbruck (Gesch. der 
Krieg.kunst, I, p. 189) maintains tbat, although not the work of Alexander himself, 
it was an official bulletin given out in his name. G. Veitb in Klio, VUI (1908), pp.131ff., 
defends a.gainst Schur q, ..... cmera] consistency of Arrian's narrative. 

• Head, Hislon, • ' ed.), p. S33, Buggests that the coin figured in 
1'1. I, 16, may give an act~.... . -~ 'f t'·· ) encounter (v. ;'1/. pp. 389-90). 
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As the little party neared the Macedonian lines, the Paurava 
saw the conqueror of the world come galloping out to meet him. 
It W8.1S an instance of two strong men, from diverse ends of the 
earth, coming face to face. Alexander, whose romantic vein was 
easily touched, was all admiration, the Greek books say, for an 
antagonist so splendid in person, so brave and proud. There is no 
Indian hiRtorian to tell us what the Paurava felt, when he looked 
on Alexander. But we gather that from their meeting the Paurava 
gave this unparalleled man his full loyalty, as vassal and friend. 
Their conversation at this their first meeting is recOl·ded. The 
Paurava was made to understand that Alexander desired him to 
indicate himsclf the treatment he would wish to receive. 'Act as 
a king,' the Indian said. But the interpreter explained that 
Alexander was not satisfied; he wanted something more precise. 
'When I said" As a king'" the Paurava replied, 'everything was 
contained in that.' 

The principality of the Pam-ava was nolV in the hands of 
Alexander to order as seemcd good to him. The Pauram was 
re-instated in his former dignity. He was only required to regard 
himself as the member of a world-realm uuder Alexander. III all 
grouping8 of mankind,-in the family, the nation, the empire-the 
constituent units have to sacrifice something of their independence 
in order to share in the greatness and strength of the group. And 
in such a realm as Alexander now conceived, a realm including 
already so many races aud natious, in which European and Asiatic 
should stand 011 one footing, it might well seem to a proud Indian 
prince that he and his people could accept their place without 
shame. He entered it as the peer of the Ma(;edonian chiefs, who 
might claim to be the conquerors, and of the princes and nobles of 
Iran, who had given their allegiance to the new King of Kings. 
That his new position meant amity with the raja of 'l'ak8ha~ila was 
probably the thing which the Paurava found most bitter. But 
that Alexander sweetened, 80 far as he could, by giving him a 
great enlargement of dominion towards the cast. 

Here tuo Alexander, pursuing his fixed policy, was determined 
to strengthen the bonds which knit his empire together by plant
ing cities of European men. On what had been the field of battle, 
they began to trace out the walls of a Nicaea, a 'City of Victory,' 
Ilnd on the oppusite bank of the river, whence Alexander had put 
out in the gray (.f that eventful 1lI0rning, the site of a city was 
marked, tu be called Bucepha)a, after the killg's stalwart old horse 
Hncephalus, who had come so far to lay his bones. 
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Here again the Indians saw the Yavanas honour their gods 
in their own peculiar fashion-the sacl'ifices of thanksgiving for 
victory, the obsequies of the slain, the horse-racing and the run
ning, wrestling and boxing of naked men. To the Snn especially 
Alexander made offerings on this occasion, whose grace, he deemed, 
had opened for him the way to the Orient'. Then the army turned 
once more to the business of war. The state of things, as we saw, 
which the Europeans found in the Punjab was one of extreme 
division, free tribes everywhere maintaining their separate inde
pendence against princes like Ambhi and the Paurava. The first 
effect of the Macedoniau conquest, as it has been of other COIl

quests, was internal unification. It seemed good policy to recognise 
a certain number of nath'e princes and make their authority really 
effective over large spheres. Even to the west of the Acesines 
(Chenab), the next river after the Hydaspes (Jhclum), there was 
a people with thirty-seven towns of over 5000 inhabitants-the 
Grceks give their name as Glausai or Glauganikai-which had held 
their independence against the Paurava. But it wa:; a different 
matter, when the summons was hrought by thc conquerors of the 
Paurava, when they saw the wave of European and Central-Asian 
cavalry sweeping over their field8, columns of Macedonian footmen 
and Thracian archers marching against them. 'l.'hey surrendered, 
and the principality of the Paurava was extended over their land. 

There was no power in the north-west of India, after the hattie 
on the Hydaspes, which could meet the Europeans in the open 
field, as the Paurava had done. The only chance lay in the fact 
that the intrusive power, although a far-reaching one-a camp on 
the 1l10ve--could not be everywhere at once, and, if it could not be 
met, it could often be defied at a dhltance. The rapid conquest 
had been anything but secure. Even before Alexander had left 
Takshal{ila a rebellion in the Kandahar region, which had becn 
joined by the chief of a neighbouring part of India', had heen 
suppressed, and now, whilst Alexander was encamped ~unong the 
rivers of the Punjab, the hill tribe:! of the Swat Valley threw oft· 
fear and renollnced allegiance. We may perhaps gather from a 
sentence in a Gr'eek tcxt 3 that the Hatrap Nieanor was killed. The 
Indian ~~a~igupta, who held the fortrcss of Aornus for Alexander, 
sent urgent messages to the Punjab. Macedonian forces came up 
in time to beat down the revolt, from the neighbouring satrapy on 

1 Diod. XVII, 89; Curt. IX, 1, 1. 
• Curtiu. VIII, 13, 4. The Indian chief'. name i. Samaxus in the MS.: Hedicko 

emends conjecturally DamaraxuB. . 3 Arriau v, 20, 7. 

C. H.I. I 
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the west under the Iranian Tyriespes, and from the realm of Ambhi 
under Philip I. But even if this revolt was suppressed, it was an 
indication of disruptive forces below the surface. 

The raja of Abhisara, who had been too late to help the 
Paurava, thought well to renew his assurances of loyalty to Alex
ander. A body of envoys from Kashmir, headed by the raja's 
brother, Ul'I'ived in camp with presents which included forty 
elephants. They would also seem to have brought back to 
Alexander his envoy ~icocles, whom the raja had retained by him, 
so long a~ the issue of the conflict with Porus was doubtful 2

• 

Alexander, however, could now be satisfied with nothing short of 
the raja's own presence, and gave the envoys to understand that 
it would be as well for him to come, or Alexander might come to 
look for him. 

When the satrap of Parthia, a Persian, had brought down a 
body of Thracian reiuforcements from Iran, Alexander moved 
acros; the Acesines (Chenab), probably in the neighbourhood of 
Sialkot, ha"ing now nothing but physical difficulties to contend 
with'. The passage of the river brought him near the frontiers of 
the other PaUl'ava. 'l'his chieftain's envoys had been for ·some 
time past carrying Alexander his homage; but his calculations 
had been completely upset when he saw the hated kinsman, whom 
lJC hau pictured humbled before him by the power of the foreigners, 
retained at Alexanuer's side as an honoured friend. It made his 
own position a dangerous one and he fled before the approach of 
. the Europeans'. The king pressed onwards to the next river, the 
Hydmotes (ltavi), leaving, of course, strong posts at various points 
behiud him, to secure his communications, From the banks of 
the Hydraotes he detached a body of troops under Hephaestion to 
occupy the territory of the fugitive Paurava, and annex all the 
land between the Acesines and the Hydraotes to the realm of 
Porus his friend. Any free tribes within that region were to be 
taught to recognise their new prince's authority. Hephaestion 
WM also to begin the walls of a city upon the Acesines-possibly' 

I Ace. to Anspach, note 200, Philip, the governor of Pushkala, not = Philip the satrap. 
, Auc\. anon. Epit. AI.x. M. "T. oest. II, § 55 t. (Fleekeisen'. Jahrbiicher far klan. 

Hoi. IXVI. Supp. I WI, p. 105). 
, Tbe ri •• r would be in 600d at this time, late Jone, Blraho xv, C. 692; Anspa.ch, 
,,6 . 
• To lbe Oandaridae, says Diod. XVII, 91. The people of the Ganges region are 

·.,babl,. m .... nt. Th. statement which Strabo (xv, C. 699) gives as made by • some 
, . "pie' (~",,,) tbat the prinCipality of this Porus was itself called Oandari. seems to 

t upon .. confusion. , A. Anspach aupposes (note 215). 
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au older native town c:.ommanding the road over the river, now to 
be rebuilt and fortified 011 Hellellic principles 1. Alexander himself 
passed on eastwards over the Hydraotes. ' 

The European army kept near the foothills of the Himalayas, 
marchillg through the country north of Amritsar. 'I'he region was 
one of those held by free tribes, one which the Paurava, in the 
days before the coming of the I~uropeans, had vainly tried to 
~ubdue. The first tribe to whom the Europeans came, east of 
the Hydraotes, the Adhrishtas2, submitted; but the powerful 
Kshatriyas, who had repelled the Paurava and the raja of Abhisara 
combined, were not disposed to bow to the Yavanas without a 
struggle 3. The fortified town called by the Greeks Sangala 4 was 
chosen as the centre of resistance. The Kshatriyas who held it 
Hoon found that the invaders drew the siege tight around it in 
deadly fashiou. But it was eventually not foreigners only whom 
they saw from their walls. Theil' old Paurava enemy arrived in 
the Macedonian camp with a force of elephants and five thousand 
Indian soldiers. He arrived in time to see the \Iacedonian storm 
the city. Seventeen thousand of the defenders, we are told, fell 
by the sword, whilst the captives surpassed the enormous fig1ll'e of 
70,uuo. The inhabitants of other towns of the K~h:1tflYas fled 
in a mass, although Alexandel' sent his clew,r Greek flecretary, 
Eumenes of Cardia, to assure them of hi" clemency if they sub
mitted. Many !l~cceeded in getting out of the country, but some 
50U were overtak~1l by the Europeans and killen. Sangala wa>! 
razed to the gl'ound, and the country made over to the Palll·ava. 

Somewhere near the Kshatriya country, it would seem, lay the 
principality of the raja Saubhilti, worthy to be set beside the 
Paurava, as he is described to U8, for goodliness of person and 
statlll'e and for the vigour of hiB administration '. In later days 

• 
1 Axr. v, 29, 3. 
• So Tomaschek int€rprets tbeir Greek name' Aap .. L/1Ta.I. 8.V.' Adrai.tai ' in Pa.uly

Wi88owa. 
, In most English books, we are told that the Cath""i (Kshatriyas) were allied with 

the Mal\i and Oxydracae. (This is &,'ssumed by Dr Vincent Stnith. The autonomous 
trib .. conquered by Alexallder, in the J.R.A..S. for 1903, p. 685 f.). A. a matter of 
fact the phrase in Arrian v, 22, 2, KaL ,OUTO'S Kara. TO. aliTo. 'Ot"VOpciKa.t ICTho does not 
mean 'The Catha.i were allied with the Oxydracae etc.,' but (as Mr M'Crindle 
correctly translates) 'The Catheans enjoyed the highest reputa.tion for courage ... and 
the sante war-like spirit characterised tbe Oxydl'a.cae etc.' There is no evidence for a 
confederation. 

• The site is uncertain. Anspach conjectnres Jandiiila. 
• The sit€ of the domain of Saubhiiti cannot be determined more precisely from the 

contradictory statements of the Greek authorities. Dr Vincent Smith uses the state
ment of Strabo as to the mountain of salt (8trabo xv, C. 700) to fix tbe prinoipality to 

24-2 
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he struck coins with his name in Greek as Sophytes1
• It was now 

apparently that he first saw the Yavallas as the invaders of his 
territory amI had the prudence to wake friends with them. He 
entertained the Macedonian king with splendour; the strength and 
tenacity of his great hunting dogs, of which he gave an exhibition, 
WW! what impressed the Europeans more than anything else 2

• 

Still eastwards the European host marched and came to the 
fifth river, the Hyphasis (modem Beas). The SutIej remained 
(some 80 miles by the road from Gurdaspur to Riipar) as the 
only considerable river of the Indus system after that to cross; 
and then auother river-system would be reached, that which 
empties itself through the Ganges into the Eastern Sea. Already 
the ears of Alexander were filled with accounts of the great king
dom of Magadha 011 the Ganges, of its populousness and splendour 
and power. IIis cllief iuformant apparently was a raja of the 
ueighboUl·hood, Bhagala, who had submitted to the invader'. 
Was it an enterprise which a man in his senses could undertake, 
to attempt the subjugation of such a country with an army already 
nearly three thousand miles frolll its home? Some modern his
torians maintain that Alexander had too sound a sense of possibili
tie~ to hare thought. of it. But the ancient historians affirm that 
he saw himself in anticipatioll arriving victorious at the utmost 
hound of the earth on the Eastcm Sea. We may believe that his 
Mtounding success had iudeed made nothing SCtltil impossible to 
him, that his judgment of things was no longer completely sane: 
we may also believe that, although he knew some great and power
fuinatiolls still remained to be ~ubdued, before he could round off 
bit! conquest of the eastern world, he did not know the full extent 
of the East--that FUl-tber India, for instance, and China lay alto
gether outside his knowledge'. It is not unlikely that he may 
seriously have thought it practicable to make himself king of the 
whole inhabited eartlL But 011 the banks of the Hyphasis (Beas), 

the Salt Range between the Jhelum and the Indu.. Against this identification i8 the 
dimeult)' that the contradictory .tatement. in our Bouree. all agree at .. ny rate in 
placing the prinoipoJity ea.st of the Jhelum. Even in Arriall VI, 2, 2, the royal Beat of 
I>opeithee i. Oil the ~fl baok of the ri.er. The sait mineB of Mandi, on the other hand, 
to whieb DroylOn refen, lie, ooe would think, mnch 100 far to the e ... t. 

I v. iftj. p. 888 and PI. 1.17. 2 Diod. XVU, 91, 92. 
• Pbeplia in the " .... 01 Curtin. n, ~, 2; Phegeu8 in Diod. xm, 93. Se. Sylvaiu 

Uvi, Jmnw • ..!rial. 8- .er. vol. xv (1890), p. 239. 
• Bow buy Aleunder'B geographical notionB were at this time i8 shown by the 

... 1_1 nf N ... "but (who W~. in a polition to know) that Alexander, on first 
_inll to the AeMin .. ~od leeing Egyptian bean. there. Inppoaed that this waa the 
- river wbich lIluDlalely turned iUkJ Ihe Nile. Strabo xv, C. GQ6. 
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Romewhere near the modern Gurdaspur, an imperious check awaited 
him. The army, which had followed him thus far, suddenly struck: 
all the personal magnetism, all the stilTing anrl indignant appeals 
of the king could not incluce the stout Macedonian countrymen to 
go a step further. For three days he shut himself in his tent, and 
the hattIe of wills remained in grim rleadlock. At last the king 
recognised the bitter necessity of giving up his ambitions half
fulfilled. To save his face probably, he offered sacrifice again to 
the Greek gods, as preliminary to crossing the river and then 
discovered that the omens were unfavourable. After that he gave 
the word for the retreat. But first, in his romantic imaginative vein, 
he made the army build twelve gigantic altars, like towers, upon 
the banks of the Hyphasis, to show to future times how far into 
the East Alexander had come. One account says that later on the 
Mauryan kings used to offer sacrifice in the Yavana manner upon 
those alt.·us 1, All trace of them has long since disappeared. 

So India, about the end of ,T uly 326 B.C. 2, saw the wave of 
European invasion, which had washed thus far, begin to ebb, back 
to the Hydra6tes, back to the Acesines, where a certain number of 
the Greek veterans were ordered to fix themselves for good in the 
city which Hephaestion had been building, back to the Hydaspes. 
The thoughts of Alexander were now turning in another direction. 
If the most easterly waters of the Indus river-system were for the 
time being to bound his empire, he would at any rate pass along 
his frontier, pursue the course of the InduB to the Ocean and 
retul'll by the sea-board to Babylon. He had to organise the 
conquered portion of India on a basis that would endure when the 
European army had departed. And he forecast a different Punjab 
from the one he had found. Instead of a multiplicity of rival 
princes and independent tribes, all the country from the Hydaspes 
to the Hyphasis was to form one kingdom undcr the Pamava. 
Another large principality was created for .Ambhi wcst of the 
Hydaspes. Similady in Kashmir, the raja of Abhisara, whose 
embassies and present':! had at last convinced Alexander of his 
loyalty, was given extended authority, and his neighbouring raja 
of Ura~a (Hazara), called by the Greeks Arsaces, was ordered to 
regard him as overlord. But if the free tribes, as independent 
powers, were suppressed, Alexander would leave a new element in 

1 Pluto Alex. 62. It is doubtful whether these altar. were on the right or left bank 
of the river. Pliny, VI, § 62, puts them on the eastern bank, but the historians say 
nothing of Alexander's crossing the Hypha"is. Plutarch's phr"se about the Mauryan 
kings. 6Iaf3alvowr .. (not 6,a!3dvn,) "((JoHal is ambiguous. 

• Anspach, note 269. 
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the country, which might to some extent counterpoise the power 
of the kings-the new cities of European men, or Europeall~ and 
Indians mingled, plants of Hellenism in a strange soil. The rudi
mentary walls of Bucephala and Nicaea on the Hydaspes Alexander 
found on his return damaged by the rains, and the army had to build 
them stronger before it moved in the new direction down the river. 

The autumn at the lIew cities was spent in preparing a fleet ' 
to transport a part of the army and the horses by water. The 
conduct of this was entrusted to the Cretan N earchus. The rest 
of the army, now swelled by reinforcements from the 'VesV, was 
to accompany them on either bank. Philip, the satrap of the 
province between the Hydaspes and the Hindu Kush, was ordered- . 
to follow three days' journey behind with the force under his com
mand. The scene at setting out is described to us in some detail. 
It was probably a day in November 326 B.C. At daybreak the 
king, standing in the sight of all on the prow of his vessel, poured 
fl'om a golden bowl libations to the Rivers-the Hydaspes, the 
Acesine8, and the Indus-to Heracles his ancestor, to the Egyptian 
god Amun, and the deities, Greek or foreign, whom he was wont 
to invoke. Then a trumpet sounded for the start. The fleet pre
sented a picture of impressive order, the grouping and intervals 
being precisely regulated. But the extraordinary mixture of nation
alities and garb must have satisfied the eye with variety and colour, 
while to the ear the noise of the rowing and the shouts in a 
hundred -different tongues made a bewildel'ing volume of sound. 
Amongst the crews of the boats the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, 
and the Cypriots were prominent. Beside the Macedoniall and 
Greek troops, the Indians ran in crowds along the banks, speeding 
the fleet with songs, 'in their barbaric way,' says the Greek author. 
, No nation,' he explains, 'is fonder of singing and dancing than 
the Indiana: 

This novel armada glided down the Hydaspcs, past jungles and 
villages, and in ten days from the start reached the confluence of 
the Hydaspes and the Acesines. Two divisions under Hephaestion 
and Craterus respectively marched along the two b'anks, and the 
satrap Philip, who had overtaken the fleet at its first halting, had 
~ !!Cnt aero!lS to the Aeesines to march down thi;! river to the 
confluence. Some of the peoples along the banks-such as the 
Sibae, whose garb of shaggy skins and clubs made the Europeans 

I On lb. Tarying slat.ment. as to the numbers of sbip •• see Anspach, note 278_ 
Anlpoch 8uppoaea that about a thou"and is the most probable e.timate. 

~ DlOO. J.VlI, 95, 4; Curt. 11, 3, 21. :;I Ar 3 5 
f. VI, I • 
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About the Indian 'philosophers' Megasthenes had a good deal 
to sayl. They might be divided on one principle according as they 
dwelt in the mountains and worshipped Dionysus (~iva) or in the 
plains and worshipped Heracles (Krishl.la), but the more siguificant 
division was that into Brahmans, and' Sarmanes.' 

The Brahmans haye the greatest prestige, since they have a more consistent 
dogmatic system. As soon as they are conceived in the womb, men of learning 
take charge of them. These go to the mother and ostensibly sing a charm tending 
to make the birth happy for mother and child, but in reality convey certain 
virtuulL'! counsels aud suggcstions; the women who listen most willingly are held 
to be the most fortunate in child·bearing. After hirth, the boys pass from one set 
of teachers to another in succession, the standard of teachers risiug with the age 
of the boy. The philosophers spend their days in a grove near the city, under the 
coyer of an enclosure of due size, on beds of leaves and skins, living sparely, 
practising celibacy an(i abstinence from flesh· food, listening to grave discourse, 
and admitting sueh others to the discussion as may wish to take part. He who 
listens is forbhiden to speak, or even to clear his throat or spit, on pain of being 
ejected from the company that yery day, as incontinent. When each Brahman 
has lived in this fashion thirty-seven years, he departs to his own property, and 
lives now in greater freedom and luxury, wearing muslin robes and some decent 
ornaments of gold on his hands and ears, eating flesh, so long M it is not the flesh 
of domestic animals, but abstainiug from pungent and highly-sea.~olled food. They 
marry as many wives us pos"ible, to secure good progeny; for the larger number 
of wives, the larger the number of good children is likely to be; and since they 
have no slaves, they depend all the more upon the ministrations of their children, 
as the nearest substitute. The Brahmans do not admit their wives to their 
philosophy: if the wives are wanton, they might divulge mysttlries to the profane; 
if they are good, they might leave their husbands, since no one who has learnt to 
look with contempt upon pleasure and pain, upon life and death, will care to be 
under another's control. The chief subject on which the Br-;;'hmans talk is death; 
for this present life, they hold, is like the season passed in the womb, and death 
for those who have cultivated philosophy is the birth into the real, the happy, life. 
For this reason they follow an extensive discipline to make them ready for death. 
None of the accidents, they say, which befall men are good or evil If they were, 
one would not see the same things causing grief to some and joy to others-men's 
notions being indeed like dreams-and the .ame men grieved by something which 
at another moment they will turn and welcome. 'fheir teaching about ~ "ture is 
in parts nai:ve; for they are more admirable in what they do than in what they 
say, and the theoretic proofs on which they base their teaching are mostly fable. 
In many points however their teaching agrees with that of the Greeks-for 
instance, that the world has a beginning and an end in time, and that its shape 
is spherical; that the Deity, who is its Governor and .Maker, interpenetrates the 
whole; that the first principles of the universe are different, but that water is the 
principle from which the order of the world has cnme to be; that, beside the four 
elements, there is a fifth substance, of which the heavens and the stars are made 2

; 

that the earth is established at the centre of the universe. About generation and 
the soul their teaching shows parallels to the Greek doctrines, and on many other 

1 Megasth. ~'rag. 40=Strabo xv, C. 711 f. 
2 Thi. i. the iikiv;a, or all-pervading element, of ancient Indian philosophy. It may 

be compared with the ether of modern physical science. 
27-2 
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matters. Like Plato too, they interweave fables, about the immortality of the soul 
and the judgments inflicted in the other world, and 80 on. 

Such is the account of the Brahmans which Strabo extracted 
from Megasthenes. It does not completely agree either with the 
picture drawn inlndian literary sources or with present-day practice. 
Its discrepancies may be in part due to the mhmnderstandings of 
a foreigner; in part they may reflect local varieties of practice in 
the fourth century B.C. It will always be interesting as record
ing the impression of ancient India upon a Ureek mind. The 
account which Megasthenes gave of the other kind of philosophers, 
the'Sarmanes,' is more problematic. Their name seems certainly 
to represent the Sanskrit Fama~a, a term which was commonly 
applied to Buddhist ascetics. It has therefore been thought that 
we have in the Sarmanes of Megasthenes the first mention of 
Buddhists by a Western writer. In the description however there 
is nothing distinctively Buddhist, and the term 9rama~ta is used in 
Indian literature of non-Buddhist ascetics. If therefore the people 
to whom Megasthenes heard the term applied were Buddhists, 
he must have known so little about them that he could only 
describe them by features which were equally found in various 
:sorts of Hindu holy men. His description applies to Brahman 
ascetics rather than to Buddhists. 

As to the Sarmanes, the most highly-hononred are called' Forest-dwellers '1. 

'l'hey live in the forcsts on leaves and wild fruits, and wear clothes made of the 
bark of trees, abstaining from cohabitation and wine. The kings call them to 
their side, sending messengers to enquire of them about the causes of events, 
and usc their mediation in worshipping and supplicating the gods. After the 
jI'orest-<lwellers, the order of Sarmanes secon,l in honour is the medical
philosophers, as it were, on the special subject of Man. These live sparely, uot 
in the open air indeed, hut on rice and meal, which everyone of whom they beg 
and who shows them hospitality gives them. They know how by their simples to 
make marriages fertile aud how to procure male children or female children. as 
lIlll.y be desired. Their treatment is maiuly by diet and not by medicines. And 
of medicines they attach greater value to those applied externally than to drugs. 
Other remedies, they say, are liable to <1o more harm thau good. TheRe too, like 
the Brii.hmans, train themselves to endurauce, both active and passive, so much so 
that they will maintain one posture without moving for the whole dav. Othel' 
orders of Barmane. are diviners and masters of incantations and thos~ who are 
versed in the lore and the ritual concerning the nead, ann go through the villages 
and towns, ~gging. Others again there are of a higher and finer sort, though 
~ven these wIll allow themselves to make use of popular ideas about hell, of those 
Ideas at any rate which seem to make for godliness and purity of life. In the case 
.of some ~~rmanes, wo~cn also are pennitted to share in the philosophic life, on 
the conditIon of observlllg sexual contiuence like the men. 

1 Literally, vana"vusins (Jr viinaprasthas i.e. Brahmans in the third stage of the 
religious life. ' 
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The fact that women were allowed to associate themselves wit.h 
thc men as ascetics was also noted by Nearchus 1• Suicide, 
Megasthenes said, was not a universal obligation for' wise men': 
it was considered however rather a gallant thing [TOU, S€ 7rO£OVIlTa, 

70;;TO IlEaIlUWV, Kpllleu()at] and the more painful the mannel· of 
death, the greater the admiration earned 2. 

Aristobulus in his book gave further details about the holy 
men whom the Greeks had come upon at Taksha~ila. He 
described two, one of whom had a shaven head and the other long 
hair: each was followed by a number of disciples. All the time 
that they spent in the market-place men came to them for counsels, 
and they had a right to take without payment any of the wares 
exposed for sale. When they approached a man, he would pour 
sesame oil over them' so that it ran down evcn from their eyes.' 
They made cakes for themselves from the honey and sesame 
brought to market. When they had been induccd to come to 
Alexander's table, they retired afterwards to a place apart where 
the elder lay on his back, exposed to sun and rain, and the 
younger stood on his right and left leg alternately for a whole day, 
holding up a staff some six feet long in both his hands. The elder 
seems to have been identical with the ascetic who afterwards 
followed Alexander out of India and whom the Greeks called 
Kalanos3• 

In one passage4 Strabo gives an account of the' philosophers' 
drawn from some other source than Megasthencs. According to 
this source, the wise men were divided into Brahmans and a 
class, described as 'argumentative and captious,' who laugh at the 
Brahmans as charlatans and scnseless, because the Brahmans pursue 
the study of Nature and of the stars. The name given in our texts 
to this anti-Brfthmau class is PrulIlnai. This should not be emended 
to Sramnai, as was once done, on the supposition that it repre
sented (:ramalJa5. The people intended are undoubtedly the 
pr{tnu"iilJikas, the followers of the various philosophical systems, 
each of which has its own view as to what constitutes pmma~I.a, 
a 'means of right knowledge.' These philosophers are, as a rule, 
orthodox Brahmans, but they view with contempt those Brahmans 
who put thcir trust in Vedic ceremonies6• The Brahmans themselves 

1 NearchuH, Frag. 7 = Strabo xv, C. 716. The practice is forbidden in the 
Artha~(Lstra, 19 (p. 48). 

• Meg ... th. Frag. 42 = Strabo xv, C. 718. 
S Aristob. Frag. 34=Strabo xv, C. 714. See Chapter xv, pp. 359, 38l. 
• xv, C. 719 . 
• M'Crindle, Ancient India, p. 76. • See Rapson, Ancient India, pp. 58-61. 
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are divided by this source into (1) those who live in the mountains, 
(2) the naked ones, and (3) those who live in thc world. The 
Mountain-dwellers dress in deer-skins and carry wallets full of 
roots and simples, making pretence to some art of healing by 
means of hocus-pocus and spells and charms. The Naked Ones live, 
as their name imports, without clothes, in the open air for the most 
part, practising endurance up to the age of thirty-seven. Women 
may live with them, bound to continence. These are the class most 
reverenced by the people. The third sort of Brahmans, those who 
live in the world, are to be found in the towns or villages, dressed 
in robes of fine white linen, with the skins of deer or of gazelles 
hung from their shoulders. They wear beards and long hair which 
is twisted up and covered by a turban. It seems clear that those 
who are here described as the Mountain-dwellers correspond most 
nearly to the Sarmanes of Megasthenes. 

Of the gods worshipped by the Indians the Greeks learnt little. 
One writer cited by Strabo (Clitarchus?) had asserted that they 
worshipped Zeus Ombrios (Zeus of the Rain Storms), the river 
Ganges, and local daemons l

• As we have seen, Qi-va and Krish~la 
are to be discerned through the Greek names Dionysus and 
Heracles in some of the statements of our sources. One member 
of Alexander's suite, his chief usher (elua'Y'YfiA.€6~), Chares of 
Mytilene, is quoted as saying the Indians wor8hipped a god 
Soroadeios, whose name being interpreted meant' maker of wine '2. 
It is recognised that the Indian name which Chares heard was 
Siiryadeva 'Sun-god.' Some ill-educated interpreter must have 
been misled by the resemblance of sfi1"ya ' sun' to Imra ' wine.' 

The name 'Indians' was extended in its largest acceptance 
to covel' the barbarous tribes of mountain or jungle on the 
confines of Brahman civilisation. In Iloting down what seemed to 
them odd points in the physical characteristics or customs of these 
tribes the Greeks were moved by an interest which is the germ of 
the modern science of anthropology. Megasthenes noted that 
in the Hindu Kush the bodies of the dead were eaten by theil" 
relations3

, as Herodotus had already stated of some aboriginal 
people. 
. Even Megasthenes depended, of course, mainly upon his Indian 
mformants for knowledge of the peoples on the borders of the Indian 
world, and he therefore repeated the fables as to the monstrons races 

1 Strabo xv, C. 718. The god Indra seems to be identified with Zeus. 
, Ath.nlleu. I. 27 D. 

3 Megasth. Frag. 27 = Strabo xv, C. 710. 
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with one leg, with ears reaching to their feet and so on, which had 
long been current in India and had already been communicated to 
the Greeks by Scylax and Hecataeus and Ctesias. One would how
ever like to know the fact which lies behind his story that members 
of one tribe, living near the sources of the Ganges, had been 
brought to the camp of Chandragupta-' men of gentler manners
but without a mouth! They lived on the fumes of roast meat and 
the smell of fruits and flowers. And since nostrils with them took 
the place of months, they suffered terribly from evil odours, and it 
was difficult to keep them alive, especially in a campI!' Does 
the notice reflect some sect who, like the Jains, abstained from 
all animal food and kept their mouths covered lest they should 
breathe in minute insects? 

Of the south of India, Europe up to the Christian era knew 
little more than a few names, brought by merchantmen. So little 
was the division of India into two worlds by the Vindhya realised 
that Strabo could suppose all Indian rivers to take their rise in the 
Himalayas 2. It was chiefly as the country from which pearls came 
that the Greeks knew Bouthem India. Pearls came from the 
coasts of the PaQ~ya kingdom corresponding roughly with the 
modern districts of Madura and Tinnevelly, and Megasthenes had 
heard, as we know, of Pandaea the daughter of Heracles (KrishQa) 
who had become queen of a great kingdom in the south. With 
her he also connected the pearl. Heracles, according to the legend 
told him, wandering over the earth, had found this thing of beauty 
in the sea, made, it might seem, for a woman's adornment. "Wnere-
fore from all the sea pearls were brought together to the Indian • 
coast for his daughter to wear. The origin of the word which the 
Greek used for pearl, rnargarites, is unknown. 

Some confused knowledge of how pearls were procured had 
come to the Greek writers through the traders' stories. They 
knew that they grew in oysters. 'l'wo of the companions of 
Alexander, Androsthenes of Thasos, who had gone in the fleet 
with Nearchus and wrote a book called IIapa7rAou~ Tr,~ 'Iv8ucr,~, 

and the chief usher Chares, had already some information as to 
the varieties of pearls and the chief fisheries 3• The oysters, 
Megasthelles understood, were caught in nets; they went in shoals, 
each shoal with a king of its own, like swarms of bees, and to 

1 Megasth. Frag. 30 = Strabo xv, C. 711; Plin. Nat. Hi.t. vn, § 25. An explana. 
tion of the legend is proposed by tile Rev. H. Hosten, The Eloothless Indians of 
Mega.thenea, in the J.A.S.B., 1912, pp.291-30l. 

, xv, C. 6QO. 
3 .lthenaens III, 93 A-D. 
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capture the king was to capture the shoal. The oysters, when 
caught, were put in jars, and as their flesh rotted the pearl 
was left disengaged at the bottom I. The name of the extreme 
southern point of the penin81da had also travelled to the Greeks 
before the time of Strabo. He knew it as the country of the Culiaci 2; 
this was derived from the name in local speech, Kuri. The legend, 
when it made a woman the sovereign of the Routh, was probably 
reflecting the system of mother-right which has to some extent 
obtained there even to the present day. Some of the physical 
characteristics of the people of the south were known by report
that they were darker in complexion, for instance, than the Indians 
of the north. The facts of early maturity and of the general 
shortness of life were also known. In the legend narrated by 
Megasthenes, as we saw, the precocious maturity which Heracles 
had bestowed upon his daughter by a miracle continued to be a 
characteristic of the women of her kingdom. They were marriage
able, and could bear children, Megasthenes said, at seven years 
old. This exaggeration was presnmably due to the real fact of child
marriage. As to the general length of life, forty years was the 
maximum-again a fact, the relative shortness of life, exaggerated 3. 

In the book of Onesicritus occurred the first mention by a Euro
pean writer of Ceylon. He heard of it under a name which the Greek 
represents as Taprobane. It lay, of course, far outside the horizon of 
the Greeks, but Onesicritus must have met people on the Indus who 
knew of the southern island by the report of merchants, or had 
perhaps fared thither themselves along the coast of Malabar, and 
spoke of Tamraparl)i and of its elephants, bigger and more terrible 
in war than those which the Greeks had seeu in India'. Tapro
bane was seven days' journey, according to the sources followed by 
Eratosthenes, from the southernmost part of India (the COliaci 
= Cape Kori)6. The strait separating Ceylon from India is only 
forty miles across, but it may have been true in practice that from 
the port whence the merchants put out to go to Ceylon and the 
port where they landed was a voyage of seven days. Onesicritus6 

pnt it at 20 days; we cannot say now what fact underlay the 
misapprehension. When he said that the' size' of Taproball~ was 
5000 stadia the ambiguity of the statement already provoked 
complaint in antiquity. 

1 MegaBth. Frag.23=Arr. Ind. 8; Plin. Nat. Hid. IX, § 111. 
, xv, C. 689. 3 Megasth. Frag. 23=Arr. It"l. 9. 
• Frag. 13=8trabo n, C. 691; Frag. 22 = Plin. Hist. Nat. VI, § 81. 
• Strabo xv, C. 690. 
• On.Bier. Frag. 13=8trabo xv, C. 691. 
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For many centuries the India known to the West was India 
as portrayed by the historians of Alexander's expedition and 
by Megasthenes. Although from the third century onwards there 
was a certain amount of intercourse between the Mediterraneall 
world and India, although Greek king~ ruled in the Punjab and 
Alexander's colonies were still represented by little bodies of men 
Greek in speech, although therc must occasionally have been sea
faring mcn in the Greek ports who had scen the coasts of India, 
or merchants who had made their way over the Hindu Kush, 
the Greek and Latin learned world was content to go on tran
scribing the books written generations before. These had become 
classical and shut out further reference to reality. The original 
books themselves perished, but their statements continued to be 
copied from writer to writer. Some of the later Greek and Latin 
works which treated of India are known to IlS to-day only by their 
titles or by a few fragments-the work~ of Apollodorus of Artemita 
(latt~r half of second century or first centnry B.c.), the works' of 
the great geographer Eratosthenes (276-195 B.C.) and of the 
voluminous compiler, Alexander Polyhistor (105 till after 40 B.C.). 
But a great deal of the original books is incorporated in writings 
which we do still possess, especially in the geographical work 
of Strabo (about 63 B.c.-19 A.D.), the historical work of Diodorus 
(in Egypt about 60 RC., still alive 36 RC.), the encyclopaedic work 
of Pliny (published about 75 A.D.), the tract of Arrian about India 
(middle of second century A.D.), and tbe zoological work of Aelian 
(end of second century A.D.). Even Pliny had probably never had 
the work of l\fegasthenes in his han dR, but drew from it only at 
second or third hand through Seneca and Varro. In the third 
century A.D., when Philostratus in his romance brings Apollonius of 
Tyana to ludia, it is still out of the old traditional materials that 
what purports to be local colour all comes. 

So far all the stock of knowledge handed down from the third 
century B.c. was increased at all !luring the following three centuries, 
it can only have been from the source of infurmation just indicated, 
the source which might have been turned to so much richer 
account, had the curse of literary convention not rested upon 
classical culture-the first-hand practical knowledge posRessed by 
Greek merchantmen who crossed the Indian ocean. Strabo had 
sufficient freedom of mind to take some notice of the Indian trade 
in his own day. From him we gather that, although a considerable 
amount of Indian merchandise had flowed into Europe by way 
of the Red Sea and Alexandria, when the Ptolemies ruled in Egypt 
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very few Greek ships had gone further than South Arabia, Goods 
had been carried from India to South Arabia in Indian or Arabian 
bottoms, By the time however that Strabo was in Egypt (25 B.C,) 

a direct trade between Egypt and India had come into existence, 
and he was told that 120 vessels were sailing to India that "eason 
from Myos Hormos, the Egyptian port on the Red Seal, A few 
Greek merchantmen, but very few, sailed round the south of India 
to the mouth of the Ganges 2, The vessels that went to India 
apparently made the journey by coasting along Arabia, Persia, and 
the Makran, for it was not till the middle of the first century A.D. 

that a Greek seaman, named Hippalus, discovered that the monsoon 
could be utilised to carry ships from the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb 
over the high seas to India 3, It lies however outside the scope 
of this volume to survey the additions made by means of this 
commerce under the Roman Empim to the knowledge of India 
derived from the companions of Alexander and Megasthenes. The 
additions never equalled in substance or interest the older books. 
Far on into the Middle Ages Christian Europe still drew its concep
tions of India mainly from books written before the middle of the 
third century B.C. 

1 Strabo II, C. 118. 2 Strabo xv, C. 686. 
, Schoff, The Periplu8 of the E"ythraean Sea, p. 8. 
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THE HELLENIC KINGDOMS OF SYRIA, BACTRIA, 
AND PARTHIA 

THE mists of obRcurity cling heavily round the course that 
e ... ents took in India during the years that immediately followed 
the death of Alexander the Great. The statements of the original 
authorities, besides being meagre, are 80 fragmcntary that they are 
seldom perfectly intelligible. One fact, however, seems to 'Stand 
out clearly. As soon as the grip of the master-hand was removed, 
the native element began to reco ... er strength and courage, a 
process which must have been materially assisted by discord 
amongst the Europeans who had been left behind, whether as soldiers 
or as settlers. As conqueror of the Persian empire, Alexander 
had inherited the system of government by satraps; and, so far as 
can now be gathered, the broad outline of his original organisation 
contemplated three great Iudian satrapie8, one corresponding 
roughly to the modern province of Sind, another covering the 
whole of the basin of the Upper Indus from the foot of the 
Paropanisu8, or Hindu Kush, to the banks of the Hydaspes 
(Jhelum), and a third stretching from the southern shore of the 
last-named river to the northern shore of the Hyphasis (Beas). 
The first two included the old Achaemenid provinces of ' India' or 
'the country of the IndUl,,' and Gandhara which corresponds to 
the present districts of Peshawar and Rawalpindi. The third 
represents probably the region 'conquered' and not merely 
, l'ecIaimed' by Alexander. In accordance with the traditional 
Indian policy (Manu VII, 202) that a conquered kingdom should 
continue to be governed by some member of its ancient royal 
family, very important positions were assigned to the native rajas, 
Taxiles and Porus, the latter being placed in sole charge of the 
satrapy that included his original kingdom, the country between 
the Hydaspes and the Acesines (Cheniib)l. According to Diodorus 

1 For TaxiJes, the king of Taksha~U;i., and Porus (Paurava), the king of the PIirus, 
see Chapter xv, pp. 3411, 349. 
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(XVIII, 3, 4 l, they were recognised as virtually independent rulers. 
And they appear to have been quick. to make use of their oppor
tunity. The accounts of the division of the empire by Alexander's 
generals at Babylon (323 B.C.) and those of the subsequent partition 
of Triparadisus (321 B.c.) agree in pointing to a considerable modi
fication of the limits of the Indian satrapies as at first mapped 
out. A ~Iacedonian-Pithon, son of Agenor-seems to be en
trusted with the control of the land lying between the Paropanisus 
and the Indus; Taxiles is left supreme in the country between the 
Indus and the Hydaspes; and Porus is given a great accession of 
territory, his 8phere of influence now extending all the way down 
the main stream to the sea. Diodorus more than hints that the 
recognition thus accorded to the native princes was due to a 
wholesome respect for their material power: Antipater, he says 
(XYIII, 39, 6), felt that it would be dangerous to attempt to circum
scribe their jurisdiction except with the support of an expedition 
equipped on a scale of the first magnitude and commanded by a 
general of the highest capacity. 

To some the story of this readjustment, and more particularly 
of the aggrandisement of Porus, has appeared so surprising that 
they decline to accept it as authentic, and are disposed to explain 
it away by an underlying confusion. But there is no sufficient 
ground for setting aside the written record. Further, if Diodorus 
(XVIII, 3, 2) and Quintus emotius (x, 10, 4) are right in stating that, 
KO far as ;\sia was concerned, the momentous assembly which 
decrced the partition of Babylon did no more than ratify arrange
ments already sanctioned by the dead king, the change must have 
come during the lifetime of Alexander. That there was unrest in 
the land almost as soon as he had quitted it, is indeed evident from 
what happened in the satrapy of the Upper Indus. Before he 
reached Carmania on his westward march, he was overtaken by 
tidings of the assassination of I'hilippus, the Macedonian governor 
whom he had installed as satrap there. And, though we learn 
from Arrian (VI, 27, 2) that the immediate cause of the murder 
was an ebullition of the undying jealom!y between Greeks and 
\1acedonians, the incident may well have been symptomatic of 
more deeply seated trouble. At all events Alexander decided that 
it was not convenient to fill the place of Philippus at the moment. 
Instead, he scnt despatches to Taxiles and to a Thracian officer 
called Eudamus or EudemlL'l, instructing them to make themselves 
rcsp~msible for the govel'llment until another satrap should be 
nommated. Presumably their functions were to be separate. It is 
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reasonable to suppose that the general conduct of affairs would 
be delegated to 'l'axiles, and that Elldamus would be given the 
command of the scattered bodies of Greek and Macedonian troops, 
as well as some measure of authority over the various coloniRts of 
Hellenic nationality. 

Whether the new appointment that Alexander had foreshadowed 
was ever made, is doubtful. It may be that circumstances proved 
too strong for him, and that the arrangement revealed by the 
partitions of Babylon and Triparadisus represents what he had 
perforce to assent to. In any case the dual system of control, 
which he had set up as a temporary make-shift, bore within it from 
the outset the seeds of intrigue and ultimate rupture. Eudamus, 
it will be obserfed, is not mentioned in connexion with either of 
the partitions. Yet he appears to have retained some sort of 
position as leader of the Hellenic' outlanders' in the yalleys of the 
Indus and Hydaspes. Ere long he drifted into conflict with the 
native In(\ian element. Before 317 B.c. he had Porus treacherously 
slain, seized his war-elephants, and marched, with all the forceH 
he could muster, to join the coalition of Eastcm satraps who 
had drawn together to oppose the arrogant pretensions of their 
colleague of ~Iedia (Diod. XIX, 14,8). The thunder of the captains 
and the shouting had also reached the ears of Pithon, son of 
Agenor, and he too had abandoned his province to fling himself 
into the fray. Neither ever returned. Eudamus met his doom at 
the hands of Antigonus (Diod. XIX, 44, 1). Pith on fell fighting by 
the side of Demetrius at the battle of Gaza (Diod. XIX, H5, 2). Nor 
had either any successor in his Indian command, a fact that is 
surely full of significance. May not their withdrawal from India 
be most simply accounted for on the supposition that each had 
become aliye to the hopelessness of his situation? 

Such an hypothesis would be entirely consistent with the scene 
that confronts us when next the curtain rises on the drama of 
Graeco-Indian relations. Taxiles, like Porus, has disappeared 
from the stage. But his place is filled by a figure of much more 
heroic proportions. By the time that Seleucus Nicator, founder 
of the dynasty that bears his uame, had made his position ill 
Babylon so secure as to be able to turn his attention to the 
extreme east of the dominions hc had won, a new rule,· had arisen 
in India. Chandragupta or, as the Greeks called him, Sandrocottu8, 
the first of the Maurya emperors, had made himself master of the 
whole of the north. In his youth he had seen Alexander the Great, 
and when he grew to manhood he put into practice Bomc of the 
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lessons which Alexander's success was calculated to teach. It has 
been conjectured that he employed Greek mercenaries in his 
stru,ggle with Nanda or Nandrus, the king of Magadha (S. Bihar) 
on the ruins of whose power he rose to greatness; he certainly 
seems to have adopted western methods in the training and 
discipline of his local levies. Under his leadership India threw 
off the last remnants of the Macedonian yoke. And, if we can rely 
on Justin, the revolution was not a bloodless one: he indicates 
(xv, 4) that such of the Macedonian prefects as still held their 
posts were ruthlessly put to the sword. 

The date of the Indian expedition of Seleucus I is doubtful. 
Von Gutschmid placed it c. 302 B.C. ; and, although his calculation 
rests on what is probably an erroneous view as to the period when 
the coins of Sophytes (cf. sup1'a, p. 388) were issued, it is quite 
possible that he has come within two or three years of the truth. 
It was not till 311 that the Satrap of Babylon-he had not yet 
a:~sumed the title of king-was free to quit his capital with an easy 
mind, and devote his energies to consolidating his authority in the 
moOre distant provinces. The task must have required time, for 
some hard fighting had to be done, notably in Bactria. But, 
beyond the bare statement of Justin (xv, 4) to that 'effect, we have 
no details. We may suppose that about 305 or 304, at the latest, 
he deemed himself ready to demand a reckoning with Chandragupta. 
Advancing (wc may be certain) by the route along the Kabul river, 
he crossed the Indus (Appian, Syr. 55). The minute topographical 
knowledge which Strabo (xv, 689) and Pliny (N.H. VI, 63) display, 
and more particularly the vague assertion of the latter that' all 
the remaining distances were searched out for Seleucus Nicator' 
have led Droysen and others to conclude that he not merely entered 
the territory he had come to regain, but actually penetrated as far 
as Palibothra (Pataliputra) on the Ganges, the chief seat of his 
enemy's power, whence he made his way along the banks of the 
river to the sea. The premises, howe,er, are scarcely substantial 
enough to bear so far-reaching a conclusion. Pliny may quite well 
have had in his mind, not reconnaissances made during a campaign, 
but information gathered subsequently by the Greek envoys who, 
as we shall see presently, resided at the court of the Indian king. 

Chandragupta could put into the field more than half a million 
of men, with 9()OO war-elephants and numerous chariots to boot. 
If Seleucus had really forced his way to the shores of the Bay of 
Bengal in the teeth of an opposition so formidable, his astonishing 
feat was hardly likely to have been left to a Roman geographer to 
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chronicle. Besides, in that event the upshot of the campaign 
would surely have been a more decided triumph. As it is, the 
terms of peace point to a frank recognition by Seleucus that his 
own arm was neither long enough nor strong enough to govern 
India from Babylon. Invader and invaded, we are told, concluded 
an alliance and sealed it by a further compact, which Appian 
\Syr. 55) callI'! a Kl}(jO<;, Strabo (xv, 724) an €7wyafLia. According 
to ordinary Greek usage these two terms are scarcely consistent 
one with another. The former would naturally signify an actual 
marriage between individuals, and hence it i8 frequently argued 
that Scleuclls must have become either the father-in-law or the 
son-in-law of Chandragupta. There seems, however, to be no room 
in his family circle, as we otherwise know it, for any relationship 
of the kind. Proba,bly, therefore, it is safer to fall back on the 
technical meaning of StI'abo's word, and to suppose that what is 
implied iH a convention establishing a jus connubii between the 
two royal families. In that land of caste a jus commbii between 
the two peopJcH is unthinkable. 

As regards territory, the arrangement appears, upon the face 
of it, to have been entirely favourable to Chanuragupta. ~ot only 
did Scleucus acquiesce in his sovereignty over all the country 
beyond the Indus. He also transferred to him the satrapies of 
Arachosia (Kandahar) and the Paropanisadae (Kabul), with at 
least some portion of Gedl'Osia (Baluchistan) and of Aria (Herat). 
In other words, the frontiers of the Maurya empire were ~xtended 
so as to embrace the southern half of Afghanistan and perhaps the 
whole of British Baluchistan. The expression' presented' (€8WKE), 
which is used by Stl"dbo (lac. cit.) to describe the transaction, does 
not preclude the po~8ibility of the transfer having been made upon 
condition!!. A return gift of 500 war-elephants is, in fact, mentioned. 
But under no circumstances could that have been looked on as an 
equivalent. We maj"take it that there were further stipUlations 
as to freedom of trade and the like, such as would naturally accom
pany an E7n'Ya/LLa. There may even have been a nominal and 
unmeaning ackllowledgnlent of suzerainty. It must be borne in 
mind that the written record contains nothing to show that 
ReleucuB Ilufiered defeat, nothing even to suggest that the rival 
armies ever carne to blows at all. The probability is that, while 
he was Iltill endeavouring to gauge the magnitude of the task that 
confronted him, an urgent call for help reached him from the 
confederate kings across the 2500 mile!! that separated him from 
Asia Minor. The instinct of self-preservation required that he 
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should assist them. If he allowed Antigonus to crush Cassander, 
Lysimachus, and Ptolemy, his own turn would not be long in 
coming. It was only politic, therefore, to make the best terms he 
could with Chandragupta, whose 500 elephants reached the theatre 
of war in time to playa conspicuous part in the final overthrow of 
Antigonus at Ipsus in the )'ear 301. 

For more than a generation after that battle there is an almost 
complete blank in our knowledge of the history of Central Asia. 
Seleucus himself took up his residence at Antioch on the OronOOs. 
But he soon realised that the new city lay too far west to be a 
convenient administrative centre for the eastern portion of his 
empire. Accordingly he entrusted the government of all the 
provinces beyond the Euphrates to his son Antiochus, on whom 
after the lapse of a few years he conferred the title of king. We 
are without definite infol'mation as to the exact date of this 
devolution of authority. It is generally assigned to 293 B.C., and 
cuneiform documents undoubtedly bear the names of 'Siluku' and 
, Antiuksu' as joint-kings from 289 onwards \ In 281 Seleucus 
was assassinated. According to Memnon (PH.G. III, 533, 12, 1) 
and Pausanias (I, 16, 2), Antiochus had already had his powers as 
co-regent greatly amplified, the whole of Asia having been com
mitted to his care. In any case his father's death would render 
his immediate presence in the west imperative, if his heritage was 
to be maintained unimpaired. To the west he accordingly went. 
But it seems highly pl'ohahle that the plan of stationing a viceroy 
of the east at Seleucia on the Tigris was still continued. Though 
no inkling of this has survived in any historian, cuneiform inscrip
tions record' Antiuksu' and' Siluku' as joint-kings from 275 (or 
possibly 280) to 269, and a similar cooperation between' Antiuksu' 
and • Antiuksu' from 266 to 263. 'Siluku' here is clearly Seleucus, 
the elder son of Antiochus by Stratonice ; we gather from a chance 
fragment of John of Antioch (F.ll.G. IV, 55B; 55) that he was put to 
death on suspicion of conspiring against his father. The' Antiuksu ' 
who takes his place, is no less clearly his younger brother, destined 
to become sole ruler in 261 as Antiochus II (Theos). 

Under aU of these kings, including Antiochus II, the friendly 
relations originally established with the Maurya empire remained 
unhroken. The indications of this, if few, are sufficient. Athenaeus 
(I, 32, IBD) has preserved a story of certain strange drugs sent 
as a present by Chandragupta to Seleucus I. And it is to the 
same writer (XIV, 67,.652 F and 653 A) that we owe an anecdote 

1 Zeit. fur A"yriologie, VII, 234, 226; VllI, lOB; Keilin.chrift. Bibl. III, 2, 136 f. 
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of how Chandragupta's son, Bindusara-or Amitrochates, to give 
him his Greek llamel,-wrote to Antiochus I, asking him to buy and 
ha ve conveyed to him some sweet wine, some figs, and a sophist 
to teach him to argue. Antiochus replied, forwarding the figs and 
the wine, but explaining that sophists were not a mal'ketable 
commodity among the Greeks. Nor was the intercourse between 
the courts confined to such occasional civilities. We know from 
Strabo and others that l\fegasthenes repeatedlY-7ro),:>"ula<; is 
An'ian's word (v, 6, 2)-visited Chandragupta's capital as an envoy 
of Seleucus, thereby acquiring a mass of information which made 
his writings on India an invaluable storehouse for later geographers, 
and that Daimachus of Plataea also went on a mission or missions 
from Antiochus I to Bindusara, likewise embodying his experiences 
in a book. Other Hellenic states must have been dmwn into the 
circle of amity, for Pliny (~V.H. n, 58) speaks in the same breath 
of ~legasthene8 and of a certain Dionysius who (he explains) was 
despatched as an ambassador to India by Ptolemy Philadelphus. 
As Philadelphus reigned from 285 to 246, the ~laurya emperor to 
whom Dionysius was accredited may have been either Bindusara 
or his more famous son Ac;oka, whose attempt to convert the 
Hellenistic kings to Buddhism (see p . .'iU2) is justly regarded as 
onc of the most curious episodes in early Indian history. 

I t is natural to suppose that such intimate diplomatic relations 
would retit on a solid foundation of mutual commercial iiIterest. 
And corroborative testimony is not altogether wanting. Btrabo, 
speaking of the Oxus (Amu Daria), states (XI, 509) that it formed 
a link in an important chain along which Indian goods were carried 
to Europe by way of the Caspian and the Black Sea. He cites as 
one of his authorities Patrocles, who was an admiral in the service 
of Antiochus I, and thus makes it clear that the route was a 
popular one early in the thil'd century B.U. Evidence of the 
prosperity of Central Asia at this period is also furnished by the 
coin!!. There need be no hesitation about associating with that 
region a well-known serie8 of silver pieces, of Attic weight, having 
on the obverse a laureate head of Zeus, and on the reverse Athena 
fighting in a quadriga drawn by elephants. The inscription 
BAlli\Enl lEi\EYKOY shows that they must be later than 306, 
when the royal title was first assumed. The denomination of most 
common occurrence is the tetradrachm; but drachms, hemidrachms, 
and obols are not infrequent. Weare safe in assuming with 
Imhoof-Blumer that the majority of them were minted at Babylon 

1 For the name, or rather title, see Chapter xx, p. 495. 
C. H. I. I. 28 
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or at Seleucia on the Tigris. A minority, which are of a quite 
distinctive and somewhat coarser fabric, appear to hail from even 
farther east; the specimens in the British Museum have nearly all 
been purchased at Rawalpindi, or obtained from collections formed 
in India. Generally, though not invariably, these latter have been 
struck from regularly adjusted dies ( + + ), while a few have mono
grams on the obverse (PI. I, Hi), features that at once recall 
certain of the Athenian imitations spoken of in an earlier chapter 
as coming from the same district (supra, p. 388). One small group 
of tetradrachms and drachms, from regularly adjusted dies, bears 
the inscription BAllflEm: lEflEYKOY ANTIOXOY (PI. II, 2), in
dicating probably, as Six and Imhoof have suggested \ that the 
coins were minted during the viceroyalty of Seleucus, son of 
Antiochus I. The omission of the father's kingly title has thus 
a sinister significance. Unlike the rest, they are not of Attic 
weight, but follow the lighter standard already met with above in 
another connexion (supra, p. 387) ; the average weight of five tetra
drachms is only 212'3 grains (13'82 grammes). The monogram ® is 
placed on the reverse. Very rare drachms, reading BAlli\EnN 
lEi\EYKOY KAI ANTIOXOY, which are also struck on the lighter 
standard and show the same monogram (PI. II, 1), are plainly 
of kindred origin. At the same time their superior style, coupled 
with the fact that they are struck from unadjusted dies, pro"es 
them to be somewhat earlier. In all likelihood they date from 
the period when Antiochus I himself was acting as his father's 
viceroy. 

If the witness of the coins is an inarticulate one, its cumulative 
effect is nevertheless impressive. It proves that thel'e was a busy 
life throbbing on both sides of the Indian frontier during the forty 
or fifty years about which history is silent, that merchants were 
constantly coming and going, buying and selling. When the 
silence is at length broken, it is by the confused echo of an occur
rence that was fraught with momentous consequences to India's 
immediate future. The birth of the new kingdom of Bactl'ia was 
an event of first-rate political importance. Bactria was the rich 
country between the Hindu Kush and the Oxus correspondinO' in , ,., 
large measure to Northern Afghanistan. Beyond it, between the 
OXU8 and the Jaxartes (Syr Daria), lay Sogdiana (Bukhara). The 
two p~ovinces had cost Alexander no small effort to subdue, Partly 
on thIS account, and partly because of their natural wealth, he 

I J. P. Six, Num. ekron., 1898, p. 226; F. Imhoof.Blumer, Num. Zeit., 1913, 
p. 183, a.nd Rev. sui .. e de Nun,., 1917, pp. 48ff. 
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had planted them thickly with Greek colonies. Probably Seleucus, 
who experienced at least equal difficulty in getting his sovereignty 
acknowledged, had to encountel' the determined resistance of colon
ists as well as of natives. In the end, as we know, he triumphed. 
During the rest of his reign, as well as throughout that of his 
SUCCC8sor, Hactria and Sogdi:tna remained quiescent; the policy of 
stationing a viceroy at Seleucia was evidently justified by success. 
Under Antiochus II they shook themselveH entirely free. Our.' 
chief authority for what happened is Justin. Aftcr speaking of 
the revolt of Parthia, he proceeds (XLI, 4): 'At the same time 
Diodotus, governor of the thousand cities of Hactria, rebelled and· 
had himself proclaimed king.' In most texts the name of the 
leader of the movement is wrongly given as 'Theodotus.' The 
mistake, which goes back to the manmlcripts, can be readily 
accounted for. The chronology is much more troublesome, since 
the !Several events by which Justin seeks to date the Parthian 
outbreak are spread over a period of not less than ten years. In 
the face of so much inconsistency we may be content with the 
broad conclusion that thc formal accesHion of Diodotus took place 
about 250 B.C., at a time when Antiochus was not in a position to 
put an effective veto on the proceeding. An examination of the 
numismatic material may enable us to go a little further. 

Among the coins bearing the name of SeleucuH are very rare 
gold staters and silver tetradrachms, having on the obvel'se a 
portrait of the king with Imll's horus, and on the reverse the head 
of a horned horse (PL II, 3). The same typell, with the legend 
BA~It\EQ~ ANTIOXOY, are fouud on two uuique silver pieces
a drachm and a tetradrachm (PI. II, 4}--which may belong to the 
joint reign. All of the8C are struck from unadjusted dies, and all 
of them have on the reverse two monograms which, to judge from 
their complexity and from the manner ill which they vary, mu~t 
conceal the names of individual magistrates. Apparently ill direct 
line of succession to the preceding comes a gold and silver series, 
beginning under AntiochuB I and contiuued uuder Antiochus II, 
which contains staten; (Pl. II, 5 and 6), tetradrachms (PI. II, 7 and 8), 
and smaller denominations. The reverse type is the same, but the 
coins are now struck from carefully adjusted dies, usually f + but 
in one case t t. The magistrate's names show little variation. As 
a rule, there is only one, that being @, fll, or @1, The device 

'One tetro.drachm (Babelon, Ruis de Byrle, PI. III, 16), which bear. the head of 

AntiochuB I and which must, therefore, come early in the series, appeo.rs to have ® 
and is thus connected with the small group mentioned above (p. 434). 
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vI a hor&e's head would be peculiarly appropriate to Bactria, with 
it" famous cavalry, or to Sogdiana; and it is undoubtedly from 
Afghanist.''in and Bukhara that the coins in question usually come. 
As they cover at least part of the two reigns, they must be to some 
extent contemporary with certain gold staters and silver drachms 
which have a head of Antiochus I or of Antiochus II on the obverse, 
and on the reverse the ordinary Seleucid type of the seated Apollo 
(PI. II, 9 and 10). Here again the dies have been carefully adjusted 
( + t). The magistrate's name, too, is obviously the same, being 
invariably 6., <9>, or @. It has sometimes been suggested that the 
monogram represents the name of a mint rather than of a magis
trate. As against that view it must be remembered that the two 
parallel series differ not only in type but also in style, the treatment 
of the ends of the king's diadem being specially characteristic. 

There can be no dispute as to the proper local attribution of 
the second of these two series. In style they have the closest 
possiblc affinity to a fairly numerous set of gold staters and 
silver tetradrachms and drachms, which also read BA~Ii\EQ~ 
ANTIOXOY, but which present types that we have not encoun
tered hitherto. On the obverse is a youthful head, markedly 
unlike either Antiochus I or Antiochus II, and on the reverse is 
a full length figure of Zeus, thundering, with an eagle at his feet 
(PI. II, 11 and 12); the dies are carefully adjusted ( t t), but 
although lctters and monograms occur freely, nothing to suggest 
8 is ever found Next in order comes a group of gold and silver 
coin", exactly resembling those just described excepting only in the 
legcnd, which is now BALIi\EQ~ ~IO~OTOY (PI. II, 13 and 14). 
Weare thus brought into the preseuce of what is undoubtedly the 
money of the fully developed kingdom of Bactria, and at the same 
time we are put in possession of a clue which may guide us to a 
dearer under.-tanding of some of the ground we have traversed. 
::mlncr long ago pointed out that the head on the BAL'i\EQ~ 
" TIOXOY pieces W3J3 identical with that on the similar piece,; 

.. ith BA~'i\EQL ~10~OTOY, and a glance at Plate II will 
:' 'monstrate the soundness of his view. He proposed to recogniRe 
t as the portrait of Diodotus, and to regard its appearance on 
\lClney bearing the name of the suzerain as a stage in the vassal's 

Ilrogress toward" complete independence. Von Ballet, while 
'l'fDtling to accept Gardner's theory as to the portrait, agreed with 
ilim in a81!igning the whole of the coins to DiodotuB, whose' canting 
: 'adge . he discerned in the figure of Zeu~. Both scholars seem to 
'l' right in their po!!itive contentions: the portrait is that of 
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Diodotus, and the figure of Zeus is the king's 'canting badge.' 
And it may be that there is further help to be got from the coins 
'.\:ith the head of the horned horse and from those with the seated 
Apollo. We found that these two sets were to some extent 
parallel, anrl that the latter led naturally up to the Bactriaft series 
proper. The monogram which was so prominent on both can be 
resolved most readily into .6.IO[SoTou]. The definite acceptance of 
that interpretation would enable ns to reconstruct the story of the 
rise of Bactria somewhat on the following lines. 

Early in the reign of Antiochus I a certain Diodotus was 
appointed satrap of Bactria and of some neighbouring province, 
not improbably Sogdialla. The coins with the horse's hearl were 
already being struck in the second province in the name of the 
suzerain. Diodotus continued the issue and also opened, this time 
in Bactria, a new mint from which he issued, likewise in the name 
of Antiochu;;, the coins with the seated Apollo. The country 
plainly prospered under his rule, for the money with his monogram 
is far from uncommon, in spite of the remoteness of the region in 
which it is habitually discovered. His own position, too, must 
have grown stronger steadily, although for many years he made no 
attempt to break the slender tie that bound him to the Seleucid 
empire; he may have been the satrap of Bactria who, according 
to Chaldaean documents, sent twenty elephants to assist Antiochus I 
in his struggle with ptolemy Philadelphus about 274-273 B.C. 

Ultimately, however, the centrifugal tendency prevailed and 
Bactria declared itself an independent state, Margiana (Merv) and 
Sogdiana being included within its frontiers. The change did not 
take place all at once. There was a period of transition, and this 
period had not quite come to an end wheu Diodotus died, leaving 
a son of the same name to carry his policy to its logical conclusion; 
the Diodotu:> whose portrait appears on the coins is a young man, 
much too young to have been a satrap in the days of Antiochus I. 
The father mayor may not have assumed the title of king. The 
son was certainly the first to exercise the royal prerogative of 
issuing money ill his OWII name, and even he contented himself at 
the outset with altering the types, while leaving the inscription 
untouched I. With the introduction of his 'canting badge,' he 
abandoned the use of the monol,,'Tam. Simultaneously he closed 

• 1 A unique gold stater, Rcquired by the Rev. E. Rogers while these sheets were 
passing through the press, shows that to begin with he retained the portrait, as well 
as the name, of his suzerain. The thundering Zeus appears on the revel'lle, but the 
obverse bears an unmistakable head of Antiochus II, closely resembling J.H.S., 1903, 
PI. I, 3. 
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the older mint, where the coins with the horse's head had been 
struck, a step which points to a concentration of his administrative 
forces. Such a reconstruction is not merely consistent with the 
evidence of the coins. It also tallies, in a simple and satisfactory 
fashiol, with what Justin (XLI, 4) says as to the original leader of 
the Bactrian revolt having been succeeded by a Bon of the !<ame 
name as himself-' et ipso Diodoto.' Some value attaches to this 
confirmation of the main literary source whence our knowledge of 
the episode is derived, for the truth of the statement has occasion
ally been doubted, despite its explicit nature and despite the 
implicit corroboration which, as we shall see presently (p. 440), it 
recei>es from Polybius (XI, 34). 

Regarding the detailed history of the reigns of the two monarchs 
the records leave us almost entirely in the dark. The little we do 
learn is from Justin (loc. cit.), and it has reference to the struggles 
that attended the rise of the Parthian kingdom. The nucleus of 
what was in the fullness of time to become one of the most formidable 
powers that Asia has ever seen, was among the districts that had 
been included in the sixteenth satrapy of Darius, a land of moun
tain and forest, comparing ill in point of fertility with Bactria. 
Historians are not agreed as to the race to which its population 
belonged, although their habits and customs would lead one to 
suspect a strong infusion of an element closely akin to the wild 
nomads of the steppes. Nor are the current traditions as to the 
beginnings of the royal house sufficiently consistent to be worthy 
of much, if any, credence. According to these the first Arsaces, 
the founder of the dynasty, is sometimes a Parthian, sometimes a 
Bactrian, sometimes even a descendant of the Achaemenids. One 
point in which all accounts agree, is that he made his way to the 
throne by violence. 'l'he name of the Seleucid satrap murdered 
by him and his brother Tiridates, afterwards Arsaces II, is variously 
given. Arrian (F.H.G. III, 587) calls him Pherecles, and Syncellus 
(ibid.) speaks of him as Agathocles, while Justin-who, by the way, 
knows Ilothillgofthe cooperation of Tiridates-refers to him (XLI, 4) 
as Andragoras. In favour of Justin may perhaps be cited certain 
gold and silver coins (PI. 11,15 and 16)\ whose style is not unsuited 
to the middle of the third century B.C., and which bear the legend 
AN6PArOPOY. They are very rare, almost all of the known 
. ,e~jmells ?eing apparently from the Oxus find (see supra, p. 390). 
: helr genumenesi3 ha..~ sometimes been questioned, but on grounds 

1 Tbey may, bowever, b~ve been struck by an earlier Andragoras (c. 331 B.C.); see 
'PROD, .V.C., 189a, p. 204, and Hill, Aui e Mem. dell' Istit. Ital. di Nllm., III, 2, p. 31. 
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that seem hardly sufficient; the circumstance that they are struck 
from dies that have been adjusted with great precision ( + +), a 
peculiarity that is characteristic of the region and the period to 
which they are attributed, is a strong incidental argument in favour 
of their authenticity. 

Another point about which there is practical unanimity is that 
the revolt of Parthia took place almost simultaneously with the 
revolt of Bactria, although probably a year or two later. The 
explanation lies on the surface: Antiochus II (261-246) like his 
two immediate Sllccessors, Seleucus II (246-226) and Seleucus III 
(226-223), was 'too much preoccupied with wars and rumours of 
wars in the west to maintain a proper hold over his easteMi 
dominions. Probably, too, there wcre other causes at work. The 
spectacle of the greatness of the Maurya empire would not be lost 
upon a satrap of such force of character as the elder Diodotus. 
And in his case to the promptings of ambition there may have been 
added a spur of a, different kind. It is not unlikely that Bactria 
was already beginning to be conscions, on her northern border, of 
the first onset of the pressure before which she was ill the end 
to succumb; Eastern A"ia was just entering upon one of those 
mysterious conyulsions of tribal ullrest, which p('oduced the great 
migratiolls, and of which the Parthian revolt itself was not impos
sibly a manifestation. If this were so, Diodotus may well have 
felt that an inllependent kingdom, strong in its new-born sense of 
national unity, was likely to be a more permanent bulwark against 
barbarian aggression than the loosely attached cxtremity of an 
empire whose head was in no position to altord efficient protection 
to his nominal subjects. Besides the native Ir.lniall basis on which 
he would have to build, the descendants of Alexander's colonists 
would provide him with a sub."tantial Hellenic framework ready to 

I 
hand; aud, as a matter of fact, Bactria was, throughout the whole 
of its brief career, essentially an Hellenic state. In this connexion 
it is significant to note that, undcr the carlier Diodotus, Parthia 
was a potcntial, if not an actual, enemy. .J ustin tells us, in the 
chapter that has bcen 80 often quoted, that 'fear of Diodotus' 
was one of the chief motives that lcd Arsaccs, after his seizure of 
Hyrcania, to keep a great army on a lvar-footing. He goes on to 
say that, when the old satrap dicd, his son reverscd his Parthian 
policy, and concluded an alliance which set Al'saces free to concen
trate his whole forces against Scleucus II, then advancing ea~twards 
on a futile campaign of reconquest. The threat of a renewal of 
the Macedonian supremacy was enough to bring Greek and 
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barbarian together. The eastern expedition of Seleucus II was 
subsequent to the battle of Ancyra, in which he was heavily 
defeated by the Gauls (240 B.c.). It cannot, therefore, have taken 
place earlier than 238, and it can hardly be put later than 235. 
This giyes us 80mething approaching a definite date at which 
Diodotus II was on the throne of Bactria. 

Beyond the bare facts already chronicled, we have no informa
tion as to the doings either of the son or of the father. It is, 
indeed, usually stated that the latter assumed the title of' Soter,' 
perhaps because of his success in keeping the Turanian hordes at 
bay. But the only evidence to that effect is a coin purporting to 
be struck in the name of 61060TOY HHHPOZ: (PI. III, 9); and 
we shall find presently that this was not minted in the lifetime of 
himself or his son. It is probable, therefore, that the title was 
conferred by a later generation. In any case his own dynasty 
was destined to speedy extinction. We do not know how long 
Diodotus II reigned. But, as the portraits on his coins are all 
fairly youthful, it is scarcely possible to allow him more than ten 
or twelve years after the peace with Parthia. And it is certain 
from Polybius (XI, 34) that when Antiochus III appeared in the 
east at the head of an army, about 212 B.C., determined to reassert 
the Seleucid supremacy over the revolted kingdoms, the Bactrian 
throne had for some time been occupied by Euthydemus, a Greek 
from one or other of the cities called Magnesia, who, in reply to 
the challenge of Antiochus, explained that he did not think it fair 
that he should be interfered with: 'He was not a rebel. Others, 
no doubt, had rebelled. He had put the children of the rebels to 
death, a,;d that was how he happened to be king.' We may draw 
from this, not only a confirmation of Justin's statement as to 
Diodotus I having been succeeded by a son, but also the further 
inference that Diodotus II came to a violent end. 

Our authorities give us no hint as to who Euthydemus was, or 
1\8 to how he reached It position of such influence as to be able to 
lllake a successful bid for the crown. The claim of the Lydian city 
to he the Magnesia of his birth is perhaps slightly strongel' than 
that of the Ionian one; for, when he came to strike money, he 
chOl!C a remarkable type whose selection can be most simply 
explained by supposing that it had been familiar to him in his 
youth, as it would be if he were brought up in the Hermus valley. 
The tint real glimpse we get of him is when he comes into conflict 
with Antiochus the Great. The Parthian campaign of the latter 

"I been arduoU!~, to judge from the picture which Polybius 
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(x, 28 ff.) has preserved of some of its incidents. But Arsaces III 
seems at length to have been driven to yield upon terms, and by 
the year 2()8 Antiochus was at liberty to turn his arms against 
Bactria. To enter it, he had to ford the river Ariul3 CHari Riid), 
the passage of which Eutbydemus was prepared to dispute. When 
the critical moment came, the Bactrians allowed themselves to 
be outman<.euvred. Antiochus made a night-march with a picked 
body of cavalry, the majority of whom he succeeded in getting 
over the stream before the dawn was bright enough for the enemy's 
vedettes to discover them. The footing thus gained was stubbornly 
held, in the teeth of a singularly fierce attack. From the narrative 
of Polybiu8 (x, 49) we learn that Antiochus displayed great personal 
courage, and that Euthydemull wag so perturbed by the lesson his 
troops bad received that he retreated at once to his capital of 
Zariaspa. or Bactra, the modern Balkh. A siege presumably 
followed, and it is generally taken for granted that this was the 
famous siege of Bactra, casually mentioned by Polybius in quite 
another context (XXIX, 6 A). However that may be, the struggle 
was a prolonged oIle. By 206 two years had elapsed without either' 
side having gained a decisive advantage. Meanwhile barbarian 
swarms were hovering ominously along the northern frontier of 
the kingdom. If the internecine foltrife continued, they might at 
any moment descend upon the country and ruthlessly destroy 
every vestige of Hellenic civilisation. 

'The reality of this peril was pressed home upon Antiochus by 
Teleas, a fellow-countryman of Euthydemus, whom the latter had 
empowered to use his good offices in working for a settlement. 
Antiochus, upon hill part, was only too glad to welcome the 
prospect of an honourable escape from a situation that threatened 
to /-,'1'oW more and more embarrassing. Informal negotiations, 
conducted through Teleas, ultimately re8ulted in the despatch of 
Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus, as a fully accredited envoy to 
the camp of Antiochlls. Polyuius i~ still our authority for details. 
He speaks (XI, B4) in glowing terms of the favourable impression 
which the handsome youth produced upon the Seleucid king, who 
offered him one Qf his own daughters in marriage and indicated 
his willingness to waive all objection to the use of the royal title 
by Euthydemus. A written agreement covering the disputed points 
was drawn up and signed, and a formal alliance concluded. 
Euthydemus had been the first to move towards peace, and there
fore it may be regarded as certain that he too made concessions. 
Unfortunately we have to guess what they were. Not improbably 
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111l~V exteoded to an acknowledgment of the suzerainty of Antiochu, 
although all we are told i~ that the expeditionary army, which wa· 
now about to direct its march towards India, had its commi8811.riar 
richly replenished by the Bactrians, receiving at the same time all 
important reinforcement in the shape of the whole of the war
elephants that had been at the command of Euthydemus. 

The IIOOOnd Greek invasion of India amounted to little more 
than a reconnai!lll&nce in force. ;\~oka, the grandson of Chanrl
ragupta, had died about 236 B.c., and after his death the power of 
the ~Iaurya dynuty speedily declinetl When Antiochlls crossed 
the Hindu KU8h and marched !1own the K-lbul valley, he found 
bimtIClf in tbe territory of a prince whom Polybius (XI, 34) calls 
• Sophagasen08, King of the Indians,' Indian history knows no 
nller of corresponding name, and it has therefore beeu conjectured 
that Sophagssenu8 was some local r:ija who had taken advantage 
of the decay of the Maurya empire to establish a kingdom of his 
own in tbe country west of the Indus'. Whoever he was, he plainly 
re&liscd tbat be was quite unfit to offer an effective resistance to 
the Rea80ued troops of his adversary. At the same time Antiochus 
'It'88 in no mood to emulate the J nllian adventure of his invincible 
forerunol'r. He had already been three yeal'!l ill the east. The 
West W88 calling loudly, and he had enhance.1 his reputation so 
8uilMtantiaily by hi8 prowess that he couM afford to be satisfied 
with a hloodlCfill victory. Accordingly hc acceptcd the submi"lsion 
of &pbagMenus who, like Euthydemus, revictllulled his army 
for him and handed over a number of war-elephants. A heavy 
indemnity was also imposed. This 188t, however, AlltiochuR did 
lIot wait to roceiye, He left Androsthencs of CyziCU8 behind to 
take delivery of the promised treasure, and himself burried back 
with all speed towards Mesopotamia, choosing the route that 
mil through Arachoeia and Drallgiiina (Seistiin) to Curmallia. 
1\ ho ... the lord of Arscb08ia when it W88 traversed by till" 

leacid troops, it is imp08l!ible to say. It had ooee been A'i0b 
'W' it may baye been Sopbagasenu8. The numismatic eviden(", 
::~ that ere long it W88 Euthydemus. General Cunninghalll 
",arkA t.hat the lityer of the last-named king' is very common j, 

'~" rmd Boll ...... to the north of the CauC88us, and less comm'" 
1\'110111, Kaodabar and Silltan,' while his bronze coins, 'which ar, 
,luLl'" Iell numeroUl than the Riiver, are found in about eqll;' 
·"I ... ·n! in Sinn and Kandahar, !\nd throughout tbe Kahil 
: 1.,~. t)&ber oWenCI'II deecribt! hi.~ hronze as • very common ill 

f· .. tI.~t ••• -Cbaplern,p.612. • N~",. C/or""., 1889, p. 138. 
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Ristan and Kandahar.' As bronze was much less likely to travel 
outside the area of its actual currency than gold or silver, the 
significance of these facts is unmistakable. Where the number of 
specimens is so large, the possible effect of confusion with the rare 
coinage of Euthydemus II may safely be disregarded. 

In addition to what the' find-spots' teach, there is something 
to be learned from a review of the coins themselves, or at all 
events of the gold and silver. It has already been indicated that 
Euthydemus on his accession discarded the characteristic type of 
Diodotus, and substituted for it one which may have been familiar 
to him in the city where he was born and bred. Zeus the thunderer 
was replace(l by Heracles seated to left -on a rock, leaning with his 
right hand on his club. The device was apparently borrowed from 
a Act of silver tetradrachms struck at the cities of Cyme, Myrina, and 
Phocaea, in Western Asia Minor, dnring the reigns of Antiochus I 
and II (J.H.S., 1907,pp. 145 tf.). It is universal on the gold and silver 
of Euthydemus, but two varieties of it are readily distinguishable. 
On the gold and on much of the silver the rock UpOll which 
Heraeles sits is bare, while the lower end of his club is supported 
by a short and somewhat unnatural-looking column of stone 
(PI. III, 1). On the remainder of the silver the rock is covered with 
a lion-skin, and the lower end of the club is apparently resting on 
the god's thigh (PI. III, 2). The whole of the coins belonging to the 
second elas'! bear the monogram ~, and have their dies adjusted 
t t. The fil'St class, on the other hand, compri!;es three or four 
ditferent groups, each having a characteristic letter or monogram 
other than~. The rule here is for the dies to be adjusted + ., 
but there are a considerable number of exceptions (1 t) which 
may fairly be presumed to be later, seeing that t t is invariable in 
subsequent I·cigns. The appearance of theiSe particular monograms 
is a new phenomenon on the Bactrian coinage. As they usually 
persist through a long series of yeal's, they cannot be interpreted 
as magistrates' names. They should rather be regarded as the 
names of mints, a view which is confirmed by occasional minor 
variations of type and by certain subtle peculiarities of style, such 
as the thin 'sprearl' fabric which is characteristic of many of the 
~ coins of the uarlier kings. 

The mere increase iII the number of royal mints may not 
unreasonably be held to prove that the dominions of Euthydemus 
were more extensive than those of his predecessor. It would seem 
that, soon after the Maurya empire began to crumble away, he 
posses~ed himself-it may be at the expense of Sophagasenus-of 
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the Paropanisadae and Arachosia. possibly also-although as to 
this the coins are less definite-of ~ te of the other di8tricts which 
Seleucus I had ceded to Chandragupta. His silver tetradrachms 
are very common, and so too are more or less clumsy barbarous 
imitations, many of which appear to date from a relatively late 
period. Without doubt his money must have circulated widely, 
and must have enjoyed a high reputation for quality. Bactria 
under his sway clearly reached a pitch of prosperity such as she 
had never before attained. And his reign must have been a 
long one. The abundance of his coinage suggests this. The great 
variety of the portraits proves it. Even after every allowance has 
been made for the mannerisms of different artists and of different 
mints, a comparison of the head on PI. III, I, with the head on 
PI. III, 2, will be felt to be conclusive. The latter, which is an 
admirably realistic piece of work, is obviously intended to represent 
a very much older person than the former. It is on the strength 
of this evidence that the death of Euthydemus is generally supposed 
to have taken place about 190 B.C. 

We have seen that under Euthydemus the frontiers of the 
Bactrian kingdom were pushed southwards until they included at 
least the whole of the lower portion of Afghanist;in. But this was 
not the only direction in which expansion had become possible. 
The Indian expedition of Antiochus the Great, if it had had no 
other result of importance, had revealed the feebleness of the 
resistance that a properly equipped army was now likely to 
encounter in an invasion of the Punjab. 'Ve may be sure that, 
after the Seleucid forces had withdrawn, the eyes of Euthydemus 
were turned longingly towards the Land of the Five Rivers. He 
may actually have annexed it. If he did, it was probably only 
towards the close of his reign, for he would hardly have ventured 
to put so ambitious a design into execution until he felt secure 
from interference at the hands of Antiochus III and that he can , . 
scarcely have done before about 197, when the latter became hope
lessly involved in the meshes of the anti-Roman policy which was 
to prove his ruin. In any event the real instrument of conquest 
was his son and successor, Demetrius, of whose romantic career 
one would like to believe, with Cunningham, that a far-off echo 
has survived in Chaucer's picturesque description of 'the grete 
l<~metreus, the king ofInde: Demetrius had been a youth of perhaps 
seventeen or eighteen, when he acted as intermediary between his 
father and Antiochus. He would thus be between thirty and thirty
five wheu his reign as king began, an age that agrees well with the 
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most charactel'istic portrait on his coins (PI. III, 3). Years before, hc 
had probably been married to a Seleucid princess, in accordance 
with the promise made during the peace negotiations. If so, 
nothing whatever is known about hel'; the view that she was 
called Laodice is based upon evidence that admits of UII altogether 
differcnt interpretation. It should be noted that in the coin
portrait he is represented as weal'ing a head-dre88 made of the 
skin of an elephant, an animal closely associated in those days with 
India. I.t is not impo~sible, therefore, that some of his Indian 
laurels may have been won, while he was still merely crown-prince. 
The reverse type which hc chose for his silver might easily be 
interpreted as pointing in the same direction. Heracles reniain8 
the patron-divinity, but he is no longer taking his ease on a rock; 
he is standing upright, placing a wreath upon his hcad (PI. III, 3). 
The inference here suggested is identical with that drawn from 
somewhat different premises by Cunningham, who argued that the 
subjugation of part of India by Demetrius during hi" father's life
tilllC would account for certain facts regarding the lyrorcuancc of 
the lll'onze money of Euthydemus. Single specimens of thi~ are 
occasionally met with in the Western Punjab, and several were 
found in the bed of the Indus at Attock in 1840, while raising a 
sunken boat. It is, however, a serious flaw in Cunningham's 
reasoning that he did not distinguish between the coins of 
Euthydemus I and those of the grandson who bore the same 
name. 

In whatever circumstances the Indian campaigns of Demetrius 
may have been inaugurated, there can be no question as to their 
brilliant outcome. Unfol'tunately the true extent of his territorial 
acquisitiolls can no longer be exactly determined. St!'abo, in the 
passage (XI, 516) which is our chief authority on the point, is 
quoting from Apollodorus of Artcmita, and the original reference 
of Apollodorus is merely a casual one. He is drawing attention in . 
passing to the remarkable way in which the kingdom of Bactria 
expanded beyond its original limits, and he mentions incidentally 
that the kings chiefly responsible were Demetrius and Menander. 
The advance towards Uhinese Tartary which he records may well 
have been the work of Demetrius or of his father Euthydemus. 
But, as Menander left a far deeper mark on the traditions of 
Ilidia than did Demetrius, it would be unreasonable to give the 
latter credit for subduing the whole of the Indian districts that 
Apollodorus enumerates. Yet there is nothing to show where the 
line should be drawn. It is probably safe to say that DeL.<:)triu8 
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made himself master of the Indus valley. When we try to take 
him further, we enter a doubtful region. It is, indeed, sometimes 
stated that he fixed his capital at Sangala or Sagala, which he 
calleu. I<;uthydemia in honour of his father. But, if the statement 
be probed, its value is considerably diminished. It is not certain, 
though it may be very likely, that the "i.o/'/'Yat..a of Arrian (Y, 22) is 
the same as the :£WyaA.a 1) Kat EMJvfLEO€La (al. EJJ8vp-178{a) of ptolemy 
(VII, 1, 46). Granted, however, that the two may be identical and 
may both represent the Pali Sagala (Sialkot), it is necessary, in order 
to establish a connexion with Demetrius, to resort to conjecture and 
to substitute EMJu07])J-La for the EMJvp.EoHa of the manuscripts, a 
proceeding which is plausible enough in itself but nevertheless open 
to challenge. More satisfactory, if much vaguer, evidence of the 
firmness of the footing that he gained to the south of the Hindu 
Kush is furnished by one or two very rare bronze pieces, which have 
the square shape characteristic of the early native coinage of India. 
That they were intended for circulation there, is clear from their 
bearing a bilingual inscription-Greek on the obverse, Kharoshthi 
on the reverse. It is significant that on these the king employs 
the title of (LVlK17TO~ or 'the Invincible.' As usual, he is wearing 
a head-dress made of the skin of an elephant. 

The very success of Demetrius appears to have proved his 
undoing. As a direct consequence of his victories, the centre of 
gravity of his dominions was shifted beyond the borders of Bactria 
proper. The home-land, however, was not content to degenerate 
into a mere dependency. A revolt ended in the establishment of a 
separate kingdom under Eucratides, a leader of great yigour and 
ability, about whose rise written history has little or nothing to 
say. Justin (XLI, 6) tells us that his recognition as king took place 
almost simultaneously with the accession of MithradatelS I to 
the throne of Parthia. As Mithradates succeeded his brother 
Phraates I about 171 B.C., we may accept yon Gutschmid's date of 
li5 as approximately correct for Eucratides. The beginning of 
his reign was stormy. He had to face attacks from several sides, 
and on at least one occasion he was hard put to it to escape with 
his life. Demetrius, who was now king of India-that is, of the 
country of the InduB,-not of Bactria, and who was naturally one of 
his most determined foes, had reduced him to such straits that he 
~as driven to .take refuge in a fort with only 300 followers. Here, 
If we may belIeve .J 118t.ill (loc. cit.), he was blockaded by a force of 
60,000 men under the personal command of his rival. The odds 
were tremendous. But his resourcefulness carried him safely 
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through; for more than four months he harassed the enemy by 
perpetual sallies, demoralising them so thoroughly in the end that 
the siege had to be raised. This is the last we hear of Demetrius. 
It is uncertain whether he died a natural death as king of India, 
or whether he fell defending his territory against Eucratides, into 
whose possession a considerable portion of it ultimately passed. 
The close of his reign is sometimes given as circa 160, but the date 
is a purely arbitrary one. As we shall see presently (infra" p. 457), 
there is good ground for believing that the conquest of the Punjab 
by Eueratides was earlier than 162. 

At this point it becomes necessary to notice a group of four or 
five kings, whose existence is vouched for solely by the money 
which they struck, but who must have been to some extent 
contemporary with the two who have just been discussed. Appre
ciation of the evidence will be facilitated by a further glance at 
the silver coinage of Demetrius who, by the way, does not seem to 
have struck any gold. It will be observed (PI. III, 3) that he is the 
first of the Bactrian king<l to be represented with his shoulders 
draped; and from his time onwards that feature is virtually 
universal. But he is also the last to be shown with one end of 
the royal diadem fiying out behind, and the other hanging straight 
down his back, a method of arrangement that had persisted 
steadily ill Bactria since the reign of Antiochus I (see PI. II, 9-14, 
and PI. III, 1 and 2). Again, on the great majority of the surviving 
specimens of his coinage, his bust 011 the obverse is enclosed within 
the circle of plain dots which had hitherto been customary. On 
the other hand, in a few cases, the circle of plain dots is replaced 
by the so-called bead-and-reel bOl·der, which is familiar from its 
use on the issue8 of Antiochus the Great and later Seleucid kings, 
and which is invariably found on the tctra,drachms of Eucratides 
and his son and successor Heliocles (PI. IV, 4-9). These differences, 
coupled with other and less obvious nuances of style, will supply 
valuable guidance in determining the period to which one ought to 
assign the pieces that have now to be described. It has already 
been mentioned (supra, p. 443) that after the reib'11 of Euthydemus, 
the dies are always !,tdjusted t +. 

Of the four or five groups of coins to be discussed, we may take 
first the tetradrachms and ~maller denominations of silver which 
have on the obverse a youthful bust with draped shoulders, and on 
the reverse a figure of Heracles standing to front, much as on the 
coins of Demetrius, except that, besides having one wreath on his 
head, he holds a second in his extended right hand (PI. 111,4). The 
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legend on these pieces is BALIAEOL EY0Y 6HMOY, and most of 
the older numismatists, including Cunningham, were disposed to 
attribute them, like those with the seated Heracles, to the father 
of Demetrius. Since von Sallet wrote, however, it has been 
generally agreed that this view is not tenable. Stylistic considera
tions compel the acceptance of an alternative theory, first advocated 
by Burgon, to the effect that they were struck by a second and 
later prince, in all probability the eldest son of Demetrius, on 
whom his grandfather's name would in ordinary course be be8towed. 
Attention may be called more especially to the draped shoulders 
and to the treatment of the diadem. Nor is it possible to account 
for the differences on local rathcr than on chronological grounds, 
inasmuch as the mint-marks 011 the two sets of coins are often 
identical. Confirmation is furnished by a few nickel pieces, like
wise reading BALIAEOL EY0Y6HMOY, although showing no por
trait. Nickel was not used by Demetrius, and therefore it was 
presumably not used by his predecessor, Euthydemus I. On the 
other hand, we shall presently find it employed by two of the 
remaining kings of the group now under discussion. So peculiar 
an alloy-it does not appear again in any part of the world until 
quite recent times-is clearly characteristic of one particular epoch. 
'l'he case for a second Euthydemus is thus irresistible. Arid that 
for a second Demetrius, whom we may suppose to have been a 
younger brother, is very nearly as strong. The coins of Demetrius II 
are very rare, but two or three tetradrachms and drachms are 
known. The obverse displays a youthful bust with draped shoulders 
and a novel arrangement of diadem ends, while the reverse has a 
figurc of Athena, standing to front with spear and shield (PI. III, 5). 
The legend is BALIAEQL 6HMHTPIOY. Here again the appear
ance of a new type is significant, and the differences in the portrait 
cannot be set aside as due to local idiosyncracy, for the mint-mark 
which the coins with Athena bear occurs also on coins having the 
usual typcs of Demetrius thc elder. Lastly, and this is highly 
important, of the two tctradrachms in the British Museum here 
attributed to Demetrius II, one has a bead-and-reel border, and 
cannot therefore be much, if any, earlier than the beginnings of 
the coinage of Eucratides, when a youthful portrait of Demetrius I 
would, of course, be highly inappropriate. 

No argument is necessary to prove the existence of the other 
three kings belonging to the group. Their coins speak for them
selves. To judge by the memorials of this kind which he has left, 
Agathocles must have been the most prominent. On his silver he 
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appears with drapery round his shoulders and ~ith both ends of 
his diadem hanging loosely down, the portrait being enclosed by a 
border of plain dots (PI. III, 6). Like all the Bactrian kings we 
have so far met with, he introduced a characteristic type of his 
own. On the reverse of his tetradrachms is Zeus, standing to front, 
holding a figure of Hecate on his extended right hand and leaning 
with his left on a spear. That there mllst have been a very 
intimate connexion-chronological, perilonal, and local-between 
him and a second king, Pantaleoll, will be evident from PI. III, 7, 
which shows a tetradrachm stmck by thc latter. In general style 
the busts are closely related, while the reverse types are also the 
same, except that, on the silver of Pantaleon, Zeus is seated OIl a 
throne. In the case of the inferior metals the correspondence is 
eyen more complete. Nickel coins with Dionysiac types were 
struck by both, and their bronze pieces, round and square alike, 
are generally distinguishable only by the difference in the proper 
name. Lastly, on their square bronze money, intended for circu
lation in India and therefore bilingual, both use the Brahmi 
script for the obverse legend, instead of the otherwise universal 

: R:'I!rroshthi. The portrait of the third king, Antimachus ('rheos), 
is one of the most. pronouncedly individual in the whole Bactrian 
series, largely because of the oddly modem-looking kausia which 
he wears (PI. III, 8). The standing figure on the reverse of his 
silver coins is Poseidon, wreathed, and carrying in his left hand a 
palm-branch with a fillet attached, while his very rare bronze 
pieces have a figure of Victory. The appearance of POl:!eidon is 
remarkable and has been interpreted as referring to a successful 
naval engagemenV. It is difficult to account for it on any other 
hypothesis. But it is dangerous to fix on the Indus as the scene 
of the fighting, and to make this a ground for deductions as to 
the region in which Antimachus held sway. No square bilingual 
money with his name has come to light-unless, indeed, the coins 
usually attributed to Antimachus II are really the Indian coins of 
Alltimachus Theos 2-although it would be natural to expect an 
issue of the sort from a king who had ruled in the Indus valley. 
In this respect he contrasts markedly with Agathocles and 
Pantaleon, whose specifically Indian coins are very abundant. On 
the other hand he makes contact, so to say, with Agathocles 
through the medium of a highly interesting group of silver 
tetradrachms, which deserve somewhat careful notice. 

The proper interpretation of these tetradrachms is due to von 

1 Num. ekron., 1869, p. 39. 

C.B. I. I. 

2 For this view see Chapter UII, p. 547. 
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Sallet. Since his time the group has received sundry additions, 
and even yet it may be far from complete. The existence of two 
parallel series is universally admitted, one struck by Agathocles, the 
other by AntimachuB, and each apparently consisting of a set of 
pieces reproducing in medallic fashion the issues of the earlier 
kings of Bactria. The coins were doubtless meant to pass current 
as money, but it seems certain that they were also designed to 
serve as political manifestos. The set with the name of Agathocles 
contains four distinct varieties. The first of these has the types of 
the familiar silver tetradrachms of Alexander the Great, hut the 
portrait on the obverse is accompanied by the descriptive legend 
ME~AN6POY TOY <Plt\mnoy, 'Alexander, Philip's son,' while 
the inscription on the· reverse reads BALlt\EYONTOL ArA80-
Kt\EOYL 6IKAIOY. This latter formula, which can only signify 
'struck in the reign of Agathocles the Just,' is used as the reverse 
inscription of all the remaining varieties, and thus supplies the 
common element that binds the whole together. The second 
variety has on the obverse a diademed head with the words 
ANTIOXOY NIKATOPOL, 'Antiochus the Conqueror,' and on the 
reverse Zeus, thundering, with an eagle at his feet (PI. IV, 1). 
The third shows the same reverse but has on the obverse, beside 
the head, 610t.OTOY HHHPOL, 'Diodotus the Saviour: The 
fourth has on the obverse a head which is described as EY0Y6H
MOY 0EOY, 'Euthydemus the Divine,' and on the reverse a figure 
of Heracles resting on a rock (PI. IV, 2). It will be observed that 
the term BALIt\EOL never occurs, and that, on the other hand, 
each of the kings has a special title affixed to his name. It will be 
observed, too, that except in the case of Alexander, where the Iion
skin could not be done without, there is no attempt at an exact 
reproduction of the royal portrait. In particular, though the 
shoulders are undraped, the diadem has both ends hanging down, 
after the manner that was customary on the coins of Agathocles 
himself, instead of having one end flying out behind, as had 
previously been usual. There has been some discussion as to who 
is intended by , Antiochus the Conqueror: But the consideration 
on which von Ballet laid stress is surely decisive: in all the other 
caseH the reverse type is characteristic of the individual whose 
head ~s represented on the obverse. Analogy thus puts it beyond 
queRtIOn that the medals of ' Antiochus the Conqueror' are copies 
of the tetradrachm8 of Antiochus II with the thundering Zeus. 

Of the set of similar medals associated with the name of 
Antimachu8, ouly two varietie~ have as yet come to light. They 
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relate to Diodotus and to EllthydemuB, and bear a strong general 
resemblance to the corresponding pieces issned by Agathocles. 
There are, indeed, only two points of diffel'ence: the mint-mark is 
new, and the reverse inscription reads BA~Ii\EYONTO~ ANTI
MAXOY 0EOY, 'Btruck in the reign of Antimachus Theos.' Except 
for certain coins of Eucratides, to be discussed presently, thesc are 
usually regarded as completing the commemorative group, so far 
as surviving specimens go. There is, however, one well-known 
tetradrachm which has hitherto passed as an ordinary coin, but 
which ought probably to be reckoned as belonging to the same 
class. The obverse displays a rather cOllventional head, unaccom
panied by any legend, while the reverse has the type of Zeus, 
thundering, along with the inscription 61060TOY ~flTHPO~ 

(PI, III, 9). This is the only evidence for the general belief that 
Diodotus received the title of' Saviour' during his lifetime. and at 
the first glance it would appear to be sufficient. A closer IScrutiny 
will suggest grave doubts, The coincidence of the reverse inscrip
tion with the obverse inscription used on the commemorative 
tetradrachms of Agathocles and Antimachlls is remarkable, the 
omission of BALIi\EflL: being quite as noteworthy as the addition 
of HHHPOL. The style and fabric, too, are out of harmony with 
those of the regular coinage of Diodotus. In particulal', the dies 
are adjusted + +, instead of t ~, as is the invariable custom in 
Bactria before the reign of Euthydemus I. Lastly, the mint-mark 
~ is not found on the money either of Diodotus or of his imme
diate successor, whereas it is common on that of all the other 
kings whom we have had occasion to mention, Demetrius II and 
Antimachus alone excepted, Taking all these indications together, 
we can hardly escape the conclusion that the tetradrachm in 
question does not really belong to Diodotus, but is rather a 
commemorative piece issued, it may be, by Demetrius I. The 
mint-mark which it bears makes its earliest appearance on his 
ordinary coins, while the arrangement of the ends of the diadem is 
a strong argument against its being late I'. 

T f the attribution just suggested be correct, it confirms the 
view, already highly probable on other grounds, that there was an 
intimate connexion between Demetrius I, on the one side, and, 
on the other, Agathocles, Pantaleon, and Antimachus, whom, as we 
have ,cen, it is impossible to separate. As Euthydemus II and 
Demetrius II were almost certainly his son~, it follows that his 
history must have been closely linked with that of all the five 
ephemeral kings, of whom no record save their coins remains. His 
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sons, however, can hardly have been contemporary with the other 
three, for the mint-marks that appear on the coins of Agathocles 
are to a large extent identical with those that were employed by 
Euthydemus II. It is conceivable that, when Demetrius I was 
pursuing his Indian conquests, he may have left Euthydemus II 
and Demetrius II to represent him in the western part of his 
dominions, that they fell in the earlier years of the struggle with 
Eucratides, and that at some subsequent stage he recognised 
Agathocles, Pantaleon, and Antimachus as kings,in order to secure 
their support. Alternatively, the three last-named may have 
attempted to set themselves up against Eucratides after Demetrius 
died. But all this is mere guess-work. What is certain is that ill 
none of the three cases can the seat of power have been very far 
distant from Kabul. Agathocles and Pantaleon certainly, and 
Antimachus possibly (v. sup. p. 449 and note), struck money of a 
distinctively Indian character; and the Kharoshthi legend 011 

certain copper coins of Agathocles has been supposed to give him 
the title' Lord of the Indians,' though this interpretation is unfortu
llately doubtful!. CUllningham 2 reports of the money of Ag-..tthocles 
that 'single copper specimens have been found as far to the south 
as Kandahar and Sistan, while they are common about Kabul and 
Begram.' Of Pantaleon's coins he states that they 'are found 
chiefly about Ghazni and Kabul, but a few have been obtained 
about Peshawar and in the Western Panjab .... Masson procured 
seven copper specimens at Begram.' As for Antimaehus, he says 
, the position of Margiana accords best with the actual find-spots of 
his coins,' and again' they have been found in about equal numbers 
in the Kabul valley and to the north of the Caucasus, while two 
speciUlens have been obtained in the Panjab.' 

Whatever may be the truth as to the territorial limits within 
which they held sway, the simultaneous appearance of so many 
. kings' is a portent whose meaning is not to be mistaken. It is 
the first clear indication of that tendency towards the creation of 
petty principalities, which subsequently became so marked a feature 
of the final phase of Greek rule in India. In the present instance 
the' kings' would seem to have been pawns in a game which was 
really being :played by stronger and more powerful personalities. 
They were obviously intent on upholding the banner of Demetrius 
and his dynasty, whose claim to the Bactrian crown the com
memorative coins represent as derived directly from Alexander 
the Great, heedless of the violent breaks that had marked the 

, lliihler. nC"". Ori,"lal Journal, 1894, p. 206. 2 Num "h 1869 P 3° 40 f . ., ·rOIl., , p. n, . 
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accession first of Diodotus and then of Euthydemus. Nor is there 
any doubt as to the rival against whom their manifestos were 
aimed. It must have been Eucratides. It would be interesting if 
we could discover the foundation on which the usurper based his 
claims. Perhaps the quest is not entirely hopeless. Certain of 
his tetradrachm8 and drachms are by common consent regarded 
as commemorative. The obverse-generally, but not accurately, 
described as the reverse-bears a male and female head, jugate, 
to the right, the inscription being Hi\IOKi\EOY~ KAI M06IKHL, 
while the reverse has one of the ordinary helmeted busts 
of Eucratides, accompanied by the legend BA~Ii\EY~ MErA~ 

EYKPATI6HL (PI. IV, 3). The close analogy between this obverse 
and the obverses of the commemorative tetradrachms of Agathocles 
and Antimachus at once suggests that the appeal to the memory 
of Heliocles and Laodice is the counterpart of that to the memory 
of' Alexander, Philip's son,' , Antiochus the Conqueror,' , Diodotus 
the Saviour,' and' Euthydemns the Divine.' And when the obverse 
is given its proper position, the parallel is seen to be much closer 
than has hitherto been supposed. It naturally does not extend to 
the reverse, for Heliocles and Laodice had struck no money, and 
had therefore left no characteristic coin-type for their kinsman to 
copy. In the circumstances he utilised his own portrait. At the 
same time he was careful to differentiate his commemorative pieces 
from his other issues by putting his own name in the nominative 
instead of in the genitive, very much in the spirit in which 
Agathocles and Antimachus employed BALIi\EYONTO~ ill place 
of the normal BA~Ii\EQL. 

Although there is no difference of opinion as to the commemo
rative character of these coins, an acute cleavage manifests itself 
the moment the problem of identification is approached. Perhaps 
the view most widely held is that Heliocles is the son and successor 
of Eucratides, and that the coins were struck to commemorate hi:! 
marriage with Laodice, a daughter of Demetrius by the Seleucid 
princess to whom he was betrothed in 206 during the negotiations 
with Antiochus III. This theory-first propouuded by von Sallet, 
although it had previously been hinted at by Droysen-has about 
it a certain plausibility that haR commended it to historians: it 
would have been a politic step on the part of Eucratides to try 
and conciliate opposition, after his victory, by arranging a match 
between his son and a daughter of the fallen house. But. in the 
light of the considerations urged in the foregoing paragraph, there 
need be no hesitation in setting it aside as inadmissible. There is 
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very much more to be said for the alternative suggestion, advocated 
by Cunningham and by Gardner, that Heliocles was the father 
of Eucratides, and that Laodice was his mother. We need not, 
however, follow some of those who have accepted this solution, and 
continue to assume that Laodice was the daughter of Demetrius, 
an assumption which leads to the impossible conclusion that 
Eucratides was his great rival's grandson. Laodice was, indeed, a 
common name in the royal house of Syria, but there is no evidence 
to prove that it was the name of the bride of Demetrius, or of any 
of her children. The field of conjecture is absolutely open. One 
point shoulU not be overlooked before we enter it. "'nile Heliocles 
is represented with his head bare, Laodice wears a diadem, showing 
that she was of the lineage of kings, a princess in her own right. 
It must, therefore, have been from her, and not from his father, 
that any title Eucratides could advance to the Bactrian erown had 
come. It may also be recalled that Antiochus Epiphanes, wlw 
now Bat upon the throne of Syria (175-164) in succession to his 
brother Seleucus IV (187-175), is known to have cherished the 
dream of re-establishing the Seleucid influence in Central Asia, as 
if to redress in the east the balance that had been lost in the 
west to Rome. Possibly it was in his interest and with his 
encouragement that Eucratides first raised the standard of revolt. 
1'hat, of course, is pure speculation, just as are all the other 
hypotheses that have so far been put forward. But it would 
explain his appeal to the memory of a Seleucid princess, as well 
as the otherwise puzzling introduction into the Bactrian coinage 
of that characteristically Seleucid ornament, the bead-and-reel 
border. 

In speaking of Demetrius, something has already been said of 
the troubles that beset Eucratides during the earlier portion of 
his reign. According to Justin (XLI, 6) he had much ado to hold 
his own, not merely against Demetrius, but also against 'the 
Sogdiani.' The meaning of the latter reference is obscure. Possibly 
Sogdiiina strove hard to maintain its loyalty to Demetrius rather 
than submit to the upstart who had presumed to supplant him. 
More probably the northern tribes took advantage of the absence 
of Demetrius in India and wrested from Hellenic rule the whole 
of the country to the north of the Oxus. We find them in full 
possession of Bactria itself, before many years have elapsed. The 
Parthian~, too, were a grievous thorn in the flesh of Eucratides. 
They fell upon his tiank when his energies were exhansted by the 
various other wars in which he had been forced to ellga"e with 

"" 
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the result that part of the Bactrian kingdom was permanently 
absorbed in their empire. We shall have occasion presently to 
try and measure the extent of this success. Meanwhile it will be 
convenient to follow Eucratides in his pursuit of Demetrius into 
India. His victory there was complete in the ancient Indian 
provinces of the Persian empire. As it is put by Justin (Zoe. cit.), 
'he reduced India '-that is to say, the country of the Indus-' to 
su~jection.' Strabo (xv, 686) says he made himself master of 
'a thousand cities.' The princes of the house of Euthydemus had 
now to be content with the eastern districts of the Punjab. But 
Eucratides did not enjoy his triumph long. While he was on the 
march homewards towards Bactria, where he had founded a great 
city to which he gave the name of Eucratidia, he was attacked and 
murdered by his son, whom he had trusted so implicitly that he 
had made him a colleague in the kingship. The details added by 
Jnstin (loc. cit.) as to the callous conduct of the murderer in driving 
his chariot through his father's blood have a suspicious resemblance 
to the story Livy (I, 48) tells as to the death of Servius Tullius .. 
It would have been more to the purposc if he had mentioned the 
pafl'icide's name. The date of the incident is quite uncertain, but 
it it! usnally given as c. 155 B.C. 

The coinage of Eucratides bears ample witness to the prosperity 
that attended him durilIg his life. His money is even more 
abundant than that of Euthydemus. Although examples of his 
gold are exceedingly uncommon, they include one 8pecimen which 
weighs as much as 2.593'5 grains (168'05 grammes) and was thus 
worth twenty ordinal'y staters; no other king or city of ancient 
times was ever responsible for so ostentatious a display of opulence. 
His most characteristic types relate tu worship of the Dioscuri. 
On t~e reverse of the larger pieces Oastor and Pollux appear side 
by "ide, usually mounted (Pl. IV, 4-6); the smaller often show the 
pointed caps of the Brethren, surmounted by stars and flanked by 
palms. The Greek legend is interesting. At first it is simply 
BA~Ii\ED~ EYKPATltlOY, but presently it becomes BA~Ii\ED~ 

MEr-MOY EYKPATltlOY. As the more pretentious title is in
variably used on the gold and also on the bronze specially struck 
for Indian circulation, it is perhaps permissible to connect its 
assumption with a ElUccessful invasion of the territory of Demetrius. 
It may be noted that this is the iil'st certain instance of a king 
describing himself in the Greek legend on his coinage as 'the 
Great.' On inscriptions the practice was older. In this case, it is 
possibly a translation of the Indian title' maharaja' which is used 
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by Demetrius in his Kharoshthi coin-legends. There are several 
well-marked varieties of portrait. On the earlier silver, and on 
one or two bronze pieces, the king is represented bare-headed 
and with draped shoulders, both ends of his diadem hanging stiffly 
down behind (PI. IV, 4). Generally, however, he wears a crested 
helmet, ornamented with the horn and ear of a bull. On the great 
majority of examples the helmeted bust is draped and looks towards 
the right (Pl. IV, 5). But on some very rare tetradrachms the head 
is turned to the left, the shoulders are bare, and the right hand 
is uplifted in the act of thrusting with a spear (PI. IV, 6). The 
intimacy of his association with India is proved, not only by the 
large number of square-shaped bilingual eoinA of bronze that have 
survived, but also by the fact that., though he adhered as a rule 
to the Attic standard of weight, he also issued sil ver of a class 
expressly designed to suit the convenience of J ndian traders. The 
standard used for the latter is closely allied to the Persic, which had 
become established in N. W. India as a result of the Persian dominion. 

None of the coins of Eucratides bear dates. Notwithstanding 
this, there are indirect means of ntilising them so as to secure a 
partial confirmation of what Justin says (XLI. 6) as to the usurper's 
rise to power being more or less contemporaneous with the 
accession of Mithradates I of Parthia. Mithradates, it will be , 
remembered, succeeded to the C1'own about 171 B.C., and the 
emergence of Eucratides has been tentatively assigned to 175. 
He must certainly have been firmly seated 011 the throne a very 
few years later. A unique silver tetradrachrn, now in the British 
Museum, has on the obverse a helmeted bust evidently copied from 
the best-known coin-portrait of Eucratides, and on the reverse the 
Sun-god, driving in a four-horse chariot. The legend is BA~I!\EOZ: 
En1<t>ANOYZ: nMTONOZ:, while in the exergue are letters which, 
though not altogether clear, are generally read as PM! and 
interpreted as referring to the year 147 of thc Seleucid Era 
(PI. IV, 7). If the date has been correctly deciphered-the first 
of the three numerals is very obscure-the tetradrachms with the 
helmeted bust of Eucratides must, therefore, have been in circula
tion for some time previous to 165 B.C., and these were by no 
means the earliest that he issued. Who Plato was, we have no 
means of knowing. The one genuine specimen of his money that 
we possess-modern forgeries are far from uncommon-is said 1 to 
have been 'originally procured from an itinerant goldsmith of 
SMh-ke-Dheri, who had himself procured it somewhere in Central 

] Nil"'. ekron., 1875, p. 2. 
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Asia, perhaps in the Hazara country or beyond the Hindu-Kush.' 
Its comparatively debased style betrays affinities with the coins of 
kings whose domains were purely Indian. But whether Plato was 
a vassal or a short-lived rival of Eucratides, we cannot say. His 
title Em<l>ANOYL, which reads like an offset to MErAt\OY, is 
borrowed from the coinage of Antiochus IV (175-164); it does not 
appear in Parthia till nearly half a century later. 

Testimony of a similar character comes from farther west. 
Hardly less rare than the solitary coin of Plato is the silver of 
Timarchus, satrap of Babylon, who in 162 B.C. declined to acknow
ledge the authority of Demetrius I of Syria, and issued money 
of his own in all three metals. Both on obverse and on reverse 
his tetradrachm is an unblushing imitation of the commonest 
tetradrachm of Eucratides, down even to the title BALIt\EnL 
MErMOY. If, as was suggested above, the assumption of the 
epithet 'Great' is to be associated with the conquest of India, 
162 B.C. thus becomes the termim.t8 ante quem for that achieve
ment. A less definite but still highly probable reminiscence 
of the' Great King' of Bactria has been detected by numismatists 
on some scarce bronze pieces of the early Parthian series. Unless 
the Parthians were simply continuing the types of coins which they 
found current in districts which they had annexed by forcel, it is 
curious that they should have borrowed anything of the sort from 
Eucratides. He and they were bitter foes. The account of their 
antagonism given by Justin (XLI, 6) is borne out by two brief 
references in Strabo. The first (XI, 515) tells us that, after 
defeating first Eucratides and then the Scythians, the Parthians 
incorporated a portion of Bactria in their empire. That perhaps 
does not carry us very far. But Strabo's second reference (XI, 517) is 
more explicit, though its value is largely destroyed by what seems 
to be a deep-seated textual corruption. The purport of it is that 
the Parthians took away from Eucratides two Bactrian satrapies, 
called (according to Kramer's reading) TryV Te 'Afrrr,ruvQu "a~ Thv 

Top,ovav. These names convey no meaning to modern readers 
because neither of them occurs anywhere else. We can only 
conjecture what districts they are most likely to represent. If we 
decide for Aria and Arachosia, we cannot be very far wrong; towards 
the close of the chapter already cited .J ustin says that Mithradates I 

I The probability of this being the true explanation is greatly strengthened by the 
laet that coins of the period of Mithradates I (B.M.Cat. Parthia, PI. III, 7,10, 12) seem 
to be imitated from the coins of Demetrius I or Euthydemus II with the standing 
Heracles (PI. III, 3, 4). 
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enlarged the boundaries of the Parthian empire until it stretched 
'from the Hindu Ku&h to the river Euphrates.' Expansion towards 
Margiana and Drangiana would be a natural concomitant. 

The portentous growth of this semi-barbarian power could not 
but have the most serious effect on the development of Hellenic 
civilisation in Central Asia. Parthia now lay like a great wedge be
tween the Bactrian Greeks and their kinsmen beyond the Euphrates. 
Iutercommunication had become difficult, reunion impossible. More 
than one of the successors of Antiochus Epiphanes-notably 
Demetrius II (146-140) and Antioch us VII (138-129}-flung them
selves against the rock, only to be broken. And it is not without 
significance that, if we may trust .Josephus (Ant. Jnd. XIII, 5, 11 
[185», the enterprise of Demetrius was undertaken in response 
to repeated requests from 'Greeks and Macedonians.' This should, 
perhaps, be read in the light of the hint given by Justin (XXXVI, 1), 
when he includes the Bactrians among the allies who lent Demetrins 
their assistance in his attempt to bl'eak down the domination of 
the Arsacidae. It was all in vain. The Seleucid kings were hope
lessly cut off from what had been in early days one of the fairest 
provinces of their empire. On the other side of the impenetrable 
barrier, Eucratides and his fellow-countrymen, hemmed in by 
Mithradates 011 the west and exposed on the north to ever
increasing pressure from the wandering tribes whom they vaguely 
designated'Scythians,' were being steadily driven south-eastwards 
into the plains of India. l<Jven there, they were not to be safe 
either from Scythians or from Parthians. That, however, is for a 
future chapter to show. Meanwhile it remains to summarise the 
little that is known as to the final relinquishment of Bactria by 
the Greeks. 

Except for the somewhat rhetorical sentence in which Justin 
(XLI, 6) contrasts the fate of the Bactrians with the phenomenal 
prosperity of Parthia-' harassed by various wars, they finally 
lost, not merely their kingdom, but their independence '-western 
historians have preserved hardly any echo of the events that led 
up to the catastrophe. Had the vigorous and capable Eucratides 
lived longer, it might have been postponed. It could hardly have 
been averted; what we learn fi"om Chinese sources proves that it 
was inevitable. Justin makes Mithradates the main instrument 
of the disaster, and no doubt his activity was in some measure 
re"ponsible. But the re'al cause was the bursting of the storm
cloud, whose appearance on the northern horizon had been pointed 
out by the envoy of Euthydemns to Antiochus the Great just two 
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generations before. Strabo knew the real facts, although he give8 
us no details, merely saying (XI, 515) that' the best known of the 
nomad tribes are those who drove the Greeks Ollt of Bactria,-the 
Asii, the Pasiani, the Tochari, and the Sacarauli, who came fl·OIll 
the country on the other side of the Jaxartes, over against the 
Sacae and Sogdiani, which country was also in occupation of the 
Sacae.' The Prologue to the lost History of Pompeiml Trogus (XLI) 
is even less illuminating: it contents itself with barely mentioning 
that the main work had told how 'the Saraucae and Asialli seized 
Bactria and Sogdiana.' The inconsistencies of nomenclature here 
might be easily enough reconciled. But, after all, such an adjust
ment would leave us very much where we were. The Chinese 
records bring more enlightenment. From them we learn that the 
Yueh-chi, pashed westwards by the Huns about 165 B.C., displaced 
the qakas, who inhabited the country of the Jaxartes to the north
eas~ of Sogdiana and Bactria, and that they then crossed the 
Jaxartes and conquered the whole of Sogdiana, lJrobably dl"ivillg 
the Qakas before them into Bactria and fixing their capital a little 
to the north of the Oxus. This was the beginning of the end The 
struggle may have dragged on for twenty or thirty years, but its issue 
was never doubtful. Bactria had to be abandoned by its Greek 
rulers to the Qaka hordes. And the turn of the Qakas was to 
come. The report of Chang-kien, a Chinese envoy who visited the 
Yueh-chi in 126 B.C., is still extant. These nomads were then settled 
in Sogd:ii.na, and the report speaks in somewhat contemptuous terms 
of their southern neighbours, the Ta-hia, by whom are apparently . 
meant the native population of Hactria: they were a nation of 
shopkeepers, living in towns each governed by its magistrate, and 
caring nothing for the delight or the glory of battle. At some 
date which is doubtful, but which cannot at the latest be more 
than a year or two sub:"equent to 126, the Yueh-chi, urged forward 
by fresh pressure from the East, crossed the barrier of the Oxu!'!, 
expelled the Qakas, and occupied all the country as far south as 
the Hindu Kush. From the Ta-hia no serious resistance was to 
he expected. But, as the retreating Qakas made their way west
wards, they probably encouutered the fierce opposition of Parthia ; 
just about this time two of the Parthian kings, Phraates II and 
Artabanus I are said to have fallen in battle with the Scythians. 

Obviously the situation which Eucratides would have had to 
face in Ractria, had he ever returned from his last Indian campaign, 
would have been peculiarly trying. It is not surprising that his 
successor should have failed to make headway against the oncoming 
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tide. '11le numismatic evidence shows that this successor was 
Helioclel3. ln:tll probability he wa!; also the parricide. Cunningham, 
it ill trne, wa" of a different opinion, holding that the unnatural 
murder was the work of Apollodotus, another king who has left a 
considerable number of coins, mostly of a strictly Indian character 1. 

But the idea that there was any blood relationship between 
Apollodotus and Eucratides is purely hypothetical. It is more 
probable, indecd, that Apollodotus belonged to the rival family 
of Euthydemu~. He may have been contemporary with Eucra
tides, but there is nothing whatever to suggest a closer 
connexion 2• On the other hand, it will be remembered that 
Justin (XLI, 6) lays the crime to the charge of the heir apparent. 
And according to Greek custom the eldest son of Eucratides 
would nonnally be called I1eliocles after his grandfather. If he 
had any brother, there is a stronger claimant for the honour than 
Apollodotus. In describing the coinage of Eucratide!;, no mention 
was made of a small group of silver pieces, which are usually 
believed to represent his earliest issue. They are mainly tetra
drachms, the drachms being of semi-barbarous execution. The 
obverse bears a diademed head within a bcad-and-reel border; on 
the rever~e ill a draped figure of Apollo standing to left, holding 
an arrow and a bow, the inscription being BA~Ii\En~ EYKPA
TltoOY (PI. IV, 9). It may be that the view generally taken of 
theRe coins is correct. But there are two serious difficulties in the 
way of accepting it. In the first place, it would be unusual, if not 
unprecedented, for a Bactrian king to use more than one distinctive 
type for his Attic silver, and the chal'acteristic type of Eucratides 
W~, a:!! we know, the group of the Dioscuri. In the ~lCcond place, 
the !!tyle of the ob,'erse has the closest possiblc resemblance to 
that of the obverse of some of the tetradrachms of Heliocles. 
A compariRon of Plate IV, 9, with Plate IV, 8, for instance, reveals 
a similarity that i!! almost startling. It forces one to ask whether 
lIelioclcs lIIay not have had a younger brother, who had the same 
name as his father and who was proclaimeu king aftcr the latter's 
murder. When ancient states were on the verge of ruin, kings 
were apt to mul~ply. Nor is it a valid objection to urge that no 
second Encratides is known to the literary texts. The name 
of Heliocles hinlf~elf has been rescued from ohlivion by his 
coin8 . 

. ' Tbe oilv.r coin. 01 the Atlic standard were slruck in tbe kingdom of K"pi~a. 
"h,Cb lonned the connectin~ link beLwcen Bactri .. and India. Hee Cbapter XXIl, p. 55.5. 

: Ibid. 
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He is the last king of India whose money is found to the north 
of the Hindu Kush. Clearly, therefore, it was ill his reign that 
Bactria was abandoned to the Qakas. This waR probably not later 
than 135 B.C. ""'bat the condition of the country then became, is 
wholly doubtful. The language used or'the Ta-hia by Chang-kien, 
the Chinese envoy, is interpreted by some as indicating that they 
were largely left to themselves by the intruders, and that they did 
not acknowledge the authority of a central government at all. But 
here again we are in the realm of conjecture. Our only definite 
evidence for Heliocles is numismatic, and the inferences of which 
it admits are scanty. The characteristic type on his Attic silver' 
is Zeus, generally standing to front, grasping a thunderbolt and 
leaning on a long sceptre, the inscription being BALIi\EQL 
61KAIOY HAIOKi\EOYL (PI. IV, 8). Very rare tetradrachms 
and drachms combine a helmeted bust on the obverse with a 
seated figure of the god on the reverse. The standing Zeus re
appears on bilingual coins of Indo-Persic weight and of markedly 
different style. These are sufficiently common to show the dimin
ishing importance of the Bactrian part of Heliocles's kingdom, and 
the corresponding advance of the purely Indian element. With 
the exception of A pollodotuR and Antialcidas, he is the last of the 
Graeco-Indian rulers to employ the Attic standard at all. He also 
re-strikes the coins of Agathocleia reigning conjointly with her 
son Strato I Soter, an indication no doubt that the internecine 
struggle between the house of Eucratides and the house of 
Euthydemus which had begun in Bactria was continued in India. 
Finally, a faint memory of his name must have lingered on among 
the barbarian immigrants long after the day when he fled befo"e 
their approach. Once settled in the midst of a nation of shop
keepers, the nomads speedily learned that a coinage was indis
pensable. 'fo provide it they had recourse to rude imitations of 
the money of their Greek predecessors, and their most popular 
models were the bronze of Hcliocles and the silver of Euthydemus. 
Their currency thus supplies a pathetic epilogue to the story of 
the rise and fall of the Greek kingdom of Bactria. The annals 
of Hellas abound in episodes as rich in romance as any tale the 
Middle Ages ever wove. Nothing they contain is more calculated 
to appeal to the imagination than the fortunes of these heirs of 
the great Alexander. That their civilisation was a brilliant one, 
we may safely conclude from the quality of the art displayed upon 
their coins. The pity of it is that the store of facts for the· 
reconstruction of their history is so slender. The surmises are 
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many and the certainties are few. Excavation may mend matters . , 
some day. Until then the utmost limit of possible achievement is 
to sketcll a rough outline that shall not be inconsistent with such 
scattered fragments of evidence as survive. 

l. N. 

KEY TO PLATES I-IV 
PLATE I 

Persia. Obr. The Great King hastening r., wearing kioori8 and kandys, 
and holding spear and strung bow. Rer. Irregular oblong incuse. [B.M.] 
Daric. }<'ifth or fourth century B.C. 

~.' .It. Persia. Obf). Similar type; punch-mark. Rev. Similar incuse; punch
mark. [B.M.] Siglo8. Fifth century B.C. 

3 . ..R. Persia. Ob". Similar type; but King holds dagger, instead of spear; two 
punch-marks. ReI'. Similar incu8e; four punch-m:uks. [B.M.] Siglo8. 
Fourth century B.C. 

4. "R. India.. Ol>v. Plain; group of punch-marks. Rev. Plain; two punch-marks. 
[RM.] K iirahapa1ja. c. 300 B.C. 

-8 . .It. 

10. ..£. 

II. • it. 

12. .It. 

13. .It. 

H. .It. 

India. Ob1l. Similar. Rev. Similar. [R M.] K arshdpa1Ja. c. 300 B.C. 

Persia. Obv. Similar to no. I; but behind, l:T A, with M N A beneath and 
• 9? in front. Rev. Wavy bands. [B.M.] Double Daric. After c. 331 B.C. -Athens (Asiatic imitation)l. Ob'C. Head of Athena r., wearing helmet 

adorned with olive-leaves. Rev. A0 E Owl r. ; behind, olive-spray and 
crescent; in front, ;:;,. [B.M.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 350-300 B.C. -Athens (Asiatic imitation). Ob'D. Similar type. Re'/). A I r Similar type; 
same symbols. [RM.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 350-300 B.O. 

Athens (Asiatic imitation). Obv. Similar type, of different style; behind, 

f1Z1. Rer:. Similar to no. 7, with bunch of grapes behind. [RM.) 
~ic Tetradrachm. c. 350-300 B.C . 

Athens (AsifLtic imitation). Ob~. Similar. Rev. Similar_ [RM.) Attic 
Tetradrachm. c. 350-300 B.C • 

Athens (Asiatic imitation). ObD. Similar. Re". Similar, without bunch 
of grapes. [B.M.] Attic Didrachm. c. 350-300 B.C • 

Athens (A,,1atic imitation). Ob". Similar. Rev. Similar, with ex: behind. 
[RM.] Attic Drachm. c. 350-300 B.C • 

Asia.. Obv. Similar. Rev. Eagle standing I., with head reverted. LB.M.] 
A Uic Drachm. c. 350-300 B.C • 

Alexander. Ob~. Head of Zeus r., laur.; border of dots. Re •. AAE
:£A N L\. POY Eagle standing r. on thunderbolt, with head reverted; 
bebillu, oliye-spray with berry; in front, satmpal tiara. [B.lIL) Rho
dim, (1) Tetradrachm. Probably struck by Seletlcus I before c. 306 B.C. 

I All the Athenian imitation6 illustrated on Plate I came to London by W&y of India. 
Th. ultimate prot'en,lnce is probably the Middle East. 
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I S. At. Seleucus I. Ob". Similar; behind head, A. Rev. B A 2: I A E !U: 
2:EAEYKOY Athena in quadriga of bohed elephants r., holding 
thunderbolt in raised r. and shield on I. arm; in field r., above, anchor. 
[RM.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 306-281 B.C. 

16 . ..R. Asia. Obc. Horsemau, wearing conical helmet and cuirass, o:vertaking 
and attacking two warriors retreating 011 an elephant; border of .Iots. 
Rec. Male figure, wearing cuirass, cloak, and sword, standing three· 
quarter face towards I., with thunderbolt in r. Ilnd spear in I.; in 

field L 1\. [RM.] Attic Decadrachm. c. 300 n.C. 

1,. .R Sophyte8. Obc. Head of warrior r., weal;ng close· fitting helmet, wreathed 
with olive; border of dots. Ret'. 2:fl<l>YTOY Cock r.; bphind, 
caduceus; border of dots. [RM.] Attic Drachm. e. 320 B.C. 

PLATE II 

1. At. Seleucus I and AntiochuB I. Oln!. Head of Zeus 1'., laur. ; border of 
dot><. Rec. BA2:IAEflN IEAEYKOY KAI ANTlOXOY Athena in 
big-.\ of horned elephants r., holding thunderbolt in raised r. and 

shield on L arlll; in field r., above, @. [H.M.] Rlwdian (1) Drachm. 
c. 293-281 n.c. "-'" 

Z . ..R. Seleucus, Bon of Antiochu8 I. Obv. Similar. ReT:. BA! I AEfl! 
!Ei\EYKOY ANTIOXOY Athena a8 above, in quadriga of horned 

elephants r. ; in field 1'., above, @. [B.M.] Rhodian (1) Tetradrachm. 
c. 275--266 B.C. ....... 

3. Al. SeleucuB I. Obt'. Head of Selencus I 1'., diademed and having bnll'R horn. 
Ret'. BA~IAEfl! !EAEYKOY Head of horned horse r., bridled; in 

front, Pt1; beneath, @. [H.M.] Attic Stater. c. 306-281 B.C. 

4. At. Antiochu8 I. Ob'/). Himilar type; elderly head; border of dots. Rev. 

BA!IAEfl! ANTIOXOY Similar head, without bridle; in front, ~ 

and @; border of dots. [Hunter] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 293-261 B.C. 

5. N. Antiochu8 I. Obt'. Head of Antiochus I r., diademed. Ret'. BA! I AEfl~ 
ANTIOXOY Head of horned horse r., bridled; in front, @. [B.M.] 
Attic Stater. c. 281-261 B.C. 

6. N • . Antiochus II. Ob~. Head of Alltiochu8 II r., diademed. Reo. Similar; 

but in front, @' [B.II!.] Attic Stater. c. 266-246 B.C. 

7. At. AntiochuB I. ObI'!. Head of Antiochus I r., diademed; border of dots. 
Rei.'. Rame inscription. Similar type; in front, @; border of dots. 
[RM.l Attic Tetradrachm. c. 281-261 B.C. 

8. .R. Antiochus II. ObI'!. Head of Antiochu8 II r., diademed; border of 
dots. Ren. Similar; hut in front, @' [B.M.] Attic Tetradrachrn. 
c. 261-246 B.C. 

9. N. Antiochu8 I. Vb". Head of Autiochu8 Jr., diademed. Ret'. BA~I AEflL 
ANTlOXOY Apollo seated I. on omphalos, holding anowand bow; 
in frout, star and "9>. [B.M.] Attic Stater. c. 281-261 B.C. 

10. Al. Antiochus II. Olm. Head of Antiochus II r., diademed. Re'l'!. Similar; 
but in front, tl. without star. [B.!.!.] Attic Stater. c. 261-246 n.c. 
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11. N. Antiochu8 II. 01>1'. Head of Diodotus II r., diademed; border of dots: 
Rer. BAIIAEflI ANTIOXOY Zeus thundering I.; in front, eagle I. 
and 'Heath; border of dots. [B.M.) Attic Staler. c. 261-250 B.C. 

12. At. Antiochus II. O/>r. Similar. Rev. Similar; but ill place of wreath, ~, 

and between feet of Zeus, @. [8.M.) Attic Telradracltm. c. 261-
250 B.O. 

13. B. DiodotU8 II. Obv. Similar. Re". Similar to no. 11 ; but with B A I I A E flI 
L'lIOL'lOTOY and, above wreath, 0Y. [8.M.) Attic Telradrachm. 
C. 250 B.C. 

14. N. Diodotus II. Ol>r. Similar. Re". Similar; but no letters above wreath. 
[B.M.] Attic Slal6'l'. C. 250 B.C. 

15. B. Andragoras. 01>". Head of City r., wearing tw-reted crown; behind, w.; 
border of dots. Rim. ANhpArOPOY Athena, helmeted, "tanding I., 
with spear and shicld, holding owl in extended r.; border of dots. 
[8.M.] Attic Telradracltm. c. 330 or c. 250 B.C. 

16. N. Andragoras. Obv. Bust of Zeus r., draped ~nd wearing taenia; behind, 

ltIf. Rer. ANL'lPArOPOY Warrior in quadriga of homcd horses 
galloping r., with Nike as driver. [B.M.] Attic Slaler. C. 330 or 
c. 250 B.C. 

PLA1'E III 
1. .R Euthydemus I. Ol>r. Head of Euthydemus I r., diademcd; border of 

dots. Rev. BAIIAEflI EY0Y L'lHMOY Heracles seated L on rock, 
grasping with r. his club, lower end of which rests on a pillar of stunes ; 

to r.,~. [8.M.] Attic Telradrachm. c. 220 B.C. 

2. At. Euthydemus I. 01>". Elderly head of Euthydemus I r.. diademed; 
border of duts. Rev. Similar; but end of club rests on thigh, and 

monogram to r. is ~. [B. M.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 200 B.C. 

3. At. Demetrius I. Obv . .Bust of Demetrius I, draped r., wearing head· 
dress made of elephant's skin; border of dots. Rim. BAIIAEflI 
L'lHMHTPIOY Heracles standing to front, placing wreath upon his 
head with r., and holding club and lion's skin in t; to I., ~. [8.:\1.] 
Attic Tetradrachm. c. I!!O B.C. 

4. B. Euthydemu8 II. Obv. Draped bust of Euthydemus II r., diademcd; 
border of dots. Rev. BAI III EflI EY0Y L'lHMOY Heracles standing 
as in no. 3, but wreath held in outstretched r., to t, '$'. [8.M.] Attic 
Tet,·adracltm. c. 150 B.C. 

S. At. Demetrius II. Ob~. Draped bust of Demetrius II r., diademed; border 
of dots. Re~. BAIIAE!lI L'lHMHTPIOY Athena helmctcd, standing 
to front, holding spear and shield; to I., [ZlJ, and to r., 6. [B.M.] 
Attic Tetradracltm. c. 140 B.C. 

6. At. Agathocles. 0/)'0. Draped bust of Agathoclcs r., diademed; bonier of 
dots .. Rev. BAIIAEflI ArA00KAEOYI Zeus, naked to waist, 
standing to front, holding figure of Hekate in r. and leaning with I. on 
sceptre; to L, -q;r. [8.M.] Allie Telradrachm. c. 150 B.C. 
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7. B. Pantaleon. ObI'. Draped bust of P,mtaleon r., diademed ; border of dot.. 

Rev. BAI:IAEflI: nANTAAEONTOI: Similar; but Zeus seated l. 
[B.M.] Attic Tetradrachm. c. 1.50 B.C. 

8. .R. Antimachus. Obv. Draped bust of Antimachus r., w0aring kausiu; 
border of dots. Rev. BAI:IAEflI: ANTIMAXOY Poseidon, naked 
to wllist, sta.nding to front, leaning with r. on trident and holding palm 
in 1.; to r. @' [RM.] Attic Tetradraclim. c. 130 B.O. 

I!. .R. Diodotus (struck by Demetrius II). Obi!. Head of Diodotu8 r., diademed ; 
border of dots. R(1). LlIOLlOTOY I:flTHPO~ Zeus thundering I.; 
in front, eagle 1., and wreath. [RM.] Attic Tetradrac1ul!. c. 190 B.C. 

PLATE IV 

1. .R. Antiochus II (struck by Agathocles). Obr.ANTIOXOY NIKATOPOI: 
Head of Antiochus II r., diademed; border of dots. Ret. BA~ 1-
AEYONTOI: ArA00KAEOYI: LlIKAIOY Zeus thundering I.; 
in front, eagle I., and wreath; behind,~. [B.M.] Attic TetradmcMn. 
c. 150 B.C. 

2 .. R. EuthydemuB I (struck by Agathocles). Obc. EY0Y LlHMOY 0EOY 
Head of Euthydemus I r., diadomed; border of dots. Rev. ~ame 
illscriptioll. Heracles seated L Oil rock, grasping in r. his club, end of 

which rests on kllee ; to r., ~. [R~I.] Attic Tetradraclim. c. 150 B.C. 

3 . .R. Heliocles and Laodice (struck by Eucratides). Ob1). HAIOKAEOYI: 
KAI AAOLlI KHL Draped busts jugate r_ of Heliocles, with head 
bare, and Laodice, wearing diadem; behind, 1t., bead-and-reel 
border. Rev. BAI:IAEYL MErAL EYKPATILlH~ Draped bust 
of Eucratides r., diademed and wearing helmet decorated with hom 
and ear of bull; bead-and-reel border. [B.M.] Attic Tetradmclim. 
c. 165 B.C. 

4. Eueratides. Obv. Draped bust of Eueratides r., diademed; bead·and·reel 
harder. Re'/). BALIAEfl:r EYKPATILlOY The Dioskouroi, wearing 
pilei and carrying palm" prancing on horseback r., with spears at 
rest: in front, R. [B.l\1.] Attic Tetradracltm. c. 165 B.C. 

5. Eucratides. Obt-. Draped bust of Eucratides r., diademed, wearing helmet 
adnrned with horn and ear of bull; bead-and-reel border. Re~. 

BA~IAEflI: ME rAAOY EYKPA TILlOY Similar type; behind, '$'. 
[B.M.] Attic Telradraclim. c. 165 B.C. 

6. Eucratides. Obv. Bust of Eucratides 1., diademed and helmeted, 8howillg 
bare back and shoulders; spear in r.; bead-and-reel border. Re". 
Similar; but no monogram behind, and ill front, s:tl. [RM.] Attic 
. TetmdracMn. c. 165 B.C. 

7. Plato. Ob'/). Draped bust of J>lato r., helmeted; bead-and-reel border. 
Rev. BALIAEflI: ETII<PANOYI: nAATflNOI: Helios, radiate, in 
quadriga galloping r.; to r., above, f¥j; in ex., MI. [B.M.] Atti" 
Tetradrachm. c. 165 B.C. 

C. H.I. I. 30 
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8. Heliocles. Obv. Draped bust of Heliocles r, diademed; bead-and-reel 
border. Re~. BAIIAEfl:r HAIOKAEOYI t.IKAIOY Zeus, draped, 
standing three-quarter face towards I, holding thunderbolt, and leaning 
on sceptre: to I., f'?i. [B.M_J Attic Tetradrachm. C. 140 B.C. 

9. Eueratides II (1). Ob~. Draped bust of Eucratides r., dilulemed; bead-and
reel border. ReD. BAIIAEflI EYKPATIt.OY Apollo standing I, 
looking along arrow and leaning on strung bow; to I., ty1. [B. M.] 
Attic Tetradrachm. c. 140 B.C. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

CHANDRAGUPTA, THE FOUNDER OF THE 
MA URYA EMPIRE 

,/WITH the MaurIa dynasty begins the l1eriod pf egntin..!!..<L~~_ 
~ ,----- --,-- " -_.. -. 
history in India, a transitIOn due to a concurrence of causes. In 
111e-fir-st-prac~he invasion of Alexander and some other occasions 
of contact with the West furnish chronological limits of relative 
definiteness, to which certain archaeological and literary circum
stances readily conform~ Secondly, the establishment of a single 'v 
paramount power in Hiftdustan, embracing a part even of the 
country south of the Vindhya mountain/! and standing in relation 
to the still independent areas, supplies a unity which previously 
was lacking and which, in fact, was rarely realised in later ages. 
The personalities also of two of the membel's of the dynasty stand 
out more clearly than is usual in India, in the case of one, indeed, 
with a vividness which would be remarkable even in thc West. 
The literary material gain is of exceptional variety and authenticity. 
Not to mention the information afforded by the histories of 
Alexander's Indian campaign and the accounts of the Seleucid 
empire, we have in the memoirs of Megasthenes, a Seleucid envoy 
at the court of the first Maurya, a picture, unfortunately frag
mentary, of the country, its [Ldministrative and social features, 
which research continues to verify in all its main details. A~oka's 
own rescripts, graven upon rocks and pillars, are documents of 
unassailable fidelity. Thc recently recoveald Artha~astra ascribed 
to Kautilya, otherwise named Char,takya and Vishr.lUgupta, though 
in principle it conveys no new conception of an Indian polity, is in 
virtue of its date, which clearly falls within or near the Maurya 
period, and of the abundant light which in detail it sheds upon 
the life of the people, especially upon the arts of peace and war, 
perhaps the most prccious work in the whole of Sanskrit litera
tnre. Finally, a most skilfully constrncted political drama, the 
Mudrarakshasa of Vi~ii,khadatta, preserves, in spite of a rela
tively recent date, some outlines of the events which attended the 
foundation of the dynasty. 

30-2 
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The invasion of Alexander found the Punjab, as we have 
seen I, divided among a number of relatively inconsiderable tribes, 
a state of things which had probably always subsisted. He left it 
substantially unchanged, except that he recognised two of the 
larger states, that of Takshac;ila (Taxila), which had facilitated his 
entrance into India, and the rival kingdom of Porus (Paurava or 
the king of the Purus), whom he had conquered. The former was 
maintained in the region between the Indus and the Hydaspe8 
(Jhelum), while the latter was made to embrace all the more easterly 
territory as far as the Hyphasis (BeiiH). The two kings were recon
ciled and unil')d by a matrimonial alliance. Alexander further 
confirmed, under the title of Satrap, Abhisares, ruler of the 
Himftlayan districts of the Punjab 2. The nations occupying the 
large extent of country about the confiuences of the five river~ 
were "placed under Philippus as satrap, and Sind under Pithon. 
,..the limit of Alexander's easterly advance was the llcas. The 

last kingdom with which he came in contact was that of Phegelas3
, 

adjoining the river, whether on the right or left bank does not 
appear,-possibly it was the country between that river and the 
Sutlej. The mutiny which arrested the victorious progress occurred 
in a region which-broadly defined-has in all periods of Indian 
11istory been pivotal'. The desert of Hiijputana, running up 
towards the mountains, leaves only a narrow neck joining the 
Punjab to the rest of Hindustan. Here to the east was the 
coulltry of the Kurus and Paiichalas, the scene of the legendary 
war~ of the Mahabharata; here was Thiinesar, where arose in the 
sixth century A.D. the dynasty of Harsha; and hel'e are Panipat. 
and Delhi. Alexander would have had, so he was told, to cross a 
desert of eleven days march, in order to reach the (~anO'es bevond 

~ , . 
which lay two great peoples, the Prasii and Gangaridae5, whose 
king Agrammes, or Xandrames, kept in the field an army of 
20,000 cavalry, 200,000 infantry, 2000 chariots, and 3000 (or 4000) 

I Chapter xv, p. 345. 
, The mountains of the Abisares, from which flows the river Soanus (:.fegasthenes 

xx)=the Sohan, corresponds to the Abhisara region, defined by Stein (RiijatarahgifJi 
trans. I, 180 n.) as denoting the hills lying between the Jbelum and the Chenab. But 
it may at this time have included more, extending to the Indus, as suggested by the 
king" relations with the Assakenoi (,upra, p. 353). 

3 = Bhagala (?); see Chapter xv, p. 372. ' Chapter I, p. 23. 
• On the various forms of the name PrasH in Greek and Latin writer".~rrp&<T'.', 

npa~l1o" llpaU(HOl, IIpa~Lo" np~Lal(ol, BP1]UWl, Pharrasii,-see Scbwanbeck's l}Jegasthe1li.~ 
Ind.,·a, p. 12, n. 6, and Lassen, Ind. Alt. n, pp. 210-1, n. 1. The Sanskrit is Prachy". 
As regards the Gangaridae (or Gaggaridae) the view that the name was invented by the 
Greeks (Lassen, loco Cit.) seems improbable. . 
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eleph:mts. Upon inquiry, Alexander was informed by Phegelas 
and Poru8 l that the king was a lllan of worthless character, the 
son of a barber, and that he had obtained the throne by the 
murder of his predecesAor, whose'chief queen he had corrupted. 

We learn from Megasthenes (1,16) alld ptolemy (VII, 1, B2; 2,14) 
tha,t the Gangaridae occupied the delta of the Ganges. The lIame 
Prasii, or Pracltyas, 'Easterns,' would properly denote the peoples 
east of the Middle Country or Central Hill(lust..-lIl, which extends as 
far as the confluence of the Ganges and J umna at Allahabfld. Either, 
tlwrefore, the name 'Easterns' was used by Alexander's informants 
in a more general sen~e, as the conelative of '\Vestems,' or it 
rellect" what in any CfUle is the fad, that t.he Paflchalas, (,'iirasellas, 
Kosalas and other peoples of the l\Iiddle Country had fallen under 
the domination of the power of Magarlha (S. Bihar), with its 
capital P'it.aliputra, at the junction of the Ganges and the Son. 
The beginning>! of this sllzerainty appear already in the early 
Buddhist books 2 ; and the dynasty ruliug in Pfit.aliputra, which 
city was founded by Udayin, grandson of Buddha's contemporary 
Ajata~atru, is recol,,'llised in the Brahman literature as represen
tative of Indian sovereignty. "11ether it held also the countries 
stretching westward to the south of the great deAert, and in 
particular the famous realm of Malwa, with its capital A vanti, or 
Ujjain, we ha\"e no means uf knowing: but a ncgat.i\'e answer is 
probable. This region, as also the continuation to the western 
coast of' Kflthiawar and Gujar~it, e!lcaped the purview of Alexander 
and his historianA. Roth were well within the horizon of his Indian 
informants, 8iBce the trade connexion between Bengal and the 
coa~t regions of qilrp:lraka and Surashtra had been from of old 
no less familiar than was the northem route of seholars~ and 
traders joumeying to Tak~ha~ih, and Kabul. 

In the Agrdmmes, or Xandrames', of the Greek writel's there 
has been no difficulty in recognising the Dhana-N'anda of the 
Sanskrit books; and the very name, in the form Nandl"Us, has 
been conjectnrally restored to the text of .J ustill .s. [t ill the Harne 
of his dynasty, which according to the Pural.1as ruled during 
exactly a century; Chandram3.s would be the equivalent of' hi!.'. 

I See Q. Curtin., IX, 2 and Diodorn" xcm; "Iso by Candragupta ace. to Pluta·(ch, 
.A le.'laniltr I J.Xll. 

2 Rhys Davids, Buddhi.t India (London, 1903), pp. 12 sqq.; eee Chapter VII, 

pp. 182 sqq . 
• Fick, Die Sociale GlitlkrunfJ, esp, p. 130; Rhys Davids, Budd/ti.'. India, pp. 8, 

28,203. • 
• Agrammes in Q. Curtiu., Xandra.mes in Diodorn •. 
, xv, 4: quippe sua proc8A!ita.te Alexandrum (read Nandrum) '''gem offendi .. et. 
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Greek appellative. His overthrow, which Alexander was prevented 
from attempting, resulted from the conditions which the invasion 
left behind. It established the supremacy of the Mauryas under 
Chandragupta. 

The details of this peripetia are matter for inference; but the 
antecedents of the two chief actors in the drama are sufficiently 
certain. Chandragupta1 is represented as a low-born connexion 
of the family of Nanda. His surname Maurya is e,xplained by the 
Indian authorities a8 meaning 'son of Mum,' who is described as a 
concubine of the king. A more flattering accollnt 2 makes the 
Mauryas an Himalayan offshoot of the noble sept of the qakyas, 
the race of Buddha; and, apart from this connexion, the sup
position of a tribal name seems probable, since a tribe of Morieis 
is mentioned by the Greeks 3 and will perhaps be identical with 
the Moriyas of the Pali books'. However that may be, Chandra
gllpta had incurred the displeasure of Nanda, whom be had served 
in the office of senapati, orCommander-in-Cbief. Hc is said to 
have made an attempt against bis master, instigated by the 
Brahman Vish9Ugupta, Cha9akya, or Kautilya, who in his person, 
and perbaps also as I'cvresenting a disloyal priestly movement, 
had been disrespectfully treateil by the king. The case of .Tehu 
offers a familiar parallel; but the outcome was otherwise. 
Cbandragupta fied with his fellow conspirator", who figures in 
literature as the Machiavelli of India. III the movement which sub
sequently led to the overthrow of Nanda Chal,lakya is represented 
as t.he directing mind. 

The abortive attempt must have preceded the invasion of 
Alexander, whom Chandragupta is said to have met in the 
PUDjap6. At that time Nanda still reigned. The dating of the 
subsequent events depends upon the correctness of the account 
of them contained in the Mudrliriikshasa. According to this 
authority it was as head of a confederacy, in which the chief ally 

1 The Indian, and also the Greek, accounts of Cbandragupta are quoted and 
di~cu.sed by Lassen, "p. cit. II, pp. 200 sqq. The Greek forms of the name, some 
of them pointing to a. Prilrrit original, are I,a"~p6KoTTO<;, ~avopa.KoTTOS, ~allopaK{)TTaf, 
'A ... ap6KOTT05, "f.allopbKlI'Tr'TOf. The identification with Chandragupta is due to Sir William 
.'ones (Asiatic Researches, IV I p. 11) . 

.• From the commentary to the Piili JlIahau'anso (ed. Turnour, Introduction, 
pp. xx.niii-xlii). 

3 Fr{lm Euphorion: see Lassen, op. cit. lI, p. 205, n. 4. 
: Morly". o! .Pipphalivana (Digha Nikaya, II, p. 167). 

In the P"II account mentioned above Chandragupta meets Chanakya, who is 
represented .... a.native of Taksba~ilii, already in company with a Parvata: For the Jain 
'VerSIOn see Prof Jan b" d't" . -

'I' • 0 1 S e 1 1011 of Hema.chandra.'s Sthav,,"ravaUcharUa, pp. 55 sqq. 
Pluta.rch, Alex(,('Jtder, LXII. 
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was the king of the Himalayan districts in the Punjab, that 
Chandragupta invaded the Magadhan empire. The play dates 
from perhaps the seventh century A.D.; but we need not question 
its evidence, which we are justified by some analogies l in re
garding as a genuine theatrical tradition: moreover there exists 
a Buddhist and Jain stOl'y which makes Chandragupta's second 
attempt begin with the frontiers. Further, a conquest of the 
Punjab by Chandragllpta with forces from Eastern Hindustii.n has 
little inherent plausibility: before the British power the movement 
had been consistently in the opposite direction. 

A precise date for the overthrow of N anda seems with our 
present evideuce impossible. It can hardly have been effected 
without the co-operation of the kingdom of Porus. We have then 
two alternatives. Either PorUs participated in the invasion and 
is the Parvataka, the ally of Chandragupta, in the drama 2, in 
which case the year :~21 B.C. would be not unlikely, a8 the death 
of Porus seems to have followed that of Alexander by no long 
interval. Or his successor, whether a member of his family or 
Chandragupta himself, was a participator: and then we have no 
means of dating, unle8s we allow the indications of the drama to 
persuade us that Eudamus, the assassinator of Porus, who in 323 
succeeded Philippus as Alexander's representative and who retired 
from India in about 317, was also a partner in the exploit 3

• As 
regards the incidents of the campaign, we have no trustworthy 
informatioll. Nanda was defeated and killed, and his capital 
occupied. 

Here beginH the action of the drama. According to this 
authority, Chal.1akya, the instigator of Chandragupta, contrives 
the death of Parvataka, the chief ally, and then of his brother 
Vairodhaka, which causes the son of the former, Malayaketu, along 
with the remaining allies to withdraw their troops to a distance. 
'l'hey are joined by Rakshasa, the faithful minister of the Nandas 
and by others from the capital, in some cases with the connivance 
of Chfu.Jakya. What follows is a complicated intrigue. In the end 
Malayaketu becomes suspicious of his allies, whom he puts to 

1 The plots of Borne of the recently discovered plays of Bhiisa seem to have been appro· 
priated almost entire by the later dramatists, e.g. by the author of the Mricchakatikii. 

2 In that case the death of Porus must have been due to Chandragupt .. , and not to 
Eudamus. An identification of Parvata with .. king of Nepal is indica.ted by Jacobi, 
op. cit. p. 58, n. 1. 

, On this question see the acute observations of Lassen, op. cit. II, pp. 213-17. The 
names of the .. !lied kings in the drama need not be seriously considered, since Sanskrit 
liter .. tnre is rich in v"rieties of nomenclature, which hardly ever fail, even in closely 
related versions of .. single story. 
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death and also of Rakshasa. The latter h~s no longer any option , 
but to accept the offers of Chandragnpta, who allows Malayaketn 
to retire in peace to his own dominions. 

At this point the Iudian tradition takes leave of Chandragupta 
and his mentol" The latter, his vow of vengeance accomplished, 
returns to his Brahman hermitage. For Chandragupta the ensuing 
years must have been strenuous. The great military progreslS of 
Seleucus, whereby he sought to consolidate the eastern part of his 
dominions, brought him to the Indus about the year 30ti. He 
found Chandragupta, now master of all Hindustan, awaiting him 
with an immense army. For Seleucus the task proved too great: 
he crossed the Indus, but eithel' no battle ensued, or an indecisive 
one. Seleucus was content to secure a safe retirement aud a gift 
of 500 elephants by the surrender of all the Greek dominions as 
far as the Kabul valley. Upon these terms a matrimonial alliance 
was arranged 1. 

Thus the year 305 saw the empire of the successful adventurer 
of Pataliputra safely established behind the Hindu Kush on the 
north and the Afghan highlands rising above Herat on the west. 
At what period it came to include also the western provinces of 
Sind, Kathiawar, and Gujarat, which, as well as Malwa, we find in 
the possessioll of his grandson, we are not informed. But probably 
these also were acquh'ed by the founder of the dynasty. 

Chandragupta maintained his friendly relations with the Greeks. 
Seleucus received gifts from him; and his envoy Megasthenes 
resided for some considerable time, and perhaps on more than 
one occasion, at the court of PfLtaliputra2. He was a friend of 
Sibyrtius, who in 324 was appointed by Alexander to the Satrapy 
of Gedrosia and Arachosia, and in 316 was again appointed by 
Antigonus. The date, or dates, of his mission must naturally be 
later than the campaign of Seleucus (c. 305) and earlier than the 
death of Chandragupta (c. 297); but the time is otherwise unde- . 
tel'Illined. It is to Megasthenes that the classical peoples were 

I See Chapter xvn, p. 431. That Seleueus made no great headway "gainst 
Chandmguph, is proved at length by Sehwanbeek, op. cit. pp. 11-19. where the 
lIuthorities are discussed. The surrender of the Kabul valley is also indicated by 
Strabo, xv, 1, 10 and 2, 9: see also Lassen, De PentapotamiaIndica (Bonn, 1827). p. 42. 

~ Arrian, v, 6, 1: Mt"l'aa6fV'I1S, ~S' ~"Pl1" p.;" l:,'l'up-rlc,J T~ }:a.Tpar11 T1}S I Apaxwqlar, 
~oXAd~'f aE )"/~€' &.~Kf(f~a, 1I"apa. l::avopaKOTTOV TO'" 'IvoWJI /1acfLAfa, I Megasthenes, who 
hv~d mdced WIth Slbyrtms, tbe Satrap of Arachosia, but several times, as he states, 
arnved at tbe presence of Sandr""ottus. the king of the Indians.' The view 01 
Schw&nbeck (p. 33) and Lassen (ed. 1. p. 209, n. 3; but rejected (1) ed. 2, p. 219. n. 1), 
w~o .thlllk ihls statement consistent with several interviews in the course of a single 
ml •• lon, seems untenable: dq,IKfU8., could hardly bear that sense. 
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mdebted for nearly all the precise information which they have 
transmitted concerning the Indian peoples. 

According to Justin (xv, 4) the rule of Chandragupta was 
oppressive; but the judgment is not supported by details or by 
Indian evidence. The cunsensus of Sanskrit writings 011 policy 
discountenances excessive leniency, and insists upon the retributory 
function of the ruler, who in maintaining order and protecting 
weakness should not shrink from severity; while in time of need 
he is entitled to call upon his people to bear 'like strong bulls' a 
considerable burden of taxation 1. The duration of the reign is 
stated by the Purfu,las, in agreement with the Buddhist books, at 
twenty-follr years. It would be uncritical, however, to regard 
these testimonies as from the beginning independent, or to attach 
allY special credcnce to the exact figure. Moreover, the initial date 
is uncertain, the Jains presenting a date equivalent to 31:i (312) B.C., 

while the Buddhists of Ceylon give 321, and the Bnlhman writings 
withhold any reference tu a fixed era. It would be idle to dwell 
further upon a matter of so much uncertainty. Our defective 
knowledge of the ehronology is in striking contrast to the trust
worthy information which we possess concerning the conntry and 
itB administration. 

The extent of the dominions of Chandragupta has already been 
stated. But his authority cannot have becn everywhere exercised 
in the same manner or the same measure. Iurlian conqnerors do 
not for the most part displace the rulers whom they subdue, nor 
was the example of Alexander in India to the contrary. Accord-. 
ingly we ~ay assume that the empire of Chandragupta included 
feudatory kingdoms; and even the presence of his viceroys would 
not necessarily imply, for example in Taxila or Vjjain, the extinc
tion of the local dynasty. It has been acutely remarked by 
Lassen 2 that in a Ilumber of cases Megasthenes states the military 
power of partiCUlar provinces; and he infer~ that these are 
instances of illdepelHlent rule. The inference may have been 
carried too far; but it has an undeniable validity as regards the 
kingdoms south of the Vindhya mentioned by Megasthenes, 
namely the Andhras and KaliligaR, as well as their western neigh
bours the Bhojas, Petenikas, and I;tishtikas, who all down to the 
time of Chandragupta's grandson A((oka remained outside the 
regular administration. The districts beyond the Indus, Gandhara, 
Arachosia, and Kabul were similarly frontier states. 

J Mbh. :Ill, 87, 33, and cb. 121; cf. laO, 36; Hopkins, J.A.V.S .• XID, pp. 116, 135-6. 
2 Op. cit. n, pp. 219-20. 



CHAPTER XIX 

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ORGANISATION OF THE 
MAURY A :EMPIRE 

CONCERNING the condition and organisation of the vast Maurya 
empire the Greeks have provided us with a considerable body of 
valuable information: and, as the Artha~astra furnishcs the means 
of describing the complete polity existing at the time, its land 
system, its fiscal system, its administrative system, its law, its social 
system, with some view of literature and religion, we shall not 
forgo the opportunity, so rare in Indian history-we mllst wait 
for the time of Akbar and the A'in-i-rfkbari-of dwelling a little 
on the picture. 
I . As regards the land itself, we may distinguish the forest, the \ 
pasture or grazing-ground, and the cultivated area '. The forests 
must have been much more extensive than at present, and they 
clearly comprised both relatively inaccessible tracts inhabited by 
wild unsubdued tribes and others which were within the reach of 
the administration, visited by trappers and hunters, utilised for 
raw material, reserved for elephant-grounds, state hunting-grounds, 
parks, and Brahman settlements. The pasture must have included 
lJoth large spaces (viv/tcc) occupied by the nomad, tent-dwclling 2 

ranchers, who were the direct descendants of the old Vedic tribes", 
and also more restricted areas in the neighbourhood of the villages. 
The latter, which then as now were the main feature of the country," 
had their definite boundaries, their village halls,-no doubt repre
senting the forts of ancient times,-and their independent intel'llal 
economy. Less, if at all, organised were the stations (ghosha)\ or 
hamlets which formed the headquarters of the ranching class. 

1 For references to the chapters or pages of the Artha<;a,tra which deal with the 
main topics discnssed in thi8 chapter, see the Sanskrit text. 

'.!: Mega.silienes, I, 47; 11"6:\.", ~E" 7) KWI.J.7JV OVK olKovcn, UK7]"iTl1 ~f. fJlCf' xpW/lTat. 
, H~pkins, J.A.O.S., xm, Pl'. 79-80, 82-3; TIl< Four Ca.tes, p. 15. In Ibe 

.lrlhafa8tra (p. 7) also the Vai~ya seems to be connected with cattle. So in MtUlu (e.g. 
VIIl, 88 and (10) ~nd !iIbh. (XII, 60. 2.5). 

" Hopkins, It]!. dt. p. 7-;. 
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Apart from the royal domains, which must have been consider

able, the ultimate property in the land appertained, in the sense 
which has since prevailed, to the king!: that is to say, the king' 
was entitled to his revenues therefrom, and in default coul<t replace 
the cultivator in his holding2• This does not preclude alienation 
or subdivision by the occupier, the royal title persisting through 
each change. It was the king's business to organise the agricul::-. 
tural productivity by encouraging the surplus population to settle 
new or abandoned tracts 3. Irrigation was an object of great\ 
solicitude and naturally under the c~arge of the state,. which 
regulated the supply of water and derlve,l revenue therefrom'. 

The bulk of the popUlation consisted of actual cultivators, and 
Megasthenes remarks that their avocation was to such a degree 
defined (by the rule of caste) that they might be seen peacefully 
pursuing it in the sight of contending armies5. The higher classes I 
in the country had not a landowning, but an official, qualification, 
being entitled for their maintenance to a defined portion of the 
revenue. This corresponds to the jag!r system of l\-Iusalman times. 
The assignment might be the revenue of an estate, a village, a 
town, or according to circumstances A

• On a minor scale the same 

Iprinciple was applied to the ranching class, which received for 
maintenance a proportion of the stock 7. 

Roads were constructed by the royal officers, and at intervals 
of 'ten stades' wcre sign-boards noting turnings and distances M

• 

The Greeks make special mention of the 'royal route' from the N. W. \ 
frontier to Pataliputra 9. Communications-,ve'rc -maintained by 
couriers, while iu the woods roamed trappers and forest-rangers!o. 

'IQilll§ were numerous, in 80 llIueh that the Greeks report as 
many as two thousand placed uuder the rule of Porus, and 
Megasthenes ascribes Home thirt] to the ~hra c0l!!It~yaloll~ll. 
They ranged from the market town (sa1f!graharfa), serving the 

1 Megasthenes, I, 46: Tijs 8E xwpat p,LdfJoUt T£XOUO't Tc#I {3o,(u'Xe'i ala TO 7rao-av riJv 
'IvOLKjW f3a(],'A"'~V £ivaL, la"tJT?1 OE p,.."a£lIl "Yijll E~!(Vat KEKTfjo-Oa.t· xwplr 8l T~t j.wr(}wcuws 
TETapTTJII fit TO 6o.(1t"AtKOJl TE"A.OVU(; cf. Hopkins, J . .A..O.S., XlII, pp. 87-8. 

, Arth. 19 (p, 47); cf. W. Foy, Die klJnigliche Gewalt, pp. 5B-9; Jolly, Recht ulld 
Sitte, p, 9~. 

3 f)unyanive\'ana (Hopkins, op, cit. p, 127 n. and Arth. 19 ad init.). 
• MegaBth. XXXIV, 1; Bee Chapter XVI, p. 417, and infra, p. 437. 
Ii Megasth. I, 14: "..apa. 8f TOVTOLS TWV ~€WfYYWV L€PWV Kal auvAwll' iwp.ivwv Ol "..XTJC1[Of/ 

TWV Td.~,W. "'(''''!''You>u. d.< .. al .. 8~To, TW. KIV8v.",. <i .. I.; of. I, 44. The Mahiibhiirat" 
(e.g, XII, 69, 38 Bqq.) qualifies this picture in practice; see HopkinB, rYp. cit. p. 18.5. 

6 For details Bee Manu, VII, 118-9; Hopkins, rYp. cit, p. 84. 
7 Arth. 46; !.fbh, XII, 60, 24; HopkinB, op. cit. p. 83. 
• Mego.sth, XXXIV, 3. • Hid. IV, 3. 10 A-rth. 52-3. 
11 LV], 10. In XXVI the towns are too numerous for counting. 
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uses of ten villages, through the county towns (kh(7rvataka and 
dro~l(lmukha at a river's mouth) for 200 or 400 villages, the 
provincial capital (sthiin'iya, or Thana), the great dty (nagara, 
pura) 01' port (p~(,ana) to the royal capital (riijadhan'i), all 
provided with defences of varyiug solidityl. There were also forts 
on the frontiers or in special situations, such as in the middle of 
lakes or syamps, hidden in forests, or perched on heights2

• 

Thvrt of fortification was well understood. As we can learn I 
from the Greek and native descriptions, and as we can see depicted 
on the monuments of Sanchi and Bharhut, the great cities were 
provided with ditches, ramparts, and walls of earth, wood or brick3~ 
having battlements, towers,covered ways,salient angles, water-gates, 
and portcullises, with a wide street running round thc intcrio 
face. 'rhere were guard-houses for troops (gulma) in the diflerent 
quarters. In principle the towns were of rectangular shape and 
divided i~to four regions, each under a special official and com
posed of wards. The honses were generally of wood, and of two or 
three storeys', the more splendid ones including several courts, one 
behind the other. There were royal palaces, workshops, store
houses, arsenals, and prisons5

• The streets were provided with 
watercourses draining the house8 and issuing into the moat: 
against misuse of them, or of the cemeteries outside, by deposit of 
rubbish 0\' dead bodies, by loosing animals, by eonveyances not 
under proper charge, by funerals conducted through irregular 
ways or at unlawful homs, penalties are laid down. The houses 
were forbidden to have windows overlooking each other, except 
across the street. The precautious against fire included the 
provision of vessels of water' in thousands' in the streets: everv 
householder must sleep in thc forepart of his dwelling, and he is 
under the obligation of rendering assistance in case of fire, while 
arson is punished by burning alive. The trumpet sounds the 
beginning amI end of the nocturnal interval, during which, except 
on special occasions 6, none must stir abroad. Approach to tht' 
f.,'11ard-houscR and palaces is prohibited, as also is music at 
unseasonable times. The city chief reports all incidents, and takes 
. charge of lost and ownerless property. 

I On these distinctions see Arlh. p. 46; Ml1Ilu, VII, 70-5; JIM .. XII, 86, .5: and 
Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 76-7. 

, Hopkins, "1'. cil. pp. 177-8 n. 
• Megasth. XXVI; Hopkins, "1'. dt. pp. 174 sqq. 
• See the pl"les in Maisey's Sanchi and Cunningham's Stupa uf Barh"t. 
• The Sanskrit \enn. ore "~tnlp ( . - I ) k - ('- - ) , J I - -_ _ _ ~.... ..." .' IlTa or n'ran a 1 armalita ·agara , f(QJ( It lOr/aw, 

"y.uihiiffara, bandharuigara. . . 

• CluJruratr., • nighlll of ftee movement' (Arth. 56, p. 146). 
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The imperial capital Pataliputra or K~8~~~ura, the Pali

bothra of the Greeks, whi~assituate(r oli the 80Utli side of the 
Ganges, to the east of its confluence with the Son, is described by 
Megasthenes (v. sup. Chapter XVI, p. 411). It" ruins lie for the 
most part under the modern city of Patna-Bankipore; and part 
of its ancient rampart has been found in situ l

• / 

The population, as we learn ft'om l\Ieg'd.sthen'ifs2 in agreement 
with the l'iidlcations of the Arthacfilltra, consistcd of seven cla8ses~ , 
which have been already particularised3

: there was Eotranse' 
f~rence from one class to another (except that the philosophers, i.e. 
th,\? Brahmans, might in case of advel'8ity adopt any profession), 
{or was marriage between them allowed'. These distinctions of 
function correspond only partially to those of caste, which in fact 
must have been already much more complicated: and they take 
no note of special cases, such as riverine and maritime popUlations. 

In the country, except where undertakings ,mch as mines and 
other works created exceptional conditions, the second and third 
cla8se~, the husbandmen and the neatherds and shepherds, mu~t 
have predominated: the village servants", such as the potter, the 
blacksmith, the carpenter, the barber, would belong to the third. 
In the towns we hear of labourers, craftljPlen, traderH, inspectors, 
and officials 6. The crafts are numero~, especially those dealing 
with the precious metals and with textiles. The professions in
clude the doctor, the actor, singer and rhapsodist, the dallcer, and 
the soothsayer8• The traders are partly state officials in charge 
of royal merchandise, or in SuPerintendence of matters connected 
with prices and sales, partly actual shopkeepers 01' travelling mer
chants; and not rare among both classes was the rich rl'csh(hill, \ 
or seth, who was an important social factor, and, if a leaderm Iifs 

1 Waddell, Report on the Excavations at Piitaliputra (Calcutta, 1903); Spoonet', 
Ann. Rep. of the Arch. Sur. of India, 1912-.3, pp. 55-61. 

2 I, 40-53; cf. Arrian, l1u1ica, Xl-XII. 

3 See Chapter XVI, pp. 409-U. The equivalent tenDS in Greek and Sanskrit are: 
(I) "",Muo,,"o,, uo,,"<uTai=Br<thma~a, 9'ama~a, (2) "tfwno1=kar.l",ka, (3) fJouK6Xo<, 
1rOLJl£,,(f, JlOP./H, BTJpEVTa.l =:: gOjJiila, t;tla{Ja~in, -viigurika, m,argayuka, (4) U'TpanWial t 

7rOAfILLuTal = bha!a, (!S) J(./LfJOUXOl, (1'UJlE.~pO£ .:::::lnantri1l-, mnat-ya, malliimatra, (6) l4>OPOl, 
hrif1K07rOl= p'ratiredaka, adhyaksha, 8attrin, (7) Tf)(lIiTa~, a1J~LOlJfYYol, Kd1r1JAtOL'::::: kuru, 
~ilpin. l'aidehaka. 

• Megasth. I, 53: OUK t~'UTt O€ "taW'V t!~ 6.1.1.0" piPOU" ~ 1rpoo.,plu", ~ T<xva, 
fJ.fTaXELpl(M'OaL, orOll U'TpanWT7111 ~JlTa 'YEWP'Y€'iv, 'I) TExvlT11" OIl1"a qu'Aoaocf'€'iv, 

, Griim.abh;itaka (Arth. pp. 47 and 246). 
" The terms are kiirll, ~'ilpin, llltidehaka, adhyaksha, and yukta. 
7 Megasth. writes (I, 7): fllla, 8' a';'ous uUfJ.{3alIlEt Kai rpor n\.r Ttxvas e7rlaTi}Jj.ovas. 
S Chikitsaka, k1u;iZ,tt'ut giiyal1a and 'lliidaka. '"ata 01' 1u,utaka, and yU1}aka; also 

vii.,ojivin 'crier' (?). 
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, gui~ceived official recognition 1
• In the workshops and the 

prisons (the latter periodically emptied") artisans were engaged 
on contract or in penal tasks; and there is a 'spinning house' for 
the labour of widows and other helpless or unfortunate women3

• 

/ Permanent associations in civil life include trader and merchant 
guilds (r;rcl.li) and clubs (piiga)!; but there were also temporary 
combinations of workmen and others engagetI under corporate 
responsibility for the execution of contracts 5. Collecti I'e obstruc
tion was known and penalised 6. 

Trade7 was active, various, and minutely' regulated. The 
pl'ecious wares comprise many species of gold, silver, spices, and 
cosmetics fl'om all parts of India; jewels, including pearls from 
Southern India, Ceylon, and beyond the sea; skins from Central 
Asia antI China; muslin, cotton, antI silk from China and Further 
India. The best horses came, as now, from the Indus countries 
and beyond. The merchant was mulcted in dues at the frontierS, 
by road-taxes and tolls, and by octroi at the gatcs of the cities, 
where the royal officials maintained a douane and watch-house 9: 
he was required to be armed with a passport 10, and severe penalties 
were attached to malpractices in connexion therewith. The officials 
record in writing' who the merchants are, whcllcc thcy come, with 
what merchandise, and where it has been vise'd.' 'fhe country 
produce also was subject to octroi upon entry, and, to ensure that 
nothing might escape, there were prohibitions of purchase in part 
or in bulk at the place of origin in farms, orchards, and gardens 11. 

The amount and price of all goods was declared, and the sale was 
by auction, any enhancement accruing to the treasury. Combiua
tions to affect prices were punishable 12; an army of spies was 
engaged on the routes in order to detect false declarations 13. The 
prices of ordinary goods were fixed and proclaimed daily by the 
officials H

• Similarly all weights and measures were subject to in-

1 Qren:i.mukhf,lu (Hopkins, op. cit., pp. 81--2; Fick, Die Sociale Gliederl1no, 
pp.166-8) . 

. ' Arth. p. 146. 3 Arth. 40 (sutradhyaksha). 
~4 A puga is defined as I an a.ssociation of persons of different caste and l11J:-pecified 

pr'oCession for purposes of business or pleasure.' On ~'re7J-i see Hopkins, (lp. cit. 
pp. 81-2; acc. to Foy, op. cit. p. 14 n., it was a subdivision of a caste. 

" Arth. 66 (Sa'!'bh,lyasamtttthana); cf. MSO 76-7; Manu, VIII, 211. 
" Ibid. p. 204. 
T For various kinds of mercha.ndis6, Bee Hopkins, op. cit. p. 91 n . 
• One fifth 01 the value ace. to A rth. 40. 
• ~'ldklUtha1la. 9halika,thana (ibid. p. 110). 10 mud:rii (ibid. 52). 
11 Ibid. 40. l' Ibid. p. 204. 13 Ibid. pp. 111-2. 
" Hopkins, op. cit. p. 130 n. Every five days or every fortnight ace. to Man u, 

~]]I. 401-2. 
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spection 1. There were export, as well as import dnties and octrois, 
and certain classes of goods were fot'bidden to be introduced or 
sent abroad respectively. The king himself was a great tradel', 
disposing of the output of his factories, workshops, and prisons, 
and the produce of his lands, forests, and minefl, for which he 
maintained store-houses (kosh(hagc1ra) through the country 2. In 
particular he reserved the right of coining and other work in silver 
and gold, which was executed by his officials on behalf of those who 
brought their raw metaF. 

The state of society corresponding to this activity of trade, to r 

the traffic on high roach! (riijapatlut 'routes royales ') and by-roads 
(ba1Jikpatha 'merchant roads '), the bustle at frontiers, ferries, 
tolls, and city-gates, and to the minute regulation of all these, 
must have been one of considerable complexity. Nor do we lack 
the means, literary or illustrative, of bccoming in part acquainted 
with it. Beside the statements of the Greek writers, we may 
gather abundant material from the ]\ili books of the Buddhist 
canoll\ from the Artha(;ttstra and the code of Manu, from Pataii
jali's commeutary upon the grammar of Pal,lilli, and from the 
Ramayal.la and :\lahahluirata; while the Buddhist stiipas of 
Saneh! and Bbarhut supply ocular demonstrations of much that is 
recorded in the literature. But from this material large deductions 
must be made: the Sanskrit Epics, and in a less degree the books 
of the Pali canon, reflect the circumstances of an earlier pel'iod
irrespective of the actual dates of composition-and we run the 
risk of confusing conditions as widely difterent as those of the 
Home'ric, the Solonian, and the Periclean age iu Greece. If we 
/leek to elicit the Hpecial features of the Maurya epoch, we shall 
mark first of all the !{l'owth of luxury consequent upon the me of 
the great Magadha empire in the east: in the Punjab, no doubt, 
in spite of the eft"eminacy which the Greeks ob~erved ill the court 
of Porus, the old tribal system was still prevalent. There the 
~tual cultivator would still be a man of the three upper classes, 
: \vhile in the east he was generally a <,'lidra. It is t.o this period, 
ino doubt, that we must ascribe the great complexity of the caste 
(system, and the beginning of the association of caste with craft. 
'It seems not doubtful that a number of caste8 did arise, according 
to the Brahman theory, by intermixtures of the old four divisions, 

1 Arth. ~7 (l'u/iimanapotava). 

• Manu, VITI, 399; Kohler, Alti"disches Prozessrecht, p. M; Fay, "1'. cit. pp. 51-2, 
61; Jolly, op. cit., pp. 110-1. The king'. trade.agent is riijavaidehaka. 

" A rth. 31-2 • 
• See Chapter VlII, and Rhys Davids, Budd!.ixt /I,di" , III-VI. 
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which still fonned the basis: a process natural in itself, when 
intermarriage bctween the different classes was still, licit, and 
certain to be specifically noted, while it is evidenced not only by 
the testimony of theological workB, but also by so worldly a treatise 
as the Artha~'lstm. But it is only in a few cases that we find a 
particular occupation assigned to a particular caHte t

• 

In another respect the old system of caste had received a shock. 
To the contemporaries of Buddha and Mahavira the conception 
of a king who was not of the Kshatriya order would have seemed 
preposterous. But the Mauryas were of low extraction, as were 
the N andas whom they succeeded. Henceforth the spectacle of 
the low-bom Illan in power was never a rarity in India; and soon 
;t was the foreigner. The vast empire, with its army of officials 
and spies, introduced a bllreaucratic rule in place of the.9l~ qua~i-

... - '" . "-------. feudal svstem. 
-"'-~gn 'influences also begin to assert themselves. In th3 
stone architecture, which replaces wood in public monuments, as· 
also in the style of the edicts of A~oka we have clear evidence 0 

intercourse with Persia, which must necessarily have begun well 
before the fourth century 2, And this advance in art affected 
religion also by its encouragement of image-worship 3. 

As regards daily life, we find the public side of it i sufficiently 
gay. The people were frugal in their diet, and sober, except onl 
occasion of festivals. The chief display of luxury was in dl'essq 
The inns, hostelries, eating-houses, serais, and gaming-houses are\ 
evidently numerous; sects and crafts have perhaps their meeting 
places and the latter their public dinners 5, The businesfl of enter-l 
tainment provides a livelihood for various classes of dancers, singers, 1 
and actors 6. Even the villages are visited by them, and the author 
of the Artha<;astra is inclined to discourage the existcnce of a) 
common hall used for their shows as too great a distraction from 1 
the life of the home and the fields 7, At the same time there are \ 
penalties for refusal to assist in organising public entertainment. 
The ki~ pro;ides in amphitheatres constructed for the occasionl 
dramatIC, bOXIng, and other contests of men and animals, and alsol 

1 A rth. 60. 

, See Chapters XIV, pp. 329, 341; XXVI, pp. 621-2; Fergusson, Hist. of Indian and 
Ea8t~rn Arc~itecture. index, s.v. Persepolitan Ca.pitals; Vincent Smith, Hilttory of Fine 
Art In IndIa and eMJlon, pp. 58 sqq.; Griinwedel, Bllddllisti.«he Kunst in Indi"", 
pp. 17 sqq. and Ch. II, 

, Konow, Ind. Ant., 1909, pp. 145-9, 
, :Ylcgasth. XXVII, 8-9 . 

. 1I"rh . .56. 
I rth. 19 (p. 48). 

" Hopkins, op. cit, pp. 118, 176. 
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1'1pectacles with displays of pictured objects of curiosity I-no doubt 
the private showman with his pictures of Hades, etc., was also 
active-; and not seldom the streets were lighted up for festivals 
and it was not penal to stir abroad. Then there were also the 
. royal processions, when His Majesty went forth to view his city 
: or to huntz. 

In domestic life the joint-family system prevails: but it canl 
be dissolved. Boy and girl attain their majority at the age of 
sixteen and of twelve reApectivelya. Adoption-legitimated by the. 
king-is common. There are the four regular and four irregn
lar forms of marriage, which is dissoluble by mutual consent or 
prolonged absence 4. Th~-·wife has her dowry and her ornaments, i 

someHmes also her bride-gift, which are her private property and ., 
to a certain extent at her dispot!al in case of widowhood. Ill-usage 
·on either side i.~ punishable. Upon failure of male issue the 
husband may after a certain period take other wives (of any class); 
but he is required to render justice to all: on the other hand, 
a widow is at liberty to marry again. OrphanR are under the 
guardianship of their relatives". The poor and helpless old, and. 
in particular the families of soldiers and workmen dying during 
their emplo,Yment, are regarded as deserving the king'!! care 6. 

Concerning the ga~likiis, or public women, who were the king's 
servants, and whose practice and rights were subject to minute 
regulation, the Greek writers have told us enough 7. Offences 
against women of all kinds are severely visited, including the 
actions of officials in charge of workshops and prisons; and their 
various imprudences and lapses are subject to a gradation of fines 
and penalties8

• Refractory wives may be beaten (Manu, VIII, 299). , 
In totally denying slavery Megasthenes went too far": ill fact' 

seven kinds of slaves are enumerated 10: but it is laid down that 
no Arya ('freeman,' here including the Qttdra) could be enslaved. 
A man might sell hinulelf into slavery, and in times of distress 
children might be so provided for: also there were captives in 

I See Ha.rdy in Album Kefll, pp. 61-6, and A90ka'S Rock Edict, IV; also Manu, IX, 

84 and 223, and Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 124-5. 
2 Megasth. XXVII, 16-7: <-ripa. ~. fUTI. i] brl reis OVlTtas t~o~o,' TptT~ ~' brl e~p4' 

·/1a.KX"fJ us. CI. Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 119-20. 
3 Arth. p. 154. 
4 Concerning marriage see Arth. 59. Manu, IX, 76 (absence); IX, 97 (bride.gift). 
6 Manu, VIII, 27. • Arth. 19 (p. 47). 91 (p. 246); Mbh. XII. 86, 24. 
7 Cf. A·rth. 44. 
, Arth. pp. 114, 146, chap. 87. The offence of killing a woman is equal to that of 

killing a Brahman: see Hopkins, The P(YUr Castes, p. 98; Jolly. op. cit. pp. 116-7. 
• See Chapter XVI. p. 416; and Arth. 65. 10 Manu, VII, 415. 
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war. In all cases the slave may purehase his freedom by any 
earnings acquired irrespective of his master's service, and ransom 
from outside cannot be refused. The slave woman who is taken to 
her master's bed thereby acquires freedom, as also do her children. 

The progress of literature during the Manrya period is unfor
tunately for the most part matter for inference. Only three works, 
all in their way important, can with certainty be dated in or ncar 
it: theBe are the Arthagastra of Chal}akya, the Mahabhashya, 
Pataiijali's commentary'on"tlle grammattcal Siitias of Fal.iim; 

-and the Pali Kathavatthu. The Vedic' perioil;' iudlliffili 'the 
, i Brahmal}as and the early Upanishads, was prior to Bnddha, and 

the same may be said in principle of the Siltras, or manuals of 
rites, public and domestic, the Vedai~[/a.~, treatises on grammar, 
phonetic!', prosody, astronomy, etymology, ritual, whatever may be 
the date of the treatises which have come down to us. Nor can 
the likc be denied regarding the various forms of quasi-secular 
literature which are named in works of about this period. the 
Pttrii.ffJ,a, or myth, the Itivritta, or legend, Akhyayika, or tale, 
Vakova/,:ya, or dialogue!. Some form of the Mahabharata and 
Ramayal}a, the former of which we infer from l\Iegasthenes to 
have been current during this period, belongs also to an earlier 
epoch. One ~1080phical system, the Sajl.k!J'ya~ s~~m~!Ql>epr!or. 
t~}3.uddhism: a'secona, tIleV8:i<;:esllika, may have arisen in our 
period 2. Finally, the canon of the Pali Buddhism and also that 
of the Jains, which is said to have been fixed at Pataliputra in 
.'313 (312) B.C., and the system of the Lokayatas or Ajivikas, are 
also in substance pre-Manrya3• 

If we may conjecturally assign to this period any definite 
literary forms, these would be the 9iistm and the artificial poetry, 
or ki'ivya. The former, the most characteristic product of the 
Indian miud, is the formal exposition of a particular science in 
dogmatic enunciations accompanied by a discussion (bhashya). 
Such are the grammatical work of Pataiijali, the Artha<;:astra of 
Chal,lakya, the Kama<;:astra of Vatsyayana: the Dharma Qastra, or 
Law, followed an older model, that of the metrical treatise, and the 
Nyaya <,~astra, or Logic, is a later creation. We cannot ooubt also 
that many of the minor sciences (vidyiis) and arts (kala~)>Which 
wer~ from earlier times a subject of instruction, had already 
attamed some systematic literary form~. As regards the artificial 

.1 Li~t8 arc given in tiIe Mahiibhiirata (see Hopkins, J.A.O.S., XIII, p. 112). 
, It 18 known to A~vaghosha (Sutriila,!,kiira) in the first century A.D • 

. ~ See Jacobi, KalpaaiUra, Introduction. 
• A. number of these are mentioned in the Brahmajiila Slltta of the Digha Nikiiya. 
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epic, it is true that we have no positive eviden~ce of its existence 
in Maurya times. But the Buddhacharita of A«vaghosha, which 
dates from the first century A.D., presents a perfect and stereotyped 
form, indicating a long preparation. _ 

That writing was in common use not only for literary purposes, 
but also in public business, the edicts of A«oka exist to prove. 
But this is by no means alL Epistolary correspondence was 
perfectly usual \ and written documents were employed in the 
courts of law 2 ; moreover, the administration was versed in book
keeping and registration on a large scale and systematically 
arranged 3. And wc have already the beginnings of a ~tudy of 
style and a vocabulary of exegesis 4

• 

Sanskrit remained the language of the Brahman schools, of 
public and private ritual, and also of secular literature, except 
perhaps in the case of folk poesy!'. In the life of every day and 
also in administration, furthermore in the sectarian books of the 
Buddhists and .J ains, a vernacular was employed; and from the' 
Edicts of A«(oka tJl!~e.sbCh verna.culars are knowil, one of which, 
that of Magadha, probably profited by its central position at the 
headquarters of the empire to encroach upon the others". The 
Sanskrit was perhaps tavoured in cultured circles, and especially 
in the cities; and social ambition, ha.mpered by insufficient training, 
began to foster a hybrid form of speech, now knowlI as 'mixed 
Sa.nskrit; which subsequently established itself as a literary medium 
in certain Buddhist schools, when the canonical vernaculars, them
selves by no means dialectically pure, had already become 
stereotyped 7. 

We shall not trespass further on the province of the hi"torian 
of language and literature, Nor need we dwell at length UpOIi 
the likewise special topics of religion and law. Nevertheless there 
is an aspect of these which appertains to general history. 

There can be little doubt that the Maurya empire began with 

1 Arth. 28; also pp. 29 and 38. Stmbo (xv, 67 and 73) mentions writing on 
cloth. 

2 Megasthenes denies written lau'" Written documents are well avouched; see 
Manu, VITI, 168. 

, See below, pp. 487-8. In Arth. p. 62. we hear of It Record Room (nibandhapus. 
lakasthuna) in the Treasury. 

• ATth. 28 and 180. 
b On this subject see the discnssion in ,T.R.A.S. (1913), and reff.; a1so Prof. 

Jacobi's paper Was iRt Sanskrit? in Scie71tia, XIV. 

6 Senart, Inscriptions de Piyadasi, II, pp. 434-5. 
7 The priority of the Piili style is clearly shown by Prof. Oldenberg, G.G.N., 1912, 

pp. 156 "qq. 
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a Brahman, as well as a national, reaction!. The age of Buddha 
was one in which religions speculation was rife. Originally a 
product of the Brahman hermitages, it had offered irresistible 
attractions to a people wearied of ritual formality. Innumerable 
sects arose; it became a common understanding2 that fnnn any 
class a man could go forth, abandoning his home, and found 01' 

join a sect of wandering disputants or ascetics. The Greek writel'S 
combine with the Buddhist and Jain books and the edicts of 

\ 
Ai(oka in testifying to the ubiquity of the praVl'ajitas or yrama~ws 
(Gk. uapjJ,avat, uapjJ,ava'iot) 3. We cannot doubt that this would in 
the end constitute a danger to the established order and an offence 
to the Brahman caste. 'l'he Brahman, in the Vedic age a priest, 
had long ceased to be primarily so. It is true thatin public and 
private ritual the. priestly function was his, and he was entitled to 
the emoluments thereof: also the Purohita, or king's spiritual 
adviser, was one of the highest and most indispemlftble officers of 

E
" tate. It was, moreover, customary to consult the forest-dwelling 

rahmans upon high political matters4, and in the law-courts the 
acred law was stated by Brahman assessors 5. ~ evertheless, as 
as been well said, the Brahman was not a person who fulfilled a 

sacred function-in particular, the service of a temple has always 
been regarded as demeap.ing him-but a person who 1cas sacred. 
!He 'was exempt from taxation and confiscation, from corporal 
khastisemcnt and the death penalty, branding and banishment 
~eing in his case the ~dt'ima ratio6• His true office was study and 
teaching, and his proper abode was the forest hermitage, where he 
.maintained.the sacred fires and lived for another world. An order 
such as this, established in customary respect and daily observance, 
was obviously threatened by the intervention of proselitising sects 
Qf imprO'lnptu origin, making claims upon the livelihood of the 
people, and interposing in formal and informal gatherings with 
fundamental problems. We can therefore well understand why the 
Artha~astra (Chap. 19) forbids the practice of abandoning domestic 
life without formal sanction and without provision for wife and 
family; and we look forward with confidence to the great doctrine 
of the Bhagavadgita, that grand pillar of Brahmanism, that salva-

1 Lassen, op. cit. II, p. 213. 
, See Mbh. XII, 63, 23; Megasth. XXXII, 12; and Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, 

pp. 141 sqq. 

, Rock Edict, XIII; Megasth. XLI, 19. The vX6{Jw, are the Sanskrit riinapraBthas. 
4 Megasth. XLIII, 19; !JIbh. XII, 86, 26. 
, Mo.nu, VIII, 10; Hopkins, op. cir. p. 159. 
• Arlh. p. 220; Manu, VIII, 123-4, 380; Mbh. :m, 56, 32-3 ; 1fe~",th. I, 40. 
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I tion is attainable not by the rejection of civil duty, but in and above 
the performance of it. Accordingly we see in the Maurya age the 
beginning of a stage of concentration, ill which only a few great 
sects could maintain themselves by the side of a settled Br~-thman 
orthodoxy. And this was a natural corollary of a great empire. 

Among the Brahman deities the greatest slmre of popular 
padoration accrued to Qiva and Vishl.1U (under the form of Krishl.Ia), 
whom the Greeks report to us as Dionysus and Ileracles respec
tivelyl. With the former was associated Bkanda or Vif;akha, the 
god of war. The Buddhist books and sculptures, which give the 
preference to Brahma and Indra, are in this respect archaising. 
Qiva was specially worshipped in the hill regions 2

; of the Yishl.1U 
cult the great centre was :\Iathura 3, the sccoml home of the 
Krish'.la legend, which first arose in Westem India. The Jains 
werc probably still ,mostly to be found in Bihar and Uijain, while 
the Buddhist expansion had perhaps even ill the lifetime of the 
founder attained a far wider range. 

Of law the bases are defined as, in ascending order of 
validity, sacred precept (dharma), agreement (ryava.hara), customr . 
(chm'itra), and royal edicts (rcva,f(IJlana)\ and the subject is ex->. 
pounded rationally, not theologically. Civil law is treated under 
the heads of marriage and dowry, inheritance, housing and neigh
bourhood (including trespass), debt, deposit, slaves, labour and 
contract, sale, violence and abuse, gaming, and miscellanea 5. Case~ 
were heard-in the morning-before a triad of officials together, 
with three Brahman exponents of law 6 ; and there were rules as 
to the circumstances in which agreements were valid, and as to. 
procedure in court, with plea, counterplea, and rejoinder 7. We: 
learn from various sources that cases were commonly disposed of 
locally by refel'ence to a body. of arbitrators (pafichayat), per-: 
manent or constituted ad hoc, or by the officials of various grades; 
and there was a system of appeals as far as the king, who wal'l: 
regularly present in court or represented by a minister (prii4~ 
vivaka). Offences against caste or religion were tried by com~. 
mittees entitled parishad8. Trial8 by wager or ordeal were also 
common. The penalties, reasonably graduated and executed by' 

1 Mega.sth. I, 29-37; I" 2 Ibid. I, 33; L. 3 Ibid. L. 13. 
• Arth. 58 (p, 150). Custom includes the customs of villa.ges, gilds, and families 

(Ma.nu, vm, 41). For a. general survey of the history of Ia.wand Jega.J institutions see 
Chapter XII. 

• ATth. 57-75. Manu (vm, 3 sqq.) mentions 18 heads of legal action. 
• ATth. 57; Manu, J.IV, 10. In Manu vm, 60, three witnesses are the minimum. 
7 Arth. 57. 
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royal authority, include fines (these, and also dehts, often com
m~table for forced labour l

), whipping, mutilation, aud death with 
or without torture. In cases of assault the principle familiar in 

, the modern proverb 'first at the Thana' is already known, but 
disputed 2

• 

Under the title' clearing of thorns'3 are included crimillallaw, 
political offences, in particular misconduct on the part of officials, 
and the general business of police. Among the cases contemplated 
!We may cite theft, murder, burglary or forcible entry, poisoning, 
icoining, injury to property, criminal negligence, contumelious 
~iolation of caste rules', boycott and other acts of employees, 
\combinations to affect prices, fraud in regard to weights and 
meaHures. In all these matters the magistrates (pl'ade.~hrri, 
revenue and police officers) were assisted by an army of spie~ 
and agents-p1'OVOcatC1~J'8, who in times of fiscal difficulty were also 
empowered to adopt the most reprehem~ible expedients for squeez
ing the well-to-do 5

• If the Greek writers are to be trusted when 
they report a rarity of offences among the Indians6

, this was 
plainly not due to a state of innocence even as reg .... l.rds elaborate 
criminal acts. 

We now come to the matter of government and administration, 
which we may treat with a little more system. 

Beginning with the civil administration and at its base, we find 
already in operation that system of village autonomy under the 
headman (gl'c'ima'IJi, an official nominee), which has prevailed in 
India at all periods. Through him, no doubt, there was a joint 
responsibility for the aBSignment and payment of the land revenue, 
and consequently for the proper cultivation of the fields, which 
failing, the occupier might be replaced by the village serTants i • 

! In consultation with the elders, the village panchiiyat, he would 
~ also decide all questions relating to the customary rights and 
· duties of the village barber, washerman, potter, blacksmith, and 
so on. His superiors were the gopa in charge of five or ten 

· villages and sthc'inika theoretically ruling one quarter of the 
· realm 8

, each attended by executive, revenue, and police officials. 
· By some texts9 further official gradations are recognised, and in 
· the edicts of A,¥oka the highest local officials, set over hundreds of 

J Manu, VITI, 177 (debt), IX, 229 (fines). 
2 Arth. 73 (p. 196). , Arth. 76-88 •. 
; Manu, vn, 267 sqq. , ATth. 90; Mbh. xn, 130, 36. 
, Mega.th. nvn. 7 Arth. 19 (p. 47). 

ATth. 19. 

, Manu, VlI, l1[i; Mbh. XlI, 87, 2 sqq.; Hopkins, op. cit. p. 84. 
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thousands of per90ns, are termed raj iikas, a designation pointing, 
no doubt, to functions connected with survey, land settlement, and 
irrigationl. The superior of all these, to whom they reported 
successively, was one of the great ministers of state, the 
samiihartri, or Minister of the Interior and Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. . 

IThis important officiaP dealt with the whole income of the 
state, including that of the Royal domains. The main heads are 
(1) the proportion of the produce of land, which in India accrues 
immemorially to the king in lieu of rent, (2) the minor dues and 
cesses connected therewith 3, (3) the special income from irrigated 
land, and that from pastures, forest8, mines, and other works, 
(4) the customs at the frontiers, the transport dues at ferries, etc., 
the road dues and tolls, the octroi at the city gates, the profits of 
coinage, and the various profits consequent upon the method8 of 
sale, (5) the fees exacted as licences from workmen, craft8men, 
traders and professionals, gaming houses and passports\ (6) the 
fines derived from the law courts, also ownerless property", and ~7) 
special taxes, as it were tithes, for religious objects. In times of 
straitnes!'. there were also' bene\'olences'lJ exacted, but in theory 
only once, from the well-to-do. Under expenditure we understand 
without difficulty the maintenance of the sovereign and his court, 
the salaries-which the Artha~astra (Chap. 91) carefully defines
of the ministry and the vaRt army of minor officials and spies, 
religious provisions, the demands of the army and its equipment, 
including forts, the expense of mines, forests, etc., and of public 
works such as roads, irrigation, etc., which was regarded as the 
function of the state, the maintenance of the families of slain 
soldiers, officials dying during employment, and finally at' helpless 
persons 7. We have here matter for the work of a large establish
ment and an elaborate clerical system; and we learn in fact from 

1 Biihler, Z.D.lfI.G., XLVII, pp. 466 sqq. 
• Arth. 24 and 54; Manu, VII, 60, 
• See Manu, vn, 127 sqq. The nonnal proportion is one-sixth; see Hopkins, The 

Four Caste., p. 77. But one-fourth in addition to rent is mentioned hy Megaathenes 
(v. "'p. p. 475, n. 1). The mention of rent is contrary to our Indian information and 
constitutes a prohlem, 

, Artlt. 52; Manu, VII, 137-8. 
• Arth. 60; Manu, VIII, 30-8; Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 122-3. 
• Pra~aya or pr.t; (to be demanded only once): see Arth. 90, Hopkins, op. cit. 

pp. 78, 86, 90-1. 
7 Arth. 19 (p. 47), 91 (p. 246); Mbh, XII, 77, 18, 86, 24; Hopkins, J.A.O.S., XIII, 

p. 107. Stolen property, if untraced, was also to be matle good by 'he State; cf. 
Mbh. XII, 75, 10. 
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the Arthac;~tstra (Chaps. 25-7) that the business of the Treasury 
was carefully and minutely organised, with distinctions of current, 
recurrent, occasional, and other expenditure and various checks. 
Moreover, both in town and country the various grades of officials. 
maintained full regi8ters both of property and of the population 1. 

Thml the bifurcating roots of a vast administration-no doubt 
more effective in theory than in practice-connected the individual 
taxpayer with the crown. 

Another important minister was the sannidhiitri, 01' Minister 
of Works 2

, who had charge of storehouses, treasuries, prisons, 
armouries, warehouses and the like. An interesting item in his 
duties was the maintcnance of a rain-gauge3• We shall not dwell 
upon the pradeshtri\ 01' head of the executive revenue and 
judicial service, or the pra<;iistr£, 01' l\1inistel' of Correspondence, 
who was responsible for the drafting of decrees and royalletters5

, 

nor, of course, upon the numerous adhyakshas, or superintendents, 
the Episcopi of the Greek writers, in charge of minor departments. 
The other great officers of state were the dauvitr-ika, Chamberlain 
or Master of the Ceremonies, the antarvar(lfika or Head of the 
Bodyguard, and the four indispensable chiefs who formed the 
inner cabinet, namely the mantrin, i.e. Diw(in or Prime Minister, 
the purohita, or religious adviser, the senapati, or Commander
in-Chief, and the yuvariija, or Heir Apparent. III the provinces 
were the various antapiilas, or Guardians of Frontiers, and 
durgapiilas, or Commanders of Forts, while the great empire of 
the Mauryas found a place also for the Viceroy (1tpariijn), n() 
doubt attended by his own, minor, court. Thc functions of 
ambassadors are clearly recognised, with distinctions of pleni
potentiary, envoy, and instructed emissary, and rules for their 
behaviour are enunciated6

• The chief ministers were in mallY 
eases hereditary and, except in the instance of the Purohita, they 
would be more often of Kshatriya, than of Brahman, caste 
(Manu, VII, 54)j 

As regards the government of cities, we hear of the mayor 
(niigflra.kll)7, nnder whom as in the country districts are sthanilms 
and gopas, whose duties similarly include the keeping of registers 

.' A rth. 54-6. , Ibid. 23. 3 Il>id. p. 58. 
• On his duties see J.lI.A.S., 1914, pp. 383-6. ' Ar/h. 28. 
• .Ar/h. 12; Manu, ,", 63-7. A list of officials may be seen also in Hopkins, 

'1'. n/. pp. 128, 129 n . 

.' AT/h. 56; Manu, vn, 121; Mbh. XII, 87, 10. In virtue of his general functions 
be 18 .enlaled, like the premier, .artoar/hachinUlka, 'thinker upon all matlers'; cf. Foy, 
"1'. "'I. p. 75. 
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of persons and property. All inns, hostels, serais, and places of 
entertainment are nnder surveillance, and reports are received 
concerning strangers and frequenters. Then there are the various 
superintendents of works and (lues, of sales, weights and measures, 
of store-houses and so forth. According to Strabo many of these 
duties were discharged by boards of five (pafichli!lats)\ and he 
enumerates six such boards, whose respective functions have 
already been described in Chapter XVI. No doubt the system 
varied from place to place, and it may have differed according 
as the city was capital or provincial, subject to a sovereign or 
independent (01]fLOKpaTovp-€V1], alh6vofLO<;, as according to Megas
thenes 2 most of them had at one time been). We may think of 
the difference betwecn a royal borough and free town in OUl' own 
middle ages. 

Coming now to the military, we find that the native Indian 
account" present a view of the case rather less simple than does 
Megasthenes 3. 

According to these accounts thc military might consist of 
troops of different kinds, namely hereditary or feudatory troops, 
hil'ed troops, gild levies, and forest tribes 4. In the first named, 
which were regarded as the most trustworthy, we may doubtless 
recognise the old Kshatriya division of society, connccted by caste, 
and ultimately by race, with the king himself, such as in later 
times we find them in the quasi-feudal states of Rajputana. In 
the second class also the Kshatriya element would probably pre
dominate, though here there would be, no doubt, a career for any 
bold adventurer with a strong arm and a soldierly bent. As 
concel'll" the gild troops, which are plainly regarded as having 
a chiefly defensive character", there is some room for doubt: were 
they merely the ordinary trade gilds, as an ol'ganisation for 

-calling out the people for service in time of invasion, a sort of 
militia or landwehr? Or were they quasi-military corporations 6, 

such as the modern Brifijaras, whose business was to supply 
merchants and others with armed protection of a quasi-professional 
characted While refraining from a decisive pronunciation, we 
cannot but incline in the circumstances to the former alternative, 

1 XV, c. 708. A paf~chii.yat is mentioned in connexion with town administration in 
the pltSBage from the Mahiibharata, ap. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 85 n. 

, 1,32; xxxn, 4; XXXIV, 7. 3 See Chapter XVI, p. 410. 
, A rth. 137; Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 185 sqq. 
5 They are for' short expeditions' and less quickly assembled (Arth. pp. 341 and 

346); cf. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 94; Manu, VIII, 41. 
G On these see ATth. 160 (p. 376). 
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. for which the gilds of medieval Europe supply a fair analogy, and 
which is supported by the defensive character of the force. In any 
case the gild troops were regarded as in military value inferior to 
the men-at-arms. The forest tribes, employed like the Red Indians 
in the French and English wars of North America, or like other 
untrained auxiliaries in the armies of Greece and Rome, were 
destined for the service of dist.-acting or detaining the enemy 
rather than for the actual crises of campaignsl. 

The main divisions of the army were the elephant corps, the 
cavalry, and the foot: to which should be added the foragers and 
camp-followers. There was a scientific distinction of vanguard, 
centre, rear, wings, reserve, and camp, with elaborate discussions 
of formations on the march and in battle, attack and defence, ann 
the valne and employment of the several arms 2

• Equipment was 
in considerable variety, including fixed and mobile engines, such 
as' hundred-slayers '3. Such instruments were, of course, familiar 
even to the early nations of Mesopotamia, a~ were also the con
struction and siege of forts. 'fhe Indian forts were, as we have 
seen, systematically designed, with ditches, ramparts, battlements, 
covered ways, portcullises, and water-gates; and in the assault the 
arts of mining, countermining, flooding mines were employed no 

'less than the devices of diplomacy 4. 11,1 ~hort, the Indians possessed 
the art of!va~. If all their science failed them against Alexander, 
and against subsequent invaders, we may conjecture, in accordance 
with other aspect8 of Indian thought, the reason that there was 
too much of it. In the formation adopted by Porus, the elephants 
and chariots in front and the infantry in the rear, we may perhaps 
detect an agreement with the precepts of the books ". As regards 
the ethics of fighting, the Greeks received an impression of some
thing not unchivalrous; and here too we may recall the written 
precepts as to fair fighting,. not attacking the wounded or those' 
already engaged or the disarmed, and sparing thos~ who Sl1l'ren
dered 6• 

It is in foreign policy that we find the culmination of the 
Indian genius for systematic exposition, the principles being those 
~ Ma,c~iavellj7. Policy has not large aims; the mainspring is the 

1 Arth. 12 (p. 31);' ltlbh. xn, 59,48. 

: Arth. 107 sqq.; .Mann, VII, 187 sqq,; Hopkins, 01'. cit. pp. 191 sqq., 201 sqq . 
• Arth. 36; HopkInS, op. cit. p. 178 n., pp. 293-4 and nn. 
o :;:h. 168. 6 Arth. 153-7; Mbh. xu, 99, 8. 
r nu, =, 90 sqq,; Mbh. XII, 9.5, 6 sqq.; Hopkins, op. cit. pp. 227.sqq. 

P 
. :treh. 98 s~q.; Mann, VIt, 155 sqq.; Formichi, GI' Indian; e la loro scil11lZa 

O[.tIca, Pl'. 89 sqq. 
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rivalry of kings and the much applauded desire for glory and 
imperial rule. Already we find worked out in pedantic detail 
the not unreasonable principle that the neighbouring state is the 
enemy and the alternate one the ally. The varying circumstances 
decide in which of the six gu~!aS, or situations, the monarch finds 
him "elf, whether aggressor, defender, or tertius flalldelt.~, and to I 
which of the four expedients, war, conciliation, bribery, 01' dissen-l 
sion, he must have recourse. Here the arts of treachery and, 
overreaching attain a climax: even in war there is a whole science' 
of sowing suspicion among allies, trea80n in armies, disaffection . 
or revolt in kingdoms (Manu, VII, 199 sqq.; Mbh. XII, 103). 

Of the polity which we have outlined, the only polity approved 
by Indian science, the keystone was the sovereign. Even in the 
Vedic age the prevailing system was monarchical!. K evertheless 
the Vedas afford evidence of tribes in which the chief authority 
was exercised by a family, or even, as ill the case of the German 
nations described in the work of Tacitus, by a whole body of nobles, 
who are actually designated kings 2. Of such ruling oligarchies 
the age of Buddha furnishes, as is well known, a number of 
examples: such were the Mallas of Kusiniira and the Licchavis of 
Vesali. To these oligarchical communities the growth of the great 
kingdoms proved destructive: at the time of Alexander's invasion 
they had largely disappeared from eastern Hindustan, and in the 
Punjab also Porus was working for their subjugationS. The 
Arth3A(iistra (Chaps. 160-1) has even a policy of compassing their 
overthrow by interlml dissension. Nevel'theles8, a number of them 
survived through and after the Maurya empire" and one of them, 
that of the Malavas, handed down to later India its first persistent 
era, the so-called Vikrama era, which is still the common el'a of 
northel'l\ India. 

In the monarchies the king controls the whole administration, 
and by his spies' keeps watch upon every part of it. He is 
recommended6 to check his officials by division and frequent 
change of fUllctions. Nevertheless, the Indian king i" no "ultan 
with the Bole obligation of satisfying his personal caprice. The 
origin of royalty is the growth of wickedneRR and the necessity of 
chastisement, the virtue of which the Indian writers celebrate with 

1 Zimmer, Altilldi,c!te' Leben. pp. 162 sgq, 
• Rbys Davids. nuddhi,t India, pp. 1 sqq.; .rayo.swal, An Introduction to Hindu 

Polity, pp. 3 .qq. 
, Jayaswal. Gp. cit, pp. 1-7. 
• See Chapter XXI, p, 528, 
• Classified in Arth. 8-9, • Ibid, 22 (p. 67). 27 (p. 70). 
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a real enthusiasm 1. It is as guardian of the social (including 
domestic and religious) order and defence against anarchical 
oppression that the king is entitled to his revenue; failing to 
perform thiA duty, he takes upon himself a corresponding share 
of the national sin 2. I<Jducated in these precepts among a moralising 
people, he would have been more than human had he escaped the 
obsession of this conception of his duties. Hence we not seldom 

• 

" 

hear on royal, as well as on priestly, lips the expression that the 
. king should be the father of his people 3

• 

His education is in philosophy, Vedic lore, business, and the 
science of polity4: he is also to receive the ordinary instruction in 

; mathematics and literature". He must attain to complete control 

)
' of his passions by consideration of the errors of famous men in the 

past, He must never be off his guard or lacking in f'orce 6
• 

fIns occupations are mapped out with a minuteness which in 
the literature is a subject of humorous conunent7• The day and 
the night are divided by sundial or water-clock each into eight 
portions. Aroused by music at the end of the sixth nocturnal 
hour, he receives the salutations of his Purohita and others, and 
interYiews the doctors and kitchen officials: then he reflects upon 
the principles of polity and forms his plans, after which he sends 
out his secret emissaries, and hears reports of his military and 
financial advisers. Next comes the hour for appearing in the 
Audience Hall or in the Law Courts 8, and considering the affairs 
of the public, which has free admission. After this the king 
retires for his bath and repast; and this is also the time for 
religious dev<;>tiolls. The interval passed, he receives those who 
bring gifts, interviews his inspectors, corresponds by letter with 
his ministers, and makes plans of espionage. The sixth hour 
having now arrived, he takes his ease and reconsiders his policy. 
In the seventh and eighth hours, the cool of the day, he inspects 
his horses, elephants, and arsenal, and consults with the Commander
in-Chief: at sunset he performs the usual religious ceremony. The 

I J1fbh, xn, 59 and 121-2; Mann, VII, 14 sqq, ; Hopkins, op. cit. pp, 135 sqq, 
2 Cf. Hopkins, op. cit. p, 78, 
3 Ibid. pp, 113 sqq,; Manu, VII, 80. 
oj A1'th. 1; }Ianu, VII, 436 

, ' The king Kharavela of Kalinga is educated in writing, arithmetic, law, and all 
Belenees, CL ATth, 2 and Hopkins, op. cit, pp, 108 sqq, 

: Energy, utthiillu, 'alertness' (Hopkins, op. cit. p. 125), is the favourite word, 
See also Chapter XVI, p. 416, ATth, 16; M"nn. VII, 145 sqq" 217 sqq,; Hopkins, 

OP, CIt, p~. 129 ~q,; Formiehi,op. cit. pp. 65 sqq. For the hnmorous comment see 
Dat;aku1Iuuachartta, \·tn. Bub. init. 

• M,eb'llsth. XXVII, 16. 
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first hour of night brings in the reports of spies. Then come the 
second bath and meal, followed by religious meditation. To the 
sound of music His Majesty retires for rest. 

The palace l is a walled building, with the women's apartments, 
gardens, and tanks in the rear. In front of these is the innermost 
court, where the king on awakening is saluted by the various 
domestic officials, and, according to Aelian (XIII, 22) also by an 
elephant. The next is the station of a sham body-guard of 
dwarfs, hunchbacks, wild men, etc.; while the outermost of all, 
commnnicating with the exterior, is occupied by an armed retinue, 
and by ministers and connexions. 

Everything bespeaks precaution. The structure of the palace 
itself includes mazes, secret and underground passages, hollow 
pillars,hidrlen staircases, collapsible floors. Against fire, poiiSonous 
animals, and other poisons there is diverse provision, including 
trees which snake" avoid, parrots and 9{irikii birds which cry out 
on seeing a serpent, other birds which are variously affected by 
the <light of poison. Everyone has his own apartments, and 
none of the interior officials are allowed to conlllUnicate with the 
outside.. The women are carefully watched by attendants, male 
and female; not even their relatives are admitted to them, except 
in time of childbirth or illness. All employees coming from 
without, such as nautch women, undergo bath and massage and 
change their dress before admission. Material objects, as they 
pass in and out, are placed on record and under seal. According to 
Megasthenes (XXVII, 15), the king changes his apartment every 
night. 

The kitchen is in a secret place, and there is a multitude of 
tasters. The signs of poison in the viands and in the demeanour 
of the persons are carefully noted. Medicaments must pass similar 
testA. The instruments of the shampooer and others must be 
handled by the body-guard, and the persons themselves bathed, etc.: 
articles of ornament and apparel are inspected by female slaves; 
cosmetics, etc., are first tried on those who apply them. If actors 
are admitted, the orchestra and other appurtenances separate them 
from the spectator. The king ridel! or drives in the company of 
high officials. When he embarks upon a ship, the same is the ease; 
no other vessel must be near, and troops are stationed on the 
shore. Similar precautions attend the hunt. Foreign emissaries 
are received in durbar, and the king inspects his troops armed and 
mounted on elephant or horse. In his progresses the roads are 

1 Art/I. 17-18. 
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lined "II I H.t h Mille!! by police who keep away all armed pt'rsona, 
...,.,tics, and crippltlll: he never enters a crowd 1. ~hould he 
take part in a procession, banquet, festival, or weddin~, it is in 
fall retin ue. \ 

The qu~ion of !(TOwn-up princes-that problem of polygamous 
IOvereignties-rcceives careful consideration: for princes, like 
crabe, devour their pl\rents~. Shall they be kept at hand, or 
aloof! if the latter, shall it be ill a Rpecifiecl locality, in a frontier 
fort, in a foreign country, in rustic sec\lI~ion? or finally, ~hall they 
be put out of the way? In any case, they are to be under surveil
lance, and at need betraycd by age71ts-prO'lJOCatellrs. The gOOfI 
801) ill to be made Commandcr-in-Chief or Heir Apparent, and in 
general the elde8t is to be preferred. But a 8in~le son, if mil!
behaving, must by some expedient be replaced. The Artha~,u.tra 
even contemplates a joint-family Rovereignty, ll!l exempt from the 
difficultiet! attending succession 3, 

It would 800m thltt the states coutemplated by the Indiall 
tlCiellce of Polity are of moderate extent. With the great empires, 
and ill particular with that of the Mauryas, comeR ill the institution 
of Viceroys, or "I'ariijas" for example at U.iiain and Taxila. It 
hall heen 8Uggetlted that it was the Alexandrian in\'ll.>lion that gave 
the impetus to the foundation of l\ siIlgle sovereignty emhracing 
the greater part of India. This is sufficiently refuted by the fac~: 
and indt.'t-"(} the conception of a UniverM8.1 Emperor is quitc familiar 
in thc Vedic pericHi: we may even believe that the conception was 
brOlllCht illto India by the Aryalls, who must have known of the 
great ~ICAApotamian powen<. If we mUtlt scck for an\' forei).,'11 
influence ill ~Iaurya tiinet!, we ilhould think rathe; of the 
AchaemeniilA, who~ dominiolls extended to the Indus. A!I is well 
knowll (r, MfP. p. -lHU), the architecture of the period, and also 
tht· style of A~'!! C4licts, show definite traces of Persiall influencc ; 
and the expreMions • the king'!! eye' and' the king's ear,' occurring 
in the A~ tpp. 175 Bud 328), Kccm to furnish liwrary 
indicatioll!! pointing in the Ilame direction. 

I .frl •. 18 (p. U). , Ibid. 13-4 . 
• lI"d. a; d. Hopkin •. "". nl. p. 139 n. 
, Ct. ",e,," up. ";1. p. 1!6. 



\. CHAP'rER xx , 
/"l-I 
9QOKA, THE IMPERIAL l' ATROX OF BUDDHISM 

THE son and successor of Chandl-agupta is in Buddhist litera
ture known as BinduHllra, whereas the Pnral)as give the name 
Nandas:lra or Bhadrasiira: in such a matter the Buddhist testimony 
would Iuwe superior authority. The Greeks use instead of the 
name a title, Amitroehates = Sanskrit Amitraghllta, 'slayer of the 
foe,' a fonn which is quoted, perhaps with reference to this king, 
in the grammatical work of PataiijaJi 1. 

From Greek sources we learn concerning Bindusara only that. 
he was in commuuication with Seleucus Nicator, from whom he 
received an envoy named Dai"machus and solicited the purchase of 
sweet wine, figs, and a philosopher, the last named being refused 
on the b'TOund that the sale of a sophist was not j" accordance with 
Greek u~ge2. The second Ptolemy, Philadelphus, also dispatched 
a representative, DionYtlius, whose memoirs are unfortunately not 
preserved 

The PUr-a.I.JRS attribute to Bindusara a reign of ~wenty~five 
years, the Pali books one of twenty-seven or twenty-eight. Whether 
he earned, or merely assumed, his soubriquet, we do not learn; 
but it is clear that he maintained intact the dominions inherited 
from Chandragupta. He had to deal with disaffection in Taxila, a 
city which was also to give trouble to his successor. It was allayed 
by the despatch of that destined successor, his son A~oka 3. 

The events and occurrences of the life of A~oka, as we know 
them from the sole trustworthy source, namely his own inscriptions, 
are as follows. In the ninth year after his coronation he effected 
the conquest of the KaliIiga country, i.e. Orissa with the Ganjam 
District of Madras. 'fhe slaughter and suffering which attended 
the conquest produced upon his mimi such an impression that it 
proved the turning-point in his career. He joined the Buddhist 

1 MfLhiibliiUhya, III, 2, 88. For' AI'LTpoXciT~' (AthenaeUB XIV, 67) 51mbo bas 
'A.\.\'TPOx<i6w.. 2 See Chapter xvn, p. 433. 

A~Qkav<Uliina (= Diryiivudana, XXVI), pp. 371 f. 
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order a.'J a lay disciple, and thus subjected himself to the influence 
of ideas of which he was destined to be one of the greatest propa
gators. His active devotion to that ti:lith began, however, two and 
a half years later, about the end of the eleventh year from his 
coronation, when he became a member of thc Smigha, or order of 
monks, and in that capacity travelled from place to place, like thc 
wandering Buddhist and .Jain brothers, displaying energy, as he 
phrases it!. This energy took the form of visits and gifts to 
Brahmans, ascetics, and old people, instructions and discussions 
relating to the Buddhist Dharma, or religious rules and principles. 
At the end of this tour, which he claims to have had important 
results, not however very clearly indicated, he issued the firHt of 
his religious proclamations, an exhortation to llis officials to adopt 
the like principle of energetic action; and he also orders that his 
missive should everywhere be engraved upon rocks and on stone 
pillars, where such existed. The practice of carving Buddhist , 
'sentiments in this manner on conspicuous objects was afterward~ 
to receive a very wide extension, as is still visible in Tibet, iu 

• Central Asia, ill China, and throughout the Buddhist world. 
'During the following two years, the thirteenth and fourteenth, 

! Ac;oka's activity must have been at its height. He issued no fewer 
, than sixteen missives, of which fourteen are found engraved, in 
lone corpus, in places as far distant as the extremities of his 

empire, at Girnar in Kathiawar, at Mansehra' and Shahb:lzgarhi 
in the Punjab, and twelve of the same with two others at Vhauli 
and Jaugada in Orissa 2. In these records, which seem to have 
been engraved in his fourteenth year, A~oka gives an account of 
the administrative and other measures which he had adopted. 
He had been active in causing wells to be dug by the roads, in 
providing medical aid for men and animals (perhaps a reference to 
animal hospitals, now known as Panjroles), and in propagating 
medical or useful plants; and this not only in his own dominions, bu t 
in those of the neighbouring, independent and quasi-independent, 

, states of South India and the north-west frontier, nay, even as far 
• as the Greek kingdom of Antiochus and beyond. Then he had 

made regulations restricting the slaughter of animals for food and 
especially on occasions of festivals and public shows. He had 
issued eloquent appeals for kindness and consideration in family 
relationships, in dealings with Brahmans and teachers, in the 

1 Edict of Saba.ram, otc. 

, The Orissa versions omit nos. XI-XIII of the other groups and append two 
special ones. 
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mutual attitudes of different sects j further, he had denounced 
what he regarded as excess of profitless (i.e. Brahman) ceremony in 
public and private life, and had inculcated economy, earnestness,and 
mutual exhortation. For the gay progresses of his predecessors on 
their hunting and holiday cxcursions (see Chapter XVI, pp. 416-7) 
he had substituted edifying spectacles alll! pious conferences j and 
he had arranged that he should himself always, even ill his most 
priYate hours, be accessible to urgen~cal\s-a sCI'ious inroad upon 
the Htrict apportionment of the royal time which we have detailed 
above (p. 492). Finally, in his thirteenth year he had instituted 
quinquennial circuits of the leading officials for the purpose of 
proclaiming the moral law as well as for the discharge of their 
nOl'lnal functions. In the fourteenth year he appointed high 
officials, entitlecl dlutlWW-mahiimlUras, with the duty of incul
cating piety, rellres8ing misfortune or wrong, organising charitable 
endowments and gifts. Some of these officcrs stood in special' 
relation to the establishments, and benevolences, of his various 
rclati-ves, and the operations of others extended even to the foreign 
countries to which allusion has been made above. 

The next objects of Ac;oka's !Solicitude werc the unsubdued 
fronticr peoples, and persons in the provinces who had incurred 
penalties, concerning whom we have the two edicts addre!!!Sed to 
his officers at DhauJi and Jaugada in the Kalinga country. Towards 
both clalSses he expresses a paternal regard: he is anxious to win 
the confidence of the borderer>l; and, as regards imprisoned persoIlS, 
he solemnly exhorts hi" officials to make justice, patience, and 
forbearance the principles of their action. At the same time he 
b>iVCS instruction for the periodical public recitation of these 
admonitions, and repeats, for the benefit of the Kaliliga officials, 
his intention of instituting quinquennial circuits. His SOIlS, the 
ViceroYH in Taxila and U.ijain, would follo'¥ a similar practice at 
intervals of three yeal'8. 

The ensuing period of about twelve year.~ has left little record 
in documents emanating from the emperor himself. But we IlIay 
plausibly conjecture that Ac;oka now entered upon that course of 
religious foundations whieh has given him his unique reputation 
as a builder of Buddhist shrines. Eighty-foul' thousand religious 
,~difices-a conventional high number in India-al'c ascribed to 
him, the chief ~ites being the placet! famed as having been visited 
1Iy Buddha; and he is said to have redistributed among them the 
relics of Buddha, which were originally portioned between eight 
favoured cities. The actual records are not at variance with such 

c. U. I. I. 32 
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a supposition. We know that in his thirteent.h, and again in his 
twentieth, year he dedicated cave-dwellings in the Barabar hills 
for th~ use of monks of the Ajivika sect. In his fifteenth year 
he enlarged the st17.pa of the Buddha Kanakamuni, not far from 
Kapilav!istu; and during the twenty-first year he personally visited 
this site and that of Buddha's own birth-place, the garden of 
Lumbini, setting up commemorative pillars and in the latter case 
granting a remission of taxation. In this period would also fall 
the inscriptions which attest his growing attachment to the 
Buddhist order and doctrine, that which ordains ecclesiastical 
penalties for schism \ and the address to the community of monks, 
which among the sayings of Buddha, containing nothing that has 
not been well said, selects certain passages as pre-eminently suited 
for instruction and meditation~. 

-/' {At this point we should doubtless interpolate a series of events 
which were of high importance for the spread of Buddhism, and 
which, though not mentioned by the emperor himself, are among 
all the legendary matter that has gathered round hi>! name the 
portion best entitled to credence. It is in the nineteenth year 
f!'Om A(,(oka's coronation, the twenty-first according to a proposed 
chronological emendation, that the Mahavarpsa, the Pali history 
of Buddhism in India and Ceylon, places the Third Council, held 
under the emperor's patronage in the A(,(okarama at Pataliputra. 
The Con neil, occasioned by sectarian differences aIllong the 
Buddhist confession, of which as many as eighteen divisions are 
named, was held under the presidency of a famous monk, named 
Moggalipntta Tissa, to be distinguished from another Tissa 
mentioned in the ~ame accounts as brother and viceroy of Ac;;oka: 
in the northern texts he is called Upagupta. It deliberated during 
a period of nine months; and its ultimate decision is stated to 
have been in favour of the school of the Sthaviras, which after-

I wards prevailed in Ceylon. This remarkable gather'ing, though' 
ignored by the northern Buddhists, can hardly be a fiction: it 
represents the culmination of the earlier form of Buddhism, which 
with the ensuing expansion was destined to undergo a profound 
modification of spirit. The canon of authoritative scriptures is 
stated to have been on this occasion definitely closed; and in the 
Kathavatthu, composed at the time by "Cpagupta, we have a full 
record of the divergencies of opinion which led to its convention. 
Its dismissal was the signal for an organisation of t.he missiouary 
activity which was already, as we have seen, included in the policy 

1 Edict of Siimith, Kau~ambi, and Siinchi. " Edict of Bhiibra. 
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of Ar;oka. The names of the chief evangelisers of the different 
provinces are carefully preserved to us, To Kashmir and Gandhara 
was sent Madhyantika, and to the Yavana or Greek country 
(Bactrian, Maharakshita; southern India, in its several provinces, 
claimed the apostles Mahadeva ()fahisllamar.lf,Iala), Rakshita (Vana
vasa), Dharmar'akshita a Yavana (Apariintaka), and Mahadhar
marakshita (Maharashtra); Maijhima proceeded to the Himalaya 
regions, and the fraternal pair SOl~a and Uttara, linked by the 
common vicissitudes of more than a single existence, to RUVal'l.la
bhiimi, or a part of further India. 'l'hat these are no mere legendary 
names we are permitted to know from some of the earliest sur
viving monuments of Buddhism, the sUlpas of Sanchi, dating from 
the second, or first, century B.C., wherc relics of some of them have 
actually come to light l

. But their fame has been eclipsed by that 
of the saints entrusted with the conversion of Ceylon, who are 
said to have heen no other than Ar;oka's own children, his flon 
the monk Mahendra and his daug-hter the nun Sailghamitrii,2. 
Accompanied by the sthoniras ~ishtriya, Utriya, Qambala, and 
Rhadrasara, they received a becoming welcome from the king of 
Ceylon, Devlmiil!lpiya Tissa, who with his people was ultimately 
converted, and founded in honour of the evangelists the Great 
Vihara, thenceforward the headquarters of Singhalese Buddhism. 
The special history of the island falb outside the scope of this 
chapter: the mission of the princely pair was treasured in the 
memory of Indian Buddhism; and its dispatch has been supposed 
to be depicted in a fresco on a wall in one of the caves of Ajauta 3. 

We now return to Ar;oka's own rescripts, the concluding group 
of seven edicts, which are found inscribed upon pillars, the whole 
number at Delhi and six of them also at other spots in the central 
rebrlons of Hindu8tan. They belong to the twenty-seventh and 
following year from the coronation. In tenor they open out 110 

new courses of action, but repeat and continue the earlier prin
ciples. One of them, however, which will be textually introduced 
below (pp. ;)10-1), has an especial interest, as a reeapitulation of 
the aims and measures of the reign. 

The whole dUl'ation of Ar;oka's rule was, according to the 
concurrent testimony of the Brahman and Buddhist historians, 
36-37 yeanl, reckoned, no doubt, from his accession. He himself 

1 Bee Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, pp. 285 sqq.; Maisey, Sane"i, pp. 1OS-115; 
Fleet, J.R.A.S., 1910, pp. 425 f. For the .t"pas of Biinchi see Chapter XXVI, pp. 627 fr. 

o On these relationships v. inj. p. 500. 
3 Griffith., I'll. 94, 95. For the history of Ceylon see Chapter xxv. 

32-2 
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makes mention of his brothers and sisters \ a Ilufficient refutatioJ 
of the legend that at hiA accession he began his reign by putting t 
death all the hundred other Rons of Bindusiira. His elder brothe: 
known in northern literature all Susima, and in Pali books " 
Sumalla, doubtless did inem' the fate of a vanquished rival: all' 
it is to the son of Susima, by name Nigrodha, that the king· 
conversion to Buddhism is ascribed 2. A full brother, Tissa, plays 
a cOllsiderable part in the Piili story. He is said to have been for 
a time viceroy, and to have joined the Buddhist order, alollg ,,;th 
Agni-Brahmii, husband of Sailghamitra, in the fourth year after 
A~oka's coronation. A Chief Queen and her sonA, 110 doubt the 
princes referred to as viceroys in Taxila and Ujjain, are mentioned 
in the edicts3, as also are the second queen Karuvitki and her ~OH 
Tivara. The Chief Queen, in the Ceylon records named Asan
dhimitra, may possibly have been the heroine of Ac;oka's youthful 
romance as Viceroy of Ujjain, the lovely maiden named Devi, of 
Vedisii (Vidic;a, the modem Bhilsa), mother of Mahendra and 
Sanghamitra '. Another romance is connected with the name of 
Tishyarakshita, represented as an attendant upon Asandhimitra 
and Chief Queen of Ac;oka's later years, who, enacting the pal't of 
Potiphar's wife, is stated to have occasioned the blinding of the 
emperor's eldest son and heir, KUl,liila, Viceroy of Taxila, and in 
a still later legend founder of the Buddhist dynasty of Khotan 
in Chinese Turkestan. The jealousy of Tishyarakshit:i is said to 
have been aroused also by Ar;oka's devotion to the saered Banyan 
tree at Gayit, under which the son of Quddhodana had attained to 
Perfect Enlightenment. And thus Oil the Sanchi sUlpa, where we 
find carved the propitiatory procession to the tree, by which the 
threatened mischief was appeased 5, we have an aetual firi3t or 
second century representation in art, though by no means a }>Ol'-

I Rock Edict v. 
, According to the story Nigrodha .... at the time .1bout seven years old! The date 

is, of course, irreconcilable with the edict •. 
3 Pillar Edict vn. 
• Mahendra is said to have been twenty years of age, amI Sanghamitrii eighteen, 

"t tbe time of their ordination, As the fonner was born fourteen years before the 
coronation, this brings us to tbe year 6 after that event, which is again hardly to be 
reconciled with the edicts. It was for Mahendra, who was ordained by MoggaJiputta 
TIssa and who afterwards succeeded the latter as head of his followers, that A~oka buill 
the AQokarii.ma at Piitalipulra. As is well known, Mahendra is in th. northern stories 
made the brother, and not the son, of A~l)ka, probably through confusion with Tiss~. 
A son of Sanghamitra, Sumana by name, also became a monk. Of a daughter of AQoka, 
by ~Ilme Charumati, a Nepal legend will be mentioned below (p. 501) . 

. , Foucher, The Beginnings of B"rtdhi't Art, pp. 108-9 See ,,)so Ch"pter XXI!, 
p. 630, PI. XXII, 60. . 
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trait, of the great propagator of the Buddhist faith and morals 
and the imperially lavish founder of its shrines. 

A~oka's activity in this latter respect is not proportionally 
evidenced by existing monuments. When the Chinese pilgrims 
refer, as they constantly do, t,o a 'stii.pa of A~oka: we cannot in 
strictne88 understand anything more than one of archaic style, 
such as are those still more or less intact at Sanchi or Bharhut 
or figured on their sculptures and elsewhere, nor are we allowed to 
ascribe en bloc to the emperor himself the pillars at Delhi, Allaha
bad, Sarnath, llilmpurVft and in other places, on which hi~ edicts 
are fonnd inscribed: he him~elf forbids this, when he orders his 
edicts to be engraven on pillars, where such should be foulll}!. 
The only works of this nature particularised by him ill the edicts 
relating to the places in qnestion are thc double enlargement of 
the sWpa of KOI.Jagamana at Nigliva, the pillar erected at the 
same place anc) that at the Lumbini garden: the cave-dwellings 
assigned to the Ajiyika monkH in the Baraoor hills are not 
expressly stated to have been constructed by Ac,:oka's orders. 
When we have added the stone railing round the Bodhi-tree, which 
seems to be figured on the stilpa of Banchi (1'. sup. p. 5(0), we have 
completed the list of what can certainly be ascribed to him. But, 
no doubt, the remains of the palace, the AC(okarl'ima, the Kukku
tArama, and other erections at Piit.'1liplltra may be plausibly claimed 
for him 2; and we may also mention the completion on his behalf, 
by the Yavana king Tushaspha, of the Sudar~ana tank in J Ilniigarh, 
which had been begun by his grandfather Chandragupta2• For 
the rest we must be content to believe that the great reputation 
which he enjoyed in this rePlpect had a solid foundatio~ 

1'wo famous cities ill frontier countriefo! have a traditifJnal claim 
to A~oka at; founder. The former is Qrinaga,', the capital of 
Kal'lhmir, embracing the site of the old ~)rinagari, which is con
nected with his lIame~. In Nepal the ancient city of DeO-Pll.tan 
(Deva-pattana) and the adjacent village of Chabahil are associated 
with a visit of AC(oka accompanied by a daughter Uhiirumati and 
her Kshatriya hnsband Devapala". The two latter are said to 
have remained in the country and to have built respectively a 

I Edict of S .. hasriim etc. (the .... rliest edict). Pillars set up by A~oka's own orders 
are mentioned in Pillar Edict VII (quoted in full info p. 510). 'In other cases style 
and archaeological conBidemtionB must decide. 

, Waddell, [{epOTt Oil the Rxcaration. at Pii/uliputra (Patna) , Calcutta, 1903. 
3 Ep. Ind. vm, pp. 46-7 . 
• Riijat(lrangif!i, tnmsla>ion of Sir 1If. A. Stein, I, II. 101-7, and the note •. 
• Sylvain Levi, Le Nepal (Musee Guimet, 1905-8). I, pp. 67 and 263; II, 24, 336; 

Ill, 161 f. 
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nunnery and a monastery, the latter left unfinished by its founder. 
The leO'end-for such it iR-derives some support from the archaic 

'" style of the four neighhouring stiipas ascrihell to Al(oka. 
ffhe name Al(oka occurs in only one of the known inscl'ip

tion8 1• Elsewhere the emperor employs (in conjunction with raji;, 
'king') the official titles de11anal!! priya, 'dear to the god~,' and 
priyada1'l(ana, 'of friendly mien.' The former style-which in 
later ages the popular grumbling, so humorously common in ,India, 

\
as in other countries, diverted to the sense of '~'-is known 
to have been employed by contemporary kings in Ceylon, and by 
A9oka'l:l grandson (or still more remote descendant) Dal(aratha, so 
that it was probably normal; indeed AC(oka himself once useR the 
plural in the sense practically of' kings.' P1'i!latiarrill also, which 
has been well rendered' gracious,' lllay reprellent a" customary view 
that the king should wear' a mild, pleasant, and composed aspect' 2. 

Rut it is certainly quite possible, as M. Senart suggests", that it 
was adopted by Al(oka as his ordination nameJ 

The chronology of the reign is fixed within wide limits by the 
mention in the thirteenth Rock Edict of ' the YOlla King AntiochuR 
and beyond that Antiochus to where dwel1 the four kings severally 
named Ptolemy (Philadelphus of Egypt, 285-247 B.C.), Antigonns 
(Gonatas of Macedon, 278-239), Magas (of Oyrene, died 25B), and 
Alexander (of Epiru!!, 272-258 ?).' The fact that these are all sup
posed to be reigning makes it unlikely that the edict was issued long 
after the year 258 B.c., when one, if not two, of them died. A prior 
limit of any value does not seem to be supplied by the passage, 
inasmuch as Antiochns Theoa, whose reign began in 21il B.c., was 
preceded by a sovereign, his father, of like name. The omission of 
the Bactrian ruler Diodotus, whose independence of the Seleucid 
empire dates from about 250 B.C., confirms the iuference that the 
edict is not loug posterior to the year 2.~8. Adopting 258-7 as its 
provisional date, and accepting the arguments which assign it to 
the fourteenth year, we arrive at 270 B.C. as the' latest year for 
the coronation: but plainly nothing in the calculation forbids an 
earlier date. That the coronation was posterior by four years to 
the actual beginning of the reign is affirmed by the Ceylon tradition 
and perhaps also indirectly implied by the same: which would 

I Found in 1915 at Maski in the Raichur Dist. of Hyderabii.d; see Hyderubad 
Arch. Series, No. I, 1915. 

, 2lfbh. XII, 67,. 39; cf. 57, 19. In the Kharoshthi documents from Chinese 
~urkestiin priyadar~ana is a common form of polite address; see Kha'''~~/hi [ ... crip· 
tum..'l, Part I, 1920, passim. 

3 Lea Inscriptions de Piyadasi, lI, pp. 227-8. 
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give the year 274 B.C. as the latest possible for A<;:oka's accession. 
But thiM may reasonably be suspected as an inventioll made in the 
intct'est of a chrollolol,rical system 1. A provisional chronological 
scheme of the reign might then take shape as follows; 

274 B.C. at latest: ItcceAAion. 
270 B.C. at latest: coronation. 
262 B.C. at latest: conquest of Kalinga and adhesion to Buddhislll. 
260 B.C. at latest; entry into the order of monks and beginning of active 

pl"opagandlt. 
259 B.C. at latest: issue of fil"St Edkt (that of Sahasl'am, Riipnath, Bairat and 

Brahmagiri). 
258-7 B.c. at latest: issue of the fourteen Rock Ndiets; dedication of cave 

dwellings in the Barnbar hill •. 
256 B.C. at latest: visit to Kapilavastu. 
253 B.c. 1: Council of Pataliputra. 
250 Re. at Iltte.t: second visit to Kapilavastll and visit to the Lumbillj garden. 
243-2 B.C. at latest: issue of l'iUar Ndiets. 
237-6 B.C. 1: death of A~oka (on tho assumption that the reign lasted 36 or 

37 years, as the Purn.)as and P"li hooks affinll). 

According to the Ceylon tradition the coronation of A<;:oka 
took place 2lB years (Le. in the 219th year) aftet· the death of 
Buddha, aud the Council in the 236th year. The tradition of 
Khotan on the other hand, as reported in Tibetan books 2, places 
the 50th year (out of 55) in the reign at an interval of 2:34 years 
from the Parinirvalla. The Chinese and Sanskrit reckonings are, 
as is well known, vitiated by confusion with another A<;:oka, Kala
~oka or KakavarJ.la of the Qi<;:umiga dynasty, who is placed olle 
century after Buddha. The Humber 218 may very well be deserving 
of crcdit as a genuine tradition ~; but it iR of value for the deter
mination rather of the date of Buddha than that of A<;:oka. A 
much discu88cd number 256 in thc earliest edict has 110 bearing 
up'0n chronology' . 
./1The activity ()f A~uka lay wholly, so far as we are informed of 
it, in the sphere of dharma, i.e. accot'ding to the Indian definition, 
the sphere of co.nduct leading to heavcn or tu filial liberation 5 ; 

we may say, the sphere!! of E.eligiOlLaud.morality. It thet'efore 
furnishes a complement to the strictly political system of the 

I A supposition broached and rejected oy M. Senart, 'p. cit. II, pp. 237-8. But 
possibly A~oka may ha'Jj been de facto ruler during the last years of Bindusiira, which 
may explain the extra three years assigned by the lluddhist. to that king (supm, p. 495). 

• Rockhill, Life of tM Buddha, p. 233. and tbe Tibetan texts there named. 
3 Geiger'. translation of the IY[ahiiva,!,su. Introduction, pp. xxxi sqq. 
4 F. W. Thomas. Ind. Ant., 1908, pp. 19-23. and Le. Vi""'"I' d'Ac,oka (.IUlIT. A •• , 

Berie x, xv. pp. 507-22). 
o For the employment of the word by A<;oka see Senart, Le., r ... criptim .. d" 

Piyada.i, II, pp. 3013 f. 
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Arthat;astra. We may consider it under the aspects of the 
emperor's principles and personal action, his admonitions, and his 
ordinances and institutions. 

It Wag, as we have seen, the events of the Kalinga war that 
awoke the humanitarian and missionary spirit in Ac;oka. He w~s 
impressed both by the actual horrors of the campaign and by the 
interference with the peaceful and moral influence of the religious 
teachers. The chords which were struck have in Indian life a 
dominant note: At;oka attached himself to the Buddhist religion, 
the most important of those which upheld the doctrines of ahi'f!IJI.r"i 
and maitr'i, abstinence from doing hurt to, and benevolent feeling 
towards, living creatures. Two and a half years later he awoke to 
the possibilities of his position, joined the order of monks, and 
entered upon a course of 'activity.' 

The importance of energetic action by the sovereign was not a 
new conception; the Indian writers on policy make it the subject 
of constant admonition to their rulers (v. 8<Up. p. 492). Nor was 
the idea of royal responsibility for the virtue of the people a 
novelty: the king is, as we have seen (ibid.), the upholder of 
dharma and incurs a proportion of the sill of the people, if he 
exacts the taxes without maintaining the social order. But Asoka 
gives to these principles a new force and direction by calling upon 
all to participate in his energy and by fixing attention upon 
moral improvement ag a means to happiness in the present, and 
further in another, life. His position is therefore 1I0t merely 
paternal, as the books would require, and as he himself pro
fesses l

: he has also a moral and religious responsibility and 
mission. 

The degree of Ac;oka's appreciation of Buddhism is not very 
easily defillable; and it was even at one time contended that his 
early faith, which laid such special stress upon the doctrine of 
benevolence, was rather that of Jainism. He emphasises the 
principle of tolerance, wishes for the real prosperity of all sects, 
and, while not discouraging discllssion, always a prominent feature 
of Indian religious life, earnestly preaches avoidance of oitence. If 
he discountenances what he considers vain ceremonials and certain 
popular elttertainments, which were occasions of animal slaughter, 
his atti~ude to the Brahman system in general is benevolent and 
respectful: he believes in the gods and would have his people 
strive . for heaven. NeverthelesB, A~oka was undoubtedly a. 
Ruddhitlt: he became a Jay disciple a.nd then a monk; later he 

1 Kalinga Edicts I and II. 
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proclaims his regard for the religion and his personal faith 1; he 
addresses the chnrch, naming certain passages from the scriptures 
as specially suitable for teaching and study; he denounces penalties 
for schism; he holds a council which defines the canon; and finally 
he standI:! out a.'l hv far the h'1'eatest author of the religious fouu-

o _ 

dations of the sect. On the other hand we hear from him nothing 
concerning the deeper ideas or fundamental tenets of the faith; 
there is no mention of the Four Grand Truths, the Eightfold Path, 
the Chain of Causation, the supernatural quality of Buddha: the 
word and the idea of Nil'va1.w, fail to occur; and the iuuumerable 
points of difference which occupied the several sects are likewise 
ignored. AC(oka, therefore, is no theologian or philosopher; and' 
only iu the saying that the gift of dharma is above all other gifts, 
and in the preference of meditation to liberality, do we find any 
trace of snch modes of thought. 

Of Al(oka'H personal action the most important features were 
his religiou .. tours and progresses, which began at the end of the 
eleventh year. They were the occasion of pel'sonal interconrse 
with the people, including discuS>1ions and im;tructions in religious 
matters. In the course of these, and on other occasions, he was 
wont t,o issue religious proclamations, which were published by his 
officials ami inscribed on rocks and pillars. He claims that in 
little more than a year he had brought the Brahman gods to the 
knowledge of those people in India, i.e. the wild tribes, who had 
formerly known nothing of them 2. Further he organised shows 
and processions exhibiting figures of the gods in their celestial 
cars, uf Hacred elephants, and fires 3

• The practice of earlier times, 
which made the king accesl'!iblc to the public only at certain hours, 
he modified to the extent of heing ready to transact business or see 
officials even in his most private seclusion 4. He subjected his 
household to supervision by special religious dignities: and finally 
he restricted the diet of the palace practically to the point of 
egetarianism". His activity in causing trees to be planted by the 
oads, and weIhs for travellertl to be constructed at every half-koss, 

also his provision of medical aid for men and animals, and his 
propagation of useful plants, need not be further dwelt upon: only 
n degree were they a new feature of royal beneficence in India". 

JI Edict of Bhiibru (pr(U!iida. in Buddhist phraseology denotes' faith 'J. 
, Edict of 8ah"sriim etc. 
3 Rock Edict IV. 4 Rook Edict VI. 

• Rock Edict I; Pillar Edict v. 
• Biihler, Z. ll.llf.G., XXXVII, pp. 101-2, and as regards trees, wells etc., cf. Artha

~adr(l! 19. 
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{ fA~oka's relation" with the Buddhist Saitgha were, no doubt, 
friendly and cordial. He had himself been ordained, as had his 
brother, and by the surrender of his son and daughter also he had 
acquired a right to the title' Kinsman of the Faith.' But no doubt 
the monkish chronicles go too far in representing his devotion 
as without bOllnck Even his lavish expenditure upon religious 
edifices is exaggerated in the statement that he thrice gave away, 
and purchalled back, Jambu-dvipa or the continent of India l ! It 
can hardly be that an emperor 80 conscious of the responsibilities 
of his unique position should have been made more amenable to 
the authority of a religious order by himself joining it. Nor is 
theJ'e in his actual references to the Saitgha any note of :;pecial 
defereuce; nor again do his ordinances accord to it any special 
regard, since the parisltads whose affairs were to be supervised 
by the dharma-malulmiitm.s included the managing committees of 
all sects. On the other hand, we fail to detect cven in the advice 
which A~oka gives to the Saitgha concerning specially applicable 
pasRages from the scriptures any note of the arrogance which 
might have betrayed an emperor himself at home in the order. 
In fact such an attitude would be both un-Indian (as sanctity and 
learning in India excite a genuine respect) and anachronistic 
in what was still an age of faith. On the whole, easy as it would 
be to imagine flaws, one way or the other, in A~oka's relations 
with the clergy, it would be hard to demonstrate them to a sound 
intelligence: by his grasp of the eSl'!ential he rises superior to such 
perllonal suspicions. 

Of the Buddhist leaders with whom he is said to have been in 
correspondence the most important is Upagupta or Moggaliputta 
Tissa. This divine is reckoned as fifth in the succession of Vinaya 
teachers from the time of Buddha, the series being U pali, Da
salm, Sonaka, Siggava and Chal.l~laya.i.ii, Moggaliputta Tissa2• 'fissa 
was 60 years old at the time of A~olm'R coronation, and he died 
26 years lateI', being succeeded by Mahendl'a. Apart from the 
Kathavatthu he is not known as an author, his great monument 
being the Third Council. A famous stftpa waR bu"ilt in hiH honour 
at Mathur-t. 

Mention has already been made of the missional'Y leaders, 

I Hillen Tsillnl( state. that the f"ct was recorded in an inscription on the pillar "t 
Pi\Wiputnl. (Irans. Deal, II. p. 91). 

• The idenlity of this Tis" .. with Upagupta was proved by Col. L. Waddell in the 
Journal (11197, PP: 7IHH) .. nd l'roc ... tli"g. (IR99, pp. 70-5) of the Asiatic Society 01 
Bengal. ,Concerning the succession see Geiger's translation of the 1~[ahara1fl.M(11 
Introdu.'lon. pp. d"ii f. 
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whose activity is said to have followed upon the Third Council, and 
of A~oka's several relatives who joined the order ("' .. sup. p. 499). 
The Pali books mention al;;o a MahavarUl:m, and the two soml of 
KuntI, Tissa and Sumitta, who are said to have died aftel' A~oka's 
eighth year: they are not otherwise known. 

The northern books l mention a minister Radhagupta, who is 
said to have played an important part in A~oka's attainment of 
sovereignty and his adnlinistration; and another minister, the 
Arhat Yacas, associated with the Khotan legend of Kustana. The 
exilltence 'of the mini::;ter Ya<;as seems deserving of credence as he 
is mentioned in the Siitrfllarpkam of A<;vaghosh~ 

The moral exhortations which Ac;oka most fl'equently addresses 
to his people refer to the practice of simple virtues, namely proper 
treatment of slaves and servants, obedience to father and mother, 
geJlerosity and respect to friends, companions, relations, ascetics, 
and Brahman,;, abstinence from cruelty to living creatures. For 
this imperial insistence upon such obvious duties we arc right to 
demand /lome explanation; and ~e may perhaps find an explana
tion in his statement that there had bp.en dnring a long period 
a deterioration in these re<lpects3. Not to attribute to A~oka the 
character merely of a retrospective pessimism, we may think of 
the social and other changes which might naturally accompany the 
growth of a great empire, the succession of dynastic tragedies, 
the ,mbjugatioll of small states, the Greek invasion, and the 
initiation of numerous sects. And, apart from the general respon
sibility of a paternal rule, he might have found even ill the 
Arthac;a~tra (19, p. 47) the principle that the royal authority 
should ensure the observance of propel' di"cipline in the household, 
an obligation which even the modern state does not decline. As 
regards the aged and the poor, who are placed under the care of 
religious officials" we have seen that-in the absence of a 'poor 
law'-the care of such was a traditional obligation of royalty 
(v. 81Jp. p. 487). These primary admonitions recur also in the 
latest of the edicts, as they had been prominent, along with the 
appeal for energy and mutual exhortation, in the earliest. But 
we hear also from the beginning of piety-friendship ill piety, 
liberality in piety, kinship in piety---concord and the growth of 
sect8 in eSflential matters, in a word of religion, dharma, as some
thing more than (ila, 'morality.' It was to be expected that with 

1 A<;okiivada/UI (= Divyav"dana, XXIX) and I(,,'.'ala"adana (= ibid. xx,",r). 
, Translated from the Chinege by E. Huber (Paris. 1908); see the Index. 
, Rock Edict IV. 

• Rock Edict y. 
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advancing years the religious feeling should acquire a stronger 
hold; whence we are not surprised to find in the later edicts a 
special exhortation to self-examination and the view that the chief 
thing is personal adherence to a man's adopted faith. In a country 
where during later ages the ecstatic, metaphysical, and fanciful 
aspects of religion have predominated, the sober Buddhist piety 
revealed in the edicts (and not uncommonly evidenced in the 
literature of Buddhism, both of the Great and Little Vehicles) 
deserves remark. 

The measures, enactments, and institutions of A<;;oka need not 
more than moderately detain us. His philanthropic activity in 
providing wells and trees along the roads, in propagating medicinal 
plants, and in fonnding hospitals for men and animals-an activity 
not confined to his own dominions-and further his great role as 
propagator of his religion and pious founder, also his regulations 
concerning the slaughter and treatment of animals, have already 
received due notice. To the same sphere belong his rules con
cerning prisoners, the reservation of capital punishment, and the 
respite of the condemned during three days with a view to their 
spiritual welfare and edifying works. 

["rhe official system remained for the most part unchanged!. 
j The presence of A<;;oka's envoys even as far as the various Greek 

kingdoms is plainly contemplated. The general term denoting the 
snperior officials is malutlluttra, while the lower, especially the 
clerkly ranks, are entitled yukta. The highest local officers 'set 
over many hundreds of thousands of people '--corresponding no 
doubt to the sthanilcas of the Artha/tastra-are mentioned as 
dijltkas2

, and with them are associated priide9ikas, perhaps the 
prafk.~hrri8 whose functions we have already defined. It is to 
these officers that a number of the edicts are addressed. They are 
exhorted to adopt towards the people under their charge the mild, 
patient, and benevolent principles of the emperor himself:· they 
are compared to nurses entrusted with the charge of children. 
An institution several times referred to is the anU1~arrtyiina, or 
periodical tour, still a feature of Indian administration. This was 
lIut all innovation on the part of A<;;oka, but a part of the system 
which he inherited 3. However, he added to the duties of the 

I For .. full discussion see Senart, Lei [m<riptjam de PiyadaAi, U, pp. 278 f. 
, Or rojjugriiiLaka&. as in the Pali books =' land·mel1surers,' the d,,(po.6p.ol of 

:l-Iegaatbeue., concerning whom " • • up. p. 417. Cf. Buhler, Z.D.M.G., XLVII, 
pp. 466-71. 

3 Tbi. is implied by A~ok .. himself (Rock Edict Ill): cf. Biihler, Z.D.M.G., XLI, 
p. 19. 
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touring officials, as early as his thirteenth year, that of following 
his own example in making their visitations the occasion of 
benevolent acthity and religious propaganda. For this purpose, 
however, he himself organised a special ecclesiastical hierarchy 
of religious officers (d/tanna-mahiimiitra), to whom these two 
functions were primarily assigned, and who moreover superintended 
the bounties of his own household, and those of his queens, his sons, 
and othel' relatives, and organised the activities of the committees 
and councils (parishad) at the head of the Buddhist, Jain, Ajivika 
and other sects. The tolerance of all sects as regards liberty of 
rcsidence in every district seems also to be a fcaturc of A<;oka's 
own conception, as it is opposed to the rule of the Artha~astra 
(19, p. 48).J 

Here we conclude our analytical appreciation of Ac;oka's rule. 
But the personality which in so un-Indian a fashion pcrvadeil ther 
whole of his proclamations-a personality which in its rather high
strung, and by consequence partly plaintive, cnergy recalls anothel\ 
flawless imperial saint, the Roman Marcus Aurelius--{)Un be com
municated only in his own words: and we are therefore justified 
in citing two of his edicts, one a normal specimen of their tone, 
and the second the solemn review of his measmes, which, published 
in the twenty-seventh year from his consecration, we have ventured 
to designate as 'the testament of Ac;oka.' 

ROOK EDICT IV. 

In the past, during many centuries, there has been steady growth in the 
practice of taking life, ill·usage of living creaturc!!, misbehaviour among relatives, 
misbehaviour towards Brahmans and ascetics. Bnt now through the pious observ. 
ance of king Piya.dasi, dear to the gods, the signal of tho dnlm ha.~ hecome a 
signal of piety, diKplaying to the people sights of celestial cars, sight. or elephants, 
bonfires, and other heavenly shapes. In such wise as has not been before in many 
centuric!!, there has been at present, owing to the inculcation of piety by king 
l'iyadOlBi, dear to the gods, growth in abstinence from taking life, in abstinence from 
ill.usage of living creatures, in proper behaviour towards relatives, proper behaviour 
towards Brahmans and ascetics, obedience to mother and father, obediencc to elders. 
In these and other manifold way' pious observance has grown, and this piousobscrv· 
ance king l'iyadasi, dear to the god!!, will make still to grow. The sons, also, and 
grandsons, and great·grandsons of king l'iyadOlBi, dear to the gods, will foster this 
pious observance until thc cud of time. !;tanding fast by piety and morality, they will 
inculcate piety. For this is the best action, inculcation of piety: pious observance, 
sgaill, is 1I0t found in an immoral pen;on. Hence in thiB respect als" growth and 
110 falling off is good. To this end has this been inscribed, that men may efrect 
growth in this respect and th"t falling off may not be snfferecl 'fhis 11>18 been 
iu>!Cribcd by king Piyadasi, dear to the gods, having iK-'C1I cOllsecrated twelve 
years. 
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PILJ.AR EDICT VII. 

Thus says king Piyadasi, dear to the gods : 
The king!< who were in the past wished thus: 'How may the people grow 

with the growth of piety 'I' The people, however, did not grow with a proper 
growth in piety. 

In this matter thus says king Piyadasi, dear to the gods: 
This thought came to me: In the past the kings had this wish: 'How may 

the people grow with >1 proper growth in piety l' The people, however, did not 
grow with a proper growth in piety. Whereby then can the people be made to 
conform 1 Whereby can the peoplc be made to grow with a proper growth in 
piety 1 Whereby can I elevate any of them by a growth in picty 1 

In this matter thus says king Piyadasi, dear to the gods: 
This thought came to me, 'I will publish precepts of piety, I will inculcate 

instructions in piety: hearing these, the people will conform, will be elevated, alld 
will grow strongly with the growth of piety.' }<'or this purpose precepts of picty 
were publi.hed, manifold instructions in piety were enjoined, so that my officers 
in charge of large populations might expound them and spread them abroad. 
The governors also, in charge of many hundred thousand Jives, they also were 
ordered, 'thus and thus catechise the persons of the establishment of piety.' 

Thus says Piyadasi, dear to the gods : 
With the same object pillars of piety were made by m!', dibrnitari~ of piety 

were instituted, precepts of piety were proclaimed. 
Thus says king Piyadasi, dear to the gods: 
On the roads also banyans were planted, to give shade to cattle and men: 

mango-gardens were planted: and at. each half-koss wells were dug: also rest
houses were made: many watering-stations also Were made in this a"d that place 
for the comfort of cattle and men. Little indeed is mere comfort.: for with various 
gratifications the people have been gratified both by previous kings and by my.elL 
But, that they might conform with a conformity in piety, for this reason was this 
done by me. 

Thus says Piyadasi, dear to the gods: 
Dignitarie" of piety were appointed by me in charge of manifold indulgences, 

these both for ascetics and for householders; also over all sects were they 
appointed. Over the affairs of the Sangha also werc they set, 'these shall be 
appointed'; likewise over Brahmans, Ajivikas also were they set, 'these shall be 
appointed.' Over Nirgranthas also were they set, 'these shall be appointed. 
Over various sects also were they set, 'these shall be appointed.' According to 
circumstances such and such dignitaries were Bet over such and such. Dignitaries 
of piety also were appointed over both these and all other sects. 

Thus says king Piyadruli, dear to the gods: 
These and various other c1a8Se8 were appointed in charge of the distributioll 

of charity, both my own and that of the queens. And in my whole harem they 
earry out in manifold fashions Buch and such measures of satisfaction, both here 
and in all quarters. Thc same has been done as regards the distribution of 
charity 011 the part of my SOilS and the other princes, 'these shall be appointed 
o.er the distributions of charity,' with a view to ensamples of piety alld for 
confo~ity to piety. For this is an ensample of piety and conformity to piety, 
when m the people compassion, liberality, truth honesty mildness alld goodness 
.hall thereby be increased. ", 

Thus says king Piyada.<i, ,lear to the gods: 
Whatlloever good deed. have been done by me, thereto the people have 

ronfonue<l. and those they copy. And thereby they have grown and will grow 
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in obedience to mothers and fathers, in obedience to venerable persons, ill 
conformity to the old, in right behaviour towards Brahmans and ascetics, the 
poor and wretehed, slaves and servant!<. 

Thus says king Piy:ulas~ dear to the gods : 
This growth in piety is a growth in two respects, in the restraints of piety and 

in considerateness. Now of these restraint by piety is a little thing, but con
siderateness a greater. The restraint of piety is this, that I have had such and 
such creatures made exempt from slaughter, and there are other restraints of 
piety which have been ordained by me. But by cOD!uderateness there has heen 
to a greater degree a growth in piety on the part of mcn, condncing to abstention 
from ill-usage to living creatures and to non-taking of life. This was done to this 
eud, that sons and grandsons may continue therein as long as moon and sun 
endure, and that they may conform accordingly. }<'or by so conforming this life 
and the future life are secured. This Rdict of Piety was inscribed by me, when 
I had been six and twenty years consecrated. 

Thus say" the dear to the gods: 
Where there are stOlle pillars or stoue slabs, there this Edict of Piety is to be 

inscribed, that it may be permanent. 

The dynastic successors of A~oka are by the Brahman and 
Buddhist traditions diversely reported according to the following 
scheme: 

Brahman Sources. 

AI. 
(Pargiter, DYII<I,t,es oj the Kali Age, 

pp. 27-30.) 

1. KUl)iila or tluya<;;as, reigned 8 years. 
*2. Balldhupalita, 80n of K uJ.liila, reigned 

8 years. 
*3. Indrapiilita. 
*4. Da90na, son of 3, reigned 7 years. 

5. Da<;aratha, son of 4, reigned 8 years. 
6. Samprati or Sangata, son of 5, reigned 

9 years. 
*7. qaJi,iika, son of 6, reigned 13 years. 

8. I >evadharman OJ' Devavannan or Soma
"arman, son of 7, reigned 7 years. . 

!l. Qatadhanvan or qll¥ltdhannan, son of 8, 
reigned 8 years. 

10. Hrihadratba, reigned 7 years. 

B. 

(Riijatarangi(li, 1, 108 f.) 

J a.loka in KashmIr, son of AQOka. 

Buddhist Sources. 

A. 

(D'"yiit'adiina, XXIX.) 

1. KU\lala. 
2. Salllprat~ son of I. 
3. Brihaspati, son of 2. 
4. V rishasena, son of :1 
5. Pushyadharma, sou" 
6. Pusityamitra, son of " 

B. 
(Tiiranitha, Hutory of Buddhi.m, 

trans. Schiefner, pp. 48 f.) 
1. KUJ.lilla. 
2. VigaM~oka. 
;1. VIrasen3. 

I The names aceompanied by an asterisk appear only in certain recensions of the 
Puranic liBt. 
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These meagre and conflicting lists are evidently no material for 
history: but they supply certain indications which may hereaftel' 
be verified. One of the Buddhist sources includes in the dynasty 
the name of Pushyamitra, really the founder of the succeeding line 
of the t,iuilgas: he was commander-in-chief to Brihadratha and 
he availed himself of a grand review of the army to overthrow and 
slay hiB master!. Lest this error of the Buddhists should lead us 
wholly to pl'efer thc Brahman accounts, let us observe that the 
latter differ in numerous particulal's, some naming more kings than 
others, and all presenting diversities of spelling: moreover, none 
of them justifies in detail the total of 137 years which they unani
mously ascribe to the whole l\Iaurya dynasty. 

The existence of some of the kings named in the list is avouched 
by independent evidence. Da~aratha is known by three inscrip
tions bestowing on the Ajivika sect caves in the Nagarjuni hiIls2 : 

Samprati is mentioned in the Jain tradition as a convert of their 
patriarch Suhastin 3• Jaloka is celebrated in the history of 
Kashmir, as a great propagator of Qaivism and for a time a 
persecutor of the Buddhists, further as having freed the country 
from an invasion of Mlecchas, who would be Greeks, and a 
conqueror who extended his dominions as far as Kanyakubja or 
Kanauj. 

The extreme confusion reigning in the legends is probably, as 
was indicated long ago, to be explained by a division of the empire, 
perhaps heginning after Samprati 4. The Buddhists will then give 
the westel'Il line, as is indicated by the fact that Virasena is 
represented as ruling in Gandhara5 and further by the fact that 
80phagasenus, 01' Subhagasena, with whom Antiochus the Great 
renewed an ancestral friendship in 206 B.C.6, is indicated by his 
name as a member of this line. This series will then have 
been terminated by the Greek conquest of the Punjab under 
Euthydemus and his successors. At Pataiiputra the second line 
may have held out a little longer, until about the year 184 B.C., 
when it was overthrown by Pushyamitra, whose power may have 
centred about Uijain, and who, as is indicated in the drama of 
Kalidasa called the Mc'ilavikdgnimitra, succeeded to the struggle 
with the Greeks. :Sut descendants of A~oka were as late as the 

1 B~a's Harshacharita (trans. Cowell and Thomas), p. 193. 
• Curp .... [nscripti07!1tm Indicamm, I, pp. 103-4, 134-5. 
3 See Jaoobi'. note in S.B.E., XXII, p. 290 (Kalpasutra). 
• Lassen, Ind. Alt. n, pp. 283 If. G Tiil'anatha, op. cit. p. 50. 
G Polybius. Xl, 34; v. sup. Chapter xvn, p. 442. 
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seventh century A.D., if we may trust the statement of Hiuen 
Tsiang, still in possession of small dominions fa eastern India: for he 
relates that shortly before his visit Piin.lavarman, king of Magadha, 
a descendant of A~oka, had restored the J30dhi-tree, which had 
been destroyed by Qa~aIika, otherwise named N arendragupta, of 
KarI;lasuvarI;la, or BengalI. 

1 See the translations of Julien (I, I'p. 463-4), Beal (~, p. 118), and Watters 
(n, p. 115). 



CHAPTER XXI 

INDIAN NATIVE STATES AFTER 'fHE PERIOD OF 
THE MAURYA EMPIRE 

THE inscriptions of A~oka give us, for the first time in history, 
a comprehensive survey of India from the Hindu Kush to Ceylon; 
but it would be a mistake to assume that even A~oka, the most 
powerful of the Mauryas, maintained full political control over an 
empire of so vast an extent. His edicts clearly show that there 
were certain well-defined grades in the influence which he claimed 
to exercise in different regions. There were first of all 'the king's 
dominions,' by which we must no doubt understand the provinces 
of the empire-the central government of Pataliputra (the United 
Provinces alllI Bihar) and the viceroyalties of Taksh~ila (the 
Punjab), Avanti or Ujjayini (Western and Central I ndia north of 
the Tapti), and Kalinga (Orissa and the Ganjam District of Madras). 
Over all kingdoms and peoples in these provinces the emperor was 
supreme. He was the head of a great confederati.on of states 
which were united under him for imperial purposes, but which for 
all purposes (If . government and internal administration re-
tained their ~nce. He was the link which bound together 
in associatio ;ace or war powers which were the natural 
rivals of one ~. •. 

Beyond 'the king'" dominions' to the north-west and to the 
south lay 'the border peoples,' whom the emperor regarded as 
coming within his sphere of influence. On the north-west, in the 
North-West Fron~ier Province and in the upper Kiibul valley, 
these are called in the inscriptions Gandharas, Kambojas, and 
Yavanas (Yonas); and on the south, beyond the limits of the 
provinces of Avanti and KaliIiga, there were the Rashtrikas of the 
Maratha country, the Bhojas of Berar, the Petenikas of the Auran
gabad District of Hyderabad, the Pulindas, whose precise habitat is 
uIlcertain, and the Andhras, who occupied the c~untry between 
the Godavari and the Kistna. 

A~oka's relations with these frontier peoples are most clearly 
indicated in the .Jaugada version of the Kaliilga edicts. It was 
addressed by him to the officers of state at Samapa, no doubt the 
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city on the site of which the ruined fort of Jaugada in the Ganjam 
District now stands : 

If you ask, 'With regard to the unsubdued borderers what is the King's com
mand to Ul! l' or 'What truth is it that I desire the borderers to grasp 1 '-the 
answer is that the King deBires that' they should not be afraid of me, that they 
should trust me, and should receive from me happiness, not sorrow.' Moreover, 
they should grasp the truth that 'the King will bear patiently with us, so far lUI 

it is possible to bear with us,' and that' for my sake they should follow the Law of 
Piety, and so gain both this world and the next.' And for this purpose I gi,-e you 
in.tnlctions. (Kaliilga Edict I, trans. V. A Smith, A,,,ka 2, p. 178.) 

The emperor's attitude towards these neighbours is one of 
'\general benevolence. They are not his subjects: they are 'un
rubdued'; but in the interests of peace and good government he 
1s concerned ill their welfare anel their good conduct. He is 
prepared to bear with thcm patiently 'so far as it is possible': 
that is to say, he trusts that punitive expeditions or annexations 
may not be necessary_ 

The region occupied by the southern 'border peoples' includes 
what is now known to ethnologists as the Central Belt and still 
contains the largest groups of primitive tribes to be found in India. 
III the course of twenty-two centuries the policy of the govern
ment remains unchanged in regard to these representatives of the 
earliest inhabitants of the sub-continent. They continue to govern 
themselves in accordance with their traditional tribal constitutions 
and are subject only to such control as may be deemed to be in
dispensable: 

The policy of the Govenlment of India is to permit no sudden restrictions that 
may alter the lWcllstomed mode of life of these tribes, but rather to win confidence 
by kindness, and thus gr.tdually to create self-supporting communities, acknow
ledging the state as arbitrator of those questions hitherto decided hy might rather 
than by justice. (Imp. Gaz. III, p. 124.) 

Beyond the zones of border peoples lay realms of whose com
plete independence there is no question. On the north-west 
A~oka's sphere of influence euded at the frontiers of the Yavana 
king Antiochms, i.e. the Releucid monarch Antiochus II Theot~; 
and on the south it probably did not extend much beyond the 
locality of his southernmost group of inscriptions atIsila, the modern 
Siddftpura in the Chitaldroog District of N. Mysore. The apex of 
the peninsula was occupied by the ancient Dravidian kingdoms of 
the Siitiyaputas, the Cheras, the ChO!as, and the P~-LJ.If.Jya~. With 
these independent nations Ar;oka's relations were merely snch as 
might be expected to exist between friend1y powers. 

33-2 
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But, while the invaluable testimony of the edicts thus enables 
us to estimate the character and the extent of 1\Iaul'ya rule at its 
height, we have no such trustworthy guide fO[· the period of its 
decline l

. Its end, according to the PuriiJ.las, came about throngh 
a revolt which placed the QUilgas on the imperial throne. It seems 
certain, however, that the <;uilgas succeeded to a realm already 
great18 diminished. The history of IlHlia at this time is still con
fined to the regions which were ollce known as 'the king's dominion~' 
and 'the border peoples'; but these are no longer under the imme
diate rule or under thc indirect control of anyone powel·. Political 
conditions in the 2nd and 1st centuries H.C. were extremely com
plicated. The canse;! of this complication were twofold-internal 
strife and foreign invasions; and hoth of these were the natural 
and inevitable results of the downfall of imperial rule. In Central 
India and in the land of the Ganges the supremacy of the'later 
Mauryas and of their successors, the \'ll1'lga.~, was disputed by the 
Andhras of the Deccau and the Kaliilgas of Orissa; and, now that 
the frontiers could no longer be held securely against hostile 
pressure from without, torrents of invasion bu~t into North
Western India through the channels which led from Bactria and 
from Eastern Iran. 

The chief kingdoms of Northern India lay along the route
which connected Piitaliputra, the fonuer capital of the empin 
with the Kabul valley on the one hand and with the delta of tl" 
Indus on the other; and these routes were continuations of other· 
which passed through Iran to the West. When, at the height oftht i· 
power, the Maurya and the Seleucid empires were conterminoll" 
intercourse by-land between India and the Weste\"II World was U1' 

impeded. But already during the reign of Alioka revolts in the 
Seleucid empire had led to the establishment of hostile powers in 
Bactria and Parlhia, which controlled the two great lines of C0111-

munication. The extension of the Yavana power from Hactria 
through the Kabul valley to the Jumna in the first quarter of the 
second century B.C., and the invasion, a century later, of the Qakas 
from Seistan into the country of the lower Indus (<;akadvipa or Indo
Scythia), a position commanding the route through Central India, 
are described elsewhere2• The land-ways which united India with 
the West had thus become increasingly difficult from the middle 
of the third century to the early part of the first century B.C.; 

but by sea commerce was still maintained with Mesopotamia 

1 Chapter xx, pp. 511 if, 2 Cb:t pters XXII and XXUI. 
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(Babylon) and Egypt (Alexandria) through the Persian Gulf and 
the Red Sea; and the ports on the west coast were connected 
with Pa~aliputra through U.ijayini, the great emporium of the 
period. But the isolation of the sub-continent was now almost 
complete. The attempt to make India a great world power had 
failed; and its history now becomes a complex struggle within its J 
own borders of elements both native and foreign, such as was to I 
recur many centuries later on the downfall of the Mughal empire. 

No detailed account of this period of turmoil can be written. 
All that we can attempt, with the aid of such fragments of historical 
evidence as have been preserved, is to disentangle the variolls 
elements involved in the struggle- and to estimate their mutual 
relations. These may best be understood if we consider the means 
of communication then available. 

Roads in the ordinary sen~e of the word did not exist; but 
there was a net-work of well-beaten routes throughout; and along 
these armies in war, like merchants and pilgrims in peace-time, 
made their way from one city to anotherl. Through this system 
ran the two great arteries which have been already mentioned. 
The chief 8tages on the more northern of these are described in 
Chapter XXII, p. 543, in connexion with the progress of the Yavana 
invasions. The courfle of the central route, which joined the 
northern route at Kau~ambi, was as follows: 

}'rom (I) IIydcrabii.d in Sind to T..:iiain (Uiiayinl) 500 miles. 
" (2) Broach (Bhriguku.ccha) N.R to Uiiain 200 " 
" Uijain E. to Besnagar (Yidi~a) 120 " 
" Besnagar N.E. to Bharhut 185 " 
" Bhiirhut N.E. to Kosam (Kau<;ambi) 80 " 
" Kosam E. to Benares (Ka~i) 100 " 
" Benares E. to Patna (Pataliputra) 135 " 

It is in the monwnents and coins of the kingdoms of Vidi\!a, 
Bharhut, and Kau~mbi that we find the most unmistakable tracetl 
of the \JUilgaS and their feudatorielS. That the first Quilga king 
reigned at Pa~liputra is assumed in literature (p. 518) and may be 
inferred from the description which the Pural)as give of the origin 
of the dyuaf:;ty. ,\Ve are told that Pushyamitra, the commander
in-chief of Brihadratha, the last of the Manryas, slew his master 
a"lld reigned' in his stead; and it was believed in the seventh 

J For the military importance of this' state of affairs which 'made the ordinary 
.. business of peace time ..... regular training for campltigning,' Itnd which' explains the 

extraordinary promptitude with which the wars of the Indian army have been so 
frequently entered on,' see Chesney, Indian Polity, ChltpterxvIJ (quoted in Imp. Gaz. Ill, 

pp.402-3). 
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century A.D. that this military coup d'etat took place on the 
occasion of a review of the forces l

. If the chronology of the 
Pura~Jas may be trusted, this event happened 137 years after the 
accession of Chandl'agupta, i.e. c. 184 B.C., and the "eign of Pushya. 
mitra lasted for thirty-six years2. Fortunately in this instance the 
statements of the PuraQas may be checked to some extent by 
evidence supplied from other sources. The Qmigas came into 
conflict with other powers who were eager to share in the spoil of 
the Maurya empire-Andhras, Yavanas, and Qakas-and what we 
know of the history of these peoples is in accordance with the view 
that Pushyamitra was actually reigning during the period thus 
attributed to him. 

The origin of the Quilgas is obscure. Their name, which means 
'fig-tree,' may perhaps be tribal According to PaQini (IV, 1, 117) 
they claimed to be descendants of Bharadvaja, the puroh:ita of 
Divod[tsa, king of the Tritsus (p. 82); and, as Bharadvaja is asso
ciated with Vitahavya3 from whom the Vitihotras (p. 316) probably 
derived their name, the two peoples may have belonged to the 
same region, that is to say, to the countries which, under the 
Maurya empire, were included in the viceroyalty of Ujjain. It is 
with the kingdom of Vidi~a, which forms part of this region, that 
the QUI'Igas are especially associated in literature and inscriptions. 

The dynastic list of the ten QUliga kings is as follows' : 
1. Pushyamitra reigned 36 years. 6. Pulindaka reigned 3 years. 
2. Agnimitra reigned 8" 7. Ghosha reigned :l " 
3. V:l.'lujyeshtha (Sujyestha) r. 7" 8. Vajramitra reigned 9 or 7 " 
4. Vasumitm(Sumitm)reignedlO" 9. Bhaga(Bhagavata) reigned 32 " 
5.0draka(Andhrakaetc.)r.20r7" 10. Devabhiiti reigned 10" 

When allowance is made for the uncertainty as to the length 
of the fifth and eighth reigllS and for the fact that the computation 
is by whole years without regard to fractions, the total duration 
ascribed to the dynasty, viz. 112 years, may well be correct; 8mI, 
if so, the rille of the QUligas came to an end c. 72 B.C. 

In Budd]1ist literature Pushyamitra figure" as a great persecutor 
of the Buddhists,-bent on acqniring fame as the annihilator of 
Buddha's doctrine. -He meditated the destruction of the Kuk
klltarama, the great monastery which A<;oka had bnilt for 1000 
monks to the south-east of Pataliputra; but, as he approached the 

L HUTSJlluharila (trans. cowen and Thorn ... ) p. 193 • 
. , Th I . , 

e a ternahve statement of some verSions, I sixty yeara,' is manifestly due to 
tf;~; rt1.a.l corruption. . 

J Vedic IlLdex, n, pp. 97-8, 316-7. 
I 01. Kuli Age, pp. 30-3. 70. 
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entrance, he was met with the roar as of a mighty lion and hastily 
withdrew in fear to the city. He then wellt to Qakala (Sialkot) in 
the E. Punjab and attempted to exterminate the Buddhist com
munity there, offering a reward of lOll dinaras for the head of 
every monk. The end of thi8 persecutor of the faith was brought 
about by superhuman interposition 1. 

Underlying such legends we may no doubt recognise certain 
historical facts. Pushyamitra was regarded as a champion of the 
Brahman reaction which set in after the tl'iumph of Buddhism 
during A<;oka's reign. He was remembered as a king of Magadha 
and as suzerain over dominions in the Punjab which had owned 
the sway of his Maurya predecessors. The subsequcnt fate of his 
chief capital, Pataliputra, is obscure; but Qakala was sooll-within 
his own lifetime as it would seem-to be wrested from the Quilgas 
by the Yavanas and to become the capital of king Menander (p. 549). 

Some of the events of Pushyamitra's reign are also reflected in 
the earliest of Kalidasa's dramas, the Miilavikagnimitra, the plot 
of which turns on the love of Agnimitra, king of Vidi<;a and the 
viceroy of his father Pushyamitra, for MiUavika, a princess of 
Vidarbha (Berar) living at his court in disguise. The play was 
produced before another viceregal court at Ujjain on the occasion 
of the Spring Festival in some year e. 400 A.D. during the reign of 
Chandragupta II Vikramaditya. Like nearly all Sanskrit dramas, 
it is little more than a story of intrigue. Its main interest is any
thing but historical; but some of its characters repl'esent real 
personages, and certain references to the history of the adjacent 
kingdom of Vidi~a are appropriately introduced in the last Act. 
It would be unreasonable to suppose that these had no foundation 
in fact. 

The first of these references is to a war between Vidi~a and 
Vidarbha in which the former was victorious. As a result Vidarbha 
was divided into two provinces separated by the river Varada, the 
modern Wardha, which is now the boundary between HeraI' and 
the Central Provinces. It seems cleal' from what is known of the 
general histol'Y of this period that any such incUl'sion of the QUIlgas 
into this region must inevitably have brought them into collision 
with the Andhras, who~e power had at this time extended across 
the Deccan from the eastern coast (p. 530). It has been assumed 
therefore with much probability that Yajiiasena, the prince of 
Vidarbha in the play, must have been either an Andhra or a 
feudatory of the Andhra8~. 

1 Divyavadiina, PI" 433-4 • , See Chapter XXIV, p, 600. 

• 
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The other incidental reference in theMala~ikiignimitra confirms. 
the account of a Greek invasion of the Midland Country given by 
the YugaPurfil)aandsupported by statements which appear as gram
matical illustrations in Patafljali's commentary on Pal)ini (p. 544). 
The Yavana successors of Alexander the Great in the Punjab had 
evidently forced their way through the Delhi passage and attacked 
the very centre of the yuilga dominions. In the playa messenger 
comes to Agnimitra with a letter from Pushyamitra announcing 
his intention to perform the horse-sacrifice, the traditional Kshatriya 
rite whereby a king asserted his title to exercise suzerainty over 
hi's neighbours. The horse, as was the custom, had been set free 
to roam whithersoever he would for a year as a challenge to all 
opponents; and he was guarded by Pushyamitra's grandson, Vasu
mitra, the son of Agnimitra, attended by a hundred princes. The 
challenge was accepted by a body of Yavana cavalry, who tried to 
capture the horse as he wandered along the right bank of the river 
Sindhu; and a conflict ensued in which the Yavanas were defeated 
by the yuilgas. Pushyamitra's claim was thus maintained; and 
he proposed to celebmte this triumph by the performance of the 
sacrifice which Agnimitra, as one of the monarchs of his realm, was 
invited to attend. An allUision to this sacrifice may perhaps be 
preserved in another grammatical example used by PatafljalP; 
and, as we have seen (p. 302), it is probably to the solemn recitation 
of the suzerain's lineage on such occasions that we owe the dynastic 
lists preserved in the Pural,las. 

Unfortunately we cannot be certain as to the river on whose 
banks the encounter between the Yavanas and the yllllgas took 
place; but the choice seems to lie between the KaH Sindhu, a 
tributary of the Charmaf.1vatl (Chambal) flowing within a hundred 
miles of Madhyamika (near Chitor), which was besieged by the 
Yavanas (p. 544), and the Sindhu, a tributary of the Jumna which 
would naturally be passed by invading forces on the route between 
Mathura (Muttra) and Prayaga (Allahabad). 

Of Agnimitra nothing is known beyond such information as 
may be gleaned from the Miuavikiignimitra and the Pural.las. 
The combined evidence of these two sources may be interpreted to 
mean that, after ruling at Vidic;a as his father's viceroy, he was his 
SUCcessor as suzerain for a period of eight years. Whether the 
Agnimitra, who8c coins are found in N. Paiichiila and who was 
therefore presumably king of Ahicchatra, can be identified with 
the GUilga king of that name is uncertain (p. 525; PI. V, 3). 

1 Bh!illllr.rkar, 1ru1 • ..4nt., 1872, p. 300. 
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The fate of the fourth king in the list, Vasumitra 01' Sumitra, 
who as a youthful prince guarded the sacrificial horse and defeated 
the Yavanas, is told in the Harshacharita : 'Sumitra,sonof Agnimitl'a, 
being over fond of the drama, was attacked by Mitradeva in the 
midst of actors, and with a scimitar shorn, like a lotus stalk, of his 
head'l. Who Mitradeva was we can only conjecture; but it seems 
not improbable that he may have been the king's minister and a 
Kal.lVa Brahman of the same family as Vasudeva, who is said 
to have brought about the fall of the dynasty through the 
assassination of the last king Devabhuti. It may be that we 
have here an indication of the growth of that influence, which 
so often in Indian history has transferred the real power in the 
state from the prince to the minister, from the Kshatriya to the 
Brahman. 

The next name in the list appears in many disguises in the MSS. 

as Odruka, Andhraka, Bhadraka, etc. MrJayaswal has given good 
reasons for supposing that the original form from which all these 
varieties are derived was Odraka, and he has shown further that 
this name is most probably to be restored in the Pabhosa inser. 
no. 904, which should therefore be regarded as dated' in the tenth 
year of Odraka.' If these acute and plausible suggestions may be 
accepted, we must conclude that the region of Pabhosii-the ancient 
kingdom of Kau9ambi, as seems most likely (p. 524)-was included 
at this period in the sovereignty of the yuilgas; but at the same 
time we must recognise that an error has crept into the text of the 
Pur;)I.IRS; which, as they stand, assign either two or seven years to 
this king 2• 

There appears to be no reason for doubting that the last king 
but one, the Bhaga or Bhagavata of the Pural,las, is theBhagabhadra, 
in the fourteenth year of whose reign the Besnagar column was 
erected by Heliodorus, Bon of Dion, the Yavana ambassador who 
had eome to the court of Vidi9a from Antialcidas, king of Takshayila 
(p .. 558). This identification enables us to bring the histories of the 
('Ililgas and the Yavanas into relation with each other, and to 
determine, naturally within limits of possible error, a fixed point in 
their chronology. If the duration of reigns as given in the Pural)aA, 
confused though it is by textual corruptions, be approximately 
correct, the fourteenth year of king Bhagabhadra (within a few 
yearR of 90 B.C., whether earlier or later) may well have fallen 

1 TranB. Cowell and Thomas, p. 192. 
, Cf. Jayaswal. Jour. of the Bihar and Ori .. a Research Soc., Dec. 1917, pp. 473-5, 

wHh FUhrer, Ep. Ind. II, pp. 240-3, &nd"Pa\'giter, Kali Age, p. 31. 
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within thc rcign of Antialcidas, if, as set.'UlS not unlikely, he was 
the succe~l'or of Helioc1es anci came to the tbrone Co liO B.c. l 

The name of thi8 (,:U1iga king appears as Bhagavataon a fragment 
of another column which was found at BhUsa, but which is supposed 
to have been takcn thcre from Besnagar. The intlCription was 
engraved when the king was reigning in bi~ twelfth year2. Another 
king of the samc namc is known from the Pabhosa inscr. no. 905 ; 
but the two cannot be identifiecl as their metrollymics are different: 
the king at Pabhosa is the son of Teval.li, while the king at Vidic;a 
is the SOli of Ka~i, i.e. a princess from Benares. 

With the assatl8illation of the dissolute Uevabhiiti the line of 
the ~~Uligas comes to a close. Of the deed the Harshacharita gives 
a fuller account than the Puml.las: 'III a frenzy of passion the 
over·libidinous ~'lIilga was at the instance of his minister Vasudeva 
reft of hiB life by a daughter of Devahhiiti't! ~lave woman disguised 

. a~ his queen' (Tran!!. Cowell alld ThOlllas, p. 19:1). Thill miniF!ter 
was a Kal.lva Brahman; and the Puml.ul..'i, in their present form, 
make bim the founder of a lille of Kal)Vl\ king'!!, who were themselves 
succeeded by the Andhras. But, aF! we have secn (pp. :1l7-R), this 
is history distorted. The PUriil)as have been edited, and, in tbe 
process, mucb of their value as records has been destroyed. Certain 
incidental statements, however, havc escaped the editor; and these 
seem to show that the Kal)vas and the (:uilgas were contemporary. 
The Kal.lvas, who are expressly called 'ministers of the ~'uilgas,' 
are, in some versions. said to have become kingtl 'among the 
QUilgas'3; and, as has been observed already, the Andhras are 
credited with sweeping away not only the Kal,lvas, but also' what 
was left of the QUI'IgaS' power' (ibid.). With regard to the 
Andhras, the more certain evidence of inscriptions IU!sigtl<l them to 
a period which is ill flagrant contradiction to the position which 
tbey occupy in the Pural)as (p. 530). 

We may conclude, then, that the QUilgas were a military power, 
and that they became puppets ill the hands of their Brahman 
counsellors. They ruled originally as feudatories of the l\IanrylU! 
at Vidic;a, the modem Besnagar, on the Vetravati (Betwa), near 
Bhilsa and about 120 miles east of Uijain. In the lettel', which is 
read in the last Act of the JI alav-ikiignimitra, both Pushyamitra 

1 See Chapters xvn, p. 461 and XXII, p. 559. 
2 R. D. Bhandark:;r, Alch. Sur. of Ind., Annual Report, 1913-4, p. 190; Rama. 

prasad Chanda, J.R.A.S., 1919, p. 396; Memoirs of the Arch. Sur. of Ind., 1920 (no. 5), 
p.152. 

3 Kali Age, pp. 34, 71. 
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and Agnimitm are' of Vidif;a '; and Vidi~a remained their western 
capital after no small portion of the Maurya empire had fallen into 
their hands, and many, perhaps most, of the kings of Northern anti 
Centml India had become their feudatories. 

The importance of Vidi~a, the chief city of Akara or Da~r'.la 
(E. Malwii), was due to its ceub'al position on the lines of commu
nication between the seaport!! of the western coast and Pii~aliputra, 
and between Pratishthana (Paithan), the western capital of the 
Andhras on the S.W., and qravastl (Set Mahet) on the N.R The 
ancient monuments in its neighbourhood are among the most 
remarkable and extensive to be found in India. At various villages 
within a radius of about twelve miles of the present town of Bhilsa 
there are groups of Buddhist sfltpas, numbedng some sixty in all, 
which are known collectively as the Bhilsa Tope8, and of which 
the most celebrated are those of SanchI. The inscriptions as well 
as the style of the architecture and sculpture of theHe monuments 
show that they belong to the three successive periods of Maurya, 
VUllga, and Andhm supremacy. But the importance of this region 
may be traced back to a still earlier date; for at the ancient site 
of Eran, about forty miles N.R of BhIlsa, are found the finest 
specimens of the early punch-marked coinage, and here too was 
discovered the earliest known example of an Indian inscribed coin, 
which records the name of a king Dharmapala (PI. V, 1). Its 
BrahmI legend runs, like Kharoshthi, from right to left, and was 
supposed by Biihler to represent an earlier stage in the history of 
this alphabet than that which appearll ill the edicts of Ar;oka 1• 

Some of the feudatories of the VUIIgas are known from their 
inscriptions and coin'!. The only ancient mouuments, on which the 
tribal name of the imperial dynasty has yet been found, came from 
the Buddhist sWpa at Bhiirhut, in the Nagod State of Central 
India, about 185 miles N.R of Vidi~a2, Here two gateways were 
dated . in the l-Jovereignty of the Qungas: One of these (inRer. 
no. 687) waH erected by Dhanabhiiti 'Vacchiputa,' i.e. 'son of a 
prince~s of Vatsa (Kuw;:ambi),' and the other (inscl'. no. 6HH) by 
some member of the "arne family. The name Dhanabhiiti occurs 
al80 in an inscription at Mathura (no. 125) and may be restored 
with certainty in the record of a donation made by his queen, 
Nagarakhita, at Bhiirhut (no. 882). From these sources combined 
we may reconstruct the family tree ofthiR king from his grandfathel', 
king Visadeva, to his son, prince Vadhapiila; and we may conclude 
that this family ruled at Bharhut, and that it was connected in some 

I Indi.che Palaeographie, p. 8. , Chapter XXVI, p. 624. 
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way with the royal family at Mathuf;'t, more than 250 miles to the 
N.W. As none of the four names is found in the list of QUIigas 
given by the PllraJ.1aS, it is most probable that the kings of this 
line were feudatories, though they may have been related to the 
imperial house by family ties. 

Acting on Mr Jayaswal's illuminating suggestion (p. 521), we 
may perhaps venture to traee the feudatory kings of this dynasty 
to Kaur,:ambi, 80 miles N.E. of Bharhut, and to Ahiechatra, 250 
miles N.W. of KaUl~ambi. The question of the site of Kaur;ambi 
has been much debated, chiefly because of the impossibility of 
reconciling Cunningham's identification (Kosam on the Jumna in 
the Allahabad District of the United Provinces) with the descrip
tions of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims. But in all this controversy it 
seems to have been forgotten that such descriptions may either 
have been incorrect originally or may have been misinterpreted 
subsequently. The tangible facts seem undoubtedly to support the 
identification of Kosam with Kaur,:ambi. It must have been a city 
of great military strength. 'The remains at Kosam include those 
of a vast fortress with earth ern ramparts and bastions, four miles in 
circuit, with an average height of 30 to 35 feet above the general 
level of the country' (Imp. Gaz. xv, p. 407) .. It was also an im
portant commercial centre, as is indicated by the extraordinary 
variety of the coins found there; and at a later date the name of 
the place was unquestionably Kaur,:ambi, as is proved by at least 
two inscriptions which have been actually discovered on the site!. 
At a distance of two or three miles .to the north-west of Kosam 
s~ands the sacred hill of Pabhosa (Prabhiisa), the solitary rock in 
this region of the doab between the J umna and the Ganges; and 
on its scarp, in a position wellnigh inaccessible, there is a hermit's 
cave' cut into the vertical face of a precipice 50 feet high '(J.A.S.B. 
LVI, p. 31). In the seventh century A.D. it was believed to be the 
abode of a venomous dragon which was subdued by the Buddha, 
who left his shadow in the cave. Hiuen Tsiang, who tells the story, 
adds that the shadow was no longer visible in his day; but the mo~t 
recent editor of the inscriptions, which are engraved inside and 
outside the cave, informs us that the country folk still believe 
in the dragon 2. One of these inscriptions (no. 904) records-if 
Mr Jayaswal's reading is correct-that the cave was excavated in 
the tenth year ~f the reign of Odraka, the fifth of the Qunga kings. 
The donor was AshiiQ.hasena, the maternal uncle of Bahasatimitra, 

" J.R.A.B., 1898. p. 504; Ep. Ind. II, p. 24-i . 
• Watters, 0" Yuan Chwang, I, p. 371; FUhrer, Ep. Ind. II, p. 241. 
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who was presumably the feudatory king then rnling at Kau~ambi 
and whose coins (PL V, 2) are found at Kosam. Bahasatimitra was 
thus, it seems, coutemporary with Odmka, whose reign, according 
to the Pur!l.I,las, began In yearsafter the accession of the fir:'!t yuiJga 
king, i.e. c. 123 B.C. ; and this date is in agreement with the period to 
which llumi:;matist8 have, from entirely different considerations, 
assigned the coins of Baha8atimitra. The coinage of the kings of 
Kaugambi seems to began in the third century B.C. and to extend 
over a period of ahout three hundred yearsf. 

The donor of the cave at Pabhosa traces his descent from the 
kings of Ahicchatra, the northet·u capita.! of the Paflchalas in the 
Bareilly District; and the inscriptions give the genealogy of hi:'! 
family for five generations beginning with his great-grandfather, 
Qonakayana, and ending with his nephew, Bahasatimitra. The line 
is carried two stages farther by the Mora inscription which describes 
the daughter of Bahasatimitra (Brihasvatimitra) as the wife of the 
king (of Mathura) and' the mother of living sons' (J.R.A.S. 1912, 
p. 120). In the patronymic, <,-'onakayana, 'the scion of the house 
of <,~onaka,' we may perhaps see an allusion to the glories of Pafi
chala in the heroic age, when, as is recounted in olle of the ancient 
verses preserved by the yatapatha Brahmru.la, king <,-'OVa Siitrlisaha 
celebrated hit:! triumphs by the performance of the horse-sacrifice 2

• 

No detailed list of the earlier historical kings of Paficbala occurs 
in the Pu\".tl,las; but coins found in the neighbourhood of Ahi
cchatra-now a vast mound three and a half miles in circumference 
on the north of the village of Ramnagar-have preserved the names 
of about a dozen of their fmccessors in the QUilga period 3. Among 
the kings thus known there appears an Agnimitra (PI. V, 3), who 
has often been supposed to be identical with the second ~'uilga 

king. There seemll to be no evidence at present either to prove 
or to dit:!prove the suggestion. The identity of name may well be 
accidental, or, perhaps more probably, it may indicate that the 
royal families of Vidi~a and Ahicchatra were related. The name 
of another king of Ahicchatra, lndramitra, has been recognised ill 
an inscription at Buddh Gay:i (p. 526; PI. V, 4). 

We may infer from the illseriptions at Pabhosa that, in the second 
century B.C., Pafich:tla (Ahicchatra) and Vatsa (Kauyambi) were 
governed by branches of the same royal family, and that both 

1 Cunningham, Co;n. of Ancient India, p. 73, PI. V, 7-18; Rapson, Indian Coi"", 
pp. 12, 13. 

• Vedic Irule", II, p. 395. 
, Cunningham, Coi". of Ancient India, p. 79, PI. VII; R .. pson, Indian Coi,,>, p. 13. 
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kingdoms acknowledged the suzerainty of the (;uilgas. The history 
of Kauc;ambi may be traced back to the time when the Purus 
(Kurus) removed thither after their capital, Hastinapura, had been 
destroyed by au inundation of the Ganges l

• We now find this city 
under the rule of a house in which Kurus and Panchalas had no 
doubt long been merged. 

Mathur;t (Muttra) on the upper Jumna, about 270 miles in a 
straight line N.W. of Kau'?1mbi, may perhaps have been another of 
the feudatory kingdoms. This sacred city, the Mooovpa " TWV ®ewv 
of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 50), was a stronghold both of the worship of 
Krishl.la and of Jainism; and it was the capital of the {,-'uraseuas, 
one of the leading peoples of the Midland Country. Its earlier 
rulers find a place in the PUriil,las, but only in the general summary 
of those dynasties which were contemporary with the Purus (p. 316); 
and coins have preserved the names of at least twelve later kings 
who reigned during the QUilga period 2. One of thcse, Balabhuti, 
is associated by the style and type of his coinage with Bahasatimitra 
of Kau~ambi, whose daughter was married to a king of Mathura 
(p. 525). The two kings were almost certainly ruling at about the 
same time; and it seems reasonable to assume, in the absence of 
any evidence to the contrary, that they were both feudatories of 
the Qungas. Another king of Mathura, Brahmamitra (PI. V, 6) 
was probably contemporary with king Indramitra of Ahicchatra 
(PI. V, 4); for both names are found in the dedicatory inscriptions 
of queells on pillars of the railing at Buddh Gaya, which is assigned 
by archaeologists to the earlier part of the first century B.C. (p. 626). 

Inscriptions show that in the second half of the first century B.C. 

the rcgion of Mathnrl1 had pa~sed from native Indian to foreign 
(Qaka) rule3 ; and their evidence is confirmed and amplified by that 
of the coins. The characteristic type of the kings of Mathurll is a 
standing figure, which has been supposed to represent the god 
Krishl:u~ (PI. V, 5, Gomitra); and this type is continued by their 
conquerors and successors, the satraps of the qaka King of Kings. 
Raiijubula (Raj uvula) and his son qo~asa (Pl. V, 9, 10) are known 
also fl'om in~criptions; and the date on the Amohini votive tablet, 
if it ha ... been rightly interpreted, shows that the latter wa~ ruling 
as great Elatl'ap in 17-6 B.C. (pp. 57.')-6). qOQasa was preceded by 
hi~ father, Raiijubula, who ruled first as satrap and afterwards as 

Chapter 1111. p . .108. 

('unnin~"m. C<>in. "f AnNml India, pp. 81>-90, PI. VIn; Rapson, [ .. dian Coi ... , 
.f,ltA.S., 1900, pp. 109-11. 

".~ Chapter 'lXIIJ, pp. 671>-1l 
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great satrap; and Rafijubula appears to have been the successor 
of satraps who are known only from their coins-Hagamasha (PI. V, 
7), and Hagftna ruling conjointly with Haganlasha (PI. V, 8). These 
numismatic indications all tend to support the conclusion that by 
about the middle of the first century B.C. the Qaka dominion was 
fully established in that region of the J Ulllna river which lies beyond 
the south-eastern limits of the Punjab. 

By c. 72 B.C., according to the chronology of the Puraf.1as, the 
dynasty of the <,'U1\gas had come to an end. In the present state 
of Indian archaeology it seems impossible to trace the extension 
of the rule of those killt-,'l! of Vidi9a who reigned after Pushyamitra'" 
beyond the region ill which the Jumna and the Ganges meet, i.e. the 
ancient kingdom of the Vatsas (Kau9iimbi) and the present district 
of Allahabad. The investigation of ancient sites may no doubt 
some day throw light on the contemporary history of the countries. 
which lay to the north and east of Kau9ambi-Kosala (Oudh). 
Videha (N. Bihar), Ka9i (Benares), Magadha (S. Bihar), and AI\ga 
(Monghyr and Bhagalpur); but the available evidence is not suf
ficient to enable us to determine whether the kingdoms in thes\:: 
countries were still united uuder one sovereignty, as in the timeot 
A9oka, or whether they had become independent. Kosala is repre
sented by coins of this period.whieh are found on the site of Ayodhya; 
but from these little information can be gleaned at present. They 
represent a line of about ten kings, of whom nothing is known but 
their names (PI. V, 11, Aryamitra; 12, Miiladeva)I. A king of 
Magadha and a king of Rajagriha are also mentioned in the in
scription of Kharavela ; but whether the former was still a powerful 
suzerain at this time, and whether the latter was anything more 
than a local prince ruling over the old capital of Magadha must 
remain doubtful until more definite evidence can be discovered 
(p. 5:-Ji). The history of the famous kingdom of Mag'ddha, once the 
centre of the empire, becomes utterly obscure. That for some time 
Pushyamitra continued to occupy the imperial throne which he had 
seized is a natural inference from those passages of the literature 
in which he is mentioned in conncxioll with Pataliputra; but that 
he was able to hold it to the end, and to hand it down to his suc
cessors is at present not capable of proof. No certain traces of the 
later \~Uilgas or of their feudatories have yet been found in the 
region of Magadha. 

1 Cunningham, Coi". oj Ancient India, p. 90, PI. IX; Rapson, Indian Coins, p. 11; 
J.R.A.S., 1903, p. 287. 
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But in addition to the powers which dominated the kingdolill! 011 

the great highways of communication, there were in less accessible 
regions numerons independent !States; and of some of these the 
coins of this period have preserved a record. These communities 
were military clans or groups of clans; and they were goveruetl 
sometimes by kings, but more often by tribal oligarchies. They 
were Kshatriyas; and by this name, the common designation of 
them all, they are known to the historians of Alexander the Great 
in two districts-in the north of the Punjab to the east of the llitvi 
(p. 371), and in the south-west where the Indus and the Sutlej meet 
(Xathri, p. 376). They were the ancestors of the ll.:ljput.., who played 
a most important part in the history of Northern India at a later 
date, and their coins are fOllud throughout the regions to which 
modern ethnologists trace the origin of the Rftjputs : 

The cradle of the Rajput is the tract named after him (Rajputana), not, ho\\'· 
ever, as it is limited in the present day, but extending from the Jamnii, to the 
N arhadii, and Satlaj, including, therefore, the whole of Malva, Bundelkhand, and 
parts of Agra and the Panjab. ]i'rom the northern parts of this tract there seems 
to have been an early movement of conquest up the western rivers of the Panjab, 
as rar as the Himalaya and Kashmir, whereby was laid the foundation of the pre
dominance of the tribes still in possession. !Baines, Etltn"graplty, p. 29.) 

Examples of such early Rajput states a~ the Yaudheya con
federation in 'the southern portion of the Punjab ... and the northern 
parts of Rajputana' (J.R.A.S., 1897, p. 887), and the Arjunayanas 
in the Bhartpur and Alwar States of Rajputana (ibid. p.886). Both 
the Yaudheyas, 'Warriors,' and the Arjuniiyanas, 'Descendants of 
Arjuna,' are mentioned by Pal.lini in the fourth century B.C.; both 
iss~ed coin!> as early as the first century B.C.; and both appear 
among the peoples on the frontiers of the Gupta empire in the 
Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta c. 380 A.D. Other states 
struck coins with the bare legend 'Of the Rajanya (Kshatriya) 
Country.' It is impossible at present to determine with much pre
cision the localities in which these coins were issued; but similarity 
of type suggests that one variety may belong to the same region as 
the coins of the Arjunayanas and the kings of Mathura (PI. V, 13)1. 

The mountainous fringe of country on the north of the Punjab 
and the United Provinces was also occupied at this period by inde
pendent native Indian states; and the names of some of them have 
;;imilarly been preserved by the coins, which were no doubt the 
result of commerce between these peoples of the hills and the low
lnnders. In the Gurdaspur District of the Punjab there lived the 

I Rapson, Indian CoinJI, pp. 11-13, a.nd PII. III, 20 a.nd IV, 1. 
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Udumbaras, who claimed to be descended from Vic;vamitra, the 
rishi of the third book of the Rigveda 1. His figure appears on the 
coins of their king, Dhariighosha, whose reign must probably be 
assigned to the latter half of the first century B.C., since his coinage 
is evidently imitated from that of the (,'aka king Azilises (PI. V, 
14, Dharaghosha; 15, Aziliscs). Of a somewhat later date, perhaps 
of the first or second century A.D., are the coin8 of the Knlutas, the 
eastel'll neighbours of the Udumbaras, in the Kulu valley of the 
Kfingra District; and to the same period as the coins of the U dum
baras belong the earlier issued of the KUl,lindas who inhabited the 
country of the SutIej in the Simla Hill States (PI. V, 16, Amogha
bhuti). These three peoples, the Udumbaras, the Kuliitas, and the 
KU\,linda~, lived on the border between the regions in which the 
two ancient alphabets. Brahmi and Kharoshthl, prevailed: they 
accordingly used both of them in their coin-legends. To a branch 
of the Km~indas (or Kulindas, as they are called in the Pural,las), 
whose territories' extended fmother east along the Bouthel'll slopes 
of the Himalayas as far all Nepal' (Pargiter, Mark. Pur. p. 316), 
are probably also to be attributed the coins of two kings which 
have been found in the Almora District (PI. V, 17, (,~ivadatta)2. 

The' unsubdued' peoples on the southern borders of the Maurya 
dominions were, during the Qmiga period, united under the suze
rainty of the most powerful among them, the Andhras, whose home 
was in the coastal region of the Madras Presidency between the 
rivers Godavari and Kistna:l. The dynasty, which is known by its 
tribal name in the PUl"dl,laS and by its family name or title, Qata
vahana, in inscriptions, is traced back to king Simuka, who was 
succeeded by his younger brother, K!,ishl,la. At 80me date in the 
reign of Simuka or K!,ishl,la the Andhra conquests had extended 
up the valley of the river Godavari for its whole length, a distance 
of some nine hundred miles, to the table-land of the Nasik District. 
This is proved by the inscription (no. 1144) in one of the Nasik caves 
which was excavated when K!,ishl,la was king. Alrearly the (,'iitava
hanas had justified their claim to the title, ' Lords of the Deccan 
(Dakshil,lapatha),' which they bear in their later inscriptions. The 
third of the line and the best known of the earlier kings was 

1 Cf. Pargiter, Mark. Pur. p. 355. For the connexion between Vi9vamitre. and 
the conn try of the Beas, see Vedie Index, II, p. ::nO. 

, For the coins of Kulllt ... , see Bergny, J.R.A .S., 1900, p. 415; for other coins 
mentioned in this pBragraph see the references in Rapson, Indian Coi .... , pp. 10-12 . 

• See Chapter XXIV, pp. 598-9. The inscriptions from Bhattiprolu near the mouth 
of the Kistna in the Gnntiir District (c. 200 B.C.) mention a king Khnbire.ka or Kubiraka 
(Kuvera) who is otherwise unknown; see Biihler, Ep. Irul. II, pp. 323 if. 
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called yatakarl)i, a name which, to the perplexity of modern 
students of Indian history, was borne by several of his successors 
on the throne. 

The exact date of the establishment of the Andhra suzerainty 
cannot be determined from the discrepant accounts given by 
different Pural)as of the kings and the duration of their reil,'1ls; 
but it is clear that the most complete of the extant lists can only 
be interpreted as indicating that the founder, Simuka, began to 
reign before 200 B.c. 1 To this extent the evidence of the Pural)as 
confirms the opinion of BUhler, who from epigraphical considera
tions assigned the Nasik inscription of the second king, Krishl)a, to 
'the times of the last Mauryas or the earliest yUilgas, in the 
beginning of the second century B.C.'2 It is therefore possible that 
KrishI.Ia's immediate successor, the third Andhra king, <,~,ltakal'l)i, 
may have been contemporary with the first yuilga king, Pushya
mitra (c. 184-148 B.C.). As we shall see (p. 535) this same QatakarI.li 
was probably also contemporary with Kharavela, king ofKaliilga. 

For the history of this period the cave-inscriptions of Nanaghat 
(nos. 1112-20) are of the highest importance. 'rhey prove by their 
situation that the Andhras now held the Nana Pjl.SS, which leads 
from Junnar in the Deccan to the Konkan, the coastal region of 
Western India. Most of them describe statues of members of the 
royal family-Simuka, the founder of the line, Qatakarl)i himself 
and his queen Naganika, a Maharathi, and three princes. But mo"t 
valuable of all is the inscription, unfortunately fragmentary, of the 
queen (no. 1112). She was the daughter of a Maharathi, i.e. a king 
of the Rashtrikas; a,nd we must conclude therefore that the incor
poration of the Maratha country in the Andhra empire had been 
ratified by a matrimonial alliance between the two royal hOllses. 
The inscription records the performance of certain great sacrifices 
and the fees paid to the officiating priests-fees which testify 
eloquently to the wealth of the realm and to the power of the 
Brahman hierarchv at this date-tens of thousands of cows, . . 
thousands of horses, numbers of elephants, whole villages, and huge 
sums of money (tens of thousands of kiirshiipa1Jns). Twice, it 
appears, had QatakarI~i proclaimed his suzerainty by the perform-

1 The accession of the twenty-third king. Gautamiputra Qiitakarni, must be dated 
106 A.D. or .. rew years later; see Rapson. B.M. Cat., Coins of the Andhra Dynasty 
<i':c., p. xxx. If a calculation be made from this fixed point, the maximum readings 
of the Puriinas would indicate c. 244 B.C., and the minimum readings c. 202 B.C., 

as the date of Simuka'B accession; cf. Kali Age, pp. 38-42. 71, with B.M. Cat., 
pp. lxvi, lxvii. 

, Arch. Sur. WeBt_ Ind. IV, p. 98. 
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ance of the horse-sacrifice; and, on one of these occasions at least, 
the victory thns celebrated must have been at tbe expense of the 
QUilgaS, if we are right in supposing t.hat the appearance of the 
Andhras of Southern India in the dynastic lists of the Pural.las 
indicates that, at some period, they held the position of suzerains 

• 
in Northern India (p. 318). That the Andhras did actually come 
into conflict with the (;uilgas during the reign of Pushyamitra 
appears probable from the M(llavik(lgnimitra (p. 519). On this 
occasion the (,'migas were victorious; but this was no doubt merely 
an episode in the struggle in which the Andhras were finally tri
umphant. The progress of this intruding power from its western 
stronghold, Prati8hthiina, first to rliayini and 8ubsequentlyto Vidir;a 
seems to be indicated by the evidence of coins and inscriptions. 

Pratishthana, the modern Paithan on the north bank of the 
Godavari in the Aurang<tbad District of Hyderabad, is famous in 
literature as the capital of king Qlltakarl~i (Qatavahana or Sali
vabana) and his son Qakti-kumara; and there can be little doubt 
that these are to be identified with the king Qatakarni and the 
prince Qakti-r;ri of the Nanaghat inscriptions. The Andhras in 
this region were separated by the rivers Tapti and Narbada from 
the kingdoms of U,iiayini and VidiC;a, which lay along the central 
route from the coast to Pataliputra; and the lines of communica
tion between Pratishthiina and these kingdoms passed through the 
city of Mahishmati (Mandhiita on the Narbada in the Nimllr Dis
trict of the Central Provinces). Numismatic testimony, if it has 
been rightly interpreted, shows that at this period the Andhras had 
traversed the intervening territories and conquered the kingdom 
of U,iiayini. Their earliest known coins bear the name of a king 
Sata, who is probably to be identified with (,~atakafl.li; and they 
are of what numismatists call the' Malwa fabric' and of that par
ticular variety which is characteristic of the coins of W. Malwa 
(Avanti), the capital of which was Gliayini'. If we may suppose, 
then, that Qatakarl.li was the actual conqueror, his performance of 
the horse-sacrifice is evidently explained; for Ujjayinl was one of 
the most famous of all the cities of India, and its conquest may 
well have entitled the Andhra kings to a place in the imperial 
records preserved by the PuraJ.las. It was, and still is, one of tho 
seven holy places of Hinduism 2. Such fragments of its ancient 

1 Rapson, n.M. Cat., Coin. of the Andhra Dynasty <i:r., p. xcii. 
Z The seven are recorded in the couplet: 

Ayodhya, .111athurii, JUiya, Kiv;i, Katiel, Avantikii, 
purl Dvii.ravat~ caiva, saptaitii mok~(ldii.!likit,:l. 

34-2 
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history as may be recovered from the past are given elsewhere!; 
and the indigenous coins which can be attributed to this period 
add little to our knowledge. The only inscribed specimen yet 
discovered bears the name of the city in its Prakrit form, Ujeni 
(PI. V, 18). Other coins have a type which has been supposed 
to represent the god Qiva (PI. V, 19), whose temple stood in the 
Mahakala forest to the north of the city. It wa~ destroyed by the 
Muhammadans in the thirteenth century A.D., and the present 
temple was built on its site. 

It appears most likely, then, that Uijayini was wrested from 
the first QUllga king, Pushyamitra, by Qiitakal'I)i. Of its history for 
many years to come we have no information. We can only infer 
from the conditions of the time that its politics cannot have been 
dissevered from those of the neighbouring kingdom of Vidi~a; and 
early in the first century, c. 90 B.C., we find evidence of the 
existence of diplomatic relations between Vidi~ii, which was still 
under the rule of the QUIlgas, and the Yavalla house of Eucratides 
at Taksha~ila in the north-west of the Punjab (p. 521). There 
were therefore at this period three powers which were politically 
important from the point of view of Ujjayini-the Yavanas in the 
north, the QUilgas on the east, and the Andhras of Pratishthiina in 
the south; and it is probable, in the absence of any evidence to 
the contrary, that Ujjayini remained in the possession of the last 
of these. But a few years later, c. 75 B.C., there arose anothet· 
formidable power on the west. The Scythians (Qakas) of Seistiin 
had occupied the delta of the Indus, which was known thereafter 
to Indian writers as Qakadvipa, 'the doab of the Qakas,' and to the 
Greek geographers as Indo-Scythia. The memory of an episode in 
the history of Ujjayini as it was affected by this new element in 
Indian politics may possibly be preserved in the .Jaiu story of 
Kalaka, which is told in Chapter VI, pp. 167-8. The story can 
neither be proved nor disproved; but it may be said in its favour 
that its historical setting is not inconsistent with what we know 
of the political circumstances of Ujjayini at this period. A perse
cuted party in the state may well have invoked the aid of the 
warlike (,'akas of Qakadvlpa in Ol'der to crush a cruel despot; and, 
a>! histol'Y has so often shown, such allies are not unlikely to have 
seized the kingdom for themselves. Both the tyrant GardabhiIla, 
whose misdeeds were responsible for the introduction of these 
llvengers, and his SOli Vikramaditya, who afterwards dt'ove the 
. "kas out of the realm, according to the story, may perhaps be 

! Chapters "IT, pp. 185-7; XIII, pp. 310-1. 
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historical characters; and, from the account which represents 
Vikramaditya as having come to Ujjayini from Pratishtbana, we 
may infer that they were connected with the Andhras 1• It is 
possible that we may recognise in this story the beginnings of that 
long struggle between the Andhras and the Qakas for the possession 
of Ujjayini, the ¥arying fortunes of which may be clearly traced 
when the evidence of inscriptions becomes available in the second 
century A.n. 2 With the imperfect documents at our disposal, we 
can do little more than suggest such possibilities. It is hopeless 
to attempt to discriminate between the elements which may be 
historical and others which are undoubtedly pure romance in the 
great cycle of legend which has gathered around the name, or 
rather the title, Vikramaditya, • the Sun of Might.' Many kings 
at different periods and in different countries of India have been 
so styled; and it seems that the exploits of more than one of them 

, have been confused even in those legends which may be regarded 
as having some historical basis. While it is pussible, nay even 
probable, that there may have been a Vikramaditya who expelled 
the Qakas from Ujjayini in the first century B.C., it is certain that 
the monarch who finally crushed the Qaka power in this region 
was the Gupta emperor, Chandragupta II Vikramaditya (380-
414 A.D.). Indian tradition does not distinguish between these 
two. It regards the supposed founder of the era, which began in 
58 B.O. (p. 571), and the royal patron of KalidlLsa, who lived more 
than four hundred years later, as one and the same person. 

During the first quarter of the firtlt century B.O., such dominion 
as the Andhras may have exercised over the region now known as 
Malwa must have been restricted to its western portion, Avanti, of 
which Ujjayini was the capital; for the QUilga kings were still in 
possession of Akara or E. Malwa (capital Vidi~a). But there is 
evidence that, presumably at some date after c. 72 B.O. when the 
Quilgas came to an end, E. Malwa also was annexed by the 
Andhras. An inscription (no. 346) on one of the Bhilsa Topes 
(Sanchi, no. 1) records a donation made in the reign of a king 
Qatakarl.li, who cannot be identified more precisely, but who must 
certainly have been an Andhra. The inscription is not dated; but 
there is now a general consensus among archaeologists that it 
probably belongs to about the middle of the first century B.c.3 

1 These kings belonged probably to the family of Gardabhilas, who appear in the 
Puriinas among the successors of the Andhras; see Kali AUe, pp. 44-6, 72. 

:.! n.M. Cat., Andhras (C·c., pp. xxxv, xxxvi. 
, n.M. Cat., Andhra. d)c., pp. xxiii, xxiv; Marshall, Guide to Sanehi, p. 13; 

Jouvea ... Dubreuil, Ane. Hi.t. of the Deccan, p. 15. 
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Andhra coins of a certain type have also been attributed to 
E. Mfilwa; but their date is uncertain, and they may belong to a 
later period 1. The conquest of E. Malwa marks the north-eastern 
limit to which the progress of the Andhra power can be traced 
from the evidence of inscriptions and coins. 

The other great nation, which arose on the ruins of the Maurya 
empire to take its part in the tltruggle for supremacy, had also its 
horne in the lowlands of the eastern coast. The Kalingas2, who 
occupied the country of the MaM,nadi, were no doubt connected 
ethnographically with the Ailgas and the other peoples of the 
plains of Bengal with whom they are associated in the Pural.taS 
(p.317). They had been conquered by A~oka c. 262 B.C.3 ; but at 
some time aftCl· his death they llAd regained their independence; 
and the next climpses of their history are afforded by inscrip
tions in the caves of the Udayagiri Hill near Cuttack in Orissa'. 
The immediate object of these inscriptions (nos. 1345-50) was to 
preserve the memory of pious benefactors-two kings, a queen, a 
prince, and other persons-who had provided caves for the use of 
the Jain ascetics of U dayagiri; and one of the inscriptions (no. 1345) 
in the Hathigumpha, or 'Elephant Cave,' contained a record of 
events in the first thirteen (or possibly fourteen) years of the reign 
of one of the kings, Klulravela, a member of the Cheta dynasty. 
This is one of the most celebrated, and also one of tbf' most per
plexing, of aU the historical monuments of India. unfortunately 
it has been badly preserved. Of its seventeen lines only the first 
four remain in their entirety. These describe the fifteen years of 
the king',; boyhood, the nine years of his rule as prince (yuvariija), 
his coronation as king when his twenty-fourth year was completed, 
and events in the first two years of his reign. All the other lines 
are more or less fragmentary. Many passages are irretrievably 
lost, while others are partially obliterated and can only be restored 
conjecturally. Time bas thus either destroyed or obscured much 
of the historical value of this record. 

Even the fundamental question whether the inscription iH 
dated or not is still in dispute. Some scholars contend that a 
pa8sage in the sixteenth line can only be interpreted to mean that 
t~e inscription was engraved in the 165th year of the Maurya 
kings, or of the Maurya king, while others deny the existence of 

I B.M. Cat., AndhTlU &C., pp. xcv, xcvi. 
2 Chapter XXIV, pp. 601-2. 
3 Chapter xx, pp. 495. 503. 
• Chapter XXVI, pp. 638 if. 
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any such date!. The discussion of problems of this kind does not 
fall within the scope of the present wurk; but it may be pointed 
out here that the acceptance of the supposed date would seem to 
involve no chronological impossibilities, and that, in any case, the 
inscription probably belongs to about the middle of the Hecond 
century B.C. We know from analogous instances that the origin 
of imperial eras is usually to be traced to the regnal years of the 
founder of the empire. A Maurya era, therefore, would naturally 
date from the accession of Chandragupta c. 321 B.C.; and, if such an 
era is actually used in the present instance, the inscription must be 
dated c. 1.~6 B.c., and the beginning of Kharavela's reign c. 169 B.C. 

With this hypothetical chronology other indications of date seem 
to agree. 

Epigraphical considerations show that the Hftthigumpha in
scription of Kharavela and the Nanaghat inscription of Naganika, 
the queen of qatakarl,li, belong to the same period as the Nasik 
inscription of Krisbl,la". Even, therefore, if it must be admitted 
that the Hathigumpha inscription is undated, there is still reason 
to believe that Kharavela may have been contemporary with 
~atakarl.li in the first half of the second century B.C. Moreover, a 
Qatakarl,li is actually mentioned in the Hathigumpha inscription 
as Khiiravela's rival; and it appears most probable that he is 
to be identified with the Qatakarl.li of the Nanaghat inscription. 
Like this Qatakan.,i, Kharavela was also the third of his line, if we 
may accept the usual interpretation of a passage in the Hathi
gumphrL inscription3

; and, as the rise of both the Andhra and 
Kaliilga dynasties must no doubt date from the same period 
when the Maurya power began to decline, the probability that 
these two kings were contemporary is thus increased. 

On two occasions, according to the inscriptional record, did 
Kharavela invade the Andhra dominions in the Deccan. In his 
sccond yeal' he sent a large army of horse, elephants, foot-soldiel's, 
and chariots to the West in defiance of Qatakarl,li; and in his 
fourth year he humbled the lVtshtrikas of the Maratha Country 
and the Bhojakas of Berar, both feudatories of the Andhra kings 
of Pratishthiina (pp. 530-1). Such expeditions were undoubtedly ill 
the !Jature of a challenge to the predominant power of the Deccan; 

1 For Ihe lileralure which bears on the inlerpretation of Ihe Hiithigumphii inscrip. 
tion, "ee the Bibliography. 

2 BUhler, Arch. Sur. West. Ind. v, p. 71; Illdioche Pulaeographie, p. 39. 
3 The differenl lranslalion given by Mr Jayaswal seems not 10 be necessitaled by 

the new reading 10 which he calls attention in JOUT. Bihar a>td Orissa Research Soc., 

1918, p. 454. 
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but they appear not to have been pursued beyond the limit of 
safety. We may suppose that the armies of Kharavela passed up 
the valley of the Mahanadi and over the water-shed into the 
valleys of the Godftvari and its great tributaries the Wainganga 
and the Wardh:t. They would thus invade territory which the 
Andhra monarch regarded as lying within his realm. But it is not 
stated, and there are no grounds for surmising, that the forces of 
the Kaliilgas and the Andhras came into actual conflict on either 
of these occasions or that any important political results followed. 
Such military expeditions, as is abundantly proved by inscriptions, 
fonned part of the ordinary routine in a :>tate of society, in which 
war had become a profession and the soldier was an her'editary 
member of a professional caste. 'fhey supplied to some extent 
the place which is occupied by mano:'uvres ill the training of 
modern armies; and they also afforded the king such opportunities 
as there might be for the fulfilment of that desire to extend his 
rule which, according to the law-books, is one of the chief qualifi
cations for kingship (Manu IX, 251 ; x, 119 etc.). Our knowledge 
of thi" feature in the life of ancient and medieval India is derived 
from the eulogie8 of kings which fill 80 large a proportion of the 
inseriptions which have come down to our time. 'l'hese composi. 
tions are the work of grateful beneficiaries or court-poets, whose 
object was rather to glorify their royal patron than to hand down 
to posterity an accurate accollnt of the events of his reign. It is 
evident that in them RlIccesses are often grossly exaggerated, while 
revel'f!es are passed o.er in complete silence. The statements of 
the inscriptions are, therefore, very fr'equently those of }JI'ejudiced 
witne88eB; and they must be weighed as such if we are to estimate 
rightly the value of these few scattered fragments of historical 
l'Vidcnce which time has prese\'ved. The achievements of Kh:travela 
loom large in the Hathigumpha inscription; and there is no reason 
to doubt that, as a military leader, he played an important part in 
the affairs of the time. But if, as the cxpeditions of his seconr} and 
fourth years seem to indicate, his ambition led him to entcl·tain 
the project of wresting the suzerainty from thc Alltlhra king of 
Pratiilh~hana, the attempt must be held to have failed. His family 
has found no place in the dynastic lists of suzerains which were 
handed flown to posterity by the PUriil.ras. 

From the W O>lt, Kharavela turned his attention to the X orth.. 
In h.ill eighth year he hal'll!!scd the king of llitjagriha, who fled 
at hrM approach; in his tenth year he sent an expedition to 
Blu\ratl\va.rsha; and in hi" twelfth year he produced consternation 
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among the kings of Uttarapatha, humbled the king of Magadha, 
and, according to ~Ir .Jayaswal's translation which is not UIldis
puted, brought back trophies which had been carried away by 
king Nanda. ' 

For the present we must be content with this brief summary 
of the relations of Kaliilga with other countries after the fourth 
year of Khiiravela's reign; and even these few statements raise 
problems for which lIO satisfactory solution can yet be proposed. 
The identification of the kings of Rajagriha and Magadha is still 
uncertain. The former bears no personal name in the inscription, 
and the question whether the latter is named or not is still un
decided I. Both BhrLratavarsha and ettariipatha are often general 
designation8 of ~ orthern India; and it is useless to speculate as to 
what particular regions they may possibly denote in this instance. 
All that appears to be certain is that Kharavela repeatedly invaded 
Northern India, and that OIl one occasion he won a decisive victory 
over the king then reigning at Pataliputra. Who that king was 
we do not know. It seems natural to assume that the Qungas were 
still the lords of ~Iagadha; but there is no undoubted evidence 
that this was the fact. The Yavana invasion of the capital (p. 544) 
may have taken place before the twelfth year of Khiiravela's reign, 
and decisive events may have happened of which no recol'd has yet 
been discovered. 

The mention of a king Nanda, or of Nanda kings, in two 
passages of the Hiithigumpha inscription seems to supply a link of 
connexion between the histories of Kaliilga and Magadha before 
the ~Iaurya period. But even this is doubtful; and the doubt 
cannot be dispelled so long as uncertainty remains in regard to 
the interpretation of the date, which is appal'ently indicated in one 
of these pas,,;ages 2• If ti-vasa-sata in line 6 of the inscription can 
mean 'three centuries before (the fifth year of Kbaravela's reign),' 
we must suppose that, in -the middle of the fifth centuJiy B.C., 

Kaliilga was unrIer the rule of a ~allrIa king, and it is natural to 

l Mr.T ayaswal holds that the king of Riijagriha. WaS also the king of Magadha, 
whose name he reads in the inscription as Bahasatimitra, and whom he identifies with 
Pushyamitra. Apart from the proposed reading of the name, which cannot be verified 
from the reproduction of the inscription in Plate I of the Jour. Bihar and Ori .. a 
Research Soc. 191R, the i,lentification of the Bahasatirnitra of the Pabhosii inscription 
and the coins with Pushyamitro. appears not to be possible, if Mr Jayaswal is correct 
in assigning the Pabhosa inscription (no. 9(4) to the tenth year of Odraka (p. 521). 
According to the Puranas there was an interval of twenty. five years between the reigns 
of Pushyamitra and Odraka (p. 518); and Ashaghasena, the donor of the Pabhos;; 
cave, was the maternal uncle of king Bahasatimitra. 

, Chapter XIII, pp. 314-5. 
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associate him with the well-known predecessors of the Mauryas. 
If, on the other hand, the expl'ession means 'one hundred and 
three years before (the fifth yeal' of Kharavela's reign),' or 'in the 
one hundred and third year (of the Maurya era)!,' the reference 
must be, in the former case, to a king called Nanda who was 
reigning over Kaliilga before its annexation by Ac;oka, and, in the 
latter case, to a predecessor of Kharavela in the Cheta dynasty 
after the kingdom had regained its independence. 

As is so often inevitable in our attempts to reconstruct the 
mosaic of ancient Indian history from the few pieces which have 
as yet been found, we can do little mere than define the limits of 
possible hypothesis in this instance. For greater certainty we 
must be content to wait until the progress of archaeological 
research has furnished us with more adequate materials. 

KEY TO PLATE V. 

I. .IE. Bran: DharmapiLla. OIIV. Rafio Dhamapiilasa in ancient Brahmi2 

characters written from right to left. 

2. .IE. Kau~a.mbi: Baha.~atimitra. Obl'. Humped bull to r. facing chaitya; 
above, symbol. Rel'. Bahasatimitrasa. Tree within railing; on either 
side, symbols. 

3. .IE. Pafichiila: Agnimitra. Obr:. Agni, with head of flames, standing between 
posts on railing. Rer:. in incuse, Agimitasa; above, three symbols. 

4. .IE. id.: Indramitra. ObI'. Indm scated on railing. Ree. in incuse,Idamitasa; 
above, three symbols. 

5. ...E. Mathnra.: Gomitra. Rev. Gomit(IJJa. Standing figure; on either side, 
symbols. 

6 . .IE. id.: Brahmamitra. Rer:. Brahmamitasa. Standing figure, with r. arm 
raised; on either side, symbols. 

7 . .IE. id.: Hagamasha. Obv. Horse to I. Rer:. Khatapasa Hagamasluua. 
• Standing figure, with r. arm raised;. on either side, symbol~. 

8 . .IE. id.: Hagiina and Hagamasha. Obv. HOl'Se to I. Rev. Khatapana Hagii
nasa Hagamashasa; to r., thunderbolt. 

9 . .IE. id.: Raiijubula. Obl'. The abhi.~heka of LakshmI. Rel'. MaMkhatapasa 
Raiuvulasa. Standing figure; on either side, symbol. 

10. .A<l. id.: \JOI}ilsa. Ob-c. Indistinct, probably as on no. 9. Rel'.lIfaMkhatapasa 
putasa Khatapasa C;oljasasa. Type as on no. 9. 

11. ...E. Ay~dhya.: Aryamitra. Obl'. Peacock to r. facing tree. Rev. in incuse, 
AyyamitlL8a. Humped bull to I. facing post. 

: K. G. San~arR Aiyar,Jnd . . Ant., 1920, pp. 43 fl. 
All the com-legends m thiS Plate are in Brahmi except when 'Kbaroshtbi' is 

specially inuicated. • . 
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12. ,Eo id.: Muhtdeva. 0/) •. Mulade1!ala. Elephant to I. facing symbol. Rev. 

Wreath; above, symbol; below, snake. 

13 . ..E. RajanyaJanapada.. 0/)1!. Humped bull to I. Rev. Ra,janya-janapadasa. 
Standing figure. 

14. At. Udumbara: Dharaghosha. 0/)1). Mahadt1!(/$a ratio DharO{fhoshasa I 
OdU/!,bal"isa; r., tree within railing; I., trident battle-axe. Rev. 
Similar legend in Kharosh!hl characters. ViQviimitm standing, with r. 
hand raised; across field, Virpa-mitra in Kharosh~hi characters. 

15 . .!t. Qaka: Azilises. Rer. (Kh.) )'lllltaraja.'a )'o,/atiraJasa maltatala I Ayi
lialLasa. One of the Dioscuri standing. 

16 . .!t. K~inda: Amoghabhiiti. 0/)1:. Ra;;o KU1}i7!"iasa Amoghabltiilisil 
Mahii.l"iija.,a. Deer to r. facing female figure; above, symbol; below, 
ch.ai/ga. Rel!. Similar legend in Kharoshthl characters. Cltaitya sur
mounted by nandipada; r., tree within railing; I., SMStika and anether 
symbol. . 

17. ,R. Almora.: qivadatta. Obc. Railing with symbols between the posts. 
Rel!. Si"Cadatasa. Type uncertain (symbol or letter 1); in margin, deer 
and tree within railing. 

18 . ..E. Ujjayini. Ob'/}. Elephant to r. Ref:. lljeni[ye]; above, a hand. 

19 . ..E. id. ObI'. Three-headed standing figure. Ret,. The symbol wmally found 
on coins of HijayinI. 



CHAPTER XXII 

THE SUCCESSORS OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT 

THE disintegration of the l\Iaurya empire was followed by 
foreign invasions. ~ow that the unifying power was removed, the 
frontiers could no longer be held securely; and the history of 
N.W. India becomes for many centuries the record of successive 
conquerors who came along the routes which led from Bactria 
(N. Afghanistan) over the Hindu Kush into the Kabul valley or 
from Ariana (SeisULn and Kandahar) over the Bnl,hili Mountains 
into Sind • 

The first three of the series, who belong to the period before 
the Christian era, are known in Indian literature and inscriptions 

las Yavanas or Yonas (Greeks), .Qa~~ or Sakas (Scythians), and 
.f.ahlavas (Parthians). Like other lllvaders they are regarded by 
the Sanskrit law-hooks and epics as degenerate Kshatriyas who 
had lost· caste through their neglect of the religious and social 
code, and they are suppose(l to be of Indian origin, the descendants 
of Turvasu; but their names alone are sufficient to prove that 
they were foreigners, and that they came into India from Hactria 
or from Iran. 

The Yavanas are the Iauna of the Old Persian inscriptions of 
Darius, which show that the PCrSians applied to all Greeks without 
distinction the name of the Ionians of Asia Minor who were con
quered by Cyrus in 545 B.C. Greek soldiers and officials fonned 
no unimportant element in the administration of the empire of 
the Achaemenids; and it is not surprising therefore to find that 
the Greeks were known in India at a time when a large portion 
uf the North-WeRt was still under Persian rule. The occurrence of 
the word Yavana in a grammatical rule of PaI)ini (IV, 1,49) iR a 
certain indication that it had been adopted into Sanskrit before the 
middle of the fourt.h century B.C. Its Prakrit equivalent, Yona, il:! 
Ul!ed ill the inscriptions of Ac;oka to describe the Hellenic sovcrei6'llS 
of Eg)'pt, Cyrene, Macedonia, Epiru8, and Syria; aIHl there can be 
little doubt that, in all Indian documents earlier than the third 
century A.ll., the tem} denotes a person of Greek descent, in spite 
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of the fact that, like other foreign settlers in Illdia, many of the 
Yavanas had become Hinduised and had adopted Indian name~. 
At a later date, foreigners generally are classed as Yavanas. 

On three occasions have Yavana conquerors occupied the Kabul 
valley, the North-Western Frontier Province, and large portions 
of the Punjab. The eal·!iest of these episode8, the Indian expedi
tion of Alexander the Great, has for more than twenty-two centuries 
been celebrated in the 'Yestern world a8 one of the most amazing 
feats of arms in the whole of history. Of its progreAs detailed 
accounts have been preserved by Greek and Latin authors whose 
information was derived from the writings of officers who them
selves took part ill the events whieh they describe; and in all these 
accounts Alexander himself is thegreatcentral figure. .No personage 
of the ancient world is better known; but of this great conqueror 
the records of India have preserved no certain trace: he had failed 
to reach the ;\Iidlaud Country, to which the literature of the period 
is almost exclusively confined. 

On the second occasion, Bactrian princes of the house of Euthy
demus, whose conquests began c. 200 B.C., succeeded in rivalling 
and in surpassing the exploits of Alexander; and on the third 
occasion, Eucratides, who had supplanted the family of Euthydemus 
in Bactria, deprived it of its possessions in the K:l,bul valley and 
of a portion of its territory in N.W. India, before 162 B.C. (p. 4'>7). 

No connected account of these two rival Yavana hom;8J has 
been prei!erved; and practically nothing is known about the per
sonal character or achievements of the leaders who directed the 
affairs of a period which must have been full of stirring events. 
A few isolated referellce~ in literature, Greek, Roman, and Indian, 
a single Indian inscription, and the coin-legends of about thirty 
Greek kings and two Greek queens supply the evidence whieh 
enables us to retrace very imperfectly a few outlines in the history 
of the Auccessors of Alexander the Great in India during the 
second and first centuries B.C. 

For about a century after the treaty of peace hetween :-:leleucus 
and Chandragupta, c. 30;; B.C., and half a century after the founda-
tion of the Hellenic kingdom of Bactria, c. 2;j() B.C., the southern 
limit. of the Yavana dominions was marked by the Hindu Kush. 
This broad band of mountainous country, which scparates the 
great river systems of the OXll~ and the Indus, was thus also the 
political boundary between Bactria and Paropallisadae (the Kabul 
valley and the country north of the Kabul river now known as 
Laghman, Kohistan, and Kii.fil·istii.n). The mountain barrier, 
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although a formidable natural obstacle, has never effectually pre
vented intercourse between the two fertile regions which it divides. 
In all ages it has been traversed by migrating tribes, by military 
expeditions, or by peaceful traders and pilgrims. It was crossed 
by Alexander, from the Paropanisadae to Bactria, in fifteen days, 
and recroflAed in eleven days'. The routes which led from Bactria 
over its passes converged at a point Ileal' the present Charikar 
where Alexander had founded the city of Alexandria-under-the
Caucasus; and, so long as this strategical position could be held, 
invasion was impossible. But already in 206 B.C. the expedition 
of Antiochus the Great had shown that the way was now open; and 
the object lesson was not lost. Within a few years, the Bactrian 
kingEuthydemus and the princes of his house began their triumphal 
career, the first stage of. which was marked by the occupation of 
the Kabul valley. 

From Kabul ancient routes led, on the one hand, into the 
provinces of Ariana-Aria (Herat) on the west, and Arachosia 
(Kandahar) on the south-west-and, on the other hand, into India 
through Gandllara (Peshawar and Rawalpindi) on the south-east. 
It is probable that the Yavana power expanded in all three direc
tion!;; but it was in the secolld and third of these-to Arachosia and 
to India-that its progress wa!; most marked. In these directions 
it must no doubt have followed the routes once trodden by the 
armies of Alexander the Great. The full extent of the Yavana 
conquests is described by Strabo (XI, 516) who quotes Apollodorus 
of Artemita, the author of a history of Parthia which has been lost: 

The Greeks who occasioned its (Bactria's) revolt became so powerful by means 
of its fertility and advantages of the country that they became masters of Ariana 
and India, according to Apollodorus of Artemita. Their chiefs, particularly 
Menander (if he really crossed the Hypanis to the east and reached Isamus), 
conquered more nations than Alexander. These conquests were achieved partly 
by Menander, partly by Demetrius, son of Euthydemus, king of the Baetrians. 
They got possession not only of Patalene but of the kingdom of Saraostos, and 
Sigerdis, which constitute the remainder of the coast .... They extended their 
empire even 3$ far as,the Seres and Phryni. (Trans. M'(]rindle, Ancient India, 
pp. 100-1.) 

This passage is not without its difficulties; but the general 
purport is clear. The conquests of the Bactrian kings are said to 
have been carried to the south over the Hindu Kush into S. Afghan-

I (1) M'Cl'indle, The Incaj",,, of Ind. by Alex. the Great (ed.1896), p. 39 ; d. Holdich, 
GateE of India, pp. 87-8. (2) Itineraril.lm Alex. Mag., 104, trans. M'Crindle, Ancient 
India, p. 150. 
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istan, the North-Western Frontier Province, the Punjab, Sind, and 
Kathiawar, and to the east over the Pamirs into Chinese Turkestan. 
Unfortunately the Indian limits of this extension are somewhat 
doubtful. The Hypanis must certainly be intended for the Hyphasis 
(Beas), the eastern limit of Alexander's march; and the Isamus 
must probably be intended for the Jumna. Patalene, the country 
of Patala, is the Indus delta. T f the reading Saraostos, which has 
been restored from the MSS., be correct, it must undoubtedly re
present Rurftshtra (Kfithiawa.·). The identification of Sigerdis is 
uncertain. 

The Indian conquests, attributed by Apollodorus to Demetrius 
and Menander, were ascribed by Trogus Pompei us (J ustin, P1'()IA:)glle 
to Book XLI) to Apollodotus and Menallder. It seems probable 
that Apollodotus and ~lenande.·, as well as Demetrius, belonged 
to the house of Euthydemus, and that all these three princes were 
contemporary. 

Some of the principal stages in the routes which the conquering 
armies must have followed, together with the distances between 
the stages, are known from ancient authorities who derived their 
information from the campaigns of Alexander and Seleucus. The 
most complete record has been preserved by Pliny (VI, 17 (21». 
~Iany of his measurements are no doubt correct, when due allow
ance is made for the necessary detours in marches; but, as others 
are evidently less exact, it will be inore convenient to summarise 
here such information as is supplied by the Imperial Gazetteer, and 
to estimate other distances approximately by straight lines drawn 
on the map (Railway and Canal Map of India, 1910). 

From Charikar (Alexandria-under-thc-Callcasus) to Kahul (Ortospanum) 
40 miles. 

" Kabul (I) S.W. to Kandahar (Alexaudria-among-the-Aracho"ians) 

" 

., 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" (2) S. to Indus delta, in a straight line 
" " to S. KathiawfLT " 
" (3) E. to J alalii.bad (:; agara) 

Jalal"b"d E. to Peshawar (Pllru.hapura) 
(Stages on the' royal road' which ran frolll Charsadda, 

16 miles N.E. of Peshawar, to Patna, measured in a series 
of straight lines.) 
Charslillda (Pushkalavatl) E. to Shahdheri (Taksh~ila) 
Shahdheri S.1';. to Jhelum (Nicaea) 
Jhelum S.E. to Sialkot (9akala) 
Sialkot S. E. to the Beas (Hyphasis) 
the Beas S.E. to the Sutlej (Hesydrus) at Rfipar 
the Sutlej S. to the JUlllna (Yamuna) at Karnal (old bed) 

313 miles. 
725 " 

1000 " 
101 " 
79 " 

80 
" 

70 
" 55 
" 65 
" 85 
" 100 
" 
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The second great Yavana invasion had thus passed beyond the 
bounds of Alexander's Indian realm in two directions-beyond the 
Beas eastward8, and beyond the fndus delta southwards. But it b 
doubtful if the successors of Demetrius, Apollodotus, and Menander 
exercised any permanent sway over the very wide expanse of 
territory iudicated in Strabo's Geogmphy. It is more likely that 
most of the princes whose coins we possess ruled over various 
kingdoms in the northern region of this area, that is to say, ill the 
Kabul valley, in the N orth-Western Frontiel' Province, and in the 
northern districts of the Punjab. It is certain however that the 
military expeditions of the Yavanas were by no means confined 
within these limits. One sneh incursion which broke through the 
Delhi passage and penetl'ated the Midland Country as fitr a~ 

Pataliputra (Patna) is described in the Yuga Pur;ll.la, one of the 
chapters of the Gargi Sal!lhita. 

As in all Puranic literature, we find here a record of past events 
in the conventional form of prophecy; and, however late the work 
may he in its present form, there is no reason to doubt that, like 
the PUral.laS generally, it embodies a more ancient tradition. From 
the passage in question we gather that' the viciously valiant Greeks,' 
after reducing Saketa (in Oudh), the PaflChala country (in the doah 
between the Jumna and Ganges), and Mathura (Muttra), reached 
Ptlllhpapura (Pataliputra); but that they did not remain in the 
Midland Country because of a dreadful war among themselves 
which broke out in their own country I-an evident allusion to 
the internecine struggle between the hom'les of Euthydemus anf! 
Eucratides. 

This account is to some extent supported and supplemented by 
two examples given by the grammarian Patafijali (a contemporary 
of the Qunga king, Pushyamitra) in illustration of the use of the 
imperfect tense to denote all event which has recently happelled-
'The Yavana wa,. besieging Saketa: the Yavana was besieging 
Madbyamika' (Nagari, near Chitor in Rajputana)'. Such incursions 
brought the Yavanas into collision with the QUilgas who were now 
the predominant power in the Midland Country; and Kalida8a'~ 
drama, the J[iikwikagnirnitra (Act v) preserves the memory of fI 

conflict on the banks of the river Sindhu (1). i!ltp. p. 520), in which 
a Yavana fnrce was defeated in the reign of Pnshyamitra by the 
killg's graudllOl\ Vasumitra. 

It is clear that such warlike inroads were followed by no per
"'''lIent occupation of the Midland Country, and that the period of 

, Kern, Rrl .. , Sa,!,hitii, p. 37. , Kielhom, ["d. Ant. VlI, p. 260. 
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military conquest, in which they are ineffective episodes, belongs 
to the earlier part of the second century B.C., when the Yavana 
power was as yet undivided by internecine strife. But the struggle 
of Greek with Greek was not long delayed. The conflict between 
the rival houses in Bactria waR decided in favour of Eucratides; 
and the third Yavana invasion under his leadership deprived the 
princes of the house of Euthydemus of their dominions in Kabul 
and Kandahar (the Paropanisadae and Arachosia) and in N.W. 
India (Gandhara). 

After about 162 B.C. there were therefore two royal houses of 
Yavanas in India, and several brano/Jes of these houses were estab
lished in different kingdo1ll8 and ruled at the same time. The 
names and titles of a number of princes belonging to these families 
luive been presel'Ved by their coins; and a study of the coins 
enables us to recover a few facts in their history. 

I n the first place it is evident that Borne members of both royal 
houses ruled both to the north and to the south of the Hindu Kush. 
Their coins belong to two distinct and unmistakable classes. The 
coins struck in Bactria are purely Greek in style, in language, and 
in weight. They are thl}. most noble examples of Greek art as 
applied to portraiture. No rivals to the lifelike portraits of Euthy
demus and Demetrius appeared in the world until after the lapse 
of sixteen centuries, when the Greek spirit was again kindled at 
the renaissance and manifested itself in the medals of the great 
Italian artists. Contrasted with these, the coin-portraits executed 
to the south of the Hindu Kush are lifeless and conventional. 
Between the two styles of art there is a gulf fixed. Neither can 
be brought into relation with the other. They are the work of 
different regions and the outcome of diffeJ'ent types of civilisation. 
In Hactria the Greeks ruled supreme amid peoples of a lower 
culture. On the south of the mountain barrier, in the Kabul valley 
and in India, they were brought into contact with a dvilisation 
which was in many respects as advanced as their own and even 
more ancient-a civilisation in which, as in that of Ancient Egypt, 
relil:,'ions and sodal institutions had long ago been stereotyped, 
and in which individual effort ill literature and art was no longer 
free but bound bv centuries of tradition. With this deeply-rooted 
ci l"ilisation the Gl:eeks were forced to make a compromise; and the 
results are seen ill their bilingual coin-legends, and in their adoption 
of the Indian (or PerHian) weight-standard. 

Differences less strongly marked, differences of degree rather 
than of kind, are to be observed in the style of the coinages which 

C. H. t. I. 35 
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the Ya vanas issued in the kingdoms south of the Hindu Kush. 
This diversity is no doubt the result chiefly of varying local con
ditions. The Yavana dominions were very widely extended; and 
the influence of Greek models was naturally less strong in the more 
remote districts. 

THE HOUSE OF EUTHYDEMUS 

The princes of the house of Euthydemus who reigned both in 
Bactria and in kingdoms south of the Hindu Kush are Demetrius, 
Pantaleon, Agathocles, and probably also Antimachus. 

Of these Demetrius alone is known to the Greek historians', 
whose statements as to his Indian conquests are confirmed, though 
scarcely supplemented, by the evidence of coins. The district, in 
which his bilingual square copper coins were struck, has not been 
determined; and all that can be said of his round coins, with types 
, Elephant's head: Caduceus' and Greek legend only, is that they 
were directly copied by the Qaka king Maues, and that they must 
therefore have been in circulation in the lower Kabul valley or in 
N. W. India (PI. VI, 1, 2). 

Pantaleon and Agathocles were undoubtedly closely connected, 
since they struck coins which are identical in type and form. Tllese 
were borrowed from the earlier native currency which prevailed 
generally in the Paropanisadae and Gandhara. From a general 
consideration of the provenance of their coins, which are found 
in Kabul, Ghazni, and Kandahar, Cunningham concluded that 
Pantaleon and Agathocles must have ruled over the Western 
Paropanisadae and Arachosia (N.Chr., 1869, p. 41). They would 
seem therefore to represent the south-western extension of the 
Yavana power. 

The commemorative medals struck by Antimachns show that 
he claimed to be the successor of Diodotns and Euthydemus; but 
there is nothing to indicate his relation to Agathocles who makes 
the same claim. The two princes may have been ruling at the 
same period in different kingdoms. From the recorded discoveries 
of the Indian coins of Antimachus, Cunningham inferred that he 
ruled in the lower Kabul valley (the districts of Jalalabad and 
Peshawar). The rever~e type in which the king is represented on 
a prancing horse and wearing a flat cap (kaltsia), as on the obverse 
of the large sil Ter Bactrian coins, is evidently a portrait; and the 
same type is continued on the coins of Philoxenu8, Nicias, and 

, Cbapter nil, pp. 445-7. 
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Hippostratus, who may have succeeded to the kingdom of Ant.i
machus. But if these four princes really ruled over the same 
kingdom, its locality must be sought rather in the country of the 
Jhelum than in the lowe,' Kabul valley. The coins of Philoxenus 
al'e found only to the east of .Jalalabad (B.M. Cat., p. xxxviii), and 
those of Nicias only in the Jhelum District (Smith, Early Hist. of 
Ind., 3rd ed., p. 243); while the types' Apollo: Tripod' which are 
also struck by Hippostratu8 seem undoubtedly, in later times, to 
have been confined to the eastern districts of the Punjab (p. 552). 
The occurrence of the type 'King on prancing horse' on the joint 
coins of Hermaeus and Calliope may, as Cunningham suggested, 
indicate the union of two royal houses. 

The Bactrian and Indian coins of Antimachus with theil' types 
'Poseidon' and 'Victory' must refer to a naval triumph; and it is 
difficult to explain the allusion except on the supposition that this 
king had won a victory on one of the great Indian rivers-the 
Indus or the Jhelum. 

~umismatists usually distinguish between an earlier Anti
mach us I e€6~ and a later Antimachus II NtK'1<f>OpodPI. VI, 3); but 
it seems more probable that the coins assigned to these are merely 
the Bactrian and the Indian issues of the same monarch. The two 
classes are connected by their types; and the difference between 
them may well be local rather than chronolobrlCal. They represent 
the workmanship of districts separated by some hundreds of miles 
and dissimilar in culture. They find their parallels in the coinages. 
of other Gracco-Indian kings, viz. Demetrius, Eucratides, and 
Heliocles. Like the title 'AlJiIC'1TO<;, which is borne by Demetrius, 
the N tK'1<P0P0<; of Antimachus has reference to Indian conquests 
and is not found on the coins struck ill Bactria. 

Of the Yavana princes who ruled only to the south of the Hindu 
Kush, Apollodotus would seem to have becn the first. He is twice 
mentioned by ancient authors, and on both occasions in association 
with Menander. From such evidence as is forthcoming we may 
reasonably conclude that the two princes were members of the 
family of EuthydemuB, that they belong to the same period-the 
period of Yavana expansion-and that Apollodotus was the elder .. 

The coppel' coins of Apollodotus bear types 'Apollo: Tripod' 
in evident allusion to the king's name (Pl. VI, 4). These were re~ 
struck by Eucratides with his own types in the kingdom of Kapi\!a. 
(Kafirist~tn) immediately to the south of the Hindu Kush (p. 555 ; 
PI. VII, 36). The types of the silver coins, 'Elephant: Indian bull' 
(PI. VI, 7) which may have symbolised the tutelary divinities of 

35-2 
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cities, are commonly found on the earlier native coinages of the 
N.W., and the Indian bull is more particularly characteristic of 
PnRhkalavati (Charsadda) in the Peshawar District (p. 557). These 
types continued to be struck by Heliocles (PI. VI, 8). The COiDS 
thus show most clearly the transfcrence of the upper and lower 
Kabul valleys from one Yavana house to the other, and they de
termine thc date of Apollodotus I: he was, like Demetrius, the 
contemporary of Eucratides, who was the predecessor of Heliocles. 

From their home in the N.W. the coins of ApolJodotus were 
carried far and wide into other regions. Such distribution may 
manifestly be the result either of conquest or of commerce: it is 
therefore no certain indication of the limits of a king's dominions. 
But in this case numismatic evidence of the kind may well be 
adduced to confirm the statement preserved by Strabo, that Yavana 
rule extended on the south-west to Ariana and 011 the south to the 
Indus delta and Western India. Cunningham observed that, while 
coins of ApolJodotus are found in Arachosia (Ghazni and Kandahar) 
and in Drangiana (Seistan), those of Menander do not occur ill 
these regions; and from this fact he inferred that these provinces 
of Ariana were lost to the house of Euthydemus during the rcign 
of Apollodotus and before the reign of Menander (N.Cltr., 1869, 
p. 146). They would appear to have come successively under the 
sway of Eucratides and of Mithradates 1. That Menander did not 
role in Ariana scems certain. He is associated rather with the 
e&!\tern Punjab (p. 549); and in this region he may have been 
reigning contemporaneously with Apollodotus in the N.W. and ill 
Ariana. 

The memory of Apollodotus and Menander was preserved ill 
Western India by their coins, which, according to the author of 
the Ptriplus of the Erythl'aean Sen (§ 4i), were still in circulation 
in the last quarter of the first century A.D. at Barugaza (Broach). 
Rut Yavana rule had long ago ceased ill this region. Early ill the 
first century B.C. the country of the lower Indus had paRsed into 
the po88e8sion of the <:aka invaders from Seistan'. 

After the conquest:; of Eucratides and Heliocles the dominions 
of the hOllse of Euthydemlls were confined to those districts of' the 
Punjah which lie to the east of the Jhelulll, that is to say, to the old 
kingdoms of Alexander's first ano second Paurava, and· to thl" 
region beyond. Here the types of Apollodotus, ' Apollo: TripOlI, 
were continued by Strato I, by the (Jaka king Maues, and, with 
BOrne modification in the representation both of Apollo and the 

• Chapler Hl!, p. 457. , Chapter UllI. pp. 564, 670. 
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Tripod, by Apollodotus II PhHopator, Dionysius, Zoilus, and 
Hippostratus (PI. VI, 5, 6, and 8'ummary, p. 587). 

~ 
Menander is the only Yavana who has become celebrated in the 

<I~cientyterature of India. .He is u~questio~ably to be i~elltified 
Ith J\lIlmda, th~.Wau& king of Qakala (SlllJkot), who IS one of 

the two leiiaingcharacters in the Milindapafiha, the' Questions of 
Milinda,' a Pali treatise on the fundamentaJ principles of Buddhist 
philosophy. It is in the form of a dialogue between the king, who 
had become notorious as 'harassing the brethren by putting 
puzzles to them of heretical tendency,' and the Buddhist .elder, 
~agagena, who triumphantly Holves these puzzles and succeeds in 
converting his royal antagonist. It is thus as a philosopher, and 
not as a mighty conqueror, that Menander, like Janamejaya, king 
of the Kurus, and Janaka, king of Videha, in the Upanishads, bas 
won for himself an abiding fame. 

As a disputant he was hard to equal, harder still to overcome; the acknow
ledged superior of all the founders of the variolL' schools of thought. As in 
wisdom so in strength of body, swiftness, and valour there was found none equal 
to Milinda ill all Iudia. He was rich too, mighty in wealth and prosperity, and 
the number of his armed hosts knew no end. (Trans. Rhys Davids, S.B.E. 
xxxv, pp. 6, 7.) 

The capital is described in the same somewhat conventional 
style in a passage which begins: 

There is, in the country of the Yonakas, a grcat centre of trade, a city that is 
called t-Iagala, situated in a delightful country, abounding in parks and gardens 
and groves and lakes and tanks, a paradise of rivers and mountains alld woods. 
(Ibid. p. 2.) 

Little is said which might not apply to any other important 
city lying on the great high road of N. India l • For more precise 
information we must seek elsewhere. 

Qakala was a city of the JI<!ad!¥, who are mentioned in the . 
B!"ihadaral.IYaka Upanishad (III, 3, 1; 7, 1) probably as early as 
600 B.c., and who appear in the epics to occupy the district of 
Sialkot between thc rivers Chenftb and Ravi. Here Alexander 
found the second Paurava king, whose dominion8 he annexed to 
the satrapy of his relation and rival, the great Paurava, who ruled 
over the adjacent territory between the Jhelum and the Chenab. 
We may conclude then that the kings of the Madras claimed to be 

1 In the Jain literature such conventional descriptions of persons and places have 
attained to their complete logical development: they have become stereotyped, and are 
to be supplied in each fresh instance from the bare stage direction, va~~o, • the descrip
tion as before,' 
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Piirus, and that their dominions together with their capital, Qakala': 
twice passed under the sway of the Yavanas-under Alexander and 
under his successor, Menander. At a later date, in the early part 
of the sixth century A.n., Qakala became the capital of the Hiil,la 
conqueror, Mihirakula'. 

At his meetings with Nagasella, the king is attended by his 
five hundred Greek (Yonaka) courtiers, some of whom bear Greek 
names which have been slightly Indianised; and, as the chief of 
these courtiers were no doubt related to the royal family which 
traced its origin to Bactria, it is not surprising to find among them 
a Demetrius (Devamantriya) and an Antiochus (Anantakaya). 

In the illustrations which are brought to bear on the philosophical 
topics under discussion, certain facts of a more general interest 
emerge. Milinda, it appears, was born at the ,illage of Kalasi in 
the dv'lpa of Alasanda. Kalasi cannot be identified; but the dt'ipa 
of Alasanda is no doubt the district of Alexandria-under-the
Qaucasus-Alasanda of the Y onas, as it is called in the Mahii val11sa 
(XXIX, 39). Translators have persistently rendered dVlpa by 
'island,' and have thus added to the difficulties of identifying the 
site; but this is only one of the meanings of this word, which often 
denotes the land lying between two rivers-the Persian duab: 
the district of Qakala, for example, in the Rechna Do[tb between 
the Chenab and the Ravi, is often called 9akata-d'lfi]la. There is 
no reason therefore why the term Alasanda-dt'ipa should not be 
applied to the country between the Panjshir and Kabul rivers, in 
which the ruins of Alexander's city have been recognised near 
Charikar. No other of the numerous Alexandrias has an equal 
claim to the honour of being Menander's birthplace, which, in 
reply to Nagasena's question, the king himself describes as being 
200 yojarw8 distant from Qakala. The ?/ojana has very different 
values according to the period and the locality in which it is used; 
but there is good evidence of the use in Buddhist books of a short 
yojana, equal to about two and a half English miles; and an 
estimate of 500 miles for the route from Clutrik,lr to Sialkot 
,seems to be fairly correct (p. 543). The statement thus incidentally 
preserved by the Milindapanha has the appearance of truth. Some 
branch of the family of Euthydemus would naturally be settled ill 
.the district, which was strategically important as constituting the 
connecting link between Bactria and India, and we may reasonably 
conclude that Menander, like Apollodotus, belonged to this branch. 

.. 'Chapter xv, p. 370; Vedic Index, II, p. 123; Pargiter, Mark. Pur. pp. 3Li-6; 
Fleet, TrailS. Inter. Gr. Cong., Algiers, 1905, I, pp. 164 ff. 
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Menander's fame as a great and just ruler was not confined to 

India. Some two centuries after his time Plutarch recounted to 
the Greek world the ~tory how, after his death in camp, the cities 
of his realm contended for the honour of preserving his ashes and 
agreed on a division among themselves, in order that the memory 
of his reign should not be lost. The story is evidently derived~ 
from Borne Buddhist source; for, as Prinsep first pointed out, it is \. 
a reminiscence of the story of the distribution of Buddha's ashes I. : 

The coins of l\Ienander show a gl'eater variety of types and are 
distributed over a wider arca than those of any other Graeco
Indian ruler. They are found not only in the Kabul valley and 
the Punjab, but also in the western distl'icts of the United Provinces. 
There can be no doubt that Menander was the ruler over many 
kingdoms and that he was a great conquel'Or. " most probably 
under his leadership that the Yavana armies it. t,he Midland 
Country (p. ij44). The statement, that the eXpl'1S recalled 
on account of the war which had broken out bet"',,~. vavanas 
themselyes in their own country, is in accordance witl . ~ may 
be inferred as to his date. Menander and Eucratides weI almost 
certainly contemporary. Some of their ~quare copper coins are so 
similar in style that they may reasonably be assigned not only to 
the same general period, but also to the same region-a region 
which must have passed from one rule to the other (PI. VI, 13, 14). 

The numismatic record of Menander is unusually full, but it is 
at the same time extraordinarily difficult to interpret. Few, if auy, 
of his types can be attributed to the different cities in wi. '. t., 

were struck. The most plausible suggestions are that the' O. 
(PI. VI, 17) may represent Bucephala, and the figure of 'VH;.l. . 
(PI. VI, 15; continued on the coins of Strato, PI. VI, 16) Nicaea, 
the two cities which Alexander founded on the Jhelum in the realm 
of PortH!'. 

The period is one of great historical complexity. The house of 
Euthydemus, after a career of conquest under Demetrius, Apollo
dotus, and Menander, was engaged in a struggle, under the same 
leaders. to maintain itsuewly won possessions against the encroach
ments of the house of' Eucratides. Co ius can only have preserved 
a few indications of the kaleidoscopic changes which must from 
time to time have taken place in the political situation. Neverthe
less, their evidence clearly illustrates some of the main results of 

1 Plutarch, Praecepta gerendae reipublicae (Morali .. , 821, D); Prinsep'. EIII.Y., ed. 
Thomas, 1, pp. 50, 171. 

• <Jh .. pter xv, p. 368. 
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the struggle. They show unmistakably that the dominions of the 
house of Euthydemus ill the Kabul valley and in both western and 
eastern Gandhara (Pushkalavati and Tak8ha~ila) had passed into 
the hands of Eucratides (pp. 555 f.) and his immediate successors 
Heliocles (pp. 556 f.) and Antialcidas (pp. 558 f.). It is in the 
region which lies to the south and east of the Rawalpindi 
District that we must seek henceforth the remnants of the house 
of Euthydemus. Here Apollodotus appears to be represented by 
Apollodotus II Philopator, and Menander by Agathocleia and her 
SOIl Strato. 

'I'he types which these families continue to use in the eastern 
Punjab, and which are especially characteristic of the house of 
Euthydemus, are chiefly two; (1) the types of Apollodotus, 'Apollo: 
Tripod' (PI. VI, 4)-Strato I (PI. VI, 5), and, with some modification 
in the types which appears to indicate a later date, Apollodotus II 
(PI. VI, 6), Dionysius, Zoilus, Hippostratus (Summary, p. 587); and 
(2) the type of Menander, 'Athene Promachos' (Pl. VII, 18)
Agathocleia and Strato (PI. VII, 19), 8trato I (PI. VII, 20, 21 and 
Summary, p. 588), Apollodotns II (PI. VII, 22), Dionysius, Zoilus, 
Apollophanes (Summa!"y, p. 589), Strato I and II (PI. VII, 23). 

In the long and distinguished list of queens who have ruled in 
India must be included the name of Agathocleia. Her relatiou to. 
Menander cannot be proved very definitely; but it is by no means 
improbable that she was his queen and the governor of his king
dom after hiH death 1. The fact that she struck coins on which her 
portrait appears together with the type of Euthydemus, 'Heracles 
seated,' shows that she was a princess in her own right and a 
member of the royal house; and her name snggests that she lllay 
have belonged to the family of Pantaleon and Agathocles (p. 546) .. 
She was undoubtedly the mother of Strato I Soter2. 

The coins issued by Agathocleia in association with her son, and 
by Strato ruling at first alone and afterwards in association with 
his grandson, Strato II Philopator, supply the most valuable evi
dence for the reconstruction of the history and chronology of this 

1 The evidence, such as it is, is as follows :-(1) The' bust of Athena helmeted' which 
appears on coins of Menander (PI. VI, 15) is perhaps a portrait of Agathocleia, like the 
.imilaf bust on coins which she strikes in association with Strato (PI. VII, 25); (2) the 
figure of a warrior king on the reverse of certain coins struck by Agathocleia during 
Strato's minority and bearing her own portrait may be supposed to represent the I.t" 
king (CoroUa Numi8matica, PI. XII, 4): a similar figure occurs as the obverse type on 
coins of Menander, where it is most naturally explained .. s that of Menander himself 
(Lahore Cat., PI. VI, 515). 

'For the detailed proof Bee Rapson in Corolla Numi,malica (Oxford, 1908), 
pp. 247-51. 
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period. They mark most clearly various stages in the long life of 
Strato. They begin at a time when the conquests of the house of 
Eucratides had not yet reached theil' limit; and they end on the 
eve of the complete overthrow of Yavana power in the eastern 
Punjab by the <,'akas. 

On the earliest of these coins Agathocleia appears as queen 
regent holding the place of hOllOur with her portrait and Greek 
inscription on the obverse, while the Kharoshthi legend of the 
young prince occupies a subordinate position on the reverse 
(PI. VII, 25). Mterwards, the combined portraits of mother and 
son declare their association in the government (PI. VII, 19); and, 
later still, a series of portraits shows Strato first reigning alone-as 
a youth (PI. VII, 20), or as a hearded man (PI. VII, 21}-and then in 
admnced old age, with toothIest; jaws and sunken cheeks, both, as 
the Kharoshthi lcgendB indicate, reigning alone (Summary, p. 588) 
and in association with his grandson, Strato II Philopator (PI. VII, 
23). To judge from these portraits, we have here glimpses of a life 
of more than seventy years. Between the earliest and the latest 
there is indeed a long interval, and to some period in this interval 
must be assigned the reigns of Apollodotus II Philopator, Dionysius, 
and Zoilus. They are associated by their common use of a peculiar 
monogram (PI. VII, 22 and Summary, p .. ,)89); and it is probable 
that they were all descendants of Apollodotus I. Apollophalles, 
whose name suggests that he may have been a member of the 
same family, must belong to the period represented by the latest 
coins of Strato. 

Coins of A/:,rathocleia and Strato (PI. VII, 25), and others of 
Strato reigning alone (PI. VI, 16), are sometimes found restruck 
with the types of Heliocles (PI. VII, 35). The restruck coin~ of 
Strato bear the reverse-type 'Victory,' which was inherited by him 
either from Mellander or from Agathocleia ruling in the name of 
Menander (PI. VI, 15 and Summa,ry, p. :iR8); and this type may not 
impl'Obably be supposed to represent the city of Nicaea on the 
Jhelum (p. 551). We have here unmistakable evidence of a further 
transference of the dominions of the house of Euthydemus to the 
rival hOllse of Eucratides, and a certain indication that the conflict 
which was begun by Eucratides in the time of Demetrius and 
Apollodotus, was continued by Helioclcs in the reign of Strato. 

The lifetime of Strato witncHsed not only the decline in the 
eastern Punjab of the royal house to which he belonged, but also 
the downfall of Yavana rule in Northern India; for in his rei/,,'ll 
there came still another great foreign invasion which led to the 
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supremacy of the Qakas and Pahlavas. The debased art of his 
latest coins and of those in which he is associated with his grand
son seems to show that the house of Euthydemus had fallen on evil 
days; and other coins clearly suggest the manner in which it came 
to an end. The familiar type of the houRe of EllthydemuB, ' Athene 
Promachos,' continues to appear OIl coins; but the strikers no longer 
bear Greek names. Their names are either Indian like Bhadra
yar;asa, or (Jaka like Raiijubula (SuTnmar/J, p. 53~) and PI. VII, 24). 
The former is otherwi!!e unknown: the latter was the Katrap of 
Mathura c. 50 B.C.! It appears most probable that the kingdoms 
held in the eastern Punjab by the last suceessor~ of Euthydemus 
were conquered not by the first <,jaka king, :\[aues, but by his 
successor, Azes I (58 B.C.), who was either contemporary with, or 
later in date than, Apollodotus II and Hippostratus whose eoins he 
restruck 2

• 

THE HOUSE OF EUCHATIUES 

From such notices of the history of Bactria and PartIda as have 
been preserved by Greek and Latin writers, a few main facts in the 
career of Eucratides IlIay be gathered. He deposed Demetrius 
from the throne of Bactria (c. li5 B.C.); he invaded the countries 
to the Bouth of the Hindu Kush, and ,nested from Demetrius and 
the princes of his house their dominions in the K~lbul valley, in 
Ariana (Arachosia and Aria), and in N.W. India at some date before 
162 B.c.; he was deprived by Mithradates I of his recently con
quered possessions in Ariana at some time between 162 and c. 155; 
and, while returning in triumph from an Indian expedition, he was 
slain by his son, c. 155. N one of the princes of the royal house 
which he founded are named ill ancient literature' all that can be , 
known of them must be inferred from the numerous coinages which 
they issued and from a single Indian inscription. 

The coins show that Heliocles, the successor of Eucratides, also 
ruled both ill Bactria and in India, and that aftel' his reign Greek 
power in Bactria ceased. Henceforth Yavana princes are found 
only in kingdoms south of the Hindu Kush, and they are divided 
into two rival dynasties-the successors of Eucratides in the Kabul 
valley and in N_W. India, and the successors of Euthydemus in the 
eastern region of the Punjab. 

1 See Chapter nIn, pp. 57 ii f. 
, Lahore MU6. Cal. pp. 122-3; and Chapter x:un, p. 572. 
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Some stages in the conflict between the two houses are reflected 

in the types of their coins; and especially valuable is the evidence 
which is sometimes supplied by restrikillgB. Thus certain copper 
coins of Apollodotus I Soter, with the usual types' Apollo: Tripod' 
(PI. VI, 4) have been restruck by Eucratides (PI. VII, 36). This 
must surely indicate that territory once occupied by Apollodotus 
had passed into the hands of Eucratidef!, and that consequently 
Eucratides must have been either contemporary with Apollodotus 
or later in date. Other e.idence shows that these two kings were 
contemporary, for each of them was the predecessor of Heliocles 
(p. 557). This inevitable conclusion is perfectly in agreement with 
the style of the coins; for the Indian issues of Eucratides appear to 
be at least as late in style as those of Apollodotus. The compara
tively early date of Apollodotus is moreover proved by his use of 
the Attic weight-standard. 

But these restruck coins not only show that the two monarchs 
represent the two rival houses: they also give the name of the 
kingdom which had been lost and won. The reverse type is 
'Zeus enthroned,' and it is accompanied by two symbols, a 
mountain and the head of an elephant; and the Kharoshthi 
legend describes- the type as 'the divinity of the city of Kapii,ii' 
(PI. VII, 36). 

Kapii,ii, the Ka7Tt<7a (MSS. KaTlCTa) of ptolemy (VI, 18, 4), was 
a city of the Paropanisadae; and, according to Pliny (VI, 23 (25», it 
had been destroyed by Cyrus. It is mentioned by l'al,lini (IV, 2, 99); 
and from his time onwards it 'is best known in Sanskrit literature 
as giving its name to a spiritnous liquor distilled from the flowers 
of the Madhavi creeper. Bnt our chief knowledge of K~j,pii,ia, as 
the kingdom may be called in distinction from its capital, KapiC;i, 
comes from Chinese sources. For the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims 
it was the frontier country on their long journey to Northern India. 
It was a fruitful land of alpine valleys surrounded by mountains on 
every side. It was here that the Chinese princes who were detained 
as hostages in Kanishka'" court spent the Bummer, while they 
passed the spring and autumn in Gandhara and t.he winter in India. 
When Hiuen T>liang visited Kapir,:a in 6:m A.D., it was a powerful 
kingdom, which, according to his description as interpreted by 
Cunningham, 'must have included the whole of Kafiristan, as well 
as the two large valleys of Ghorband and Panjshir' (Geog. p. 18); 
and on it at that period were dependent the neighbouring king
doms of Lampaka (Laglunun), Nagara (probably Jalalabad), and 
Gandhara. 
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Hiuen Tsiang's account includes a notice which furnishes an 
interesting explanation of the coin-type: 

To the south-west of the capital WlUl the Pi-Io-sho-lo Mountain. This name 
was given to the mountain from its presiding genius who had the form of an 
elephant and was therefore called Pi-lo-8ho-lo. (Watters, On YUIll! Chwang, I, 

p. 129.) 

The name is explained as meaning I solid as an elephant: and its 
Indian fonn hall been restored as Pllu-silra, the fir~t part of 
the compound being supposed to be of Persian derivation (btl = 

elephant). 
In this case, as also in others recorded by the historians of 

Alexander, the Greeks sought to identify the Indian divinities 
with their own, They evidently regarded the tutelary deity of 
the city of Kapi~i as Zeus_ The coin-type thus inaugurated 
became characteristic of the house of Eucratides in the Kabul 
valley. It continued to be used by hill 8UCCeSSOrti until all Yavana 
rule in India came to an end. It is found on the coins of 
Heliocles, Antialcidas, Amyntas (Summary, p. 591), and Hermaeus 
(PI. VII, 37). 

The conquests which Eucratidcs carried beyond the Kiibul 
valley into the region of eastern Gandhara (Taksha«ila) seem to he 
represented by the coins bearing the type' Dioscuri' (PI. YIII, 39), 
which was continued by Diomedes (PI. VIII, 40). One of its varieties 
which shows the pointed caps (pilei) of these deities (PI. VIII, 41) 
was certainly imitated by Liaka Kusfilaka, the (Jaku satrap of 
the districts of Chahara and Chukhsa ill the neighbourhood of 
Taksha~ila (PI. VIII, 42). The' Pilei' appear also on coins of 
Antialcidas (PI. VIII, 43), Lysias and Antialcidas (Summary, 
p. 591), and Archebius (Pl VIII, 44)_ Whether the type 'Victory' 
(Pl VI, 13) denotes that Eucratides was at some time in possession 
of Nicaea on the Jhe\um must remain doubtful (p. 551). 

Although the evidence for the very existence of Helioclcs is 
purely numismatic, it is almost certain that he was the son of 
Eucratides, and quite certain that he succeeded Eucratides both in 
Bactria and in India. That he was the last Yavana king to rule 
in Bactria is shown by the fact that after his reign coins of Greek 
workmanship cease entirely in that region, and are replaced by 
the rude imitations of his coins which supplied the currency of the 
barbarous Qaka conquerors. That he extended the conquests of 
~ucratides in India is shown by his restrikings of coins originally 
ISt1ued by rulers belonging to the house of Euthydemus (p_ 553). 
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In the Kabul valley he continued to issue coins bearing the type 

• Zeus enthroned,' with which Eucratides had restruck the coins 
of Apollodotus (Summary, p. 590), and others bearing the types 
'Elephant: Bull' which are identical with those of Apollodotus 
himself (PI. VI, 8). The type 'Elephant' occurs frequently both 
on the purely Indian, and on the Gmeco-Indian, coinages of the 
Kabul valley and N.W. India. The various mints which it denotes 
cannot be identified more precisely; but it may be suggested that 
the type, like the 'Zeus enthroned,' derived its origin from the 
elephant-deity of K:lpi<;a. The' Bull,' on the other hand, can 
be shown to have bcen the distinctive badge of Pushkahlvati 
(Peucelaotis) in the lower K:lbul valley, the capital of western 
Gandhara. The evidence which makes this identification certain 
is supplied by the gold piece illustrated in PI. VI, 10. On the 
obverse is seen the goddess wearing a mural crown, the emblem of 
a Greek civic divinity, and holding in hcr right hand a lotus as the 
tutelary deity of 'the City of Lotuses.' The accompanying Klla
roshthi legend describes her atl 'the goddess of Pushkalavati': 
and it is quite possible that her name may lie hidden in the three 
illegible Kharoshthi characters on the left. On the reverse if; 
the figure of a humped bull; and above and below are the Greek 
and Kharoshthi cquivalents for' bull.' As in the case of the city 
di vinity of KupiC;i, the Greck artist has represented ill accordance 
with Greek ideas an Indian deity who was supposed to bear the 
form of a bull. Here once again "Ioc are indebted to Hiuen Tsiang, 
who, in his description of Pushkalavati, says: 

Outside the west gate of the city was a Ileva. Temple and a marvel.working 
image of the Deva. (Watters, On Yuan Chwang, I, p. 214.) 

The hull, like the elephant, is a common emblem in Indian 
mythology, and is associatcd with the dcities worshipped by various 
sects; but in this case it would seem undoubtedly to be the bull of 
Qiva; for the coin-type passed frondhe Yavanal-l and their succes
sors, the \'akas, to the KushitI)a kings who added to it the figure of 
the god himself. The bull continued to appeal' on the coins of this 
rel,rion for many centuries. It is seen on the' Bull and Horseman' 
coins of the Shah is of Gandhftra as late as the elevcnth century A.D., 

and from them it is borrowed by the early Muhammadan conquerors. 
The successors of Helioclcs who from such numismatic evidcnce 

are known to have ruled over the kingdom of Pushkaliivati are
Diomedes (PI. VI, 11), EpandCl', Philoxenu8, Artemidorus, and 
Peucolaus (Summary, p. 587). 
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The figure of Artemis, which occnrs on the coins of Artemidorus, 
bears an evident allusion to the king'~ name; and, since it is found 
also on the coins of Peucolaus, it shows that the Greeks identified 
the city goddess with Artemis. The association of Peucolaus with 
Pushkalavati is proclainle,l by his name, which is simply the ad
jective of Peucolaitis, an altcrnative form of the Greek Peucelaotis. 

The kingdom of Pushkalavati was wrested from the Yavanas 
by the first (:aka king, Malle>;, who imitate;j the type<! of Artemi
dorus, ' Artemis: Indian bull' (PI. VI, 12); and the date of this 
evcnt was probably about 75 B.C.1 

The only Yavana king whose name has yet becn found on a 
purely Indian monument is Antialcida.'l. The inlolcription on a stone 
column at Besnagar, near Bhils,t in the Gwalior State, records that 
the column was erected in honour of Krishl,1a (ViiAndeva) by tll! 
Yavana ambassador Heliodoru,", son of Dio, an inhabitant of 
Taksha~~ihi, who had come from the Great King Alltialcidas to 
King Ka~iputra BlHtgabhadra then in the fonrteenth year of hi", 
reign. The inscription is full of interest. It teiltifies to tIll 
existence of diplomatic relations between the YavlOla king of 
Taksha«i1a and the king of Vidi,:[\ (Bhilsa); and it pro\'es that 
already at this period some of the Yavanas had adopted Indian 
faiths, for Heliodorus ill styled' a follower of Vishr.lU' (blulgamta) '. 

The coins of Antialcidas with the type' Pilei' also indicate that 
he was king of Taksh8.«ila (PI. VIII, 43 and p. 556). A~ all the 
types connected with the worship of the Dioscuri are ultimately 
derived from the Bact.rian coins of Eucrat.ides (PI. IV, 4-6), then' 
can be no doubt that Antialcidas reigned after Eucratides. 

Hitherto numismatists haTe assumed that Antialcidas was the 
predecessor of Eucratides; but the assumption. so far as it ha~ any 
support, rests on an observation of von Sallet which may well have 
been mistaken; and what was originally a diffident suggestion 011 

the part of von Sallet has been treated by each I:mcceeding writer 
on the subject as a statement of f'act3 • 

That Antialcidas succeeded Eucratides also ill the kingdom of 
Kapic;a appears from his COiUH with the type of the city divinity of 
Kapi~'1 with which Eucratides restruck the coins of Apollodotus 
(SwnmaI'Y, p. 591). Some connexion between Antialcidas and 

] Chapter XXIII, p. 570. 
2 For the inscril'tion see J.R.A.S. for the years 1909-lO. For the kingdom of 

Vidi~ii. see Chapter XXI. pp. 522 f. . 
3 Zeit. J. Num., 1879. pp. 298, 305. The coin on which von Sallet very doubtfully 

read three syllables of the Kharoshthl legend-a Ii ki-w8.s probably one of ApoJlodotns 
restruck by Eucratides (see Pll. VI, 4; VII, 36). 
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Heliocles is indicated by their common use of the types ' Bust of 
king: Elephant,' with which Heliocles restruck the coins of Agatho
cleia and Strato (Summary, p. 590). Heliocles ,faS no doubt the 
elder, for no Bactrian coinage of Antialcida~ is known; but, even 
if these two kings were father and Aon, their reigns in India may 
have been to some extent contemporary. The dominions of the 
house of Eucratidel' included a nllm bel' of kingdoms, of which some, 
as, for instance, Kllpi~a, Pu~hk<llavati, and Taksha~ila, can be 
identified by the types of their coins; and its seems probable that 
the government of some of the~e kingdoms was entrusted to the 
heir apparent and other members of the royal family. It is possible, 
therefore, that some of the princes whose coins we possess may 
have been ruling at the same time in different provinces. 

On certain coins struck in the district of Taksha~'ilfl (type 'Pilei,' 
SUmmaMj, p. 591), Antialcidas is associated with Ly"ias; but there 
is nothing to explain the relation which one bore to the other, or 
even to show clearly to which of the two royal houses of Yavanas 
Lysias belonged. Indeed, Bince one class of the coin!! whieh Lysias 
strikes as sole ruler bears type", 'Bust of king wearing elephant's 
scalp: Beracles standing,' which are identical with those of Deme
trius, it is usually assumed that the two kings belong to the same 
family. But.J..n this ease, as so frequently, numismatic evidence is 
ambiguous. It, is perhaps equally prohable that the types intro
duced into India by Demetrius had become characteristic of a 
particular district, and therefore continued to be used in that 
district after it had passed from the house of EuthydemuH to the 
houRe of' Eucratides. 

The type' Pilei' is continued by Archebius (PI. VIII, 44) after 
whose reigu it iR no longer found on any coins issued by a Yavana 
king. It next appears 011 the flmall silver coinR which the Caka • 
satrap, Liaka Kusfllaka, struck in imitation of tho!o1e of Eucratides 
with the same type (PI. VIII, 42, 41). The evidence of coins thus 
shows that after the reign of Archebiuio! the region of TakRh~iJa 
passed from the Yavanas to the (,!akas; and the evidence of the 
Taksha~ila coppcr plate indicate8 that Taksh~ila was conquered 
by the first (,'aka king, Maues, who was reigning thcre in the year 
78 of an unspeeified cra, a date which, until the era can be deter
mined, may be regarded provisionally as the equivalent of about 
72 B.c.' 

The two great kingdoms of Oandhara, Pushkalavati to the west 
of the Indus (p. 55i) and Taksh~ila to the east, thus passed under 

\ 
1 Chapter XXIII, p. 670. 
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the sway of the ~~aka.'! during the reign of Maues. The yaka OOD· 

querors, moving up the miley of the Indus from their Indian base 
in Indo-Scythia (Sind), had corne in like a wedge, which for a lime 
separated the remnant.'! of the two Yayana houses. The descend
ants of Euthydemll:>, the families of Apollodotus and Menander, 
still continued to rule ill the eastern districts of the Punjab (p. 552), 
and the detlCendants of Eucratides in the upper Kiibul valley (the 
province of the Paropallisadae). 

The house of Eucl·atides was now reduced to the posscssion of 
the region which represented its earliest conquest to the south of 
the Hindu Ku~h. In the city of K:"tpi\"i Oil the most northern 
extremity of thi1! J·egioll Eucratides had fil·st. 1I8ed the type' Zeus 
enthroned' to restrike the coins of the defeated Apollodotus; and 
this type, deprived of the special emblems of the tutelary divinity 
of Kapic;i. ' Elephant and mountain,' remained cbaracterhltic of the 
coinages of the upper Kabul valley uutil the chapter of Yavana 
rule in India was closed. It was continued after the time of 
Eucratides by Heliocles, Antialcidasl, Amyntas, and Hermaeml 
(Summary, p. 591, and PI. VII, 3i). 

On some of his silver coins Hermaeus is associated with hill 
queen, Calliope, who, like Agathocleia, must have been a princes/j 
in her OWII right. III the om'. type which represents the jugate 
bUl!tIl of the king and queen, both of them wear the diu(lem; and 
their names are as!lociated in the Greek and Khal"Otlhthi legendi\. 
These joint coins are distinguhlhed from the other i8!1ues of Her
maeU8 by the re'v. type' King on prancing horse'; and, as thi~ type 
is characteristic of Antimachus and his successors, it is probable, 
as Cunningham suggested, that Calliope was a prince!!s of this 
family (p. 546 f., and Surnmary, pp. 586). 

With the conquest by the <:akas of the kingdollis held by the 
last SUcce&80rs of Euthydemus in the eastern Punjab, Yavanu rule 
had already ceased in the north-western region of the sub-continent 
which ill now known as India, that is to !<ay, the N.W. Frontier 
Province and the Punjab; and Hermaeus was the l8.!<t king of hill 
nlee to reign in India in itll more extended historical and goo· 
gral'hieal !<e1l8C, which ineiude8 the southen! half of the prCIICnt 
Afglmuilltan. Hi" kingdom in the upper Kilbnl valley was the last 
lIurvival of the YIl\'alla dominions; and it was hemmed in on every 

I CoW boari,,!! tlll. type no ,Ioobl drool.1ed beyond tbe limite of the region which 
..... to h&~ .. lif'~n da'lr butn~. The type &8 it appears on coin" of ADtiale~da" 'I'ft.'" 

1mi"'''''1 hv \I., .. ,., wli, "'" ue,,,r in po_ion of the upper KiLuI ,alley (S .... ," 
p.6II1), 
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side by actual or possible foes-on the east and on the south-west 
by the <;'akas and Pahlavas of Peshawar and Kandahar, and on 
the north by the ~, who, since their settlement in the rich 
land of Ractria, had become a great power under the leadership of 
their chief tribe, the K!J.8h;).~wJ. From one 01' other of these three 
po~sible sources-over the mountain region which is now traversed 
by the Khyber Pass, over the belt of highland country varying 
from 12,000 to HI,UOO feet which lies between Ghazni and Kabul 
on the route from Kandalllir, or over the Paropanisus--must have 
come the conquerors who put an end to the kingdom of JIermaeus. 
It was formerly held by the present writer that these hostile in
yaders were the Kushftl,las who came over the Paropanisus from 
Ractria ; and the testimony of coins, 011 which the names of the 
last Yavana king, Hermaeu!!, and the first Kushal)a conqueror, 
Kujiila Kadphiscs, are found in association, seemed to justify this 
conclusion 1. But a fuller considel'ation of all the available evidence 
Mhow~ that the opiuion of Dr F. W. Thomatl is almost certainly \ 
correct, viz. that there was all intermediate period during which 
the Pahlayas were in posseHsion of Kabui2. . 

The coins which bear the uame of Hermaeus must, if we may 
judge from their 8tyle and fabl'ic, extend over a long period; and 
thojo;e which were mechanically copied by Kujiila Kadphises to 
~\Ipply his first issues in the Klbul valley are themselves barbarous. 
They are of copper and very far removed from the silver coins 
which were their prototypes (PI. YII, 37 and Summary, p. 591). 
The earlie8t coins are of good ;;tyle and of good metal; and 
they belong to the period before any of the squared Greek 
letters had been introducell Later issues are of coarser work
manship; the eil vcr is alloyed, and the square 0 appears in the 
Greek legend. So far, the detcrioration of art and the debasement 
of the coinage are such as might well be expected to have taken 
place during the reib'1l of a king who was menaced by cnemies 
on e"ery side. But further stages of degradation can only be 
explained as the result of a complete change in the character 
of the civilisation of this region. The alloyed coins are succeeded 
by barbarous issues which are undisguisedly of copper, and finally 
by others in which the word LnTHPOL, 'the saviour,' in the king'8 
title appears Ill> lTHPollY and is rendered in the corresponding 
Kharoshthi legend by the word mahatasa (mahantassa), 'great' 3. 

It is clear that the Greek language was no longer proper'ly 

I Rapson, Indian CoiTIB. p. 16. 2 J.R.A.S., 1906, p. 194, note 1. 

3 Rapson, J.II.A.S., 1897, p. 31~. 

C.H.I. l. 3G 
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understood by the die-engravers. These last are the coins which 
are imitated by Kujiila Kadphises (PI. VII, 28 and SumrtUJ,ry, 
p. 589), whose date can scarcely be earlier than 50 A.D., 8ince, 
according to Sir John Marshall's observations, the evidence of 
the discoveries at Taksha~ihi shows that he was rather later than 
Gondopharnes, who is known to have reigned during the period 
from 19 A.D. to 45 A.D.l 

It would appear then that, while Hcrmaeus may have been 
reigning for some time before and after c. 40 B.C., 8.8 would seem to 
be indicated by the tlquare 0 in his later Greek coin-Iegends2, a 
coinage bearing his name and his types was issued by his con
querors until a much later date, in the same way and for the ~ame 
reasons that the East India Company continued for many years to 
strike rupees bearing the name of the l\fughal Emperor, Shah 
'Alam. That these conquerors were not KushiiI,las may, from 
chronological considerations, be regarded as certain. That they 
weI'e the Pahlavas of Kandahar is made probable by the evidence 
of the coins which were struck by Spalirises with the characteristic 
type of the Yavana kings of Kabul, 'Zeus enthroned' (PI. VII, 38)3. 
It was probably not until at least seventy years after the death of 
its last Yavana king that the Kabul valley passed from the Pahlavas 
to the KushaI)a8, the next suzerain power in Afghanistan and N.W. 
India. 

1 The four stages in the currency which beaTS the name of Bermaeus are sbown in 
the B.M. Cat.: (1) pp. 62-3, nos. 1-4, PI. XV, 1, 2; (2) p. 63, nos. 20-1, PI. XV, 4; 
(3) pp. 64-5, nos, 25-40, PI. XV, 6; (4) p. 65, nOB. 45-50. 

2 Chapter XXlll, pp. 571-2. 3 Chapter Hm, p. 574. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

THE SCYTHIAN AND PARTHIAN INVADERS 

THE Scythian (Qaka) and Parthian (Pahlava) invaders of India 
are often mentioned in Sanskrit literature, and nearly always in 
association with each other and with the Yavanas. But, as this 
literature is not hi8torical, we must turn to other sourceR-to 
Greek and Chinese historians, to the inRcriptions of Persia and 
India, and to coins-for information as to their origin and their 
rule in India. 

The Yavanas had come from Bactria over the Hindu Kush into 
the upper Kabul valley, and thence along the Kabul river into 
India by a route which has since been abandoned for that which 
now leads through the Khyber defile. It was formerly assumed 
that the \'akas came directly into India from the same region and 
by the same way. But this view is attended with difficulties which 
cannot be explained. In the first place, if the Qakas came tQroug~1 
the K'lbul valley, all traces of their invasion must be supposed to 
have disappeared from that region; for, among the many thousands 
of coins which were collected on its ancient sites at the time when 
the country was still open to archaeological investigation, the coins 
of the earliest yaka kings are conspicllous by their absence; and 
secondly, it iB certain that the K,ibul valley remained in the 
possession of the Yavana princes of the house of EucratideB after 
the Yavana dominions in N.W. India OIl the eastern side of the 
Khyber Pass, that is to say, in Peshftwar and Rawalpindi, had 
been conquered by the Qakas. IngresR from Bactria was therefore 
barred at this period. 

The alternative suggestion that the Qakas may have come into 
India from their northern home in the country of the .Jaxartes 
through Kashmir imolves a physical impossibility. The geo
graphical difficulties of this region are such that an invasion from 
thi~ direction of tribal hordes' or armies sufficiently powerful to 
overwhelm the Yavana kingdoms and to conquer the whole of the 
N.W. Frontier Province and the Punjab is inconceivable'. 

I See the auijwritieH quoted by Thomas, .T.R.Ll.S" 1913, p. 635, notes 1 and 2. 
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Any direct iuvasion from the north seeIlli!, in fact, to be out 
of the question. It is therefore far more probable, nay almost 
certain, that the Qakas reached India indirectly, and that, like the 
Pahlavas, they came through Ariana (W. and S. Afghanistan and 
Baluchistan) by the great highway, associated in modern times 
with the Bolan Pass, which led from the Parthian provinces of 
Drangiana (Seistan) and Arachosia (Kandahar) over the Brabiii 
mountains into the country of the lower Indus (Sind). ThiH route 
was well known and comparatively easy. By it Craterus bad 
returned with that division of Alexander's army which included 
the elephants 1. 

The Scythian (Qaka) settlements, which can only have been the 
result of inTasions along this route, gave to the region of the 
Indus delta the name' Scythia' or 'Indo-Scythia' by which it was 
known to the Greek geographers, and the name '~:aka-dvipa' or 
< the river country of the Qakas' as it appears in Indian literature. 
This region still continued to be governed by the Pahlavas, who 
are inseparably connected with the Qakas, at the end of the 
first century A.D.2 There can be little doubt that Indo-Scythia 
was the base from wbich the <Jaka and Pahlava armies moved 
up the valleys of the Indus and its tributaries to attack the 
Yavana kingdoms of the successors of Euthydemus and Eucratides. 

In' all ages the name' Scythian' has been applied generally to 
the nomads inhabiting the northern regions of Europe and Asia; 
and, according to Herodotus (VII, 64), the term' Saka,' as used by 
the Persians, was equally vague. In the cuneiform inscriptions of 
Darius it denotes no less than three different and widely separated 
settlements of Scythians. These, enumerated from east to west, 
have been identified as follows:-

(1) The Saka Tigrakhauda, 'wearers of pointed helmets.' They 
are so described by Herodotus (VII, 64), who states that they were 
included together with their neighbours, the Bactrians, in the 
army of Xerxes. They were therefore the Qakas whose home wa.~ 
in the country of the river Jaxartes (the Syr Daria). 

(2) The Saka Haumavarka, the 'A/wp'Y[o, of Herodotus (loc. cit.) 
who have been identified3 with the <;~aka settlers in the Persian 
province of Drangiana, the country of the river Helrnand, which 
was afterwards known as Qakastbana, 'the abode of the Qakas,' 
the later Persian Sijistan and the modern Seistan. 

1 Cbapter xv, p. 379. 
2 Ptolemy, VII, 1, 55; PeripluB mari. Erythraei, 38. 
3 Thollias, J.R.A.S. 1906, p. 186. 
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(3) The Saka Taradaraya, or 'the Qakas over the sea': that is 
to say, the Scythians of Europe who inhrtbited the steppes of 
Russia to the north of the Black Sea. 

These three settlements are no doubt merely specimens of the 
larger deposits left by the waves of Scythian migration which rilaY be 
traced ~'1,ck ill history to about the middle of the eighth century B.C. 

The flood had now for some three and a half centuries been held in 
check by the barrier maintained in Bactria, fir~t by the Achaemenid 
kings of Persia and afterwards by the succcssors of Alexander. But 
the strength of Bactria had been sapped by foreign and domestic 
strife, and it was no longcr capable of resisting the pressure of 
barbarian hordes on the frontier. 

The initial impulse of the tribal movements, which were destined 
to overwhelm Greek civilisation in the Oxus country, and to deter
mine the history of N. India for many centuries to come, may be 
traced to an incident in thc turbulent history of the Huns, against 
whose inroads the Chinese emperors had protected themselves by 
building the Great Wall. In the neck of country between the 
Great Wall and the mountains which forms part of the pt·ovince of 
Kan-sn, lived a people known to Chinese historian~ as the Yueh-chi. 
Being attacked and defeated by the Huns, c. 165 B.C., the Yueh-chi 
were driven from their country, and began a westward migration 
which necessarily brought them into conflict with other nomads, 
and produced 3, general condition of unrest among the tribes 
inhabiting the northern fringe of the deserts of Chinese Turkestan. 
The pressure caused by the steady onward movement of Yuch-chi 
tribes, numbering probably from half a million to a million souls!, 
forced before it other nomads, and set up a flood of migration 
which, after sweeping away the Yavana power in Hadria, was only 
stayed in its westward course by Parthia. 

Certain incidents in this migration, which must have extended 
over some thirty or forty years, are recorded by Chinese authors. 
In the country of the IIi river, now called Kulja, the Yueh-chi 
came upon a tribe called the \Vu-sun. The Wu-sun were routed, 
and their king waR slain; and the Yueh-cbi contiuued their journey 
westwards towards the Issyk-kul Lake in thc country which was 
until recently Russian Turkestan. Here they appear to have 
divided themselveH into two bauds-the one, afterwards known as 
the Little Yueh-chi, going soutbwards and settling on the borders 
of Tibet, and the other, the Great Yueh-chi, continuing their 
movement to the west until they came into contact with a people 

1 Smith, Early H i.,t. oj Iud. (:jrd ed.), p. 248. 
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whom the Chinese called Sse (Sal) or Sek, and who are probably 
to be identified with the Qakas of the Jaxartcs. The Yueh-chi 
took possession of the country of the Qakas; and the Qakas being 
driven to the south-west occupied the country of the Ta-hia or 
Bactria. 

The immediate cause of the downfall of Greek rule in Bactria 
would therefore seem to have been an overwhelming invasion of 
Qaka hordes who had been driven from their own lands. The 
native inhabitants of Bactria, the Ta-hia or Dahae, are represented 
as an unwarlike people living in towns and villages which were 
governed by their own magistrates. The state of society described 
is such as prevailed also in India: it is a society made up of local 
groups self-governed and self-contained. In the case of such 
communities the military conquest of a country merely determines 
the landlord to whom the customary dues must be paid. It is 
probable that for a brief period Qaka warrior chief.~ took the place 
of Eucratides and Heliocles as rulers of the Ta-hia. Such would 
appear to have been the state of affairs when the Chinese envoy 
in 126 B.C. visited the Yueh-chi and found them still in the 
territories to the north of the Oxus from which they had expelled 
the \~akas. The political conditions then existing were in a 
transient stage of unstable equilibrium. They were the outcome 
of a disturbance o( peoples which began in far distant China nearly 
forty years before. But the movement had not yet completed 
its course: it was resumed in consequence of an attack on the 
Yueh-chi. 

The infant son of the Wu-sun king, who was slain by the 
Yueh-chi in their earlier conflict, had been adopted by the Huns; 
and when the boy grew up to manhood and became king of the 
Wu-sun, he with the aid of his protectors led an expedition against 
the Yueh-chi and drove them into the country south of the Oxus. 
The result must necessarily have been a further dispersal of the 
Qakas. A concise summary of events is given in the Chinese 
encyclopaedia of Ma-twan-lin: 

In ancient times the Hiung.nu having defeated the Yueh-chi, the latter went 
to the west to dwell among the Ta.hia, and the king of the t:\Ul (<;Jakas) went 
southwards to live in Ki-pill. The trihes of the Sal divided and dispersed, so as 
to form here and there differeut kingdollls. (Translated frolll Remusat, NouIJeaux 
Melanges As'iatiques, I, p. 205.) 

This account is supplemented in the Annals of the Han Dynasty 
which state that the Qah king became the lord of Ki-pin 1• 

I O. Fra.nke, Beitrage au. chinelischen QueZlen, pp. 46, 54. 
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The summary records the complete annihilation of Qaka rule 
in Bactria. The king himself becomes king in Ki-pin-a geographi
cal term which is used in various senses by Chinese writers, but 
which, in this case, would most naturally mean Kapi~a (Kafiristan); 
and the tribes formerly under his command are dispersed. There 
is no indication that any considerable body of Qakas accompanied 
their king to Ki-pin. The main movement, impeded by the Yavana 
power in Kabul, would naturally be westwards in the direction of 
Herat and thence southwards to Seistan. The tide of Scythian 
invasion had no doubt been flowing in these directions since the 
time when the Qakaa were first expelled from their telTitory 
beyond the Jaxartes by the Yueh-chi; for there is good evidence 
to show that the earlier Scythian settlements in Iriin were rein
forced about the time when the Qakas first occupied Baetria. 
The kings of Parthia who now held eastern Iran were engaged 
during two reigns (Phraates II, 138-128 B.C., aud Artabanus I, 
128-12:l) in unsuccessful struggles with their Scythian subjects; 
and the contest was only decided in favour of Parthia in the reign 
of the next monarch, Mithradates II the Great (123-88). Parthia 
had now taken the place of Bactria as the barrier which impeded 
the westward course of migrations from upper Asia. But the 
stream of invasion was only diverted into another channel: checked 
in Ariana, it forced its way along the line of least resistance into 
the country of the lower Indus (Indo-Scythia). The Qaka invasion 
of India, like the invasion of the Huns (Hiit.las) between five and 
six centuries later, was but an episode in one of those great move- '. 
ments of peoples which have 80 profoundly influenced the history 
not only of India, but also of Western ARia and Europe. 

On a few of their coins, generally imitated from those of their 
Yavana predecessors (e.g. B.M. Cat., PH. XVI, 1; XVII, 7; XIX, 
12) the (,'aka and Pahlava kings repeat the Greek royal title 
, King' or 'Great King'; but their normal style is 'Great King of 
Kings; a title which is distinctively Persian. It has a long history 
from the Ksluiyathiy(inam Kshayath(lfa of the inscriptions of 
Darius down to the Shahan Shah of the presrnt day. Like the 
Indian Chakravartilt, 'the wielder of the discus,' the Persian 'King 
of Kings' was the 8upreme monarch to whom other kings paid 
homage. In the Parthian empire the title was probably first 
assumed by Mithradates II the Great (123-88 B.c.) in imitation 
of his predecessors, the Achaemenids 1

• It was in his reign that 

1 Some numismatists attribute the Parthian coins on which the title first occurs to 
Mithradates I (171-138). See Wroth, B.M. Cat., Parthia, p. xxv, note. 
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the struggle between the kings of Parthia and their Scythian 
subjects in eastern Iran was brought to a close and the suzerainty 
of Parthia over the ruling powers of Seistan and Kandahar con
firmed. In thesc subordinate governments Parthians (Pahlavas) 
and Scythians (Qakas) were so closely associated that it is not 
always possible to distinguish between them: the same family 
includea both Parthian and Scythian names. It is therefore little 
morc than a convenient nomenclature which labels the princes 
of the family of Maues, who invaded the lower Indus valley, as 
Qakas, and those of the family of Von ones, who ruled over 
Drangiana (Seistan) and Arachosia (Kandahar), as Pahlavas. The 
relation betwecn Maues and V onones is uncertain; but it is clear 
that their families were associated in a later generation. 

It has been supposed that the introduction into India of the 
Persian and Parthian title, 'Great King of Kings,' was the result 
of an actual conquest of N.W. India by Mithradates I; and a 
statement of the historian Orosius that this monarch conquered 
all the peoples between the Hydaspes and the Indus has been 
interpreted to mean that he extended the power of Parthia beyond 
the Indus as far as the Indian Hydaspes (the Jhelum)l. But to an 
author who is writing from the standpoint of Parthia, the expres
sion 'between the Hydaspes and the Indus' must surely connote 
an extension from west to east-from a PerAian river to the great 
Indus which has so often in history been the boundary between 
Iran and India. Hydaspes is a Persian name, and the river men
tioned in this passage is no doubt the Medus Hydaspes of Virgil 
(Geo1'gics, IV, 211)2. The theory of a conquest of N.W. India by 
Mithradates I would therefore seem to be founded on a misunder
standing of the historian's statement. 'l'he invasion of India must 
be ascribed not to the Parthian emperors, but to their former 
feudatories in eastern Iran; not to the reign of Mithradates I, but 
to a period after the reign of Mithradates II, when the power of 
Parthia had declined and kingdoms once subordinate had become 
independent. The association to which the coins bear witness is 
not one between Parthia and eastern Iran, but between Iran and 
N.W. India. In fact, all through the period of Qaka and Pahlava 
rule the countries to the west and east of the Indus were governed 
by members of the same royal house. There were nomlally three 
contemporary rulers of royal rank:-a King of Kings associated 

1 Smith, Early Hi.t. of Ind. (3rd ed.), p. 228. 
, Pau!y.Wissowa, Real-Encyclopiidie, s.v. Hydaspes (2). The remark in Rapson, 

,juc. Ind., p. 171, should be corrected. 
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with some junior member of his family in Iran, and a King of 
Kings in India; and the subordinate ruler in Iriin usually became 
in due course King of Kings in India. 
. The assumption of the imperial title, 'King of Kings,' by these 
i Qaka and Pahlava suzerains is most significant as testifying, in 
: a manner which caunot be mitltaken, to the diminished power of 
I Parthia at this pel"iod. In Parthia itself the title remained in 
" abeyance dnring the interval from 88 to 5i B.C. which separates 

the reigns of Mithmdates II and III; and in the meantime it was 
assumed not only by the Qaka king Manes in the East, but also, 
in the years ii-i?, by 'rigranes, king of Armenia, the great rival 
of Parthia in the Westl. 

In easten! Iriin the 'King of Kings' and the prince of his 
family who was associated with him in the government issued 
coins bearing the names of both-the former in Greek on the 
obI'erse, and the latter in Kharoshthi on the ·reverse. Greek was 
the ordinary language of coin~ throughout the Parthian empire: 
it was not characteristic of any particular province. Kharoshthi, 
on the other hand, was, in eastern Iran, restricted to Arachosia 
(Kandahar). We may reasonably infer therefore from his Khar·· 
oshthi coin-legends that the viceroy governed this province in the 
upper valley of the Helmand and its tributaries. The other 
province. Drangiana (Seist{m), was most probably under the direct 
rule of the suzerain. 

In India the' King of Kings' ruled with the aid of satraps ami 
military governors. The first three (:aka suzerains who 8ucceeile,1 
to the dominions of the YavallaB in the N.W. Frontier Province 
and the Punjab were Maues, Azes I, and Azilises. Their numerous 
coinages are, almost without exception, copied from those of their 
Yavana predecessors: and it is therefore probable that the coins 
represent ullly thoHe di~tl"icts of the Qaka realm which were 
formerly held by the Yavanag2. The great variety of the types 
thull imitated indicates the wide extent of these territories; and 
the a8tonishing difference of style shown by coins struck in the 
same reign proves that the art of different regions varied enor
mously at the same period. The best coins belong no doubt to 
Gandhara (Pushkalavati and Takshacrila). Inferior workmanship 
is a tlign of remoteness from this region rather than of a late date, 

1 Wroth, B.M. C ... I., PaTlhia, p. xxv, note; Head, HiB/oria Nunwrum (2nd ed.), 
p. 772; vor. Outschmid, Ouch. Ira"B, p. In. 

~ The province of Iudo·Scythia (Sind) appears to be very inadequately represented 
by coins. It may, perhaps, have been held boJ·the viceroy together with ArBohosi ... 
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,1.- the numismatists have commonly assumed. It was in Gandb'"11 
that the Graeco-Buddhist school of art, the outcome of a fusion.· 
Greek and Indian idealll and methods, grew up and flourished, 1", 
it W88 1I0t until the end of the first century A.D. that this seh,,, 
reached its highest state 88 Been in the religious sculptures of tl. 
KusbaQ8& Itt! beginnings are no doubt to be traced in the coil 
of an earlier date, and such beginnings were naturally progresshl 
The finest coin!! of ~laue!l, for instance, arc excelled by th08e 
Azilitles two reigns later!. The early date, viz. Co 120 B.c., which, 
usually assigned to Maue!! entirely Oil ground"! of style and on tl. 
gratuitous 888umptioll that art was retro!,rrcHsive from the time ., 
the Yavan88 onwards, cannot therefore bc maintaillcd. It is f" 
more probable that he invaded India after the end of the reign.· 
Mithradate>l II (123-88 B.c.) whcll Parthia ceased to cxcrci~c all 

real control over Seistan and Kandah,tr. 
The precise date of Maues cannot at prC!!Cnt be determine.' 

IIe is undoubtedly to be identified with the Great King Mog; 
who is mentioned in the Taksh8.«ila coppel'-plate inscription of th, 
satrap Patika. The inscription is dated in the reign of Maues all' 
in the year 78 of !lome unspecified era. None of tho known India I 
eras seems to be possible in this case; and it may not lInreasooobJ 
be sUgg'OtIted that the (,'akas, like other foreign illVaders at a i 
periods, may havo broll~ht with them into India their own syskl 
of reckoning, and that thil<! may be the era w;ed in Seillmn. 'n, 
month in the in!ICription is Pal·thian; and from this fact it may i, 

inferred that the era itself is probably of Parthian ori"rill. It DIll 

poI!8ibly mark the establishment of the new kinbrdom in SemI;, 
after its incorporation into the Parthian empire by Mithradate~ . 
,. 1511 B.C. If so, the date of thc inscription would be c. 72 B.c., 

,r which may well have fallen in the reign of MauC8. 
Tile coins of Maues are copied from those !ltruck by princeI' • 

.. .r h the Yln'ana hoU8C8 (PII. VI, 2, 9, 12; VIII, 48, and Summar 
'-.00 ff.). 111e numismatic evidence combined with that of t j, 

":ib~ili. copper-plate indicates that he conquered Oandlulra 
, .. hkall\vatl to the west of the Indus (PI. V I, E!, and Sumllult' 
.Hi) 81<! well 88 Takahw;ila to the east-and it iR poRIIihlc t);; 
'llay hav .. invaded the Yavana duminion!l in the eastern PUllj:, I 

'l it is ('lear that in the direction l88t mentioned the ('aka COl' , 
,,"1tII failed tlJ rl'ach their limit during hi!! reign. For a time t J.. 
"nanta orthc t W1) Yavalla houl!(."M in the upper Kabul valley Ill' 
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in the eastern Punjab seem to have been separated by the Qaka 
dominions which lay between them in the valley of the Indus. 

The evidence for this is supplied by the coins of Azes I and 
Azilises, who not only continue the issues of Maues (Summary, 
pp. 587-9), but also strike a number of additional types which 
are manifestly borrowed from those of the Yavana princes whose 
kingdoms they conquered 1. The most noteworthy of these is the 
rev. type' Athene Promachos' which is characteristic of the families 
of Apollodotus and Menander in the ea."tern Punjab. It appears 
on coins of Azes I, but not on those of Manes (Summary, p. 589). 
Such additional types bear witness to a considerable extension of 
the Qaka dominions, and seem to indicate that after the reign 
of Maues the house of Euthydemus was extinguished and Yavana 
rule in the Punjab brought to an end. The house of Eucratides, 
now probably represented by its last king, Hermaeus, still con
tinued for a while to hold the upper Kabul valley-the base from 
which the Yavana power had first extended to Arachosia and to 
India. 

~ 
To l\.z~.S I has been attributed the foundation of the Vikrama 

era beginning in 58 B.C., and, according to Sir John Marshall, an 
'nscription discovered by him at Taksh~ila is actually dated 'in 
, he year 136 of Azes.' This interpretation may well be correct 
(I'. inf. p. 581), in spite of the tradition that this era was founded 
by King Vikram;tditya of Ujjain to commemorate the defeat of 
the Qakas; and, whatever may have been the origin of this era, 
the assignment of the reign of Azes I to this period is justified by 
other considerations. It is consistent with the date ascribed inde
pendently to his predecessor, Maues (c. 75 B.c.), and with the date 
of his third successor on the throne, Gondopharnes, who almost 
certainly began to rule in 19 A.D. (p. 576); and it is supported by 
evidence drawn from the epigraphy of the Greek coin-legends. 

On the earlier coins of the Yavanas and on those of the fil'Bt 
(Jaka king, Maues, the round form of the Greek omicron only 
is found. On some of the later Yavana coins, e.g. those of 
Hippostratufl, and 011 the coins of Azes I the square form, 0, 

makes itt! appearance side by side with the round form. The 
same change took place in Parthia during the reign of Orodes I 
(57-38 B.C.)2. That at this period there was constant communi
cation between Parthia ana India there can be no doubt. It is 

I The most complete list of types i. given in the Lahore Mus. Cat., vol. T. 

, B.M. Cat., Parthia, p. 73, DO. 37, PI. XV,2, " tetradrac::hm of the later coinage 
struck in 40-39 B.C. 
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reasonable, therefore, to suppose that this epigraphical change is 
due to a fashion which spread from one country to the other, and 
that the occurrence of the square ornicron on a Parthian or Indian 
coin is an indication that its date is not earlier than c. 40 B.C.! 

Judged by this test, the Yavana king, Hippostratus, must have 
continued to reign after the death of Maues; and he must have 
been contemporary with the successor of Maues, Azes I, who 
restruck his coins and continued to use some of his most distinctive 
monograms, no doubt after the conquest of his kingdom2. 

There is no reason to question the almost unanimous opinion 
of numismatists that Azes I was succ,eeded by Azilises; but there 
was certainly a period in which these two kings were associated in 
the government. On some coins WITlch they issue conjointly both 
bear the imperial style, 'Great King of Kings'; hut Azes I, as the 
elder, occupies the place of honour on the obverse with its Greek 
legend (B.M. Oat., p. 173, PI. XXXII, 9). 

On other coins, however, the same two names appear with the 
same titles, hut with a change of position-Azilises occupying 
the obverse with a Greek legend, and Azes the rrve1'se with a 
Kharoshthi legend (B.M. Oat., p. 92, PI. XX, 3); and, as degrees 
of dignity or seniority are undoubtedly indicated by these positions 
in similar instances, it has been inferred that Azilises was associated 
with two kings named Azes-possibly with his father and prede· 
cessor at the beginning of his reign and with his son and successor 
at its close. The existence of a second Azes might well he questioned 
if i. could be proved by no more cogent argument than this. But 
the coins whieh bear the name show so great a diversity of style 
that, from this fact alone, numismatists have suspected that they 
must have been struck by more than one king; and, if our sy~tem 
of chronology be correct, the Azes who succeeded Maues in 
58 B.C. cannot possibly have been the Azes who was succeeded 
by Gondopharnes in 19 A.D. (p. 577). 

At some time during the period when the first three Qaka 
kings were establishing their empire in India, Vonones was 
reigning as suzecain over the kingdoms of eastern II~-m with the 
same imperial title, 'Great King of Kings.' It is inconceivable 
that such a dignity should have been usurped in this region 80 

1 This cbronological test must be a.pplied witb caution. Isolated instaDces occur 
earlier;. and tbe squared forms of the Greek letters el, [. and ware characteristic 
of certam regtoDS. In otber regions they are not found. See Ra.pson, .l.R.A.S., 1903, 
1 :!~5. 

, Labore Mus. Cat., p. 122, note; B.M. Cat., pp. 59,73. 
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long as it remained under the suzerainty of Parthia. V onones, 
like Maues, must, therefore, be later than the reign of Mithradates II 
the Great (123-88 B.c.}--prccisely how lUuch lateT must for the 
present remain uncertain. 

The two classes of coins which bear his name are distinguished 
respectively by the type of Demetrius, 'Heracles standing,' and 
the type of Heliocles, 'Zeus standing' (PI. VII, 27, 31). They 
were issued presumably in districts of Arachosia which were once 
under the sway of these Yamna kings. Their Greek legends show 
the round form of omicron which, in some other cases, indicates a 
date earlier than c. 40 B.C.; but it appears that this epigraphical 
test cannot be applied in this particular instance, since the square 
form seems not to occur in connexion with these types until much 
later (Sltmmary, pp. 589-90). The most trustworthy evidence as 
to the date of Vonones i8 supplie4 by the coins of Spaliri~e8, 'the 
killg'S brother.' If' the king,' who i~ not named, was Vonones 
him~elf, as is usually assumed, the earlier coins of Spalirises, 
i.e. those struck by him before he became suzerain of eastern Iran 
in succession to Vonones, may peI'haps afford a valuable historical 
indication. There are two classes of these, both of them issued in 
the district in which the type of HeliocleH, 'Zeus standing,' pre
vailed (Summar!!, p. 590). In the first, Spaliriscll appears alone 
as 'the king's brother' without any distinctly royal title. In the 
second, he a>! senior (Greek legend) is associated with Azes as 
junior (Kharoshthi legend), both of them bearing the subordinate 
or yiceregal title 'Great King.' Vonones was evidently still 
reigning as Great King of Kings at this time. The relationship 
of Azes to Spalirises is not expreSlled in the Kharosh~hi legend; 
and in such cases it seems to be assumed that the junior is the son 
of the scnior: otherwise, i.e. when the junior is a brothcr or a 
nephew, the relationship is stated. We may conclude, then, that 
this Azes was most probably the son of Spalirises and the nephew 
of Von one;;, and we may identify him with AzeH II who afterwards 
became suzerain of N.W. India and ended his reign in 19 A.D. 

VOllones was at least a generation earlier; that is to say, he appears 
to have been contemporary with Azilise~ and possibly with Azes I. 
Until more definite evidence can be discovel'ed, he may be supposed 
to have begun his reign c. ao B.C. It seems impossible, therefore, 
to identify him with Vonones I of Parthia (8-11 A.D.). 

The family of Von ones is one in which the two ruling elements 
of eastern Iran have been blended. The name of Vonones himself 
is distinctly Parthian; but the names of his brothers, Spalahores 
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and Spalirises, and of his brothers' sons, Spalagadames and Azes, 
are Scythian. For the sake of convenience we may call this 
family' Pahlava,' in order to distinguish it from the better k~own 
, Parthian' dynasty of Ctesiphon, although in reality the two tenm 
are etymologically identical. 

A characteristic feature of the coins of Vonones and his family 
is, as we have seen (p. 569), the association of the Great King of 
Kings with the viceroy of Arachosia, whose relationship to the 
suzerain is sometimes expressed in the Kharoshthr legend of 
the reverse. Thus Von ones ruled conjointly with his brother, 
Spalahores, and with his nephew Spalagadames, the son of 
Spalahores (PI. VII, 27,31, and Summary, pp. 589-90). If we may 
assume with Mr Whitehead 1 that the Scythian name, Spalahores 
(Qpalahora) appears in a Greek guise as Spalyris, this brother 
of V onones and his son also ruled conjointly as viceroys over the 
district of Arachosia in which cofns bearing the type of Euthydemus, 
'Heracles seated,' were current. This district had formerly been 
under the direct government of the Great King of Kings, Azilises 
(Summary, p. 589). 

The rev. type of the coins which Spalirises issued as the suc
cessor of V onones in the suzerainty of eastern Iran is 'Zeus 
enthroned' (PI. VII, 38); and, as it is evidently borrowed from 
the coins of Hermaeus, it may perhaps be interpreted as an 
indication that the kingdom of Kabul had now passed from the 
Yavanas to the Pahlavas. If so, it would appear that this last 
stronghold of Yavana power had yielded to an invasion of the 
Pahlavas of Kandahar. The types of these coins of Spalirises 
are sometimes found restruck on coins of V onones as if they were 
intended for circulation in a newly conquered territory (B.M. Cat., 
p. 101, note). 

The family of V onones may thus be reconstructed from the 
numismatic evidence2 : 

I 
VONONES 

I 
SpaJahores 

I 
SpaJag"adames 

SPALlbsES 
I 

AZES II 
(end of reign 19 A.D.) 

The coins and inscriptions of the satraps of the Qaka suzerains 
of N.W. India enable us to supply a few additional outlines of the 
history before the Christian era. The names of a considerable 

1 Lahore Mus. Cat., vol. I, p. 143, note 1. 
• The n"mes of suzerains are printed in capital letters. 
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number of these provincial administrators are known; but it must 
suffice here to mention only those whose date and province can be 
determined approximately. 

In the satrapal system of government a Great Satrap was 
associated with a Satrap, usually bis son, who succeeded to the 
higher dignity in due course. The earliest recorded ruler of this 
kind is Liaka Kusillaka, who, according to the Taksha<;ila eopper
plate inscription of the year 78 (= c. 72 B.C.? v. sup. p. 570), was 
satrap of Chhahara and Chukhsa, districts which have not been 
identified, but which were presumably in the neighbourhood of 
Taksha~ila. His coins were imitated from those of Eucratides 
(PI. VIII, 42). His son, Patika, who made the deposit of relics 
which is commemorated by the inscription, bore no title at that 
time; but there can be little doubt that he must have succecded 
his father first as satrap and afterwards as great satrap. His name 
with the higher title is among those inscribed on the '\:[athura 
Lion-Capital (c. 30 B.C. 1). 

This remarkable mOllument of the rule of the Qakas in the 
south-eastern extremity of their dominions was discovered at 
Mathura by an Indian scholar, Paudit Bhagvanlal Indrajl, in 1869, 
and was bequeathed by him to the British Museum on his death 
in 18!lR It is of the local red sandstone, and represents two 
lions reclining back to back and facing in the same direction. Its 
style is strikingly Iranian. The capital must originally have sur
mounted a pillar, and must itself have supported some religious 
emblem; but its purpose had long ago been forgotten; and wheu 
it was discovered it was built into the steps of an altar devoted to 
the worship of yltala, the goddess of small-pox. The Kharoshthi 
inscriptions with which the surface is completely covered associate 
in the religious merit of the foundation the dOllor herself (the 
Chief Queen of the Great Satrap Rlijiila) and all the members 
of her family together with certain contemporary satraps governing 
other provinces of the Qaka realm and other eminent personages 
of the time. The Great Satrap Rajiila, whose name appears as 
Raj uvula in other inscriptions, is unquestionably the Raiijubula who, 
both as satrap and as great satrap, struck coins in imitation of those 
of Strato I and Strato II, the last of the Yavana kings to reign in 
the E. PunjaL (PI. VII, 24); and he was the father of Qogasa in whose 
reign as satrap the monument was erected. Subsequently Qogasa 
himself appears as great sab'ap on the Amohini votive tablet at 
Mathura, which is dated in the second month of Winter of the 
year 42. As the month is thus recorded in all Indian style, the 
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era must probably also be Indian; and if, as seems likely, it is the 
era of Azes (58 B.c.), we may conclude that Q04asa was great 
satrap in 17-16 B.c. 

Among the names of contemporary Qaka governors mentioned 
in the inscriptions of the Lion Capital is found that of Patika, 
now a great satrap, who during the reign of Maues made the 
benefaction recorded in the Taksha<;ila copper-plate (year 78 of 
the era of Seistftn = c. 72 B.C. 1). At that time he was a private 
individual without any official title. It may be assumed that 
in due course he succeeded his father in the administration of 
Chhahara and Chukhsa. When the Lion Capital was inscribed, he 
was a great satrap and contemporary with the Great Satrap 
Raiijubula (Rajula) of Mathura. If a period of about forty years 
may be allowed for his whole offici a] career, the date of the Lion 
Capital may be given provisionally as c. 30 B.C.; and we may 
tabulate the chronology of the two satrapa] families as follows l

:-

Chhahara and Chukhsa 
Great Satraps. Satrap8. 

c. 72 B.C. Liaka 

Mathura 
Great Satrapa. 

[Liaka] (Patika] 
c. 30 B.C. Patika Rafijubula 

If) B.C. <;'09a8a 

Satraps. 

Raiijubula 
qo~ii.sa 

In that portion of Pahlava history which comes after the 
Christian era, the period of the reign of Gondopharnes may be 
regarded as almost definitely fixed. The date of its beginning 
appears to be certain; and it is certain also that it lasted for 
at least 26 years. The evidence for this is supplied by a monument 
of this king's rule in the Peshawar District commonly known as the 
Takht-i-Bahi inscription. It is dated in the 26th year of the 
king's reign, and on the 5th day of the month Vai<;akha in the 
year 1032• There can be little doubt that the era is the Vikrama 
Sa[!lVat which began in 58 B.C., and that, therefore, Gondopharnes 
began to reign in 19 A.D. and was still reigning in 45 A.D. 

I T .. ksh .. ~ila copper·plate, Biihler, Ep. Ind., IV, p. 64; Mathur;;' Lion Capital, Ep. 
!nd., IX, p. 139; Coins of Raiijubula and gooj.asa, Rapson, J.R.A.S., 1894, p. 547; 
Amohinj votive tablet, Biihler, Ep. Ind., II, p. 199, No.2 Rnd Plale. BubIer originally 
read Ihe date as 40 (?) 2. He subsequently correoled this to 70 2 (Ep. Ind., IV, p. 55, 
note 2); but his original reading seems undoubtedly to be justified by the accompanying 
Plaw, and by his own table of numerals in Indische PaZaeographie, Plate IX. On 
grou[lds of style, Sir .Tohn Marshall holds that this votive tablet· dates from about 
the beginning of the Christia.n era'; v. info Chapter XXVI, p. 633. 

For the satrap Zeionises, V. info p. 582, n. For Hagawaeha and Hagana, '. "'p. 
p.527. For other satraps commemorated on tbe Lion Capital see Thomas, op. cit.; 
Fleet, J.B-A.S., 1913, p. 1009; Marshall, ib., 1914, p. 985. 

, For the reading of the daw see Thomas, J.R.A.S., 1913, p. 636. 
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The king'!! name is unquestionably Pahlava (Parthian), for the 

various forms in which it appears on the coins are merely attempts 
to render local pronunciations of the Persian Vindaphar'lUJ" 'the 
winner of glory,' in Greek letters. Many of his types are continued 
from the money of his predecessors, and, like them, may be traced 
back to Yavana origillals (PlI. YII, 32; VIII, 47, 52, 53). They 
seem to indicate that he succeeded to the dominions of the 
Pahlavas and Qakas both in eastern Il"an and in N.W. India. 
That· he ruled also in the Kabul valley, which was probably 
annexed before his reign (p. 574), appears to be shown by the 
large numbers of his coins which were found on its ancient sites 
by Masson and other explorers at the time when such exploration 
was still possible. 

Coins show also that his immediate predecessor on the throne 
was Azes II; for the two monarchs are associated with the same 
strategos or' commander-in-chief,' Aspavarman, son of Indravarman 
(PI. VIII, 46 and Summary, p. 590)1. 

The Greek title strategos, which is the equivalent of the Indian 
senapati, 'lord of the army,' was inherited by the Qakas and 
Pahlavas from the Yavanas 2• Aspavarman is a representative of 
the Qaka military chietiJ~ who are repeatedly mentioned in the 
inscriptions of "T estern India in the second century A.D., when this 
region was governed by Qaka Batraps. The names ending in 
-varman and -datta Ilhow that they had become Hinduised, and 
claimed to be Kshatriyas. To this class belongs the Qaka 
Ushavadata (J.lishabhadatta), the brother-in-law of Nahapiina. 
On the coins of Gondopharnes and on those of his successor, 
Pacores, we find the name of another of these military governors, 
Sasas, who no doubt succeeded Aspavarman as commander-in
chief (PI. VII, 33). The sequence of the strategoi thus affords 
valuable evidence for the order of succession of their sovereigns 
and for the chronology of the period. Two generations of these 
military chiefs-Aspavarman and hi8 nephew, SaBas (pp. 580-1)
held office duriug the reigns of Azes II, Gondopharnes, and 
Pacores, and for a period which began before 19 A.D. and ended 
after 45 A.D. 

But before he succeeded Azes II as Great King of Kings 
in India, Gondopharnes had also succeeded him as viceroy of 

1 For the detailed proof oee Whitehead, Lahore Mus. Cat., vol. t, Indo-Greek 
Coin •• p. 150, note . 

• For another Greek title which was used in India-lJ.<p,MpX'l" • the governor of .. 
province,' see Thomas, FestgrU •• Windisch, and J.B.A .S.,.1916, pp. 279 fl. 

3 For these Qaka families see Liiders, Sit •. K.P.A.., 1913, p. 412. 

C.B.1. I. 
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Arachosia. In this subordiuate rule he was at one time associated, 
under the suzerainty of Orthagnes, with Guga or Guqana (Guqana) 
who may perhaps have been his brother (p. 579, PI. VIII, 51). The 
coins, on which Orthagnes still appears as chief ruler but with 
Guqana alone as his subordinate!, must no doubt be assigned to 
the period after Gondopharnes had succeeded Azes II in the 
sovereignty of N.W. India. 

The name of Orthagnes is Pahlava. It is of Persian origin, and 
the Greek equivalent of Verethragna, 'the Victorious.' The type 
, Victory' on his coins may be an allusion either to an actual 
victory or to the king's name. It is used also by Vonones I of 
Parthia (8-11 A.D.) (PI. VIII, 50) whose name has a similar 
meaning-Vanana, 'the Conqueror'; but in this case it would 
seem undoubtedly to refer to the victory over Artabanus 2

• 

Most of the coins which Gondopharnes struck either alone 
(PI. VII, 32) or together with his nephew, Abdagases (VII, 34), 
and all of those which he struck in association with his commanders
in-chief, Aspavarman and Sasas (Summary, p. 590, and PI. VII, 33), 
bear the symbol ? which is so characteristic of his rule that it is 
usually called by his name; and, as this symbol is fouud counter
marked on coins of the Parthian kings Orodes I (57-38 B.c.) and 
Artabanus III (10-40 A.D.), it is not improbable that Gondopharnes 
may have conquered some of the Parthian dominions 3

• There call 
be little doubt that under his sway the Pahlava power attained 
its height; and it appears probable that this power was now 
controlled by a single suzerain who reigned supreme over both 
eastern Iran and N.W. India; for the coins of Gondopharnes bear 
the types both of Orthagnes (PI. VIII, 52) and of Azes II (PI. VIII, 
47), and seem to show therefore that he had succeeded to the 
dominions of both of these suzerains. 

The name of Gondopharnes, and possibly those of two princes 
of his family, Guqa and Abdagases, have been prcserved in COll

nexion with the legends of St Thomas in the literature of the early 
Christian church. The apocryphal Acts of Judas Thomas the 
Apostle, which contains an account of the ministry of St Thomas 
in India, exists in Syriac, Greek, and Latin versions; and of these 
the earliest, the Syriac, is supposed to date from before the middle 
of the third century A.D. The story, as told in this version, begins: 

1 Whitehead, Lah. Mus. Cat., vol. I, 11ldo·Greek Coins, p. 156, no. 75. 
, B.M. Cat., PaTlhia, p. 144, PI. XXIV, 7. 
, Hap.on, J.R.d.S., 1904, p. 677, referring to Cunningham, Num. Chroll., lA90, 

p.119. 
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And when all th .. Apostles had been for a time in Jerusalem ...... they divided 

the countries among them, in order that each one of them might preach in the 
region which fell to him and in the place to which his Lord "cnt him. And India 
fell by lot and division to JUdM ThomM (or the Twin) the Apostle. And he WM 
not willing to go, saying; 'I have not strcn,,>th enough for this, because I am 
weak. And I am a Hebrew; how can I teach the Inmans?' And whilst Judu 
was reasoning thns, our Lord appeared to him in a vision of the night, and said 
to him; 'Fear not, Thomas, because My grace is with thee.' But he would not 
he persuaded at all, saying; 'Whithersoever Thou wilt, our Lord, send me ; only to 
India I will not go.' And as Judas was reasoning thns, a certain merchant, an 
Indian, happened (to come) into the south country from __ I, whose name WM 
I;Iabban; and he was sent by the king Giidnaphar 2, that he might bring to him a 
skilful carpenter. (Trans. Wright, Apocryphal Acts qf the Apostles, n, pp. 146-7.) 

Because of the unwillingness of 8t Thomas, ~d appears, 
and, claiming him as His servant, sells him to"'the"" merohant 
I.Iabban for twenty pieces of silver; and 8t Thomas journeys with 
J:labban to the court of King Gondopharnes, who orders him to 
build a palace. St Thomas spends the money of the king in acts 
of charity-to build a palace not made with hands, immortal 
in the heavens; and the disappointed king casts 8t Thomas 
and the merchant into prison. While they are lying there, Gad, 
the king's brother, dies, and being carried by the angels to heaven 
is shown the heavcnly palace which 8t Thomas had built by his 
good works. Gad is restored to life; and in the sequel both 
Gondopharnes and Gad are converted. 

There can be no question that Giidnaphar, who is definitely 
called 'the king of India' (op. cit., p. 159) is to be identified with 
Gondopharnes; and Gad, 'the brother of the king' (op. cit., p. 162) 
may possibly be the Gn~a or GUQana, who is associated with him 
on coins (PI. VIII, 51). The legend of 8t Thomas has thus been 
furnished with an historical setting which is chronologically possible. 
The fact of 8t Thomas's visit to the court of Gondopharnes may be 
doubted; but the story remains to show that the fame of this king 
had Hpread to the West. A still more distant echo of his name, 
transmitted through its Armenian form Gathaspar, has been 
recognised by V011 Gutschmid 3 in Gaspar, the traditional name 
of the first of the three wise men who, according to the Gospel 
story, came from the East to worship Christ at His nativity. 

Another apocryphal work, the Evangelium Ioannis de obittt 
Mariae gives the name Labdanes to the sister's son of a king to 
whom St Thomas went. So far as the form is concerned, Labdancs 

1 The name is ill~gible in the MS., and it is not found in any other version. 
• rovv6dtpopo, in the Greek version. 3 Ilhein. Museum, ·1864, p. 169. 
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may well be a corruption of Abdagases in the manuscripts; but 
the identification of the two names is far from certain. The 
name of the king is not mentioned: he may have been either 
Gondopharnes or Mazdai, whom St Thomas also visited, and under 
whom he suffered martyrdom; and moreover tbe Abdagases of 
the coin-legends is the brother's son, not the sister's son, of 
Gondopharnes 1. 

As none of the coin-legends of Abdagases bear the imperial 
title, there is no evidence that he reigned independently at any 
time. The types suggest that he ruled as the viceroy of Gondo
pharnes in Iran (Seistan and Kandahar) (PH. VIII, 54; VII, 34). 

There can be no doubt that,soon after the reign of Gondopharnes, 
the Pahlava power in Indh1 came to an end. Some stages in the 
disintegration of the empire are clearly reflected in the coinage. 

'r'he successor of Gondopharnes was Pacores. His coins show 
that he was undoubtedly suzerain in Iran; for they bear the 
imperial title together with the type 'Victory' which was first 
issued by Orthagnes (PI. VIII, 55; cf. PI. VIII, 51); and his 
portrait, combined on coins found at Taksha<;ila with the symbol 
of Gondopharnes and the legend of the commander-in-chief, Sasas, 
proves that he exercised at least a nominal sway in India (v. illf.). 
The types of another king, Sanabares, with their purely Greek 
legend, must be attl'ibuted to Seisron. There is no evidence of his 
rule either in Kandahar 01' India (PI. VIIL 56). 

The passing of Pahlava rule in eastern Gandhiira (Taksha<;ila) 
is illustrated by the remarkable hoard of 21 small silver coins, 
which was found by Sir John Marshall in an earthern jar on the 
ancient site of Sirkap. The coins belong to foUl' distinct classeH, 
all hitherto unknown-two belonging to the reign of Gondopharnes, 
and one each to the reigns of Pacores and V'ima Kadphises. 

The first two classes bear the portrait and the symbol of 
Gondopharnes, with the names respectively of Sapedana and 
Satavastra and the style 'Great King, King of Kings,' which is 
ollly one degree inferior to the most lofty title assumed by 
Gondopharnes, viz. 'Great King, Supreme King of Killgs.' Such 
a style ('an only mean that, even in the reign of Gondopharnes, the 
allebriance of the governors to the suzerain was becoming merely 
nominal. . 

The third class has the portrait of Pacores and the symbol of 
Gondopharncs combined with the legend of Sasas, who uses the 
subonlillate title, 'Great King,' and is described as 'the brother's 

1 Philipps, Ind. ,(IIt., 1903. p. 153. 
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son of Aspa.' There can be no doubt that this Aspa must be the 
strategos A8pavarman, who held office in the reigns of Azes II 
and Gondopharnes. During the reig'lI of Gondopharnes he was 
succeeded by hi!' nephew, Sasas, whe was governor of Takshac;i1a 
in the reign of Pacores. The line of strategoi was no doubt 
continued under the suzerainty of the KUShal.las. It is apparently 
represented by the coins which bear the t.itle, "iCiJ'Tryp M€'Ya~, 'The 
Great Saviour,' and which were formerly attributed to 'the un· 
known king.' 

The fourth class marks the transition from Pahlava to KushaJ.la 
rule in Gandhara. The coins show the protrait of the Kushal)a 
conqueror, V'ima Kadphises, wearing the conical headdress which 
distinguishes him, while the legend describes him as 'Great King, 
Supreme King of Kings, the KushfLJ.la Chief'!. 

The chronological limits of the period covered by these coins 
are clear. Uondopharnes was reigning in the year 45 A.D.; and 
V'ima Kadphises was reigning in the year 78 A.D. Within these 
thirty-three years must be included (1) the latter part of the reign 
of Gondopharnes, (2) the reign of Pacores, and (3) some portion of 
the reign of V'ima Kadphises. 

The period of V'ima Kadphises is determined by the evidence 
of a Kharosh~hi inscription discovered by Sir John Marshall in the 
Chir Tope at Takshac;i1a. The inscription is dated on the 5th day 
of the Indian month Ashat.lha in the year 136. If, as seems almost 
certain, the era is that which begins in 58 B.C., this date would be 
equivalent to the year 77-8 A.D., that is to say, the last year 
in the reign of V'ima Kadphises, accordin~ to those scholars who 
hold that his succcssor, Kanishka, began to reign in 78 A.D. 

According to the iuterpretation of Sir .J ohn Marshall this in
scription is actually dated in the era of Azes; for after the year 
comes the word a!J(L8((, which, on the coins, is the ordinary Kharoshthi 
equivalent of the Greek AZOY, 'of Azes'2. He therefore translates: 
'In the year 136 of Azes.' This view is probably correct; and, 

I if 80, the discovery i" of great importance, as it determines the 
; or~gin of the so-c~lled Vikrama Era and fix?s th~ beginning of the 
L l'elgI1 of Azes 1 In .')8 B.C. The bald deSIgnatIOn of an era by 

a kiug's name without the accompaniment of any royal title has, 

1 For the coins here described see Ma ... hall, Arch. Sur. oj Ind., Annual Report, 
1912-13. (1) Sapedana, PI. XL, 35, nOB. 35-39, pp. 50, 51; (2) Satava.trll, PI. XL, 
41, DOS. 4()-44, p. 51; (3) Sasa., PI. XL, 27, 29, 30, nos. 27-34, PI'. 49, 50; 
(4) Pima Kadphiu., PI. XL, 45, 46, noo. 45-47, p. 51. 

, In the inocr. probably = the adjective aya.a • • (of the era) of Azes.' 
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however, appeared so strange to some scholars that they have 
displayed no slight ingenuity in their endeavours to find some 
alternative explanation of the word a!lasa. But it is doubtful if 
any real difficulty exists. It must be remembered that the in
scription belongH to a people that knew not Azes. His family had 
been deposed and deprived of all royal attributes. The throne 
of Taksh~ila had passed from the Qakas and Pahlavas to the 
Kushal)as. Azes could scarcely have been furnished with his 
wonted title, 'Great King of Kings,' in this inscription, without 
prejudice to the house then actually reigning. 

The monarch then ruling at Taksha~ila is described in the 
inscriptioll as 'Great King, Supreme King of Kings, Son of the 
Gods, the Kushal)a (Khushana) '; and, although his personal Ilame 
is not given, there is sufficient evidence to show that be is almost 
certainly to be identified with V'ima Kadphises, the second king of 
the KushaJ.la dynasty. His titles-except for the substitution of 
the ordinary royal designation of the K ul'!haJ.las, 'Son of the Gods,' 
in place of 'Chief'-are identical with those which occur in the 
legend of the small silver coins bearing the portrait of V'ima 
Kadphises (v. S'/lp. p. 581); and the first two of these titles, 
inherited from the Pahlava kings, are included in the style 
usually assumed by this monarch on other coins. Moreover at 
the end of the inscription is affixed the symbol (the trifiila or 
nandipada) which is likewise characteristic of the coins of V'ima 
Kadphises1• 

, We may conclude, therefore, that the KushiJ.J.la V'ima Kadphises 
jwas ruling over Taksha~ila as the successor of the Pahlava Pacores 
in 78 A.D.; and this year would appear to have been the last of his 
'reign, since it is also most probably the first in the reign of his 

1 For the inscription, which was discovered in the Chir stupa, see Marshall, J.B.A.S .. 
1914, pp. 973 fl.; Konow, Ep. Ind., XIV, pp. 284 ff., for the coins of V'im .. (Ooemo) 
Kadphises, Gardner, B. M. Cat .• Gk. and Seyth. Kings, pp, 124-8, PI. XXV. 

Sir John Marshall (lac. cit.) prefers to identify the king of the inscription with the 
first Kushano, Knjnl" Kadphises, on the assumption that hoth the titles and the symbol 
occur also on his coins. But the coins to which he refers bear the name not of Kujiila 
K.dphiseB, but of Kujiila Kara Kadphises, who was probably another member of the 
dynasty; see Rapson, Indian Coins, § 68. KujUla Ksra Kadphises seems to have 
succeeded the satrap Zeionises in the kingdom of Pushkaliivati (Summary, p. 588), and 
he may have been contemporary with V'im. Kadphises. 

The royal title, 'Son of the Gods' (devaplltra). was no doubt brought by the 
Yueh ·chi fr~m their home on the borders of China. It is the usual designation of a 
killS in the Kharo,hthi inscriptions discovered by Sir A. M. SteiJ:l in Chinese Turkestan, 
Bee Boyer, Rapson, and Senart, Kharo!!hi Inscriptions, Pari I (Oxford, 1920), p. 70, 
no. 195. The •• inscriptions, which belong to the third century A.n., preserve other 
traces of KushiiJ?. rule, e.g. in the proper name, Ku,anasena (ibid. p, 2, no. 5). 
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successor, Kanishka, and the starting point of the era used in the 
inscriptions of the later Kushal,la kings. 

The chronology of this period has been one of the most per
plexing problems in the whole of Indian history; and the problem 
can scarcely be said to be solved positively even now; that is to 
say, it has not yet been placed beyond all possibility of doubt. 
But the evidence obtained by Sir John Marshall from his excava
tions of the ancient sites of Takshal(ila proves conclusively that 
the period of Kanishka's reign must have been somewhere about 
the end of the first century A.D.; and a comparison of this evidence 
with the statements of Chinese historian~ and with the dates 
~upplied by inscription" makes it 8eem almost certain that 
Kanishka was the founder of the. ~~ll-known era which began 
in 78 A.D. -. . .. 
--- --~ ... -. 

Some outlines of the early history of the KU8hal~a empire have 
been preserved by Chinese writers 1• From these it appears that 
the Yueh-chi, who drove the Qakas out of Bactria, consisted of 
five tribes, each governed by a prince bearing the Turkish title 
which is usually translated as 'Chief '-the yamlga of the coins. 
More than a hundred years after their settlement in Bactria, at 
a dare which, according to Dr Franke, must lie between 25 and 
81 A.D. and probably nearer to the first of these limits than to the 
second, the Chief of one of these tribes, the Kushal.lal', gained the 
supremacy over the Yueh-chi, and founded a united kingdom 
which became known by the nallle of his own tribe. Thus once 
more Bactria became the nursery of a great power which was 
destined to dominate N.W. India. History repeated itself; and 
the Ku~hal.la8, like their predecessors, the Yavanas, speedily 
became masters of the adjacent territories lying to the south of 
the Hindu Kush, that is to Ray, the modern Southern Afghanistan, 
or the ancient provinces ofthe ParopaniRadae(Kabul) and Arachosia 
(Kandahar). These first conquest8 were lIIade, a8 the Chinese 
authorities stare definitely, by the first Kushal,la monarch, who 
has been identified with Kujiila Kadphises-Kujiila being no 
doubt a title, like the KU8iilaka of the Qaka satrap, Liaka (p. 575), 
and Kaclphiscs the proper name; and, as they took place after 
25 A.D., they were made at the expense of the Pahlava suzerain, 
who was either Gondopharnes or Pacores. As other evidence will 
show, their date cannot be much later than the middle of the 
first century A.D. at the latest. 

1 O. Franke, Beitrag. au, chinesi.che1l Quellen (1904) in Abhandlung.n d. kQ"ig. 
pr",.s,. Akatl. 
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Most of the coin" of Kujiila Kadphises show clearly both by 
their types and by their fabric that they were struck in the Kabul 
valley. They are imitated from the barbarous h!!mes of that 
region which still continued to reproduce mechanically the legends 
with the llame of the last Yavana king, Hermaeus, long after his 
death. They are found in enormous numbers beyond the limits 
of the Kftbul valley in TakshaC;ila, where the stratification of the 
objects discovered in the excavationH provetl unquestionably that, 
in that diRtI"ict, they are rather later than the coins of Gondopharnes. 
At first Bight the evidence of the find" would thus seem to show 
that Kujiila Kadphises himself was later in date than Gondopharnes 
and that he was the actual conqueror of Taksha.;i1ii; but, since the 
coins in question manifestly come from the Kabul valley, we must 
suppose rather that they reprcsent the ordinary currency of the 
Kushlll)as at the time when the imasion took place, and that they 
were introduced into Taksha.;ila as large numbers of SaAsanian 
coins were brought into the country of the lower Indus from Ir:lll 
by the HU1.las in the fifth century A.D. It is, therefore, by no means 
impossible that Kujiila KadphiBes may have been not later than, 
but contemporary with, Gondopharnes; and there is no reason to 
doubt the statement of the Chinese writers that it was not Kujiila 
Kadphises, but his son and successor, V'ima Kadphises, who ex
tended the dominions of the Kushal)aB from the Kabul valley to 
N.W. India. 

That this extension had been completed before 64 A.D. appears 
certain from the evidcnce of an inscription which was di"covered 
near Panjtar in the Yiisufzai sub-division of the Peshawar District1

• 

It is dated on the first day of the month <;r:lvaJ.la in the year 122; 
and there can be no doubt that the era is the same as that which 
occurs in the Takht-i-Bahi inscription of Gondopharnes, that is to 
say, the ern of Azes which began in 58 B.c. The inscription was 
set up in the reign of a KushaJ.la (Gushana) who is styled' Great 
King'; but, as the personal name of this monarch is not given, he 
cannot be identified. If he was not V'ima Kadphises himself, he 
was, as the subordinate title may perhaps indicate, most probably 
one of his viceroys and possibly the Kara Kadphises whose coins 
seem to belong to the region in which the inscription was found 
(p. 582, note). 

'fhe precise date at which the Pahlava snzerainty in India came 
to an end is unknown, but it undoubtedly lies within the com
paratively narrow limits marked by the years 45 and 64 A.D.-the 

1 Fleet, J.R.A.S., 1914, p. 372. 
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last recorded year of Gondopharnes and the earliest mention of 
a Kushal)a king on an Indian monument. But the Qakas and 
Pahlavas, although they had lost the proud predominance which 
they once beld, bad by no means ceased to playa part in Indian 
history. Like the Yavanas, they continue for some centuries to be 
mentioned in Indian inscriptions in a manner which shows that 
they still fonned organised communities; and there is evidence 
to show that they still governed their own states, no doubt as 
feudatories more or less nominal of the Kushiil)a8. In the last 
part of the first century A.D. their original Indian settlements in the 
country of the Indus delta coutinued t(; be ruled by princes of 
their own race whom the author of the Peripllls calls Parthian 
(Pahlava) and describes as turbulent chiefs perpetually engaged 
in turning one another out 1

. But that these princes of foreign 
origin who governed the country of the lower Indus had at this 
period been forced to acknowledge the suzerainty of the KushaJ.las, 
is proved by the Sue Vihiira inscription in the Bahawalpur State 
which iH dated in a regnal year of Kanishkfl (year 11 = 89 A.D.)2. 

It was from this country, too, and under the leadership of Qaka 
and Pahlava satraps that the KUtlhal.1a power was extended to 
Western India; and in this manner were laid the foundations of 
the kingdom of the Kshatrapas of Surftshtra and Malwa, the 
'Western Satraps,' who are known in the later Indian literature 
and inscriptions as 'Qakas.' This kingdom lasted from about the 
beginning of the second century to the end of the fourth, when it 
was conquered hy the Guptas. The dates which appear on the 
coins and inscriptions of its princes are all in the era which starts 
from the begiuning of Kanishka's reign in 78 A.D. They range 
from the year 41 to the year 310 (119-388 A.D.) and form the 
most continuou!! aud complete chronological series found on the 
monuments of ancient India. It was in consequence of its long 
use by the \~aka princes of Western IlIdii\ that the era became 
generally known in India as the Qaka era-a name which effectually 
disguises its origin, and one which has in no small de/.,>Tee perplexed 
modern scholars in their endeavours to unravel 'the secret of 
Kanishka.' 

1 Periplu3 maris Erythraei, 38. 2 Hoernle, Ind. 1I1It., 1881, p. 324. 
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joil 
SUMMARY OF NUMISMATIC EVIDENCE FOR THE HISTOIW OF THE 

YAVANA, gAKA, AND PAHLAVA INVADERS OF INDIA 

Demetrius 

Demetrius 

Maues 
Menander 

Panta.leon 
Agathocles 

" 

Antimachus 

" 

Antimaehus 

Philoxenus 
Nieias 
Hippostratus 
Hermaeus and 

Calliope 

(CHAPTERS XXII AND XXIII) 

Bilingual square 1E ; B.M. Cat., Gk. and Seytlt. Kingl, Plates. 
p. 163, no. 3, PI. XXX, 3. 

Type. ' Elephant's head: Caduceus.' 

Oov. Head of elephant to r. ; bell suspended from neck. 
Rev. BA~IAEn~ t.HMHTPIOY. Cadnceus. 1E VI, l. 
Same types. BA~IAEn~ MAYOY. 1E VI, 2. 
Same obv. type; B.M. Cat., p. 50, no. 68, PI. XII, 6. 1E 

Indian types of Pantaleon and Agathor,les. 

B.M. Cat., p. 9, no. 3, PI. III, 9. 1E 
B.M. Cat., p. 11, no. 12, PI. IV, 9. 1E 
Kharosh!hi legend H£tajasame; B.M. Cat., p. 12, no. 15, 

PI. IV, 10; Lahore Mus. Cat., vol. I. Indo-Gk. 
Coins, p. 18, PI. II, 51. 1E 

Bactrian types oj' Antimachus. 

Type' Poseidon'; B.M. Cat., p. 12, no. 1, PI. V, 1; 
'V. sup. Chapter XVII, p. 449. At III, 8. 

Commemorntive medals; v. sup. Chapter XVII, 

pp. 450-1. At 

Indian types of A ntimachus. 

Oov. BA~IAEn~ NIKH<POPOY ANTIMAXOY. 
Victory I. holding palm and wreath. 

Re'/). Maharajasa jayadharasa A'f!Itimakha.a. 
on prancing horse r. 

Same re7J. type. 
B.lI. Cat., p. 56, no. 3, PI. XIII, 6. 

" p. 58, no. 1, PI. XIII, 11. 
" p. 59, no. 4, PI. XIV, 2. 
" p. 66, nos. 1, 2, Pl. XV, 9, 10. 

Types' Apollo: Tripod.' 

King 
At 

VI, 3. 

Apollodotus I Ob'/). BA~IAEn~ AnOAAOt.OTOY ~nTHPO~. 
Apollo facing, holding arrow in r., and bow in 
I. hand. VI, 4. 

Re'/). Maharoja .• a Apaladatasa tradarasa. Tripod in 
square of dots. 1E 

~trato I Ob". BA~IAEn~ Em<pANOY~ ~nTHPO~ 
~TPATnNO~. Same type. VI,5. 

R~. Maharajasa P1'acacltasa tratarasa Stratasa. 
Same typo. 1E 

B.M. Cat., p. 72, no. 26, PI. XVII, 7. .Ai: Mau&s 
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Apollodotus II 

Zoilus 
liippostratus 
Strato I and II 

Same typea Mried. 
Ob~. BA~IAE!1~ ~!1THPO~ I AITOMOLlOTOY. 

Apollo r. holding arrow with both hands. Mono-

gram 21 
Ree. Maharajua tradarlUa I Apuludatasa. 

Tripod. 
B.M. Cat., p. 51, no. 2. (Same type-, 

monogram.) 
B.M. Cat., p. 53, no. 11, PI. XII, 13. 

n 1'. 60, n(l. 14, }'1. XIV, 7. 

but different 
..E 
..E 

Corolla Numismatica, p. 257, PI. XU, 16. 

Type. ' Elephant: Indian bull.' 
ApollodotusI Dbn. BA~IAE!1~ AITOMOLlOTOY ~!1THPO~. 

Heliocles 

Elephant r. 
Rim. Maharaja/la Apuluau'asa tratara.lla. 

bull r. 
01n1. BAIIAE!1I LlIKAIOY HAIOKAEOYI. 

Indian 
At 

Same 

Plate •. 

VI,6. 

VI,7. 

type. VI,8. 

Maues 

Azes 
Azilises 

Ree. Maharajasa dhramikasa Heliyakreyasa. Same 
type. M 

OIm. BAIIAE!1I BAIIAE!1N MErAAOY MA-
y OY. Similar type. VI, II. 

&c. RlliatirllilUa mahatlUa Moasa. Same type. ..£ 
B.M. Cat., p. 87, no. 160, PI. XIX, 7. ..E 

" p. 97, no. 40, PI. XXI, 6. ..£ 

Types of tM city of Pmhkaiacat'i, 'City goddess: Indian bull.' 
City of Push- 0/)". r. PakhalaDadi deMd,,; L illegible Kharosh~hI 

kal:<vatI legend. City goddess wearing a mural crown and 
holding l' lotus in her r. hand. VI, 10. 

/le'tJ. above, TAY POC; below, U~"bIIe. Indian 
bull r. N 

Diomodes Om,. BAIIAE!1I I!1THPOI LlIOMHLlOY. The 
Dioscuri. VI, ll. 

Re~. MahiirajllSa tratarasa Diyumedasa. Indian 
bull r. ..£ 

El'ander RM. Cat., p. 51, no. 1, PI. XII, 8 (Rev. type 'Indian 
bull '). ..E 

Philoxenus B.M. Cat., 1'. 57, no. 13, PI. XIII, JO (Types 'City 
godde"" : Indian bull '). Ai: 

Artemidorus B.III. Cat., p. 54, no. I, PI. XI II, 2 (Types 'Artemis: 
Indian bull '). ..£ 

Peucolau8 Lahore Mus. Cat., p. 80, 1'1. VIII, 642 (Types' Artemis: 
City goddess'). Ai: 

Maues Obc. BAIIAEfU BAIIAEnN MErAAOY I MA-
YOY. Artemis r. VI,12. 

Rec.llajatirajasa malUltaaa I MOlUa. Indian bull I. Ai: 
Azes B.M. Cat., p. 85, no. 137, PI. XIX, 5 (Types 'Goddess: 

Indian bull '). 1E 
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Atilises 

Zeionises 

Kujiila Kam 
Kadphises 

Eucratides 

Menander 

" 

Straw I 

Menander 

Menander 

Agathocleia 
and Straw I 

Straw I 

" 

J.R.A.S., 1905, p. 788, PI. 3 (Ree. type 'Oity goddess Plates. 
and Zeus '). ..It 

B.M. Oat., p. 1l0, no. 1, PI. XXIII, 4 (Rev. type 'King 
and City goddess '). ..It 

B.M. Cat., p. llZ, no. 10, PL XXIII, 7; cf. Num. 
ehron., IS92, p. 65, Pl. IV, 9-13 (Re'D. type 
, Camcl '). A'.: 

T.vpe attributed to the city qf Nicaea, , Victory.' 
OIm.MErAAOY BAIIAEfl~IEYKPATI60Y. Bust 

of king I. thru~ting spear. VI, 13. 
Ret'. Maharaja.,a Evukratitasa. Vicwry r. ..£ 
Obv. BA~IAEfl~ ~flTHPO~ I MENAN6POY. 

Bust of king I. thrusting spcar. VI, 14. 

[Rev. type ' A thenc.'] ..£ 
Obf'. Same legend. Bust of Athene (or of AgathocIeia) r., 

wearing helmet. VI, 15. 
Re1). MaMrajasa tratiirasa Mcna1[ldr(Ua. Vic· 
~~ A'.: 

[Ob1). type 'Bust of HeracIes r.1 
Rev. Maharajala Iratarusa Stratusa. Victory r. A'.: VI, 16. 
(For the type' Vicwry' see also p. 592.) 

Type flrthe city qf Bucephala, 'Ox·Jtead.' 
Obf'. BA!IAEfl~~flTHPO~MENAN6POY. Ox· 

he'ad. 
Rev .. Maniirajasa triitarasa Mena1[ldrasa. 

Tripod. 

Type' Athene PromacMs.' 
Obn. BA~IAEfl~ ~flTHPO~ I MENAN6POY. 

VI,17. 

Bust of king r. VII, 18. 
Ree. MaMrajasa triitiirasa I Nena1[tdrasa. Athenc 

Promachos I. .tR 
Obf'. BA~IAEfl~ ~flTHPO~ ~TPATflNO~ I 

KAI ArA00KAE IA~. Busts of Strato and 
Agathocleia jugate r. 

[Ref'. type , Athene Promachos.'] 
Obn. BA~IAEfl~ !flTHPO~ 

..It 
KAI 61KAIOY I 

~TPATflNO~. Bust of king r., wearing helmet. 
[Same rev. type.] ..It 
abc. BA~Ii\Efl~ ~flTHPO~ 61KAIOY I !TPA· 

T fl N O~. Bust of king r., bearded. 
[Same rev. type.] ..It 

VII,19. 

VII, 20. 

VII,21. 

" B.M. Oat., p. 40, no 7, PL X, 13. (Same legen<ls and 
types. The king represented as an old mail ..It 

Polyxenus Lahore Mus. Oat., p. 53, PI. V, 371. (Same types.) ..It 
Apollodotus II alto. BA~ I AEfl~ ~flTH PO~ I A nOAA060TOY. 

Bust of king r. VII,22. 
Rev. Maharajasa trata1'asa I Apakldatasa. Athene 

Promachos. Monogram i 
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Dionysius B.M. Cat., p. 51, no. 1, PI. XII, 9. (Same type" and Plates. 
monogram.) .at 

Zoilus B.M. Cat., p. 52, no. :1, PI. X II, 11. (Same types and 
monogram.) .R 

Apollophanes RM. Cat., p. M, no. I, PI. XIII, I. (Same rer. type.) .at 
StratoIandIl Obfl. BACI"EflC C!lTHPC CTPATflNC [KAI 

<1>1"0] I CTPAT!lNC. Bust of king r. VII,23. 
Ref!. MaharaJanafll Irataras.1 Strata,a potrasa c<ua 

priyapita- I Stra/(ua. Athena Promachos I. £. 
Azes I RM. Cat., p. 78, no. 56, PI. XVIII, 2. (Same rI!'D. 

type.) .at 
Bhadraya<)Il8a Corolla Num., p. 258, PI. XII, 17. (Same types.) £. 
Raiijubula Obfl. BACIJ\EI BACI,,€WC CWTHPOC PAIY. 

Bust of king r. 
Rea. Apratihatacakrasa chatrapaxa 

Athene Promachos L 
Gondopharnes B.M. Cat., p. 103, no. 5, PI. XXII, 7. 

degraded.) 

Rajuhulasa. 
.It 

(Same types, 
.at 

VII,24. 

Euthydemus 
Agathocleia 
and Strato I 

Type' Heraclea seated.' 
Bactrian coins ;r.. ,up. Chapter XVlI, p. 444. 
Obc. BAl:IJ\Il:l:Hl: 0EOTPOnOY 

£. III, 1,2. 

Azilises 

Spalyris and 
Spalagadamcs 

Demetrius 
Lysias 

ArA00-
KJ\EIAl:. Bust of queen (as Athene) r., wearing 
helmet. VII, 2:>. 

Re~. Maharqjasa trataral(l dhramika,a Stratasa. 
Heracles seated I. on rock. .<E 

B.M. Cat., p. 95, no. 23, PL XXI, 1. (Same reno 
typo.) .<E 

B.M. Cat., p. 100, no. I, PI. XXI, 12. (Sallie riM. 

type.) ..E 

Type' Heraclet ,tanding.' 
Bactrian coins; 1'. sup. Chapter XVII, pp. 444-5. £. III, 3. 

Ob7). BAl:IJ\E!ll: ANIKHTOY I J\Yl:IOY. Bust of 
king r., wearing elephant'. scalp. VII,26. 

Re7J. Maharajata ttpar.lihata •• a I Li,ikata. Heracles 
standing. .at 

Maues B.M. Cat., p. 69, no. 8, PI. XVI, 5. (Ob7J.) ..E 
Azes "p. 89, no. 187, PI. XIX, 11. (Ob1!.) ..E 
Azilises "p. 96, no. 39, PI. XXI, 5. (Oba.) .tE 
Vonones and Obc. BAl:IJ\E!ll: BAl:IJ\E!lN MErAJ\OY I ON-
Spalahores flNOY. Heracles standing. VII,27. 

[Rec. Mahiirajttbhrata dltramikaaa I ~)}a(alwrasa. 
• Athene standing I.] ..E 

Vonones and RM. Cat., p. 99, 110. 6, PI. XXI, II. (Obc.) ..E 
Spa\agadames 
Hermaeus and [Ob •. BAl:IJ\E!ll: l:THPDl:l:Y I EPMAIDY. BIL,t 

Kujiila Kad· of killg r.] 
phises ReD. KuyulakataBa ku~anay(j"ugasa dhrama!hida,a. 

Heracles standing. ..E VII, 28. 
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Heliocles 

Azes 

Vonones and 
Spalahores 

Type' Zeus .tanding.' 

[Obll. BA1:IAEn1: ~I KAIOY I HAIOKAEOYl:. Bust Plat€~. 
of king r.] 

ReD. Mahiirajasa dhramikasa I Heliyakreyaaa. Zeus 
standing facing. .,R VII, 29. 

[Obll. BA!IAEn! BA!IAEnN MErAAOY I AZOY. 
King r., on horseback.] 

Rell. Maltaraja.<lz rajarajasa mahataaa I Ayasa. Zeus 
standing facing. .,R VII, 30. 

Ob". BA!IAEn! BAl:IAEnN MErAAOY I ON-
nNOY. King r., on horseback. VII, 31. 

Rell. M ahiiraja.Mrata dhrami/c(ua I ~palahor(jIJa. Zeus 
standing facing. ..R 

Vonones and B.M. Cat., p. 99, no. 2, PI. XXI, 10. (Same type •. ) ..R 
Spalagadames . 
Spalirises as 
king's brother 
Spalirises and 

Azes II 

" 
p. 100, no. 1, PI. XXII, I. (Same types.) ..R 

" 
p. 102, no. ;l, PI. XXII, 3. (Same types.) ..R 

Azilises "p. 93, no. I. PI. XX, 4. (Ree. type 'Zeus 
standing r.') ..R 

Oondopharnes Ob'/). BACIAEUJICIAEUJN MErAAl1 VN~O<l>PP. 
v 

King r., on horseback. Symbol <;>. VII, 32. 
Re'D. Maharaja rajatiroja tratara dera"Drata I GlI.dar 

pltarasa. Zeus standing r. ..R 
Oondopharnes Lahore Mus. Cat., p. 150, PI. XV, 35. (Ob,. type 

and Aspa- ' King I., on horseback.' Symbol ~. ReI). type' Zeus 
varman standing r.') Bil. 

Oondopharnes Ob'/). Ok. legend corrupt. King r., on horseback. 
and Sasas Same symbol. VII,33. 

Re,. Maltarajasa maltatasa deMvratasa Glwa-
pltarasa I Sasasa. Zeus standing r. .R 

Oondopharnes Ob". Ok. legend includes [rV]N~I<I>EPO A~EA<I)I-
and Abdagases [~EWC]. King I., on horseback. Same symbol. YII,34. 

Rev. Gudapltarabhradaputrasa maltaraja.a tradii-
rasa I A "adoga~(fJJa. Zeus standing r. ..R 

Types' Bust (if king: Elepltant.' 
Heliocles Ob". BAl:IAEn! ~IKAIOY HAIOKAEOY1:. Bust 

of king r. VII,35. 
ReD. MahiirojaAJa dl.ramikasa Heliyakre8asa. Ele-

phant I. M 
Antialcidas B.M. Cat., p. 166, no. 1. (Re". type' Elephant r.') M 

Type of the city 'if KiipU;'i, , Zeus enthrrmed, with emblems ;epresenting 
an elephant and a mountain.' 

Eucratides Ob". BA~IAEn1: MErAAOY EYKPA T1~OY. Bust 
of king r., wearing helmet. VII, 36. 

Rell. Kaviriye nagara devatii. Zeus enthroned; I., 
forepart of elephant; r., mountain. ..£ 
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Antialcida8 

Maues 

Hcliocles 

Amyntal! 

Hermaeus 

" 

Spaliriscs 

Eucratides 

Diomedes 

Eucratides 

Liaka 
Kusiilaka 
An tialcidas 

Lysias and 
Antialcida8 
Archebiw; 

Azes II 

Summary of Numismatic Evidence 

B.M. Cat., p. 25, no. 5, PI. VII, II. (Ob!). Bust of king. 
Rec. Same type without mountain.) At 

B.M. Cat., p. 70, no. 14. (Ob~. Zeus enthroned; 
I., forepart of elephant. Re~. Heracles standing.) AI: 

Type' Zeus enthroned' without emblems. 
B.M. Cat., p. 166, no. 2, PI. XXXI, 1. (Rer. Zeus 

enthroned and Greek legend.) At 
B.M. Cat., p. 61, llO. 3, PI. XIV, 10. 

enthroned and Kharoshthl legend.) 
(R81J. ZellS 

..It 
OblJ. BA~IAEn~ ~nTHPO~ I EPMAIOY. BlISt 

of king r. 
Ref). MahiirajlUla Ira/aralia I Heramayasa. Zeu..< 

enthroned. .It 
B.M. Cat., p. 65, no. 45. (Same 'types, degraded, Gk. 

leg. BA~IAEn:r:rTHPD:r~Y I EPMAIDY.) Ai.: 

Obc. BACIAEWN BACIAELUC MErAADY! CTTA· 
AI PICOY. King standing I. 

Ret!. M alUlraja8a maha"T[ttakaJla I{palirirasa. ZellS 
enthroned. AI: 

Type 'Diose uri.' 

Obr. BAIIAEn~ MErAAOY I EYKPATI60Y. 
BlISt of king r., wearing helmet. 

Rer.Ma./UlrajaIJ(t ElJukratitasa. Dioscuri charging r. Ai.: 
Obc. BAIIAEn:r InTHPOI I 610MH60Y. 

BlISt uf king r" wearing helmet. 
Ren. M(thamjaIJa tratarrua I Diyumedasa. Dioscuri 

charging r. At 

Type qf the region qf Taksharila, ' Pilei of th<J Dio8curi.' 
Obf'. Bust of king r., wearing helmet. 
R81J. BA:rIAEn:r EYKPA Tl60Y. 

Diu8curi. 
OblJ. Same type. 

Pilei of the 
.It 

Ref). AIAKO KOZOY AO. Same type. .It 
Ob"t!. BA~IAEnI N I KH<I>OPOY I ANTIAAK 160Y. 

Bust of Zeus r. 
Ref). M"harajasaj(tyadlwrasa: A"T[ttialiki/<ua. Sarno 

type. M 
B.M. Cat., p. 166, no. 1, PI. XXXI, 2. (Ob"t!. Bust of 

Heracle" r. ReD. Same type.) 
Obf). BA!IAEnI 61 KAIOY N I KH<I>OPOY APXE· 

BIOY. Bust of Zeus r. 
Ref'. MaltarajaslL dhramika8l1 jayadharasa Arkhe. 

biyasa. Same type. Ai.: 

Type' Atltene.' 

O"n. BA~IAEn! BA~IAEnN MErAAOY I AZOY. 
King r., on horseback. 

59 1 

Plates. 

VII,37. 

VII,38. 

VIII,39. 

VIII,40. 

VIII, 41. 

VIII,42. 

V[II, 43. 

VIII,44. 

VIII,45. 
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Azes II and 
Aspavarman 

Gondopharnes 

Maues 

Azas I 

Vonones I 
of Parthia 

Orthagnes, 
Gondophernes, 
and Gu<j.a 

Gon<lopharnes 

" 

Abdagases 

Pacores 

Sanabares 

Numismatic Summary [CH. XJ\;:l 

Ret·. Mahariijasa rqjarajasa maltatasa 
Athcne standing r. 

Aya4ll. Plates. 
At 

Ob". Same legend and type. 
Rev. Il?ldranarmaputrasa Arpa!)Q,171U1$a strategasa I 

jayatwlIJ. Same type. Bil. 
Obc. BACIA€WC BACIA€WN MErAA·1 'f"N60-

<I>€ P PO. Same type and symbol;;; . 
Re!). Maharaja rajatiraja tratara de7JarYrata I Guda-

ph'lrasa. Same type. At 

Type' Victory' (see also p. 588). 

Ob!). BA~IAED~ BAl:IAEDN MErAAOY I MA
YO Y. Zeus standing I. 

Re". Rajatirajasa maluJtasa I MOala. Victory stand-
ing r. At 

Obc. BAl:IAEDl: BAl:IAEDN MErAAOY I AZOY. 
Same type. 

Rim. Maltarajasa rajarqjasa mahM!lta .. a I Ayasa. 
Same type. At . 

(This type on the coins of Maues and Azes I is perhaps 
to be attributed to Nicaea, 0. sup. PI. VI, 13,15,16.) 

Ob". BACIAEYC BACIAEDN ONDNHC. Bust 
of king I. 

Reo. BACIAEDC BACIAEDN : APCAKDY EY

EPrETDY I 61KAIDY I ETII<I>ANDYC <I> IA
EAAH N oC. Victory standing 1. .R 

000. BACIAEYC BACIA€WN M€rAC OP0Ar
N H C. Bust of king 1. 

RffIJ. MaluJrajasa rajatiraja .• a mahatasa Gudaplw-
t'asa Gulja [sa or na 1). Victory standing r. .IE 

Ob!). Fragmentary Greek legend. King seated on 
throne (cf. 'Zeus enthroned,' PI. VII, 37, 38). 

Be". Fragmentary Greek legend. Same type. M 

Ob". BACIAEDC CDTHPDC YN6D~EPPOY. 
Bust of king r. 

Re!). Maharqjasa Gudapharnasa tratarasa. Same 
.IE 

AB6ArACOY. 
type. 

Ob7J. BACIA€WC C(')TH POC 
Similar type. 

Be". Tratarasa maharqjasa A 1)"dag"fllJJa. Same 
type. iE 

000. BACIA€YC BACIA€WN MErAC TTAKOPHC. 
Bust of king I. 

Re!). Maharajasa rajatirqjasa mahatas" P"kurasa. 
Same type. iE 

000. Imperfect Greek legend beginning BAl:IAEYl:. 
Similar type. 

Rim. Gklegend including CA N ABA POY. Samctype . .IE 

VII!,46 

VIII,47 

VII!,48. 

VIII,49. 

VIII,50. 

VIII,51. 

VIII,52 

VIII, 53. 

VIII, 54. 

VIII,55. 

VIII,56. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF SOUTHERN INDIA 

I. THE DRAVIDIAN PEoPLES 

THE brreat peninsula of India, from the Vindhya mountains 
southward to Comorin, iR the home of the' Dravidian' peoples. 
And here at the out8et we are faced by a difficulty of terms. 

The word 'Dravidian' comes from an ethnic name Dravil,la or 
Dramu,la, in l)ali Dami{a, which iR apparently identical in origin 
with the adjective Tamil:; and tIlUti a title which is strictly 
applicable only to a Hingle branch, the :ramjls, is eX~~Il<ied.o to a 
whole family. AI-rain, not only is the term' Dravidhin' used some
times to denote all the members of t.he one ethnic family, but it 

o is also often employed to designate all the cognate languages 
spoken by that family-the Tamil, l\Ialayiilam, Telugu, Kannada 
(Kanarese), and various minor dialects-without regard to the 
possible differences of race among the groups speaking these 
tonguef\; and furthermore, by a still more deplorable looHellcss 
of terminology, it has been applied by anthropologists to a group 
of l'aCCH characterised by common physical feature8', who are 
chiefly inhabitants of the penimlUla, aJl(l for the most part, but 
by no means entirely, use languages whieh are variants of Dl'avidian 
speech. Lastly, we must note that an ancient Tamil tradition 
speaks of a pacilcha-dravi¢am or five Dravidian regions, under
standing thereby the Tamil, Andhra or Telugu, and Kanarese 
countries, the Maharashtra or Maratha provinces, and Gujarat. The 
conclusion which is suggested by a review of all the available 
data is at! follows. 

At some very early date, several millennia before the Christian 
era, the greater part of India was inhabited by a dark negroid 
race of low culture characterised more or less by the physical 
features now known as 'Dravidian.' This early people however 

1 These features .. re very dark hue; long head; broad n08e; abnnclant and some· 
time. curly bair; .. nd dark .ye •• 

C. H.I. l. 38 
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should more properly be termed pre-Dravidian. In course of 
time another race, higher in culture ami speaking a language of 
, Scythian' affinities, from which are derived the tongues now 
known as 'Dravidian; gradually made its way from the north or 
north-west-probably thl'ough Baluchistan-into the plain of the 
Indus, and thence ultimately passed down into the regions south 
of the Vindhya. This race may be called the proto-Drat·idian. 
Wberever it came, it mixed its blood to a greater or less degree 
with that of the earlier inhabitants. From this combination have 
arisen the Dravidians of history, who have presCl'ved few traces 
of the physical characteristics of the proto-Dravidians, whatever 
those may have been 1. Most of the pre-Dravidian tribes in the 
counb'ies south of the Vindhya adopted the speech of the protu
Drayidian~, while they absorbed their blood, notably in the centre 
and south of the peninsula, the Tamil, Kannada, and Telugu regions. 
In Gujariit the waves of Aryan immigration gradually submerged 
Dravidian blood and speech; in Maharashtra the same influences 
obliterated the language, and the same has happened in Kalinga 
(now Orissa and part of the Circars), where a Dravidian lauguage, 
the Telugu, survives only in the southern districts. 

Long before the beginning of the Christian era the Dravidian 
South had developed a considerable culture of its own, and its 
inhabitants had consolidated themselves into powerful kingdomH, 
!lome of which carried on a thriving trade with Western Asia, 
Egypt, and later with the Greek and Roman empires 2. The chief 
of these were the three Tamil kingdoms, the Andhras, Kaliilgas, 
'and Mabarashtra. 

II. THE TAMIL KINGDOMS 

The Tamils have retained more tenaciously than any of their 
kindred the ancient traditions of the proto-Dravidian race. True, 
they have written no histories until modern times; but they have 
preserved a large number of ancient poems relating to the exploits 

1 It i. possible that the • Scythian' features that have been observed among 
the Mari\thii Brahmans, Kunbis. Coorgs, and Telugus may be survivals of proto· 
Dravidian cbaracteristics. Forother views see Chapter II, pp. 40 II. 

• The Tyrians apparently imported thence ivory, apeB, IUld pee.cocks (To.mil tuga;, 
Greek T"W,). as we know from I Kings x. 22 and II Chronicles ix, 21. Somewhat later 
we find Indi_to a large extent Southern India.-exporting pepper ("(,,,p" Tamil 
pippali) , riO<' (6r1,l:o., Tamil ar0), ginger (j.yyl{Jfp<', Tamil iflji.vir) and cinnlWlon 
(.dpT •• v, T"mil kn rllP1'" or k4rppu). besides spices, precious stones, coral, pearl", cloth, 
mu.lln, slik. torv;l ... e·.bell, etc. See J. Kennedy, The Early Commt1''''' of India u';lh 
Tln/,yz.-IfI, J.Ii.A .\ . 1898, pp. 241 If. 
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and administration of kings and princes in an age far earlier than 
the oldest existing literature of their Dravidian neighbours. 

Tn the earliest time of which we have any record the Tarnil.
agn.1n or Tamil realm extended over the greater part of the modern 
:Madras Presidency, its boundaries being on the north a line 
mnning approximately from Pulicat on the coast to Venkatagiri 
(Tirupati), on the east the Bay of Bcngal, on the south Cape 
Com orin, and on the west the Arabian Sea as far north as the 
'White Hock' near Badagara, to the ~outh of Mahe. Malabar was 
included in it; the Malayalam language had not yet branched off 
as a separate tongue from the parent Tamil. It consisted of three 
kingdoms, tho;,e of the P;)I~flya8, Clio!as or qola.~, and Chel'as or 
Keralas. The Pal)9ya kingdom comprised the greater part of the 
modern Madura and Tinnevelly Districts, and in the first century 
also Southern Travancore, and had its capital originally at Kolkai 
(on the Tambraparni river in Tinnevelly), and later at Madura. 
The Cho!a region extended along the eastern coast, from the ri ver 
Penner to the Vell:)r, and on the west reaching to about the 
border8 of Coorg. It,; capital W3.8 Uraiyiir (Old Trichinopoly), 
and it had a great port at Kaviri-paHinam or Pugar, on the 
northern bank of the river Cauvery (Kaveri). Another of its 
chief townH was Klliichi, now Conjeeveram. The Chera or Kerala 
territory comprised Travancore, Cochin, and the Malabar District; 
the Koilgu-dec;a (corresponding to the Coimbatore District and 
the southern part of Salem District), which at one time was separate 
from it, waR afterwards annexed to it. Its capital was ori1:,'inally 
Vaiiji (now Tirn-kariir, on the Periyar river, near Cochin), and 
later Tim-vaiijikkalam (near the mouth of the Periyar), It had 
important trading centres on the western coast at TOI)(,li (on the 
Agalappulai, about five miles north of Quilandi), Muchiri (near the 
mouth of the Periyar), Palaiyiir (near Chowghat), and Vaikkarai 
(close to Kottayarn). 

The races within these bounds were various. To the oldest 
stratum of pre-Dravidian blood probably belonged the ~avages 
temted by the ancient poets Villavar ('bowmen') and llfinavar 
{'fishers'), of whom the former may possibly be identical with the 
modern Bhill'l, while the latter may have descendants in the MInas. 
Another group it! that termed by the poets Nd{!as, a word which 
ill Hindu literature commonly denotes a class of semi-divine beings, 
half men and half !makes, but is often applied by Tamil writers 
to a warlike race armed with bows and nooses and famous as free
booters. Several tribe!! mentioned in early literature are known 

3tl-2 
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with more or less certainty to have belonged to the Nagas, among 
them being the Aruva!ar (in the Aruva-na~u and Aruva-vada
talai around Conjeeveram), Eyinar, Maravar, O!iyar, and Pa~. 
davar (a fisher tribe). A race of uncertain affinity was that of 
the Ayar, who in many respects resembled the Abhlras of Northern 
India, and seem to have brought into the south the worship of 
the herdsman-god Krillhl.ia. 

The overlords of the Tami~-agam were the descendants of the 
proto-Dravidian invaders, the Tamils in the strict sense of the 
term. They with the races subject to them formed the three 
kingdoms of the Pal.l~yas, ChO!as, and Cberas, where the ruling 
element was the land-tilling c!4tss or VeHiilar, at the head of whom 
were the kings. The PaQ~ya king claimed descent from a tribe 
styled Mftrar, which however had for many years another important 
representative in the princes bearing the title Pa~aiyan Maran, 
"the Ancient Maran,' whose capital was Mogur, near the Podiya 
Hill, not far from Com orin. The Cho!a kings were alleged to 
belong to the tribe of Tiraiyar or 'Men of the Sea'; another 
Tiraiyan dynasty was reigning at Conjeeveram in the time of 
Karikal C'ho!a. The Chera kings in their turn were said to be 
of the Vanavar tribe. Lastly we may mention a tribe called 
Koc;ar, who may possibly belong to the Tamil race. From the 
references of the poets to them it would seem that they once made 
an unsuccessful attack on Mogul', and found allies in the Vamba
Moriyar or 'Bastard Mauryas' (possibly a branch of the Konkani 
Mauryas). At one time-possibly in the first century A.D.-they 
seem to have wielded considerable authority in the Piil,l9-yan 
regions and KOligu-de~a, and to have given some trouble to the 
ChO!as. 

Even in the first century of the Christian era the south seems 
to have felt little influence from the Aryan culture of Northern 
India. Some Brahman colonies had made their way into the 
south, and in a few cases Brahmans had gained there a certaill 
position in literature and religion; but on the whole they counted 
for little in the life of the people, especially as their teachings were 
counterbalanced by the influence of the powerful Buddhist and 
.Jain churches, and Dravidian society was still free from the yoke 
of the Br-a.hman caste-system 1. Next to the ari1)a1" or sages, the 
highest place among the Tamils was held by the land-owning 

1 The tradition that the Brahman sage Agastya led the first Aryan colony to the 
l'Odiya Hill and created 'rami! literature probably .. rose in .. later .. ge. after Briihmau 
intluenres had gained the ascendant in the south, on the basis of the legends in the 
Sanskrit epics. 
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cla~s, after whom ranked herdsmen, hunters, artisans, solrliers, 
and at the bottom of the' social scale fishers and scavengers. 
Government was under the supreme control of the kings; but 
they were considerably influenced by the -Five Great Assemblies,' 
bodies representative of five claSHes of society ~ Probably there 
was also ~ome organisation of the provinces for local administra
tion, as we find in historical times that each shire or naqu was 
di,ided into village ~omU\unities and its represcntatives met in It 

shire-mote of several huudred men representing the families of the 
IUlijU, which possessed considerable power in the control of local 
aifdoirs. 

Before the first century of the Christian era there are very 
few allusions in the literature and historical records of other 
nations that testify to the vigorous life of these southern kingdoms. 
Of the evidence of their commerce with the west we have already 
spoken (above, p. 594). Mcgasthenes, who visited the court of 
Chandragupt.'l the Maurya towards the end of the 4th century B.C., 

has left on record some rumours concel'lling them, including a 
legend that Heracles (Le. the god <,'iva) put the south under the 
rule of his daughter 'Pandaia.' The Sanskrit epics mention them 
vaguely,as foreih"ll lan~ outside their purview, though the legendary 
connexion of the Pal)(.lyan kings of Madura with the Pal)Qava 
heroes of the Mahabharata seems to have been acknowledged in 
the north as early as the second century B.c., if any reliance is to be 
placed on the scholion to Pal.lini IV, 1, 168. A90ka in his inscrip
tions speaks of them among the foreign nations who have accepted 
the teachings of Buddhism 2. Lastly, Strabo (xv, 4, 73) makes 
mention of an embassy sent to Augustus Caesar about the year 
22 B.C. by a king 'Pandion,' possillly a Par.}(Jya of the Tamil 
country. Even in the next century the history of the Tamils is 
sadly obscure. Ancient Tamil poems and the commentaries upon 
them, supplemented by meagre notices in Pliny and other western 
writers, arc almost the only sources of information, and their data 
are very uncertain. It seems however fairly probable that the 
course of events was as follows. 

1 The actual constitution of these Airn.bemn-Ylllu is rather uncertain. They are 
said to have been composed of ministers, chaplains. generals, commissioners, and 
secret agent. (e.g. by Aqiyiirkku.nalliir on Qilapp'-adhikiirarn. v, 157; but see ibid. 
on Ill, 126). 

2 The references in the erlition of Senart are as follows: Cheras, O. IT, xrrr, K. II, 

Kh. IT; Cho!as, G. II, J. II, K. XIll, Kh. II, XIII; Piinqyas, O. II. J. II, K. XIII, 

Kh. II, XIII. The Cho!as also appear in the scholion on P~ini IV, 1, 175 (possibly 
dating from the second century B.C.). 
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A bout the beginning of the Christian era the Chota king was 
Peru-nar-kiHi and the Chera NeQuii-jeral-iidan. They went to 
war with one another, and both perished in the same battIe. 
Perll-nar-kiHi was succeeded by his son I!aii-jet-c;enni, the latter 
by his ~on Karikal, a vigorous ruler under whom the ChO!as became 
the leading power of the south. Karikal at Vel.lI.lil (possibly the 
modern KoyiIvenni, in Tanjore District) defeated an allied army 
of Cheras under Adan I and Pal,lQYas, and made a successful 
expedition to the north. At home he suppressed the turbulent 
Ayar, Arava!ar, Kurumbar, and O!iyar, and made his capital at 
Kaviri-pattinam or Pugar, which he secured against floods by 
raising the banks of the Cauvery and constructing canals. 

After his death the ChOta kingdom suffered grievously from 
rebellion within and attack from without. The course of events 
is obscure; apparently Neq.u-muQu-kiHi, who was reigning some 
time after him, gained a victory over the allied Cheras and 
Pal.lQ.yas by the river Kari, but later was reduced to sore straits 
by a flood which destroyed Kaviri-paWnam and by an insurrec
tion. He was however released from his difficulties by the aid of 
his kinsman the Chera qcIi-gu~tuvan, the son of Adan II by a 
daughter of Karikiil, who defeated the rebellious ChO!as at Neri
"ayil and restored NeQu-muQu-ki!li. By Qen-guHuvan the Chera 
kingdom was raised to the hegemony of the south, and this 
position it maintained as long as he lived. The defeat of his 
successor (,~ey (Yiinai-kat-c;ey) at Talaiy-alailganam by the Pal.lf}ya 
king Nef}uii-je1.iyan II made the Pal)Q.yas the premier power until 
the rise of the Palla vas. N eQ.uii-jeliyan II was the son of Ven-i-ve:r
c;e1.iyan or I!aii-jeIiyan, and grandson of N ef.lun-jcliyan I, who j;, 

reputed to ha\-e defeated an Aryan army of unknown IJ1·01'enance. 

III. THE ANDHRAS OR TELUGUS 

The tribe of the Andhras, now known by the name of Tclugn8\ 
appears early in Sanskrit literature 2. But these references are 
very vague, and only tell us that the Andhras were a non-Aryan 
people of some importance in the north-east of thc Deccan. It 
may be inferred that their home then, as now, includcd the modcrn 
Telingfma-the provinces along the eastern coast betwecn the 

I The word Telugu, Telu"lIu• Tenu,7gu. is of uncertain derivation. Native scholars 
derive it from ~he Sanskrit !Tailinga, 'belonging to the Trilinga' or land of the Three 
l'h..Jlic Emblems, .. title sometimes given to the Telugu country, or from tho T.lugu 

,! 1 r,"1'kl' I hooey.' It seems more likely to be from tent' 8outh,' and to Illesn 

rn' (probably from the standpoint of Katinga). 
" i. found in tb. AitaTeya BTiihma~ (n', 18) and the epics, and of len lat.er. 
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deltas of the rivers Godavari and Kistna-together with as much 
of the Circars as they could hold against the rival kingdom of 
Kaliriga on thc north. More light is thrown upon them by the 
statcments recorded by Pliny, H.N. VI, 19 (22), from which it 
would appear that lSome time before thc first century A.D., perhaps 
in thc agc of Chandragupta the Maurya, they formed an inde
pendent kingdom and that thcy possessed 30 fortified towns 
and an army cstimated at 100,000 infantry, 2000 horsemen, and 
1000 elephants. Their earliest capital, according to the currcnt 
view, walS Qri-kakulam (now probably Srcewacolum on the Kistna, 
some nineteen miles west from Masulipatam)1. Somcwhat latcr 
we find thcm with a capital at Dhanya-kataka (Dharanikota or 
Amara vati on the Kistna, in thc Guntiir District), and in the first 
c<!ntury A.D. again with the ceutrc of their western provinces 
at Pratishthana (Paithan on thc Godaval'i, in North-western 
Hyder.tbad). How far their territories in the earlier period 
stretched westward into Central India and the Deccan is unknown; 
their extcnt probably varied from time to time. Ac;oka mentions 
them in his catalogucs of thc foreign countries which, according 
to him, had cspoused his doctrine 2 ; but there is nothing to show 
that the Andhras were ill any sense subject to him. Soon after 
his death howevcr their history entercd upon a ncw phase, on which 
considcrable light is thrown by coins, inseriptiolls, and literature. 

After the dcath of A~oka the Maurya empire rapidly decayed, 
and neighbouring rulers wcre left free to indulge their ambitions 
and cnlarge their boundaries. Among thelle was a certain Simuka, 
who in the last quarter of the third century B.C. established the 
powerful Satavahana or (Jatakan.li dynasty, which ruled the Telugu 
country for nearly five centuries 3. In his reign or in the reign 

I This is however denied by Mr P. T. Srinivas Iyengar. Ind. A'lt .• 1913, pp. 276 fl. 
~ G. xm and K. XIII, ed. Senart. 
S The origin and the meaning of the name of this dynasty are obscure. Usually 

the word lIatakaT ... i i8 regarded as a patronymic from an assumed qata·kaT'1}>Q, 
, Hundred.Ears,' which however is found nowhere; more prob"bly it is connected 
with Sata.valla""" which means' having for emblem the .<ita.' One is tempted to 
connect them with· the Satiya·putas mentioned by A~oka (inser. n), the Set ... to 
whom Pliny alludes directly alter his description of the Andhras, and the tribe of the 
fllit&hR (Epi!JT. but. vol. x, App. no. 1021) or Qiit&kas (1J[arka1!r!eya PUTafJa, LVIII, 46). 
The inscriptions give the following forms of the name: Sataka ... ;, Satakan;, Sadakalli, 
Sata, Sada, and Sati. II the identification with the Satiya·put&s is right, it would 
seem that the Qlit .. ka~is were originally a tribe living outside the borders of the 
Andhm country, perhaps on the west of it, wbo about a generation after Ac,oka made 
themselves master. of the Andhra.de<; .. and played in it a part like that of the Normans 
in England. Mr V. S. Sukthankar (On. the Home oj Ihe .a·called Andhra Kings, 
Annal. of the Bbandarkar Institute, I, i, pp. 21 fl.) seeks with mueb probability t". 
locate their original home in the Benary District. 
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of his immediate successor, his younger brother Krishl.1a (verna
ClIlarly KaJ.lha), the Andhra empire spread westward to at least 
74' long., and possibly even to the Arabian Seal. Under these 
early Satavahana kings the boundaries of the Andhra dominions 
were enlarged so as to include a great part, if not the whole, of 
Vidarbha (Rerar), the Central Provinces, and Hyderabad. A 
conflict between this formidable power and the declining Qunga 
empire of Magadha was inevitable; and about 170 B.C. war broke 
out between Agnimitra, ruling as viceroy of his father Pushyamitra 
at Vidi<;ft (Bhilsa), and the king of Vidarbha, who at this period 
must almost certainly have been a feudatory of the Andhras2

• The 
campaign against Vidarbha is the only event in the struggle which 
is mentioned in literature; and in this the QUligas were successful. 
There can, however, be no doubt that the Andhras were ultimately 
victorious. Although no detailed records have been preserved, 
coins seem to show that the Andhras were in possession of Uiiain 
(W. Malwa) in about the middle of the second century B.c., and an 
inscription bearing the name of a king Qatakarl.li proves that they 
had superseded the \'U11gaS in the kingdom of Vidi~ (E. Malwa) 
about a hundred years later (v. sup. pp. 531 ff.). 

But the QUilgas and the Andhras were not the only powers 
which at this period were contending for the mastery in the region 
now known as Central India. The Hathignmpha inscription shows 
that, c. 150 B.C., KMravela, king oflralil1ga;appeare;nri"the field 
as a new combatant. We find here mention of a QatakarJ.li, who is 
supposed to be the successor of KrishJ.la and the third monarch of 
the Andhra dynasty; and, according to the interpretation most 
commonly accepted of two passages in the inscription, Kbaravela 
in the second year of his reign sent a large army to the West 
'disregarding Qatakafl.li,' and in his fourth year humbled the Rash
trikas (of the Maratha districts) and the Bhojakas (of Berar), who 
were no doubt subjects of the Andhra suzerain (v. sup. pp. 530-1). 

In his twelfth year Kharavela marched into Magadha, and 
there seems to have forced its king to sue for peace. Whether 
that king was still Pushyamitra, or indeed any member of the 
QUilga dynasty, is at present uncertain (p. 537). In any case this 
humiliation of the once powerful kingdom of Magadha was doubtless 
to the advantage of the Andhras. 

1 This is indico.ted by the inscriptions at Nasik (no. 1144) and at Niinii.ghiit. 50 miles 
north·west of POOnl> (no. 1114). 

. 'The poet. Kiilida..a in his play Miiladkagnimitra, writing some centuries later. 
gives to thiS kmg of Vidarbha the name of Yajiiasena; he may be right. 
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The Niinaghiit inscription>! of this period record the names of 
a king QiitakarJ.li, who may be identified with the rival of 
Kharavela, of his wife Niiganikii or NayaJ.lik:\, and of their young 
sons Vedi-siri and Sati Sirimanta; but it' is not clear whether 
either Vedi-siri or Sati ever attained to manhood and a throne 1. 

For many years after this date Andhm hh;tory lies in darkness, 
faintly lighted only by the uncertain records of the Pural)as. 
Trustworthy data fail us at this point, and the Andhras disappear 
from sight until the period to which the second volume of this 
History will be devoted. 

IV. THE KALINGAS 

The boundaries of KaIiilga, the territory under the Eastern 
Ghats lying along the coast of the Bay of Bengal on the north of 
Telingana, seem to have been uncertain. On the north it may at 
one time have reached up to the delta of the GangeR, if reliance 
can be placed on the statements of Pliny, H.N. VI, 17-18 (21-22)2, 
and thus included Ol~ra-der;a, now Orissa; but uRually its northern 
limit was somewhat lower. South of this it comprised Utkala 
(Ganjam) and the Northern Circars down to the baRin of the Goda
vari, or thereabouts 3. Early Iitel'ature however distinguishes 
the Kaliilgas from the OQras or natives of Orissa. A somewhat 
unedifying epic legend (Mbh. I, 104) makes the races of Ailg-d, 
Vailga, Kaliilga, PUl)~lra, and Suhma (t'. sup. p. 317) to be de
scendants of the saint Dirghatamas by Sudeshl.la, wife of king 
Bali; and similarly the grammar of PiiJ.lini (IV, 1, 170; cf. II, 4, 62, 
Bchol.) groups together Aliga, Valiga, Kaliilga, PUJ.I~ra, etc. The 
O~ras also appear very early in Sanskrit literature (Ta,ittir'iya 
Ara~lyaka, II, 1, 11, and the epics); and thc law-book of 'Manu' 
wrongly classes them, with the natives of Pm.l(;Ira and the DraviQas, 
as degraded KMhatriyas (x, 44). How far Kaliilga is to be regarded 
as a Dravidian province is not clear. The name Pertalis, which is 
given by Pliny, H.N. VI, 18 (22), as that of the capital of KaliJiga, 

1 The na.me Sati was taken by Biihler as equivalent to Sanskrit 9akti, and hence 
Sati has been identified with Baku·siri (Ep. 1rnl. vol. x, App. no. 1117) and Maha
haku-siri (ib. no. 1141). But there are serious phonetic difficulties. Possibly Sati is the 
8ame person a8 the prince Sataviihana of inscr. no. 1118, and the name of Baku-siri 
may perhaps be connected with that of Saka.sena in the Kiinheri inscription (Arch. 
SUTVe1j of W. 1rnlia, v, p. 79; cf. Rapson, A"dhra Coin., pp. xlvii, lxxv). 

2 He speaks of M(Jtcocalingae or Mactocali1lgae as a. subdivision of the' Brachmanae,' 
of Catingae on the coast, and of illodogalingaf on an island in the Ganges. 

S Pliny (u' "'1"'a) mentions a C8.pe Calingon, probably Point Godavari, as being 
625 miles from the mouth of the Ganges. 
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has a Dravidian sound, and Dravidian etymologies for it readily 
suggest themselves!. At the present day the Circars and southern 
Ganjam are mainly Telugu in speech, and 'Dravidian' physical 
features are found in their popUlations, as well as in Orissa. 

The only data of the early history of Kalinga, apart from un
enlightening references in literature, are those that are supplied 
by the inscriptions of Al(oka and the Hathigumpha cave in Orissa. 
The edicts of A\,oka (XIII, ed. Senart) tell us that early in his 
reign-about 262 B.c.-he conquered Kaliilga and ravaged it 
pitilessly. The sight of the horrors which he had brought upon 
the wretched land caused a revulsion of feeling in the king, and 
inclined him towards the Buddhist faith. When after his death 
the Maurya empire began to decay, Kaliilga asserted its inde
pendence, and rose again to prosperity. The most important of 
the Hathigumpha inscriptions is the record of Kharavela or 
Bhikshuraja, to whom reference has already been made (p. 600). 
From this we learn that Khara'fela of the Cheta family succeeded 
to the throne in the 24th year of his age. He claims to have had 
a popnlation of H50,OOO men in his capital, and to have increased 
the power of Kalinga by triumphs gained over his western and 
northern neighbours. He seems to have been a magnificent ruler 
of liberal tendencies, and styles himself 'a worshipper of men of 
all sects.' Other inscl"iptions record the names of king Vakradeva, 
probably his son, and of a prince Va<.lukha 2

• For the rest, all 
is dark. 

V. MAHARASHTRA, ETC. 

On the western side of the peninsula, south of the Vindhya, 
and forming approximatelv the southern half of what is now the 
Bombay Presidency, lies ~ group of provinces, which in ancient 
times were iuhabited by a population of more or les..~ Dravidian 
blood, upon which were superimposed successive strata of Aryan 
immigrants entering apparently from Vidarbha (Beritr). The term 
Dakshi'f!a-patha, 'southern region,' whence comes the modem 
Deccan, is often applied to the greater part of this country, but 
not very accurately, fOl' strictly it denotes only the region around 
the upper waters of the Godavari and the land~ between it and 
the Kistna, which were alBo known by the names of Dal.H}akaraI.1ya 

1 The first syllable i. most probably per, peru, • great'; the rest of the word may 
be connected Wlth tali, which in Kanarese means' covert' I refuge' and in Ta.mil 
't.e l' T . , , ~p e,. or ami! tala'i, 'office of a district official,' or talai, 'head. I 

• Fp.gr. ["dic", vol. x, App. nos. 1347-8. 
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and Maharash~ra, and were the home of the race which in later 
times became famous in history under the name of Maharashtras 
or Marathii8. With the latter were probably connected the tribes 
of Rat,tas and Rash~rakiitas who some centuries later played an 
important part in the history of the Deccan, as well as the 
Rathikas whom A\!oka mentions as having accepted his doctrine 
(K. v, Dh. v, ed. Senart). West of the Mahiirashtra lay the 
realm of Aparanta (the Northern Konkan), with a capital at 
yiirp:lraka (now Sopara), also included by A\!oka in his list of 
believers (K. v, Kh. v, Dh. v, ed. Sen art). The Petenikas, 
mentioned by him in the same connexion (K. III, V, XIII, Kh. XIII, 

G. XIII), have been plausibly identified with the Paithanikas or 
natives of Paithan (above, p. 599). Another tribe to whom he 
alludes is that of the Satiya-putas (inscr. II). Possibly they may 
represent the region around Mangalore; but it is at least equally 
likely that they were the forefathers of the Satavahaoa dynasty 
of the Andhra-de~ (above, p. 599). It is recorded in the 
MabavaI!l8a (XII) and DipavalpSR (VIII) that Buddhist missions 
were Bent by Moggali-putta Tissa to :\1aharashtra, Aparanta, 
Vanavasa (Banavasi, in the extreme south of North Kanara), 
and Mahisa-mal .. (~ala (probably Mahishmant or the country of the 
Mahishakw, who in the PuraJ.las are associated with the Mahii
rashtras ann are said to have had a capital Mahishmati 00 the 
Narbada), and hence it would appear that these regions were fairly 
civilised; but no trustworthy details of their history in this period 
Lave been preserved. 



CHAPTER XXV 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF CEYLON] 

LEGEND and ethnographic observation are the only materials 
for constructing the history of Ceylon in the early period previous 
to the death of Gautama Buddha (probably B.C. 48~). Events from 
that date onward are recorded in the official chronicles kept by 
the Buddhist Church after its introduction into Ceylon by Mahinda 
(Mahendra) in 246 B.c.; and these chronicles were incorporated 
in the aHhakathas or canonical commentaries upon the Pali 
Scriptures, and thence into the Pali histories known as Dipava1p.sa, 
the' Chronicle of the Island,' and MahavaI)1sa, the 'Great Chronicle.' 
These records, while mainly interested in the relations of the kings 
of Ceylon to the Church, and often erring in important details, are 
nevertheless on the whole valuable sources of information, to which 
however the later histories or Rajavaliyas, 'Lists of Kings,' and 
the inscriptions form an indispensable supplement. 

The oldest and purest race in Ceylon is that of the Va.;l~as, who 
inhabit the larger part of the Eastern Province, a small region in 
Tamankaduwa, and nearly one-fifth of Uva, but are lrnown to have 
been formerly spread over the whole of Uva and a large portion 
of the Central, North Central, and North Western Provinces, and 
no doubt were at first undisputed masters of the island. Their 
ethnical affinities are somewhat uncertain; but there is good 
reason for classing them with the Kurumbas, Irulas, and some 
of the wilder tribes of the mainland as pre-Dravidian 2• A few of 
them still live under the most primitive conditions as homeless 
hunters; others are somewhat more civilised, and practise rude 
arts of culture similar to those of the Sinhalese peasantry. 

1 In this chapter names and titles usually appear in their Pali form, and tbe 
following abbrevi .. tions are used: Mbv. = Mahava'!'.", Dip. = Dipltva,!,sa, MSl. = Mabii· 
sammata-riijiivaJiya, R. = Riijiivaliya, Rvp. = Rajavikrama-pravrittiya, Yr. = Vijaya
riijavaliya, Vrv. = Vijayariija-va'!'saya. Dates in tbese works are given in years of tbe 
em of Buddb .. (A.B_) wbich probably began originally in 483 B.C. After tbe middle of 
'he eleventh century A.D. the em of Buddha. was reckoned from 544 B.C. 

, l:!addon, Rae ... oj Man, pp. 7, 13. Here and elsewhere the terms' Dravidian' 
J • Aryan' are used with all due reserve. 
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The population of Ceylon huwever is fur the most part a mixed 
race. Besides Viiq.~as, both Dl"avidianll and Aryans have con
tl'ibuted to their blood; and in modern times Europeans-Portu
guese, Dntch, and British-and the usual cosmopolitan visitors to 
their ports have all added something to the strain. The proportion 
of Vaq.~a blood in the stock is uncertain, but probably consider
able. To judge f\'Om the legends recorded in Mhv. and Dip. 
and from the vernacular ballads, it is not unlikely that in pre
Buddhist times some of the Vaq.l~as had reached a fair degree of 
civilisation, mingling on t.erms of approximate equality with the 
Aryan and Dravidian invaders, and by this combination producing 
the main stock of the Sinhalelle race. The relative proportion of 
Aryan and Dravidian blood is likewise uncertain. The stream of 
immigration from the Dravidian regions of India, especially the 
Tamil country, has been constant since the dawn of history, some
times proceeding in drops, sometimes in great wavell, and at the 
present day the northern pal-t of the island ill mainly Tamil; but 
the Sinhalese language, though marked by traces of Dravidian 
influence, is Aryan, and is descended from a Sanskritic tongue 
closely akin to the Vedic l

• This fact, and certain data of legend 
to which we shall recur in the succeeding paragraph, suggest that 
at some early date an invadillg banu of Aryans, conquering part or 
the whole of Ceylon, imposed its language and perhaps something 
of its culture and institution8 upon the mixed Val)q.a-Dravidian 
population which it found there, and then gradually became fused 
in the racial congeries of the island. 

Sinhalese tradition also relates that the Nagas, or semi-divine 
snake-men of Hindu myth, once dwelt in Ceylon, and gives details 
of their wars, which are said to have been settled by the interven
tion of Gautama Buddha. These Naga~ belong to the realm of 
fiction; but as traditions record that they drove out the earlier 
inhabitants from the North and West, and it is a fact that the 
name Niigadipa, 'Nagas' Island,' long clung in early times to 
these regions down to the neighboUl'hood of Madawachchiya, it is 
possible that in these legends there may lie some faint shadows of 
historical reality. 

The Mhv. (VI, VIII) and Dip. (IX), with which a number of late 
historie!> and popular ballads agree more or less, tell a singular 
lltory. According to them, a daughter of a King of Vailga (Bengal) 
and a princess of Kalinga (Orissa) was carried away by a lion, 

1 Even the Viiddas now use It dialect of Sinhalese. Only the Tamils who have 
settled in Ceylon U; 'comparatively modem times speak Tamil. 
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who begot on her a son, Sihabahu (' Lion-Arm '), and a daughter, 
Sihasivali (in Sinh. ballads SiIphavalli). After slaying his father, 
Sihabahu reigned at Sihapura, 'Lion's Town,' in Lala (La~, i.e. 
Gujarat)1. His son Vijaya, banished for his lawlessness, departed 
from Sihapura with a band of adventurers and sailed southward. 
After stopping at Supparaka (Qurparaka, the modern So para, in 
the Thana District, Bombay Presidency), he continued his voyage 
to Ceylon, where he arrived very shortly before the death of 
Gautama Buddha, who in a prophetic vision learned of his coming 
and commended him to the care of the god Sakka (Qakra, or 
Indra)2. He found the island in the possession of yakkhas, or 
fairies. Having overcome the wiles of the Yakkha princess 
KuvaI,lI,la (in Sinh. Kuveni), he took her to wife, and drove away 
her kinsmen. When he had established himself, he repudiated 
her and his children by her-who became the ancestors of the 
Pulinda tribes of the interior-in order to marry a daughter of the 
Pal)Qyan king of Madura, and reigned for 38 years (c. 483-445 B.C.) 

with much righteousness in the town of Tambapar,lI,li, which he had 
founded. Anuradhapura, Upatissagama, Vijitagama, Uruvela, and 
U,ijeni were founded by his followers. 

This tale seems to contain the following nucleus of fact. There 
were apparently two streams of immigration celebrated in the 
earliest legends 3• 'l'he first, which probably was mainly Dravidian, 
came from Orissa and perhaps southern Bengal; the second, 
mainly Aryan, started from Sihapura in Lata (possibly the modern 
Sihor, in Kathiawar) aud Sopara 4. The latter band belonged to 
the SiIphalas (Sihalas) or 'Lion·tribe,' and it was probably they 
who imposed their Aryan tongue on Ceylon (v. S!tp. p. 605). At 
any rate, they gave to their new home the name of Si'f!lhaladvlpa 
(in Piili S'ihalad'ipa), whence are derived its later titles, the Arabic 
Sarandlb, the Portuguese Ceiliio, and our Ceylon". Popular 
imagination combined the two movements by giving the eponymous 
Sihabahu a home on both sides of India, and so the legend shaped 

1 The Mhv. VI, 4 seems to locate La!a in Magadha; this may be due to .. crude 
recollection of the extent 01 the early Gupt .. empire. 

2 Burldbist lEgend relates that the Buddha thrice visited Ceylon, and that alter his 
death hlS coll"r·bone was brought thither to be enshrined in tbe Mahiyangana 
(Miyuguna) Thlipa; see Mhv. I. 

, The same concluRiOl] is suggested by the legends of the coming of tbe gods
,g. of Oc)c)i ... from Orissa. and the Devol Deviyo from Debal in Sind. 

• See the Indian Antiquary, voL XVI, pp. 1 ff. and 49 ff. 
o From S('!Ihala or S'ihala is derived the term Helu or Elu, wbicb is applied to 

'it"ignat<, the pure cl ... sica] dialect of ancient Sinhal~se lite";'ture, in opposition to 
',,!,hala, 'Sinhalese,' the Sanskritised a.nd unclassical speech of modem times. 
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itself inro its classical formi. The lion, Kuva~lJ.la, and the Yakkhas 
are pure fiction 2. 

Sinhalese chronology begins with the landing of Vijaya, which, 
as we have seen, is made ro coincide with the decease of Gautama 
Buddha in 483 RC. The correctness of this synchronism may well 
be doubted; bllt probably the records on this and other points, if 
not absolutely reliable, are not very far fl'om the truth. It will 
therefore be most suitable to base our account of subsequent events 
upon that of the Mhv., premising that our belief is subject to due 
reservations, and adding some of the more important variants and 
supplementary data given in other works. 

The death of Vijaya was followed by an interregnum of one 
year (c. 44.')-444 B.c.). 

The Mhv., a Rajil.valiya, and several other Sinhalese histories fill up this inter
regnum hy Rtating that TiRsa. a minister of Vijaya, who built Tissanuvara or 
Upatissaga.ma north of Anura.dhapura, near the Kolon Oya (now Malwatta Oya), 
reigned for that time. 

The next king was Par.lf.lu-Vii.sudeva 3, the youngest Bon of 
Vijaya's brother Sumitta. He married Rhaddakachchana 4, daughter 
of the \,akya Par.l(,u, who bore to him ten sons and a daughter, 
Chitta. After reigning 30 years (c. 444-414 B.c.) he died, and was 
succeeded by his son Ab1mya, who after ruling for 20 years 
(c. 414-394 B.c.) ill Upatissagama was deposed. 

Tho MI!1'. states that l'al,l?u-Vasudeva died A.B. 74, and assiglls 16 years to the 
rei!,'Il of A bhaya. 

An interregnum of 17 years (c. 394-377 B.C.) then followed, 
after which Pal)~ukiibhaya, au illegitimate SOli of Chitt.1. by her 
cousin Digha-Gamal)i, established himself after a long struggle as 
king in Anuradhapura, and reigned 70 years (c. 377-307 RC.) 

(.lIlw. VIII-X). He was succeeded by his son Mutasiva5, who had a 

1 It is however noteworthy that there .... s also a Si'!iliapuro. on the eR.;t, the capital 
of the ancient king. of KaliJiga. (see Epigr. Zeylanica, vol. r, p. 124). This fact 
probably contributed to the formation of the legend . 

• It is usually supposed that the Yakkha. in this legend repreBent the aborigin .. 1 
Vaq.q.as, a. apparently" the case in the history of Panqukiibhaya (Mhv. 1). But the 
legend of KUV3t)nii is strictly myth, being remarkably like that of Circe; a.nd it seems 
likely that the Yakkhas in it arose from the same source. 

, In Sinh. pur"JuvlU. 
, The Mhv. (n) relates that her brothers Rama, Uruvela, Anuriidha, Vijita, Dighiiyu, 

and Rohana fOllnded Ramagona .. nd other towns bearing their names. As regards the 
second, th'ird, R.Dd fourth of these heroes the story is obviously a duplicate of the legend 
mentioned in Mhu. VII (above, p. 605) . 

• Motasiva or Mo~a Tis.a, in some Sinhalese histories. 
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reign of 60 years (c. 307-247 B.C.). The latter was followed by his 
second son DeVanal!lpiya Titlsa 1 (Mhv. XI~ 

The Msr. states that Pal}~ukabhaya, whom it calls the son of Abbaya, built 
Anuridhapura and reigned 37 year>!, and that his son Mutasiva constructed the 
Mahamegha-vana (see below) and died .<'B. 187. The Rvp. allots" reign of 40 
years to GaI.Japa 1'issa, a son of PaJ.l(.luk .. hh"ya, whom it places after MU~llSiva. 
A R. agrees in making Tissa the son of PaJ.l'.Iukllbhaya and giving him a reign of 

. 40 years; but the Yr. places him between A bhaya and I'aJ.lq.ukahhaya. 

In the month Je~~ha of the year of Devanarppiya's coronation 
(c. 246 B.c.) the Buddhist apostle Mahinda 2, son of the Manrya 
King A«;oka (Dhammasoka), miraculously travelled to Ceylon in 
company with the four friars Itthiya, Uttiya, Sambala, and Bhadda
sala and the novice Sumana, son of his sister Sailghamitta. He 
alighted at Mahindatala3

, where hc met DcYanaI!,piya and con
verted him and his people (Mhv. XIII, XIV). The Mahamegha-vana, 
a park south of Anuradhapura, was assigned to the scrvice of the 
new Church, and the buildings erected in it were known afterwards 
as the Mahavihiira (jJIltv. xv). On the spot whcrc Mahinda bad 
alighted was built the ChetiyapaLbata-vihara (J'Ihv. XVI). A thiipa 
(Skt. stilpa) and a monastery in connection with it, the Thiipii.rllma, 
were constructed at the south of Anuradhapura to receive the 
collar-bone of the Buddha (Mh'/). XVII), and the southern branch 
of the famous Bodhi-tree of Gaya was brought and plantcd at 
Anuradhapura in the eighteenth year of Asoka's reign (M/IV. 
XVIII-XX). 

After a pious reign of 40 years·Cc. 247-207 HoC.) Deviinarppiya 
died, and was succeeded by his brother Uttiya, who ruled for 
10 years Cc. 207-197 B.c.) (jJlhv. xx). 

According to the Msr. Uttiya died in A.B. 237. 

Next reigned Uttiya's younger brother M:ahiisiva for 10 years 
(c. 197-187 D.c.), and another brother, Sura Tissa, previously known 
as SuvaT)l)apiI.u;l.a Tissa, likewise for 10 years (c. 187-177 B.c.). 
The latter was conquered by two Tamils named Sena and Guttaka, 
sons of a horse-dealer (assa-navika), who reigned justly for 22 years 
(c. 177-155 B.C.), and were then overcome by Asela, the youngest 
of Mutasiva's nine sons. Asela then reigned in Anuradhapura for 
10 years (c. 155-145 B.c.), and was then ousted by Elara, a Tamil 
from the ChOla country, who ruled for 44 years (c. 145-101 B.C.), 
and was famous for his justice (Mhv. XXI). 

1 In Sinh. Devenipii Tisa. 
2 In Sanskrit Muhendra, Sinh. ltIihilidu. 
• Mihintale, about eight miles east of Anuriidhapur ... 
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A Rajavaliya inserts after S11ra Ti8sa an Upatissa with a reign o~ \0 yea:", anrr 

makes the two brothers Sena and Guttaka into one person, whom It describes as 
a7Jirchiiri (perhaps for flrriichiiT'1") devi kellek; the printed R. .describes them 8' 

'two brothers who were horsemen.' The Dip. (XVIII, 47) :\llSlgnS to them only 
12 years. Asela is not said by the Yr. to be a son of Mu!-asivll.. Hi." successor's 
name is usually given in Sinhalese as Eliila; the same It calls hml a M~ll\l~ 
(Malabari) from Soli (Cho!fL-de<;a), and says that he brought over ~,OSI),OOO 1 a~lIIl 
soldiers and behaved with great impiety, desecT'ating the monastenes of Devempa 

Tisa. , 
DevanaI!lpiya 'l'issa had a hruther, Mahanaga, who resided in 

Mahagama 1 and governed the province of Rohal.la 2
• He wa!> 

succeeded in this office by his son YaHhiilaya 'l'issa, the latter'", 
son Ahhaya or Gothabhaya 3, and the latter's son Kakaval)l)a Tissa 4. 

The last had two sons, Gamal,li-Abhaya, better known as Duttha. 
Gamal).i 5

, and Saddha-Tissa6
• 

The Vrv. states that Yatthalaya TiKS" reigned in Kalaniya and built there a 
sanctuary; his son Golu Abha ruled in Rllhllna., ana was followea hy his 8011 

Kavan Tisa. The Yr. gives the succession as Malian'lIna., Kiilani Ti_ (apparently 
meant for Yatthalaya Tissa), Go~habhaya, lind Kavan. 

When Kakaval.ll,1aTissa died at the age of 64 years, Dllttha
Gamal,1i, who had previously quarrelled with him (whence his name, 
meaning' Wicked Gamal,li ') and taken refuge in the interior, set 
himself up as king in Mahiig'J.ma and waged a successful war 
against Saddha-Tissa (Mh~,. XXII-XXIV). He then embarked upon 
a series of campaigns against the Tamils, which ended in the con
quest of Elara in Anuradhapura (Mhv. xxv). Duttha-Gamal.li 
was now master of the island. To make amends for a somewhat 
questionable pallt, he proceeded to patronise the Church royally. 
He founded the Marichavatti Vihara 7, the Lohapi"lsitda S, and the 
Great Thupa, in which he enshrined a casket full of relics said 
to have been brought from the land of the Niigas by the Thera 
SOl).uttara, and performed ITIany other pious wurks. His reign 
lasted for 24 years (e. 101-77 B.C.) (JJlhv. XXVI-xxxn). 

His brother Saddha-Tissa ('Tissa of the Faith,' so styled from 
his pious works, one uf which was the rebuilding of the Lohapasada 
after it had been burnt), then ruled for 18 years (c. 77-59 B.C.). 

He is said by the Msr. to have died in A.B. 492. 

1 Magama, north·east of Hambantota.. 
, Sinh. Golu A bha. 
~ Sinh. Du!ugiimunu . 

2 Sinh. Ruhuna. 
• Sinh. Kavan Tisa. 

• 6 His original name was Tiss& Abhaya (see below); inscriptions style him Dtvalla
plya Maharaja Gam;'}; Tisa. 

7 Mirisviiti Vehera, south-west of AnuradLapura. 
, In the Mahamegha-van", north of the Muhavihara. 

C.H.I. I. 39 
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Saddha-Tissa was followed by his younger son Thiilathana l , 

who after a reign of 1 month and 10 days (c. 59 B.c.) was ousted 
by his elder brother Lafija Tissa 2, who ruled for 9 years and 
15 days (c. 59-50 B.c.). His younger brother KhalhitanagaJ then 
reigned for 6 years (c. 50-44 B.c.). 

The Vrv. gives the succession; Siidiihii.Tissa (i.e. Saddha-Ti88a), Tulla, Italamin 
Tiss,," (sic), Khallatha Tissa. Laiija IWcording to the Dlp. (xx, 9) reigned 9 years 
>tnd 6 months. The Mgr. states that Khallatanaga died ill A.B. 444. 

Khallatanaga was ousted by a general named Kammaharattaka, 
who in his turn was slain by Khallatanaga's younger brother 
Vatta-GamaI)i Abhaya\ who now became king. 

Tlte date of VaHa.GiimaQl's accession i8 given by the Yr. us A.B. 439, and hy 
the V rv. as 441. Kammahiirattaka is called Maharattaka ill the Dlp. (xx, 13), 
where he is 8aid to ha\""e reigned one day. 

After Vatta-Gamal,li had reigned 5 months (c. 44 B.C.) he was 
defeated by seven Tamil adventurers and fled, remaining ill hiding 
in the interior of the island for 14 years and 7 months (c. H-29 B.C.), 

while the throne was occupied successively py five Tamil usurpel'~, 
nlimed PuJahattha (3 years), Bahiya (2 years), Panayamara (7 years), 
Pilayamara (7 months), and Dii.thika (2 years). Vatta-Gamm.li then 
conquered and slew Dathika, and reigned in Anur;ldhapura for 
12 years (c. 29-17 B.c.). One of his pious foundations was the '. 
Abhaya-giri monastery (JIhL·. XXXIII). 

Khalhltanaga's son Mahachiili Mahatissa5 then reigned right
eously for 14 years. He was followed by Vatta-Gamm.li's son 
Choranaga, who had previously been an outlaw, and now ruled 
impiously for 12 years (c. 3 B.c.-9 A.D.). He was then poisoned by 
his queen Anula. The next king was Mahii.chUli's SOil Ti8sa~, who 
after a reign of 3 years (c. 9-12 A.D.) was poisoned by Anula, who 
raised to the throne Siva, one of the guards of the pala<,'C. Si\'a 
reigned for 14 months with Anula as his queen, after which she 
transferred her affections to a Tamil named Vatuka, and poisoned 
Siva. When she had reigned with Vatuka for 14 months, she 
wearied of him and poisoned him, choosing for her new consort a 

1 Sinh. Tulnii (for l'iUi Thulanaga ?). 
2 Also called Lajji Tissa, and in Sinh. Lamani Tiss,. from his family. the Liimiil;li, 

(PiUi Lambaka~~i). Inscriptions style him Dct'a~apiya Ti.a A baya. 
3 Sinh. Kalunnii. 

4 In ~inh. he is styled Valagambiihu (or Obi.) Abhii; in inscriptions his litle i& 
Devanap"ya Maharaja Gami~i Abaya. : 

5 ThlS name appears in Piili as Mahiichftli, (>chulihL1. and 0chula; in Sinh. 81' 
Maha,ilu and Mahadiiliya (the former implying a PiLi> ~ , "':, ' ',e latter a Piili °jo.liya). 

6 Known as Kur!a Tissa. 
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wood-carrier (daru-bhatika) named Tissa. After 13 months she 
poisoned him also, and elemted a Tamil chaplain named Niliyu, 
but 6 months later removed him in the same manner, and reigned 
alone for 4 months. Mahachftli's second son, Kutakal)~la Tissa\ 
who hall fled from the court and taken orders in the Church, now 
raised an army, overthrew and killed Anula, and reigned with 
justice and piety for 22 years (c. 16-38 A.D.). 

There is much discrcpancy in the accoullts of this period. The Mar. gives the 
names and date~ thu~: Balat Ri,'uva, 14 months; Vatuka, 14 months; the chaplain, 
6 months; V!l.<luki, an a.strologer, 13 months; Balii Tisu, 13 months; Anula alone, 
.. months; Kalan Tisa, 20 years. The Vr. ha.~ the variant names Balavat Situvaya . 
and ·Balani TissR, and calls Kutak:tI)l)a Kalautika Tissa. One R. gives Sura for 
Siva, with 14 months (but 1 year in the Rvp.), and phees after him a Tamil named 
~lukalan with a reign of 14 months (in the R,vp. called Mllkhanandi, with a reign 
of 1 year), the chaplain with 6 months (1 year in the Rvp.), Annl;. with 4, months, 
Mnkalan 'J'j!!sa with I year, etc. Thc DiP. assigns 3 months to Niliya (xx, 29). 

I Also called Kalaka~ ... i Ti .. a, in Sinh. Kalan or Afakalan Ti"a. 



CHAPTER XXVI 

_ THE MONUMENTS O~N~ INDlL\." 
~.... ~ '-' --.-

IT is the misfortune of Indian History that its earliest and 
most obscure pages derive little light from contemporary autiqui
ties. Before the rise of the Maurya Empire a well-developed and 
flourishing civilisation had existed in India for at least a thousand 
years; yet, of the structural monuments erected during those 
ages not one example has survived save the Cyclopean walls of 
Rajagriha; and of man's lesser handiwork, few objects except the 

,.primitive implements, pottery, and tombs of the stone and early 
metal ages. Moreover, such as they are, the value of these 
antiquities is still further diminished by the fact that there are 
none among them to which a precise date can be ascribed, while 
in the case of the majority, even apart from the remains of palaeo
lithic man, it is impossible to affil·m within half a millennium when 
they were produced. This strange scarcity of materials in a 
country so vast and thickly populated as India is due in a great 
measure to the custom which then generally, though not univer
sally, prevailed of building in wood, as well as to the destructive 
agency of the Indian climate which rapidly obliterates everything 
of a perishable nature; but it is due, also, to the neglect, until 
the last few years, of scientific exploration on the ancient town 
sites of India, which alone are likely to yield the stratigraphical 
evidence indispensable for determining the chronology of these 
early ages. 

With the palaeolithic peoples of India we are scarcely here 
concerned. Their rough-chipped implements (Pl. IX, 1-5) have 
been found in large numbers in the southern half of the Peninsula, 
and in deposits which indicate that countless centurie,; must have 
elapsed between their last appearance and the dawn of Vedic 
history, while the forms of the implements themselves, strikingly 
unlike those of the Neolithic Age, have suggested to some writers 
that their authors may not even have had an ethnical connexion 
with the later inhabitants of the land. The neolithic races, on a. othel· hand, are invested with a more immediate intetest for 
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the historian, not only because there are good reasons for supposing 
that some of the existing peoples of India-notably the Dravidians 
-are directly descended from them, but because this phase of 
civilisation was preserved in some parts of the country until 
medieval and probably more recent times. The stone weapons 
and utensils which are specially characteristic of it are found 
scattered over a much wider area than the more rudimentary 
palaeoliths, though mainly in regions where the trap rock, used 
especially in their. ma~ufacture, abounds. They exhibit a remark
able variety, illustrated by at least a hundred distinct types, some 
of which belong to the polished, others to the unpolished class 
(PI. IX, 6-10). With few exceptions, however, they are identical 
in form with similar objects from 'Western Asia and Europe, and 
this identity has led to the supposition that the Dravidiau peoples, 
with whom the neolithic culture in India appears to have been 
peculiarly associated, once dwelt in the highlands of Western Asia 
and penetrated thence by way of Baluchistan into India; and, at 
first sight, the survival in Baluchistan of a Dra'fidian language, 
Brahm, would seem to support this view. Other linguistic con
siderations, on the other hand, have been thought to point to the 
conclusion that the Dravidians were indigenous in the Dcccan and 
spread thence over a part of Northern India. Whatever the truth 
may be regarding these particular tribes and whether they played 
a part or not ill the introduction of neolithic culture into India, 
there can be no doubt that this culture was closely related to 
and, it may well be believcd, mainly derived from the culture of 
the later Stone Age in Western Asia. Among the implements of 
non-European types referred to, the most noteworthy is a class 
of curious chisel-shaped, high-shouldered celts which are found in 
BUt·ma, Assam, and Chota Nagpur, and which appear to have been 
manufactured by the ancestors of the prescnt l\Ion-Khmcr stock. 
Similar instruments occur also in Indo-China and the Malay 
Peninsula, where they seem to have been produced, not by the 
aboriginal tribes of the interior, but by latcr invaders who were 
in a more advanced state of civilisation. 

It is to the later Stone Age, also, that are to be ascribed a class 
of chipped trap implements from Bundelkhand and the pygmy 
flints that occur in myriads among the ofl~shoot8 of the Vindhyas. 
Some of the caves in which the latter have been found are 
adorned with rude drawings in ruddle or haematite, and from the 
outlines of the primitive weapons depicted in them it has been 
thought tllat the drawings were executed during the neolithic 
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period, but though the conjecture is plausible enough and is borne 
out, let it be said, by the discovery of rubbed specimens of red 
haematite and palettes for grinding down the material at various 
neolithic sites in the Deccan, it is by no means certain that these 
drawings go back to so remote an age. 'Ibis observation applies 
still more forcibly to the megalithic tombs, which occur in vast 
numbel's in the central and southcrn pal·ts of the Peninsula, and 
to the accumulations of prehistoric scoria, often of considerable 
size, which are known to antiquarians as 'cinder-mounds,' as well 
as to the so-called 'cup-marks' or small hollowed depressions in 
the rocks, which have been interpreted by some investigators as a 
forgotten system of writing. In Europe, megalithic tombs analogous 
to the Indian examples are referred to the close of the neolithic 
period or to the succeeding age of bronze and copper; but in 
India there are few such tombs which there is reason for regarding 
as anterior to the iron age; and in their case, as well as in that of 
the cinder-mounds which have yielded smooth stone celts, it is a 
plausible theory that the people who erected them were still in the 
neolithic state, when iron had long been in vogue among other 
race~ of the Peninsula. 

As the stone age passed gradually away in Northern India, 
it appears to have given place, not to an age of bronze, as it 
did in most parts of Europe, but to one of copper. Finds of 
seven bronze implements, it is true, have been. recorded from 
various parts of the Empire, but it has rightly been pointed out 
by Dr Vincent Smith that out of these seven one only can claim 
to be of real bronze, deliberately and knowingly manufactured as 
such, and the evidence of a single specimen, which may well have 
been imported from abroad, is wholly insufficient to justify the 
assumption of a bronze age. Copper implements, on the contrary, 
occur in relatively large quantities and over a wide range through
out Northern India, from Hooghly in the east to Baluchistan in 
the west. Among them are bare and shouldered celts, harpoons, 
spear-beads botb plain and barbed, axe-heads, swords, and an 
object suggestive of the human shape (PI. X, 11-20). 'l'he last 
mentioned, as well as some of the swords, which are remarkable 
for their excessive weight and the form of their handles (PI. X, 
18-20), may have been used for cult purposes. One hoard of 
these implements, which Cl),me from Gungeria in the Central 
Provinces-the most important, be it said, yet recorded in the Old 
World-contained as many as 424 specimens of almost pure metal, 
weighing in all 829 pounds, besides 102 ornamental laminae of 
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silver. Such a collection, comprising as it did a variety of imple
ments intended for manifold domestic and other purposes, affords 
evidence enough, as Dr Smith has remarked, that their manufacture 
was being conducted in India on an extensive scale; while tile 
distinctive types that had been evolved and are represented both 
in this and in other finds, connote a de¥elopment that must already 
have extended over a long period, though at the same time the 
barbed spear-heads and harpoons and flat celts, manifestly copied 
from neolithic prototypes, bespeak a relatively high antiquity. 
The preflence of silver ornaments in the Gungeria hoard has 
suggested doubts as to its remote date, but there seems little 
reason for assuming that a race familiar with the difficult metal
lurgical processes by which copper is extracted from its ores, were 
incapable of smelting silver from the rich argentiferous galenas 
which occur in various localities. 

At what date iron came to supplant copper in the north of 
Inelia is uncertain, but literary evidence from the Vedas seems to 
indicate that it was introduced into the north-west during the 
second millennium B.c. l It was about the same time, too, that it 
came into general use in Mesopotamia, and it is probable enough 
that the knowledge not only of this metal but of copper also in 
a previous age was acquired from that region. Between the 
Babylonian, or Assyrian, and Indian civilisations, indeed, many 
archaeological links are traceable, among which may be noticed, 
parenthetically, the remarkable resemblance presented by the 
oblong, short-legged terracotta sarcophagi from the neighbourhood 
of Baghdad to those of a prehistoric date found at Pailfl.varam and 
other places in the Madras Presidency. 

Tn Southern India thel'e was no copper age, and iron probably 
did not take the place of stonc until about 500 B.C. Up to that 
time the Aryans of the north seem to have possessed no very 
distinct knowledge of the south of the Peninsula, which was at 
once isolated and pr.otected against invasion by the natural 
defences of the Vindhya hills and the trackless jungles of Central 
India, and when at last they penetrated through these barriers they 
found the Dravidian and other races in the south still in the neolithic 
stage of culture. The supposition that iron was first conveyed into 
Southern India by Rea from Egypt, has nothing to commend it 2

• 

1 A dale c. 1000 B.C. is suggesled in Chapter n. p. M; cf. Chapter IV, p. 112. 
2 Besides the works delailed in Ihe bibliography al the end of this volume, the 

author is much indebted to .. very valuable note on the prehistoric antiquities of India. 
by Mr J. Coggin·Brown, M.Sc., of the Geological Dept., whose knowledge of Ihis 
subject is perhaps unrivalled. 
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Notwithstanding the wide extent and long duration of Vedic 
civilisation in Northern India, there is but one group of monu
ments now existing to which there is any warrant for assigning 
a Vedic origin. These are the well-known mounds at Lauriya 
Nandangarh in Bihar, which were opened a few years ago by 
the late Dr .Bloch and identified by him with the burial mounds 
(rmrlfana) described in Vedic ritual. Two of these proved to be 
composed of horizontal layers of clay alternating with straw and 
leaves, with a post (stMlrJli) of sal wood standing erect in the 
centre, above which was a deposit of human hones and char
coal accompanied by a small gold leaf. The latter (Plate XI, 21) 
bore impressed upon it in crude outline the figure of a female, 
which has been interpreted as the Earth Goddess referred to 
in the Vedic burial hymn, but both this interpretation and the 
date (seventh or eighth century B.c.) hazarded by the explorer 
for these mounds must be regarded as tentative only. Of actual 
structures anterior to the Maurya epoch the only examples, as 
already remarked, known to have survived until the present day, 
are the walls and remains of dwellings in the old city of R:1jagriha, 
all built of rough cyclopean masonry. This city was reputed 
in antiquity to have been forsaken during the reign of king 
Bimbisara, the contemporary of Buddha, who removed the capital 
to New Rajagriha, but as to how long the walls or houses had then 
becn standing, tradition is silent. Such structures. built of durable 
materials, wcre certainly the rare exccption rather than the rule in 
ancient India, and were probably essayed only in localities where 
stones suitable for such masonry were ready to hand. In primitive 
India, as among the poorer classes of to-day, the materials most 
commonly in use were mud or mud bricks, bamboo canes, and other 
kinds of wood. The simplest kinds of dwellings were constructed 
of screens of bamboo inwoven with palm bmnches or the like, the 
roofs being either fiat or arched. In the latter case, the bamboos 
were lashed together at the apex and tied in near the lower end, 
thus forming a singularly strong framework of curvilinear form, 
while the walls were strengthened to resist the outward thru8t. 
In other cases, the walls were constructed of unbaked brick or 
mud, and the latter material was also used as a covering for the 
flat roofs or for plastering the screens of the walls on the ( wattle 
and daub' principle. At a later date cut timbers came to be used 
in the more pretentious dwellings, and afforded opportuuities for 
the development of that exuberant surface decoration in which 
the genius of India has always excelled 
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These materials left their character deeply and permanently 
impressed on Indian architecture. From the use of the bamboo 
came the curvilinear type of roof which was afterwards reproduced 
in cut timber and subsequently in stone, and from which were 
evolved the familiar chaitya arches used over doorways and 
windows. Log capitals were imitated in stone, and the more 
finished timbering of walls, roof8, and gateways in the same 
material, every detail down to the nail-beads being copied with 
sedulous care and accuracy by the masons of later days. As 
a protection against destructive insects, wooden posts were set 
in gharas or jars of earthenware. and from these resulted the 
, pot and foliage' base, so beautifully developed in the Gupta age. 
A striking illustration of the influence exerted by wood as con
trasted with brick construction is to be found in the pillars of the 
cave temples. In the earliest examples the stone pjllars are 
manifestly copied from wooden prototypes and are relatively 
slender, though amply thick enough for their purpose. In the 
later examples, on the other hand, the pillars are heavy and 
cumbersome, not because extra strenbrth was required, nor yet 
in order to save labour, but because they were copied from the 
brick-in-mud pillars of famous viharas, which necessarily required 
to be much thicker in pl'oportion to their height than columns of 
stone. It is stated by Arrian that cities on the banks of rivers 
and in other low-lying spots were built of wood, those in more 
commanding situations, where they were less exposed to floods, of 
mud or brick. This statement refers to the time of Megasthenes, 
Ambassador to the Court of Chandragupta Mamya, on whose 
writings the Indica of Arrian is believed to have been based. It 
has been endorsed by the discovery of portions of the wooden 
palisades of Pa~liputra and of the mud or brick walls of yravasti, 
Bhitii, and other towns. But no kiln-burnt bricks have been 
found in the Gangetic plains which can be referred to an earlier 
date than the fourth century B.C., and it is improbable that they 
came generally into vogue in this part of India until after the 
reign of A~oka; for tl.<l unwieldy size of the bricks used in 
the buildings of A90ka at Sarnath and other places, coupled with 
their inferior quality, betoken but little experience of brick
making. The potter's art, OIl the other hand, had been practised 
throughout India from time immemorial, and in the Punjab and 
North-West, which were in closer touch with Persia and Meso
potamia, it is likely enough that burnt bricks were used at a more 
remote age. In this connexion a special interest attaches to 
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certain seals of unknown date and origin (PI. XI, 22, 23), which 
are said to have been found from time to time among the remains , 
of brick structures at Harappa in the ~tgolPery District of the , 
Punjab. The majority of these seals are "engraved with the device 
of a bull with head outstretched over some uncertain object, 
possibly in the act of being sacrificed, and all of them bear legends 
in a pictographic script, which remains still to be decinhered. ~ .. ~ 

With the advent of the l\Iauryas, the obscurity, in which the 
earlier monuments are wrapped, rapidly disperses, and from this 
time onward~ we are able to trace step by step and with relative 
precision the evolution both of architecture and of the formative 
arts. Of Indian art, generally, it was said by Fergusson, and the 
statement has often been repeated, that its history is written in 
decay; that the noblest and most perfect examples of it are the 
works of the Emperor A~oka; and that each succeeding monument 
is but a landmal'k in the steady process of decline. In reality, as 
we shall presently see, its history is one of continuous forward 
progress, and, when the works of extraneous schools have been 
recognised and eliminated, it is found to follow a clear and logical 
sequence, in obedience to the fixed and immutable principles 
which govern the artistic efiorts of all primitive peoples. 

As it happens, it is the earliest monuments that have proved 
the greatest stumbling-block. Yet the fallacies, which have grown 
up around them, are not difficult to correct. They arise, in a great 
measure, from the tendency, common in all ages, to magnify the 
exploits of great heroes, and to ascribe to them feats and achieve
ments in which they bore no part. What happel~d in this respect 
to Alexander, to King A.rthur, or to Charlemagne, happened also 
to the Emperor A~oka. In ancient days his name became the 
centre of a cycle of heroic legends, and the same process of 
glorification has continued in modern times by fathering on to him 
a multitude of works with which he had no connexion. The 
monuments that can with relative certainty be assigned to the 
Maurya age, or to the age immediately succeeding it, are few. 
Resides the brick buildings referred to above they comprise the 
following: a series of isolated columns erected by the Emperor 
A«oka at various spots in Northern India; the remains of a 
pillared hall at Patna, which probably formed part of a royal 
palace designed, perhaps, on the model of the Achaemenian 
: .<",laces of Persia; a group of rock-cut shrines in the Bar-ahar 
hill>! in Bihiir; a small monolithic rail at Siirniith; a throne 
in the interior of the temple at Buddh Gaya: some portions 
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of stilpa umbrellas at Sanchi and SfLrnath; and three statues in 
the round, two in the Indian Museum at Calcutta, the thil'd at 
Mathura. Of these monuments, twelve bear records of A<;;oka 
himself, and three of his successor, Da<;;aratha; the age of the 
others is determined by their style, by the inscriptions carved 
upon them, or by their peculiar technique, every member but one 
in the group being identical in two distinct features, namely, 
in the exceeding care with which they are chiselled and in the 
brilliant polish afterwards imparted to their surface. Moreover, 
with the exception of the caves cut out of the natural gneiss rock 
in the Bambar hills, they are onc and all of sandstone from a 
quarry neal' Chun;tr. 

The pillars or liir.~, as they are commonly called, are of singularly 
massive proportionH, consisting of a round and slightly tapering 
monolithic shaft with bell-shaped capital surmounted by an abacus 
and crowning sculpture in the round, the whole rising to an average 
height, from base to summit, of between 40 and 50 feet. One of 
the best prcser,ed, though not the best in style, is that at Lauriya 
Nandangarh, illustrated in PI. XI, 24. The crowning figure 011 thiil 
pillar is a lion, and the relief which adorns the abacus a row of 
geese, symbolical, perhaps, of the flock of the Buddha's disciples. 
In other cases, the single lion is replaced by a group of lions set 
back to back with or without some sacred symbol between them, 
or by an elephant or bull, while the abacus is adorned with a lotus 
and tlOneysucklc design or with wheels and animals alternating. 
Shafts of a precisely similar pattern, but smaller proportions, were 
employed in the !,'Teat hall at. Patna, but there the capitals and 
entablature appear to have been of wood. The dib'11ified, massive 
simplicity of these pillars is common to all the othel' architectural 
remains of the Maurya epoch. The rail at Sarnfith and the throne 
at Buddh Gaya are devoid of ornament, but each is cut entire and 
with exquisite precision from a single block of stone, and the 
plainness of the umbrellas is only relieved by delicately defined 
ribs radiating on their under side. Equally chaste and severe are 
the dwellingA and chapels excavated for the A.jivika ascetics in the 
hills of Bihar. Like the chaityas or hermitages from which they 
were copied, these consist of a small oblong chamber (in one 
in~tauce with rounded ends) with or without a circular apartment 
at one extremity, but in only one example is the timber work of 
their prototypes reproduced in the stone. The example referred 
to is the Lomas Rishi Cave, the ornamental fac;ade of which 
(Pi. XI, 25) is an accurate replica of a wooden model. This 
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l,articular cave, however, bears no inscription!; either of Aqoka 
or of Da<;aratha, and the fact that its interior was left in an 
unfinished state suggests that it was the latest of the whole 
group. Probably, it was not excavated until after the close of 
Da<;aratha's reign. 

Hardly less striking than the skill with which these monuments 
were chiselled and the brilliancy to which they were polished, 
is the disparity evinced in the style of their sculptured ornamenta
tion. This disparity is well exemplified by comparing the primitive 
treatment of the statue from Parkham in the Mathurn Museum 
with the highly developed modelling of the Sarmlth capital (PI. XII, 
26-28). The former represents a stage of art not yet emancipated 
from the binding law of ' frontality , or from the trammels imposerl 
by the mental prepossessions of the artist. The head and torso 
are 80 posed that, were they bisected vertically, the two halves 
would he found to be all hut symmetrical; while the flattened 
sides and back of the figure, connected only by a slight chamfering 
of the edges, are conclusive proof that the sculptor failed to grasp 
more than one aspect of his subject at a time, or to co-ordinate its 

I parts harmoniously together as an organic whole. Thesc features 
are not mere superficial details of technique, due to the caprice of 
the artist. They are the fundamental characteristics of the nascent 
sculpturc of all countries, and the primitiveness of the art which 
they signify is bOl'lle out in this particular statue by other traits, 
namely, by the subordination of the side and back to the front 
aspect, by the inorganic attachment of the cars, by the uncouth 
proportions of the neck, by the schematic rotundity of the abdomen, 
and the absence of modelling in the feet. 

The Sarnath capital, on the other hand, though by no means a 
masterpiece, is the product of the most developed art of which 
the world was cognisant in the third century B.c.-the handiwork 
of one who hall generations of artistic effort and experience behind 
him. In the masterful strength of the crowning lions, with their 
swelling veins and teuse muscular development, and ill the ~pirited 
realism of the relicfs below, there is no trace whatever of the 
limitations of primitive art. So far as naturalism was hi~ aim, 
the sculptor has modelled his figures direct from naturc, and hI\!! 
delineated tlu>ir fonns with bold faithful touch . but he has done , , 
more than this: he has consciously and of set purpose infused 
1\ tecto~ic conventiollal spirit into the foul' lion:;, so as to bring 
them mto harmony with the architectural character of the 
monument. and in the case of the horse on the abacus he hat! 
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availed himself of a type well known and approved in western art. 
Equally mature is the technique of his relief work. In early Indian, 
as in early Greek sculpture, it was the practice, as we shall presently 
see, to compress the relief between two fixed planes, the original 
front plane of the slab and the plane of the background. In the 
reliefs of the Sarnath capital there is no traee whatever of this 
process; each and .every part of the animal is modelled according 
to its actual depth without reference to any ideal front plane, with 
the result that it presents the appearance almost of a figure in the 
round which has been cut in half and then applied to the back
ground of the abacus. 

What, then, is the explanation of the gulf which separates these 
two sculpt.ures-the primitive unifacial image of Parkham and the 
richly modelled capital of Sarnath ? The anA weI' to this question 
is not far to seek, and will readily occur to anyone who is familiar 
with the art of Western Asia. Long ago M. Senart pointed out l 

that the decrees of the Achaemenian monarchs engraved on the 
rocks of Bahistan and elsewhere furnished the models on which 
the edicts of A~oka were based. It was in Persia, also, that the -
bell-shaped capital was evolved. It was from Persian originals, 
specimens of which are still extant in the plain of the Murghab 
at lstakhr, Naksh-i-Rustam, and Pcrscpolis, that the smooth 
unfluted shaftR of the Maurya columns were copied. It was 
from Persia, ~gain, that the craftsmen of Ac;oka learnt how to 
give HO lustrous a polish to the stone-a technique of which 
abundant examples survive at Persepolis and elsewhere. Lastly, 
it is to Persia, or-to be more precise-to that part of it which was 
once the satrapy of Bactria and was at this time asserting its 
independence from the Empire of the Scleucids, that we must look 
for the Hellenistic influence which alone at that epoch of the 
world's history could have been responsible for the modelling of 
the living forms on the Sarnath capital. Little more than two 
generations had passed since Alexander the Great had planted 
in Bactria a powerful colony of Greeks, who occupying as they did 
a tract of country on the very threshold of the Maurya dominions, 
wht're the great trade routes from India, Iran, and Central Asia 
c~nverged, and closely in touch as they were with the gre~t centres 
of civilisation in Western Asia, must have played a dommant part 
in the transmission of Hellenistic art and culture into India. Every 
argument illdeed whether based on geographical considerations or , , 

1 Journ. Asia!. Swe ser., t. v (1885), pp. 269 ft. and Inscription. de PiyadaBi, 

t. n, pp. 219 ft. . 
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on the political and commercial relations which are known to 
been maintained between India and We!!tem Asia, or on the happy 
fUAion of Hellenistic and Irfmian art visible in this monument , 
indicates Bactria as the probable source froIll which the artist who 
created it drew his inspiration. At the time of which we speak 
the Hellenistic spirit then vigorous in Bactria was mastering and 
yitalising the dull expressionless forms of h'fiu. At a later date, 
as the Rtrength of Hellcnism weakened and declincd, other elements 
from the neighbouring steppes of Central Asia asserted or re
aSflerted themselves in the cosmopolitan art of this region, aud, in 
their tllm, were home to India on the stream of influence which, 
until the fall of the Kushill.la Empire, flowed ceat;elcssly over the 
pa8IIcs of the Hindu Kush. 

While the Siirn;-lth capital is thus an exotic, alien to Inrlian 
'.J ideas in expression and in execution, the statue of Pilrkham fall8 

naturally into line with other products of indigenous art and atfords 
a valuable starting point for the study of its evolution. These two 
works represent the alpha and the omega of early Indian al't, between 
which all the SCUlptures known to us take their place, approxi
mating to the one or thc other extreme according as the Iudian or 
Perso-Hellenie Rpirit prevailed iu them. 'l'hml, the two statm'>! 
from Patna in the Calcutta Museum (PI. XIII, 29, 30) are akin in 
many reilpect." to the Pftrkham image, but cxhibit a ncarer approach 
to plurifaciality in the moulding of the torso. The lion capital nt 
8ii.nchi, on till' other hand, though not quite 11..'1 successful as that 
of SBmath, shows so c\o;;e an affinity to it, that there can be little 
doubt that it was the handiwork of one and the Mme artist; and 
the well-developed modelling of the figure" on the other columll~ 
(If Alioka shows that, in !lpite of their occasionally inferior execution. 
they belong to the same Perso-Hellenifltic group. It is not, of 
course, to be presumed that a single sculptor was rellponllible fur 
all theae monuments, nor yet that all the !Sculptors employed were 
uf equal ability. Probably, there were many fndilms assisting the 
f. ,n'i"rn artists in the mechanical part of their work, and theile, we 
III:IY helievc, Wl're responsible for some of the Ilculpturell lIuticctl 
'It"'Yt" but it ill incredible that any Indian hand at thiN period 
"hollltl either Illne modelled ill clay or chillCIIed from the stonc 
"Itch perfe~:t"d formll lUI th08e of the SBrniith capitaL 

The contra.,t hetween Indian and foreign workmanship exhibited 
lo~ theee IIClllptuTl'ti is equally apparent in the minor artil of the 
\hur)'a periud. Thul!, the indigenous coins (PI. XIII, :n·-:i3) known 
('oolluunly I\'~ • punch-marked,' which were current at this time, are 
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sinb'1llarly crude and ugly, neither their form, which is unsymmetrical, 
nor the symbols, which are stamped almost indiscriminately upon 
their surface, having any pretensions to artistic merit. On the other 
hand, the coins of Sophytcs (Saubhiiti), who was rcigning in the 
Punjab at the close of the fourth century B.C., are purely Greek in 
style (PI. XIII, 34), having seemingly been copied from an issue of 
Seleucus Nicator, with whom Sophytes probably came into contact 
when the former invaded the Punjab in :~05 B.C. It. is the same, 
also, with the contemporary terracottas. Side by side with products 
of Perso-Hellenic art, such as those illustrated in PI. XIV, 35 and 36, 
the features of which are markedly classical in character, is found 
a cla8s of coarse primitive reliefs, the execution of which betrays 
their Indian origin, though in a fcW cases, such as that illustrated 
in PI. XIV, 37, the type of the winged figure depicted on them 
is derived from Persian or Mesopotamian prototypes. Indeed, so 
far as is known at present, it was only in the jewellers' and lapidaries' 
arts that thc Maurya craftsman attained any real proficiency, and 
in this domain his aptitude lay, not in the plastic treatment of form, 
but in the high tcchnical skill with which he cut and polished 
refractory stones or applied delicate filib'Tee or granular designs 
to metal objects. The refined quality of his gold and silver work is 
well illustrated in two pieces reproduced in PI. XIV, 38, 39, which 
were discovered on the sitc of Taxila in company with a gold coin 
of Diodotus, a large number of local punch-marked coins, and a 
quantity of other jewellery and precious stones. Of the stone
cutter's art, also, some beautiful examples are furnished by the 
relic caskets of beryl and rock crystal from the stiipas of Bhatti
proln 1 and Piprahwa2, the latter of which is probably to be assil-,rllcd 
to this epoch (PI. XIV, 40). 

The art of the jeweller has at all times appealed strongly to 
the Indian genius, and throughout Indian history has exercised a 
deep influence upon the national sculpture and painting, supplying 
them with a variety of rich and artistic motifs whieh were quickly 
and cleverly adapted for purposes of decorative design, but at the 
same time inclining the ideas of the artists towards meticulous 
detail and thus obstructing a free, bold, anatomical treatment of 
the human figure. 

With the rise of the QuiIga power in Hindustan during the 
second century B.C. and the simultaneous extension of the Bac-

J Cf. Rea, South Indian Buddhist Antiquities, vol. xv, A .S.R. (New Imperial 
Series). 

, J.B-A.S., 1898, p. 573 and Plate. 
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trian dominion to the Punjab, the national art of India underwent 
a rapid development. Foreign and especially Hellenistic ideM 
now flowed eastward in an ever-increasing volume, and from them 
the Indian artist drew new vitality and inspiration for his work. 
At the same time stone more and more usurped the place of wood 
for architectural purposes, and by reason of its greater durability 
tempted the artist to expend more pain!! upon its carving, while it 
naturally lent itself to more perfect technique. Of the monu
ments of this period, the most notable is the Buddhist stiipa at 
Bharhut in Central India, erected about the middle of the second 
century B.C. Before its dif;eovery by Sir A. Cunningham in 1873, 
the body of this stilpa had been almost destroyed by the neigh
bouring villagers, but portions of the eastern gateway (tora~~a) 
aud of the railings which encircled the monument were fOllnd 
beneath its ruins and are now deposited in the Calcutta Museum. 
The stilpa itself was of brick, and apparently of much the same 
design as the Great stilpa at Sanch!, described below. Around 
the base was a massive stone railing of the mmal type, divided 
into four quadrants by entrances at the cardinal points, while 
other railings of smaller dimensions, of which fragments have 
been found around the structure, once flanked the berm and 
ascending stairway, and no doubt enclosed the crowning Mi. At 
the ea>!tern entrance was a gateway about 22 feet (j inches in 
height (PI. XV, 41), and possibly similar gateway" may once have 
adorned the other entrances also, though no remains of them 
have been found. Both gateway and railin/-,'S are lavishly en
riched with sculptured reliefs, many of which illustrate incidents 
in the Jataka.~ or scenes connected with the life of the Buddha, 
and these illustrations are made all the more valuable by the 
de~criptive titles attached to them, which leave no doubt as to 
their i(lentification. Thus, one relief depicts the ~ag-d. J ataka ; 
another (PI. XVI, 42), the dream of l\1;iya; a third, the Jetavana 
at Qrihasti, with its trees and shrines and the ground half strewn 
with coins which AnathapiQga is taking from a bullock cart; 
others, again, represent the royal processions of Aj:\ta~atru or 
Prd.8cnajit visiting the Buddha (PI. XVI, 43); and in others is 
depicted the worship of Buddha's head-dress in the Devaloka 
(PI. XVI, 44). or of the Bodhi-tree by the Naga king' Erapata 
(PI. XVI, 4;;). Besides these and many other miscellaneous 
scene.!! there are a multitude of single image8 canoed in high relief 
upun the pillar" of the rail-Yak~has and Yakshis, Dcvaw or 
Xa,;anijll8 (PI. XVII, 4G, 47). The style of the carvings on the 
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ground rail is by no means uniform. Some show little advance on 
the indigenous work of the previous century, the defects of rudi
mentary technique being almost as striking in these reliefs as they 
were in indigenous sculpture in the round. In such cases the 
figures arc portrayed as silhouettes sharply detached from their 
background, an effort towards modelling being made merely by 
grading the planes of the relief in severe and distinctive layers, 
and then rounding off the contours of the silhouette or interior 
details. At the same time the forms arc splayed out to the verge 
of distortion, and the influence of mental abstraction on the part 
of the artist is still manifest in the treatment of the feet or of 
hands in the attitude of prayer, which, it-respective of anatomical 
accuracy, are turned sideways and presented in their broadest 
aspect. In other carvings, the treatment of the relief is more 
mature. In these, occasional traces of mental abstraction, due to 
force of habit, are still visible, and they all show the same aversion 
to depth. but the indivi(iual figures are conceived and modelled in 
general confonnity with nature, not in a gradation of sepal'ate 
planes or as mere silhouettes, and are presented, moreover, at 
various angles and in a variety of natural poses. This ,mperior 
execution is shared, also, by some of the sculptured balusters 
between the architraves of the eastern gateway, and it is signifi
cant that these balusters are further distinguished by the un
Indian countenances of the figures caned upon them and by the 
presence of Kharoshthi letters engraved as masons' marks in 
contradistinction to the Br,lhmi charactel's which appear on the 
railing. The only rational explanation of these phenomena is 
that some of the sculptors engaged on this railing came from 
the north-west of India, where, thanks to western teaching, the 
formative arti! were then ill a more advanced state, and that these 
8culpt<v,.,s were reHpollHible for the better clas>! of reliefs, the 
inferior work being done by the local artists of Central India. In 
this connexwu a "pecial interest attaches to a Garuqa pillar 
(PI. XVIII, 48) set up about this time at Besnagar neal' Bhilsa, tIle 
ancient Vidil(a, in Gwalior Htate, the inscription 011 which states 
that it was dedicated to Vasudeva by a Greek named Heliodorus, 
an inhabitant of Taxila and an envoy of King Antialeidas, and 
thus rUMliHhes incontrovertible evidence of the contact which was 
then taking place between this part of India and the Greek king
doms of the Punjab. 

The next important landmark in the history of the early Indian 
school is supplied by the well-known railing round the great 

C.H.I. I. 40 
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Temple at Buddh Gaya and the pillars of the chaitkrama or 
promenade to the north of it. This railing (PI. XIX, 49) was di-
posed in a quadrangle measuring 145 feet by 108 feet, but in other 
respects was designed and adorned in much the same way as tbl' 
rail at Bharhut. On the outside of the coping was a continuou,. 
band of flowers; on the inside, a frieze of animals or mythical 
monsters; on the cross-bars, lotus medallions centred with busts 
or other devices; and on the upright pillars, standing figures ill 
high relief (PI. XIX, 50) or medallions and panels containing a 
variety of miscellaneous scenes. 

As at Bharhut, many of these sculptures are relatively crude 
and coarse-the handiwork, no doubt, of inferior local craftsmen; 
but it needs no very critical eye to perceive that, taken as a whole, 
their style is considerably more developed than that of the Bharhut 
reliefs and, at the same time, more prollouncedly affected by the 
influence of western art. 'Vitness, for instance, in the matter 
of technical treatment, the freer movement of planes leading to 
more convincing spatial effect, the more organic modelling of the 
figures, the relative freedom of their pose and composition, and 
the effort to bring them into closer relationship onc with the other; 
and witness, again, in the matter of motifs, the centaurs, winged 
monsters, and tritons, the schematic treatment of the animal 
friezes, and the scene of Siirya in his four-horse chariot copied 
directly from a Hellenistic prototype (PI. XIX, 51). These and 
many other features of the Buddh Gaya railing prove incontestably 
that at the time of its erection Indian sculptors were borrowing 
freely from the hybrid cosmopolitan art of Western Asia, in which 
Greek and Scythic, Persian and Mesopotamian cultures were 
blended and fused together, and that. partly under this alien 
inspiration, partly through their own initiative, they had made 
important progress since the time when the Bharhut reliefs were 
executed. On the other hand, in point of development the reliefs 
of Buddh Gaya fall short of those on the tora(las at Ban chi, which, 
as we shall see below, are to be assigned to the latter half of the 
first century B.c., and accordingly we shall probably not be far 
wrong if we assign the Buddh Gaya monuments to the earlier years 
of the same century. This date, let it be added, is substantiated by 
inscriptions on two of the rail pillars recording that they were 
presented by the Queens of King Indramitra and King Brahma
mitra, respectively. These two kino-s have been plausibly identified 
with the two l'Ulers of the same °names whose coins have been , 
found in considerable numbers in Northern India, and who, whether 
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they were connected with the QUilga dynasty or not, appear from 
the script of their coin legends to have flourished not earlier than 
the,first century B.C. (pp. 525-6; PI. V, 4,6). 
V We come now to the famous gateways of Sanchi, the most peIfect 
and most beautiful of all the monuments of the Early School. Four 
of these adorn the four entrances to the Great sWpa situated on the 
le,'elled summit of the hill; the fifth-~a gateway of smaller pro
portions-is set in front of a subsidiary stl/po, (No. III) close by, to 
the north-east. As it now stands, the Great stiipa (PI. XX, 53) is 
about 54 feet high, excluding the rail and umbrella on its summit, 
and consists of an almost hemispherical dome set on a lofty 
plinth, the narrow berm between the two serving in old times as a 
processional path. This was not, however, its original form. The 
.~arliest structure, which was erected, apparently, by A~oka at the 
~ame time as the lion-crowned pillar near the South Gateway 
(p. 622 above), was of brick, crowned by a stone umbrella, and of 
not more than half the present dimensions. At that time, the floor 
laid around the stl/pa and column by the workmen of A~oka was 
several feet below the present level. As year~ passed by, however, 
much debris collected above this floor, and over the debris another 
floor was laid, and then a third one, still higher up, and last of all
at lear;t a century after the erection of the column-a stone pave
ment covering the whole hill-top. These facts have an intimate 
bearing on the history of thir; important monument; for, simul
taneously with the laying of this final pavement, the sUipa itself 
was also enlarged to its existing size by the addition of a stone 
<:asing faced with concrete; on its summit was set a larger umbrella 
"'ith a plain stone rail in a square around it, and encircling its 
b'l.Se another rail equally plain but of more massive proportions. 
These works, and particularly the erection of the great ground 
l'l1.iI, the pillars, bars, and copings of which were the gifts of many 
devotees, must have taken many decades to accomplish. Then 
came the construction of smaller decorated rails round the bcrm 
of the stiipa and flanking the steps by which it was ascended; and, 
finally and to crown all, the four gateways at the entrances 
between the quadrants of the ground rail, which can hardly be 
relegated to an earlier date than the last half century before the 
Christian era. 

These two stilpas with their richly carved toraf!as are not the 
only monuments of an early age on the hill-top of Sanchi. To the 
south-ea.'!t of the Great stupa is a lofty plinth of stOlle, approached 
by two broad stairways and surmounted by rows of heavy octagonal 
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pillars, which once supported a superstructure of wood; the pillars 
bear inscriptions in early Brahmi, probably of the first century B.C., 

but the plinth dates back to Qm\ga or Maurya times, and was 
originally rounded at its southern end, having served appareutiy 
as the base of an apsidal temple of wood, which perished by buruing 
before the stone pillars were erected. Then, in the south-west 
part of the enclosm'e, there is another plinth of a similar type but 
square in plan; and on a lower spur of the same hill is another 
stilpa (PI. XXI, 54), designed on the same lines as the Great stl7pa, 
but without any tora'lfas to adorn the entrances, and with this 
further difference, that its ground rail is lavishly decorated with 
sculptured paneh and medallions. These reliefs present the same 
phenomenon, but in a more accentuated measure, that we observed 
in the railing of Buddh Gaya. A few, that is to say-and these 
are confined to the corner pillars of the entrance-are of a refined 
style and infused with a strongly classical feeling (PI. XXI, 55, 56); 
but the majority, though remarkably decorative, and, indeed, better 
adapted to their purpose, are conspicuous for thcil' crude, coarse 
workmanship (PI. XXI, 57, 58). In this case, however, it is impor
tant to observe that the two classes of reliefs were not executed at 
one and the same time; for an examination of the rail shows that 
the', whole of it was originally adorned with the more primitive 
kind of carvings, and that some of these were subseqnently chiselled 
off in order to make way for the more finished reliefs. 

To revert, however, to the gateways of the Great stupa, in which 
the interest of Banehi mainly resides. The earliest of them to be 
erected was the one at the south entrance, opposite to the steps 
by which the berm was approached; then followed, in chronolo
gical order, the northern, the eastern, and the western, their 
succession in each case being demonstrated by the style of their 
carvings and by the tectonic character of the extensions to the 
rail, which were made at the time that each was set up. All four 
gateways are of similar design-the work of carpenters rather 
than of masons-and the marvel is that erections of this kind, 
constructed on principles wholly unsuited to work in stone, ha~e 
survived in such remarkable preservation for nearly two thousand 
years. Each gateway was composed of two square pillars sur
mounted by capitals, which in their tnrn supported a superstructure 
of three architraves with volute ends, ranged one above the other 
at intervals slightly in excess of their own height. The capitals 
were adorned with standing dwarfs or with the forefronts of lions 
Qr elephants set back to back in the Persepolitan fashion; and, 
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springing from the same abacus and acting as supports to the 
projecting ends of the lowest architrave, were Caryatid figures of 
graceful and pleasing outline. Other images of men and women, 
horsemen, elephants, and lions were disposed between and above 
the architraves, while crowning and dominating all was the sacred 
wheel, so inseparably connected with Buddhism, flanked on either 
side by attendants and trif-iila emblems. For the rest, both pillars 
and superstructure were elaborately enriched with bas-reliefs 
ilIustratiye of the Jiltaka legends or scenes from the life of the 
Buddha or important events in the subsequent history of the 
Buddhist religion. Besides which, there were representations of 
the sacred trees and sUi-pas symbolical of Qakyamuni and the 
preceding Buddhas; of real or fabulous beasts and birds; and 
many heraldic and floral devices of rich and varied conception 
(PI. XXI, 59). 

The inscriptions carved here and there on the gateways record 
the llames of pious individuals or of gilds who contributed to 
their erection, but say not a word, unfortunately, of the scenes and 
figures delineated, the interpretation of which has been rendered 
all the more difficult by the practice, universal in the Early 
School, of never portraying the Buddha in bodily form, but of' 
indicating his presence merely by some symbol, snch as his foot
prints or the throne on which he sat or the sacred tree associated 
with his enlightenment. Thanks, however, to the light afforded 
by the sculptures of Bhflrhut, with their clear, explicit titles, and 
thanks, also, to the brilliant labours of Mons. A. Foucher and 
Prof. Griinwedel, th interpretation of the majority of these reliefs 
has now been placed beyond dispute, and it will probably not 
he long before the meaning of the rest becomes equally clear . 
.\. good illustration of the methods of narration followed by the 
artists and of' what has becn achieved towards the interpretation 
of the sculptures, is afforded by the frout fa!(ade of the East 
Gateway (PI. XXII, 60). On the right pillar are represented, in 
six panels, the six deralol.-as 01' stages of the Buddhist Paradise, 
their respective deities r-;eated like mortal kings in each. On the 
left, starting from the base, is Bimbisara with his royal cortege 
issuing from the city of Rajagriha on a visit to the Buddha, here 
lIymboli8ed by his empty throne. This visit took place after the 
conversion of K~yapa, and in the panel above is depicted one of 
thc miracles by which Buddha converted the Brahman ascetic. 
The NairafIjana river is shown in flood, with Ka<;yapa and two of 
his disciples hastening in a boat to the resclle of Buddha. Then, 
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in the lower part of the picture, Buddha, represented again by his 
throne, appears walking on the face of the waters, and in the 
fore-ground the figures of Ka«yapa and his disciples are repeated, 
now on dry ground and doing homage to the Master. The third 
panel portrays the temple at Buddh Gaya, built by A«oka, with 
the throne of Buddha within, and, spreading through its upper 
windows, the branches of the sacred tree. It is the illumination 
of Buddha; and to right and left of the temple are four figures in 
an attitude of prayer-perhaps the Guardian Kings of the four 
quarters; while ranged above in two tiers are groups of deities 
looking on in adoration from their celestial paradises. The 
scenes on the lintels are still more elaborate. On the lowest we . 
see, in the centre, the temple and tree of Buddh Gaya; to the 
left, a crowd of musicians and devotees with water vessels; to the 
right, a royal retinue and a king and queen descending from an 
elephant, and afterwards doing worship at the tree. This is the 
ceremonial visit which A«oka and his queen, Tishyarakshita, paid 
to the Bodhi-tree, for the purpose of watering it and restoring its 
pristine beauty after the evil spell which the queen had cast upon 
it. The middle lintel is occupied with the scene of Buddha's 
departure from Kapilavastu (mall(tbhinishkramar.ta), To the left 
is the city with wall and moat, and, issuing from its gate, the horse 
Kal.1thaka, his hoofs supported by Yakshas and accompanied by 
the divinities in attendance on the Buddha, and by Chhandaka, 
his groom, who holds the umbrella symbolical of his Master's 
presence. In order to indicate the progress of the Prince, this 
group is repeated four times in succession towards the right of the 
relief, and then, at the parting of the ways, we see Chhandaka and 
the horse sent back to Kapilavastu, and the further joul'lley of 
Buddha indicated by his footprints surmounted by the umbrella. 
Lastly, in the topmost lintel, are representations of the seven last 
Buddhas. the first and last symbolised by thrones beneath their 
appropriate Bodhi-trees, the rest by the 8tiipas which enshrined 
thei r relics. 

OIl the execution of these sculptures, with theil' multitudinous 
figures aud elaborate details, many years of labour must have becn 
exhausted and many hands employed. It is not to be expected, 
therefore, that their style should be uniform; yet there is none of 
the clumsy, immature workmanship here which we noticed in the 
inferior carvings of the balustrade round the smaller stiipa and at 
Burldh Gaya. These reliefs are the work of trained and experi
enced !'culptorll, and though they exhibit considerable variety in 
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their composition and technical treatment, their style throughout is 
maintained at a relatively high level. The finest are on the 
Southern Gateway, the poorest on the Northern; but in the 
matter of technique, the greatest contrast, perhaps, is afforded by 
the reliefs of the Southern and Western Gateways. Compare, for 
example, the scene on the inner face of the middle architrave of 
the South Gateway, depicting the Chhaddanta Jataka, and the same 
scene on the front face of the lowest architrave of the Western 
Gateway (PI. XXIII, 61, 62). In the former, the figures are kept 
strictly in one plane, in order that all may be equally distinct to 
the observcr, and the rclief low, that there may be no heavy 
shadows to obscure the design, with the result that the effect is 
that of a tapcstry rather than of a carving in stone. The elephants, 
again, are treated in broad flat surfaces with a view to emphasising 
their ("on tours ; the trees sketched in rather than modelled; and 
the lotus pond indicated by conventional lotuses out of all pro
portion to the size of the beasts wadillg through it. In the latter, 
the leaves and flowers are of normal size; the water is portrayed 
by undulating lines; the banyan tree is realistically true to nature; 
the modelling of the elephants is more forceful and elaborate; 
and, though the figures are kept religiously to one plane, strong 
contrasts of light and shade and a suggestion of depth are obtained 
by cutting deep into the surface of the stonc. Both reliefs are 
admirable in their own way, but there can be no two opinions as 
to which of the two is the more masterly. The one on the South 
Gateway is the work of a creative genius, more expert perhaps 
with the pencil or brush than with the chisel, but possessed of 
a delicate Rense of line and of decorative and rhythmic composi
tion. That on the West, on the other hand, is technically more 
advanced, and the individual figures, taken by themselves, are un
dou btedly more eitecti ve and convincing; but it fails to please. 
because the detail is too crowded and confusing, and the composition 
too regular and mechanical. The same remark holds good, if we 
compare the' war of the relics' on the Southern Gateway, with the 
somewhat similar scene on the W cRtern (PI. XXIII, 63, 64). In both 
there is abundance of fancy and expresRive movement, but the 
movement and fancy are of a different OI'der. In the earlier, the 
I:lcene is living and real, because the artist has conceived it clearly 
in his own brain and expressed his conception with dramatic 
simplicity; in the later. the hou8es and the figures framed in the 
balconies are stereotyped and lifeless, and the movement and 
turmoil of the crowd surging towards the city less convincing, 
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because the artist has depended not so much upon his ; 
originality as upon tlJC conventional treatment of such seellCIl. 

In the earlier, the depth of the relief and the intervals between 
the figures are varied, and the shadows diffused or intensified 
accordingly; in the later, the figure8 are compressed closely 
together, with the result that the shadows between them become 
darker, and a 'colouristic' effect is thus imparted to the whole. 
In the earlier, lastly, the composition is enhanced by varying the 
directions in which the figures move; in the later, though the 
attitudes are manifold, the movement taken as a whole is uniform. 
These differences in style are due in a large measure to the indi
viduality of the artists, but they are due, also, to the changes 
which were coming over Indian relief consequent on the deepening 
of extraneous influences, on improved technical skill, and on the 
growing tendency towards conventionalism. The extraneous 
influences referred to are attested by the presence of exotic 
motifs, which meet the eye at every point and are readily recog
nised-by the familiar bell capitals of Persia, by floral designs 
of Assyria, by winged monsters of W c8tern Asia, all of them part 
and parcel of the cosmopolitan art of the Seleucid and succeeding 
empires of the West, in which the heterogeneous elements of so 
many civilisations were fused and blended together. But it is 
attested still more forcibly by the striking individuality of many 
of the figures, as, for instance, of the hill-men riders on the 
Eastern Gate, by the occasional efforts towards spatial effects, as 
in the relief of the ivory workers of Vidi~a, by the well-balanced 
symmetry of some of the groups, and by the 'colouristic' treat
ment with its alternation of light and dark, which was peculiarly 
characteristic of Graeco-Syrian art at this period. By the side 
of these mature and elaborate compositions the reliefs of Bharhut 
are stiff and awkward, and, as we recall their features to mind, we 
are conscious of the gulf which separates the two and of the great 
advance that sculpture must have made during the century or 
more that elapsed between them. The wonder is that these 
monuments could ever have been classed together or regarded 
as products of one and the same epoch. 

The steady growth of plastic art which we have traced in the 
foregoing pages dCl'ives additional light from the pre-Kushal,la 
sculptures of Mathura, which are the more instructive, because 
they all emanate from one and the same school. These sculptlll'es 
divide themselve8 into three main classes, the earliest belonging" 
approximately to the middle of the second century B.C.; the second 
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to the following century; and the last associated with the rule of 
the local Satraps. Of these, the firRt two are so closely akin in 
style to the reliefs of the Bharhut rail and Ranch] to rat) as, re
spectively, that it is unnecessary to dwell fm-ther upon them. The 
sculptureR of the third class are more exceptional. Their style is 
that of the E:trly School in a late and decadent phase, when its art 
was becoming conventionalised and lifeless. Typical examples arc 
the plaques reproduced in PI. XXIV, 65, 66, the former a Jain 
ayiigapa(a or votive tablet dedicated, as the inscription on it 
informs us, by a courtesan named LOI.Ja~obhika; the latter, which 
is decorated on both sides, from a small tora~ta arch. In all works 
of the Mathura school of this period the same tendency towards 
schematic treatment is apparent, but it appears to have affected 
the Jain sculpture more than the Buddhist. 'l'he dramatic vigour 
and warmth of feeling which characterised the reliefs of the Sanchi 
gateways is now vanishing; the composition is becoming weak and 
mechanical, the postures formal and stilted. The cause of this 
sudden decadence is not difficult to discover. A little before the 
beginning of the Christian era Mathura had become the capital 
of a Satrapy either subordinate to or closely connected with 
the Scytho-Parthian kingdom of Taxila\ and, as a result, there 
was an influx there of semi-Hellenistic art, too weak in its new 
environment to maintain its own individuality, yet still strong 
enough to interrupt and enervate the older traditions of Hindustan. 
It was no longer a case of Indian art being vitalised by the in
spiration of the West, but of its being deadened by its embrace. 
As an illmltration of the close relations that existed between 
Mathura and the North-West, tile votive tablet of Lor.ta~obhika is 
particularly significant, the stiipa depicted 011 it being identical in 
form with stiipas of the Scytho-Parthian epoch at Taxila, but unlike 
any monument of the class in Hindustan. Another interesting 
votive tablet of the same c1a~s is olle dcdicated by a lady named 
Amohini in the reign of the Great Ratrap QolJasa, which, to judge 
by the style of its carving, dates from about the beginning of the 
Christian era. . 

Wberever important slii-pas like those delScribed above were 
erected, monasteries were also provided for the accommodation of 
the monks or nuns residing on the spot, and chapels or chaitya 
hallt! in which they could assemble for their devotiolls. The 
monasteries, as might be expected, were designed on the same 

I For an account of another most important monument, the Lion·Capital, see 
Chapter UIU, pp. 575--6, where the date of the Amohini tablet is also discussed. 
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plan as private housell: that is, with an open square courtyard 
in the centre surrounded 011 the four sides by a range of cells. 
Perhaps the earliest existing example of such a monastery is one by 
the side of the Piprahwa sWpa (p. 623), which is said to be built of 
bricks of much the same size and fabric as those employed in the 
stiipa itself. AR a rule, however, the carl,.. architects built their 
structural monasteries and chaitya halls either wholly of wood or 
with a superstructure of wood set on a sty 10 bate of stone, like the 
more primitive temples of Greece; and it was not until about the 
first century B.C. that more durable materials came into vogue for 
pillars and walls, and not until a 8till later period that they came 
to be used for entablaturc and roof>!. The chait!la halls were 
remarkably similar in plan to the carly Christian basilica.~. being 
divided by two rows of columns into a nave and two narrow side 
aisles, which were continued round the apse. The only remains of 
such structural halls prior to the Christian era are those at Sanchi 
and Sonari in the Bhopal State of Central India. In both cases 
the superstructure seems to have been of wood, and what now 
survives of the original hall consistR only of a lofty "tone plinth 
approached by flight;, of steps, but the form of the plinth aud the 
plan of the interior foundations leave no doubt that the super
structure must have been similar in design to the rock-hewn chaitya 
halls of Western India. 

While these structural edifices-stllpa.~, chapels, and monasteries 
-were being erected in Hindustan, the Buddhist.'! and Jaills of 
Western and Eastern India were engaged in fashioning more 
permanent mOlluments of the same class by hewing them from 
the living rock. The practice of hollowing out chambers had 
been common in Egypt from time immemorial, and by the sixth 
century B.C. had spread as far east as Persia, where the royal 
tombs of Darius and his successors of the Achaemenian dynasty up 
to the time of Codomannus (335-330 B.C.) were excavated in the 
cliffs of Naksh-i-Rustam and Persepolis. From Persia the idea 
found its way during the third century before our era into 
Hindustan and resulted, as we have already seen, in the excavation 
of dwelling places and chapels for ascetics in the Barabar hills of 
Bihar. These artificial caves of the Maurya period were of very 
modest proportions, and were at first kept severely plain, or, like their 
Iranian prototypes, adorned only Oil the onter fac;ade. As time 
went on, however, the Indian excavators became more ambitious 
and, rapidlyexpallding their ideas, proceeded to copy their. structural 
chaityct halls and vihams on the same scale as the originals, and 
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to imitate their details with an accuracy which says more for 
their industry and patience than for the origina.lity of thcir genius. 
So literal, indeed, was the translation of wooden architecture into 
the new and more durable material, that infinite toil was expended 
in perpetuating forms which became quite meaningless and in
appropriate when applied to stone. Thus, in wooden structures 
there had been valid enough reason for inclining pillars and door 
jambs inwards, in order to counteract the outward thrust of the 
curvilinear roof, but, reproduced in stone, this inclination entirely 
missed its purpose and served only to weaken instead of strengthen
ing the supports. Again, it was mere waste of labour to copy roof 
timbers; still greater waste was it, first to cut away the rock and 
then insert such tim hers in wood, as was done in some of the 
earlier caves. 

This close imitation of wooden construction affords a useful 
criterion for determining the relative ages of these rock-hewn 
monument~, since it is logical to infer that the older the cave, the 
nearer it is likely to approximate to its wooden p,'utotypes. ~ut 

this index of age must not be pressed too far; for, thuugh the 
rule generally holds good, there are Illany exceptions to it, and 
in every case, therefore, careful account Illust be taken of other 
features also, alld especially of the plastic treatment of the sculp
tures and decorative ornaments which are fuund in many of the 
caves. 

Among the earlier r:haitya halls of Westcrn India the finest 
examplcs are those at Bhaja, Kondanc, Pitalkhora, Ajanta, Bedsa, 
Nasik, and KarIi. The plan and general design of these halls is 
approximately the same, and the dcscription of one will suffice for 
all The finest example, undoubtc(lly, is the hall at Kiirli (PI. XXV, 
67, 68), which is at once the largest, the best preserved, and most 
perfect of its type. It measures 124 feet 3 inches long by 45 feet 
6 inches wide and is of the same apsidal plan as the contemporary 
structural chaityas referred to above. Between the nave and the 
aisles is a single row of thirty -seven columns, of which those round the 
apse are of plain ,)ctagonal form, while the remainder, to the number 
of fifteen on either Ride of tll1C nave, are provided with heavy bases 
and capitals of the bell-shape type surnlOunted by kneeling elephants, 
horse;" and tigers, with riders or attendants standing between. 
Above these figures allll rising to a height of 45 feet at its apex, 
springs the vaulted roof, bencath the floffit of which is a series of 
projecting ribs, not carved out of the stone itself, but constructed 
of wood and attached to the roof. At the apsidal end of the hall 
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the vault terminates in a semi-dome, beneath which, and hewn like 
the rest of the hall out of the solid rock, is a stiipa of familiar 
shape with a crowning nmbrella of wood above. At the entrance 
to the hall is a screen pierced by three doorways, one leading to 
the nave, the others to the side aisles; this screen rose no higher 
than the tops of the pillars within the hall, and the whole of the 
open space above it was occupied by a great horse-shoe window, 
within which there 8till remains part of its original wooden 
centring. It was through this window that all light was admitted 
into the hall, the nave and the stfipa being thus effectively'illumi
nated, but the side aisles left in comparative darkness. In front 
of the entrance to the hall was a porch 15 feet deep by about 
58 feet high, and as wide as it was high, closed in turn by a second 
screen consiflting of two tiers of octagonal columns, with a solid 
mass of rock between, once apparently decorated with wooden 
carvings attached to its far;ade. 

Though similar in general disposition to the one at Karli, the 
ch;aitya halls at the other places mentioned above vary consider
ably in their dimensions and details. Thus the halls at Bha:ia and 
Kondane (PI. XXVI, 69) are about 60 feet long, the earliest at 
Ajanta 96 feet, and that at Nasik (PI. XXVI, 72) 45. At Bhaja, 
Kondane, Pitalkhora, and the earliest at Ajanta, the screen which 
closed the entrance to the hall was originally of wood, and in all 
these caves, as well as in those of Bedsa and NftSik, the pillars 
incline inwards to a greater 01' less degree. In the Ajanta hall, 
again, the pillars arc quite plain without base or capital, and here, 
as at Pitalkhora, the coved ceiling of the side aisles is adorned 
with coffers, the ribs between which are carved from the rock, not 
framed in wood. 

From these and other peculiarities in their construction and 
decoratioll it has generally been inferred that the earliest of all the 
chaitya halls to be excavated were those at Bhaja, Kondane, aud 
Pitalkhora, together with the tenth cave at Ajanta; that next to 
them in chronological order came the hall at Bedsa; then the 
ninth cave at Ajanta, followed closely by the chaitya at Nasik; 
and, lastly, the great hall at Karli. On the assumptiou, moreover, 
that the chaitya at Nasik is of about the same age as the small 
V'ihara close by, and that the Andra king' Krish1,la, during whose 
reign the latter was excavated was reiO'ninO' at the beginning of 

, '" '" the second centurv B.C. the conclusion has been drawn that the . , . 
foUl' earliest caves were excavated towards the close of the third 
century B.C., the cave at Bedsa during the first or second decade 
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of the second century B.c., those at Nasik about 160 B.c., and the 
one at Karli about 80 B.C. Against this chronology, however, 
there are insuperable objections based on epigraphical as well 
as plastic and architectural considerations. In the hall at Karli, 
for example-to take the last of the series first-is an inscrip
tion recording that it was the work of one Seth Bhiitapala of 
Vaijayanti, whose age cannot for epigraphical reasons be far 
removed from that of Ushavadata, the son-in-law of the Ksha
trapa Nahapana. In thi;j cave, too, the form of the pillars and 
the modelling of the stately sculptures above them preclude an 
earlier datc than the first century of our era. Again, in the 
chaitya hall at Nasik the form of the entrance doorway, the 
lotus design on the face of its jambs, the miniature Persepolitan 
pilasters, the rails of the balnstrade flanking the steps and the 
treatment of the dUlirapala figure beside the entrance-all bespeak 
a date approximately contemporary with the Sanchi tom~ws, and 
at least a century later than the work of Bharhut. Equally strong 
are the objections in the case of the Bhaja and Bedsa chaityas, 
the sculptures of which are too fully developed to have been 
executed before the first century B.C., while, as regards the latter 
hall, the design of the ponderous columns ill front of the cntrance 
and the modelling of the figures surmounting them, though mani
festly earlier than the work at Karli, cannot be removed from 
it by a long period of time. From these and many other indica
tions of a similar nature it is apparent that the chronology of 
these caves needs complete revision. At present it seems hardly 
possible to avoid the conclusion that the whole series of these 
rock-cut halls-from the olle at Bhaja to that of Karli-are more 
modern by at least a century than has been usually supposed, 
and that Messrs Fergusson and Burgess were not far from the 
truth, when in their work 011 the Ga1'e Temples of India they 
assigned the Nasik Hall to the latter half of the first centnry B.C. 

The above remarks apply ill an equal de!:,>Tee to the other great 
class of rock-cut remains-namely, the viharas or residential 
quarters of the monks. 'rhcse 'viharas call for little comment. 
The most perfect examples of them were planned like the structural 
edifices of the same class, but with this unavoidable difference, that. 
the range of cell:; 011 one side of the court was replaced in the cave 
vihara.g by an open verandah, through which light and air could 
be freely admitted to the interior. In other cases, and among 
these are to be reckoned the majority of the early viharas, the 
plan is irregular, the cells being disposed in one or two rows only, ,. 
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and often at erratic angles; while in one instance-at Bedsa
they are ranged round an apsidal court, manifestly imitated from 
a chaitya hall. A striking feature of these viharas and one in 
which they present a great contrast to those of the Eastern Coast, 
is the almmlt total absence of figure sculpture. In nearly all the 
examples known to us the fac;ades of the cells are embellished 
only by simple architectural motifs, such as horse-shoe arches, 
rails, lattices, and merlons, and it is only in rare instances, as at 
Nadsur (PI. XXVI, 71) and Pitalkhora, that the severity of this 
treatment is relieved by figurcs of Lakshmi placed over the doors 
or pillars, or by pilasters of the Persepolitan type surmounted by 
kneeling animals. In only one vi/tcfra, is there any attempt at 
more diversified sculpture. This is at Bhaja, where standing 
figures of guards and more elaborate scenes are executed in relief 
on the walls of the verandah and interior hall. One of these 
scenes, from the west end of the verandah, is illustrated in PI. XXVI, 
70. It depicts a four-horse chariot with three figures-a male 
and two females-riding within, attendant horsemen at the side, 
and monster demons beneath. This composition has been inter
preted as the car of Surya accompanied by his two wives driving 
over the demons of darkness, but it is more than doubtful if this 
interpretation is correct. Four-horse chariots of this type are 
a familiar motif in early Indian art, and in this instance there is 
nothing special to indicate the identity of Surya. 

The composition of these sculptures is strangely bizarre and 
fanciful, and their style, generally, is not of a high order; but it 
is easy to perceive from the technique of the relief work, from the 
freedom of the composition and of the individual poses, as well as 
from the treatment of the ornaments, that they are to be classed 
among the later efforts of the Early School, not among its primitive 
productions. Their date certainly canllot be much earlier than the 
middle of the last century before the Christian era. 

Of the early caves along the East Coast the only ones that merit 
attention here are the two neighbouring and intimately connected 
groups on the hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri in Orissa. Un
like the rock-hewn monuments of Western India described above, 
which were the handiwork of Buddhists these Orissan caves were , 
both excavated and for many years tenanted by adherents of the 
Jain religion, who have left behind them unmistakable evidences of 
their faith both in the early inscribed records and in the medieval 
cult statues which are found in several of the caves. To tbis 
sectarian difference is due many distinctive features of the archi-
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tecture, including, among others, the entire absence of chaitya 
halls, for which, apparently, there was no need in the ceremonial 
observances of the J aills. Taken together, the two groups 
comprise more than thirty-five excavations, of which the more 
remarkable in point of size and decoration are the Ananta Gumpha 
on Khandagiri, and the lliUli GllmphfL, Gane~h Gumpha, and the 
Jayavijaya caves on the Udayagiri hill. Besides these, there are 
two caves in the Udayagh'i group-namely, the Hathi Gumpha 
and the Manchapuri cave-to which a special interest attaches by 
reason of the inscriptions carved on them. Of the whole series 
the oldest is the H<ithi GumphfL, a natural cavern enlarged by 
artificial cuttilJg, 011 the over-hanging brow of which is the 
famous epigraph recording the acts of Kbaravela, King of 
Kalinga. This inscription was supposed by Pandit Bhagvanlal 
Indraji and others to be dated in the 165th year of the l\Iaurya 
epoch, which, if reckoned from the accession of Chandragupta, 
would coincide with 157-6 B.C. Othel' scholars have, however, 
since denied that any such date occurs in the inscl'iption, and, at 
the present time, there is still a sharp division of opinion on the 
point 1. In the absenee of all undoubted date in this record or in 
the records of Kharavela's Queen and of his successor ('I) in the 
Manchapuri cave, we must endeavour to determine the age of 
these monuments from other sources of information. In the case 
of the Manchapuri cave, the problem luckily derives some light 
from the style of the sculpturcd reliefs of the interior. 'fhis cave, 
erroneously called VaikUl.I~ha or Piitalapuri by earlier writers, 
possesses two "toreYR, the lower (PI. XXVII, 7a) consisting of a 
pillared verandah with chambers hollowed out at the back and at 
one end; the upper of similar design but of smaller dimensions 
and without any chamber at the extremity of the verandah. 

It is in the upper storey of this cave that the inscription of 
Kharavela's Qucen is incised, while in the lowcl' are short records 
stating that the main and side chambers were the 'Yorks, respec
tively, of Vakradeva (Vakadepasiri or Kudepasiri), the successor, 
apparently, of Khiiravela, and of Prince Va~llkha. It may be 
presumed, therefore, that the upper. storey is the earlier of the 
two. The rail pattern which once adorned the broad band of 
rock between the two storeys is now all but obliterated, but in 
the ground-tIoor verandah is a well preserved frieze which confirms 
by its style what the inscriptions might otherwise lead us to 

J See Chapter XXI, pp. 534 fI, 
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suppose: namely, that, next to the Hathi Gumpha, this was the 
most ancient cave in the two h'TOUps. Some of the reliefs of 
this frieze are illustrated in PI. XXVII, 74. Like most of the 
sculptures in this locality they are of poor, coarse workmanship, 
but in the depth of the relief and plastic treatment of the figures 
they evince a decided advance 011 the work of Bharhut, and, unless 
it be that sculpture in this part of India had undergone an earlier 
and independent development (a supposition for which there is no 
foundation) it is safe to affirm that they are considerably posterior 
to the sculptures of Bharhut. Next, in chronological sequence, 
comes the Ananta Gumpha-a single-storeyed cave planned in 
much the same way as the Manchapuri, which seems to have been 
the prototype of all the more important caves excavated 011 this 
site. Over the doorways of this cave are ornamental arches 
enclosing various reliefs; in one is a standing figure of Lakshmi 
snpported by the usual elephants on lotus flowers (PI. XXVII, 75); 
in another is the four-horse chariot of the Sun-god (?) depicted en 
face, with the crescent moon and stars in the field; in a third are 
elephants; in a fourth, a railed-in tree and figures to right and 
left of it bearing offerings in their hands or posed in an attitude 
of prayer. The arch fronts themselves are relieved by bands of 
birds or of animals and Amorini at play or of garlands intertwined, 
and over each is a pair of triple-headed snakes, while in the inter
mediate spaces are flying Gandharvas disposed in separate panels 
(PI. XXVII, 76). The last mentioned are more stiff and schematic 
than the similar figures in the Manchapuri cave, and this taken in 
cO:1junction with other features, such as the chubby Amorini and 
the treatment of the Sun-god's chariot, seems to indicate for these 
sculptures a date not much earlier than the middle of the first 
century B.C. A further stage in the development of this archi
tecture is reached in the Rani Gumpha, which is at once the 
most spacious and elaborately decorated of all the Orissan caves 
(Pl. XXVIII, 79). It consists of two storeys, each originally pro
vided with a verandah-the lower 43 feet in length with three cells 
behind, the upper 20 feet longer with four cells behind; in addition 
to which there are chambers or"irregular plan in the wings, to right 
and left of the verandahs. In both storeys the fa~ades of the cells 
are enriched "ith pilasters and highly ornatc friezes illuskating 
episodes connected with the Jain religion, of which unfortunately 
the interpretation has not yet been established. The friezes 
resemble each other closely, so far as ~heir general treatment is 
concerned, but the style of the sculptures in the two storeys is 
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widely different. In the upper (cf. Pl. XXVIII, 78) the composition 
is relatively free, each group forming a coherent whole, in which 
the relation of the various figures to one another is well expressed; 
the figures themselves are posed in natural attitudes; their move
ment is vigorou~ and convincing; and f!'Om a plastic and anatomical 
point of view the modelling is tolerably correct. In the lower, on 
the other hand, the reliefs are distinctly elementary and crude. The 
best of them, perhaps, is the group reproduced in PI. XXVIII, 77, 
but even here the figures are composed almost as independent 
units, connected only by their tactile contiguity; their postures, 
too, are rigid and formal, particularly as regards the head and 
torso, which are turned almost direct to the spectator, and in other 
respects the work is stiff and schematic. At first sight, it might 
appear that in proportion as these carvings are more primitive
looking, so they are anterior to those of the upper storey; but 
examined more closely they betray traces here and there of 
comparatively mature art, which suggest that their defects are due 
rather to the clumsiness and inexperience of the particular sculptors 
responsible for them than to the primitive ~haracter of plastic art 
at the time when they were produccd. Accordingly, it seems 
pI·obable that in this cave, as in the Manchapuri, the upper of 
the two floors was the first to be excavated, though the interval of 
time betwcen the two was not necessarily a long one; and there is 
good reason, also, to suppose that the marked stylistic (lifference 
between the sculptures of the two storeys was the result of influence 
exercised directly or indirectly by the contemporary schools of 
Central and N orth-W estcrn India. In this connexion a special 
significance attaches to the presence in the upper storey of a 
doorkeeper garbed in the dress of a Yavana warrior, and of a lion 
and rider near by treated in a distinctively Western-Asiatic 
manner, while the guardian door~keepers of the lower storey are 
as characteristically Indian as their workmanship is immature. It 
is significant, too, that various points of resemblance are to be 
traced between the sculptures of the upper floor and the .Jain 
reliefs of Mathura, where, as we have already seen,. the artistic 
trdditions of the North-Wef!t were at this time obtaining a strong 
foothol(L The pity is that the example of these outside schools 
made (lnly a superficial and impermanent impression in Orissa
a fact which becomes clear if we consider some of the other caves 
on this site. In the Ganesh GumpM, for example, which is a small 
excavation containing only two cells, the reliefs of the frieze are 
closely analogoUl, in style and subject, but, at the same time, slightly 
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inferior to those in the upper verandah of the Rani Gumpha. 
Then, in the Jayavijaya, we see the style rapidly losing its 
animation, and in the Alakapuri cave, which is still later, the 
execution has become still more coarse and the figures as devoid 
of expression as anything which has survived from the Early School 
(PI. XXVIII, 80). The truth appears to be that the art of Orissa, 
unlike the art of Central or Western India possessed little inde
pendent vitality, and flourished only so long as it was stimulated 
by other schools, but became retrograde the moment that that 
inspiration was withdrawn. 

It remains to consider the paintings and minor antiquities of 
the Early Indian school. Of the former our knowledge is the 
scantiest; for though many of the buildings described above, both 
rock-cut and structural, must have bcen adorned with frescoes, 
only one spccimen of such frescoes is known to exist, and this one, 
unhappily, is too fragmentary and obscured to afford a criterion of 
what the painters of that age were capable. The fresco referred 
to is in the Jogimara cave of the Ilamgarh hill within the confines 
of the small and remotp,ly situated State of Surguja. At first sight, 
it appears a mere medley of crudely painted figures, destitute alike 
of coherent composition and intelligible meaning; but a closer 
examination reveals here and there a few drawings, from which the 
colour has vanished, but the line work of which is tolerably dexterous 
and bold, and it reveals others also quite vigorously outlined, but 
spoilt by the colours roughly daubed upon them. Evidently, the 
fresco has been repainted and added to by some untutored hand at 
a time when most of its colouring had faded, and these few linear 
drawings are all that is left of the original work. It is to the later 
period that belong not only the existing pigments-red and crimson 
and black-with which the older figures have been restored, but 
the bands of monochrome yellow and red which divide and sub
divide the panels, as well as the numerous ill-drawn and primitive
looking figures applied indiscriminately on the fresco, wherever the 
older paintings had been obliterated. Of the earlier work, all that 
can now be made out is that it was disposed in a series of concentric 
panels separated from one another by narrow bands; that the 
bands were adorned with rows of fishes, makaras, and other 
aquatic monsters; and that in the panels were various subjects 
depi.cted in a very haphazard fashion, among ~hich are the familiar 
chaztya halls with pinnacled roofs, two-horse chariots, and groups 
of figures seated and standing, manifestly analogous to those 
found in the early reliefs, but too much effaced to admit of a 
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detailed comparison. That the fresco appertains to the Early 
School is ·sufficiently apparent from these features, but its more 
exact date mu~t remain conjectural. The late Dr Bloch, who 
visited the cave in 1904, failed to perceive the repainting which 
the fresco had undergone and assigned the whole 'ts it stood to 
the third century B.C. This was Oil the assumption that it was 
contemporary with a short inscription in the early Brahmi character 
engraved on the wall of the cave. It is very doubtful, however, 
if the record in question is 80 ancient, and equally doubtful if 
the fresco has any connexion with it. )lore probably the latter 
was executed in the first century before our era. 

With the terracottas of this period we are on firmer ground, 
for example" of them are numerous, and in many cases their agc 
can be detennined not only hy the internal evidence of their style, 
but by the associations in which they have been found. These 
terracottas consist of figurines of men and animals or toy carts in 
the round, or of small plaques stamped with figures or miniature 
scenes. The Indian specimens of the Maurya period were, as 
we have already seen, very crude and primitive, corresponding in 
this respect with the indigenous stone sculpture of that age. In 
the second and first centuries RC., however, terracotta work 
steadily improved, and towards the bebrinning of the Christian era 
we find it hardly less carefully modelled or less richly decorated 
than contemporary reliefs in stone. By this time, the use of dies 
for stamping the clay had come into general vogue, and, as a 
consequence, even the cheaper toys of children were enriched by 
pretty floral designs in relief. The same thing happened, also, in 
the case of metal ornaments, which exhibit precisely the same 
kind of dCHignS as the terracottas. A good illustration of the 
minute delicacy with which some of these dies were engraved is 
afforded by a terracotta medallion from Bhita (PI. XXIX, 81), which 
might almost be a copy in miniature of the relief work on the 
SanchI gateways, so exactly docs it resemble it in style. One 
of the sculptures at Sanchi, it may be remembered, was the work 
of the ivory carvers of Vidi~a, and it waR of ivory probably that 
the die for this medallion was made. Of about the same age, but 
of much coarser execution is the copper lota from Gundla in Kulii 
reproduced in PI. XXIX, 82. Here, again, the scene engraved 
round the body of the vase. is the familiar one of a prince seated 
in a four-horse chariot with a band of musicians in front, a 
cortege of horsemen and an elephant rider behind. The figure 
in the chariot has been identified with Gautama Buddha, as 
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Prince Siddhiirtha, but it seems, p1'1:rna facie, unlikely that this 
should be the one and only exception to the rule which obtained 
among the early Indian artists, of never representing the figure of 
Gautama Buddha. 

In following step by step the history of Indian indigenous 
art during this early period we have seen that mnch extraneous 
influence was exerted upon it, and that this influence was a 
prominent factor in its evolution. Yet, if we examine this art 
in its most mature form, as illustrated for example in thc gate
ways of Sanchi, we can detect in it nothing really mimetic, nothing 
which degrades it to the rank of a servile school. Many of its 
motifs and ideas it took from Persia, but there is no trace in it of 
the icy composure, the monotonous reiteration, or the dignified 
spaciousness which characterise Iranian art. It owed a debt to 
the older civilisations of Assyria, but it knows nothing of the 
stately and pompous grandeur 01' the grotesque exaggerations in 
which the Assyrian fancy delighted. Most of all, it was indebted 
to the Hellenistic culture of 'Western Asia, but the service which 
it exacted from the genius of Bellas served to develop its own 
virile character, not to enfeeble 01' obscure it. 'l'he artists of 
early India were quick, with the versatility of all great artists, to 
profit by the lessons which others had to teach them; but there 
is no more reason in calling their creations Persian or Greek than 
there would be in designating the modern fabric of 8t Paul's 
Italian. The art which they practised was essentially a national 
art, having its root in the heart and in the faith of the people, 
and giving eloquent expression to their spiritual beliefs and to 
their deep and intuitive sympathy with nature. Free alike from 
artificiality and idealism, its purpose was to glorify religion, not 
by seeking to embody spiritual ideas in terms of form, as the 
medieval art of India did, but by telling the story of Buddhism 
or Jainism in the simplest and most expressive language which 
the chisel of the sculptor conld command, and it was just because 
of its sympathy and transparent sincerity that it voiced so truth
fully the soul of the people, and still continues to make an instant 
and deep appeal to our feelings. 

To complete our survey of the arts of early India, we must 
retrace our steps, finally, to the N orth-West and pick up once 
more the threads of Hellenistic and 'Western Asiatic culture 
which became established there in the second century B.C., and 
>lubsequently led to the development of an influential school of 
Buddhist art. The all-important part played by Hactria and 
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Persia in connexion with the monuments of A90ka has already 
occupied our attention. Forty years after the death of that 
Emperor the Bactrian armies of Demetrius overran the north of 
the Punjah and paved the way for the foundation of an indepen
dent Greek rule, which remained paramount in the North-West 
for nearly a hundred years and lingered on still longer in the 
hills of Afghanistan. The antiquities which these Eurasian 
Greeks and their immediate successors, the Scytho-Parthians, 
have bequeathed to us, are not numerous, but one and all 
consistently bear witness to the strong hold which Hellenistic 
art must have taken upon this part of India. Most instructive, 
perhaps, among them are the coins, the stylistic history of which 
is singularly lucid and coherent (PI. XXX, 83, a-I). In the 
earliest examples every feature is Hellenistic. rrheir standard is 
the Attic standard; their legends are in Greek; their types are 
taken from Greek mythology, and designed with a grace and 
beauty reminiscent of the schools of Praxiteles or Lysippus; and 
their portraiture is characterised by a refined realism, which, while 
it is unmistakably Greek, demonstrates a remarkable originality on 
the part of the engravers. With the consolidation, however, of the 
Greek supremacy south of the Hindu Kush, the Attic standard 
quickly gave place to one-possibly based on Persian coinage
more suited to the needs of local commerce; bilingual legends 
were substituted for the Greek, and little by little the other 
Hellenistic qualities gradually faded, Indian elements being intro
duced among the types and the portraits losing their freshness 
and animation. And so the process of degeneration continued, 
relatively slowly among the Eurasian Greeks, more rapidly when 
added barbarian elements came to be introduced from Parthia. 
The testimony of these coins is specially valuable in this respect: 
it proves that the engravers who produced them were no mere 
slavish copyists of Western models, but were giving free and 
spontaneous expression to their own ideas; and it proves further 
that, though the art which they exhibit underwent an inevitable 
transformation in its new environment and as a result of political 
changes, its influence, nevertheless, was long and well-sustained on 
Indian soil. 

Nor does this numismatic evidence stand alone. It is endorsed 
also by the other antiquities of this age which have come down to 
U8, though in their case with this notable difference-a difference 
for which political considerations readily account-that, whereas 
the coins of the Indo-Parthians evince a close dependence on 
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Parthian prototypes, warranting the presumption that the kings 
who issued them were of Parthian stock, the contemporary 
architecture and other antiquities show relatively little evidence 
of the semi-barbarous influence from that region. Of the build
ings of' the Eurasian Greeks themselves no remains have yet been 
brought to light save the unembellished walls of some dwelling 
houses, but the monuments erected at Taxila and in the neigh
bourhood during the Scytho-Parthian supremacy leave no room 
for doubt that architecture of the classical style had long been 
fashionable in that quarter of India; for, though by that time the 
decorative features were beginning to be Indianised, the Hellenistic 
elements in them were still in complete preponderance over the 
Oriental. Thus, the ornamentation of the stitpas of this period 
was primarily based on the 'Corinthian' order, modified by the 
addition of Indian motifs; while the only temples that have yet 
been uneal·thed are characterised by the presence of Ionic columns 
and classical mouldings. In the example of the former class of 
structures shown in PI. XXXI, 85, the Indian elements in the 
design are more than usually conspicuous, but even in this sW,pa, 
which is referable to the reign of Azes, they are restricted to the 
small brackets over the Corinthian capital8, and to the subsidiary 
tora'IJas and arched niches which relieve the interspaces between 
the pilasters. 

As with the architectural, so with the minor arts; they, one 
and all, derived their inspiration from the Hellenistic School, and in 
the very slownesl> of their decline bear testimony to the remarkable 
persistency of it~ teachings. Of earlier and purer workmanship 
a charming .illustration is afforded by some fragmentary ceramic 
wares from the neighbourhood of Peshawar, the designs on which 
are singularly human, and singularly Greek, in sentiment. On one 
of them are depicted little Amorini at play; 011 another, a child 
reaching for a bunch of grapes in the hands of its mother; on a 
third, a scene from the .A nt'igone, where Haemon is supplicating his 
father Creon for the life of his affianced bride. Equally Hellenistic 
in character, and equally devoid of any Indian feeling, is an ivory 
pendant adorned with two bearded heads from Taxila, and the 
vine-wreathed head of Dionysus in silver repousse (PI. XXXI, 84) 
from the !lame site. Then, a little later-about the beginning, 
that is to say, of the Christian era-we find Indian forms appearing 
among the Hellenistic, just as they did in the case of architecture. 
Witness, for instance, the relic casket of gold encrusted with halas 
. ·,l.ies, which was found in a tope at Bimaran (PL xxxn, 87). 
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Here, the figures of the Buddha and his devotees-the chief and 
central features of the design-are in inspiration demonstrably 
Hellenistic; but the arches beneath which they stand are no less 
demonstrably Indian in form; while the sacred Indian lotus, full
blown, is incised beneath the base of the casket. Doubtless, it was 
in the sphere of religious and more particularly of Buddhist art, 
with its essentially Indian associations, that Indian ideas first began 
to trespass on the domain of Hellenism in the north-west, and this 
partly explains why the monuments which betray the first encroach
ments of indigenous art, belong without exception to that faith, 
and why other objects of a non-religious character, such as engraved 
gems or the graceful bronze statuette of a child from Taxila 
(PI. XXXII, 86), preserve their classical style intact until a much 
later date. But it must be borne in mind, also, that it was in 
architectural forms that the earliest symptoms of Indian influence 
appeared, and that at the time of which we are speaking India was 
already in possession of a national architecture of her own and 
likely, therefore, to exercise more influence in that particular sphere 
than in the glyptic or plastic arts, in which she had then made less 
independent progress. The engraved gems referred to are found 
in large numbers throughout the whole north-western area and are 
proved by the presence of legends in early Brahmi: or Kharoshthi:, 
as well as in Greek characters, to be the work of resident artists. 
Some typical specimens are illustrated in PI. XXXIII, 88, a-k The 
first is a cornelian intaglio from Akra in the Ballnu district, of 
pure Hellenistic workmanship, designed and executed with a fine 
sense of composition and relief. Judging by the persistency with 
which it was repeated, the motif of the fighting warriors on this 
gem must have beell almost as favourite a Olle in India as it was 
in Greece. Next to it and of about the same date is a remarkably 
spirited elephant cut on a pale sardo Then comes a jacinth (c), the 
jugate heads on which recall to mind the busts of Heliocles and 
Laodice OIl coins of Eucratides, though it is slightly later than 
they. The lion, also, OIl pale sard (If) is a fine example of delicate 
teclmique; but in fig. e-a singularly beautiful sardoine-the style 
shows incipient signs of falling off, and in the three following 
specimens, a black garnet and two sards, we watch its slow and 
sure deterioration until the beginning of the Christian era. The 
next two gems of the series (i andj) aro still more decadent. The 
treatment of the drapery and other details of the seated Athena in 
the former remind us irresistibly of coins struck about the time of 
Hermaeus, and we cannot be far wrong in assigning this gem to 
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about 50 A.D., and the one which follows it to the close of the 
same century. The latter is a cornelian from the Hazara District, 
engraved with a figure of Aphrodite and bearing a legend in 
corrupt Greek characters. Finally, in fig. ,,~, we have a represen
tative of a large group of gems executed in a meretricious and 
distinctive style, which appears to have been fashionable in India 
in the first and second centuries A.D. and which, taken in c@lnjunc
tion with other facts, suggests that a strong wave of inftuence
due, perhaps, to Roman expansion-set in about that time from 
Asia Minor. 

It was during the Scytho-Parthian supremacy that the local 
school of Buddhist art, known as the Gandhara School, must first 
have sprung into being. The story of this school belongs to 
a subsequent chapter; for it was under the rule of the KusbaI)a 
kings that it produced the majority of the flclIlptures which have 
made it famous. But that it had taken shape long before the 
KushaI)as came upon the scene, is evident from the fact that the 
types of the Buddha peculiarly associated with it, and the evolu
tion of which presupposes a long period for its achievement, were 
already fixed and standardised in the reign of Kaniskha, and that 
the influence of the school had penetrated by that time as far as 
the banks of the Jumna. Unhappily, among the many thousands 
of sculptures by which it is represented, there is not one which 
bears a date in any known era, nor do considerations of style 
enable us to determine their chronological sequence with any 
approach to accuracy. Nevertheless, it may be taken as a general 
maxim that the earlier they are, the more nearly they approximate 

I 
in style to Hellenistic work, and, accepting the relic casket from' 

, the stiipa of Shah-ji-ki-dheri as a criterion of age, it may safely 
• be asserted that a number of them, distingnished by their less 

stereotyped or less rococo character, are anterior to the reign of 
Kanishka. One of the earliest of these, if we accept the judg
ment of Mons. Foucher, is the Buddha image reproduced in Pl. 
XXXIV, 89, which is certainly conspicuous among its fellows for 
its graceful and restrained simplicity. Yet, even of this image 
the type is demonstrably a well matured one, and, if we would 
seek for the beginnings of the school, we must look still further 
back and learn from the Bimaran casket and other antiquities of 
that time the process by which Hellenistic art came into the 
service of Buddhism. 

The question of the role played by classical art in India has 
been a much disputed one in the past, some authorities maintaining 
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that it was almost a negligible factor, others that it underlay the 
whole fabric of Indian art. The truth, as so often happens, lies 
between the two extremes. In Hindustiin and in Central India it 
took, as we have seen, an important part in promoting the de
velopment of the Early National School both by clearing its path 
of technical difficulties and strengthening its growth with new 
and invigorating ideas. In the north-west region and immediately 
beyond its frontiers, on the other hand, it long maintained a com
plete supremacy, obscuring the indigenous traditions and itself 
producing works of no mean merit, which add appreciably to 
our understamling of the Hellenistic genius; here, too, as Indian 
influence waxed stronger, it eventually culminated in the School 
of Gandhara, which left an indelible mark on Buddhist art through
out the Orient. Nevertheless, in spite of its wide diffusion, 
Hellenistic art never took a real and lasting hold upon India, for 
the reason that the temperaments of the two peoples were radi
cally dissimilar. To the Greek, man, man's beauty, man's intellect 
were everything, and it was the apotheosis of this beauty and this 
intellect which still remained the key-note of Hellenistic art even 
in the Orient. But these ideals awakened no response in the 
Indian mind. The vision of the Indian was bounded by the 
immortal rather than the mortal, by the infinite rather than 
finite. Where Greek thonght was ethical, his was spiritual; 
where Greek was rational, his was emotional. And to these higher 
aspiratiolls, these more spiritual instincts, he sought, at a later 
date, to give articulate expression by translating them into terms 
of form and colour. But that was not until the more spacious 
times of the Guptas, when a closer contact had been established 
between thought and art, and new impulses imparted to each. 
At the age of which we are speaking, the Indian had not yet 
conceived the bold and, as some think, chimerical idea of thus 
incarnating spirit in matter. Art to him was a thing apart
a senRUOUS, concrete expression of the beautiful, which appealed 
intimately to his subconscious aesthetic sense, but in which neither 
intellectuality nor mysticism had any share. For the rest, he l 

found in the formative arts a valuable medium in w~!~,W !larrate, 
in simple and universal language, the'leger!ll§.a:nd bistgrf of bjs 

faith.; and this was mainly why, for the sake of its lucidity and 
<dramatic power, he welcomed with avidity and absorbed the 
lessons of Hellenistic art, not because he sympathised with its 
ideals or saw in it the means of giving utterance to his own. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE PERIOD OF THE LATER SA~HITAS, THE BRAH
MA~ AS, THE ARA~ AKAS, AND THE UPANISHADS 
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OHAPTER VI 

THE HISTORY OF THE JAINS 

1. SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

The complete bibliography of EUJ"I)pean and (so far as is known) of Indian 
literature concerning the Jains up to the year 1906 is given in Guerinot, Essai de 
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2. HISTORY AND DOCTRINES OF JAINISM. 
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literature is given in . I' His r' omb,,' 190 
(review by Guerinot, J .. , 1910: I, Pl'. :178 If.). A useful summary of the religion 
is given in 0 tlines of J ainism by J agmanderlal J aini Cambrid cHI. 

The most important treatises ea mg Wit the older history and the doctrines 
of J ainism are the follov.ing : 

Jacobi, H. Kalpasutra of Bhadrabahu, pp. 1 If. (Abhandlungen der deutschen 
morl!'l!nlandisehen Gesellschaft~ vol. VII. I,eipzig, 1879). 

Introductions to S. B.E. vols. XXII and XLV. 

-- Das Kalakacal'yakathanakam, Z.D.M.G. vol. XXXIV, pp. 247 If. 
-- Uber die Entstehung der ~vetambara- uml Digambara-Sekten, ibid., 

XXXVII!, pp. I If. ; XL, pp. 92 ff. 
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Hoernle, A. F. R. Proceedings of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, IS9R, pp. 39 If. 
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pp. 91 If. 
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1919. [Based On Bhavadevasuri, l'ar~vanatha Carita, ed. Shravak Panuit 
Hargovinddas and Shravak Pandit Bechardas, BenareH, 1912.] 
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die heiligcn Schriften del' Jaina, Ind. Stnd. xvI, pp. 211 ft:, XVII, pp. 1 If. (translated 
by Dr H. W. Smyth, in Ind. Ant. vols. XVII-XXI), and in his Katalog der Sanskrit
und PrakrilrHandsehriftell del' Kgl. Bibliothek zu Berlin, vol. II, ii, Berlin, 1888. 

The history and doctrines of Gosala are treated with references to the literature 
by Hoernle in Hastings, Encyclopredia of Religion and Ethics, vol. I, pp. 258 if. 
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Majjhima Nikii.ya. Ed. V. Trenckner and R. ehallllers. P.T.S. London, 1888-99. 
Milindapafih:L Ed. V. Trenckner. LOl\don, 1880. 
-- Trans. T. W. Rhys Davids. S.B.E. xxxv, XXXVI. Oxford, 1890-4. 
Pcta-vatthu. Ed. Minaref. P.T.S. London, 1888. 
-- Commentary. Ed. E. Hardy. P.T.S. London, 1901. 
Samauta-piU!i.dikli., commentary on the ,"inaya. Part of the Introduction ed. 

H. Oldenberg in Vinaya III. 
Sarpyutta Nikilya. Ed. Leon FccI' and Mrs Rhys Davids. P. T.S. Londoll, 

1884-1904. 
SUlllaugll.la-vilii.SinI. comlllentaryon the DIgha. Ed. RhysDavids. P.T.S. London, 1886. 
Sutta Nipata. Ed. D. Andersen and H. Smith. P.T.S. Loudon, 1913. 
-- Trans. V. FaushOll. S.RE. x. 2nd cdn. Oxford, 1898. , 
Thera-giitha.. Ed. H. Oldenbcrg. 1'.1'.S. I,ondoll, 1883. 
-- Trans.: P""lms Of the Brethren, hy Mrs Rhys Davids. P.T.S. London, 1913. 
-- Commentary. Not yet edited. 
'l'herI·gath1<. Ed. It. Pischel. P.T.S. London, 1883. 
__ Trans.: Psalms of the Sisters, by Mrs Rhys Davids. P.T.S. London, 1909. 
-_ Commentary. E,l. E. M (iller. P.T.S. London, 1893. 
Ud1<na. Ed. P. Steinthal. P.T.S. London, 1885. 
__ Trans. D. M. Strong. London, 1902. 
Vimil.na-vattbu. Ed. E. R. Goonaratne. P.T.S. London, 1886. 
Vinaya. Ed. H. Oldenberg. London, 1879-83. 
Vinaya Texts. Trans. Rhys Davids and H. Olden berg. S.B.E. XIII, XVII, xx. 

Oxford, 1881-5. 
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2. SUMMARIES. 

The historical information afforded by thesc original authorities is collected 
and discussed by T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Indi,(London, 1903). 

The summary tmpra, pp. 192 7) of the kIloWII facts as to the age of the early 
Pali literature is there stated with the utmost brevity. For longer accounts see 
Rh. D., Iluddhist India, pp. 140-209; Dialogues of the Buddha, I, ix-xx, and 
II, 70-7; Winternitz, Gesch. d. indo Lit. II, i, 17-139. Olden berg's introduction 
to Vinaya Texts, S.B.E. XIII (1881) is still the best critical discussion of the 
growth of the Vinaya literature. A sjmilar study of the growth of the Abhi
dhamma is much required. Steps towards such a study have been taken by Mrs 
Rhys Davids in Buddhist Psychology (London, 1914), chap. VII, pp. 134-55 . . 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ACCORDING TO EARLY 
BUDDHIST LITERATURE 

1. ORIGINAL SOURCES. 

See Bibl. to Ch. VII. 

For the San.krit law-books see S.RE. II (Gautama), XIV (Vasish~ha, 
Baudhli.yana), XXV (Manu). 

2. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL. 

The following works deal with economic and social conditions in ancient 
India: 
Fiele, R Die sociale G1iederung im nordostlichen Indien zu Buddha's Zeit. 

Kiel, 1897. 
Mys Davids! Mrs C. A..!. Economic conditions in ancient India. Economic 

Jour., Sept. 1901. 
-- Notes on early economic conditions in Northern India. J.RA.S., Oct. 1901. 

[With fuller details on money and the consumption of wealth.] 
,Rb~. David!!, Bnddhist India; see Bibl to Ch, VII, 2. 
,8\1 ba RaO, N. §. Economic and pulitical conditions in ancient India. MYHore, 
, 1911. [An analysis of information contained in the JlLtaka.] 
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CHAPTERS IX-XII 

THE PERIOD OF THE SUTRAS, EPICS, AND LAW-BOOKS; 
FAMILY LIFE AND SOCIAL CUSTOMS AS THEY AP
PEAR IN THE su'rRAS; THE PRINCES AND PEOPLES 
OF THE EPIC pm~MS; THE GROWTH OF LAW AND 
LEGAL INSTITUTIONS 

1. TEXTS. 

A<;valayana Grihya Sutra. Ed. A. F. Stenzler. Leipzig, 1864. 
<;:ankhayana Grihya Siitra. Ed. Hermann OIdcnherg in Ind. Stud. xv, pp. 13 f. 
Paraskara Grihya Siitra. Ed. A. F. Stenzler. Leipzig, 1876. 
Apastamblya Grihya Sutra. Ed. M. Winternitz. Vienna, 1887. 
The Mantrapatha(of the Apastambins). Ed. M. \Vinternitz. Oxford, 1897. 
Gobhila Grihya Sutra. Ed. F. Knauer. Dorpat, 1884. 
Hiral}yake<;i Grihya Sutra. Ed .. T. Kirste. Vienna, 1889. 
Manava Gphya Sutra. Ed. F. Knauer. St Petersburg, 1897. 
Khadira Grihya Sutra. Ell. with trans. by Oldenherg in S.B.E. XXIl(. 

Kau<;ika Sutra. Ed. M. Bloomfield. New Haven, 1890. 
Gautama Dharma <;:astra (Siitra). Ed. Stenzler. London. 1876. 
Apastamblya Dharnla Siitra. Ed. G. Biihler. Bombay, 186~ and 1872 (two 

parts). 
Baudhayana Dharma <;:itStra. Ed. E. llultzsch. Leipzig, 1~84. 
Vasishtha Dharma Sutra. Ed. A. FUhrer. Bombay, 188!!. 
Manava Dharma <;:astra. Ed. N. N. Mandlik with commentaries, Bombay. 1886; 

J. Jolly, London, 1887. Earlier editions: Calcutta, 1813; London, 1825; 
Paris, 1830. 

Vaishl}ava Dharma <;:astra. Ed. Jolly. Calcutta, 1881. 
Yajiiavalkya Dharma «astra. Ed. Stenzler. Berlin, 1849. (Mitii.kshara. Bombay, 

1909). 
Narada Smriti. Ed. Jolly. Calcutta, 1885. 
The Dharma <;:astra Sailgraha. Ed. Jivananda Vidyasagara. Calcutta, 1876. 

[Contains the texts attributed to Atri, Vishnu, Harlta, Yiijiia¥alkya, Ushat}as, 
Angiras, Yama, Apastamba, Saljlvarta, Katyayana, Brihaspati, Parii.<;ara, 
Vyasa, gankha, Likhita, Daksha, <;:atatapa, Vasishtba, Gautama, and 'Vriddha 
Gautama.'J 

'i'he text of the epics has come down in different recensions represented more 
or les" accurately by different editions. The Mahabharata as published in the 
Calcutta edition (1834-9) contains the HarivaljlGa, and differs slightly from the 
Bombay edition (1888), which omit" the Harivam<;a. The text of the poem 
according to South Indian tradition has been publi~hed in Bombay (1906-10): it 
differs materially from the northern recension. The R!1mayal}a (Bengal text, 
wi~t~out the l~~t book) was published by G. Gorresio (Paris, 1843-50). Anot~er 
edItion contammg the complete text appeared in Bombay (1895), and a thIrd 
text, but practically identical witb that of Bombay though 'according to the 
southern reafhngs,' was published in 1905. 
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2. TRANSLATIONS. 

The chief Gphya Sutra'!!, those of A~valiLyana, qankhiiyana, Paraskara, Khii.dira, 
Gobhila, lIiral}yake~in, and Apastamba, have been translated by Oldenberg in 
S.B.E. XXIX and xxx. In conjunction with the texts mentioned above have 
appeared German translations of AsvaliLyana by Stenzler (1865); of f';;i,khayana 
by Oldenberg (Iud. Stnd. xv); of Gobhila by Kuauer (1887); and 0, .'iil·askar-a 
by Stonzler (1878). 

The 8.RE., vols. II and XIV, contain translations by Biihler of the Dharma 
Sutras of Al'u.stamba, Gautama, V asish~ha, and Baudhayana. The Manava 
Dharma qiistra, originally tran.lated by Sir William Jones, appeared in a revised 
translation by Biihler in S.B.K xxv, and by A. C. Burnell and K W. Hopkins 
(London, 1884). The Vishl'u Smriti is translated by Jolly in S.B.E. VII; the 
Narada Smriti with the fragments of Brihaspati, ibid. XXXIII. The text of the 
'shorter Nil.rada' is separately translated by Jolly (London, 1876). A German 
translation of the Y:;.jiiavalkya Dharma qastra appcared with the text (1849). 

Translations of the epic poems: The Mahabharata in the northern recension 
has been translated into English by various pandits under the nominal editorship 
(If Pratapa Chauura Ray (Roy) in Calcutta (1883-96); also by M. N. Dutt (Calcutta, 
18\16); and an abridged translation by R. C. Dutt (London, 1899). The Ramayal}a, 
text and Italian translation by Gaspare Gonesio (1843-67); abridged translation 
by R T. H. Griffith (Bcnares, 1895). 

3, GENERAL SURVEYS. 

The most important works bearing on the period represented by the Sutras, 
qastras, and Epics nre as follows: 

For " general survey of the subject: R C. Dutt, History of civilization in 
Ancient India (revised edn. London, 1893); Mrs Manning, Ancient and mediaeval 
India (London, 1869); J. W. M'Crindle, Ancient India as described by Mega. 
sthenes and ArriMI (Bombay, 1877); ide"" by Ktesias (1882) ; idem, by ptolemy 
(1885); Antiquities of India hy L. D. Barnett (London, 1913); Ancient India by 
E. J. Rapson (Cambridge, 1914) ; Colebrooke's Essays (Life and Essays of H. T. 
Colebrooke, new elln. by E. B. Cowell, Loudon, 1873) contain papers (In Hindu 
Conrts of Justice and Preface to the Digest, which arc still valuable. West and 
Biihler's Digest of Hindu Law (Hom bay, 1867-9) contains many extracts from 
later law-hooks. The hest general review of Hindu law (Sutras and 9iistras) is 
found in Julius Jolly's Recht und Sitte (1896). For the religious life of this epoch 
compare M. Monier-Williams, Religious Thought and Life in India (4th edn. 
London, 1891) and Indian Wisdom (1893). J. Muir's Original Sanskrit Texts 
(London, 1868-84) give copious extracts from the religious chapters of the epics. 

4. SPECIAL STUDIES. 

Special studies are those of W. Caland on hurial practices, Die altin~ischen 
Toten- und Bestattungsgebraiicile (Amsterdam, 1896); of the same wnter on 
Altindische Zauberei (Amstel'dam, 1908); on the marriage-cw;toms, E. Hass in 
Ind. Stud. v, Pl'. 267 f. [containing part of the Kau~ika Butra]; The Hindu law of 
marriaga and Strldhaua (woman's property) by G. Banerjee (Tagore Lectures 
revised, Calcutta, 1896); see also the references given above in. cha~. X, p. ~33, 
n. I; on the ordeals, Die Gottesurtheile der Iuder by E. Schlagmtwmt (Mumch, 
1866); Alter u. Herkunft des gemlan. Gottesurtheils by A. Kaegi (1887). 
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5. THE EpICS. 

For the epic compare in general A. Holtzmann, Das Mabll.bhar-.. ta (Kie~ 
1892-5); J. Dahlmann. Das Mahabharata als Epos u. Rechtsbuch (Berlin, IS95); 
H. Jacobi, Mahabharato., Inhalt8angabe (Bonn, 1903); E. W. Hopkins, The Great 
Epic of India; and India Old and New (New York, 1901). Special studies: 
Buhler and Kir8te, Contribution" to the hi8tory of the Mahabharata (Sitz. Wien, 
1892) and Die indischen Inschriften u. das Alter der indo Kunstpoeeie (ibid IS90~ 
Apart from the Bhagavadgit!i., which ha.~ its own literature, may be mentioned 
inter alia the collection of philosophical texts of tho epic by Paul DCUBsen and 
Otto Strauss, Vier philosophische Texte dcs Mahabharatam (Leipzig, 1906). 
A special study of the Social and Military Po~ition of the Ruling Caste WlI8 

published in the J.A.O.S., 1888, by the writer. 
The best commentary on the Ramilyal.la is by H .• Jacobi, Das RiimlLyal)a 

(Bonn, 1893). For the synchronous character of part of the Vishl)u Pural)a., 
HarivalJlqa, and Billakal)?a of the Ramllya,:,a compare Leeny in Z.D.M.G. LXVII, 

pp. 497 f. On the original linguistic form of the epics see Winternitz, Oesch. d. ind. 
Lit. I, p. 436; Jacobi, Z.D.M.O. XLVIII, p. 407; ann Rapson, J.R.A.8., 1904, 
pp. 435 f. Compare also Ludcrs on the ~i8hyu~riti.ga story, G.G.N., 1897, pp. 87 f. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

THE PURA~AS 

1. TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS. 

For a full bibliography sec Winternitz, Ubersicht iiber die PuralJa·Litteratul' 
(Gesch. d. inti Litt. I, pp. 450-483). 
Bhii.gavata l'ural}a. Ed. with French trans. by E. Burnout; continued by 
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CHAPTERS XV AND XVI 

ALEXANDER THE GREAT; INDIA IN EARLY GREEK 
AND LATIN LITERATURE 

1. ANCIENT AUTHORS. 

Arrian (Flavius Arrianus), a Greek, or Hellenised native, of Bithynia, and an 
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Ptolemy and Al'istobulus.] 
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2nd edn. Westminster, 1896.) 

(b) 'Iva!Kry, Indica. (Included in edn. of Arrian's Scripta Minora by A. Eberhard. 
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India, drawn from N earchus, Megasthenes, and Eratosthenes.] 
-- Trans. M'Crindle. (In Ancient India as described by Megasthenes and 

Arrian. London, 1877.) 
Diodorlls, of Agyrion in Sicily; travelled in the Eastern Mediterranean 

e. 60 B.C.; lived till after 36 B.C. [See Pauly-Wissowa, v, 66;1.] He wrote It history 
of the world, under the title n!fjAw8ryK'I; edn. of Books I-XV by F. Vogel (Leipzig, 
1888, 1890, 1893), of Books XVI-XVIII by C. T. Fischer (Leipzig, 1906). [Book II, 

chaps. 35-42, gives an account of India taken from Megasthenes; trans. M'Crindle 
in Ancient India as described by Megasthenes and Arrian. Book XVII contains 
an account of Alexander's expedition, derived in part from Clitarchus; tt-n.ns. 
M'Crindle in The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great. Book XIX, chaps. 33-4. 
contains the account of the sati (I'. sup. pp. 414-15); trans. M'Crindle in Ancient 
India as described in Ulassical Literature (Westminster, 1901), pp. 202 f.] 

Quintus Curtius Rufus; nothing known of his life, fixed by his style to tl 
first century A.D. ; title of his Latin work, Historiae Alexandri Magni; ed. . 
Hedicke (Leipzig, 1908). [The rhetorical chamcter of the book points to Clitarck 
as its main source.] Trans. of the part relating to India by M'Crindle (in '1'1 
Inva.<ion of India by Alexander the Great). 

Plutarch, of Chaeronea in Boeotia; c. 45-125 A.D. [Chaps. 57-67 of his Life III 

Alexander are concerned with India. Edn. of the Lives by K. Sintenis (Leipzig; 
vol. III, 1881) ; trans. by M'Crindle in 'I'he Invasion of India by Alexander the 
Great.] 

Justin (Marcns Junianus Justinus); sccond half of second century A.D. ; com
posed an Epitome of the (now lost) Historiae Philippicae of Pompeius Trogus, a 
man of Gallic origin, who published his Latin Historiae some time between 
20 B.O. and 14 A.D.; edn. of Justin's Epitome, together with a serics of short 
summaries by another hand of the contents of the 44 Books of the lost work (the 
Prologi), by 1. Ruehl (Leipzig, 1886). [Book XII contained an account ?f 
Alexander's campaigns ill India; trans. of Justin's Epitome of the Book III 

M'Crindle, The Invasion of India. The chief source of Trogns W:V< probably a 
Grc0k work II.pl BacTlA'"," by Timagenes of Alexandria (born between 80 and 
7;' B.C.), who himself drew, for his account of Alexander, mainly npon Clitarchus.] 
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Polyaenu" a Macedonian, wrote his Strategemata (in Greek) c. 162 A.D. 

[Book IV, chap. 3, deals with Alexander; ed. J. Melber. Leipzig, 1887.) 
Two slighter works relating to thc campaigns of Alexander seem occasionallv 

to give details derived from the contemporary accounts but dropped in our mor~ 
important extant ~ources: 

(a) Alexandri Magni j\Iace,lonis Epitomae Rerum Gestarum, an abridgement 
made in the 4th or 5th century A.D. of a lost Latin work of uncertain date, 
combining history with element~ taken from the Romance of Alexander; cd. 
Waguer in Fleckeisen's J ahrbucher fur klassische Philologie, Supplemelltballd 
XXVI (1901), pp. 105/f. 

(b) Itinerarium Alexandri, written c. 360 A.D.; printed at the end of the Didot 
Arrian ; trans. M 'Crindle in Ancient India ail described in CI3.'lSical Literature. 

Strabo, of Amasia in Asia Minor; c. 64 B.c.-19 A.D.; his great geographic;,1 
work (Greek) contains incidental notices of India and Alexander's campaign,. 
[Book XV, chap. I, is devoted to India, its geography, manners, and customs, ib 
material being drawn from the compa.nions of Alexander and from Megastl1encs; 
cd. A. Meineke (Leipzig, 1852-3); trans. M'Crindle in Ancient India as descrihe,l 
in Classical Literature.) 

Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secnndns); 23-79 A.D.; his encyclopaedic work 
in Latin, the Naturalis Historia, contains notices of India drawn from the Grcck 
l:looks or from more recent reports of merchants; ed. D. Detlefsen (Berlin, 
1866-73); a translation of the passages relating to India is given in M'Crindle's 
Ancient llIdia ail described in Clas8ical Literatnre. 

A collection of the Fragments of Ctesias by Karl Muller is appended to the 
Tlidot "dn. of Herodotus; trans. M'Crindle, in Ancient India ail described by 
Ktesiail (London, 1882). 

A collection of the Fragments of the contemporary acconnts of Alexander 
(Ptolemy, Aristobulus, Clitarchns, etc.) by Karl Millier is bound l1p in the Didot 
edn. of Arrian (Paris, 1846). 

A collection of the Fragments of Megasthenes, Dalmachus, and Patrocles is 
contained in K. Muller's Fragulenta Historicorum Graecorum, vol II, pp. 397-439. 
[The references to Megasthenes, Nearchus, and Onesicritus in these chapters of 
The Cambridge History of India follow Muller's numeration. An earlier collection 
of the Fragments of Megailthenes, with notes by .I!l. A. Schwanbeck (Bonn, 1846), 
now ont of print, is still useful. This is the oollection on which M'Crindle's 
transla.tion (". ,up.) is based.] 

2. MODERN WORKS. 

An account of Alexander's campaigJls is contained in the histories of Grote, 
Droysen (best read in the }<'rench trans. by A. Bouche· Leclercq, entitled Histoire 
de I'Hellenisme, vol. I, Paris, 1883), Holm (Eng. trans. London, 1894-8), Niese 
(Geschichte del' griechischen und makedonischen· Staaten, vol. I, Gotha, 1893), 
Kacrst (Geschichtc des hellenistischen Zeitalters, Leipzig, )901), Beloch (Griech. 
ische Geschichte, vol. III, Strassburg, 1904). 

For monographs and articles see the Notes appended to M'Crindle's transla
tioos (n .• up.). 

Smith, V. A. The Early History of India. 3rd edn. Oxford, 1914. [In his 
account of Alexander's campaigJls Dr Vincent Smith makes use of more 
recent topographical researches than seem to be known to the German 
scholars, for whom Cunningham is still generally the last authority.) 

An"paoh, A. E. De Alexandri Magni Expeditione Indica. London, 1903. [The 
mo~t full and thorough arrangement of the literary material.] 
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NOTE TO CHAPTER XV 

ATHENIAN AND MACEDONIAN COINS IN INDIA. 

For the most comprehensive discussion of the whole snbject see B. V. Head. 
NUIIJ. Chron., 1906, Pl'. 1 If., and Historia N umorum, 2nd edn., Pl'. 832 tr. t'or 
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pp. 220 If., as well as other references given by Rapson (Indian Coins, p. 4), to 
which add Num. Chron., 1904, pp. 323 If. and Z.f.N. XXIV, Pl'. 89 f. The 'square' 
bronze coin of Alexander (p. 388) was first published by c\.. von Sallet, Z.f.N. VI, 
p. 285, the attribntion to Bactria having been proposed by Dannenherg. On the 
decadrachm (p. 389; PI. I, 16) see P. Gardner, Kum. Chron., 1887, Pl'. 177 tf., and 
on the donble daries (p. 390; Pl. I, 6) see E. Babelon, Les Perses AchEimenilles, 
p. XX; Head, Hist. Num. pp. 82~ If. ; and F. Imhoof-B1ullIer, KUIll. Zeit., 1895, 
pp. 1 fr. On the Oxns find see CUllningham, J.A.i'3.B., 1881, pp. 151 If., and 1883, 
p. 258 ; cf. also O. M. Dalton, The Treasure of the OXU8 (1905), Introduction. 
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1. ANCIENT AUTHORS. 
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Athen:w1l8. Ed. G. Kaillel. Leipzig, 1887-90. 
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Trogus, and Strabo see Bibl. to Cbapters xv and XVI, I. 

The chief ancient authorities are citod in the text. See, moreover, for the 
partitions of Babylon and Trip:1radisus: (a) Diodorus XVIII, 3; Arrian, To p<ra 
'AXiEavlJpov, 5 If.; Dexippus in F.H.G. III, 667 f.; Curti us X, 10; Justin XIII, 4; 
and (b) Diodorus XVIII, 39 ; Arrian, Tn p<ra 'AXiEavlJpov, 35 If. 

2. MODERN WORKS. 

H. G. Rawlinson's Bactria, The History of a forgotten Empire (1912), is a 
handy summary of the main facts and references. 

Among lIlodern works of a more general character the following are important: 

Bevan, E. R The H ouae of Seleucus. London, 1902. 
Bouciul'Lecicrcq, A. Histoire des Seleucides. Paris, 1913 etc. 
Droysen, J. G. Geschicbte des Hellenismus. Z Auf. Gotba, 1877 etc. 
von Gntschmid, A. Gescbicbte Irans. Tiibillgen, 1888. 
Niese, B. Geschichte der griecbischen und makedonischen 8t"aten. Gotha, 

1~93 etc. 
Itawlin80n, G. The Sixth Oriental Monarcby. London, 187:1. 

For Wilson, Ariana Antiqua, and Smith, Early History of India, see Bib!. 
to eh. XIV, Z. 
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W. W. Tarn's Notes on Hellenism in Bactria and India, J .H.S. XXII, pp. 268 ft:, 
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3. NUMISMATICS. 

Rapson's Indian Coins, Grund. d. indo-ar_ Phil., 1898, gives full references to 
the numismatic authorities. Here the following may be cited 118 the more 
important: 
Ounningham, A. The Coins of Alexander's Successors in the EIl8t. London, 

1873= Nnm. Cbron., 1868-73. 
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For Mahiibhil.rata and Manu (Manava Dharma «astra) see Bib!. to Chapters 
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For the Pnra!"I.8 sce Bib!. to Ch. XIII, 1. 

3. JAIN AUTHORITIES. 

Kalpasiitra of Bhadrabil.hlL Ed. H. Jacobi. Abh. fUr die Kunde des Morgen
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-- Trans. by the same. S.B.E. XXII. 
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CHAPTER XX 

A (;'OKA, THE IMPERIAL PATRON OF BUDDHISM 

1. THE INSCRIP1'IONS 01" A90KA. 

For bibliographies of the very large literature dealing with the inscriptions 
see R. O. Franke, Pali und Sanskrit (pp. 1-5); V. A. Smith, Asoka2 (pp. 202-4); 
i<l. Early Hist. of Ind.' (pp. 172-4); <id. Asoka' (pp. 227-30). 'fhe last appeared 
after the completion of this chapter. > 

The present bibliography includes thos" works which deal directly with topics 
discussed in the chapter. 

Senart, E. Lcs Inscriptions de Piyadasi. Paris, 1881, 1886. [Still the standard 
authority ou the inscriptions generally. It is supplemented by the following 
more recellt "ditions of individual inscriptions.] 

[lairat: Biihler, Ind. Ant., 1~93. 
llarahar Hills: Biihler, Ind. Ant., 1891. 
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Kau9amhl: Bllhler, Ind. Ant., 18!!O. 
~[aski: K. Krishna Sastri. The new Asokan edict of Maski. Uyderabad Arch. 
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~ iglIva: Biihler, Ep. Ind. v. 
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Purii\las. Seo Bib!. to Oh. XIII, J. 
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CHRONOLOGY 
The following dates arc accepted ill this volume. Many of them can only be 

regarded as approximate, while othcrs ltre conjectural. 
B.~ 

!!5oo 
1400 

1200-1000 

1000-800 

800-600 

600-200 
563-483 

558-530 

543-491 

540-468 

522-486 

491-4.59 

486-465 

Probable date of the begilluillg of Aryan inv8.'lions (p. 70). 
Boghaz·koi inscriptions of kings of the Mitani (pp. 72-3, 110-1). 
Chhandas period of Indian literature: the earliest hymns of the 

Rigveda (p. 112). 
Mantra period, sometimes ealled the earlier Brahmal)a period: later 

hymns of the Rigveda and the Vedic collections-Rigveda, Yajur
veda, Samaveda, Atharntvcda (p. 112). 

The traditiou of the Pura!)8.'l places the war between the Knrus and 
the Pa!)~us in the earlier Brahma\la period, c. 1000 B.C. (p. 307). 
The lIIahabharata which celcbrates this war belongs in its present 
form to a mnch later d .. te (pp. 252 If.). 

(Later) Brahma!)a period: the extant Brahma!)8.'l (p. 112). 
The earliest L'"panishads are probably not later than 550 or 600 B.C. 

(pp. ll2, 147). 
It is possible that the story of the Ramaya!)a may have its origin in 

the later Brahma\la period (p. 317). 
Sutra period (pp. 112, 227). 
Siddhilrtha Gautama, the Buddha (pp. 171-2, 312). 
According to Charpentier, 478 (477) B.C. appears to be a more probable 

date for the nirnii1Ja of the Buddha (p. 156, n. I). 
Among the contemporaries of the Bnddha were Praaenajit (Paaenadi), 

killg of Kosala (pp. 180, 309), Bimbisara.(qre!)ika) and Ajatagatru 
(Ajat!l1!attu, KUI)ika), killgS of Magadha (pp. 183-4, 311), Pradyota 
(Pajjota), king of Avanti (pp. 185,310-1), and Udayana (Udena), 
king of Vatsa (Vatpsa) (pp. 187, 308, 310). 

Cyrus, king of Persia. 
Conquered Bactria and certain countries in the Kabul miley and 

N. W. India including Kiipi~a and Gandhara (Pll. 329-33). 
Bimbisiira (qref.lika), king of Magadha (pp. 157, 183, 311-2). 
Conquered Aliga c. 500 D.C. (pp. 311, 315). 
Vardhamana Natapntra, Mahavira (Pl'. 156, 163). 
Traditional date 600-528 B.C. (p. 155). 
Par~va, the predccessor Qf Mahav!ra as t'irthakara, is said to have 

died 250 years before him (p. 153). 
For the contemporaries of Mahavlra and Buddha v. sup. 
Darins r, king of Persia. 
The Greek geographer H ecataeus lived in his reign (pp. 336, n. 2, 394). 
Naval expedition of Scylax c. 517 B.C.; conqnest of 'India' = the 

country of the Indns c. 518 D.C. (pp. 335-6). 
Ajiitagatru (Ku'.'ika), king of Magadha (pp. 157, 3ll-2). 
Probably added Ka9i, Kosala, and Videha to the dominions of 

Magadha (p. 315). 
Xerxc,;, king of Persia. 
The continuance of Persian domination ill Northern India during 

his reign proved by statements of Herodotus (p. 340). 
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483 B.C.- 38 A.D. Kings of Ceylon. 
Vijaya, the conqueror of the island, 483-445 B.C. (I'. (;06); I'a~~ll 

Viisudeva 444·-414 B.C.; A hllaya 414-394 B.C.; Pal}dukabhaya 377-
307 B.C, (p. 607); Mutasiva 307-247 B.C.; DeviinalJ1piya Tis8a 24,-
207 B.C.; Uttiya 207-197 B.C.; Mahlisiva 197-187 B.c.; SUra. Tissa 
!.S7-177 B.C.; Sena and Guttaka 177-155 B.a.; Asela 155-145 B.C.; 

Ejara 145-101 B.O. (p. 60S); Du~~ha-Gamal)l 101-77 B.C.; Slfddha
Tissa 77-59 !I.e. (p. 609); Thiilathana 59 B.C. ; r".iija Tissa 59-50 B.C.; 

Khallatanii.ga 50-44 B.C.; Vatta-G[Lma~i Ahhaya 44,29-17 B.c.; 

Mahii.chidi Mailii.tissa li-:J B.C.; Choran[Lga 3 B.o.-9 _\.D.; Kuda 
Tissa 9-12 A.D. (p_ 610); Ku~akal)l)a Tissa 16-38 A.D. (p. 6\1). . 

415-397 Ctesias, the Greek physician, at the court of Artaxerxes Mnemon, 
king of Persia (p. 397). 

336-323 Alexander the Great, king of Macedon. 
Conquest of Persia 330 B.C.: a statement of Arrian shows that Persian 

dominion in India continued until the end or the Achaemellian 
dynasty (p. 3(1). 

Inv3llion of India at the end of 327 or the beghllling of 326 B.C. (p. 354). 
Retreat from the Beii.S, July 326 B.C. (I" 373), 
Leaves India 325 B.C. (p. 380). 
Death 323 B.C. (p. 386). 

321-184 The Maurya Dynasty (pp. 471, 512). 
Chandragnpta 321-297 B.C. (pp. 471-2). 
The Jain authorities give the year of his accession as 31:J (312i B.C., 

a date at which the canon of the Jain I!Criptures was fixed (I'. (82). 
Megasthenes at the court of Chandragnpta t. 300 B.C. (pp. 433, (72). 
Bindusara 0)' Amitrochates, successor of Challdragupta: his reign 

variously stated as of 25, 27, or 28 years (pp. 433, 495~ 
A~oka 274- 237 B.C. Accession 274 B.C. at latest; coronation 270 B.C. 

at latest; conquest of Kalinga 262 B.C. at latest; Buddhist council 
at Putaliputra 253 B.C. 1; death 237 or 236 B.C. ? (p. 503). 

Contemporary Hellenic kings-Antiochus II Theos of Syria 261-
246 B.C.; Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt 285-247 B.C.; Antigonu. 
Gonatas of Macedon 278-239 B.C.; Magas of Cyrene d. 258 B.C.; 

Alexander of Epirus 272-258 B.C. 1 (p. 502). 
CODtempomry king of Ceyloll-DevanalJ1piya Tis"" 247-207 B.C. 

(p. 608). 
Successors of A~oka (pp. 511-3). 

312- 280 Seleucus Nicator, king of Syria (p. 429). 
Indian expedition c. 305 B.C. (p. (30). 
Treaty of peace with Chandragupta (pp. 431, 47:2). 

250 Approximate date of the estahlishment of the kingdom of Hactria 
hy Diodotus (p. 435) and of the kingdom of Parthia by Arsaces 
(p. (39). 

246 Conversion of Ceylon by the Buddhist apostle Mahendra (Mahiuda), 
the son (or brother, p. 500, n. 4) of Ayoka, in the year of the 
coronation of king Devanar!lpiya Tissa (p. 608). 

220 Approximate date of the establishment of the Andhra power (\Jata-
vahana dynasty, pp. :1l7-8, 529, 530, n. 1, 599) and of the kingdom 
of Kalinga (Cheta dynasty, pp. 534-5). 

Early Andhra killgs--Simuka (pp. 318, 529, 599); KrishT)a (pp. 529, 
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535, 600); Qatakaqli, contemporary with Pushyamitra, probably 
conquered A vanti from the quilga8 (pp. 530-2), also contemporary 
with Khamvela, 1'. inf. 

King of Kaliilga--Kharavela (acc. c. 169 B.C. if the Hathigumpha 
inscr. is dated in the Maurya era) (pp. 314-5, 534 f., 602); invaded 
the dominions of Qatakarl)i (pp. li35-6, 600); defeated kings of 
Rajagriba and Magadha (pp. 536-7, 600). 

206 Indian expedition of Antiochu8 III tbe Great, king of Syria, during 
the reign of Euthydemus, king of Bactria (pp. 441-2). 

200-~8 Yavana princcs of thc house of Euthydumus. 
Their ludian conquest. began in the reign of Euthydemu8 early in 

the 2nd century B.c., an{l were carried out by Demetrius, son of 
Euthydemus, alld other princes of his family (Apollodotus I and 
Menander) (pp. 444 ff., 541, 5(3). 

Their conquests in the upper Kabul valley and in N.W. India were 
wrested from them by Yavana princes of the house of Eucratides 
from c. 162 B.C. onwards (p. 554). Restruck coins show the trans
ference of certRin kingdoms ill these regions from one house to 
the other (pp. 547, 551-2). 

Subsequently the rule uf the successors of Euthydemus-the families 
of Apollodotus [ and Menander-was confined to kingdoms which 
lay to the east of the Jhe[um (I" 548). These appear to have been 
conquered finally ami incurporated into the <;'aka empire during 
the reigu of Azes I (acc. 58 B.C.) (pp. 554, 572). 

To the hOlll!e of Ellthydemus belonged Demetrius (supposed limits 
of reign c. 1~O-160 B.C., PI'. 444,4(7), Apollodotl\S I, and Menander 
-all contemporary with Eucrntides (Pl' .. ;48, 551). 

Apollodotus 1 was deprived of the kingdolll of Kapi~a by Eucratides, 
and was succeeded in the lower Kiibul vaUeyby Heliocles(pp.547-8). 
The later princes of his family-Apollodotus II, Dionysius, Zoilus, 
and Apollophanes-ruled over kingdoms in the eistern Punjab 
(1'1'. 552-3). 

Menander ruled over many kingdoms (p. 551). He was probably the 
leader of the Yavana incur.ion into the Midland Country (pp. 544, 
551). Menander and Eucratides may perhaps have ruled at different 
times over Nicaea in the former realm of Alexander's PaUl'ava king 
between the Jhelum .. lid the Chenab (1']>. li51, 588). In Buddhist 
literature Menander (Milinda) is known as king of Qakala (Sialkot) 
in the former realm of Alexander's second Paurava king between 
the Chenab and the Ravi (Pl'. 549-50). The family of Mellander 
seems to be represented by Agathocleia who may have bccn his 
queen, his 80n Strato I, and his great-grandson Strato II. Numis
matic evidence apparently shows that this family was dispossessed 
finally of the kingdom of Nicaea by Heliocles in the reign of 
Strato 1. Its rule in the eastern Punjab continued until the Cab 
conquest in the reign of Azes I (Pl'. 553-4). > 

Hippostratns probably belonged to the honse of Euthydemus, but 
his family is uncertain. He was contemporary with Azes I 
(PI'. 554, 572). 

184-72 The C;uIiga Dynasty. 
The dates depend on the statements of the PUralla8 (p. 518). 
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Pushyamitra (184-148 B.C.), (lriginally king of V.idi<;ll and commander. 
in·chief of the last Maurya emperor, seized the Maurya dominions 
and reigned at Pataliputra (PI'. 517-8). 

Deprived of the kingdom of 9akala by the Yayanas (probably by 
Menander) (p. 519). 

War between Vidi93, now governed by his son Ag'nimitl'R as viceroy, 
and Vidarbl", I"".umed date c. 170 B.c.) (pp. 51!l, 600), 

Defeat of the Yavanas on the banks of the ~indhu by his grandson 
Vasumitra (p. 520). 

Invasion of his capital, l'ataliputra, by the Yavanas (probably under 
Menander) (pp. 544, 551), . 

Deprived of the kingdom of Avanti (Uijayinl) hy the Anrlhra king 
Qatakan.li (pp. 531-2). 

Later 91l1iga kings:-Agnimitra (I'. 520); Vasumitra 01' Sumitra 
(p. 521); Odraka, probahly contemporary with B"hasatimitra, king 
of Kau<;ambl (PI'. 521, 525); Bhaga or Bhagav!,ta, contemporary 
with Antialcidas, the yavana kiilg of 'faksha<;ilii., c. 90 B.O. ac· 
cording to the l'ul'ul)as (pp. 521-2, 558); Devabhiiti (I'. 522). 

Feudatories of the QUilgaS at Bharhut, ~lathurli., Kau<;ambl.nd 
Ahicchatra (pp. 523-6). 

171-138 Mithru(lates I, king of Parthia. 
165 The Yueh·chi defea~ by the Huns began their migration 

wards (p. 565). 
162-25 Yavana princes of the house of Eucratides. 

Eucratides deposed Euthydemus from the throne of Bactria c 1 .c. 
(p. 446). 

Conquered the Kiibul valley, Ariana (Arachosia and Aria), and N.W. 
India before 162 B.C. (pp. 447, 5(4). 

Evidence of his rule in Kapi<;a as successor of Apollodotus I (p. 555), 
. in Takslll''iiila (p. 556), and possibly in Nicaea (ibid.). 
Deprived of his conquests in Ariana hy Mithradates I between 162 

and 155 B.c., the assnmed date of his death (pp. 457, 554). 
Heliocles, probably the son of Eucratidcs and his successor in both 

Bactria and India, ended his rule in Bactria c. 135 B.C. (pp. 460-1, 
556). 

Evidence of his rule in the upper Kabul valley and in Pushkalavati 
(p. (57). 

Extended the conquests of Eucratides-probably to the east of the 
Jhelum-in the reign of Stl-ato I (p. (53). 

Antialcidas, u member of the house of Eucratides aud one of his 
successors in the Kabul valley (p. 558). 

He may have been the son and immediate successor of Helioclcs 
(pp. 461, 559); on tWs assnmption his accession may be conjectur
ally dated 120 B.O. (p. 522). 

Evidence of his rule in 'l'aksha<;ila (p. 558); in this kingdom he was 
at one time associated with Lysias, whose family is uncertain 
(p. 559). 

As king of Taksh39ila he was contemporary with the QUllga king 
of Vifliqa, Bhaga or Bhagavata (Bhagabhadra), whose 14th year 
IMy be estimated from the Puranas as c. 90 B.C. (pp. 521-2, 
1)5~). . 
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Later p~nces of tllis house:-(I) In Pllilhkalilvatl after the reign 
of He!Jocles-Diomede8, Epallder, Philoxenus, Artemidorus, and 
I'eucolaus (p. 557); (2) in Takshavila after the reign of Antial
cidM-Archchius (p. 559); and (3) in the upper Kahul valley after 
the reign of Autialcidas-Amyntll.l! and Hermaeus (at one time 
associated with Calliope) (p. 560). The date c. 25 B.C. for the eud 
of the reign of Hermaeus is conjectural: it seems consonant with 
the view that the upper Kabnl valley was conquered in or before 
the reign of the Pahlava suzerain Spalirises, the brother of Yonones 
(pp .. 561-2, .5i3-4). 

138-128 l'hraates II, king of Parthia. 
His coullicts with the I:lcythian8 (~akas) in eastern Iran (p. 567). 

135 llactria overwhelmed by the Qaka invasion iu the reign Of the last 
Yavana king Heliocles (p. 461). 

1 :.!8-123 Artabanus I, king of Parthia. 
The struggle with the Qakas was continued in his reign (p. 567). 

12ti The Chinese ambassador Chang-kien visited tbe Yueh-chi wbo were 
still to the north of the OXUB. The Y ueh-chi ex pelled the ~akas 
from Hadria soon afterwards (pp. 45~!, 5(0). 

123-88 Mithradates II the Great, king of Parthia. 
His final triumph over the «akas (I'. 567). 

7511.c.-50 A.D. Period of <]aka and Pahlava supremacy in the Punjab. 
Earliest qaka settlements in the region of the Indus delta (Indo

S('ythia or ~aka-dvlpa) (p. 564). 
Mau"" wrested from tbe Yavanas I'usll,kaluvati after the reign of 

Artemidorus, and Takshll.9i1il. after the reign of Archebius. The 
date, c. 75 Be., ascribed to these conquests is conjectural: it 
depends on the view that the assumption by Maues of the title 
'King of Kings' must necessarily be later than the reign of 
Mith ..... dates II (123-88 B.O.) (pp. 558-9, 569-70). 

Az('s I acc. 58 B.C.-SO dated on the hypothesis that he was the 
actual founder of the Vikrama era (p. 571). 

He ex tended the conquests of Maues to the more easterly kingdoms 
of the Punjab (pp. 553-4). 

AziliBes appears to have rdgned (1) in association with Aze" I, 
(2) alone, and (3) in association with Aze. II (I'. 572). 

Azes II: his association with the ,traleg',s Aspavarman proves 
that he was the immediate predecessor of Gondopharues (pp. 
572,577). 

Gnndopharnes, the successor of Azes II as viceroy of Arachosia under 
the suzerainty of OrtbagneB; at one time associated ill this office 
with his brother Gu<,la; he appears to have succeeded Orthagnes 
as suzerain in easte11l Iran, and Azcs II as suzerain in India 
(pp. 577-8). 

Il e is known to have reigned from 19 to at least 45 A.D. (I'. 
576). 

In different kingdoms he was associated with (1) his nephew Abda
gases who was probably hi. viceroy in eastern Iran (Pl'· 578-80); 
(2) Hapedana and Satavastra who were probably governors of 
'raksha~i1l!. (ihid.); and (3) the strategoi Aspavarman and Sas"" 
(P)!. 577, 680-1). 
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l'acores, the successor of Gondopharnes as suzerain in elllltem It·;, II 
and, nominally at least, in India. In 'l'aksha~ila be was aBSociated 
with the slrategos Sasas (pp. 577, 58(}-1). 

His rule is supposed to have eome to an end in the upper Kabul 
valley c. 50 A.D., and in N.W. India soon afterwards (both dates 
must lie between 45 and 64 A.D.) (pp. 583-4). 

Satraps:-(I) at Pushkalavatl-Zcionises (p. 582, n. 1); (2) in the 
region of Takshru;ila-Liaka Kusulaka (contemporary with Maues) 
and his son Patika who appears as great satrap c. 30 B.C. (the 
supposed date of the Lion Capita.! of Mathura) (p. 575); (3) at 
Mathura-Hagamasha alld Hagana (p. 527), Rafijubula (snpposed 
dates-satrap c. 50 B.C., great satmp c. 30 B.O.), <;odasa (supposed 
date as satrap c. 30 B.C.) great satrap in 16 B.C. (pp. 575-6). 

Strategoi:-(I) Aspavarman, son of Indravarman (Azes II allli 
Gondopharnes); (2) i;asas, nephew of Aspavarman (Gondopharnes 
and Pacores) (pp. 577, 580-1). 

Initial year of the Vikmrna era. 
Traditionally ascribed to a king Vikramaditya of Uliain who is said 

to have expelled the <;akas from India. The tradition may have 
ROme historical foundation; but in any case it seems probable 
that the supposed foullder of the era has been confused with 
Chandrngupta II Vikramaditya (380--414 A.D.) who finally crushcd 
the qaka power in Western India (the Western Satraps) (pp. 532-3). 
It seeIll~ more likely that the era marks the establishment of the 
Qaka suzerainty by Azes I (p. 571), and that its use was transmitted 
to posterity by the Malavas and other peoples who had once beel! 
feudatories of the qakas (p. 491). 

Orodes I, king of Parthia. 
The squared letters which characterise the coin-legends of the later 

qaka and Pahlava rnlers in India first appear on Parthian coins 
during his l'eigu (p. 571). 

Conjectural date of Vonones, Pahlava suzerain of eastern Iran (p. 573). 
With him were associated, as viceroys of Arachosia, (1) his brother 

Spalahores, (2) his nephew Spalagadames: these two (father and 
son) also held this office conjointly, and (3) his brother Spalirises, 
who at one time held this office conjointly with his son Azes II 
(Pl'. 573-4). 

Other suzerains of eastern Iran (in addition to those who ruled also 
in India, for whom 1'. sup.) were: 

Spalirises, the successor of VOllones. The former kingdom of 
Hermaeus in the upper Kabnl valley appears to ha\'e been an
nexed hy the l'ahlavas in or before his reign (I" 574); Orthagnes, 
contemporary with Gondopharnes (p. 578); and Sanahl1res, in 
Drangialla (Seistan); there is no evidence of his rule in Arachosia 
(Kandahil.r) (p. 580). 

Vonones I, king of Parthia (p. 573). 
Approximate date of the extension of the Kushal.la power from 

Bactria to the Paropanisadae (upper Kilbul valley) and Arachosia 
(Kandah;;,r) ill the reign of Gondopharnes or Pacores. The 
KUBhaJ.lR conqueror WaB Kujula Kadphises tPI'. ;)83-4). 



Chronology 

A.D. 

64 The extension of the K ushal~a power from the upper Kabul valley 
to N.W. India (Pushkaliivatl or W. Gandhiira) had taken place 
when the l'anjtar inscription was set up (year 122 = 63-4 A.D.). 
The Kushii\la king mentioned in the inscription may be either 
W'imll Kadphises or one of his viceroys-possibly Kara Kadphises 
whose coins are found in the same region (pp. 582, n. I, 584). 

Inscription of 'i Kushiit;ta king (identified with W'ima Kadphises) 
reigning at Taksha~ila in the year 136=77-8 A.D. (pp. 581-2). 

i8 Initial year of the qaka era. 
The qaka era appears to have been so called at a later date when it 

was best known as the era of the qakas of Western India (the 
Western Satraps) who were originally feudatories of the K ushii.l.las. 
It most probably marks the establishment of the Kushal)a empire 
by Kaui.hka (Pl" 583, 585). 

~9 The Sue Vihiira inscription of the 11th year of Kanishka proves 
that the suzeraillty of the Kusha,)as extended to the country of 
the lower Indus :tt this date (p. 585). 
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Abastanes, tribe, 376 
Abdagase., 578, 580, 590, 592 
Abhay .. , king of Ceylon, 607, 608 
Abbay", .on of Y"tthiilaya, 609 
Abhayagiri mon ... tery, 610 
Abhaya Kumara, 186 
Abhidhaauna, 1~2, 193, 197 
Abhijit, 189 
Abbiras, tribe, 596 
Abhisara, 849, 353, 357, 360, 370, 371. 

373. 377, 388. ·106. 468 
Abhisar ••• "468 
Abhyiivartin Chiiyamiin ... 84. 87, 322 
Abo, mt. 21, 22, 84 
A~ani, 237 
Ao..sines. Set Chenab 
Achaemenid., 51, 73, 319,328,329,340 ft., 

390, 438, 494,640, 565, 567. 618, 634; 
_ inscriptions. Su Perl!lia 
Achariiliga·.utra. 158. 160 
A\·mak .... 315. 316 
A~oka. AIloD. 166, 167, 189, 199. 222, 

223, 315. 483, 442. 473, 495 ft., 516. 
518, 519.527,534. 538. 608, 622, 627. 
630; chronology, 171. 503; edict., 61. 
146, 193 If., 467. 480, 481, 483, 484, 
486, 494. 496 ft .• 523, 540, 597, 599, 
602,603.617 If.; extent of rule, 5141f. 

!\lOkariUna, 498, 500. 501 
A~ram ... , 246. 281 
A~vagho.ha. 482, 483, 507 
A~vaka., 352 
A~valayana Grihya Sutra, 233, 235, 239, 

251, 256 
A~vunedha. Set Horse sacrifice 
A~vam.dbadatta, 302 
A~y .. pati, 124, 126, 127 
A~vasena, 164 
!9vatilia, 186, 240 
A~v .. yuja rite, 239 
A~vin1. 111 
!~vin., 104. 110. 138. 320 
Adan I. II, 5!'8 
Aden, 1, 2, 16, 36 
Adbarma. ordeal, 283 
Adbisimakrishna, 302, 306, 308 
Adhrishtas; 37i 
Adhvaryu, 107, 114 
!dhyakshIL., 488 
Adi Punlna. See Bra.bmi Purana 
Aditi, 105, 232 . 
Aditya., 88, 105, 232 
AQiyarkku.n&llar, 597 
Adraist .. i, 371 
Aeli .. n. 270,399,406. 407, 412, 417,425, 

493 
Aemiliu. P .. nlus. 71 
Aeschylus, 70, 394 
Aesop, 257 
Afghanistan, 24, 26 II., 30, 32, 34. 38,43, 

53, 74, 79, 191, 321, 326,327, 333, 338, 

C. H.!. I. 

339, 346,347, 431, 434, 436, 444, 472, 
540, 542, 560, 562, 564, 583. 645 

Afghans, 42, 70, 352; Afghin War, 18H2, 
33 

Afric .. , W •• I, 132 
AgalappuJai, 595 
Agaslya, sage, 596 
Agathocleia, 461, 552, 553. 559, 560, 588, 

5t19 
Agathocles, 438, 449 ft., 552; coins, 464, 

546, 586 
agglw.kiiraka. 216 
Aghora, 238 
Agni, 73, 104, 105, 129, 142, 232, 233, 

247, 288; on coins, 538 
Agni·Brabma, 500 
Agnimitra, 223, 518 II., 523, 525, 538, 

600 
Agni l'uran ... 301 
Agoranomoi. See Agronomoi 
~gra, 13 II., 17, 20, 23. 24, 309 
Agrahiiy8J:li, 232 
Agrammes, 468, 469 
Agri .. nes, 351 
Agriculture, Indo-European, 68; Vedic, 

99; later, 18, 135, 136,202, 206, 238, 
248, 287, 410, 417, 474 

Agronomoi (for Agoranomoi), 417, 508 
Ahicchatra, 316, 520, 524 ft. 
ahiT""' 138, 162, 504 
Ahmadahad, HI, 21, 27 
Ahur .. Mazda, 76, 103, 319, 320, 324 
!igloi,387 
A'in-i·Akbari, 474 
Aitareya Aranyaka, 115; Brahmans, 115, 

117, 121, 124, 126, 127. 130, 132,134, 
145, 254, 279, 598 

Aiyar, K. G. Sankara, 538 
Ajanta, 499, 635, 636 
Ajas, 82, 85 
Ajata~atru of K~i, 122. 123, 127 
Ajiitar,atrn of Magadha, Ajat ..... ttu, 122, 

123, 156, 157, 160ff., 181 ft., 189, 218, 
310 II., 315, 337, 469, 624; KQ,!ika, 

_ 156, 183, 311 
Ajivika8, 159, 482, 498, 501, 50,9, 512, 

619 
Ajmer, 21, 22 
Ajodbyi. See Ayodbya 
ii:k~Il, 419 
AkarR, 523, 533 
Akbar, 474 
Ake.ines. See Chenab 
Akhuriija, 238 
Akhyiiyika, 482 
Akru, 647 
Akshiivipa, ratnin, 131 
Alakii pnri cave, 642 
'Alam, Shah, 562 
Alasanda. See Alexandria-nnder-the-Cau

ca8US 

45 



Index 
Alasanda-dvipa, 550 
Albanian, 71 
Alexander = Nandrns, 469 
Alexander of Epirus, 502 
Alennder tb. Great, 23, 29, 33, 34, 51, 

57 if., 113, 164, 223, 225, 313, 315, 
331, 332, 341, 345 if., 403, 428, 429, 
439, 450, 453, 467 ff., 490, 491, 494, 
520, 542 if., 550, 5.51, 564, 621; coin 
types, 462; bistorians of, 58, 528, 541, 
555; succes..,urs, 540 ff., 565; coins, 
541; Itinerarium Alexandri, 542, ti 75 

Alexander Polyhistor, 425 
Alexandria, 425, 517 
Alexandria = Rhambacia, 380 
Alexandria- among· the -Araohosians, 347, 

543 
Alexandria [Opiana], 376 
Alexandria Sogdiaua, 377 
Alexandria-under the-Caucasus, 348, 350, 

355, 383, 542, 543; Alasanda of the 
Yonas, 550 

!H Masjid, 32 
Alikhat, 231 
Alina., 81 
Ali.hang valley, 3112 
Allahabad, 13, 14, 17, 29, 45, 110, 469, 

520,527, 528; Prayaga, 110, 520 
Allakappa, 175 
Almora District, 529, 539 
Alphabets, 62, 140, 529_ See Brahm!, 

Kharoshthi 
Alpine race, 45 
Alwar, 84, 121, 316, 528 
Amarapura, 7 
Amaravati, on the Kistna, 599 
Amb,356 
Amb;;', 253, 255 
Amb;;.la, 43, 79 
Ambhi, 350; Omphis, 350, 357 ff., 361, 

367, 377, 383 
Ambikii, 253 
Ameshaspentas, 76 
Amitraghata. See Bindus;;ra 
Amitratapana QushmiI,la, 121 
Amitrochate.. See Bindus;;'ra 
~moghabhtlti, 629, 539 
Amohin! toblet, 526, 575, 576, 633 
Amorges, 338 
Amritsar, 26, 371, 414 
a'!'.ala, 1~8 
Amu Dorta. See Oxne 
Amulets, 239 
Amun, 374,379 
Amusements, 102, 136, 138, 272, 417, 

480 
Amyntas, 556, 560, 591 
Amyrgioi Sakai, 338, 564 
~nagha, 238 
Anand .. , elder, 201 
Ananta Gumphii., Khandagiri, 639 640 
anatra." nO-Dose, 85, 267 ' 
Anathapi'.'lj.ika, 207, 211, 213, 216, 219, 

624 
Anatolia, 45 
_\ceyra, battIe, 440 

Andamans, 6, 37 
Andhavana, 201 
AndhradeQa, 599, 603 
Andhraka, 518, 521 
Andhras, 117, 124, 223, 224, 227, 249, 

274, 279, 299, 3ll, 317, 318, 473, 475, 
514, 516, 518, 519, 522, 523, 52g ff., 
593, 594, 598 if., 6a5. See alBO Telugus 

Andragoras, 438; coins, 464 
AndroBthene. of Cyzicus, 442 
Androstbenes of Tbasos, 423 
Augas, 48, 117, 123ff., 160, 172, 173, 

182, 190, 30:1, 311, 315,317,527, 534, 
601 

Anga. (Veda-). 245, 482 
Anguttara Nikaya, 172, 178, 186, 189, 

192, 194 ff., 202, 214, 215 
Animisha, 231 
Animism, 144, 169 
Aiijanavana, 199, 202 
Annam, 5, 48 
Anspacb, A. K, 349, 351, 355, 361, 362, 

365, 370, 371, 373 ff., 379, 380, 383 
Antaka, 238 
Antapalas, 488 
Antarva"'Qika, 488 
Antialcidas, 4tH, 521, 522, 552, 558, 625 ; 

coins, 556, 559, 560, 590, .591 
Antlgone of Sophocles, 646 
Antigonus, king of A.is, 429, 432, 472 
Antigonus Gonatas, 502 
Autimachu8 I, Tbeos, 449 if., 560; coin" 

465,546,547,586 
Antimacbus n, Nikephoros (1),449, 547 
Antioch, 432 
Antiochus I of Syria, 389, 400, 432 ff., 

443, 447, 450, 453; coins, 463 
Antiochus II, Theos, 432, 435 ff., 443, 496, 

502, 515; ooins, 463 ff. 
Antiochus III the Great, 440 ff., 453, 45S, 

512, 542 
Antiochus IV EpiphaneB, 454, 457, 458 
Antiochu" VII, 458 
Antiochus in Milindapaiiha. 550 
Antipater, 428 
Ants, gold-digging, 396, 403 
Anu, tribe, 82, 118, 317 
AnuQisana, 265 
Anukramani, 126 
Anula, que'en, 610 
Anuradha, brother of Bhaddakachchani, 

607 
Anurii.dh"pura, 606 ff_ 
Anuruddba, king, 189 
antUu7!'yiina, 508 
Aornus, 35ti, 357, 369 
Apadiina, 183, 197 
Apiilii., 90 
Apii", Napat, 104 
Apariinta, 603 
Aparantaka, 499 
Aparytai, 339 
Apastamba, 113, 227, 229, 231, 234,235, 

237 ft., 283, 288, 290, 293, 301 
Apaya, 80, 83 
Apes. Sec Monkeys 
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Aphioe., Aphrikes, 356 
Aphrodite, on gems, 648 
Apollo, on coin., 436, 437, 460, 463, 466, 

547, 548, 552, 555, 586, 587 
Apollodoruc of Artemita, 425, 445, 542, 

543 
Apollodotus I, 460, 461, 543, 544, 547, 

548, 550 ff., 555, 557, 558, 560, 571, 
586, 587 

Apollodotus II Philopator, 549, 552 ff., 
587, 588 

Apollonius of Tyana, 425 
Apollophanes, satrap, 380, 381; king, 552, 

55a; coins, 5ti9 
Appian, 431 
Apoara.a., 105, 145, 256 
Arabian Sea, 2, 27,34,36,51,426,595,600 
Arabita., 380 
ArachoRia, R7, 326, .328, 3.,!~, 337, 341, 

380, 431, 442, 444, 457, 472, 473, 54~, 
545, 546, 548, 554, 564, 568, 569, 571, 
573, 574, 578, 583 

AraQ.a, 238 
Arabant. S .. Arhat 
Ar~k&n, 7; range, 8 
Aral sea, 28, 69, 70 
Aramaic script, 62. See Kharoshthi 
Aranyakas, 114 II. . 
Xrattas, 242 
AriivBJli bill., 20 II., 25, 34 
Aravas, 380 
Arbela, 341 
Arcbebius, king, 556, 559, 591 
Architecture, 137, 237, 259, 480. 616 II., 

624, 647; Hellenistic, 64&; Jain, 22 ; 
Mu&almiin, 20, 24; chaityas, rock 
temples, stu pas, 634 

Areioi, 340 
Argante, 394 
ArghsDdib, river, 80 
Argi vo king, 394 
Arhat, 159, 196 
Aria, 87, 327, 337, 431, 457, 1142, 544 
Ariana, 540, 542, 54!), 554, .564, 567 
AriaspiaDs, 332 
A rig..,on, 353 
Ari8tobulus, 352,367,399,403 1I.,414 fl.,421 
AriBtotle, 393 
Arius, river, 441 
Arjuna, 257, 258, 265, 266, 269, 528 
Arjuniiy .. nas, 528 
Armenia, 27, 45, 71, 569; language, 71, 

73 
Armies, 98, 246, 270, 289, 410, 412, 418, 

476,489,490,517; modern, 27, 29, 32 
Am .. , 84 
Arnold, .F:. V., 78, 108 
Arrian, 141, 292, 321, 331, 332, 341, 

a48 II., 353, 356, 359, 362 fl., 367, 369, 
371, 372, 374, 378, 381, 383, 384, 386, 
3~8, 390, 399, 400, 404,405, 407, 409, 
411 fl, 415, 424, 425, 428, 433, 4.18, 
446, 472, 477, 617 

ArBac.s I, 438, 439 
A rsaceB II, 438 
Arsaees III, 441 

Arsaces of U raQ8., 373 
ArBacidae, 458. See ParthianB 
Art.banu. I, 459, 567, 578 
ArtabanuB III, 578 
Artabates, 340 
Artaxerxes M nemon, 397 
Artemidorus, 557, 558, 587 
Artemis, on coins, 558, 587 
ArtbaGastra, 113, 151, 157, 294, 295, 421, 

467, 474 fl., 504,505, 507 
Aruvii!ar, tribe, 596, 59~ 
Aruva·nlidu, 596 
Aruvli.vagatalai, 596 
(irya, 73, 240, 481 
Eryamitr., 527, 538 
Aryans, 40,46,54,56,65 ff., 240, 242, 247, 

2.54, 267, 290, 294, 295, 305, 308, 309, 
317, 318, 320, 604, 605, 61:5; in South, 
596,598, 602, 606; invasions, 23,36,42, 
45, 49, 51, 52, 79, ll~, 124, 222, 275, 

_ 594; languages, 50, 52, 71, 73, 74 
Aryavarta, 51, 242 
~ryo-Dravidian type, 45, 41;, 48,120 
Aryo-Indian stock, 73 
Asandbimitrli, 500 
Asandivaut, 117, 121 
Ascetics, 151, 368, 411, 421 
~sela, son of Mu!asiva, 608, 609 
Ashaqba8ena, 524, 537 
Ash!akas, 355 
Asia, I, 496 
Asia Minor, 70 
Asiani,459 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, founded, 68, 65 
Asii, 459 
Asikni. See Chenab 
A,oka. See A90ka 
Aspa, Atrstegos, 581 
AspaBioi, 352 
Aspavarman, 577, 578, fi81, 590, 592 
AspionoR, 457 
Assagetes, 355 
Assaka., 172, 173 
Assakenoi, 141, 352, 353, 355, 356, 469 
Assakenos, 353 
Assam, 9, 11, 12, 36, 40,47, 48, 613 
AssameBe, 49, 51 
ASBurbanipal, 76 
A.syria, 76; Assyrian king., 141; art, 

632, 644; civilisation, 615 
Astakenoi, 141 
Astes,353 
Astrologer., 136 
ABtronomy, 139, 140, 148, 226, 385 
Astynomoi, 417, 418 
Asura Maya, 673 
Asuras, 76, 106, 145, 146,233; epithet of 

Varuna, 103, 111 
Atharva9iras, 245 
Atharvaved., 48,56, 115, 117,120, 121, 

123, 124, 136, 138, 139, 145, 146, 229, 
249, 252, 262, 298, 301, 302, 306, 309, 
322 

Atbena, on coins, 433, 448, 462 fl., 552, 
554,571, 588, 589,592; Oll gems, 647; 
shield of, 376 
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Athenaeus, 413, 422, 423 
Athens, 346; coin types, 386, 462 
Athra vas, 125 
Atithigva, 82, 101 
Atman theory, 142, 151, 249 
A~J;lara, 122 
Atthasiilini, 193, 207 
Attic weight-standard, 388,433, 434, 456, 

460, 555, 645 
Attock, 31, B46, 445 
Atyariit; JiioaIJ;ltapi, 121 
Augustus Caesar, 597 
Aurangabad District, 514, 531 
Aurangzeb, 24 
Australians, 41 
Austria languages, 37, 41, 48, 49 
Ava, 7 
Avanti,172, 173, 18;; fl_, 274, 310, 311, 

316,469,514,531,533 
Avantikii, 531 
Avantiputta, 185 
Avantivardhana, 311 
Avesta, 49,56,73,74,76,111,113, 319fl., 
_ 323 fl.; Giithiis, 74 
Ayar, tribe, 596, 598 
ayas, 56, 100, 137 
Ayodhya, 305,309,527,531,538 
Azes I, 554, 646; another, 1)72; coins, 

569, 572 fl" 587, 589, 590, 592; era, 
576, 581, 582, 584 

Azes II, 573, 574, 578, 581; coins, 577, 
590 fl. 

Azilises, 569, 573, 574; coins, 529, 539, 
570fl., 587 ff_ 

Bab-el-Mandeb, 426 
Babelon, E., 343, 435 
Babylon, 87, 330, 313, 386,390, 428, 429, 

433; Babylonia, 76, 140, 615; trade, 
62, 212, 329, 396, 517 

Back Bay, 17 
Bactra,441 
Bactria, 33,34,43,51, 58ff., 70, 327, 329, 

338, 348, 350, 383, 3~6, 389, 561; 
Greek kingdom, 34, 224, 225, 427 ff_, 
540 fl_, 550, 554, 556, 563, 565, 621, 
644; Bactrians, 340, 341, 351, 385, 
387,564; coins, 446 ff., 545, 547 fl. 

Badagara, 595 
Baden-Powell, B. H., 101 
Baghdad, 615 
Bahasatimitra, 524 ff., 537, 538 
Bahawalpur State, 585 
Bahistan inscr., 327, 334, 335, 337,621 
Hahiya, Tamil, 610 
Bahmanabiid, 378 
Baindas, 129 
Baines, Sir A., 528 
Bairiit, 316 
Biikhtrl_ See Bactria 
Bakony Wald, 69 
Bi;.!ii Tisn, 611 
Balabhllti, 526 
Biilaka, 311 
Balani Tissa, 611 
Balat Sivuv', Balavat Si~uvaya, 611 

Balbiitha, 86 
Balhika Pratipiya, 122, 322; Balhikas, 

124 
Bali, king, 601 
Bali offering, 230 
Balkans, 68 
Balkh, 51, 70, 327, 348, 363, 441, 442 
Baloch, 42, 52 
Baluchistan, 27, 29, 30, 38, 42 fl., 52, 53, 

85, 321, 326, 328, 332, 333, 338, 431, 
564, 594, 613, 614 

Bana_ See Harshacharita 
Banavasi, 603 
Bandbupiilita, 511 
Band-i-Baian, 327 
Baneni, R. D., 314 
Bangalore, 5. 15 
Bankipore, 477 
Bannu District, 647 
Bariibar hills, 498, 501, 618, 619, 634 
Bareilly District, 525 
Bawett, L. D., 294 
Baroda, 19, 20 
Barsentes, 87 
Bartholomac, C., 324 ff_ 
Barugaza_ See Broach 
Basarh_ See Vesiili 
Basl1kulfQ., 157 
Batin,41 
Battle-axe, on coins, 539 
Baudhayana, 134, 140,217,218,237,241, 

242, 244, 245, 247 ff., 292, 293 
BaverD, 212; Jataka, 396 
Bayana, 327 
Beal, S., 513 
Be ... , 59, 529; Vipa9, 80, 81, 324, 341, 

345, 408, 544; Hyphasis, 345, 372,373, 
375, 383, 402, 427, 468, 543 

Bedsa cave, 635 ff. 
BegIlLm, 348, 452 
Bekanata, 87 
BeHary 'District, 599 
Benares, 13, 14,23,25,117,173,174,187, 

199, 201, 206, 211, 212, 213, 215, 216, 
301,517, 522, 527; Division, 308 

Bengal, 8, 9 fl .. 24, 25, 35, 36, 47. 48, 51, 
191, 242, 469, 512, 534, 605, 606; Bay, 
2, 4, 5, 16, 19, 34, 51, 402, 430, 595, 
601; Nawabs, 24 

Bengali, 15, 51 
Bengali type_ See Mongolo-Dravidian 
Berar_ See Vidarbha 
Bergny, A. V., 529 
BeBnagar. 517; columns_ See Bhilsa 
Betwa, 522 
Bhabra, 498, 505 
Bhaddii, queen, 189 
Bhaddakachchiinii, 607 
Bhadda.ala, Bhadrasara, monk, 499, 608 
Bhaddiya, 177 
Bhadrabiihu, 154, 156, 164, 165, 169 
Bhadraka, 521 
Bbadrasara, king_ See Bindusara 
Bhadrasara, missionary. See Bhaddasiila 
Bhadrasena, 123 
Bhadraya~asa, 554, 589 
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Bhaga, god, 2g8 
Bhiiga, yunga, 518, 521 
Bhagabhadra, 521, 558 
Bhiigadugha, ratnin, 131 
Bhagala, 372,468 
Bhagalpur, 48, 213, 309, 311, 315, 527 
Bhagavadgiti, 273, 275, 484 
Bhagavata, yunga, 518, 521, 522 
Bhagavatas. See VisbJ:>u 
Bhagavati-siitra, 163 
Bhaggas, 175 
Bha)a cave, 635 ff. 
Bhalanases, 82 
Bhamo,7 
lJIUlI.U!(lgiirika, 206 
Bhandarkar, D. R., 295, 522 
Bhandarkar, R. G., 520 
Bharadviija, purohita, 518 • 
Bharadviijas, 82, 84, 87, 202 
Bharata, anoestor, 304, 308 
Bharata, country, 304 
Bharata, Jain, 153 
Bharata, poem, 251, 256 
Eharata Daul,tshanti, 47, 120, 308 
Bharata., 47, 81, 91,92,116, 118ff., 123, 

251,252,262,276,306,807; seven, 174 
Bharatavarshs, 304; Bhiiratavarsha, 536, 

537 
Bharatpur, Bh .. rtpur, S4, 316, 528 
Bbarhut, 517, 524; Stiipa, 200, 211;, 476, 

479, 501,523, 624, 626, 629, 632, 633, 
637,640 

Bharukaccha. See Broach 
Bhasa,471 
Bbashya, 482 
Bhattiprolu, 529, 623 
Bbavishy .. Pur"""a, 249, 301 
Blleda, king, 82, 308 
Bhikshurija, 602 
Bbils (Villa var?), 595 
Bhilsa, 500, 600; topes, 499, 523, 533; 

Besnagar columns, 521, 522, 558, 625 
Bhima, Pii.J:l~u, 264 
Bhima of Vidarb,ha, 117 
Bhimasena, 120 
Bhishma.255 
Bilitii, 617, 643 
bhojaku, 203, 204 
Bhojakas, 535, 600 
Bhojas, 274, 473, 514 
Bhopal, 634 
Bbrigukaccha. See Broach 
Bhrigus, 82, 121 
Bhutan, 11, 47 
Bh(Hap~la, setb, 637 
Bhiitapati, 145 
Bhuls, 238 
Bihar, 13, 15,17,45,48,51,55,57,117, 

160,242, 307, 309, 313, 485, 514,527, 
616, 618, 619, 634 

Bihari, 51 
Bikaner, 21, 87 
Bimaran, 646, 648 • 
Bimbisiira, 157, 160, 163, 182 ff., 218, 

310 ff., 315, 337, 616, 629; yrenika, 
157, 311 

Bindu.iira, 166, 223, 315, 500, 503; 
Amitrocbates, 433, 495; Bhadrasira, 
495 

Biot, J_ B., 140 
Birhors, 395, 396 
Birth ceremonies, 231, 236 
Bithynians, 71 
Black cotton soil, 18 
Black Sea, 69, 70, 433, 565 
Bloch, J_, 616, 643 
Bloomfield, M_, 81, 88, 94, 144 
Bodhi Kumiira, 187 
Bodhi Tree, 196, 624; in Ceylon, 608 
Boghaz-kbi inscriptions, 72, 73,75, 76, 320 
Bohemia, 69, 70, 72 
Bohtlingk, 0" 88 
BokhBTa. See Bukhira 
Eolan pass and river, 28 ff., 82, 564 
Bombay, 2, 16 ff., 23, 27; Presidency, 19, 

20, 27, 29, 44, 602 
Bombay and Baroda railway, 19 
Bonner, H. T., 133 
Bopp, F., 65 
Borghiit, 17 
Bosporus, 69, 70 
Boyer, A_ M., 582 
Brahma, 249, 303, 485; son of a, 93 
Brahmii. Purana, 300, 501 
brahl1ldchiirin, 136, 151 
Brahmadatta of Ki9i, 174, 180, 316 
Brahmajiila Sutt .. , 194, 482 
Brahmamitra, 526, 538, 626 
brahman, 94, 127, 142 ff. 
BrahmaJ;la., 46,47,57,82,83,125 ff., 135, 

138, 142, 144, 147, 220, 252, 254,298; 
period, 46, 54, 82, 112 ff., 261, 307, 
309,317,482 

Brahma.ns, Brahmanism, 46, 51, 53ft., 
92,93,120,122,124, 126ff., 130, 132ff., 
204, 209, 221, 239, 247, 259, 266, 280, 
304, 309, 377, 409 ff., 484, 488, 521, 
522, 595, 596; and Kshalriy .. doctrine, 
127, 144, ; literature, 40, 48,50, 55,59, 
77 ff., 114 ff_ 

Brahmaputra, 8, 9, 11, 12, 36, 39 
BrahmarshideQa, 46, 51, 57 
Brahmiivarta, 46, 80, 81, 93, 110. 308 
Brahmi script, 62; on coins, 449, 523, 

529, 538; ou gems, 647; in inscrip· 
tions, 625, 628, 643 

Briihiii, 42, 49, 85, 613; mts, 540, 564 
Bretzl, H., 405 
Bribu, 87 
Biiliadiiranyaka Upanishad, 116,121,136, 

'143,549 
Bribadratha, 309, 310, 511, 512, 517 
Bdhaduktha, 121 
Bribannaraya~a Parana, 270 
Bribaspati, law-book, 280, 282, 283, 286, 

'287, 290 
Brihaspati, Maury .. , 511 
Brihasvatimitr... See Bahasatimitra 
Biiiijaras, 489 
Brisaya, 82, 87 
Broach, Bbarukaecha, 212, 213; Baru

gaza, 548; Bhrigukaccha. 517 
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Bronze, 56, 100; age of, 6H 
Brunnhofer, A., 823 
Rucephala, 368, 374, 5.51, 588 
Buddha, 14, 122, 150, 152, 160 ft., 185, 

196,214, 222, 309, 311, ~17, 470,480, 
482, 491, 524, 5.51, 60.5, 606,611); date, 
112, 156, 163, 171 ff .. 604, 607; in 
8culpture, 619, 624, 629, 630, 643, 644, 
647,648; Gotama, Gautama, 150, 183, 
184, 605; Siddhatth&, 209, 306, 312, 
644 

Buddbacharita, 483 
Buddhagho.a, 176, 181, 182, 192, 195 
BuddhaVllm8&, 197 
Buddh Gaya, 526, 618, 619; temple, 626, 

628, 630. SOt Gaya 
Buddbism, 11, 20, 54 H., 60, 61,112, 116, 

121, 123,143,144.147, 152, 161, 171 H., 
221, 260, 261, 275, 482, 602; oouncils, 
194, 482, 498, 505 JI.; di.appearance, 
55, 169, 170, 226; economic condition., 
198 H.; missions, 433, 498, 499, 506, 
603,604 ft, ; in south, 2, 596, 597; text., 
,J.5 H., 123, 125, 129, 156,157, 186, 189, 
197, 297, 473,479, 482,484, 495, 549, 
604; their age, 192 ft. 

Biihler, G., 62, 113,140, 152, 167, 199, 
214, 241, 242, 243, 245, 246, 249, 250, 
261, 283, 317, 452, 487, 505, 508, 523, 
529, 530, 535, 576, 601 

Bukbiira, 32, 342, 348, 350,363,390, 434, 
436, 442 

Bulgarians, 66 
Bulis, 175 
Bull, \19, 106; on coins, 538, 539, 547, 

557, 558, 587; on .eals, 618; Bull and 
Horseman, 557 

Bundelkband. 84, 528, 613 
Burgess, J., 637 
Burgon, T., 448 
Burial. See Dead 
Burma., 5H., 36, 39, 40, 47H., 53,54,613; 

railway., 8, 16, 20 
Burnell, A. C., 278 

Qabaras, 117, 124 
t;ayadharman, 511 
\:ayaIika, 513 
Qa.yigupta., 350, 3.56, 369 
Cadrusi, 348 
Caduceus, on ooins, 546, 586 
Qailusha, 138 
Qai vism. See Qiva. 
Qakadvipa, 516, 532, 564. See Indo· 

Scytbia 
Q;;kaJa. See Siigala 
Qakas, Sakas, 44, 60, 224, 253, 274, 304, 

329, 338 H., 459, 461, 516, 518, 526, 
527, 529, 532, 533, 539, 540, 546, 548, 
553, 554, 557, 558, 560, 561, 563 H.; 
satraps, 168, 224, 225, 556, 574 H.; era 
of Qakas in Seistiin 570· era (of 
K~ni.hka), 167, 583, 585; 8u~mary of 
ceInS, 5~6. See Scythian. 

,'"k;'ill'!lna, 564 
<, ;,.;". See Indra 

Qakti.~ri, Qakti.kumara, 531 

gakuntali, 120 
iiky.... 8 .. Sakiy,," 
aland, W., 102, 106 

Calcutta, 2, 9, 10. 16, 17, 19, 23, 25, ~'.', 
216; Indian Mu.eum, 619 

Ciiliyuka, 511 
Caliout, 3, 4 
Calingon, cape, 601 
Calliope, queen, 547,586 
Qalv&,255 
Qa~b&la. See Sambala 
C .. mbara, 82, 84 
Cambay, gulf, 16, 20, 21 
\:iimbha.vya Sutra, 251 
C&m badia, 48 
Qambhu,377 
Cambyae., 382 H. 
Camel, 32, 67; on coins, 588 
(.'amtanu, 126 
Canals, 26, HO 

~
an<Ja, 231 
ankariWhiirya, 143 
ankhayana, 232 if., 251 
'Itikbiyana Briihm&.ll~, 115 
annibalism, 395, 422 

giinti,273 
aphiila, 124 
apisa, Capi8ene, 332. See Kiipka 

Cappadooia, excavations, 72 
Caravan., 211, 212 
Cardamon hills, 3 
Carmania, 428, 442 
Carnatic, 2, 3, 4; Kamala, 165 
Carpathians, 68 
Cartana, 548 
~arY&.lliivant, 80 
Qaryiita, 126 
Ca.pian sea, 28, 69, 70, 433 
Cassander, 432 
CS8te, 53 H., 75, 86, 107,12511.,130,234, 

235, 241, 244, 246, 248, 266 fl., 279, 
280, 284, 285, 287, 314, 474 H., 479, 
480, 489, 596; in Ved .. s, 86, 92 H.; In 

Buddhist period, 208 H., 221, 222, 260, 
266,294; jati, 55, 235, 244, 246; "a~, 
54, 75, 85, 92, 208, 209, 235, 244 

Ca.. tor and Pollux. See Dioocuri 

~
ii.tra, 228, 277 H., 41>2. See Law· books 
atads)'a,97 
atadhanVsD, 511 

~.il.takarni, 223, 318, 530 H., 535, 599 fl. 
Qatakas, 5~9 
~tamana, 137 . 
Qatanika, Siitrajita, 119, 302, 308, 316 
yatapatha Brahmana, 47, 48,50,115 fl., 

126, 130 H., 138: 140, 142, 145, 146, 
148, 252, 253, 305, 308, 316,317. G25 

Cata.vihana. See SiitavihaD8 
Cathaei, Cathaeans. See K.hatriyas 
Qatru, 231 . 
Cattle.raising. See Pastoral puroulls 
Caucasian type, 37, 38 
Caucasus, 69, 70, 452 
~auJfQ.ikeya, 231 
Uauvery. See Kil:veri 
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Cawnpore, 13, 14, 25, 81 
Celts, 71; languages, 72 
Ceil-guttuvan, 598 
llen.us Report, 37, 40, 48, 50, 55 
Central Indian agency, 15, 19, 21, 22 
Central Provinces, 19, 48, 129, 519, 600, 

614 
Cerasos,67 
Cey, king, 598 
Ceylon, 2, 49, 54, 60, 62, In, 195.196, 

213,424, 478, 499, 514, 604 ff.; Saran
dib, 606; CbronicleR, 171,184,185,190, 
191, 312, 500, 604. Ste Dipava'!lsa, 
Mahavams8 

Chabihil, 501 
Chadwick, H. M., 257, 272 
Ch&hara. See Cbb.hsn 
Chsitra, 149, 232 
Chaitya hall., 634 ff., 639, 642 
Chakra Revolts,," Patavs, 122 
chakrovartin. Su unlversa.l monarch 
Chslmers, Lord R., 156 
Chaman, 30, 31 
Chsmbal, 13, 15, 21; Charmanv"ti, 316, 

5W . 
Chsmpa, 160, 173, 182, 186, 201, 213 
Champiiran, 317 
Ch&r;>Bky .. , lSI, 157, 164, 166, 470, 471 

Set tWo ArthB~"'tra , 
Chanda, Ramaprasad, 522 
Chandsl, 325 
Chamj;;la., 129, 208 
Chan4,svajji, 506 
Chandrabansi Riijpots, 304 
Chandragupt .. , 34, 59, 156, 165, 106, 223, 

312, 315, 331, 389, 413, 417, 418, 444, . 
467 lJ., 495, SOl, 518, 535, 541, 597, 599; 
Chandagutta, 189 ff.; Ssndrocottos, 59, 
156 

Ch"ndragupta II Vikramaditya, 519, 533 
Chand,amii.., 469 
Chsng-kien, 459, 461 
Chappar rift, 30 
Chsrskas, 136 
Chares of MytHene, 422, 423 
Chiirikar, 348, 542, 543,550 
Chsriot race, 102, 138, 141 
Cbarmanvati. See Chambal 
Charms: See Spells 
Charpentier, J., 124, 156, 163 
Chiirsadda, 355, 543, 548 
Charumali, 500, 501 
Chatumii., 17.5 
Chaucer, 444 
Chautang, 80 
Chedis, 84, 274; Cheti, 172 
Chell ana, 157, 183 
Chenah, 27, 31, 83, 118, 121, 468, 549, 

550; Asikni, 80, 324. 34.'5; Acesines, 
345, 3.i9 ff., 369, 370, 372 fl., 383, 427 

Chera., 51.5, 595, 596 lJ. ; Kerala., 595 
Chesney, Sir G. T., 517 
Cbeta dynasty, 534, 538,602 
Chetaka, 157 
Cheii. S .. Chedi. 
Cbetiyapabbsta. vibara, 608 

Cheyne, T. K., 391 
Cbhaddanta Jatska, 631 
Chhandska, 630 
chhandaa, chhandasa, 186 
CbhandsR period, 112 
Chhandoga., 136 
Chhandogys Upanishad, 116, 117, 120, 

133, 143, 262, 299 
Cbhahsra, 556, 575, 576 
Childers, R. C., 218 
China, 5, 7, 20, 36, 38, 39, 47, 57, 58, 212, 

372,478,496,582; Chinese sources, 60, 
188, 458, 459, 503, 524, 555~ 563, 565, 
566,567,583,584; Great Wall, 565 

Cbinas, 274 
Chindwin,7 
Chins, 8 
Chir tope, 581, 582 
Cbitsldroog DiBtrict, 515 
Chitor, 21, 520, 544 
Chitral, 33, 45, 52, 119 
Chitraratha, 84 
Chitta, daughter of P&r;>qu, 607 
Chittagong, 9 
Choes Vslley, 352 
Chota, city, 212, 213; Cbo!a·de~a, 609, 
Cho!a., SIS, 595 lJ., 608; Q61~s, 595 
Chorsniga, 610 
Chota Nigpu" 48, 182, 613 
Chowghal, 595 
Christian communities, 36; caste in, 55 
Chronicles, Book of, 594 
Chronology, 77 fl., 147, 155, 171 ff., 222, 

249, 276, 299, 306, 307, 310 ff., 473, 
697 II. See Dynastic liets 

Chry.oetom, St John, 258 
Chukhsa, 556, 576 
Chullskasetthi Jataka, 211 
Chumuri, 84 
Chunar, 619 
Chysvana, 126, 231 
Qibis, 121 
Qi~oniiga dynasty snd king, 310 lJ., 316, 

503; SU8uniiga, 189, 313 
Cigrus, 82, 85 
Cilioi .. , 344 
Cimyus, 85 
OucarR, 594, 599, 601, 602 
Circe legend, 607 
Qitalii, 575 
City goddess, on coins, 587, 5~8 
Qivs, 104, 145, 238, 255, 303, 422, 597; 

cult, 225, 272, 274, 289, 40~, 419, 485, 
532, 557; Qivaites, 124, 233, 257, 259; 
Mahadeva, 255 

Qivadatta, 529, 539 
Qivaites. See Qiva 
Civas, 82, 121 
Clisobora, 408 
Clitsrchu8, 367, 399, 416, 417, 422 
Clive, General, 24 
Coal, 35 
Cochin, 3, 4, 20, 595 
Q"<J"ss, 526, 538, 575, 576, 633 
Codomsnnu8. See Darius III 
Ooenu8,366 
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Coggin.Brown, .J., 615 
Coimbalore, Gap, 3, 4; District, 595 
Coins, 60 ff., 224, 226,524, .528, 529, 531. 

534, 645; punch.ma.rked, 343, 622, 623 ; 
key to plates I-V, 462, .538; 8ummary 
of Yavanas, Qaka •. and Pahlava., 586 

Coliiba Point, 17 
CuI as. See Cholas 
Coi'ebrooke, H. '1'., 152 
C<Iliaci, 424 
Colombo, 1, 2 
Comorin, Cape, 2, 400 ft., 598, 595, 596 
Compa.rlttive philology, 64, 65, 109 

8
0na Salrlisaha, 121, 525 
onaka, Qonakiiyana, 525 

'onjeeveram, 596; Kiiiiebi, 531, .')9·, 
Cook, S. A., 340 
Coorg, 4, 595 
Coorgs, 594 
CopbaeuB, 355 
Cophen. See Kabul river 
Copper, in Rigveda,56, 100; age, 56, 614,1;I5 
Coromandel, 2, 4, 5, 212 
Cossa, L., 219 
Cotton, 2, 3, 396, 404, 412 
Councillors, royal, 271, 288, 290, 411 
Courier, ratnin, 131 
Cow, 129, 234, 269; unit in commerce, 

97,137,217; sl .. ying, 101, 102,137,232 
Cowell, E. B., 215, 310, 415, 417, 518, 

521, 522 
Cowley, A., 62 
ypalllhora. See Spalahores 
Qr .. ddhii, god, 105 
~ramal)a, 420, 421, 484 
Cralerus, 364 ff., 374, 375, 379, 564 
Crateu .. " 384 
Qrauta sacrifices, 247 
Qrauta StIttas, 116, 227 ff., 231 
Qriivasti, 159, 160, 162, 309, 523, 617, 

624; Siive.ttbi, 180, 181, 184, 186, 201, 
206, 211, 213 ff. 

Creme.tion. See Dead 
Qrenika. See Bimbisara 
rreshthin, 137, 477; "tlhi, 207ft'., 260. 

See Gilds 
9ri·kiikulam,599 
Crimes, Vedic, 97; later, 133, 241, 247, 

248, 281 ff., 414, 486 
Qrine.g"r, YIinagari. See Srin .. gar 
Croesus, 331 
Qrutasena, 120 
Ctesia., 137, 329, 330, 340, 341,393,395, 

397, 423, 675 
Cksiphon, dynasty, 571 
Quddhodana. See Suddhodana 
Qudra., 54, 86, 92, 125, 126, 128, 129, 

134, 229, 231, 234, 235, 240 244 248 
256, 267, 285, 287, 294, 30.i 313 314' 
179, 481 ' , , 

(>. klimat, 304 
• ""·,gas, 223 224 317 318 512 516 II 

:,29 ft., 537, 544, 600, 623 627 628': 
,·()ill.~! f)~3 ~ 524 '" 

.\., ,:j'~m, Sir A., 167,215,343,348, 
, 388, 442, 444, 445, 448, 452, 

454, 460, 476, 499, 525, 526, 527 546 
547. 548, 555, 560,578, 624 " 

Qiirasenas, 51, 167, 289,315,316,408,469, 
526 ; Sura.enas, 172, 185; Bur .. seui, 4Q8 

Ciirp're.ka. See Suppiire.ka 
Currency, 97, 98, 137, 210, 217 
Curti us, Quintus, 332, 347, 348, 353, 356·, 

.351l, 366, 869, 372, 374, 378, 380, 384, 
385, 428, 469, 674 

Cutcb, 20, 224; Rann of, 21, 175, 380 
Cuttack, 584 
Qntudr'l. S .. Sutlej 
rvamukha, 397 
~vetaketu, 122 

8
vetambaraa. 8ft Je.ins 
'vetiiyve.tara UpaUlshad, 274 
vikna, king, 124 

Qyiiparnas, 126 
Cyme, 443 
Cypriots, 374; Cyprus, 844 
Cyrene, 540 
Cyrus, 29, 61, 141, 329 ff., 054.' 

Dabbaaen&, ISO 
Dac,e.kumir&eharita, 492 
da~al'a, 289 
D .. ~ar"'tha, of Ayodhya, 309 
Da~aratha, successor of A~ok&, 166, .)(I~, 

511, 512, 619, 620 
Daqii",a, 523 
Dacoa., 2, 4, 36 
Da90na, 511 
Dadika.i, 33g, 340 
Dabae, 87, 566 
Dablmann, J., 261 
Daimachus of Plat ... a, 399, 400, 433, 49;; 
daiva, 283; Zoroastrian, 76 
Daivavata, 84 
Daksbinii, 99 
De.kshu;.iipatba, 274, 529, 602. 8ee Deccan 
Dalbha,119 
Dalton, E. T., 395,396 
Da maraxus, 369 
Dame., M. L., 32/l, 339 
DaD ... tutis, 78. 84, 96 
Danqakaranya, 602 
De.ntapura, 173 
Danube, 69 
Darad, Darada, 404 
Darbhangii, 317 
Dar~aka, king, 311, 313 
D .. rdanelles, 69, 70 
Dardistiin, 396, 404 
Dards, 339 
Daremberg and Saglio, 391 
Daric, 342, 343, 390 
Darius I Bystaspes, 23, 57,58, 74, 141. 

213, 327, 333 ff., 342, 393, 4:18, 540, 
564, 567; tomb, 634 

Darius III, 74, 341, 347, 386, 634 
Darjeeling, 10, 11, 25 
Darmesteter, J., 324ft. 
Diisaka, elder, 506 
Diisi, 85 
Dasyus, Diisas, 54, 73, 75. 79. 82 ff., 32~ : 

Diisa king, 82, 86 
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Dithika, Tamil, 610 
Davids, Mrs Rhys, 217 
Davids, T. W. Rhys, 144, 171, 174,175, 

lS2 fl., 193, 195, 199, 201, 213, 317, 
329, 413, 418, 469, 47~, 484, 491, 549 

Do.ys of week, 279 
Dead, disposal of, burial, 107, 108, 228, 

236, 41S, 476; cremo.tion, lO7; ex· 
posure, 415: Vedic remains, 616 

Deb, H. K., 311 
Dobal, 379, 606 
Deccan, 2, 14, 16 fl., 24, 35, 40, 48, 242, 

516, 519, 529, 530, 535, 598, 599, 602, 
603, 613, 614 

Deer, on coins, 539 
Dehra Dtln, 26 
Delbriick, B., 89, 351, 361, 363, 364, 367 
Delhi, 13, 15,17, 20fl., 29, 32, 34ff., 39, 

47,216,289, 30S, 468,499,501,520,544 
Demetrius I of Bactria, 441, 444 fl., 448, 

451 ft., 542 fl., 551, .)53, 554, 645; coins, 
464, 559, 573, 586, 589 

Demetriue II of Bactria, 448, 451, 452; 
coins, 464 

Demetrius I of Syria, 457 
Demetrius II of Syria, 458 
Demetrius, general, 429 
Demetrins in Milindap .. iiha, 550 
Deo.Piitan, 501 

'Derbikes, 330 
Derda.e, 404 
Deus,en. P., 144 
Devabhuti, 518, 521, 522 
Deva~ravas, 83 
Devadaha, 175 
Devadharman, 511 
Devajana. vidyii, 254 
Dcvamantriva, 550 
Devanat;lpiya Tiosa, 499, 608, 609 
Deviinanda, 157 
Devapiila, 501 
Deva.pattana, 601 
Deviipi, 93, 94, 126 
Devavarman, 511 
Devaviita, 83 
Devi of Vediss, 500 
Devol Deviyo, 606 
Dhamma and Vinaya, 192, 194 
Dhammapada, 197, 206; com., 182, 184, 

186, 187, 193, 202, 215 
Dhammapiila, commentator, 183 
Dhammapiila, elder, 186 
Dhamma·saJigani, 197,214 
Dhammasoka, 608. See A~oka 
Dhan.bhuti Vacchiputa, 523 
Dhunananda, 313, 469 
Dhiinya-kataka, 599 
Dhariighosha, 529, 539 
Dh.ranik6ta, 599 
Dharma, 280, 281, 496, 503 ft., 507; 

ordeal,283 
Dharma Qastraa. See Law-books 
Dharm"mahiimatras, 497, 506, 509 
Dharma Nibandhas, 278 
Dharmapala, king, 523, 538 
Dharma.pathaka., 277 

Dharmarakshita, 499 
Dharma Sutras, 116, 227 If., 231, 234, 

240 fl. ; date, 250, 295 
dlw"!a,284 
Dhatarattha, 174 
Dhauli, '496, 497 
Dhritariishtra Vaieitravirya, 119, 123, 

316 
Dhruva, 149 
Dhuni,84 
Dhvasan Dvaitavan., 121 
Dice, 98, 102, 130, 131, 138, 237, 247, 

262, 263, 281, 282 
Digambaras. See Jains 
Digha·Gam"'.li, 607 
Digh. Nikiiy., 156, 173 ft., 177, 179, 182, 

184, 185, 192, 194, 196 ft., 201, 205, 
209, 211, 214, 470 

Dighii vu, 179 
Dighiiyn, brother of Jlbadd·~ke.chchiinii, 

607 
Dighiti, 180 
Diodorus Siculus, 332, 347, 348, 351,3.53, 

3.;6 fl., 369, 370, 372, 374, 378, 380, 
384, 397, 402, 407, 408, 414, 415, 425, 
427 fl., 469, 674 

Diodotus I, 435 fl., 443, 450, 451, 453, 
546, 623; wrongly Theodotus, 435 

Diodotus II, 440, 464, 502 
Diogenee, cynic, 358, 359, 39B 
Diomedes, king, 556, 587, 591 
Dionysius, ambassador, 399, '133, 495 
Dionysius, king, 549, 552, 553, 587, 589 
Dionysus, 331, 332, 354, 408, 409, 416, 

419, 422, 485; in art, 646; on coins, 
449 

Dioscuri, 104; on coins, 455, 460, 465, 
539, 5.56, 558, 587, 5n 

DipavaIl'sa, 174, 184, 185, 212,312,603, 
604, 605, 609 fl. 

Dirghatamas, 601 
Distresses, six, 270 
Diviikara, 306 
Divodii.a, 82, 84,86,87, 94, 95, 101, 120, 

305,518 
Divyiivadiina, 179, 187, 189, 212, 495, 

507, 511, 519 
Doiib, 46; Doab., 31, 550; Rechna Doab, 

550 
Dogra mountaineers, 27 
Drama,. 138, 255, 297 
Drangiiina, 328, 330, 338, 442, 458, 548, 

564, 568, 569 
Dr.upadi, K!ish~ii, 263 fl. 
Dravidian languages, 15,19,36, 37, 41 fl., 

49,50,602 
Dravidiaus, Draviq.as, 40 fl., 48, 73, 85, 

120, 124, 204, 240, 380, 515, 593, 604, 
606, 613, 615; pre·Dravidians, 41,594, 
604; dravirja, drami<!a, darni!a, 593 

D~ishadvati, 80, 83, 110, 116,302, 306 
dr01.'amukha, 476 
Dron ... a, 231 
Droysen, J. G., 372, 430, 453 
Druhyus, 82, 118 
Duff,. M. C., 141 
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Durga, 272 
Durg"ha, 83, 94 
DurgaplilaB, 488 
Durmukha, 121 
Dushtarltu Paumsiiyana, 122,131 
Dushyanta, 308 
Dutch in Ceylon, 2, 605 
Duttha-Gamani, 609 
Dvaltavana lake, 121 
Dvapara age, 303 
Dvliravati, 531 
Dyaus, 103, 105. See Zeus 
Dynastic lists, 58, 224, 306,520; Andhr ... , 

530, 531; Ci~unii.g"8, 312; (,:ungas, 
518; IkshvakuR, 306, 309; Mauryas, 
189, lill; Nand ... , 313 

Dyrta, 356 

Eagle, on coins, 462 
Earth goddess, 230, 616. See Prithivi 
East India Company, 24, 63, 56Z 
East Indian RailwI\Y, 1:>, 17, 25 
Easter Island, 48 
Ecbatana, 346, 391, 411 
Economic conditions, Vedic, 99 B. ; later, 

13SB., 259; Buddhist, 198ft. 
Eggeling, J., 142 
Egyptians, 351, 374, 394, 407; Egypt, 

517,540, 545,594,615 
Elii.ra, Tamil king, 608, 609; Eli.la, 609 
Elephant, 67, 81, 100, 137, 356, 405, 424, 

490, 557; on coins, 539, 546, 547, 
5551J., 560, 586, 587, 590, 591 ; in Brt, 
635, 647 

elephas, 391 
E!u, 606 
Em.treu>. 444 
Endogamy, 129 
enotokoitoi,3H4 
Epander, king, 557, 587 
Ephorus, 398 
Epics, 47, li8, 119, 122, 278, 479, 483, 

666 B,; period, 220 B.; princes and 
peoples, 251 ft. ; in South, 596 

Epikleros, 134 
Epirus, 540 
Eran, 523, 538 
Erapata, 624 
Eras. See Azes, Qakf1,s, Mauryas, Vi· 

krama 
Eratosthenes, 400B., 409, 424, 425 
Erices, 356 
Erythraean Sea, 330 
Erzgebirge, 68 
Esdras I, 339 
Esther, Book of, 325, 339, 340 
Esukari, 203 
Ethiopians, 339, 394, 407; type, 37 
Ethnographical divisions, 371J. 
Eucratides, 446, 447, 451 B" 532, 541, 

544, 545, 551 ft., 557, 558, 560, 566 
571; coins, 465, 547, 548, 575, 588: 
590, 5n, 647; succeSSurs 554ff. 559 
,563, 564 " , 

Eucrat;(jr,s n I'!) ·160 461) 
En"j·-',t.(~':I, ~-~' , 

Eudamu., Eudemus, 384. 3><(;, 1"-
471 

Eumenes of Cardia, 371, 415 
Eunuch., 289 
Eupatridre, 125 
Euphorion, 470 
EnphrateB, 27, 70, 458 
Euthydemia (Euthymedeia), 446 
Euthydemus I, 440 ft., 445, 447, 450 II., 

4.';5, 458, 461, li12, 541 B., 548, 550, 
571; coins, 464, 465, 646, 571, 574, 
689; successors, 546 ff., 554, 556, 564 

Euthydemus II, 443 B., 448, 452; coins, 
457, 464 

Evangelium Ioannis de obitu Marias, 579 
Evereot, 10 
Elogamy, 53. 243 
Exposnre of children and aged, 97, 135 
Eyinar, tribe, 596 

Family, Vedic, 88, 90. 97; laler, 134, 
243, 287, 481 

Famine, 203 
Feist, S., 90 
Fergus.on, J .• 480, 618, 637 
Fetishism, 97, 106 
Fick, R., 198, 203, 207, 209, 211, 213, 

214, 260, 469, 478, 494 
Firdausi, 325, 328 
Fire altar, 142 
}'ire-weapons in epic, 271 
Firozabild, 25 
Five tribes, 86, 92, 116 
Fleet, J. F., 112, 499,550, 584 
Flood legend, 140 
Formichi, C., 490, 492 
Fort William. 9 
Foucher, A., 500, 629, 648 
Foy, W., 475, 478, 479, 488 
Franke, 0., 566,583 
Franke, R. 0., 187 
Fuhrer, A., 167, 521, 524 
Furrow sacrifice, 238 
Fyzabud, 309 

Gad, ,brother of Glidnaphar, 579 
Gahapati, 190; gehapati, 259 
Gaikwar of Baroda, 19 
giima, giima.bhojaka. See ViJl .. ~~ _ 
Giimani-Abhaya. See Du~tha-Gam.m 
Gambiing, 89, 98, 102, 262, 2R1, 417 
Gaming-hall, 237, 247, 263, 272, 480 
Ganadharas, 164 
Ganapa Tissa, 608 
Gandak, 13, 122; Great, 309 
Gandara, Gandaria. See Gandhara 
Gandaridae, 370 
Gandarioi, 33S, 340 
Gandaris, 370 
Ganda]'itis, 328, 330 
Gandhiira, 51, 58, 59, 62, 214, 222, 321, 

427,473,499, 512, 542, 545, 546, ~52, 
555 B., 559, 569, 570, 580; Gandara, 
327, 338; Gand .. ria, 337; Gandharas, 
141 172 514· sculpture, 385, 570, , , , 
648, 649 
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Gandhari, Gandhiiris, Gandharians, 117, 

321, 322, 333, 394 
Gandharvas, 105; in sculpture, 640 
Ganesh Gumphii, U dayagiri, 639, 641 
Gangaridae, 468, 469 
Ganges, 8 ft., 12 ft., 25, 31,35 ft., 40, 45 II., 

80, 120, 1~2, 182, 183, 185, 213, 214, 
308, 314, 337, 372, 402, 411, 422, 423, 
426, 468,469, 477, 516, 624, 526, 601 

Gaiijam, 601, 602; District, 495, 514, 515 
Garbe, R., 144, 273 
Gardabhila8, 533 
Gardabhi1la, 168, 532 
Gardner, P., 389, 436, 454, 582 
Gargi Sa~hita, 544 
Garo hills, 8, 9, 12 
GarnQa pillar. See BhIlsa 
Gaspar, 579 
Gathii., hero-lauds, 251, 254, 255; of 

Avesta, 74 
Gathaspar, 579 
Gauls, migrations, 72 ; battle of Aneyra, 

440 
Gal1patya, 238 
Gautama, law book, 140, 199, 217, 218, 

234, 240, 241, 245 ff., 288, 292. See 
Buddha, Indrabhuti 

Gautamiputra ~atakal'l,li, 530 
Gavamayan8, 141 
Gaya, 14, 20, 23, 48, 182,301, 309, 500, 

608. See alBo Buddh Gay;;. 
Gaza, battle of, 429 
Gedrosia, 87, 331, 333,380,431,472 
Gehapati. See G"hapati 
Geiger, W., 91, 172, 190, 312, 325, 328, 

503, 506 
Geldner, K. F., 326. See Pischel, R. 
Gem Lake, 22 
Gems, 402,594; engraved, 647, 648 
Genealogies. See Dynastic lists 
Genos, geWl, 91, 125 
German tribes, 66; Germans, 71 
Gerontes, 133 
Gersoppa,5 
Ghats, 2 ff., 20, 34, 36; Eastern, 19, 601; 

Western, 17, 18; of Benares, 14 
Ghazni, 33, 328, 338, 452, 546, 548, 561 
Ghilzai, 328, 338 
Ghorband valley, 332, 555 
ghosha, 268 
Ghosha, king, 518 
Ghosita arama, 188 
Gilds, 137, ~06, 207, 210, 247, 259, 269, 

291, 478, 4S\!, 490. Sec Qreshthin 
Gilgit, 33, 45, 52, 119 
Gilmore, J., 329, 330 
Giribbaja, Girivraja, 183, 310, 315 
GirikRhit, 83, 94 
Girivraja. See Giribbaja 
Girn;;r, 496 
Glauganikai, 369 
Glausai, 369 
Goa, 20 
Gobhila, 229, 230, 238, 239 
Godavari, 16, 17, 19, 195, 514,529, 531, 

536, 599, 601, 602; Point, 601 

Godwin Austen, mt, 33 
Gogra, 13, 309 
Golconda, 18 
Gold, 101, 213, 342 ; ant gold, 396, 403, 

404 
Golu Abha, 609 
Gomati, 79, 321 
Gomitra, 526, 538 
Gond tribeR, 19, 35, 395 
Gonda District, 309 
Gondopharues, 562, 571, 57G ff., 581,583, 

589, 590, 592; Gaspar, Gathaspar, 
Giidnaphar, 579; Vindapharna, 577 

Gopas, 486, 488 
Gopatha BrabmaI;la, 115 
GOBiila Maljlkhaliputta, 158, 159, 162,. 

163 
Gotama, clan, 178. See Buddha 
Gothabhaya, 609 
Gotra, 243 
Grain, 31, 68, 100, 135, 203, 404 
Grama, Gr5.ma~i, gramika.. See Village 
gramyaviidin, 136 
Grand Trunk road, 13 
Great Indian Peninsula railway, 17 
Greeks, coins, 61,386 ft.; historians, 1J8ff., 

132, 146, 391 ff., 563; Homeric, 56, 96, 
101, 133, 391, 479; language, 73, 74; 
primitive, 71; invasions. See Yavanaa 

Grierson, Sir G. A., 50,109,110,119,146, 
182, 275 

Griffiths, J., 499 
grihastha, 151 
Grihy .. sacrifices, 247 
Griliya Sutras, 116, 227 ff., 236, 238, 240, 

'252, 254; date, 250 
Griinwedel, A., 480.629 
GUQa, GUQana, GUQana, 578, 592 
Gudnaphar. See GondopharneB 
Guests, six worthy, 232 
Gujariit, 20, 36, 44, 81, 166, 274, 469, 

472, 593, 594, 606 
Gujariiti, 15, 19, 51 
Gumal, river, 43, 79, 321 
Gundlii, 643 
Gungeria, 614, 615 
Guntur District, 529, 599 
Gupta empire, 224, 310, 528, 533, 585, 

606; architecture, 617, 649; coins, 
342 

Guraeus, 353, 355 
Gurdaspur, 372, 373, 414,528 
Gurkhas, 11, 25, 27, 190; rifles, 26 
Gutschmid, A. von, 430, 446, 569, 579 
Gutt.ka, Tamil king, 608, 609 
Guttila Jataka, 211 
Gllttmann 1 0., 271 
Gwalior, 15, 21, 558, 625 

Haas, E., 89, 233 
Hab, 380. 3tl3 
Haddon, A. C., 45, 604 
HaHumant, 328 
Hagiimasha, 527, 538, 576 
Hagana, 527, 538, 576 
Haig, Gen. M. R., 380 
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Haihayas, 315, 316 
Haku-siri, 601 
Hiilaha!>l, 159 
Halhed, N. B., 63 
Halidda-vasana, 178 
Hall, H. R. H., 43 
Hambantota, 609 
Hamiin Lake, 328, 338 
Han Dynasty, annals, 566 
Hantrlmukha, 231 
Haoma, 320 
Harahvait" 87, 321, 324. 326, 328, 938 
Haraiva. See Herat 
Harappa, 618 
Hardwar, 25, 26 

. Hardy, E., 481 
Hardy, R. Spence, 214 
Rari9candra, 254 
Hari Rltd, 327, 441 
HiirHa, 242 
Hariva'l19a, 255 
Harlez, C. de, 325 
Hamai valley, 30 
Haroiva, Haraiva, 327 
Harpaguo, 329 
Harsha, dynasty of, 468 
Harshacharita, 223, 310, 415, 417, 512, 

518, 521, 522 
Haryaksha, 231 
Hastl,355 
Hastinapura, 263, 306 fI., 526 
Hastings, Warren, 63 
Hsstipiila, 163 
Hathigumphii, Udayagiri, 314, 317, 534fI., 

600, 602, 639, 640 
Haumavarga, 338 
Haumavarkii, 564 
Havis, sacrifice, 231 
Hazara, 328, 338, 373, 457; District, 

648 
Head, B. V., 367, 389, 569 
Headlam, W., 394 
Hecataeus, 336, 393 fI., 423 
Hecate, on coino, 449, 464 
Redicke, E., 348, 366, 369 
Heliocles, 447, 453, 454, 460, 461, 522, 

"52; coing, 465, 466, 547, 548, 553 fI., 
558, 560, 566, 573, 587, 590. 591, 647; 
successors, 557 

Heliodorus, son of Dion, 521, 558, 625 
Hellenic kingdoms of Syria, Bactria, and 

Parthia, 60, 427 fI. 
HellenMic art, 621 fl., 626, 633, 644 fI. 
Helmand, 28. 328, 564, 569 
Heln. 606 
Heinachandra, 156, 164, 470 
Henry, Victor, 106 
Hephaestion, 351, 352,354,355,357, 370, 

373 fI., 379 
HeracleB, 331, 332, 356, 374, 422 II. ; 

Hindu. 253, 375, 408. 409 419 485 
596; on coins, 4,13 445 447 448 450' 
4 ~ ~ J" l , 

5" 4u4, 465, 573, 574, 588. 589, 597 
Heral, 28, 70, 223, 327. 337' 338 472 

512. ,,67; Aria. 337 542: Ha~aiva' 
338 '" 

Hermaens, king, 547, 556, 560 fI., 571, 
574, 584, 586, 589,591, 647 

Hermns valley, 440 
Herodotus, 34, 52, 57, 192, 327, 329, 

332 ff., 387, 392, 393, 395, 396, 403 
422. 564 

Hero-lauds. 251, 254, 255 
Hertel, J., 138 
Herzfeld, E., 327, 328, 335, 336. 338, 

339 
Hesydrus. See Sutlej 
Hill, G. F., 344, -138 
Hill, G. Birkbeck, 63 
Hillebrandt, A., 80,86, 87, 106, 323 
Himiilayas, 8 ff., 21, 32, 33, 35, 38, 51, 76, 

80, 81, 129, 175, 191, 242, 304, 314, 
326, 376, 400, 401, 403, 423, 528, 529 

Hindb,325 
HindI, 14, 15, 50, 51 
Hindu (Hapta), 324 
Hindu Kusb, 20, 28, 32 II., 43, 51, 52, 

79, 140, 322, 326, 327, 348. 350, 351, 
354, 364, 374, 376, 383, 387, 422,424. 
427, 434, 442, 446, 457 ff.. 466. 472. 
514, 54~fI., 545 fI., .s54, 560, 563, 583, 
622,645 

Hinduism, 15, 76 
Hindukan, seven, 324 
Hi(n)duB, 338 
Hindnslan, plain of, 1l1, 13. 15, 22 
Hindustani type. See Aryo-Dravidian 
Hinglaj shrine, 381 
Hingol valley, 381 
Hippalus, 36, 426 
Hippostralns, king, 547, 549. 552, 554, 

571, 572, 586, 587 
HiraJJ.yagarbha, 107 
HirllJ1.yake9in. 237, 238. 239 
IIuanyanabha, 122,309 
Himk, 30 
Hittites, 110, 320 
Riuen Tsianl'(, 332, 506, 512 .. 524. 550 fl. 
Riung-nu, 566 _ 
Hoernle, A. F. R., 45, 110, 12B, 138. 1oJ. 

168, 585 
HofImann-Kutschke, A .• 334 
Holdich, Sir T., 348, 352 fl., 357, 37, 

542 
Holkar, 15, 19, 21 
Holtzmann, A., 261, 265 
Homer, 78, 101, 391 ; Indian. 2·58 
Hooghly river, 9, 614 
Hopkine, E. W., 79, 81. 147, 2l4, 2,,; 

269, 272, 273, 323, 324, 473 ft., 47' 
480 fI., 484, 486 fI., 492, 494 

Horse, 67, 68, 99, 137. 234, 435 II.; on 
coins, 538; in sculpture, 620, 635; 
sacrifice, 102, 106, 119 fI., 130, 142. 
223, 255, 262, 302, 309. 318, 520, 521, 
531 

Hosten, H., 423 
Hotri, 107, 108 
How and Wells, com. on Herodotus, 329 
Howrah, 9, 17. 2.5 
Huber, E., 507 
Human sacrifice, 106. 123, 136, 138, 142 
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Humiyiin.24 
Hiin .... Huns. 304. 459. 550. 565. 566. 

584 
Hung .. rian. 15; Hungary. 69. 72 
Hunting. 100. 235. 270. 416. 417 
Huntsma.n, ratnin, 131 
Hydaspes. See Jhelnm; battle of, 365; 

Persian river, 568 
Hyderabiid. Decc .. n. 18. 24. 514, 531. 599. 

600 
Hyderabid. Sind, 21, 378.517 
Hydrake., 331 
Hydraotes. See Ravi 
HypaBioi. 352 
Hyphanis. 542. 543 
Hypha.is. See Beas 

Iauni 540. Se. Yavanas 
I~an .. , 233, 238 
Idols. See Images 
Ikshviiku, 83, 133. 276.298.305 fl., 315 fl. 
lla,304 
I! .. ii.je.~iyan. Se. Ven:i·vegeliyan 
I!aii·jii!.~enni, king, 598 
IIi river, 565 
Ilibi~a. 84 
Illyrian, 71 
Images of gods, 238, 279; worship, 480 ; 

monuments, 612 fl. 
Imhoof·Blumer. F .• 433. 434 
Imperial Gazetteer, 39, 40, 42, 43, 50, 52, 

85, 109, 110. 515. 524. 543 
Incantations. See Spells 
Indarpat, 23. 262. 308 
India. geography. 1 fl.; growth of Jaw, 

277 fl.; monuments. 612 fl.; peoples 
and languages, 37 ff.; sources of his
tory. 56 fl., 391 fl. ; Vedic. 77 fl.; later 
sa",hitas, 114 fl. ; sutra .. nd epic period, 
220 fl., 251 fl. ; Buddhistic, 171 fl.; early 
history of South Indi .. , 593 fl. 

India, White, 326 
Indian Mutiny, 16, 24, 25 
Indian Ocean, 2, 28, 336 
Indo.Aryans, 42 fl., 56, 57, 73 
Indo·Chin .. , 613 
Indo.Europeans. See Wiros 
Indo·European (Indo-Germ .. nic) lan-

guages, 37, 41 fl., 49, 56, 64 fl., 6~, 71 
Indo-Iranian period, 52, 72 fl., 103, 111, 

125, 319 
Indo-Scythia, 516, 532, 560, 564, 567, 569 
Indore, 15. 19, 21 
Indr ... 72, 97, 99, 103 fl., 110, 111, 232, 

233, 238, 256, 257, 288, 320, 366, 422, 
485.538,606; Qakra,157; Sakka.176, 
606; Sakka-pafiha,194 

Indrabhuti Gautama, 152, 164 
Indraji, BhagvanJiil, 314. 575. 639 
Indramitra, 525, 520, 538, 626 
Indrapalita, 511 
Indraprastha, 23, 262, 308 
Indravarman, 577 
Indrota Daivapi ~~aunaka. 120 
Indus, 21, 24 fl., ~1 ff., 40,43,44,46,51, 

79 fl., 118, 222. 324, 325, 329, 336. 

337, 345, 346, 354 fl., 372 fl., 877 lY., 
383, 394, 395, 400 fl., 427 fl., 442, 446. 
455, 468, 472, 473. 516, 528, 532, 541, 
547, 559, 564, 567, 568. 570. oil, 5t!4, 
594 ; delta, .143, 544. 548, 585; Sindhu, 
79, 324, 345; Rali Bindhu and branch 
of the J urn na, 520 

Inheritance, 134, 243, 244, 279 fl., 284, 
287; primogeniture. 244. 284, 287 

Initiation ceremony. 235, 236, 238, 239 
Inscriptions, 60 lY., 141, 224, 529, 533 fl., 

541 
Inspectors, in Piilaliputra, 410 
Interest. See Usury 
Intermarriage. See Caste 
Intoxicants. 102. 133, 137, 215, 271, 408, 

412, 555 
Invasi~n8, 21, 23, 27, 28, 36lY., 53, 60. 

See Aryans, Scythians, Yavanas 
Ionia, 391; Ionian., 212, 225, 540. See 

Ya.vanas 
Ipsus, 432 
Iran, 27, 28. 30, a4, 35,39.45,51,52,57, 

72, 91, 103, 104, 109, 111. 124. 320 lJ., 
400, 516. 540. 568. 572 fl., 577. 578, 
580, 584, 621, 622, 626, 634, 644; 
Iranian type, 42. 44; languages (Zend), 
49, 52, 71 fl. See Persi .. 

Iravati. See Rivi 
Iron. 56, 100. 137, 140, 615; age of, 56. 

6!! 
Irrawaddy, 6 fl., 39 
Irrigation, 30,31, 100,,128, 135.417, 475, 

487 
Irnla •• 604 
Irvine, W., 216 
bamo •• 542. 543 
Isidatta, 186 
IsidiiBi, 186 
Isidor of Charax, 326 
bila, 515 
Ukata, 327 
Islam. See Muhammadans 
Issyk-kullake, 565 
Istakhr, 621 
Itilia ... , 251, 252 
ltihiiBa·Puriina, 251. 257, 299. 301, 302 
Itinerarium Alexandri. 542, 675 
Itivritta, 482 
Itivuttaka, 197 
ltthiya, J;\ishtriya, monk. 499, 608 
Ivory, 391, 594; workers in. 207, 6~2. 643 
Iyengar, P. T. Srinivas. 599 

Jabiila, 152 
Jackson, A. M. T., 301 
Jacob, G. A .. 120 
Jacobi, H .• 110, Ill. 147 tI., 151 fl., 160. 

169, 178, 183. 255, 294, 320, 321,470, 
471. 482, 483, 512 

J adgiils, 42 
J ahangira, 336 
Jahnus, 126, 298 
J aimini. 251 
Jaiminiya Upanishad Brahmana, 116 fl., 

127 
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Jaino, 22, 55, 57, 150 ft., 275, 423, 485, 
504, 509, 512, 526, 532,534,596, 633, 
638; council, 165, 169, 482; inscrip. 
tion., 166 ft.; sculpture, 633, 639, 640, 
644; texts, 57 ft., 151, 165, 470, 473, 
4R2, 484, 549 ; 9vetiimbaras, 155, 158. 
165 fr., 169; Digambara •• 154, 158, 165. 
166, 169 

Jaipur. 21. 22, 84, 121. 289, 316 
Jala JiitiikaI1.1ya, 122 
Jaliiliibiid. 348, 543. 546. 547; NagarI' (?), 

543. 555 
Jaliilpur.361 
Jaloka of Kashmir, 511, 512 
Jamiili, 158. 163 
Jambu, Jain, 164 
JambudYlpa. 304, 506. See India 
Jamrud. 32 
jana, 91. 92 
JanILka, Siradhvaja, 122, 127. 257,317,549 
J anamej aya, 120, 121. 252, 302, 549 
Janapada, Hiijanya, 539 
Jandiilla. 371 
J ariisandha. 257 
Jarudapiina Jiitaka, 211 
Jiitaka., 140, 173. 174. 178 ft., 187, 1~8. 

197. 198, 201 ft., 257. 260, 295, 316. 
624, 629 

jiiti. See Caste 
Jangada. 496, 497, 514, 515 
Jaxe.rtes. 28, 76, 329, 349, 434. 459. 563. 

564, 566, 567; Syr Daria. 70, 349. 434. 
564 

Jayanta. 238 
JaYILswal, J. P., 313ft., 491. 521, 524,535, 

537 
Jayavijaya caves. Udayagiri, 639, 642 
Jehu. 470 
JetI', 216 
Jetavana, 202, 216. 624 
Jewish communities, 36 
Jh6lum. 27, 59, ~72. 468, 548. 549, $1, 

556; Hydaopes. 349.359 ft., 369, 373 ft., 
383, 406. 427 ft .• 468, 547,568; Vitastii. 
80, 324. 345 

Jhelum, town, 361, 543; District. 547 
Jina, Mahavirs, 159, 160 
Jinschandra. 166 
Jiiii.tri clan, 160 
J iiiit~ikas, 157 
Jobanes. See Jumna 
Jogimiirii. cave. 642 
John of Antioch, 432 
Jolly, J., 278, 280, 283, 284, 294, 475, 

479,481 
.Jones, Sir W., 63 fl., 470 
Josephus, 339. 458 
Jouveau-Dubreuil, G., 533 
.Jrimbikagraws, 159 
Judicial procedure, 96, 97, 132 ft., 176, 

244, 271. 485 ft. See Crimes 
Julien. S., 513 
Jumna, 12 n .. 20, 23 fl., 46. 47, 80 ft., 120. 

121, 124, 187, 214, 469, .516 520 524 
526 n .. 543. 640; IsaUtus. '542,' 543: 
J obanes. 408 ' 

Jumna-Gange., 13, 15, 16. 21, 51. 55. 57, 
59, 242, 308, 544 

Juniigarh, 501 
Junnar, 530 
Justi, F., 325 
Justin, 332, 353, 384, 386, 4S0, 435, 438 tI., 

44fl, 454 ft., 460. 469. 473. 543. 674 
Jyotisha, 148 

K.badian, 390 
Kabul, 32. 33, 224, 325. 327, 348. 452. 

469. 473. 542 ft .• 561, 562, 567. 574.583 
Kabul river and valley. 28. 31 fr .• 43, 51, 

52, 79, 110, 322. 332, 336, 338, 339, 
345 ft., 350. 351, 354, 355. 383, 396. 
430, 442. 452, 472, 514. 516, 540. 541. 
544.546 ft., 550 tI., 564,556. 557, 560 ft .• 
570. 571, 577, 584; Cophen. 322, 332. 
336, 345, 355; Rubhii., 52, 79. 3~1, 345 

KiibuliBtiin, 79 
Kaccbi,51 
Kaehin., 7, 8, 39 
Ka~i. KiiQis, 117, 119, 120, 122, 123. 125, 

172. 173. 180. 181. 184. 274. 310.315, 
316.517. 527. 531; prince •• , 522 

KiiQiputra Bbii.gabhadr... See Bhiiga. 
bhadra 

Kayu (Vasu) Chaidya. 84. 309 
Kii,vyapa, converted ascetic. 629, 630 
Kadphises. See Kujula. V'ima 
Ke.egi, A., 283 
Riiliristan. 82, 338. 541, 547, 555. 567 
Kilirs, 352, 354 
Kafshiin. 332 
kailiipa7J.a. See kii.Tshiipa1}tl 
Kaikey .... 274 
kiikaflikii. 218 
Kikavanna Tis.a, 609 
Kikava"':ia (KiUiiQoka), 503 
Kakkara-patta. 178 
Kalabagh, 337 
Kalii,oka, 189. 313. 503 
Kalah. 167, 168, 532; Kiilakiichftrya-

kathiinaka, 167 
Kiilakanni Ti ..... 611 
Kalama.: 175 
Kalan Tioa, 611 
Kalani Tis.a. See YaHhalaya Tiss .. 
Kiil .. niya, 609 
Kalano., 359. 381, 421 
Kalantika Tissa, 611 
Kalasi, 550 
Kiilasok... See KiilaQ(>ka 
Kalatiai. 394 
Kali age, 276, 302. 303. 30B ff .• 317: dice, 

303 
RaJi Sindhu. 520 
Kalida.a, 512. 519, .533. 544. 600 
Kalings •• 47. 173, 242.473.516.530.534: 

Kaling", 164, 166, 195, 223, 242. 314. 
315, 317, 492, 495, 497. 504, 514 ft .• 
594, 599.605. 607, 639; Calingae, 601 

Kallatiai. See Kalatiai 
Kalpa, aeon. 303 
Kalpa.sutra. 1M, 156, 157, 160. 167, 227. 

228, 482 
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Kaway"etra, 4H2 
Kamara, 212 
Kamboj .. s, 117, 172,274,334; Kii.mboj"s, 

51<1 
Kammahiiratto.ke., 610 
Kamplla, Kampilya (Kampil), 117, 119, 

121, 316 
kamsa. cOln, 218 
Kainsa of Kosala, 180 
Kanakamuni. See Ko~ii.gamaua 
K.nakasabhai, 213 
Kanara. North, 603; KanDada, 594 
Kanare.e, 49, 593, 602 
Kanauj, 289; Kanyiikubje., 512 
Kanchi, 531, 595; Conjeeveram, 596 
Kandabar, 28, 31,33,326,328, 337,338, 

347, 364, 369, 379, 380, 442, 443, 452, 
540, 542, 543, 545, 547, 548, 561, 562, 
564, 568, 569, 570, 574, 580, 583 

Kangra District, 529 
Kanha. Su Krishna 
Kanberi inscription, 601 
Kanishka, 224, 555, 581, 583, 585, 648; 

era, 583; inscription, 192 
Kannad... See Kanara 
Kan-su, province, 565 
Kauthaka, 630 
Kan"a, sage, 242 
Kan,as, 77,84,223,224,317,318,521,522 
Kanyiikubja. See Ranauj 
Kaoshan, 332 
Kapi~a, 460, 547,557 ft., 567; Kapi ... , 555 
Kapil'i, 5~5H., 558, 560 
Kapilavatthu, .vastu, 175,177,498,630 
Kapinahan, 390 
Kapisa. See KiipiG& 
Kapl.a.Hni, 333 
Kapisoi, 339 
Kapishthala 8aIJlhitii, 114 
Kara Kadphises, 584 
Karachi, 2, 14, 23, 27, 29, 31 
Karakora.m range, 33 
Kari, river, 598 
K.rikiil, king, 598 
Karikil Chota, 596 
karlsa, 200, 202 
Karli cave, 635H. 
karman, 143, 162 
Karns, 26.5, 272 
Kariu.l, 543 
Ka.rl:la8uVa~8., 512 
Kamala. See Carnatic 
Kiirat!; 121 
kiirsluipa7Ja, 248, 285, 462, 530; kohii. 
pa~a, 217 

Karu \"Iiki, 500 
Kasbaka, Ka~aka, 238 
Kashmir, 26, 32, 33, 43, 47, 80, 81, 117, 

121, 325, 349, 370, 373, 383, 396, 499, 
501, 511, 512, 528, 563 

Kiishmiri, 51 
Ka9!. Su Kii.~i 
KaBibbaradviija, 202 
Kaspatyros, Kaapapyros, 336, 394, 396 
K •• pioi, 339, 340 
kanitero8, 391 

Kasaites, 76 
ka.9tira, 391 
Kathii., Burma, 7 
Kathaioi. See Kshatriy". 
Kathaka 8amhitii, 114, 119, 121, 13\!; 

school, 279; siitla, 236,279 ; Upanishad, 
116 

Katha·vatthu, 194, 197, 482, 498, 506 
Kithiiiwar, 20, 21, 224, 469, 472, 4~6, 

543, 606 
Katmandu, 25 
Kiityiiyans, grammarian, 253 
Katz, E., 330 
Kau9iimbi, ll7, 121, 308, 4gS, 517, 521, 

523 H., 538; Kosarubi, 185, 187 H., 201, 
214 

Kau9ika 8tHrs, ll5, 229 
K"ushitaki Aranyaks, 115; Briihma~a, 

115, 118, 145, 148; U pauishad, 117, 
120 ft., 143 

Kautiliya, 294; Kautilya, 470. See Ar· 
thayiistr .. 

Ka.utsa, 242 
Kavan Tisa. 609 
Kavasha, 125, 126 
Kaveri, 212, 595; Cauvery, 2 
Kiiviri.pattinaw, 212, 595, 5g8 
Kiivya, 251, 264, 482 
Kayanians, 328 
Ke~in, Jain, 154 
Keith, A. B., 102, 106, 109, Ill, ll3, 115, 

119, 123, 124, 138, 144, 147, 149, 321, 
341, 392. See Vedic Index 

Kekayas, 124, 127 
Kena Upanishad, 116 
Kennedy, .T., 321, 329, 594 
Keralas. See Cberas 
Kern, H., 544 ; Album Kern, 255, 481 
Kesaputta, 175 
Ketkar, S. V., 240, 279 
kevaZa, 159 
kevalin, 160 
Khabari, 212 
Khiidira, 229 
KhaUataniiga, king of Ceylon, 610 
Khallatha Tissa, king of Ceylon, 610 
Khandagiri caves, 638 
Khii.l)Qav&, 116 
Khandbakas in Vinaya, 197 
Khii.ravela, 164, 166, 223, 3U, 317, 492, 

527,530, 534H., 600 H., 639 
Kharosbthi alphabet, 62, 657; on coins, 

446, 449, 452, 456, 629, 539, 553, 555, 
557, 558, 560, 561, 569, 573, 574, 5~6, 
587, 591; on gems, 647; inscriptions, 
502, 575, 581, 58~; ma,sons' marks, 
625 

khaT1'ata, 268; khiir'l.'u!aka, 476 
KMBi mts, 9, l~, 48 
Khattiya. Su Kshatriya 
Khawak Pass, 348 
Khema, daullhter of king of Madda, 183 
kh£tla. Sa k..hetra. 
khilya,90 
Khojak pass, 30 
Khojis, 97 
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Khomadussa, 175 
Khotan, 500, 503, 507 
Khubiraka, 5211 
Khuddaka Nikiiya, 192 
Khuddaka Path", 197 
Khyber paSA, 28, 29, 31 ft., 352, 354, 561, 

563; Rifles, 32 
Kielhorn, F., 544 
Kiessling, M., 333, 335 
Kikatas, 85, 123 
KiJ!1vadanta, 231 
Kinchinjunga, 10, 68 
King, on coins, 342, 435, 547, 559, 560, 

586, 568 ft. 
King of Kings, 567 ft., 572 ft., 577, 581, 

582 
Kings, Books of, 140,391, 594 
Kings of the four quarters, 630 
King,hip, 94ft., 130 ft., 198, 206, 241, 

244 ft., 266, 268, 270, 271, 279, 288 ff., 
294, 414, 416, 475, 479, 487, 491, 492, 
505, 597; nijsslIya, 118, 119, 121, 130, 
141,271 

Ki·pin, 566, 567 
Kiriitas, 274, 304 
Kistna, 16, 514, 529, 599, 602 
Klaproth, H. J. von, 65 
Ko~ar, tribe, 596 
Koh.i.Mor, 354 
Koh.i·Nur, 342 
Kohistiin, 541 
Kohler, J., 479 
Koka, 121 
Kolanagara, 178 
Koliir goldfield, 4 
Koliyas, 175, 177L 178, 199, 204 
Kolkai, 595 ... 
Kolon Oya, 607 
KOlfagamana, stupa of, 498, 501 
Kondane cave, 635, 636 
Kongu.deya, 595, 596 
Konkan, 530, 611a; Konkani Mauryas, 

596 
Konow, S., 480, 582 
Koratas, 348 
Kori, Cape, 424 
Kosala, 51, 55, 57, 117, 119, 121, 123, 

125, 130, 172, 173, 175, 178 fl., 186, 
190, 191,200, 209,274,305,306,308 ft., 
315, 316, 469, 527; Mahii·, 180, 183, 
184 

Koaala Devi, 183, 184 
Kosam, 308, IH 7, 524, 525 
Kosambi. See Kauyambi 
Kosi, 314 
Kottayam, 595 
Koyilvenni, 598 
Kraivya, 121 
Krish!!a, 167, 238, 257, 258, 265, 272, 

316, 366, 408, 419, 422, 423, 485, 526, 
596; Vasudeva, 558, 625. See Vishnu 

Krishna, Andhra king, 600, 635; brother 
of Simuka, 529, 535 

K!isb1,lii. See Draupadi 
kri,h~ala, 137 
K!isb1,lapura, 408 

K!ita age, 303 
Krittikas, 148 
Krivis, 83, U8, 254 
Krumu river, 79, 321 
TeshatTa, 94 
KshatrapaB. See Satraps 
Kshatriyas, 51, 54, 98, 123, 125 fl., 134, 

135, 154, 204, 209, 239, 240, 248, 256, 
266, 270, 272, 280, 289, 297, 302, 304, 
313, 371, 488, 489, 520, 521, 528,540, 
577, 601; Cathaeans, Kathaioi, 349, 
371, 414, 415; Riijanyas, 54, 92; 94, 
130, 234, 528, 539 ; ralnin, 301; Upa. 
nishad doctrine, 127, 144 

Kshattrj, ratnin, 131 
Kshemaka, 308 
kshelra, 90; khetla, 200 fl. 
Kshetrapati, 238 
Kshudrakas. See Oxydrakai 
Kubera, Vai~ravana, 233; king, 529 
Ku bhii. See Kabul river 
Kubiraka, 529 
KUya, son of Rama, 257 
KUQilavas, 257 
Kuq.a Tissa, 610 
K udepasiri, 639 
Kujilla Kadphisea, 561, 562, 582, 583, 

589; coins, 584 
Kujula Kara Kadphises, 582, 588 
Kukkutariima, 189, 501, 518 
kulapuila, 190 
Kulindas. See Kunindas 
Kulja river, 565 . 
Kulu valley, 529, 643 
Kulutas, 529 
Kumara, demon, 231 
Kumari'paiiha, 194 
Kumbhin, 231 
Kuniila, 500, 511 
Kuniila Jiitaka, 204 
Kunar valley, 351 ff. 
KunbiB, 594 
Kunq.agriima, 157 
Kiinika. See AjataQatrn of Magadha 
Kunindas, Kulindas, 529, 539 
Kuntj,507 
Kurds, 42 
Kurkura, 231 
Kurma Purii.!fR, 301 
Kurram river, 43, 79, 321 
Kuru~ravana, 83, 94, 120 
Kurukshetra, 47, 116, 120, 263, 289, 308, 

316 
Kurumbar, tribe, 598 
Kurumbas, 604 
Kurus, 23, 47 50, 51, 55, 83,84, 117 ff., 

130 132 112 204, 253, 254, 256, 258, 
262 ft., 302, 306 ff., 315, 316, 468, 526, 
549; Kuru·PaDchalaa, 118, 119, 121, 
130, 132 

Kusa Jataka, 209 
Kushan, 332 
Kushan pass, 350 _ 
Kushanas 60 62, 167, 168, 224,225,507, 

561,' 562, 1510, 581 ff., 622, 632, 648; 
Gushana, 584 
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Kusinara, 175, 199, 201, 214,491 
Kustana, 507 
Kusillaka, title, 583 
Kusumapura. See Pii~aliputra 
Kutakann .. Tiss., 611 
Kili .. viinija .Jataka, 211 
Kutb MInar, Delhi, 25 
Kuvanna, Kuveni, 606, 607 
Kuver':, king, 529 

Labdanes, 579 
Lac"te, F., 311 
Ladakh,33 
Laghmiin, 541, 555 
Lahnda,51 
Lahore, 26, 27, 31, 32 
Lajji Tissa, 610 
Lake, Lord, 24 
Lakhpat, 379 
Lakshmi, 538; in sculpture, 638, 640 
Lakshmidevi, 293 
Laja. Liita, 606 
Lalita.vistara, 156, 185, 188 
Lambakanni, 610 
Lampak .. ; 555 
Landi Kotal, 32 
Lallja Tisss, king of Ceylon, 610 
Lanka, 213, 272 
Lansdowne bridge, Sukkur, 29 
Laodice, 445, 453,454; coins, 465, 647 
Lassen, C., 152, 253, 391, 395, 468, 470 ft., 

484, 512 
Lala, Laj8, 606 
Latage, 406 
laukika, 186 
Lauriya Nandangarh, 616, 619 
Lava, son of Rama, 257 
Law, M. N., 294 
Law, 413, 482, 485; Law·books, Dhar. 

ma~ii'tra., 63, 204; period, 220 ft., 
277 ff. 

Leh, 32,33 
Leounatus, 381 
Levi, S., 350, 372, 396, 501 
Levirate, 89, 247, 292 
Liaka KusUlaka, 556, 559, 575, 576, 583, 

591 
Lioohsvis, 157, 175, 178, 182, 183, 199, 

311,491 
Liddell and Scott, 391 
Linguistic Survey of India, 50 
Lion, 6b, 81, 100, 407; in architecture, 

575, 576. 619 fl., 627, 628,633 
Livy, 57, 455 
Lohap",M.a, Ceylon, 609 
Lokayatas, 482 
Lomaharshalla, 297 
Lomas Rishi cave, 619 
I,ona~obhikii, 633 
Lucknow, 12 ft., 25 
Lucullus, 67 . 
Liiders, H., 102, 255, 314, 577 
Ludwig, A., 81. 87, 96, 265, 323 
I,umbini pillar, 199, 498, 501 
Lunar dynasty, 298, 304, 305; mansions. 

Se. N",kabatra8 

C. H. I. I. 

Lyeia, 344 
Lysias, Iring, 556, 559, 589, 591 
Lysimachlls of Thrace, 363, 432 
Lysippus, 645 

Macaulay, Lord, 304 
Macchii. 172 
M'Crindle, J. W .• 175, 203,206,341,348, 

371, 396, 404, 421, 542 
Macdonell, A. A., 211, 324. See Vedic 

Index 
Macedonia, 71, 3.''i3, 540; Macedonians, 

58,3,')4,357, 358, 360, 361, 363 ft., 371, 
373, 375, 383, 384, 386, 404, 428 ft., 
439; coins, 386 ft. 

Machiavelli, N., 490 
Madagascar, 48 
Madawachchiya, 605 
Madda, 183. See Madras, tribe 
Madhuparka sacrifice, 232 
Madhllra,185,186 
Madhyade~a, 45, 57, 93, 110, 117, 118, 

121, 274, 275, 296. 305, 309, 317, 4G9, 
520, 526, 541,544, 551 

Madhyama~i, 98 
M",dhyamikii, 520, 544 
Madhyantika, 499 
Madras, 2ff., 17,19,23,117,223; Presi· 

dency, 4, 29, 48, 529, 595, 615 
Madras, tribe, 121, 274, 549 
Madura, 3, 423, 595, 597, 606 
Maga, 182 
Magadhas, 48, 57, 146, 172, 173, 309, 

311; man of Magadh" sacrificed, 123, 
124; lringdom, 59, 117, 124, 125, 155, 
160, 165, 167, 182ff., 187ff., 200, 223, 
224, ~57, 274, 305 ft., 309.310, 313 ff., 
337, 372, 405, 469, 471, 479, 483, 519, 
527, 537, 600, 606 

Magadhi, 187 
Magama, Ceylon, 609 
Maga. of Cyrene, 502 
Maghiis, 148, 149 
Maghavans. 96, 107 
Magic, 138, 142, 145, 229, 236, 237 ff. 
Magnesia, 440 
Mahiibhiirata, 23, 85, 225, 251 ff., 268, 

284, 291, 292, 296, 298, 304, 307, 396, 
468, 473 ft., 479, 481, 482, 484, 486 ft., 
502, 597, 601 ; Anuyiisana, 265 ; Sooth· 
ern text, 255; story of, 262 

Mahabhiishya, 253, 482, 495 
Mahiichuli Mahatiss"" 610, 611 
Mahiideo hills, 48 
Mahiideva. Se. Qiva 
Mahadeva, missionary, 499 
Mahidharmarakshita, 499 
Mahagama, Ceylon, 60!t 
Mahii·Govinda, 173, 183; sutta, 176 
Mahiihaku·siri, 601 
Mahiijanaka, prince, 213 
Mahii.Kacciina, 186 
Mahiikiila forest, 532 
mahii;rTUltta, mahiimatra, 199, 508 
Mahamegh .. ·vana, 608, 609 
Mahiinadi, 13, 16, 17. 19, 534, 036 

46 
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M .. hiiniiga, viceroy, 609 
M .. hiinama, king of Ceylon, 609 
Ma.hiinandin, 313, 314 
Mahapadma, SIi!, 314 
Mahfiparinihbiin .. "utta, 184, 188, 195, 196 
Mahiirakshita, 499 
MahiirRBhtra, 499, 593, 5!J4, 602. 603. 

See MariithiiB 
Mahii.rathi. 530 
Mahiisainmata.rajiivaliya, 604. 607, 608, 

610. 611 
M .. h ... ilu. See Mahiichiili 
Mahiisi va, 608 
Mahii.ummagga J'ttaka. 215 
M .. hiiv .. ",s ... 172, lR2. IA4. 185, 189 ff .• 

213.312, 470,498. 603 tI. 
Mahavana, 177 
Mahav~ija Jataka, 211 
Mahavaruna. elder. 507 
MahavaBtu. 172. 173 
Mahavihara at ADlHadhapura, 499. 608. 

609 
Mahavira, 150 ff., 167. 169. 222, 311. 

480; Nataputt ... 156; Vardhamii.na. 150 
. Maha vrat. ... 141 

M .. havrisLaB, 117 
Mahiiyin ... 224 
Mahe, 595 
Mahendra. mt, 304 
Mahendra, Mahinda, son of A~oka, 213, 

499. 500, 506, 604. 608 
Mahi. 19 
Mahindat .. la, G08 
MahiBllakaB, 603 
Mahishaman<j.al .. , 499, 603 
MahiBhi, ratnin. 130, 131 
Mahishmant, 603 
Mii.hishmati, 274, 531, 603; M:ihissati, 

173 
Mahiyailgan .. Thup .. , 606 
M .. idiin. Calcutta. 10 
M .. iBey. F. C., 476, 499 
Maitrayar,n S .. '!'hita, 114, 131. 139 
M .. itreya, in Pnra!'aB. 301 
",ailTi, 504 
Majjhima, missionary, 499 
MajjhimaNikaya.156.178 ff., 185 if., 189, 

192, 196. 197, 203, 204. 206, 208, 209, 
213 fl. 

Mak ... 338 
Makaian TiBsa, 611 
Miikandika.avadiinll, 187 
Makha, 238 
Makkhali Gosala. See Gosai" 
Makran, 29, 338. 380, 426 
Malab .. r, 2, 3, 5, 35, 36, 424; Point, 17 ; 

District, 595 
M .. lan range, 381 
Malayas. 375. 376, 491; M .. Ili, 371, 375 
Miilavikii., 519 
MiilaYikiignimitra, 512 519 520 622 531 

544, 600 "'" 
Malay Peninsula, 6 48 613 
Malaya, mt, 304 • , 
MalaJl1ketu, 471.472 
Mala,'alam, 49, 593, 595 

Malimluch .. , 231 
Mallas, 172, 175, 199, 491 
Malli. See Miil ... as 
Miilwii, 15, 168. 242. 310, 316, 469, 472, 

523. 528, 531, 533, 534, 585, 600; 
fabric, 531 

Mltlwatta 0Y'" 607 
man" (",ina), 87 
M .. naar, gulf. 2 
Manava Dharma Qastra. See Manu 
Manaya Butra, 236. 279 
mtlniizil. 139, 140 
MBnchapuri cave, Udayagiri, 639 
Mandalay, 7 
Mandhiita, 531 
MandMtri, 298 
Mandi,372 
Mangalore, 603 
Malles (F .. thers), 108. 230,.232,233 
Minsebra. 4% 
Mantra period, 112. See Rigved .. 
Mantrin, 488 
Manu, sage, 296, 303, 305; tlood legend, 

140, 305; Sviyambbuva, 303; Vaiva,· 
vata, 304 

Manu, Law· book, 45, 51, 55. 199, 204, 
205, 214, 217, 218, 232. 244ft., 248, 
249. 277, 279 ff., 298, 427, 474 ft., 481. 
483 ff., 53t;, 601. See Minav .. Sutra 

Manvantara, in Puri~aB. 296, 303 
Manyu, 105 
Mara, 201 
Mil, .. r, tribe, 596 • 
Marathas, 18, 19,24, 26, 36, 44. 514. "30, 

535, 593, 600, 603. Sa M .. harii,btra 
Mariitbi, 15, 51 
Maravar. tribe. 596 
mare, 67 
Margiiin .. , 437, 452. 458; Merv, 437 
Marichav .. tti Vihar ... Ceylon, 609 
Marka,23i" 
Milrka,:\<j.eya Pun ina, 308, 529, .550. 599 
M .. rquart, J., 328, SSO. 332,333, 336,338, 

339 
Marriage. 88, 89. 126,235, 236. 243. 280, 

292, 294, 480, 481 ; ceremony, 228 ft., 
233, 234,239; child. 88, 424; purchase, 
234, 268, 291, 292, 414; Bvaya'!'v .. r" 
293, 414 

Marshall. Sir J. H., 62, 214, 533, 562, 
571. 576, 580 fl. 

Martaban. gulf, 48 
murtikhora, 397 
Maruts. 76. 104, 105 
mii8aka, miisha, 218, 248 
Mashhad.70 
Mashniira, 121 
Maski' inscription. 502 
MasBaga, 353, 355, 356 
Massagetae, 331 
MaBson, C., 452, 577 
MBs'iidj, 327 
M .. sulipatam, 599 
Matari9van, 104 
Miithava, 122, 317 
M .. thurii, 167, 168. 274. 301, 316, 485, 
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506, 520, 523 fl., 528, 531, 538, 554, 
619, 620, 632; Lion·Capltal, 575, 576, 
633.641; Metbon., 408 ; Modoura, .526; 
Muttra, 46, 57, 289, 316, 520, 526 

Matri&rcbate, 424 
Mat,y" PUlii,:,a, 299, 301, 311 
MatHY •• , 51, 84, 121, 263, 269, 274,289, 

326; king, 121 
Ma·twan.lin, encyclopaedia, 566 
Mauakes, 341 
Maue., 168, 548, 554, 558 fl., 568 fl., 576, 

589, 591, 592; Moga, 570; coins, 586, 
587 

Maunder, E. W., and Mrs, 326 
Maury"s, 34, 44, 59 II., 164,166,199,223, 

224,309, 314, 317, 318, 385,429,431, 
432, 439, 442, 443, 467 II., 512, 514, 
516 ff .. 522, 523, 529,530,534,537, 540, 
699, 602, 612, 616, 618, 619, 621 II., 
628, 634, 643; era, 535, 538, 539; of 
Konk&n, 596 

Mity., city, 531 
Maya, queen, 624 
Mazdai,580 
Meat.eating, Vedic, 101; later, 137, 232, 

271; seIJing, 215,271 
Medalurnpa, 175, B1 
Media, 76, 429 
Medicine, 138, 406, 418, 420 
Meernt, District. Division, 308 
Mega.thenes, 14, 132, 146, 167, 175, 191, 

192, 203, 206, 280, 287, 331, 332, 392, 
395, 399,400,403 II" 433, 467 11., 4~01I., 
489, 492, 493, 508, 597, 617 

Meghnii,9 
Mekong, 39 
Meleager, 364, 365 
Memnon, historian, 432 
Menander of Bactria, 446, 519, 542 II" 

547 tI., 560, 571; Mihnda, 549, 550; 
ooins, 551, 571, 586, 588. See Milinda
paiiha 

Meroes, 367 
Mem, 354, 673 
Merv. 8" Margiiina 
Mesha of Moab, 62 
Mesopotamia, 62, 70, 76, 141, 442, 490, 

494,516,615,617,623,626 
Metals, Vedic, 100; later. 137 i miues, 

417, 418 
Metre, 108, 109, 147, 220, 2JlJ, 249, 252, 

254, 2.59 
Meyer, E., lll, 32011., 333, 338, 339 
Mbow,15 
Miiinwlili, 395 
Michelson, T., 109 
Middle Country. See MadbydEl\" 
Mi<Jhushi, 23H 
Midland languages, .sO, 51 ; Country. S .. 

MadbyadEl\'a 
Mihintal •• 608 
Mihirakula, 550 
Milindapaiiha, 193, 201, 205, 206, 212, 

218, 549, 550. See Men8nller 
Military caste. Se. Ksbatriyas 
Milk.money, 198 

Mill. James. 281 
Milton, J., 299, 307 
Mimi, 317 
mina, 88 
Minas (Minavar ?), tribe. 595 
MitiiksharJi, 278, 293 
Mitani, 73, 76, 110. 111, 320 
Mithila, 160, 173, 175, 215, 279 317 
Mithilas, 315,317 ' 
Mithra, 75, 111, 319,320, 325 
Mithradates I, 446, 45611., 548, ,554,567, 

568, 570 
Mithradates II the Great, 567 iI., 573 
Mi thradates III, 569 
Mitra, 75, 104, 105, 110, Ill, 233, 319, 320 
Mitra, S. M., 271 
Mitradeva, 223, 521 
Mitriititbi, 83, 94, 120 
Mlyuguna Thiipa, 606 
Modi, J. J., 338 
Modogalingae, 601 
Modoura.. See Mathura. 
Moeris, 378 
Moga. See Maues 
Mogg.liputta Tissa, 194, 498, 500, 506, 

603; Upagupta, 498 
M6giir,596 
Mon·Khmer languages, 48; stock, 613 
Mongbyr, 48, 309, 3ll, 315, 527 
Mongolian, Mongoloid type, 11, 3611., 40, 

47; Mongols, 23; Mughal empire, 24, 
26, 517,562; Mongolia, 57 

Mongolo.Altaie type, 38, 44 
Mongolo.Dravidian (Bengali) type, 47, 48 
Monkeys, 274, 399, 405; apes, 391, 406, 

594 
Monsoons, 4, 11, 26, 35, 3U, 402 
Montgomery District, 618 
Months, 139 
Monuments, 612 II. 
Moon, 139, 143, 304; and Soma, 104; 

moon· rites, 236 
Mora inscription, 525 
Moravian Gap, 71 
Morieis, tribe, 470 
Modyas, 175, 470 
Motasiva, Mot. Tissa, 607 
Mote.ball, 176, 177, lU9, 200 
Moulmein, 6 
Moulton, J. H., 321, 323, 326 
Mountain, on coins, 556, 590, 591 
Mricchakatikii, 471 
mrldhraviichah, 85 
M'ucbiri, 595 . 
Mudral'aksbB8a, 467, 470 
Mughals. See Mongolian 
Muhamma.da.ns, 1, 15, 18, 27, 32 i caste 

among, 55 i conquest, 22, 23, 24, 58, 
532, 557 

Muir, J., 79, 81, 92,140 
Mujavant, mt, 80; tribe, 117, 322 
MukaJan, T&miJ, 611 
Mukhanandi, 611 
MilIa pass, 29 
Milladeva, 527, 539 
Muller, C., 336 
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Milller, F. Max, 79, 112, 413 
Multan, 31, 242, 326, 375 
MUllqa, king, 189 
MUllqa languages, 41, 48, 85, 117, 124 
Mura, 223, 470 
Murgbab, 621 
Murree,31 
Musalmans. See Muhammadan. 
M llshikas, 377 
Mushkiif valley, 30 
Mnsic, 103, 123, 207 
MusicanuB, 377 ft., 416 
MusBoorie, 26 
Mutasiva, 607 ft. 
Muhbas, 117 
)Iuttra. See Mathura 
Muzaflarpur, 317 
Mykans, 338 
Mykoi,340 
Myos Hormos, 426 
Myrina,443 
Mysians,71 
My.ore, 4, 5, 515 

Niibha,26 
N 84apit, 120 
Nadir Shah, 39, 342 
Nadsllr, 638 
Niigadasaka, 189, 312, 313 
Niigadipa, 605, 609 
N aga Jataka, 624 
Niiganikii, 318, 580, 535; Niiyanikii. 601 
nagara, 200, 201, 240,247, 268, 476 
Nagara. See Ja.Jiiliihiid 
Nagaraka,175 
N agarakas, 488 
Niigarakbita, 523 
Nagarjuni bills, 512 
Nagari,544 
Niigas, clans, 254, 595, 596 
N ag .. _, snakes, 154, 254, 274; king, 624 ; 

of Ceylon, 605 
Nagasena, 549, 550 
N iigod State, 523 
Niigpur, 17, 19 
Nahapiina, 577, 637 
NabuB,84 
Nabusba, 298 
Naimisba forest, 302, 303 
Nairafijana, 629 
Naisbadba, 117 
Nakshatras, 88, 111,139,148,149; origin, 

140 
Naksh.i.Rustaminscr., 334, 337, 338, 621; 

caves, 634 
Nalanda, 158 
Nami Siipya, 122 
Nana pass, 530 
Niiniigbat inscriptions, 318, ·530, 531, 

535, 600, 601 
Nanda of Magadba, 430, 471, 480, 537, 

538; Nandrns, 430, 469; family, 470 
Nandas, Dine, 164, 189, (new) 313 fl., 317 

318 ' 
Nandas;;ra, 495 
Nandivardbana, 158, 311, 313 

Nandrus. See Nanda 
Nanga Parbat, 32 
Niionhaitbya, Ill, 320 
NiiriiyaIllsis, 254, 2M 
Narada, elder, 189 
Niirada, sage, 124; law book, 279, 280, 

282, 283, 285 fl., 290 
Narbadii, 15, 18, 19, 81, 241, 301, 316, 

.52~, 531, 603 
Narendra.gupta, 513 
Niisatyas, 72, 110, 111, 320 
Nasik caves, 529, 635 ft.; District, 529; 

inscr., 530, 535, 600 
Niitapntta. See Mahiivira 
natti, 176 
Navigation, 79, 101, 136, 140, 206, 210fl., 

269 
Nayanika, See Niiganikli 
Nearohlls, 331. 332, 361, 372. 374, 375, 

380, 381, 398 fl., 403 fl., 411, 416, 418, 
421,423 

Nequ.muqu·ki!1i, king, 598 
Neqmi.jeliyaD I, 598 
Nequn.jeliyan II, 598 
Neqllfi·jeral·iidan, king, 598 
Negrais, Cape, 6 
Neolithic culture, 49, 56, 612 fl. 
Nepal, 11, 25,27, 47, 122, 165,190, 501, 

529 
Narivitvil, 598 
New Zealand, 48 
Nicaea, on tbe JheluID. 348, 350, 368, 

374, 543, 551, 553, 556, 588, 592 
Nioanor, 350, 355, 369, 383 
Nichakshus, 30A 
Nicias, king, 546, 547, 586 
Nicocles, 370 
Nicobar islands, 6,48 
Nidiina·katba, 156 
Niddesa, 197 
Niese, B., 376, 384 
nigama, 200, 201 
Nigantba (Niggan~ha) Natapntta. See 

!tlahavira 
Nigliva, 501 
ni-yne, 325 
Nigrodba, son of Snsima, 500 
Nikayas, 173, 184, 185, 192 fl., 197. 215 
Nile, 372 
Nilgiri hills, 3, 4 
Niliya, Tamil, 611 
Nimiir District, 531 
Ninditayva, 322 
N iriimi tra, 306 
niTgrantiul, 160, 166. See Jains 
Nirukta, 117 
Nirvana, Buddbist, 196, 505; Jain, 154, 

159· 
Nisbiid .. B, Nishada.Stbapati, 132 
Nishka, 98, 137, 217, 218 . 
Nizam, 18, 24 
Nortb·Western Frontier Province, 31,43, 

44, 541, 543, 544, 560, 563 
Nortb·Western Railway, 31 
Nrimani, 231 
Nuns, Jain, 167, 168 
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Nya.grodha, tree, 136, 240 
Nyaya Qastra, 482 
Nysa, 353, 354 
Ny.aeans, 354 

Oocupations, 100, 136, 203ft., 215 ff.. 
248, 474 ft. See Agricu!tt,re, Pastoral 
pursuits, Traders 

Octades (a!!haka), 197 
OMisa, 606 
O<j.ra-d""., 601 
Odrak .. , Odruk., 518, 521, 524, 525, 537 
OQ.ras, 601 
Ohind,357 
Oldenberg, R., 81, 88, 92, 105, 108, Ill, 

125, 144, 147, 149, 230, n6, 320,321, 
483 

Oliyar, tribe, 596, 598 
Om, 230 
Omarge., 338 _ 
Omphis. See Ambhi 
Onesicritus, 358, 364, 388 II., 402, 405 ft., 

413ft., 424 
Ooemo. See V'ima 
Ootacamund, 3, 4, 10 
Ophir, Sophir, 212, 391 
Opiai, 336, 394 
Oppert, G., 271 
Ordeals, 133, 134, 247, 279, 280,282 ft. 
Orissa, 13, 47,48, 117,301,495,496,514, 

516, 534, 594, 601, 602, 605, 606, 641, 
642 

Oritae, 380, 381 
Oriya,51 
Ormazd. See Ahura Mazda 
Orobatis, 355 
Orodes 1, 571, 578 
Orontes, 432 
Orosius, 568 
Orthagnes, 578, 592 
Orthokorybantioi, 338 
Orlospanum, 543 
OBBadii, 376 
Ostrovo lake, 384 
otali/mei, 394 
Oudb, 13, 14, 51, 55, 57, 117, 123, 182, 

309,527,544; Nawii.bs,24 
Ox-head, on coins, 551, 588. See Bull 
Oxus, 20, 28, 33, 51, 58, 70, 76, 338, 390, 

433, 434, 438, 454, 459, 541, 565, 566; 
Amu Daria, 70, 433 

Oxyartes, 376, 383 
O'ycanus, 377 
Oxydrakai, Kshudrakas, 331, 371, 375, 

376; Sydrakai, 408 

Pabbosa inGcriptions, 521, 522, 524, 525, 
537 

Pacina varpsa-daya, 201 
Pacores, 577, 580 ft., 592 
Pact yes. See Paktu •• 
piida, coin, 218 
Padaeans, 395 
Padma PuraJ?a, 301 
Padmii.vatj, 313 
Pagan, 7, 8 

PabiiJi, 51 
Pah]avas. See Parthians 
PaiQiichi, 146; Picacha languages, 52 
Paila, 251 
Paintings, 642 
Paithan, Paithiinikas. See Pratishthiina 
Pajjota. 8eePradyota ' 
Pakbthfin, 82 
Pakhtu. See Pashtu 
Paktbas, 82 
Paktues, 52, 339, 340, 396 ; Paktyike, 339 
Palaeolithic remains, 612 
Pal.Riyan Marau, 596 
Pa,laiy"r, 595 
Palaka, 311 
Palghiit,3 
Pili, 57, 110, 483; bome of, 187; texts. 

See Buddhism 
Palibothro. See Pii~aliputra 
Palk Strail, 2 
Pallii.varam, 615 
Panavas, 598 
palli, 268 
Piimirs, 27, 45, 52, 68, 343 
Pamphylia, 344 
pa1,!a, 285 
Panayamiira, Tamil, 610 
Panehal .. s, 50, 51, 55, 117 ft., 121ft., 130, 

132, 172, 204, 206, 215, 253, 254, 262, 
274, 275, 289, 306, 308, 315, 316, 468, 
469, 520, 525, 526, 538, 544 

Panchanada, 116 
Paiwhavi",~ .. BriihmaJ?a, 115, 124, 126, 131 
Panchiiyats, 485, 486, 489 
Pandaia, 253, 408, 409, 423, 697 
PBJ?gara Jiitaka, 211 
PiinQ.avas. See PiiJ.1Q.us 
Pandion, Tamil king, 597 
PBJ?<Ju, Qii.kya, 607 
PBJ?gukiibhaya, 607, 608 
PiiJ.1dus, 253ft., 262 fl., 306 ft. ; PiiJ.1Q.avas, 

253, 597 
Paudu-Vasudeva, 607 
Pii.U4ya kingdom, 408, 423, 515, 595 fl .. 

606. See Pandai .. 
Piinini, 113, 245, 249, 252, 253, 479. 482, 

518, 519, 528, 540, 555, 597, 601 
Piinipat, 468 
Panis, 82, A6, 87, 97 
Panjkora valley, 351, 353 
Panjroles, 496 
Panjshir vaJley, 348, 550, 555 
hnjtiir, 584 
Pantaloon, 449, 451,452,552; coins, 465, 

546,586 
Para Atnii.ra, 122, 309 
Parli\lara; 252, 301 
Parada var I tribe, 596 
Par.ntapa, 186 
Para<,:u, 88 
Pii.riipariya, 189 
Paraplus of Alldrosthenes, 423 
Piiraskara, 231 ft., 235, 236, 268 
Pariivatas, 82, 87, 124 
Piiriiyana, 188, 189,197 
ParQavas, 322 



Index 
Par9U, 87, 322 
Par, va, 153 fl., 160 
Pargiter, F. E., 125, 275, 276, 299, 306, 

309, 311 fl., 511, 518, 521, 52\!, 529,530, 
533,550 

Pariahs, 234 
l'aricakra, 121 
Parik"hit, Parikshit, 120 fl., 301, 302, 

30lj 
ParJnah, 116 
Piiripatra, 304 
Parishads, 485, li06, 509 
Pari vakrii, 121 
parivriijaka, 151; wanderers, 186, 189, 

196 
Parivriktj, 130 
Parjanya, 104, 238 
Parkham statue, 620fl. 
Parnakas, 129 
Paruians, 87 
Paropani'adae, 355, 376, 383, 431, 444, 

541, 542, 545, 546, 555, 560, 583 
Paropanisus. Paropamisus, 327, 833, 427. 

428, 561 
Parthava, 87, 322 
l'arthi .. , 59 ft., 87, 322, 342, 370, 427 ft., 

516, 542, 544, 645, 646; Pablav .. s, 224, 
253, 304, 540, 554, 561, 562 ft. ; coins, 
457,569, 586 

Paruetae, 87 
Paruparesanna, 327, 328 
Parushni. See Ravi 
ParvatB, conspirator, 470; Parvataka, 

471 
Parvata, king of Nepiil, 471 
Parvata, sa.ge, 124 
Pasen.di, Prasenajit, 180, 181, 183, 184, 

306, 309, 310, 624 
Pashto, 52; Pashtus, 339, 347, 3li1, 380, 

396 
Pasiani, 459 
Pastoral pursuits, 99, 135, 177, 202, 269, 

287,410,474 ft. 
Pastyavant, 80 
Patala, 543. See Pat tala 
Patiilapurj cave. See ManchapurJ 
Patalene, 542, 543 
Patali,313 
Pataliputra, -putta, 59, 165, 185, 189, 194, 

201, 223, 313, 393, 400, 402, 409 ft., 
430, 469, 472, 475, 477, 48~, 498, 500, 
501, 506, 512,514,516 ft., 523, 527, 531, 
537, 544, 617; Kusumapura, 313, 477; 
Palibothra, 430, 477 ; Pushpapnra,544; 
royal name, 417. See Patna 

Pataiijali, 479, 482, 495, 520, 544 
Pathans, 27, 32, 351 
Patiala, 26, 80, 242 
Palik .. , 570, 575, 576 
Patimokkha, 192, 197 
Patisarnbbidii, 197 
Paiitthana. See Pratishthiina 
Patni., 13, 14, 23, 48, 59, 122, 185, 213, 

214,216,309, 310, 477, 517, b43, 544, 
618, 619, 622. See Pa~aliputra 

Patrapiil;>i, 231 

Patrocles, admiral, 400, 433 
Pattala, 378, 37l!, 380; Patal .. , 54~ 
pattana, 268 ; paltana, 476 
Panlka.a., 129 
Pau:nika family, 310 
Panrava, The. See Porus 
Panravas. See Piirns 
Pausani .. s, 432 
Pava, 163, 175 
Pavliriya, 188 
Piyasi Sutta, 211 
Peacocks, 391, 396, 594; on coins, 538; 

throne, 342 
Pearls, 423 
Pea.rson, C., 362 
Pegu river, 6, 7 
Penner river, 595 
Peppe, W. See Piprahwa 
Perdiecas, 351, 352,354,355,357,363 
Periplus of the Erythraean tie .. , 212, 426, 

548, 564, 585 
Periyar ri¥er, 595 
Per.epolis, 334, 337, 346, 621, 634; art 

of, 628, 637, 638 
Persia, 26, 27, 51, 70fl., .97,213,321,322, 

392, 394, 395, 426, 617, 618, 621, 645 ; 
inscriptions, 73, 74, 334, 540,563, 626; 
coins, 342 fl., 386, 456, 462, 645, 673; 
weight-standard, 54;;. See Iran 

Persian gulf, 27, 28, 329,380,517 
Pertalis, 601 
Pern-nar-killi, king, 598 
Peshan"; 328 
Peshawar, 29, 30 ft., 51,216,222,321, 355, 

427, 452,542, 546, 561, 563; Purnsha· 
pura, 543; District, 548, 576, 584 

petaki, 193 
Petavatthn, 197; com., 184, 187, 189, 

209 
Petenikas, 473, 514, 603 
Petersen, W., 109 
Peucelaotis_ See Pllshkaliivati 
Peucest.s, 376 
Peneolaltis. See Pushkalavati 
Peucolaus, king, 557, 558, 587 
Phalgnna, 148 
Phalgnni, 111, 148, 149 
Phallus worship, 85, 233 
Pharrasii, 468 
Pharnazathres, 340 
Phegelas, 468, 469 
Phegelis, Phegeus, 372 
Pherecles, 43B 
Philip, officer = (?) SOD of Machatus, 35~, 

360, 31l1, 370, 374 ft., 383, 384, 386. 
428, 468, 471 

Philipps, W. R., 580 
Philopator, title, 549. See Apollodotus II, 

Strato II 
Philosophy, 107, 127, 141, 143, 144, 273, 

274, 482; in epics, 272, 273; philo
sophers, 419 ft. 

Philostratu6, 394, 425 
PhiloxenuB, king, 546, 547, 557, 586, 

587 
Phocaea.443 
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Phoenicians, 88, 351, 374, 391 
Photius, 341 
Phraates I, 446 
Phraat.s II, 459, 567 
Phrygians, 71 
Phryni,542 
Phur,380 
Physicians. See Medicine 
Pi9acha, demon, 239; languages, 52, 146 
Pijavana, 94, 306 
Pilayamara, Tamil, 610 
Pilei, on coins, 556, 558, 559 't 
Pi-Io·sho-Io, 556 
PUn· sara, 556 
PiJ.l<)ola Bhiiradvaja, 188 
Pindus, 71 
pipilika, 396 
Pipphalivanll., 175, 470 
Piprahwa Tope, 182, 623, 634 
Pipro, 84 
Pir Patho, 379 
Pischel, R., and Geldner, K. F., 79, 81, 

89, 92, 94, 99 
Pi shin valley, 30, 328 
Pi!akas, 192 fl. 
Pitalkhorii cave, 635, 636, 638 
Pithon, satrap, 376 fl., 383, 384, 428, 429, 

468 
Plaksha, tree, 240 
Plaksha Priisravana, 117 
Plataea, 346 . 
Plato, 420 
Plato, kin~, 456, 457; coins, 465 
Pliny, 332, 373, 385, 397, 402 fl., .406, 

423 fl., 430, 433, 543, 555, 597, 599, 
601, 675 

Ploughing rite, 237 
Plutarch, 351, 353, 359, 364, 367, 373, 

378, 383, 397, 470, 550, 674 
Podiya hill, 596 
Polyaenus, 338, 353, 361, 675 
Polyanary, 88, 258,263,294 
Polybius, 438, 440 fl., 512 
Polygamy, Vedic, 88; later, 135,294,414 
Polyxenns, 588 
PompeiuB Tragus, 459, 543, 674 
Poona, 18, 19, 24, 26, 600 
Porticanus, 377 
Portuguese in Ceylon, 605, 606 
Porus, Paurava, (1) 349, 359 fl., 361 fl., 

373, 377, 383, 385, 390, 427 fl., 468, 
469, 471, 475, 479, 490, 491, 548, 549, 
551; (2) 370, 548, 549 

Poseidon, 379; on coins, 449, 465, 547, 
5B6 

Potana, 173 
pouruta, 327 
Prabh1i.sa. See Pabhosii 
Pra9aHtri, 4BB 
prachya, 468, 469 
pradattii, 245 
Prade~ikas, 508 
Pradeshtris, 4i!6, 488, 50B 
Pradyot,;,' dynasty, ~10, 311; king, 185 

(Pajjota), 310, 311 
Pragjyotisha, 274 

Prajiipati, 97, 105, 142, 144,145, 230,249 
Prakrits, 42, 57, 110, 124, 140 
Pramaganda, 85 
prilmii7J.ilca, 421 
Pramnai, 421 
p""nta, 268 
Prasek, J. V., 329, 330, 335, 336 
Prasenaiit. See Pasenadi 
Prasii, 313, 405, 406, 468, 469 
Prastoka, 84 
Pratardana, 120 
Pratlpa, 120, 121 
Pratisarga, in PUr&J;l8S, 296 
Pr"t.ish~hiina, 523, 531 fl., 535, 536, 599; 

Paithan, 214, 523, 531; Paithanikas, 
603; Patitthana, 214 

Pratisutvana; 120 
Pratyavaroha'.la, 232 
Praviihana Jaivali, 121, 127 
Praxiteles, 645 
Prsyiiga. See Allahabad 
Prendergast, Lieut., 1$95 
Primogeniture. See Inheritance 
Prinsep, J., 152,551 
Prith;, 87 
Prithiv;, 103, 105, 230 
Prithu, 87, 322 
Property, 90, 95, 97, 98, 128, 132, 179, 

198 fl., 247, 268, 287, 293, 475. &e 
Iuheritance 

Prostitution, 89, 97, 270, 481 
Pteria, 72 
Ptolemies, 425 
Ptolemy 1, Soter, 363, 367, 432 
Ptolemy II, PhiladelphuB, 433, 437, 495, 

502 
Ptolemy, geographer, 212, 469, 526,564 
Pugitr, 595 
Pulshatt., Tamil, 610 
Pulicat, 595 
Pulika, 310 
Pulindaka, 518 
Pulinrlas, 117, fil4, 606 
PUJ.l<)ras, 117, 242, 317, 601 
PUJ.lika,310 
Punishments. See Crimes 
Punjab, 13, 22 ff., 31, 35, 43 fl., 47, 48, 

52, 79, 80, 82, 84, 93, 97, 104, 110,116, 
127, 16B, 214, 224, 253, 324, 345, 346, 
351, 369, 373, 380, 383, 386, 3B8, 390, 
424, 444, 44.5, -147, 452, 468, 470, 471, 
479, 491, 496, 512, 514, 519, 520, 526, 
52B, 540,542,544, 54t, 548, 551 ff., 560, 
563, 570, 571, 575, 617, 618, 623, 625, 
645 

Punjabi, 15, 51 
pur, 86, 99, 240, 246 
Purali, 380 
purii1J.a, coin, 217 
Purana., 47, 220 fl., 245, 201, 252, 255, 

270, 276, 296 fl., 469, 473, 482, 495, 
511, 516 fl., 520 fl., 524, 525, .527, 529, 
530, 531, 533, 534, 536, 537, 544, 601, 
60S 

Purdah, 293 
purisiidiinJiya, 154 
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Purn&vru'mRn, 513 
Punihita, 95, 96, 107, 118, 122, 126, 127, 

131, 133, 492; royal, 126, 484, 488; 
rstnin, 130 

Purukutsa, 83, 94, 305 
Purus, 82, 83, 85, 120, 302, 305, 807, 308, 

309, 310, 316, 317, 349, 427, 468, 526, 
550; Paurave.s, 307 

Puru"he., 107, 142 
Purushapura. S .. Pe8hawar 
Purnshasukta. See Rigved& 
Fllrv"" Jain, 165 
Piishan, 104 
Fushkala, 355, 370 
PU8hhliivati, 336, 352, 355,861, 389, 549, 

547, 552, 558, 559, 560,570, 51l2, 687; 
Peucelaotis, 557; PeucolaUi., 558 

PU8hkara, 301 
Pushpapura. See Pii&aliputra 
Pushpottara, 157 
Pushyadharma, 511 
Pushyamitra, 1f>6, 228, 818, 511, 512, 

517 II., 522, 527, 530 II., 537, 544, 600 
Pythagoras, 359, 392 

Quetta, 29 ft., 328 
Quiliindi, 595 

Riidhagupta, 507 
Radinger, C. von, 394 
Raghu,298 
Raghunandana, 108 
Rah nla, 306 
Raichur Di8trict. 502 
Raikvapa~", 117 
Railways, 13, 16, 17,22,27, SO; of Burma, 

8, 16, 20 
Raiufall, 9, 26 
Raja, Kosalan, 177,181,190. Cf. King8hip 
riida-bhogga, 179 
RajaR!'iha, 158, 160, 161, 16S, 310, 527, 

536, 537, 612, 616, 629; Rajagaha, 181, 
183 II., 194, 201, 213, 214, 218; Rajgil', 
310 

riijakiiriya, 199, 217 
riija-kumiira, 182 
Rajsnya. See Kshatriyas 
Hajanya Janapada, 539 
Riijaputra, 13U 
Rajasthiini, 51 
Riija8iiya. See Kingsbip 
Rajatarruigini, 46R, 501, 511 
Riijiivaliyas, 604, 608, 609, 611 
Riijavikrama-pravrittiya, 604 608 611 
Riijglr. See RajagTib", ' , 
Rajjugrabakas, 508 
RsjmahiiI bills, 9, 12, IS, 16 34 35 
Rajovada Jataka, 180 " 
Rajputiina, 20 fl., S6, 43, 212, 337, 468, 

489, 528, 544; Agency, 22; Great de8ert 
(Tbar), 21, 29, 40, 45, 468 

l1ii·]Pllls, 21 II., 27, 314· origin 528 
Rajflkas, 487, 508 ' , 
RajllIa, Rajuvula. See Raiijubula 
Rakshasa, minister, 471. 472 
Rakshu.as, 106, 230, 238 

Rak8hita~ 499 • 
Riiliimin Ti8sa. king of Ceylon, 610 
Rilma, hrother of Bhaddakaohchan •. 1;'17 
Rllma, bero, 178,251, 207, 264, 273,2:1::. 

309 
Ramagiima, 175, 178 
Riimag"l)a, 607 
Ramayal)a, 122, 251 ff., 264, 309, 317, 

479,482 
Ri,mgangiL, 314 
Riimgarb hill. 642 
Rimnagar, S16, !j25 
Riimpiirvi, pillar, 501 
Rangit river, 10, 11 
Rangoon. 2, 6 II. 
RanhA.325 
RinI Gumphii, Udayagiri, 639, 640,642 
Raiijubula, 526, 527, 538, 554, 575, 576, 

589; Rijiila, 675; Rijuvula, 526, 575, 
Rap8on, E. J., 256, 332. 34S. 421. 438 

525 fl., 552, 561, 568. 572, 576, 578, 
582, 601 

Rashtrakiitas, 603 
Riishtrikao, 514, 580, 585, 600. Su 

Mariitbii8 
Rathae8tb88, 125 
Rathakira, 125; ratnin, 131 
Rathikas, 603 
rallain,270 
Ratnin8, 130. 297 
Rntri, 105 
Rattas,603 
Ril vana, 264 
Raverty, G. B., 375 
Ravi, 27, 121, 549. 550: Parnslull or 

Irivati, 80 ff., 324, 345: Hydraote8, 
345, 349, 370, 371, 373, 375, 376 

Rawalpindi, 31, 51, 214, 222, 321, 345, 
387, 390, 421, 434, 542,563; District, 
552 

Rawlinson, G., 330 
Rea. A" 623 
Reborn (dvija), 234,235,240. !4'l. 285 
Recbna doiib, 550 
Red Sea, 425,426,517 
Regling, K., 388 
Remusat, A., 566 
Renu. 174 
Ribbus, 105 
Rice. 7, 10, 135, 202, 41S, i,,'~ 
Rigveda, bymn8, 52, 106 ft., l:m, J H, 147, 

202, 223, 224, 229, 239. 249, 264, SOl, 
322, 529; Anukramani, 126; Puru.ba
siikta, 86;92,94, 107, i42 ; period, 43 fl., 
52 fl., 73, 76 fl., 93, 108, 116, 122, 126, 
139, 144, 247, 298, 305 fl., 321, 474, 
482, 491, 4()4, 615, 616 

Rijra,va, 89 
:(tijupalika, 159 
J;\iksha, 304 
~inarpchaya, 8·1 
Ripuiijaya, 310 
litisbahha, tirthakarB, 153 
litisbabba Y iijiiatura, 124 
Rishabbadatta, Brabman, 157 
~isbabbadatta, stratego8, 577 
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J;\i8h!ika8, 473 
~iBh!riya. See I!!hiya 
RiBley, Sir H. H., 40, 44, 110 
\\ita, 103 
~ilupama, 124 
Roberts, General, 33 
Rockhill, W. W., 188, 503 
Rogers, E., 437 
Rohana, brother of Bhaddakachchana, 

607 
Rohana, province, 609 
Rohiui, river, 178 
Rohri, 29, 31 
Rom"ka, 249 
Roman Empire, 38.5 
Roruka, 173, 212 
Rornva, 174, 212 
Roth, R., 80, 108, 284 
RUQamas,84 
Rudr .. , 104, 135, 144, 145, 230, 232, 233 
Rubuna, 609 
Rummindei pillar, 199, 498, 501 
Riipar, 372, 543 

Sabhii., Vedic, 96; later, 133, 246, 271; 
sabbasad, 133 

Sabus,377 
Sac .. ",. -flu -Qah. 
Sao&.ra uli, 45~ 
S,:'crificeB, 106,' 107, 127, 129, 141, 145, 

, 146, 225. S" \EIorse, Human, Soma 
Sadiinirii, 122, 309 
Saddha· Tis sa, 699, 610 
Sagala, Sang .. I':, 214, 371, 446; Qakala, 

519, 543, 549, 550; Qakala-dv[pa, 550 
Sagara, 298 
Sahadeva, 84, 306, 310 
.ahajiitii, 186 
Sahajati, 214 
Sahasriim, 496, 501, 505 
siihiiT}u8ahi, 166 
Sahya, mt, 304 
Sal,566 
Sajjanela, 178 
Sakai, S,akas. See Oakas. Saka Tigra

khauda, 338, 564; Haumavarka, 564; 
Taradaraya, 565 

Sakasena, 601 
Sakastiina, 338 
Saketa, 201, 202, 214, 544 
Sakiyas, 175 ff., 181, 182, 199, 204, 209 ; 

Qakyas, 470; eponym, 306 
Sakka. See Indra 
Sakkara, 175 
Sakulyas, 244 
Salem District, 595 
Siiliviihana, 531 
SaUet, A. von, 436, 448, 450, 453, 558 
Sal.ette, 17 
Salt Range, 372 
Salvas, 121 
Salween valley, 6ft., 39 
Suma tribe, 328 
Siimiiga, 159 
Samagiima, 175 
Samahartri, 4B7 

Saman chants. See Silmaveda 
Siimaiiiiaphala-sntta, IB4 
Samantapasiidikii, 185, 213 
Samapii, 514 
Samarkand, 32 
Siimaveda, 114 ff., 124, 229, 234; Silman 

chants, 107, 108, 136 
Samnu., 369 
Sambala, Qambala, monk, 499, 608 
Sambhiitavijaya, 164, 165 
Bambus, 377, 378 
Sal"!'g[ti sutta, 194 
8a~'lJraha1Ja, 475 
Sa'!lgrahItri, ratnin, 131 
Sa'!lhilas, 77 ff., 112 ff. 
Samiti, 96, 133 
Sammeta, mt, 154 
Samprati, or Sa.ilgata, 166, 511, 512 
Samudragupta, 528 
Sa'!lyutta Nikaya, 178, 180, 181, 184, 186, 

187, 189, 192, 194, 196 ff. 
Sanabares, 580, 592 
Sanchi, 476, 47\1, 498 ff., 523, 533, 619, 

622, 624, 626 ff., 633, 634, 637, 643, 
644,627 

Sandal, 325 
SandrocottuB. See Chandragupta 
SangaJa. See Sagala 
Sangata. See Samprati 
Sangaya, 355 
Sangha, 205, 207, 217, 216, 496, 506 
Sanghamittii, 499,500, 608 
Sanjana, D. D. P., 325 
Sankha Jiitaka, 213 . 
Saukhya, 273, 482 
Sannidhiitri, 488 
Sannyasis,' 409 
Sanskrit, 15, 42,57, 62, 63 ff., 71, 73, 75, 

225,264 
Sanskritic languages, 15 
Bantu1 Parganas, 48 
.anthagar". See Mote hall 
Sapedana, 580, 581 
Sapin<Ja, 243, 244 
Sapta sindhava.. See Seven river. 
Biipuga, 178 
Saramii,231 
Sar.nrub. See Ceylon 
Sarangoi, .ai, 328, 340 
Saraosto8. See Surashtra 
Sara"vati, 45 ff., 59, 79, 62, 87, 105, 110, 

116,117, 122,306,306,321 ; in Brahma
varta, 110, 308 ; Indus, 80, 83 ; Sarsiiti, 
80 

Saraucae, 459 
Sarayu, 84 
Barga, in Purr\na.s, 296 
Sarmanes, Sramnai, 419 ff., 484 
Sii.math, 14, 498, 500, 617 ff. 
Sarre, F., 327, 32R, 335, 336, 338, 339 
Sarshap"runa, 231 
Sarsiiti. See Sarasva\[ 
Sasas, strategos, 577, 578, 580, 561, 590 
Sassanians, 323, 324, 326,342; coins, 584 
Bata, Sa:taviibana (Qatak8r~i), 531, 599l!., 

603; Qiitavahanas, 529 
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Silah., 599 
Satava..tra., 580, 5;<1 
Sati. 8" WIlbWR 
Sati Sirimanta, 601 
Siitiyaputas, 515, 599, 603 
Satlaj. See Sutlej 
Sitpuni. range, 16, 21 
Siilriijita. See Qatanika 
Satrap., 67,225, 383, 386, 437 ft. ; Indian, 

337, 355, 427ft., 574 ff., 633; w""tern. 
See Oakas 

Sattabhu, 174 
Sattagyda.e, 322, 328, 338; Sattagydia, 330 
Sattra., 141 
Sat'ants, 117, 120, 122 
Satyahavya. See Va8ish~ha 
Satyakama Jabiila, 127, 152 
Saubhuti, Sophyte., 61, 371, 372, 407, 

414; coins, 38B, 430, 463, 623 
SanS8ure, F. de, 140, 149 
Sauti, 297 
Sauviras, 274 
Siivattbi. See Qriiya.ti 
Savitri, 104, 105 
Sayee, A. H., 111,321 
Schiefner, A. von, 511 
Schlagintweit, E., 283 
Schoff, W. R., 329,330 
Schroder, L. von, 138, 265 
Schubert, R., 362, 367 
Schwanbeck, E. A., 468, 472 
Schwartz, E., 399 
Scylax, 336, 393ff., 423 
Scythians, 44, 50, 61, 168, 224, 332, 338, 

457 ff.,532, 563 ff., 567ff.,626. See Qakas 
Scytho·Dravidian (proto.Dravidian) type, 

40,44.594 
Scytho.Parthian., 64·5 ft. See Parthian. 
Seasons, 4, 135, 206, 404; six, 139 
Seistan, 28, 34, 39,327,328,332, 338,347, 

379, 442, 443, 452, 532, 540, 548, 564, 
567 ff., 580; era, 576; Sijistiin, 561 

Sek,566 
Sela sutta, 215 
Seleuei .. , 432, 434, 435 
Seleucids, 59, 385, 440, 458, 467, 502, 

516, 621, 632; coins, 433 ff. ; era, 456 
Seleucus I, Nicator, 34, 57,331,363,389, 

400, 429 ff., 435, 444, 462, 472, 495, 
541, 543; coins, 463, 623 

Seleucus II. 439, 440 
Seleucus III, 439 
Seleucus IV, 454 
Selencus, son of Antiochus I, 432, 434 
Semiramis, 29, 331, 332 
Semitic alphabet, 62, 141; oivilisation, 

87, 88, 105, 140, 391; languages, 37; 
nakshatras, 88 

Sena, Tamil king, 608, 609 
Seniijit, 306, 307, 310 
Seniini, 95, 132; ratnin, 130 
Senapati, 488, 577 
Senart, E., 260, 483, 502, 503, 508 582, 

597,599,602,603,621 ' 
Seneca, 425 
Seres, 542 

SeriviiJ;1ija Jataka, 211 
Serpent.. S .. Snakes 
Set Mahet, 309, 523 
Seta., 5!19 
"Ilhi. See r;rtlhlhin 
Seven holy pIsces, 531 
Seven rivers, 46, 51, 57, 324 
Shiihbizgarhi, 496 
Shahi.,567 
Shahjahiiniibad, 25 
Shah·ke-Dheri, 456, 543. 64' .•• il& 
ShanB, 8; States, 49 
.haonano .hao, 168 
Shekel.. See Sigloi 
Shippi.ng. See Navigation 
Sialkot, 370, 446, /i19, 543, 549, 550 
Siam, 5, 6; Siamese·Chinese, 49 
Sibae, 374 
Sibyrtiu., 472 
Siddapnra, 515 
Siddhallta, Jain, 166 
Siddhartha, rather of MabRyira, 157 
Siddhattha. See Buddha 
Sidgwick, A., 394 
Sieou, Chinese, 139, 140 
Sigerdis, 543 
SiRgava, 506 
Sigloi, Shekels, 343, 344, 386, 673 
Sihabiihu, 606 
Sibala, Sihal..rupa, 606 
Sihapura, in Gujariit, 606 
Siha.lvall, 606 
Sihor,606 
Sijistiin. See Bei.tan 
Sikhs 24, 27, 55; feudal state., 26 
Sikkim, 11 
Siliini.a'l'." Jataka, 213 
Sila81 river, 404 
Silas, 192,197 
Siliivati, 175 
Silver, 342, 615 
Simalia,76 
Si~al". Simhaladvipa. 606 
Simhapura, capital of Kalinga, 607 
Si'l'ha valli, 606 
Simla, 17, 21, 24,26; Hill States, 529 
Simuka, 224, 318, 529, .530, 599 
Sind, 21, 23, 27, 31, 36, 44, 79, 214, 325, 

337. 376 fl., 380, 383, 395, 403, 407, 
413, 416, 427, 468, 472, 540,543,560, 
564, 569, 606 

Sindhi,51 
Sind hi a, 15. 19, 21, 22 
Sindhu, tributary of Jumna, and Kili 

Sindhu, 520. See Indus 
Sindh us, tribe, 274 
Sinhalese. See Ceylon 
Sindimana, 378 
Sipr';', 316 
Siradhvaja, 317 
Sirhind, 46, 308 
Sirkap, 580 
Sisara, 231 
Sisikottos. See Q""igupta 
Sistan. See Seistiin 
Sita, 122, 264, 292,317; furrow, 237 
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Sitavana, 201 
Sittang valley, 6, 7 
Six, J. P., 434 
Sixteen Great Powers, 172 
Siva, palace guard, 610, 611 
Skanda, 485; Purina, 300 
skiapodes, 393 
Slaves, 100, 101, 110, 128, 129, 135, 205, 

209, 215, 216, 267, 268, 285, 287, 291, 
294, 416, 481,482 

Slavs, 71, 73 
Slavonic languages, 71, 73, 74 
Smart .. Sutras, 228 
Smerdis, 333, 334 
Smith, V. A., 140, 141, 157, 199, 299, 

314, 329, 335 If., 341, 348, 350 If., 356, 
357, 361, 371, 375, 376, 379, 408, 480, 
515, .565, 568, 614, 615 

Smriti, 277 
Snakes, 405 If. ; charming, 204,207, 406 ; 

drought-demoll, 105; worship, 106,145, 
282; on coins, 539. See Nagas 

SoanuB, 468 
Soastus. See Swat 
Socrates, 359 
Sogdi, Sogdians, 341, 377, 454, 459 
So~diiina, 386, 390, 434 ff., 454, 459 
Sohan, 468 
Solar dynasty, 276, 298, 304, 305 
Soli. See Chol .. 
Soliman mts, a22 
Solomon, king, 391 
Soma, 77,102, 104f1., 127, 128, 141,'231, 

232, :-1:l0; mooo, 89, 104; source of, 
80,81 

Soma~arman, 511 
Somadbi, 310 
Somab,84 
Son, river, 13,15,16,19,182,411,469,477 
SO.fja Ku!ikanna, 186,499 
Sonaka, 506 
Soniiri, 634 
Sonmiani, 380 
Sonnttara, thera, 609 
Sopiira. See Suppiiraka 
Sopeithes. See Sauhhiiti 
Sophagaoenu8, 442, 443, 512 
Sophir, 212; Ophir, 391 
Sophyte.. See Sauhhilti 
Soroadeios. See Suryadeva 
Soler Megas, 581 
Sovira, 173, 174, 212, 214 
Spalagadames, 574,589,590 
Sp.1ahores, 573, 574, 590; Qpalahora, 

Spalyrio, 574, 589 
Spalirises, 562, 573, 574, 590, 591 
Spalyri.. See Spalahores 
Spania.rds in America., 75 
Spartans, 377, 378 
Spatembas, 409 
Speil., 77,95,98,107,136,138,145, 237ff, 
Sphines, 359 
Spiegel, F., 320, 324, 325 
Spit .. ceo, 361, 365, 367 
Spooner, D. B., 341, 477,673 
Sra.mne.i. See Sarma.nes 

Sraosha, 325 
Sreewacolum, 599 
Srinagar, 32,501 
Sriojayas, 83, 84, 87, 118, In, 130, 131 
Sse, Sa" Sek, 566 
Stein, Sir M, A., 39, 328, 336,468,501, 

582 
Stenzier, A. F., 283 
Steppes of Ruo.i .. , 69, 565 
Stevenson, J., 152 
Sthanikas, 486, 488, 508 
Sthapati, 122, 131 
Sthulahhadra, 165 
Straho, 191,331,332,347,350,352, 357ff., 

361, 370 ff., 378, 379, 381, 388, 399, 
400, 402 ff., 411 If., 430, 431, 433, 445, 
455, 457, 4.19, 472, 483, 489, 542,,544, 
.548, 597, 675 

Strata I, Soter, 461, 548,551 If., 559, 575, 
586 If. 

8trato II, Philopator,552, 553, 575,587,589 
Str.tonice, 432 
Subahu, 186 
Subba Rao, N. s., 213 
Subhadrikii, 119 
Subhagasena, 512 
Su~arman, 224, 318 
Sudar9ana, tank at Junagarh, 501 
Sud as, 81 ff., 91, ~2, 94, 95, 126,306, 308 
Suddhodana, 177, 306, 500 
SudeBhna, 601 
Sudharman, 164 
Sue Vihara inscription, 585 
Suez Canal, 16, 17 
Sugar-cane, 404 
Suhastin, Jain, 512 
Suhma, 317, 601 
Sukanya, 126 
Sukkur, 29, 30 
Sukthankar, V. S., 599 
Su.Kiirkura, 231 
Sumana, SUBima, brother of A90ka, 500 
Sumana,oon of Salighamittii, 500, 608 
Sumana, sister of Pasensdi, 181 
Sumaligala-viliiBini, 177ff., 182ff., 188, 

193, 205 
Sumantu, 251 
Sumerians, 43 
Sumitra, king, 223, 309, 51A, 521 
Sumitta, brother of Vijaya, 607 
Sumitta, son of Kunti, 507 
SumBumara hill, 175 
Sun, 304; worship, 104, 105, 257, 272; 

sun-god on coins, 456,465; in sculpture, 
638, 640. See Surya 

Supparaka, Qiirparaka, 211, 469, 603, 
606; Sopiira, 603, 606 

Sura (Suva~~apin<l.a), Tissa, 608, 609 
Suril, 102, 133, 137 
Surajbansi Riijputs, 304 
Surasenas, Suraseni. See Qurasenaa 
Suriishtra, 469, 585; Saraostos, 542, 543 
Surat, 212, 242; first factory, 16 
Surguja State, 642 
Surya. 76, 104; SoroadeioB, Siiryadeva, 

422. See Sun 
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Sury;;', daughter of the sun, 89 
Susa, 391, 411 
Sueemihl, F., 398 ff. 
Sueima. See SumanI' 
Susuniiga. See Qi9nnaga 
Slita, ralnin, 130, 131, 2.57, 297, 301/J. 
Sutlej. 24, 26, 27, Bl, 345, 372, 468, 52B, 

529, 543; Qutudri, 80, 81, 324; Hesy. 
drus, 345, 543; Zaradrus, 345 

Sutriilamkiira of A9vaghosha. 482 
Sutras, il2, 113, 116, 129, 132, 134, 147, 

277, 281 II., 287, 482; family life and 
social customs in, 227 ff. ; period, 220 ff. 

Sutta, division of Pitahs, 192, 197, 198 
Sutta Nipiita, 178, '183, 188, 193, IB6, 

197, 202 II., 214, 215, 299 
Sutta Vihhl!.ilgl!., 197 
Suttee. See Widows 
suva~~, 217, 21B 
Suvannabhuwi, 213; 8nvIU'!labhiimi, 499 
Suva'tn. See Swat 
Snvrata, 159 
Suy~as, 511 
spa- karma, 54 
Svapnavasavadattii., 313 
Svastika, on coins, 539 
Svayat;lvare.. See Me.rriage 
Svishte.krit, 230 
Swat; river, 52, 79, 345, 851, 852, 355, 

360, 369; Soastu8, 345; Suviistu, 52, 
79,345 

Bydrakai. See Oxydrake.i 
Syncellus, 438 
Syr Daria. Set Jaxartes 
Syria, 59, 384, 427 ff., 540 

Taboo, 234, 235 
Tabriz,70 
Te.citus, 66, 491 
Ta·hia, 459, 461, 566 
Taittiriy~ Sat;lhitii, 114, 121, 134, 135, 

139; Ara",yaka, 111;, 252, 601; Brah· 
mana, 115, 116, 125 

Takht-i-Bahi inscription, 576, 584 
Te.kkasilii. See Taxila 
Takkola, 212 
Tak.h"9i1a. See Taxila 
Takahan, ratnin, 131 
Talaiy -alanganam, 598 
Tamalitti. 213 
Tamank .. duwa, 604 
Tambapanni, dipa, 213; town, 606; 

Tiimrapar",i, Taprobane, 424 
Tiimbraparni river, 595 
Tamil, 15, 49, 212, 593 ff., 602, 605 
T~mil., 593 ff., 608/J. ; Tami.~ -agam, 595, 

596 
Tiimrap .. ",i. See Tambapanni 
Taniore, 3, 4 ; District, 598' -
Taprobane. See Tambapanni 
Tapti, 16, 19, 514, 1531 .. 
Taradaraya. See Sakai 
Tarai,26 
Tiiranatha, historiall, 511, 512 
Tartary, 445 ' 
Tashkand. 389 

Taxation, 128, 131, 132, 179, 198, 199, 
245 ff., 26B, 269,289, 410, 418, 4~7 

Taxila, Takkasila, Taksh~ilii, 62, 186, 
214, 345 ff., 349, 350, 354, 355, 357 fl., 
367 ff., 376, 881, 383, 8M6, 403, 414, 
416, 421, 427, 468 fl., 473, 494, 495, 
497, 500, 514, 521, 532, 54S, 552, 556, 
1158, 559, 562, 569 II., 575, 576, 580 ff., 
623, 625, 633, 646, 647 

Taxiles, 390, 427 ff. 
Teheran, 70 
Teleas, 441 
Tel-el-Amarna, 76 
Telingiina, 598, 601 
Telugll, 15, 18, 49, 593, 594; Telugll8, 

598 ff. See allo Andhras 
Tenasserim, 7 
TevanI,522 
Thalghiit, 17 
Thamanaioi, 328, 339 
Thana District, 606 
Thanesar, 80, 301, 468 
Thar. See Riijputiina 
Thatagu, 322. 328, 338 
Theodotus. See Diodotus I 
Theragithii, 186, 189, 197, 202, 209, 214, 

215 
Theraviida Canon. See Buddbi.m 
Therigiithi, 181, 197, 201, 218; Com., 

183, 186, 193, 205, 208 
Theriomorphism, 103 
The88aly, 71 
Thibaut, G., 149 
Thoma., Acts of, 578, 579 
Thomas, E., 152, 551 
Thomas, F. W., 310, 329, 332, 338, 339, 

341, 415,417, 503,518, 521,522,561, 
563, 564, 576, 577 

Thracian, 71; ThraciauB, 351, 369, 370, 
384,386 

Threshing.fioor sacrifice, 238 
Thiilathana (Thlilaniga ?), 610 
Thunderbolt, on coins, 538 
Thuparii.ma at Anuriidhap1lra, 608; Great 

Thiipa, 609 
Thurston, E., 41 
Tibet, 8, 12, 20,21,32,33,35,39,47,57, 

496,565; platean, 33; tradition,lti8, 503 
Tibeto-Bnrmese, 39, 49 
Tibeto-Chinese languages, 37, 41, 49; 

clans, 314, 317 
Tiger, 68, 81, 407; in scnlpture, 635 
Tiger hill, 10 
Tigrakhe.udii. See Sakai 
Tigranes, 569 
Tigris, 27, 70, 432, 434 
TiI"k, B. G., 149 
Timarchus, satrap, 457 
TiD, 391 
Tinnevelly, 423, 595 
Tipti, Sultan of Mysore, 5 
Tiraiyar, tribe, 596 
Tirhut, 48, 117,123,317 
Tiridates, 87, 438 
Tirindira, 87 
tirthakara, 153, 159, 160 
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Tiru·karur, 595 
Tirupati, 595 
Tiru·vaiijikkalam, 595 
Tlssgutta, 163 
Tisht&r Yasht, 326 
TiBhya. See Tissa 
Tishyaraksbita, 500, 630 
Tissa, minister of Vijaya, 607 
TisBa, son of Kunti, 507 
TiBga (Ruga), son of Mahil.cbtUi, 610 
Tis.a, viceroy of A~oka, 498, 500 
Tissa, wood· carrier, 611 
Tis.a Abbay .. , 609, 610. See ,,/so 

Deviinaq>piya, GaJlspa, Moggaliputta, 
Siira 

TisflA.DUVara, 607 
Tivara,500 
ToalaB, 41 
Tocbari, 459 
Tod, J., 284 
TomaBchek, W., 330, 371, 379, 380 
ToJl9i,595 
Torioua, 457 
TotemiBm, 82, 106 
Tra.ders, 129, 136, 211 II., 410, 426, 433, 

434,478,479 
Transmigration,108, 112, 138, 143,144,162 
Trasada.syu, 83, 94, 95, 120 
Travancore, 3, 20, 595 
Treasurer of gilds. See Gilds 
Tree, worsbip, 105; on coins, 538, 539 
Treta age, 303 
TriQalii, 157 
Tricbinopoly, 3,4; Old, 595 
TriQiila emblems, 582, 629 
Tridhiitu (Trivrisban), 83 
Triksbi, 83 
Trinaskanda, 91 
Trinity, Hindu, 279 
Triparadisus, 428, 429 
Tripod on coins, 586 II. 
Trila, 104 
TIilsus, 81, 91, 92, 120, 308, 518 
TrivriBhan (Tridhatu), 83 
Trojan war, 307, 376 
TryaruJla, 83 
Tsan·po. See Brabmaputra 
Tucker, T. G., 394 
Tugrya,84 
Tulla, Tulna, king of Ceylon, 610 
Tura Kavasheya, 120, 121 
Turan,28 
Turanians, 440 
Tiirghna, 116 
Turkeslau, 28, 44, 60, 69, 70; Chinese, 

39, 57, 62, 500, 502, 543, 565, 582; 
Russian, 565 

Turko·Iranians, 42, 44, 85 
Turnonr, G" 470 
Turva~ .. s, 82, 84, 118 
Turvasu, 540 
Tusbiiepba, 501 
Tuticorin, 2, 5 
Tyrian., 594 
Tyriespes, ~50, 355, 370, 376 
Tzetzes, 394 

ubbahikii, 176 
UQinara8, 84, 117, 118, 121 
Udaipur, 21, 22 
Udana, 186, 187, 197 
Udayagiri bill, 534; caves, 638, 639 
Udayaua. See Udena 
Udayin, successor of Ajiita9atru, 164,311, 

313, 469; Udayi.bhadda, 185, 189, 
313 

Udena, 185, 187,188; vatthu, 187; Udn· 
yana, 308, 310, 311, 313 

Udgairi, 107, 108 
Udumbara tree, 240 
Udumbaras, 529, Sa9 
Ugra9rava8, 297 
Ugras, 136, 235 
Ugra.sena, 120 
Uijain, Uiiayini, 155, 165 II., 310, 311, 

316,469, 473, 485, 494,497,500,512, 
514,517 II., 522, 531 II., 539, 571,600; 
Ujeni, 532, 539; Ujjenl, 185, 187,188; 
in Ceylon, 606 

Uliikbala, 231 
Ulumpa, 175 
United Provinces, 13 II., 25, 40, 45, 47, 

307, 514, 528, 551 
Universal monarcb, 153, 158, 318, 494, 

567 
UpaQruti, 231 
Upagnpta. See Moggaliputta 
U pairisaena, 327 
Upiili, 161,506; sutta, 161 
UpamaQravas, 83, 94, 120 
Upanisbads, 94, 112, 114 II., 118, 121, 

127, 142 II., 147, 249, 250, 264, 274, 
297, 2~j9, 482, 549 

Upaplavya, 316 
U papur8J;taB, 300 
UpariiJa, 488, 494 
Upatissa, king 01 Ceylon, 609 
Upatissagama, 606, 607 
Upavedas, 245 
Upavlra, 231 
UraQa,373 
U raiyiir, 595 
Urmia, lake, 70 
Uruvela, brotber of Bbaddakachchiinii, 

607 
Urnvela, Ceylon, 606 
Urva, 328 
Usha., 79, 104, 105, 109, 113 
Ushavadata, 577, 637 
Us.Hindava, Usind, Usindam, 326, 327 
Ust Urt, 69 
Usury, 98, 137, 218, 235, 248, 2R7 
Utkala,601 
Ulriy... See Uttiya 
Uttars, missioDary, 499 
U Itara, township, 178 
Uttara·Kuru8, 117, 118, 121 
Uttara·Madras, 117, 121 
Uttarapatba, 537 
U ttara·Pbalguru, 148, 159 
Uttiya, king of Ceylon, 608 
Uttiy .. , Utriya, monk, 499, 608 
Uva, 604 
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VaG"s, 117, 118, 121 
Vaccha Brahmans, 209 
VaGini, 238 
Vii<:l(las, 41, 604, 605 
Viidhapiila, 523 
VadhryaGva, 94, a05 
Vadukha, 602, 639 
Va~kereta, 327 
Vai<;iikha, month, 159 
Vai<;iili. See Vesiili 
Vai<;ampayana, 251, 252 
VaiGeshika, 482 
Vai<;ravalla, 233 
Vai<;vanara, 238 
VaiQyas, 51, 54, 92, 93, 125 If., 131, 132, 

203, 208,239, 248, 256, 260,267,304, 
474; Vi~. 54, 94,95 

Vaijayanti, 637 
Vaikarna tribes, 83, 91, 118 
Vaikkarai, 595 
Vaikunth .. cave. See Manchapuri 
Vairad'eya, 97 
V .. iriit., 316 
Vairodhaka,471 
Vaitahavyas, 121, 122 
Vaitiina Sutra, 115, 229 
Viijapeya, 141 
Vajasaneyi Samhitii, 115, 1~9 
Vajira, queen, 181 
Vajjiaus, Vriji, 172, 178, 184, 185, 188, 

190, 313, 317 
Vajramitra, 518 
Vaka, 119 
Vakadepasiri, 639 
Viikoviikya, 482 
Vakr .. deva, 602, 639 
Valabhi, 166, 169 
ValahaRsa Jataka, 211 
V iilakhilyas, 78 
H.lmiki, 257 
Valuer, court, 216 
Varna, wife of Apasena, 154 
Vamana Purana, 301 
Vamba-Moriyar, 596 
Va'llQa, in Puranas, 296 
Va'llyanucharita, in Puranas, 296, 304 
Va'll sa •• 172,187 ff., 310. See Vatsas 
Van, lake, 70 
Vaniina, 578 
viinaprastha, 151, 420,484 
Vanavar, tribe, 596 
Vanavasa, 499, 603 
t'anavasin, 420 
Vangas, 47, 51, 212, 242,317, 601, 605 
Vafiji, 595 
Vank ... , king of Kosala, 180 
Vara~ikha, 84, 87 
Varadii., 519 
V"riihamihira, 397 
Varaha Pur ana, 301 
Varanavati, 117 
Varchin,84 
Vardhamiina. See Mahavira 
1'arna. See Caste 
Varro, 425 
Varshyayftni, 242 

Varm:ta, 72, 79, 103 ff., 108, 109, 111, 
288, 319, 320 

Varoni Jataka, 217 
Vasa vadattii, 311 
Vasettha Sutta, 204 
Vasishtha, rishi, 81, 92, 95, 301; family, 

89, 101; Satyahavya, 121; law-book, 
217,218,245,2471'1.,289,290 

Vassakara, 185 
Vasu (Kayu) Chaidya, 84, 309 
Vasudeva, minister of Qungas, 223, 521. 

522 
Vasudeva. See Krishna 
Vasujyeshtha, 518 . 
Vasuki, astrologer, 611 
Vasumit ... , 223,518, 521, 544 
Vasus, 105, 232 
Vata, 104, 230 
Vatsa, 125, 126, 134; country, 310, 311, 

313, 316, 525; Vatsas, 527 ; princess, 
523_ See Vamsas 

Viitsyayana, 482 
Va~ta-Gam .. ni Abhaya, 610 
Vatuka, Tamil, 610, 611 
Vaviita, ratnin, 130 
Vayn, 104, 288 
Vayu Pura\la, 297, 302 
Veda, and Avesta, 319; fifth Veda, 256, 

299. See Rigveda 
Vedangas, 245, 482 
V edan ta, 273, 274 
Veddas. See Vii(l~aa 
Vedehiputta, 183 
Vedic dialects, 52, 57, 605; period. See 

Rigveda 
Vedic Index, 48, 50, 51, 79, 84, 127, 146, 

152.308, 309, 317,323, 324, 518,525, 
529,550 

Vedisii, 188, 500 
Vedi-siri, 601 
Veith, G., 367 
Velllilar, 596 
Veiiar river, 595 
Vendidiid,323ff. 
Venkatagiri, 595 
Vennil, 598 
Verethraghna, 320, 578 
Verethrajan, III 
Vegi-ver.-ye.l.iyan, 598 
Vesali, Vaiyiili, 157, 160, 175, 185, 188, 

189,214, 305,317,491; Basarh,317 
Ves.abhu, 174 . 
Vetasus, 84 
Vetra"ati, 522 
Vibbit .. ka, 247 
ViI', canton, 91, 94, 95. See Vai~ya 
Vi9akha (Skanda), 485 
Viyiikhadatta. See Mudrarakshasa 
ViQpati, 91, 94 
Victory, Oll coins, 4-19, 547, 551, 553,556, 

578, 580, 586, 588, 592 
ViQvakarwan, god, 107 
Viyvakarman Bhauv&na, 132 
ViFiimitra, 81, 82, 92, 95, 126, 529, 

539 
Viyvllntara, 126 
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Vi~ve deviis, 105, 223, 238 
Vidarbha, 117, 124, 223, 519, 600, 602; 

Berar, 117, 514, 519, 535 
Videgha Mii.thava, 122, 317 
lid.ha, 48, 51, 56,57, 117, 119, 122,123, 

125,127,130, 157, 160,173, 175,178, 
lR3, 805, 315, 527, 549; Videha., 309, 
313, 317 

Vidi9ii, 500, 517 II" 525, 526, 531 II" 558, 
600, 625, 632, 643. See BhHsa 

Viq,uq,sbha, 181, 185 
Vidula, 255 
Vigat~ok&, 511 
Vihii.m, the Grest. 'S" Mahiivihiira 
Vihara_, structure, 637, 638 
Vijaya of Ceylon, 606, 607 
Vijaya·riiJiivaliya, 604, 608 II. 
Vijayariija.va~saya, 604, 609, 610 
Vijita, brother of Bhaddakachchiinii, 607 
Vijitagii.ma., 606 
Vik"9i, 239 
Vi.ama era, 155, 156, 167, 168, 491, 

571, 576, 581 
Vikramiidity&, 168, 532, 533, 571; Chan. 

dragupta II, 519, 533 
Village, 90 II., 99, 177, 198 II., 225, 237, 

240, 241, 288, 476; gama, 199 fl. ; 
grama, 00,91,268 ; giimabhojaka, l(J9; 
giimakhetta, 202; gramani, 91, 95, 268, 
486 (ratnin), 131; griimika, 289 

V'ima Kadphise8, 5801'1., 5~4; Ooemo, 
582 

Vimiina.vatthu, 197 ; com" 184, 208, 214 
VinS9ana, 45, 117 
Vinay., 177, 179, 181, 184, 186 fl., 192, 

193, 19& II" 201f1., 205,.207, 208,210, 
215 II. 

Vinaya Texts, 172, 176, 180, 186, 203, 
208, 214, 215 

Vindapharna. See Gondopharnes 
Vindhyas, 15, 16, 21, 40, 49, 51, 81, 84, 

117, 191, 304, 423, 467, 473, 593, 5~4, 
602, 613, 615 

Vine, 408 
Vip~, Vip",;;'. See Beas 
Viras, eight, 131 
Vira.ena, Maurya, 511, 512 
Virata, 292, 316 
Virgil, 568 
Visad.va, 523 
Visuiinins, 82 
Visb l1u, 104, 144, 145, 233,254,257,303; 

cult, 225, ~32. 233, 238, 259, 272 If., 
279, 298, 484; Bbagavatas, 275, 558. 
See Krishna 

Vishnu,· law. book, 249, 277, 279, 287, 
289, 290 

Vishnngupta, 467, 470 
Vish l1u Pura",a, 298, 301, 304 II. 
Vitabavya, 84, 518 
Vitastii. See Jhelum 
Vitihotras, 315, ~16, 518 
Vodva tope, 167 
Vonones, 568, 572, 573, 589, 590; family, 

574 
Von ones I of Parthia, 573, 678, 592 

.VouTu.kasha,326 
Vriijapati, 95 
Vriitya., 124, 146, 236 
Vrichivants, 84 
Vnji. See Vajjians 
Vrisbasena, 511 
Vritra, Vritrahan, 111, 320 
Vyagghapajja, 178 
Vyii.sa, 252, 297, 302, 303 
Vyavahiira, 281 

Wackernagel, J., 109, 220 
Waddeli, L. A., 477, 501, 506 
Waiugangii, -536 
Walla. hi .. , 6g 
Wanderers. See Parivrajaka 
Wardha, 519, 536 
Watters, T., 187 ff., 513, 524, 5.')6, 557 
Weber, A" 79, 87 II., 92, 94, 119, 140, 

152, 233, 236, 251, 252, 253 II., 323 
Wedding. See lIIarriage 
Weissba.h, F. B., 334, 335 
Wellesley, General. See Dext 
Wellington, Duke of, 5, 24 
Wergeld, 97, 128, 134 
West, E, W" 326 
Wheel, Buddhist, 629 
White Rock, 595 
Whitehead, R. B., 570, 574, 577, 578 
Whitney, W. D., 149 
Widows, 247, 292, 481; burning, 107, 

247, 278, 279, 292, 293, 414, 415 
Wilson, B. B., 108, 152, 300, 336, 397 
Winckler, H., 320 
Windisch, E., 187 
Wintemitz, M., 89, 138, 172, 187, 233, 

.321 
Wiroa, 66II" 320 
WollI, F., 325 
Women, position of, 88, 135, 199, 239, 

245, 285, 288, 292, 293, 414, 415, 48J 
Writing, 140,413,418,483; pictographic, 

618, See Alpbabet 
Wroth, W" 567, 569 
Wular Se .. , 80 
W u·sun tribe, 565, 566 

Xandrames, 46B, 469 
Xathri, 376, 528 
Xenaphon, 330, 331, 333 
XerIes, 340, 396, ;;64 

Ya9as, arhat, 507 
YaQodii., wife of MoMvira, 158 
Yiidava, 316 
Yadu, 307, 316; YaduB, 82, 84, 87,274, 

316 
Yajliasena, 519, 600 
Yiijfiavalkya, 122, 137; law.book, 277, 

279, 280, 283, 286,287, 290,291, 294 
Yajurveda, 54, 55, 56, 114, 115, 119, 123, 

135 II., 145, 228, 236, 252, 277, 279 
Yakkhas, Yak8haa, 606,607, 624, 630 
Yakshus, 82, 85 
YamR, 103, 108, 231, 238, 288, 320 
Yamuna. Bee. Jumna 



Index 
Y ii.nai-kat·yey. See Qfy 
Yaska. 117, 126 
Yat~hiilay~ (KiiJani?) Tissa., 609. 
Yaudheyas, 528 
Yaugandhari, 121 
yava, 135 
Yavamajjhaka, 215 
Yavanas, Yonas, 212, 223, 225, 226,240, 

270, 274, 304; Greeks of Alexander, 
253, 346 ff.; Greeks of Bactri,., 34,499, 
514 ff., 518 ff., 532, 537, 540 ff., 544 ff., 
553ff., 557ff., 564, 565, 567, 569 ff., 
577, 583 ff. 

Yayiiti, 298 
Yima, 320 
Yoga, 273 
yojana, 185,200,247,550 
Yonas, Yonaka •. See Yavana. 
Yorek von Wartenburg, H. L. D., Graf, 

361 
Young, T., 65, 66 
Yuan Chwang. See Hiuen Tsiang 
Yueh-cbi, 60, 389, 459, 561, 565 ff., 582, 

583 

Y uga, Mabiiyugll, 296,803 
Yuga Pura\l8., 520, 544 
Yuktas, 508 
Yiisufzai Subdivision, 584 
Yuvaraja, 488, 494, 534 

Zachariae, T., 253 
ZaradruB. See Sutlej 
Zarangoi, 328 
Zaranka, 338 
Zariaspa, 441 
Zeionises, 576, 582, 588 
Zend. See Iran 
Zeus, on coins, 433, 436, 437, 443. 449, 

450, 461 ff., 555 fl., 560, 562, 573, 574, 
588, 590 fl. ; Dyaus, 103, 105 

Zeus Ombrios, 422 
Zimmer, H., 80, 81,88,90fl., 94,96,217, 

491 
Zirrah,328 
Zoilus, king, 549, 552, 553, 587, 589 
Zoroaster, 74, 323 
Zoroastrianism, 76, 319, 673 
Zrayab Kasaoya, 328 
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Plate VII! 

('OIN:-; OF TIm GHEEK, S(,YIlIIAN, AND PAHiJHIAN INVADEHS 



PLATE IX· 
(Nos. 1-10) 

PALAEOLITHIC AND NEOLITHIC 
1M PLEMEXTS 



Straight.edge" ciffivi'r of hrownish 
quartzite: from Chillgi,,!)"! lJ,.lric!' 
MRnms. 13 ems. 

., 

t 
" \ , 

Uout:hel' of banued ferrll~ 
ginous qua.rtzite: froUl 
Kistna Di::;trid, Madras. 
Hl ems. 

~ 

J'ehhlc·huu..1 hoocher of quartzite: from 
Chinglepul Disirici. 14 CDll!. 

9 

6 
Polished celt with pointed 
bult of speckled trap; from 
Bundii District, L III ted 
Provinces. 19 ems. 

Polished chisel·celt of hardened clay slate: from 
Burma.. 20 ems. ~ 

PALAEOLI'l'HIC AXD NEOLITIIIC IMPLEMENTS 



il 
Discoid palacolith of reddish
grey quartzite: from north of 
the Gh&tpmhha -mer. Bell!"nm 
District. 7'fj ems. 

i 
Polished celt, weathered, with flat
tened butt and crescentic pdge of trap: 
from Mahoba, Bundelkhand. Q ('In .. 

10 
Core of Ilumlllulitic !lint with Ij thlkt:'~. hlllil 
tht' Indus at Rukkur. I-hi em,.:, 

PI'iff IX 

-I 
(iuillotine-edgeJ pB.ltwolith 
of reddi:'<h ql1R.rt,zite: from 
the lll;>nuillll.ll j.I I'l n~l'. 
Dhiirwar Di~tri(·t. Bombav. 
23 cms. . 

~ 

Polished "houlder~u celt with 
lutze-like edge, of dtlrk gre," 
slate: from Bunna. 10 ('Ill~. 

PALAEOLITHIC AXIl XEULITHlC nlPLE~IEXTS 
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11 

13 14 15 
Celts from BijnorDistrict, \:.1'. Scale=ir. 

16 
Barbed spear-head frOlll Bijnot' District, D.P. 

Scale l'r-

l~ 

17 19 ~o 
OiJjeet of uncertain tlin,mctel' from 

F.-lit 11,1_:/11"11, F.P. 8cale=~. 
Swords frum Fatehgarb, U,P. Scltle=~f' 

PREHiSTORIC COPPEH OB.JECTS 
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21 
Gold leaf from Vedic ('I) 
burial mound at Lauriyil 
Nandangarh. 

(Actual size.) 

24 

A(;okft Pillar at Lanriya 
Nandangarh. 

(Height ;W' 7t".) 

22 

Seals from Hamppn, Montgomery Dist., Punjab, (Actual size.) 

2.) 

Fa~;a(le of the Loma.,'" Rbhi en,Ye. 
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26 
Yaksha (?) Statue from PllrkIH'Ill, neal' 
Mathur.. (Height 8' 8".) 

27 
(·I!'I!;~'.,1 \I'e,\.;:a Column at Sarniith. 

I I ! "1,_,11 t Ii' 1 (),~" " 

28 
Relief on Capital of A,oka Column at Samath. 
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31 

29 
(Height 6'.) 

30 
(Height 5' 4". J 

Yaksha figures from Pa.tna. (Indian Museum, Calcutta.) 

32 
Indigenous punch.marked Coin\";. 

34 
Coin of Sophytes (Saubhiiti). 

~ 
I .. '. 

33 



:v') 
Tel-ra("otta he;tll frOll1 !'·h'1'lliHh. 

(Artual size. i 

: Ifi 

j'('ITH(, >11'[ III :ld 1'1'0111 1):1:--:1, II 
1\ Ii, II, I \~,\t.,t1 ~izp.1 

, ..." . . , . 
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37 
Terrucotla relief frolll Hnsf,rh. (ArtulLl size.) 

40 
Crystal reliquary from Pl(lnth\\'ll 

Sttlpa, (Height af'·) 
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41 

GATEWA Y AXD IUILINGS OF 'fHE BHARHUT STUPA 
(INDIA~ MUSEUM, CALCUTTA) 

O.H.I. I. 
B 



PLATE XVI 
(Nos. 42-45) 

RELIEFS ON THE RAILING 
OF THE BHARHUT STOPA 
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42 

. ..".--:.-...... , ~ .... -

44 

RELIEFS ON 'l'HE RAILING OF THE BHAHHUT STUPA 



Plate XV! 

15 

HELIEF:; ON TilE RAILI~U OF THB BHARHUT STUPA 



PLATE XVII 
(Nos. 46, 47) 

RELIEFS ON THE RAILING 
OF l'IIE BHARHUT STlTPA 
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RELIEFS ON THE RAILIKG OF THE BHARHUl' 8Tl'PA 



Plate XPJT 

. f, ; 
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47 

RELIEFS ON THE RAILING OF THE BH.ARHUT STOPA 
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if! 

GARUDA PILLAR AT BESNAGAR NEAH BHILSA (VIDrcI) .. , 
(Height 21' 3") 
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50 
Pillar of Railin~. 

51 
rillar of Hailillg. 

.<;2 

Pillar of Chanlnama. 

HAILING A~\) HELIEFS AT BUDDH GAYA 
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53 

GENERAL VIEW OF THE l\T.AIN RTUPA AT SANCHI FROM THE NORTH-EAST. (Height about 54') 
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PLATE XXI 
(Nos. 54-59) 

GENERAL VIEW AND RAILING 
PILLARS OF SrUPA II A'1' SANCRI 
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RAILIX(~ PILLAH~ OF STl'PA II AT SANC'HI 

·58 ,39 

ReHef on South 
Pillar of West 
Gate\ysy of the 
Main Stllpa. 

'0 ::;-. 
~ 

~ ..... 
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60 

FRON'r FACE OF EAST GATEWAY OF TRE MAIN 
STU-PA AT sANeRl 

" 



PLATE XXIII 
(Nos. 61-64) 

,\ 1[( 'HlTIU YE:-; OF G,\'jl';\L\Y~ 

OF THE 

MAIN STUPA AT S1NCHI 
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1.01Vt.'st, Arl'hitr:.lye of :So th Cj. ttf'\\·:ly. 

'/ 

64 

Upper Architrave of West Gateway. 

AHCHTTR.\VBR OF fiATgWAYS OF THB MAIN STPA AT Si\SCHI 
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PortiOlI or 'forilll,l arch frOlH ~\Ldlll1nl,. (Height 3' 3".) 



PLATE XXV 
(Nos. 67, 68) 

THE l'HAI'L'Y.\ CAVE ~\T K:-mU 
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67 

Front view of ChaiLyl.1 Cave l'l.t Kiirli. 



Plate XXV 

68 

Interior "iew of ChaitYR Cltve at Kiirli. 



PLATE XXVI 
(Nos. 69-72) 

CAVES AT RONDANE, BHA.U, 
XADSeR, AND N,\SIK 
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j'I'1111 \il'\\ (,I' CluLit,\:1 I 
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Interior of Yihiira Cave at Nadsiir. 
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Helief from Yihflra Cfl.,\,(' ,1"1),'. 

-., ,-
Front view of the Piit:l<Juh'na l(t );iisik. 



PLATE XXVII 
(Nos. 73~76) 

~L\~l'HAPURI CAVE ,\ND 
ANANTA UUi\ll'IlA 
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The M~nchapuri Cave. 
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Helie! from aIel! of Anania Gumpha. 
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Part of frieze from lower ~t,orey (if :\LIl](:ilillHll'l Ca \'l'. 
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Paxt of frieze from A.nanta (iulllpba. 



PLATE XXVIII 
(Nos. 77-80) 

RAXI UmIPIL\ AND 
ALAKAPURI CAVE 
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Part of frieze fl "1'1 , • I' ,~t 
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The Rilni Gumph'i. 



PI(/te XXVIII 
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Part of frieze from upper storey of Rani Gumphii. 

00 

Part of frieze from upper storey of AhLkapUl'[ C .. ve. 
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Terracotta pfayn<:._L.Hll Rbii..!i. (.Aetna! SIze.) 
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Copper lo~i\ hOln Kulli. 



PLATE XXX 
(Nos. 83 a-83t) 

COI)lS OF BACTRlA AND 

KORTH-WESTEH" I~DIA 
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" 
Demetrius. 

/) 

Encmtides. 

c 
Anti"lci,l"s. 

tl 
Al'chebins. 
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COTNS OF BACTRJA AND NORTH-WESTEHN INDIA 
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Apollodolus. 

9 
Philoxenus. 
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l\111ues. 

k 
Azili~es. 
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• 

f 
Menandcr. 

h 
Hel'lllaeus. 

j 

Azes. 

Gondopllllrnes. 

I'll!,' XXX 

COINS OF BACTIUA. AND NORTH-WESTERN L~DIA 
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Hc"d of Dionysu,. "ilver repollss';. Taxila. 
(Height ar.) 
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Stiip" b"se of Scytho·P"rthian epoch. Taxila. 

Plate XXX! 
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,," 
lhon7.p statuette. 'raxila. (Height 5".) 
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Gold casket fWIll f:itrJpa at Bl1l1a..riln. (Height 2.t".) 
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INTAGLIO GEMS FROM THE KORTH-WEST OF INDIA 
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Life-Rir.e statue of BlHldhl~ £rom (.j.fllldhiira. 


